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**Introduction** The gut microbiota plays a crucial role in regulating the physiology of the host, specifically the immune system. Recent evidence suggests, that the gut microbiota is involved in liver diseases such as non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease, alcoholic and viral hepatitis. However, it remains unclear whether the immunological response is modulated by the gut microbiota directly, or indirectly by its metabolites such as short chain fatty acids (SCFAs) or secondary bile salts. Both of which are important signaling molecules in the gut and in the liver. So far, little is known about the influence of gut microbiota in immune‐me‐ diated liver injury. The concanavalin A (ConA) model is a well‐established mouse model of T cell mediated autoimmune hepatits. Therefore, we investigated the role of gut microbiota in ConA‐induced liver injury. **Methods** Germ free C57BL/6 or broad‐spectrum antibiotic treated FIRxf/ger mice were challenged with ConA. Multiple parameters were analyzed at the initial, peak and recovery phase of ConA‐mediated liver injury. Immunophenotyping was performed via flow cytometry. Microbial composition of feces was analyzed by 16S rRNA sequencing. SCFAs levels were estimated by hepatic expression levels of its receptor (e.g. GPR‐43). Hepatic expression of GPR‐43 as well as several regulators of bile acid metabolism were investigated by RT‐PCR. The influence of SCFAs on immune cell composition was analyzed via FACS analysis after *in vitro* co‐culture experiments w/o liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (LSECs). **Results** Germ free C57BL/6 as well as antibiotic treated mice were protected from ConA‐induced liver injury. Antibiotic treatment reduces frequencies of CD4^+^T cells and IL‐10^+^ regulatory T cells (Tregs) following ConA‐treatment. Hepatic expression of GPR‐43 was up‐regulated in response to antibiotic treatment and down‐regulated after ConA‐chal‐ lenge. The same effects was seen for cholesterol 7α‐hydroxy‐ lase (Cyp7A1), which catalyzes the conversion of cholesterol to primary bile acids. The opposite effect could be determined in case of the bile acid membrane receptor TGR5. *In vitro* experiments indicate that butyrate reduces IFNγ and IL‐10 production by CD4^+^T cells in co‐culture with LSECs. **Conclusion** We clearly verified a link between gut microbiota and ConA‐induced liver damage. Reduction (via antibiotics) or absence (germ free mice) of gut microbiota led to ameliorated ConA‐damage. This is in line with decreased Tregs in the liver, which is explained by the less severe liver damage. Our results indicate that further analysis of SCFAs and bile salt metabolism is needed to determine its specific function during pathogenesis of liver disease.
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**Background:** The liver is an immune organ interposed between portal and peripheral venous circulations. Immune aberrancies including altered adaptive immune responses occur in chronic liver disease. These changes have mainly been explored in cells isolated from liver and peripheral venous blood, and their association with liver disease severity is unclear. Here, changes in T cell subset (T~subset~) distribution in portal vs. peripheral venous blood of patients with chronic hepatitis C (cHCV) were related to disease severity. **Methods:** We prospectively studied a cohort of compensated cHCV patients. Subjects underwent percutaneous liver biopsy, direct portal vein cannulation and direct pressure (dPP) measurement. Portal and peripheral blood samples were obtained. CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were measured by multicolor flow cytometry, and categorized as naïve (CD62L+/CD45RA+), central memory (CD62L+/CD45RA‐), effector memory (CD62L‐/CD45RA‐), or effector (CD62L‐/ CD45RA+) cells. Ishak fibrosis score (IF) and dPPwere used as markers of liver disease severity and Spearman\'s rho (r) was used to correlate disease severity indicators with T~subset~absolute counts. **Results:** Of 30 patients enrolled, 29 completed the study (mean age= 57.5, males=63.3%). IF of 0‐2, 3‐4 and 5‐6 was found in 10, 6 and 13 patients, respectively. dPP ranged between 2‐32 mm/Hg. In portal blood (n=28), CD4+ central memory T~subset~ but none of the CD8+ T ~bset~, correlated with IF (r=0.56, p=0.001). In peripheral bloocf (n=27), neither CD4+, nor CD8+ T~subset~ correlated with IF. With increasing dPP, portal blood derived CD4+ central memory T~subset~ trended towards significance (r=0.37, p=0.06), whereas, none of the CD8+ T~subset~ showed a significant change. Interestingly, in periph‐ erafolood, CD4+ T~subset~ did not correlate with dPP but CD8+ effector memory T~subset~, showed a negative correlation (r= ‐0.38, p=0.048). Conclusions: CD4+ and CD8+ T~subsets~ show dynamic changes across liver disease severity. Disease severity associated quantitative changes in CD8+ T~subset~ and CD4+ T~subset~ are not only distinct between portal and peripheral venous system, but the CD8+ T~subset~ changes appear to be confined to the peripheral circulation. This suggests that adaptive immune cell aberrancies in cHCV evolve with liver disease progression, and that the diseased liver contributes to these changes by affecting T cells as they transition from portal to systemic venous circulation.
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**Activated Hepatic stellate cells are involved in changing the T‐cell profile in chronic liver disease towards a protective phenotype** {#hep28797-sec-1890}
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**Background & Aims:** Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is often based on chronic inflammation and a malignant transformation of hepatocytes, resulting in liver fibrogenesis. In this process, subsets of CD4+ T helper (Th) cells are involved, mediating pro‐inflammatory (TH17) or anti‐inflammatory (T regulator (Treg)) effects. T‐cell specific overexpression of the cyclic adenosine monophosphate‐responsive element modulator alpha (CREMα) was previously described to dispose T‐lymphocytes towards a Th 17 phenotype in models of systemic lupus erythematosus or lung inflammation. Additionally, an increased Thl 7 response is associated with a poor prognosis in patients with chronic liver disease (CLD). Therefore we investigated the relevance of Thl7 cells for CLD and its implications for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). **Methods:** Transgenic mice overexpressing CREMα were crossed with hepatocyte‐specific Nemo knockout mice (Nemo^Δhepa^) to generate Nemo^Δhepa^/CREMα^Tg^ mice. The impact of CREMα^Tg^ T‐cells on Nemo^Δhepa^ mediated CLD progression was examined. To proof the impact of CRE‐ Ma^Tg^ T cells, adoptive transfer of bone marrow derived cells (BMDCs) and T‐cells was performed. For a comprehensive analysis of T‐cell phenotype NanoString Technology™ and FACs analysis were included. **Results:** Overexpression of CREMα in T‐cells of NEMO^Δhepa^ mice diminished serum transaminase levels, associated with reduced numbers of infiltrating CD11 b+ dendritic cells and CD8+ T‐cells. As a consequence fibrosis and HCC development was significantly reduced. Simultaneous adoptive transfer of BMDCs and T‐cells from CREMα^Tg^ into Nemo^Δhepa^ mice clearly identified CREMα^Tg^ T‐cells as essential for improving the course of CLD. Surprisingly, in this scenario, CREMα^Tg^ T‐cells didn\'t show a Thl 7 phenotype with IL‐17 production and expression of the linage marker RORγT. In contrast, hepatic T‐cells were characterised by the expression of Treg‐related markers like FOXP3, CTLA4 and TIM3. *In vitro*, CREMα^Tg^ T‐cells stimulated with TGFβ and retinoic acid (RA) containing supernatant of activated HSCs, were polarised towards an anti‐inflammatory Treg phenotype. Mechanistically, administration of a specific retinoic acid receptor (RAR)a inhibitor reduced FOXP3+ Treg polarisation. These findings reveal that CREMα^Tg^ T‐cells are a prerequisite for inducing FOXP3+ Tregs. Conclusion: Our results demonstrate that overexpression of CREMα in T‐cells changes the inflammatory milieu, attenuating initiation and progression of CLD. Unexpected, our study demonstrates that CREMα transgenic T‐cells induced by HSCs shift chronic inflammation in Nemo^Δhepa^ livers towards a protective Treg response.
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**Background.** IL‐17 secreting CD4 T cells (Th 17) have been implicated in autoimmunity and inflammatory disease and provide a link between the innate and adaptive immune responses. IL‐17‐producing T cells are present around bile ducts, but their functional role and mechanism of localization is poorly understood. **Methods.** Primary human cholangiocytes were assessed for their chemokine and cytokine secretion in response to bacterial products and pro‐inflammatory cytokines including IL‐17. The effect of cholangiocytes on CD4 T cell differentiation and stability was assessed using cholangiocyte‐conditioned media stimulated with or without IL17, TNFα and IFNγ. **Results:** E.coli and LPS treatment of cholangiocytes stimulated CCL20 secretion that was able to attract CCR6+ Th 17 cells in in‐vitro migration assays. Cholangiocytes secreted Th 17 polarizing cytokines including IL1β, TGFβ and IL‐6 when treated with IL‐17 and CD4 cells showed evidence of polarisation to Th 17 cells when co‐cultured over 7 days with TNFα and IFNγ stimulated or IL‐17 stimulated cholangiocyte supernatant. IL‐17 treatment induced Stat3 dependent proliferation of cholangiocytes but no increase in ICAM‐1 orVCAM‐1 expression. IL‐17 treatment also induced cholangiocytes to secrete IL‐8 and MCP‐1, which could be responsible for the recruitment of neutrophils and macrophages around the bile ducts. **Conclusions.** Cholangiocytes respond to IL‐17 by proliferating and secreting Th 17 polarizing cytokines, which favours the maintenance of Th 17 lineage in infiltrating CD4 T cells. The secretion of CCL20 and IL‐17 polarising cytokines by cholangiocytes in response to LPS and E coli suggests that the presence of bacteria or their products in inflamed portal tracts may contribute to the maintenance of this polarising microenvironment.
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Background/Aim: It is clinically evident that patients with chronic liver disease have increased immunoglobulins compared to healthy subjects. Regardless of such conditions, patients with liver cirrhosis are immune‐compromised, whose risk of severe bacterial infection is increased according to the progression of Child‐Pugh status. We previously reported that peripheral CD27+ memory B‐cell frequency and functions are significantly decreased in cirrhotic patients (Hepatology 2012) We hypothesized that the dysregulation of B cell differentiation, viability and function is involved in the excessive production of "futile" immunoglobulins. We thus aimed to clarify B cell function in patients with wide range of liver diseases by analyzing the profile of serum immunoglobulin subtypes and B cell gene signatures Method: We retrospectively analyzed IgG, IgA and IgM levels in 527 patients with liver diseases from our medical records and classified depending on etiology and Child‐Pugh score. The five etiological groups are; HCV, HBV, alcohol, NAFLD and the others. Patients with autoimmune hepatic disease (AIH and PBC) were excluded. Using cryopreserved serum, we also performed the immunoglobulin isotyping with Bioplex system. We measured the mRNA levels of activation markers by real‐time PCR in isolated CD27+ memory B‐cells recovered from cirrhotic patients and healthy subjects In addition, we examined the expression of activation‐induced cytidine deaminase (AID), crucial for class‐switch recombination and somatic hypermutation during plasma cell differentiation Results: Cirrhotic patients have elevated serum IgG and IgA regardless of underlying etiologic change Also, the IgG and IgA levels increased in the progression of Child‐Pugh stage. Patients with advanced cirrhosis (Child‐Pugh B and C) tend to have increased IgG1 frequency (p=0.0016), while relative decrease of IgG2 compared to healthy donors (HD) (p=0.0048). The expression of activation markers of memory B‐cell (CD69, CD71, CD80, CD86) in the cirrhosis group was comparable with that in HD However, AID level in memory B‐cell was increased in cirrhotic patients compared to those in HD (p=0.0367) Conclusions: Cirrhotic patients with wide range of etiology show increased immunoglobulin status Enhanced expression of AID in memory B cells and disproportional immunoglobulin profile may account for the "futile" immunoglobulin status of advanced cirrhosis
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The interplay between macrophages and T cells shapes the inflammatory response An appropriate balance of T cells is essential for the resolution of fibrosis as shown in model of organ rejection after transplantation. T‐cell polarisation results after antigen presentation from professional antigen‐presenting cells to CD4+ T helper lymphocytes. We induced chronic liver fibrosis by carbon tetrachloride injection in mice with defective of the last step of phagocytosis and in their wild‐type counterparts. Our hypothesis is that phagocytosis is instrumental for both antigen presentation and the set‐up of a correct cytokine environment for the correct T cell polarisation to occur Increased damage was observed in mice lacking phagocytic cargo digestion, altogether with an imbalance in macrophage polarisation, tipped to a pro‐inflammatory phenotype Those findings prompted us to investigate the CD4+ T‐cell response. In order to investigate it, livers were harvested at distinct time points after CCI4 suspension. Analysis was carried on using qPCR and immunohistochemistry on total liver extract and liver sections respectively. This study shows that in the absence of a correct phagocytic cargo digestion an impaired Th2 response results. Defect in the production of Th2‐related cytokines such as IL4 was observed in homeostatic conditions also (Il4 mRNA expression in untreated mice lacking phagocytic cargo processing vs. wild type mice: −4 to 5 fold), possibly pointing out to a general defect in the Th2 polarisation (Gata3 mRNA expression untreated mice lacking phagocytic cargo processing vs. wild type mice: −2 fold). Also, more proliferation in the non‐parenchymal compartments was observed in mice lacking the last step of phagocytosis at 72h of recovery (Ki67 immunohistochemistry, 9±2 vs. 12±2 cells/field of view, 20x magnification, n=5−7 mice/group). Further investigation is required to determine the mechanism in which phagocytosis acts on the Th2 response and whether a defective phagocytosis correlates with an uncontrolled expansion of specific T‐cell subtypes in the regenerating liver. Understanding the dynamics that control this relationship may have great impact on the elucidation of novel potential therapeutic targets in the scarring process.
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**Introduction:** Unregulated inflammation of the liver drives the onset and progression of a range of aetiologically diverse chronic liver diseases and, ultimately, promotes the formation of neoplastic tumours, such as hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC). A key step in hepatic inflammation is the recruitment of leukocytes via hepatic sinusoidal endothelial cells (HSEC) CD151, a member of the tetraspanin family, has previously been shown to play a role in leukocyte recruitment to vascular endothelia; however, the presence of CD151 has not previously been explored in the hepatic sinusoidal endothelium Consequently, an understanding CD151 expression and function in the liver could identify a new therapeutic target for limiting hepatic inflammation. **Methods:** We used immunohistochemistry, dual colour immunofluorescence co‐localisation studies, qRT‐PCR and western blotting to determine the cell‐specific expression of CD151 in normal liver, chronic liver diseases and HCC. qRT‐PCR and cell‐based ELISA studies were used to determine the regulation of CD151 expression in HSEC by growth factors, proinflammatory cytokines and hepatoma cell line (HepG2) supernatant Flow‐based adhesion assays were used to study the functional role of CD151 in the adhesion of Jurkat cells, a human T cell line, to HSEC monolayers. **Results:** Increased CD151 protein expression was associated with areas of fibrosis and neovascularisation, particularly in parenchymal liver diseases, such as alcoholic liver disease (ALD) and non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), as well as in HCC CD151 was shown to be highly expressed by HSEC *in vivo* and expression was maintained in cultured HSEC *in vitro* The expression of CD151 in HSEC was upregulated by stimulation with HepG2 supernatant and tumourigenic growth factors, such as hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). We also found CD151 molecules clustering around adherent T cells following capture from physiological flow by HSEC monolayers Furthermore, function‐blocking antibodies to CD151 significantly reduced adherence of T cells under flow conditions. **Conclusion:** We demonstrate, for the first time, the expression of CD151 on human sinusoidal endothelial cells and neovessels in a range of chronic liver diseases and HCC. We also demonstrate that CD151 in HSEC is maintained *in vitro* and can be upregulated by pro‐tumourigenic factors and plays an important functional role in T cell adhesion to HSEC Taken together, these findings further our understanding of hepatic inflammation and lymphocyte recruitment to the liver, during chronic disease and carcinogenesis, and could form the basis of a potential therapeutic target.
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**Background and aims:** New DAA treatments for HCV infection are highly efficacious, yet costly. Nevertheless, it is time to move from treating selected prioritized patients to strategies that include treatment of all HCV infected patients To this end a lifetime multi‐cohort model of 8125 real life HCV infected patients, enrolled in the PITER cohort was used to compare two IFN free treatment\'s policies. **Policy 1**:**Treat all patients** of the cohort in any fibrosis stage(F0‐F4**). Policy 2**: **Treat first**: patients who are prioritized by the EASL HCV Clinical Practice Guidelines 2015; **Wait and treat**: the remaining patients when they would reach the F3 stage. Dynamic lifetime HCV disease progression and the related costs were evaluated adapting a Markov model in a lifetime horizon from a health care system perspective. Each real life patient entered the model at the proper age and fibrosis stage and was followed in the model over a lifetime. Total medical costs, quality‐adjusted life‐years (QALYs), and incremental cost‐effectiveness ratios (ICERs) were evaluated. Probabilistic and scenario analyses were performed. **Results:** In the base‐case analysis (base price of HCV regimen: € 15,000), treating all fibrosis stages vs treating the prioritized patients first, adds: € 31,083,475 (incremental costs) and 3,497 incremental QALYs, for an ICER of € 8,893 per QALY gained. The Monte Carlo scenarios (10,000 simulations) were arranged on a cost‐effectiveness plot and then reported on a cost‐effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC). ICERs (incremental costs by the incremental QALYs between Policy 1 vs Policy 2) remain cost effective (below € 40,000/QALY) in 91 % of the simulations assumed In the scenario analysis, different ICERs were calculated for fourteen prices\' combinations, differentiated by fibrosis staging and the discount rate The base price of IFN‐free treatment regimen (€ 15,000), remained unvaried on time for patients with moderate to severe liver disease stage, whereas decreasing combinations of discount prices in patients with F1/F2 and F0 stage were applied. ICER was very sensitive at price variations for patients at F0 stage For the price levels lower than 60% and 70% of the base price, applied in patients with F1/F2 and F0 respectively, the Policy 1 resulted to be dominant (less costs and greater benefits than Policy 2); policy 1 become cost effective in 97% of the simulations and dominant in 40% of them by the sensitivity analysis **Conclusion:** Treating HCV infection at any fibrosis stage appeared to improve health outcomes and to be cost‐effective Cost effectiveness increases significantly lowering the treatment\'s prices in early fibrosis stages.
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Risk of incident liver cancer following HCV treatment with sofosbuvir‐containing regimens {#hep28798-sec-0024}
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**Background** Curative HCV treatment with IFN‐based regimens has been associated with reduction in the rate of HCV‐associated liver cancer. Whether achieving sustained virologic response following treatment with IFN‐free direct‐acting antiviral (DAA)‐based regimens yields a similar benefit is unknown. The objective of this study was to examine the association of treatment completion with the DAA sofosbuvir (SOF) with risk of incident liver cancer in real‐world data **Methods** From US administrative claims data from January 1, 2010 through March 31, 2015, we identified adult HCV patients dispensed at least 12 weeks of SOF‐containing therapy who had no evidence of subsequent HCV treatment (N=5,033). For comparison, we identified adult patients diagnosed with HCV without evidence of HCV treatment who had active follow‐up time after SOF approval (N=69,374). All included patients had a minimum of 6 months of enrollment and no evidence of prior liver cancer at baseline Hazard ratios (HRs) estimating risk of incident liver cancer associated with completion of SOF‐containing therapy were calculated after adjustment for baseline confounders using Cox proportional hazards methods. **Results** Patients completing SOF‐containing treatment were more likely to be \>55 years and male, and to have cirrhosis at baseline (34.7% vs. 11.5%), than untreated HCV patients; median follow‐up was shorter in SOF‐completing vs. untreated patients (171 and 328 days, respectively) When stratified by baseline cirrhosis status, absolute cumulative incidence rates (95% confidence interval \[CI\]) were not different between SOF‐completing and untreated patients: 0.77 (0.40‐1.35) and 0.67 (0.60‐0.75) per 100 person‐years (PY), respectively among non‐cirrhotics, and 3.24 (2.15‐4.68) and 3.67 (3.21‐4.17) per 100 PY, respectively among cirrhotics There was no significant interaction of observed treatment effect with baseline cirrhosis (p=0.53) After adjustment for age, gender, cirrhosis, and other baseline conditions significant at p\<0.10, no association was observed between SOF completion and liver cancer (HR=0.96, 95% CI: 0.69‐1.34) This absence of association was observed for both IFN‐free and IFN‐containing SOF treatment regimens (HR=1.01 (95% CI: 0.69‐1.49) and 0.87 (95% CI: 0.49‐1.53), respectively) **Conclusions** In this real‐world cohort study, completion of SOF‐containing treatment was not independently associated with risk of incident liver cancer, regardless of IFN co‐medication. The strongest risk factors for liver cancer were baseline cirrhosis, older age, and male gender. Future cohort studies should examine longer‐term liver cancer risk following completion of DAA therapy.
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**Background and Aims:** The HCV recombinant strain (St. Petersburg variant) has been reported from several countries but its prevalence (0.5‐2%) may be underestimated by the vast majority of the standard genotyping assays which are based only on the 5′(core) sequencing. So far there was no data on this recombinant virus in Israel The clinical importance of this HCV recombinant genotype lies upon its being mistakenly identified and treated as genotype G2, a treatment which is insufficient for G1 genotype. In this study we report the first cases of recombinant strain 2/1b in Israel. An additional aim was to assess the ability of the Abbott RealTime HCV genotype II RUO (GTII) assay to detect this recombinant strain in comparison to sequence‐based analyses. **Methods:** 661 stored sera samples of chronic HCV patients (viral load \>10^4^ unit/ml) were tested at the Central Laboratory of Haifa and Western Galilee, Clalit Health Services (2014‐2015). HCV genotyping was performed in all samples using the Abbott GTII commercial kit according to the manufacturer instructions. The Abbott GTII assay amplifies and detects portions of both the 5′(core) and 3′(NS5B) regions. The samples in which 2/1b recombinant strain was detected, were further analyzed by sequence‐based analyses. **Results:** Genotype distribution: G1: 441 (66.7%) \[G1a 100 (15.1%), G1b 341 (51.6%)\], G2: 33 (5%), G3: 155 (23.4%) and G4: 21 (3.2%) Additional 11 samples (25% of G2! and 1.7% of all 661 sera) were diagnosed as a 2/1b recombinant strain Nine of these 11 patients were immigrants born in the former USSR The mean age was 42 year old Sequence‐ based analyses performed on 4 of these 11 samples showed that these samples are indeed recombinant genotypes 2k/1b chimera with the breaking point between NS2 and NS3 In the meanwhile, the follow ‐up of these patients revealed two patients who relapsed after 24 weeks of Peg/IFN therapy and other two patients showed no response SVR was obtained in one patient after 12 weeks daclatasvir / sofosbuvir therapy. The other patients are ongoing treated by DAAs **Conclusions:** We have found that the rate of recombinant HCV 2/1 b is 1.7% of all HCV genotypes and 25% of G2 genotype tested in this study Awareness should be raised to this possibility in patients who were identified as G2 HCV patients and it is recommended to use genotyping assays which amplify both the 5′(core) and 3′(NS5B) regions of the HCV genome. The presence of a recombinant virus may affect the outcome of the antiviral treatment.
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Prognostic impact of Hepatitis B and C infections in kidney recipients: control of viral replication improves patient and graft survival {#hep28798-sec-0032}
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In kidney transplantation, before the use of antiviral therapy, HBV and HCV recipients had lower patient and graft survival than non‐infected recipients. In the last two decades, nucleos(t) id analogues have been widely used for HBV patients whereas IFN‐based therapy has been used for smaller proportion of HCV patients. **Aims**: 1/ to update the impact of HBV and HCV on patient and graft survival; 2/ to assess the prognostic impact of viral control (HBV or HCV). **Methods**: First, patients and graft survivals were prospectively recorded between 1993 and 2010 in the French nationwide database of kidney recipients according to serological status. Second, we calculated, based on a type I error of 0.05 and a power of 95% that a random sample of at least 580 HBV or HCV patient records should be investigated to evaluate the influence of viral control. Viral control was defined as: low DNA level upon antiviral therapy or inactive carriers for HBV patients; SVR or spontaneous viral eradication for HCV recipients. **Results:** A/32307 recipients, median age (47.4±14.6 years) were analyzed: 1109 (3.43 %) with positive HCV antibodies, 596 (1.84%) with positive HBsAg and 30602 (94.72 %) non infected patients. HCV kidney recipients had significantly lower 10‐year patient survival (71.1 ±2%) than HBV (81.1 ±2%, p\<0.0001) and non‐infected recipients (84.2±3%, p\<0.0001) without significant differences between HBV and non‐infected recipients. They also had significantly lower 10‐year graft survival (50.6±1.9%) than HBV (62.3±2.4%, p=0.0001) and non‐infected (66.8.2±0.3%, p\<0.0001). After adjustment on age of recipients, age of donors, time of cold ischemia, extent of HLA‐B and DR matching, HCV antibodies remained an independent prognostic factor of 10‐year mortality (HR : 1,75; 95%CI :1.48‐2.1, p\<0.0001). B/ 687 patient records have been investigated. Viral control was obtained in almost all HBV recipients (95% of cases) In HCV patients, viral control was observed in 35% of cases among which 17.6% after antiviral therapy In HCV patients, patients with viral control had higher 10‐year patient (84.4±4.6% vs 68±4%, p=0.003) and graft (63,1±5.46% vs 48±3.7%, p=0.003) than those without In multivariate analysis, HCV infection remained independently associated with mortality only in case of viral replication whereas HCV recipients with negative PCR had similar patient and graft survival than non‐infected patients **Conclusion**: Control of viral replication allows obtaining similar patient and graft survival in HBV and HCV recipients in comparison to non‐infected recipients Conversely, uncontrolled HCV infection is still associated with a decrease in patient and graft survival.
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Comparing Child‐Pugh, MELD and FIB‐4 Scores to Predict Mortality, Hepatic Decompensation and Hepatocellular Carcinoma in HCV Infected Persons: ERCHIVES Study {#hep28798-sec-0036}
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Background: A relatively small proportion of HCV infected persons develop hepatic decompensation and hepatocellular carcinoma even after several years of infection. Predicting who will develop complications can help prioritize treatment decisions. Methods: In the ERCHIVES We calculated three commonly used clinical scores for liver disease severity to determine the risk of overall mortality, hepatic decompensation (HD) and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 1, 3 and 5 years after diagnosis of HCV. We excluded those with HD or HCC at baseline, HIV+ or HBsAg+ and those who received HCV treatment for \>28 days. Results: Among 21,327 HCV infected persons identified, \<1% of those with lowest CP, MELD or FIB‐4 scores develop HD, HCC or died within 1 year of HCV diagnosis. However, the proportion increases 3‐6 fold for the next stratum of the score at year one and 3 fold at year 3 for the same stratum Mortality, HD and HCC are highest in the higher strata and 5 years after diagnosis (Table) Conclusions: Mortality and complications are infrequent in the first year after HCV diagnosis in persons with low liver disease severity scores, but exponentially increase with increasing time or increasing severity scores These data may help determine the optimal time to initiate treatment to minimize mortality and liver disease complications.

**Table. Proportion of persons who died, developed hepatic decompensation or hepatocellular carcinoma 1, 3 and 5 years after diagnosis of HCV infection in ERCHIVES.**
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Elevated HCV reinfection incidence after successful treatment among HIV‐infected men who have sex with men in San Diego {#hep28798-sec-0040}
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**Background:** High rates of Hepatitis C (HCV) reinfection following successful treatment among HIV‐infected men who have sex with men (MSM) have been reported in Europe, but no data are available from the US. We assessed the incidence of primary HCV infection and reinfection following successful treatment among HIV positive MSM in San Diego. **Methods:** We performed a retrospective cohort analysis of HCV primary incidence and reinfection incidence after successful treatment among HIV‐infected MSM during 2008‐2016 at the largest HIV clinic in San Diego (UCSD Owen Clinic). Incident HCV infection was assessed among HIV‐infected MSM with a negative anti‐HCV test between 2008 and 2016, and defined as any positive anti‐HCV or HCV‐RNA test after the start of follow‐up. Re‐infection was defined as a positive HCV RNA PCR test after the date of sustained viral response (SVR) among HIV/HCV‐coinfected MSM treated for HCV between 2008 and 2014. For the re‐infection analysis patients were censored at reinfection or their last negative test before April 2016. Incidence was calculated using survival time methods **Results:** Among 1,092 baseline negative patients between 2008 and 2016, 40 seroconversions occurred over 3,4340 person‐years at risk, leading to an overall primary HCV incidence of 1.16 per 100 person‐years(/100py) (95%CI 0.85,1.59). During this same time period, among 43 HIV‐infected MSM who achieved SVR following HCV treatment, 3 became re‐infected after a median time of 2.7 years from the date of SVR. Over 103.9 person‐years of follow‐up, the estimated reinfection rate was 2.89/100 py (95% CI: 0.60, 8.44). For two individuals, reinfection occurred through injecting drug use (reported sharing syringes and drug‐preparation equipment since SVR). The third individual did not have any history of drug use All three HCV re‐infected patients had well controlled HIV infection. **Conclusions:** HCV reinfection incidence among HIV‐infected MSM in San Diego is 2‐3 fold higher than primary HCV incidence Increased efforts at preventing reinfection post‐treatment among HIV‐infected MSM are required.
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Natural NS3, NS5A and NS5B HCV resistance is common in real practice, differently associated to HCV genotypes and response to NS5A inhibitors {#hep28798-sec-0044}
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**Aim**: Natural resistance‐associated substitutions (RASs) are reported with highly variable prevalence across different HCV genotypes (GTs). We investigate the frequency of natural RASs, and the role of NS5A‐RASs on treatment efficacy, in a large real‐life database including the 4 main HCV‐GTs. **Methods:** RASs in NS3 (N=1032), NS5A (N=833) and NS5B (N=496) were analysed in 1193 HCV‐infected DAA‐naïve patients (pts). Sanger‐sequencing was performed by home‐made protocols on 714 GT1a, 989 GT1b, 135 GT2c, 333 GT3a, 24 GT4a and 166 GT4d samples. RASs with fold‐change ≥100 were defined as major. **Results:** Overall, 415/1193 (35%) pts showed natural RASs, independently by cirrhosis, but with important differences for GT/subtypes. GT1a, GT1b and GT4a frequently showed NS3 RASs (52‐20‐36%, respectively), with high prevalence of 80K in GT1a (17%). The 80K was never found in GT4. Major RASs D168A/E/T/V had 3% prevalence in GT2c and 4% in GT4d. Also in NS5A, GT1a, GT1b and GT4a showed the highest prevalence of RASs (10‐31‐38%, respectively). Major NS5A RASs were detected in 10% GT1a (28V, 30H/R, 31M, 93C/H), 9% GT1b (30R, 93H), 5% GT2c (31M, 93H), 4% GT3a (93H) and 2% GT4d (30S). The most common major NS5A RAS was 93H. In NS5B, the major sofosbuvir 282T RAS was never found, while the putative RASs 159F and 316N were exclusively detected in GT1b (13% and 19%) often in association (phy=0.67, p\<0.001 by covariation analysis). Notably, the prevalence of 159F and 316N was higher in interferon+ribavirin‐experienced (7‐11%, respectively), than in naïve pts (3‐4%; p=0.07 and p=0.02, respectively). Among 372 pts with resistance test in all 3 genes, 10% showed multiple RASs. The most prevalent association was NS3+NS5A RASs (3%, mainly GT1 and 4). Only 2 GT1b pts showed RASs on 3 drug‐targets. Lastly, 138 pts treated with a NS5A‐in‐ hibitor were studied to evaluate the potential role of natural NS5A‐RASs Among 26 non‐cirrhotic pts, none had major RASs, and all 4 with baseline minor NS5A RASs (GT1b: 30Q, 31M, 58S, 92T) reached a sustained viral response (SVR12). Among 112 cirrhotic pts, 4 showed major NS5A RASs (fold‐ change \>1000). Two of them, (GT1b:93H; GT4d:30S) were treated with not‐recommended regimens, without ribavirin, and experienced virological failure On the contrary, the other 2 (GT1b:93H; GT1a:30R) received a recommended‐regimen with ribavirin and reached SVR Conclusions: Natural RASs are common across all HCV‐GTs, and up to 10% of pts show multiple‐class resistance, though only the so‐called major mutations seem to have a clinical relevance. Thus, qualitative identification of only major natural RASs (rather than all) is required to properly guide DAA‐based therapy.
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**BACKGROUND AND AIM:** Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is the most common cause of cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and indication for liver transplantation (LT) in the United States. Recent advances in HCV have brought about anti‐HCV regimens with sustained virologic response (SVR) rates of 98%. Although general population screening has not previously been found to be cost‐effective, re‐assessment of this strategy for the US population must be considered. Our aim is to compare the cost effectiveness of three screening strategies for HCV: 1) Screen all (SA) 2) Screen based on Birth Cohort Screening (BCS) and 3) Screen based on risks regardless of age (HRS). **METHODS**: A decision‐analytic Markov model estimated the natural history of HCV and evaluated the cost‐effectiveness of three HCV screening strategies (1) SA, 2) BC and 3) HRS over a lifetime horizon for the US general population. Based on age and risk status, 16 cohorts were modelled. Health states included Fibrosis stages 0 to 4, decompensated cirrhosis, HCC, LT, post‐LT, and death The probability of progression to downstream liver‐related complications was based on presence or absence of virus (SVR) HCV antibody prevalence and the % of high risk patients varied by the specific cohort Treatment was with approved all‐oral DAAs; the exact regimen and duration was based on genotype and stage of liver disease (cirrhosis and non‐cirrhosis) Across all cohorts, 86% were assumed to be seen annually by a primary care provider; 76.6% of HCV Ab+ patients had detectable HCV RNA and 28% of CHC patients were aware of their infection. SVR rates, transition probabilities, utilities, and costs were derived from the literature. Incremental cost effectiveness ratios were compared between SA and the other two screening strategies One‐way sensitivity analyses tested the impact of key model drivers **Results**: The 3 screening strategies led to identification of new cases of HCV: (SA: 1 73 million, BCS: 1.16 million and HRS: 0.38 million). The strategy to Screen All costs \$294.0 billion and leads to 26.5 million QALYs while BCS and HRS cost \$300.8 billion and \$318.8 billion with 25.4 and 24.5 million QALYs. Compared to BCS, Screen All led to an additional 1.1 million QALYs and saved \$6.78 billion while compared to HRS, SA led to 2.0 million additional QALYs and saved \$24.8 billion In this context, the SA strategy dominated both the BCS and HRS strategies with additional QALYs and cost savings. **CONCLUSIONS:** In the era of highly effective anti‐viral regimens with all oral DAAs, screening the entire U S population and treating those with active viremia is projected to be cost‐saving.
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Aberrant expression of biliary markers by hepatocytes is related to the occurrence of hepatic decompensation and hepatocellular carcinoma in HCV‐related cirrhosis (ANRS CO12 CirVir prospective cohort) {#hep28798-sec-0052}
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Introduction: Aberrant expression of biliary markers, such as cytokeratin 7 (CK7) and epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) is thought to reflect an abnormal regeneration recruiting hepatic progenitor cells. We aimed to describe the expression of biliary markers by hepatocytes in patients with compensated HCV‐related cirrhosis and to investigate its potential influence on decompensation events and hepatocellular carcinoma occurrence. Patients and methods: Among 1323 patients with Child‐Pugh A, HCV‐related cirrhosis enrolled in the French prospective ANRS CO12 CirVir cohort, we selected the patients with an available liver biopsy, performed within 2 years before inclusion. Liver biopsies were re‐assessed for activity grade and potential steatohepatitis. CK7 and EpCAM immunostaining was assessed independently by 2 pathologists. Biopsies were considered positive for CK7 when at least 2 foci of more than 5 hepatocytes were observed, and categorized as extensive when one or several cirrhotic nodules showed positive staining in more than 30% of hepatocyte. EpCAM was considered positive when at least one foci of hepatocyte was stained. Patients were prospectively followed. The influence of biliary markers on decompensation events (ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, gastro‐intestinal bleeding) and hepatocellular carcinoma occurrence was studied using univariate analyses and Cox\'s multivariate analysis. Results : Among 337 patients eligible for the study (men 67%, mean age 49 y), biopsies showed CK7+ hepatocytes in 197 (58%) patients. Among them, the staining was extensive in 40 (12%). Biopsies were positive for EpCAM in 203 patients (61%). The expression of both markers was associated with with a lower platelet count, a higher AFP level and with histological steatohepatitis. During follow‐up (55.2 months \[36‐72\]), 47 patients (14%) experienced at least one decompensation event and HCC was diagnosed in 37 patients (11%). An extensive CK7 staining was independantly associated with the occurrence of a decompensation event (HR: 3.21 \[1,41 ;7,29\], p=0,005), along with a low albumin level and the absence of sustained virological response. EpCAM expression was independantly associated with HCC occurrence (HR : 2.40 \[1,09 ;5,31 \],p=0,03), along with older age and low prothombin time Steatohepatitis, observed in 42% of biopsies, was not associated with subsequent decompensation or to HCC occurrence. Conclusion: Aberrant expression of CK7 and EpCAM by hepatocytes, assessed on liver biopses of patients with compensated HCV‐related cirrhosis, reflects a cirrhosis stage more prone to develop cirrhosis complications.
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Hepatitis C virus (HCV) screening has taken on new importance as a result of updated guidelines and new curative therapies. Rew studies have assessed HCV in homeless populations including women. The SHADOW cohort in San Francisco recruited and studied homeless and unstably housed women; sampling was systematically conducted at free meal programs, homeless shelters, and low‐cost single room occupancy hotels, and HIV‐infected women were oversampled. Study inclusion criteria included female sex, age \>=18 years, and a lifetime history of housing instability (slept in a public place, a shelter, or stayed with a series other people because they had no other place to sleep). In this paper, we estimated: (1) prevalence and correlates of HCV exposure; (2) the proportion who were unaware of their status; and (3) assessed correlates of both outcomes. Among 246 women, 45.9% were anti‐HCV positive, of whom 61.1% were HIV coinfected. Consistent with the recruitment strategy, just over half of the sample (n=127; 51.6%) was HIV‐infected. A majority (72%) of the women were in the 'baby‐boomer' cohort (born between 1945 and 1965); 19% reported recent (past 6‐months) injection drug use (IDU). Factors independently associated with anti‐HCV positivity were: being born in 1965 or earlier (Adjusted Odds Ratio ((AOR) 3.94; 95%CI: 1.88, 8.26), a history of IDU (AOR 4.0; 95%CI: 1.68, 9.55), and number of psychiatric diagnoses (AOR 1.16; 95%CI: 1.08, 1.25).Women with symptoms of current depression had lower adjusted odds of HCV seropositivity (AOR 0.24; 95% CI: 0.12, 0.48). Overall, 26.8% reported never being HCV tested, and among anti‐HCV positives, 27.4% were unaware of their status Factors independently associated with women not knowing their HCV status (controlling for birth cohort status and IDU) included: lower income (per \$100 increase), AOR; 0.78 (95%CI: 0.65, 0.94); fewer psychiatric diagnosis (per diagnosis), AOR: 0.80 (95%CI: 0.70, 0.95); and any recent cocaine use (yes vs. no), AOR; 5.63 (95%CI: 1.16, 27.36). Results fill an important gap in information regarding HCV among homeless women, and confirm the need for enhanced screening in this population where a high proportion are baby‐boomers and have a history of drug use and psychiatric problems. Due to their age and risk profile, there is a high probability that women in this study have been infected for decades, and thus have significant liver disease. The association with mental illness and HCV suggests that in addition increased screening, augmenting mental health care and support may be needed to enhance treatment success.
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***Introduction:*** Hepascore is a serum test that provides clinically useful data regarding the stage of liver fibrosis and subsequent clinical outcomes in chronic liver disease. The aim of this study was to determine if the change in Hepascore results over time (delta Hepascore) could accurately predict the change in risk of liver related death (LRD), hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), liver decompensation (LD) and composite endpoint (LRD, HCC, LD) in HCV infection. ***Methods:*** 353 chronic hepatitis C patients who attended the Department of Hepatology, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Western Australia from 1992 to 2012 and had two or more Hepascore tests performed were studied The ability of a baseline and delta Hepascore test to predict liver related outcomes was assessed using univariate and multivariate Cox regression, AUROC and Kaplan‐Meier analysis. ***Results:*** During 1944 patient years follow up 28 (7.9%) developed hepatocellular carcinoma, liver decompensation, and/or liver related death. Baseline Hepascore (p\<0.001) and delta Hepascore (p=0.044) were independently associated with the composite endpoint A baseline Hepascore \>0.75 was associated with a significant increase in LRD (p=0.001), LD (p=0.004) and HCC (p=0.001). Patients with a baseline Hepascore \>0.75 and a subsequent improvement in delta Hepascore (\>‐0.1) had a significantly decreased risk of LRD (p=0.048), LD (p=0.04) and composite endpoint (p=0.004) compared to those with a baseline Hepascore of \>0.75 and a stable Hepascore value (delta ± 0.1) or a deteriorated Hepascore value (delta \>0.1) The optimum time interval between Hepascore tests was determined by comparing those with improved delta Hepascore to those with stable or worse delta Hepascore The combination of baseline Hepascore and delta Hepascore was significantly predictive of improved liver related outcomes only when the time between tests was \> 1 year (p=0.03). ***Conclusion:*** This study showed that improved Hepascore values were significantly associated with reduced rates of liver‐related mortality and morbidity These findings have implications for patient management following HCV eradication and may determine the time for reduced need for variceal and HCC screening.
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Background: The 2016 Global Viral Hepatitis Strategy has set a goal to eliminate chronic hepatitis C (HCV) by 2030. To attain this goal, the health care community will need to treat large numbers of patients previously diagnosed with HCV but in whom treatment was deferred due to contraindications or potential adverse effects of the previous interferon‐based therapy. A better understanding of the estimated number of persons who are diagnosed but not yet treated for HCV will allow for improved planning and budgeting for future care of this large population. Objective: To analyze demographic and comorbid conditions in persons treated vs not treated for HCV with interferon‐based therapy and to identify significant predictors of not receiving treatment for HCV. Methods: This is a retrospective cohort study at Kaiser Permanente Southern California (KPSC), a large Health Maintenance Organization including approximately 4 million members. Inclusion criteria: ≥ 18 years old with a diagnosis code or a positive lab test result for HCV RNA 1/1/2002‐12/31/2013 and ≥ 12 months continuous membership before and after index date. Index date was defined as the date of the first treatment course or first HCV diagnosis by ICD ‐9 code or positive HCV RNA test. Exclusion criteria: HCV diagnosis after 1/1/2013 and/or a diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) on or before index date. Diagnosis codes and/or lab tests for comorbid illnesses representing relative or absolute contraindications to HCV treatment with interferon‐based therapy were determined. Multivariate logistic regression was used to determine predictors of treatment vs non‐treatment. Results: 5,203 patients received treatment and 19,765 did not receive treatment. Demographics and factors associated with not receiving treatment are shown in Table 1 Conclusion: This large epidemiological study identifies the largest patient categories who remain untreated for HCV and will help in budgeting and planning for future treatment of this population with new, well tolerated therapy.

**Factors associated with NOT receiving HCV**
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**Background** *Wisteria floribunda* agglutinin‐positive Mac‐2 binding protein (M2BPGi) was reported as a noninvasive marker of liver fibrosis and a predictor of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in chronic hepatitis C (CHC) patients. This study aimed to assess time‐dependent associations between M2BPGi and HCC development in CHC patients using samples collected during long‐term follow‐up. **Methods** All participants in this study were from the R.E.V.E.A.L.‐HCV cohort. Serum M2BPGi levels were evaluated in a total of 1, 161 samples consisted of 137 HCC cases and 725 controls. There were 82 cases and 86 controls with serial samples collected at various times throughout follow‐up. Associations of M2BPGi and HCC were analyzed using multivariate logistic regression models and further stratified according to time between sample collection and HCC diagnosis. Areas under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROCs) curves were used for evaluating prediction accuracy of models that integrated M2BPGi and other risk factors in predicting HCC risk. **Results** M2BPGi levels in samples closer to HCC diagnosis were higher than that collected farther from HCC diagnosis. However, M2BPGi levels were consistently low over time in control samples. The analysis using all samples collected at various occasions showed that M2BPGi levels were associated with HCC risk in a dose‐dependent manner after adjustment of gender, age, serum ALT, AST, AFP, HCV RNA levels, and HCV genotype. The adjusted odds ratio (95% CI) was 2.32 (1.57‐3.43), 3.57 (1.83‐6.95), and 10.36 (5.37‐20.00), respectively, for M2BPGi 1‐2, 2‐3, and ≥3 COI compared with those with \<1 COI as the referent. When stratified by time of sample collection to HCC diagnosis, associations between M2BPGi levels and HCC were strongest for the short‐term period, and decreased with longer time. Compared to M2BPGi levels \<1 COI, adjusted odds ratios (95% CI) for M2BPGi levels ≥3 COI were 38.6 (12.9‐115.2), 7.48 (2.522.5), 3.95 (1.2‐12.6) and 3.21 (1.0‐10.3), respectively, for predicting HCC within 1‐3 years, 3‐6 years, 6‐12 years, and ≥12 years; AUROCs incorporating M2BPGi levels and other predictors were 0.96, 0.92, 0.82 and 0.80, respectively, for prediction of HCC within 4 periods. **Conclusion** M2BPGi levels significantly predict HCC development in patients with chronic hepatitis C. The associations and prediction accuracy are stronger for samples collected closer to HCC diagnosis than those collected farther from HCC diagnosis.
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**Purpose:** HIV+ populations are at greater risk for HCV due to shared modes of transmission. Compared to HCV‐monoinfection, HIV/HCV is more likely to result in fibrosis and cirrhosis. High rates of cure are now possible for HIV/HCV patients due to modern direct‐acting antivirals (DAAs). This analysis evaluates HCV testing and treatment patterns in a real‐world setting to identify opportunities for improved outcomes in coinfected patients. **Methods:** Using the OPERA database, a collaboration of caregivers at 79 clinics in 15 states, HIV+ individuals initiating HIV antiretroviral therapy (ART) for the first time between 1/1/2007 and 3/31/2015 were identified, and followed until data freeze (04/28/2016), death, or loss to follow‐up. Prospectively collected data were extracted from electronic health records. **Results:** Out of 9,190 HIV+ treatment‐naive patients, 91% were evaluated for HCV prior to ART initiation; 7,837 (85.3%) were HCV antibody‐negative (Ab‐), 472 (5.1%) were HCV+ (by viral load, diagnosis or treatment record), and 26 (0.3%) had a history of resolved HCV. After starting ART, 4,54б (58%) of the 7,837 HCV Abpatients were reevaluated for HCV, resulting in 101 new HCV diagnoses including 5 confirmed seroconversions. Of the 472 baseline HCV+ cases, 235 (50%) were diagnosed in the DAA era (2011 or later). Only 26% (n=123) were ever treated for HCV, most commonly after HIV ART initiation (n=109, 89%) and in the DAA era (n=86, 79%) Median time between HCV diagnosis and treatment was 29 months (IQR: 12, 69). Overall, 72% of the treated cases received DAA‐based therapy, including 99% treated in 2014 or later. **Conclusion:** Most patients in this ART‐naïve HIV population were evaluated for HCV While HCV treatment was more common in the DAA era, the majority of cases remained untreated. Treatment delays were also commmon. Given the importance of controlling HCV disease progression in coinfected patients and the existence of effective therapies, greater effort should be made to treat all coinfected patients, and to continue monitoring for HCV among HIV‐monoinfected patients after baseline.
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Liver elastography is widely used to assess liver fibrosis in patients with chronic hepatitis C and has also been recommended to monitor regression of liver fibrosis after successful antiviral therapy. We studied early changes of liver stiffness after initiation of antiviral treatment. The study population comprised 53 patients with chronic hepatitis C (mean age ± SD: 49.4 ± 10.7 years; METAVIR fibrosis stage F2, n=23; F3, n = 12; F4, n = 18; genotype (GT) 1, n = 32; GT3, n = 17; GT4, n = 4; mean BMI ± SD: 25.1 ± 3.8). All patients were treated with interferon‐free all oral regimens. Prior to therapy and 1‐6 weeks after initiation of antiviral treatment fibrosis stage was assessed by transient elastography using the Fibroscan® 502 Touch device with the M‐probe (Echosens, Paris, France) and classified according to the METAVIR scoring system. Cut‐off values for liver stiffness were defined as 7.1 kPa for F \> 2, 9.5 kPa for F \> 3 and 12.5 kPa for F = 4 \[4\]. Mean liver stiffness at baseline was 14.69 ± 11.15 kPa and decreased to 12.41 ± 9.83 kPa at follow‐up Fibroscan® performed between week 1 and week 6 (p=0.006). When the same Fibroscan® cutoff values applied at baseline were applied after initiation of antiviral therapy the following results were obtained: Within 6 weeks after initiation of treatment fibrosis stage improved by at least one stage in 23/53 (43%) patients, remained stable in 28/53 (53%) and worsened in 2/53 (4%). From the 23 patients classified as F2 at baseline, 11 (48%) were classified as F0/F1 at week 1‐6, 10 (43%) as F2, and 2 (9%) as F3. From the 12 patients classified as F3 at baseline, 3 (25%) were classified as F0/F1 at week 1‐6, 4 (33%) as F2, and 5 (42%) as F3 From the 18 patients with F4 at baseline, 1 (6%) was classified as F0/F1 at week 1‐6, 2 (11%) as F2, 2 (11%) as F3 and 13 (72%) as F4 Decrease of liver stiffness did not correlate with baseline AST (r=0.28) or ALT (r=0.04) levels In our study a marked decrease of liver stiffness was observed within two weeks after initiation of antiviral therapy From a pathophysiologic point of view a clinically significant decrease of liver fibrosis within such a short period of time seems impossible We therefore assume, that the decrease is caused by resolution of the inflammatory activity within the liver Current cut‐off values for assessment of fibrosis stage in patients with chronic hepatitis C by transient elastography were obtained in patients with fibrosis *and* active inflammation. Therefore, our data clearly indicate that lower cut‐off values for liver stiffness are appropriate for monitoring liver fibrosis after initiation of antiviral therapy.
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The 69^th^ World Health Assembly passed a resolution to eliminate viral hepatitis by 2030. Reliable disease burden estimates are required to develop strategies to achieve this goal. The Polaris Observatory was created to gather data and model the change in annual disease burden estimates for HBV, HCV and HDV. Disease burden models were developed for 100 countries to estimate the prevalence of HCV in 2016. The model took into consideration new infections, disease progression, mortality and cured. A Delphi process (using published literature followed by interviews with local experts) was used to gather data for 60 countries. Literature search was used for another 40 countries. The global prevalence was estimated by using regional averages for countries without data. Approximately 70 (56‐90) million individuals were estimated to experience viremic HCV infection. This is lower than 2014 published estimates due to more recent (lower) prevalence estimates in African countries and a large increase in treatment. Lower estimates can also be attributed to an increase in mortality due to liver‐related causes and an aging population. In 2015 alone, approximately 500 thousand individuals were treated and cured. The largest increase in treatment was in the United States (260K treated in 2015) followed by Egypt (190K) and the European Union (135K). Although this increase in treatment is a substantial step towards reducing the global burden of liver related deaths, the current treatment rate is not sufficient to achieve elimination by 2030.
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**Background and Aim:** Analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the exhaled breath can identify markers for alcoholic and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. The aim of this pilot study was to investigate the utility of C13‐Aminopyrine breath test in the diagnosis of advanced fibrosis (F3‐4) in patients with chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection. **Methods:** Patients undergoing liver biopsy were recruited. Fibrosis was determined by an experienced pathologist and staged according to METAVIR score. Advanced fibrosis was defined as F3‐4. Exhaled breath and plasma samples were collected within 2 weeks of the biopsy, and Infra‐Red Isotope Analyzer (IRIS) was used to analyze breath samples for C13 aminopyrine. **Results:** In all, 36 patients were included with a mean age of 41.6±9.4 years, 91.7% were males, and 8 (22.2%) had advanced fibrosis (F3‐F4) IRIS analysis of exhaled breath revealed that patients with advanced fibrosis had significantly lower values of C13‐aminopyrine compared with those without advanced fibrosis at both 30 min and 120 min; P=0.007 and P=0.004 respectively. At 30 min and 120 min, 26 (72.2%) patients and 21(58.3%) patients has levels \>3.15 and \> 8.25 respectively. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of the breath test at 30 min and at 120 min using the new cut‐off values, compared to the standard values, are shown in the table below. The AUROC used for diagnosis of advanced fibrosis by breath test at min 30 and at 120 min were 0.81 (95% CI: 0.647‐0.969; P=0.009) and 0.83 (95% CI: 0.668‐0.984; P=0.005) respectively. **CONCLUSION:** C13 aminopyrine breath test is a potential biomarker for advanced fibrosis that warrants further validation. The breath test is a good negative test to detect non‐severe fibrosis with the new cut‐off (at 30 min: 3.15, 120 min: 8.25).
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**Background**: Despite advances in therapy, chronic hepatitis C (CHC) remains an important worldwide public health problem. The aim of this study is to externally validate a longitudinal prediction model (Konerman, Hepatology 2015) for risk of adverse clinical outcomes derived from a cohort with advanced CHC among patients (pts) with both early and advanced stage CHC. **Methods**: Adults with CHC seen in our hepatology clinic between 1/1998‐ 6/2014 were retrospectively analyzed. Pts with hepatic decompensation, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), liver transplant (LT), hepatitis B or HIV co‐infection at presentation were excluded. Pts with \<3years follow‐up were also excluded. Outcomes included: 1) hepatic decompensation, 2) HCC and 3) LT free survival. Machine learning methods were used to predict outcomes in 1 and 3 years **Results**: The cohort of 1007 pts had a mean age of 48.9. 61% were male, 80% were white, and 79% had genotype 1. At presentation, 73% were treatment naïve and 31% had cirrhosis. 226 pts developed an outcome over a median follow up of 6.9 years (interquartile range 4.5‐10.5). The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) for 1 and 3 year risk prediction for a composite clinical outcome (decompensation, HCC, LT, liver‐related death) was: 0.78 (95% CI 0.73‐0.83) and 0.76 (95% CI 0.69‐0.81). Model performance was retained when accounting for achievement of sustained virologic response (N=250) and baseline cirrhosis. Models were accurate for assessing transplant free survival but not HCC (**Figure**) Mean aspartate aminotransferase to platelet ratio index, mean maximum and baseline platelet count, and mean albumin contributed most significantly to the risk predictions **Conclusions**: Accurate assessments for risk of clinical outcomes among pts with CHC can be obtained using routinely collected longitudinal data. These models retain their accuracy across pts with minimal or no fibrosis at baseline, different treatment exposures and varied genotypes Given the worldwide burden of CHC, our models can convey useful prognostic information to guide intensity of clinical monitoring and urgency of treatment.
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Background: In the United States (US) major risk factors for acquiring Hepatitis C (HCV) are well known (i. e., intravenous drug users (IDU), blood transfusion prior to HCV screening 1992, HIV infected men who have sex with men). However, in 15‐20% of cases, there are no identifiable risk factors. In the present study we examine the association of sexual risk factors with the risk of HCV infection among adult, non‐HIV infected, non‐IVDU individuals. Methods. NHANES is a population based representative survey of individuals in the US Data from 2005 to 2012 were combined for this study. We exclude: intravenous drug users (IDU), and persons less than 20 years old or older than 68 years; and for the multivariable analysis HIV positive participants Results. The overall N was 15, 850, with an overall anti‐HCV prevalence of 1.2% (95% CI, 0.9% to 1.5%). Peak prevalence estimates was observed among persons 40 to 49 years of age, with a prevalence of 2.3% (1.7%‐2.9%). All sexual risk factors were associated with HCV infection among non‐IVDU individuals. HCV prevalence was 3.1% among non‐IVDU individuals with ≥ 50 sexual partners compared to 0.7% among individuals with 0‐9 partners The HCV prevalence was 2.8% among those with Herpes (HSV), compared to 0.6% among those not infected with HSV. Among individuals with sexual debut ≤ 15, HCV prevalence was 2.6% compared to 0.9% among those with sexual debut \> 18 years of age. Further, the prevalence among those both HSV positive AND with sexual debut younger ≤ 15 was 4.1% (2.0‐6.1) compared to 0.3% (0.1‐0.5%) for those who were HSV negative and with older sexual debut at ≥ 18 All multi‐variable analyses examining the association of sexual risk factors with HCV infection controlled for age, gender, education, poverty, ethnicity, marital status, blood transfusion, and drug use (non‐ IVDU). In the multiple variable models, the adjusted OR\'s for HSV infection compared to no HSV infection was 2.3(1.1‐4.8). Lifetime partners \> 10 had an OR\'s of 2.2(1.2‐4.0) compared to 0‐9 lifetime partners. Finally, sexual debut\<15 carried an OR of 5.3(2.9‐9.8) compared to sexual debut≥18 years of age. Among individuals both HSV positive and with early sexual debut (\<15 years) the OR (95% CI) was 5.2(2.0‐13.4) compared to those without HSV and later sexual debut. Conclusion. Examining risk factors among a non‐IVDU population, non‐HIV infected population using population based US data, we identified numerous sexual risk factors to be associated with HCV infection in both uni‐and multi‐variable analyses. Such data suggests that among individuals engaging in higher risk sexual behaviors, HCV may be transmitted through sexual activity.
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Mitochondria provide energy to eukaryotic cells via oxidative phosphorylation and regulate cellular survival via control of apoptosis. Mutations in the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) are related to many human diseases. Some of these mtDNA mutations have been acquired throughout human history by natural selection allowing subdividing the human population into a number of discrete mitochondrial clades or haplogroups defined on the basis of specific mtDNA polymorphisms. European mtDNA haplogroups have found to influence liver fibrosis progression in HIV/HCV‐coinfected patients (AIDS 2011; 25: 1619‐26). The aim of our study was to assess the relationship between mtDNA haplogroups and liver‐related events (LRE) in HIV/HCV‐coinfected patients. **Methods**: We studied clinical characteristics and outcomes of 243 HIV/HCV‐coinfected patients with a baseline liver biopsy and simultaneous blood and serum samples who were followed for a median of 93 months (7.75 years). The primary endpoint was the occurrence of LRE defined as decompensation or hepatocellular carcinoma, whichever occurred first. The mtDNA genotyping was performed by Sequenom\'s MassARRAY platform. Univariate and multivariate Fine and Gray proportional hazards regression ‐ taking into account death as the competing risk ‐ were used to test the association between mtDNA haplogroups and LRE. Variables for adjustment were alcohol intake, FIB‐4 score and sustained viral response (SVR). **Results**: During follow‐up, 175 patients were treated with interferon and ribavirin and 90 achieved SVR. A total of 18 patients had LRE, and 11 patients died. Out of 243 patients, 109 (47.8%) patients had mtDNA haplogroup H, and 3 (2.75%) had a LRE; whereas 25 (10.3%) patients were haplogroup T and 5 (20%) had a LRE Haplogroup H was associated with a lower hazard of LRE in univariate analysis \[subhazard ratio (SHR)=0.26 (95%CI=0.08; 0.91); P=0.035\] and multivariate analysis \[adjusted SHR (aSHR)=0.34 (95%CI=0.10; 1.19); P=0.092\]; whereas haplogroup T was associated with a significant higher hazard of LRE in univariate analysis \[SHR=3.31 (95%CI=1.03; 10.62); P=0.045\] and multivariate analysis \[aSHR=4.18 (95%CI=1.35; 12.92); P=0.013\]. **Conclusions**: mtDNA haplogroup T was associated with an increased hazard of LRE, whereas haplogroup H was associated with a reduced hazard of LRE. These results suggest that mtDNA haplogroups are host‐related factors that influence the natural history of chronic hepatitis C in patients with HIV infection.
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**Background**: About 25% of individuals infected with hepatitis C virus (HCV) spontaneously clear their infection but can be at risk of reinfection. Data on spontaneous clearance of HCV after reinfection (re‐clearance), particularly reinfections with a heterologous genotype, in humans are very limited. We examined HCV re‐clearance in a large population‐based cohort in British Columbia, Canada. **Methods**: For this analysis, we used data from the BC Hepatitis Testers Cohort that includes all individual tested for HCV between 1990 and 2013 linked with data on their medical visits, hospitalizations, and prescription drugs We identified people with HCV reinfection who underwent follow up HCV‐RNA testing (n=958; 865 cleared their first infection spontaneously while 93 achieved sustained virologic response \[SVR\] through treatment) to examine HCV re‐clearance Multivariable Cox proportional hazard model was used to identify potential predictors of re‐clearance **Results**: About half (48%, n=460) the participants spontaneously cleared the reinfection with an incidence rate of 16.92 (95% confidence interval \[CI\]: 15.41‐18.53) per 100 person‐years (PY). Both the proportion and the incidence rate of re‐clearance (per 100 PY) in those who spontaneously cleared their first infection (proportion: 50.5%; rate: 17.8, 95%CI: 16.17‐19.55) were more than twice that in those who achieved SVR through treatment (proportion: 24.7%; rate: 8.71, 95% CI: 5.52‐13.07). In adjusted analysis, the likelihood of HCV re‐clearance was higher among those who spontaneously cleared their first infection compared to those who achieved SVR (adjusted hazard ratio \[aHR\]: 1.93, 95% CI: 1.24‐2.99), and lower if reinfected with a heterologous HCV genotype (aHR: 0.70, 95% CI: 0.47‐1.03) **Conclusion**: Ability to spontaneously clear first infection markedly increases the likelihood of clearing subsequent infections, but does not confer protection against a heterologous virus.
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In France, recommendations for Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) screening still target only people at high risk of infection, and 40% of infected‐persons remain unaware of their status. In the context of highly effective and tolerable therapies, that will be recommended for all patients in a near future, a reassessment of HCV screening strategies is needed. A cost‐effectiveness study was conducted in the French general population, aged 18 to 80 years, undiagnosed for chronic hepatitis C (CHC) A Markov model simulated life expectancy in discounted quality adjusted life years (QALYs), direct lifetime discounted costs and incremental cost‐effectiveness ratio (ICER) for different strategies, from 2016 until death: S1=current strategy targeting the at risk population (63% of the study population) that effectively screened 10‐19% of at risk population, and 4‐18% of those not at risk; S2=S1 and all men between 18 and 60 years; S3=S1 and all people between 40 and 60 years; S4=S1 and all people between 40 and 80 years; S5=all people between 18 and 80 years We assumed that S2 to S5 reached 100% of the targeted age‐cohort population. Once CHC diagnosed, treatment was initiated regardless of fibrosis either with the least or the most expensive treatment combination We relied on published literature and on a national prevalence survey Characteristics of undiagnosed persons in terms of fibrosis according to gender, age and alcohol consumption, and time to screening, were obtained from a previously published mathematical model Whatever the treatment combination (Table), when we considered treatment for all, compared to the current screening strategy, adding all men aged 18‐60 years was associated with the lowest ICER (27,600‐31,900€/QALY). Targeting all people aged 40‐80 was more effective than targeting all men aged 18‐60 years and remained cost‐effective (39,100‐44,800€/QALY). Universal screening was even more effective than targeting all people 40‐80 and remained cost‐effective (40,300‐46,300€/QALY) In France, although universal screening is associated with the highest costs, it is the most effective strategy and is cost‐effective when treatment is initiated regardless of fibrosis.

**Table. Cost‐effectiveness analysis considering either the least or the most expensive treatment combination**

\*Weakly dominated strategy: higher ICER than that of a more effective alternative strategy
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**Background:** The risk of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in people who spontaneously clear HCV infection (SC), those who achieve treatment‐based SVR (RxSVR), those who fail treatment (RxFail) and those with untreated chronic HCV (NoRx) is not well established. We evaluated the HCC risk in these patient groups using the BC Hepatitis Testers Cohort (BC‐HTC). **Methods:** The BC‐HTC includes ∼1.5 million individuals tested for HCV, HIV or reported as a case of HBV, HCV, HIV or active TB between 1990‐2013, linked with medical visits, hospitalizations, cancers, prescription drugs and mortality. Cumulative incidence function and multivariable Cox proportional hazard models were used to examine HCC risk in the four HCV groups (SC, RxSVR, RxFail, NoRx). **Results:** Of 46,046 eligible individuals: 12,493 were SC; 9,140 were treated of whom 5,320 (58%) were RxSVR and 3,820 (43%) were RxFail; 24,413 had chronic HCV and NoRx. The four groups were followed for a median (IQR) of 11 years: SC 10.6 (2.0‐15.0); RxSVR 11.2 (7.0‐14.9); RxFail 11.7 (7.915.0); NoRx 10.8 (6.3‐17.0). The RxFail group had a higher level of cirrhosis (23% vs \<9%) and diabetes (13% vs \<7%) than other groups. The annual HCC incidence rate per 1,000 person‐yr (PY) was 0.26 (HCC/PY=34/129,382) for SC; 1.19 (35/29,304) for RxSVR; 7.7 (170/ 22,169) for RxFail; and 1.24 (381/307,828) for NoRx. The HCC incidence rate was higher among those with cirrhosis in all groups. In the multivariable model, compared to NoRx, SC (hazard ratio (HR) =0.24, 95%CI:0.17‐0.35)) and RxSVR (HR=0.59, 95%CI:0.42‐ 0.84) were associated with reduced HCC risk, while RxFail (HR=3.54, 95%CI:2.93‐4.28) had a higher HCC risk. As expected, cirrhosis (HR=3.25, 95%CI:2.23‐4.75), older age (50‐59 yr: HR=4.35, 95%CI:3.58‐5.28; 60+ yr: HR=9.16, 95%CI:7.27‐11.54 compared to ≤49 yr), male sex (HR=2.18, 95%CI:1.79‐2.66), genotype 3 vs. 1 infection (HR=1.64, 95%CI:1.34‐2.02), and problematic alcohol use (HR=1.48, 95%CI:1.20‐1.83) increased the adjusted HCC risk. **Conclusions:** As expected, the HCC risk for SC was low. The RxFail group had the highest HCC risk, likely reflecting a poorer prognostic profile at treatment initiation This highlights the limited HCC prevention benefits of treating later stage disease with older interferon‐based regimens even if SVR is achieved. The higher HCC risk for RxSVR compared to SC suggests that earlier HCV treatment will be required to achieve the same risk reduction observed for SC.
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**Background** Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a systemic disease which is associated with both hepatic and extrahepatic manifestations (EHM). The disease burden associated with the hepatic manifestation of HCV is well documented. However, the economic impact of EHM of HCV outside the United States remains unknown. **Objective** To estimate the annual direct medical costs associated with EHM of HCV in France. **Methods** A previously validated economic model was used to estimate the annual direct medical cost associated with EHM of HCV. Prevalence of nine EHM (mixed type 2 cryoglobulinemia vasculitis, chronic kidney disease, type 2 diabetes mellitus \[DM\], lymphoma, lichen planus, Sjogren\'s syndrome, porphyria cutanea tarda, rheumatoid‐like arthritis, and depression) were obtained from a recent systematic review and meta‐analysis (Younossi *et al.* 2016). Per‐patient‐per‐year (PPPY) inpatient, outpatient and medication costs to treat each of these EHM in France was obtained from the literature, from the French medico‐administrative database (PMSI) or expert opinion if unavailable otherwise Prescription drug costs were taken from the VIDAL website. All costs were adjusted to 2015 euros (€). The overall national direct medical costs associated with EHM of HCV were calculated by multiplying the total PPPY costs of each EHM by the respective prevalence rates, and then by the size of the HCV‐infected population in France (INSEE; Corinne Pioch 2016). Sensitivity analysis was performed considering the 95% Confidence intervals reported in Younossi *et al.* **Results** In 2014, 192,700 individuals were estimated to be infected with HCV in France. The mean average PPPY cost of EHM was 1,354.52€. The total annual direct medical cost associated with the care of patients with the EHM of HCV in France was estimated to be 261,016,256€. The sensitivity analyses suggested a range of 108.6 to 354.9 million euros in total cost associated with the extrahepatic manifestation of HCV. **Conclusion** Extrahepatic manifestations of HCV are quite costly and substantially add to the overall economic burden of HCV infection.
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**Purpose:** To examine 2‐year outcomes along the HCV Care Cascade among a population of over 5,000 baby boomers screened for HCV infection from 2012‐2014 in an academic, primary care setting targeting underserved individuals **Methods:** The TILT‐C program, funded by the CDC, implemented baby boomer screening and linkage to care from 2012‐2014 at the Grady Memorial Hospital Primary Care Center (Atlanta, GA, USA). Twenty months after the completion of the screening program, we evaluated records of the 412 patients who screened positive for HCV antibodies. Outcomes reported for the subset with chronic HCV infection included type of initial linkage to care, number of follow‐up visits, number referred for antiviral treatment, reasons for non‐treatment, and numbers who achieved rapid virologic response (RVR), end of treatment response (ETR) and sustained virologic response 12 weeks after completion of therapy (SVR12). **Results:** In a birth cohort population that was 92.5% African American and 53% uninsured, 412 (7.9%) of 5,239 patients screened had HCV antibodies. HCV RNA testing was completed for 92% of the antibody‐positive patients, and 264 (69%) were viremic. 96% of viremic patients had an initial linkage to care visit; 43% at the onsite, primary care‐based HCV clinic, 6% at the infectious disease clinic, and 47% at the primary care clinic Subsequently, 75% of patients attended a second specialty visit, 55% a third visit, 30% a fourth, and 13% a fifth Eighty‐two patients were referred for direct acting antiviral (DAA) treatment Reasons for non‐treatment included lack of advanced fibrosis (30%), lost to follow‐up (29%), awaiting newer medications (13%), and substance abuse (8%). Among the 42 patients with results available who initiated DAA therapy, 29 of 42 (69%) achieved RVR, 37 of 38 (97%) achieved ETR, and 25 of 27 (93%) achieved SVR12. **Conclusions:** Our results show that following a highly successful HCV screening and linkage to care program, there remains significant drop off along the later stages of the HCV Care Cascade This resulted in sub‐optimal numbers of patients initiating DAA therapy, despite the fact that excellent outcomes were achieved once patients initiated therapy Our finding that lost to follow up was a significant contributor to non‐treatment suggests that interventions focused on maintaining patients in care (patient navigators, case managers) could improve treatment uptake in this underserved population with high HCV prevalence.
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Background and aim: New treatments allow an increasing number of patients to be cured of chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection Anecdotally, many patients have complained that a sustained virologic response (SVR) was accompanied by weight gain The aim of this study was to analyze weight changes and factors associated with weight changes in patients cured of HCV through treatment with sofosbuvir (SOF)/ledipasvir (LDV). Methods: Data were collected on patients treated with SOF/LDV who achieved an SVR, and had body weight measurements recorded at baseline (within eight weeks of the start of treatment) and within four weeks of SVR. Patients without documented weights, who were on diuretics (furosemide and spironolactone), had significant ascites, and/or had co‐morbidities likely to cause weight changes (e. g., malignancies) were excluded Cirrhosis was determined by diagnostic codes Diabetes was defined as hemoglobin A1c ≥ 6.5%. Obesity was a body mass index (BMI) ≥ 30.0. Weight changes were analyzed by paired t‐tests for two intervals: baseline to SVR, and baseline to end of follow up (up to 520 days from baseline) Results: Of the 1.67 patients, 93 patients (56%) were male, mean age was 60 ± 11 yr. The mean weight change baseline to SVR was +2.6 ± 7.8 pounds (lb), (p \< 0.01). Baseline to SVR, 94 patients (64%) gained weight, 43 (29%) lost weight, and 11 (7%) remained within 1 lb of baseline The mean gain was +7 ± 5.3 lb, and the mean loss was −6.5 ± 4.9 lb Sixty patients (41%) gained ≥ 5 lb, 23 (16%) gained ≥ 10 lb, and 11 (7%) lost ≥ 10 lb. Diabetic patients (n = 24) gained significantly more weight, 5.8 ± 7.2 lb, than non‐diabetics (n = 124), 1.9 ± 7.8 lb (p = 0.03). There was no statistically significant difference in weight change between males and females (p = 0.38), patients with and without cirrhosis (p =0.42), patients with and without obesity (p =0.90), patients with treatment \> of less than 12 weeks (p = 0.29) Pre‐treatment albumin, total cholesterol, LDL, HDL, and triglycerides did not differ significantly between patients who gained weight and those who lost weight. Among 103 patients with a second post‐SVR weight measurement, the mean change was 3.7 ± 9.0 lb, (p \<0.01). Conclusion: 64% of patients who achieved an SVR with SOF/ LDV treatment gained weight The gain for the entire group was modest, 2.6 lb, but was greater for diabetics, 5.8 lb Weight increases continued during follow up To prevent excessive weight gain, patients receiving HCV treatment, especially those with diabetes, may benefit from advice about diet and exercise (DA 031095, DK 090317).
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Degree of Normalization of Hyperferritinemia by the End of IFN‐free DAA for Chronic Hepatitis C Patients Is Predictive of Early Post‐treatment Emergence of HCC {#hep28798-sec-0126}
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#### *Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan* {#hep28798-sec-0128}

Background and Aims: Interferon (IFN)‐free direct antiviral agents (DAAs) effectively eradicate hepatitis C viruses (HCV) and rapidly improve liver residual functions. However, whether IFN‐free DAAs prevent HCC primarily or secondarily is still unknown Chronic hepatitis C (CHC) causes dysregulation of iron metabolism, which leads to moderate iron overload featured as hyperferritinemia. Iron overload is also suspected to be one of the factors favoring HCV‐related hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). However, whether IFN‐free DAAs normalize HCV‐related hyperferritinemia, and may ferritin be a possible predictive factor for HCC undergoing DAAs, are not yet elucidated. Methods: With the commitment of institutional review board and prior informed consents, 70 genotype 1 CHC patients undergoing IFN‐free DAAs (54 with daclatasvir and asunaprevir; 18 with sofosbuvir and ledipasvir) were recruited, and laboratory data at day 0 (pre) and at the end of treatment (EOT) were analyzed. Patients with active bleeding, iron supplementation, end‐stage renal disease, and women before menopause were excluded in this analysis. For HCC surveillance, patients were followed according to guidelines by AASLD/IDSA. Any HCC identified after EOT within 6 months was defined as early emergence. Results: Eight cases of early post‐treatment HCC emergence were noticed (11.4%). At EOT, serum ferritin decreased significantly (199±198 IU/l vs. 91 ± 80 IU/l, p\<0.0001), and this significant decrease was also noticed when adjusted by gender or by age. The change rate of serum ferritin (Aferritin%, compared to pre‐treatment values) correlated significantly to the change rates of ALT (p\< 0.0001), type 4 collagen 7s (p\<0.0001), LDL (p= 0.01), albumin (p= 0.02), and Y‐globulin (p= 0.03), and tended to correlate to the change rate of alpha‐fetoprotein (AFP, p= 0.06) Δferritin% of cases with early post‐treatment emergence of HCC was significantly lower (−31.3±30% vs. −46.5±30%, p= 0.03). In multivariate analysis, along with HCC past history, Aferritin% (p= 0.04; AUC= 0.74 at cut‐off value of 49% reduction) was a significant predictive factor of early post‐DAA emergence of HCC Conclusion: Hyperferritinemia was normalized rapidly after IFN‐free DAA, in accordance to HCV eradication and improvements in clinical markers for hepatic injury, hepatic stellate cell activity, lipid and protein metabolism Aferritin% is one of the independent and significant predictive factors of early HCC emergence after IFN‐free DAAs. Since obesity or excessive alcoholic intake may also cause hyperferritinemia, serum ferritin might be a useful collective predictive marker of HCC for patients who achieve SVR with IFN‐free DAAs.
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A serum metabolomic analysis of HCV‐infected patients successfully treated with IFN‐free DAA regimens {#hep28798-sec-0130}
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#### *University of Florence, Florence, Italy* {#hep28798-sec-0132}

HCV infects about 170 million of subjects worldwide. The virus has a high propensity to persist in the host, leading to cirrhosis and liver cancer. Metabolomics is the study of metabolic changes in biological systems and may identify specific profiles associated with subtle alterations induced by diseases. Few studies are available on metabolitic changes in liver injuries, and since none of which was focused on HCV‐infected patients before and after reaching a SVR following treatment with direct acting antivirals (DAAs), the aim of this study was to perform a serum metabolomics analysis in this setting Sera were collected from 52 HCV patients (18 men, mean age 65±9,7) successfully undergoing different IFN‐free DAA regimens, before therapy (baseline) and at post‐treatment week 12 (SVR12). HCV genotype was 1a/1b in 70%, 2a/2c in 23%, 3 in 4.7% and 4 in 2.3%. METAVIR score indicated F3‐F4 score in 55% of patients, the remaining 45% had F0‐F2 We also analyzed a small group of 12 sera from healthy subjects in order to localize them in the PLS plot respect to baseline and SVR12 as a preliminary negative control for both groups. Samples were analyzed using proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (^1^H‐NMR). Partial Least Squares (PLS) and the canonical analysis (CA) were applied, demonstrating a significant pair‐wise discrimination (96% of accuracy) for the two time‐points of each patient and highlighting a metabolic shift Several metabolites with unequivocal assignment (i e amino acids, organic acids, creatine, creatinine, lactate and choline) differed comparing baseline with SVR12. Baseline featured higher level of formate and acetate (*p*\<0.05) and methionine was higher in SVR12 (*p*\<0.05). Preliminary analysis revealed also a progressive nearing of SVR12 to the healthy fingerprint. The serum metabolomic analysis of pre‐ and post‐treatment samples showed remarkable profile changes from baseline to SVR12. We found variations, with opposite directions, in formate (produced in adults only by hepatocytes) and methionine. These metabolites take part in biochemical ways (i e glucose metabolism) also involving acetate and other amino acids, going through the synthesis of folates These alterations could be implied in the metabolic impairment previously observed in chronically infected HCV‐patients. Also, since methionine is the major source of methyl groups, an understanding of its variation, could reveal important dysfunctions in liver essential pathways requiring methylation (i e epigenetic regulation of DNA) in HCV‐related chronic infection.
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Implementing HepCure ‐ An Innovative Web‐based Toolkit for Hepatitis C to Train Primary Care Providers and Increase Patient Engagement {#hep28798-sec-0134}
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#### *^1^Liver Diseases, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY; ^2^General Internal Medicine, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY; ^3^Gastroenterology, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY* {#hep28798-sec-0136}

Background and Aims: Primary care based models of HCV care have been successfully established although widespread adoption has been limited. There is an urgent need to scale up global training of providers for HCV. The aim of this study is to develop and operationalize HepCure (hepcure. org), a web‐ based application (app) offering three components: An open access toolkit (a dashboard) that enhances providers\' ability to deliver guideline‐based HCV care; a linked patient app that provides education, medication reminders, and a platform for tracking adherence and symptoms; and a tele‐education platform for medical providers. Methods: The HepCure app is a collaboration among an academic, tertiary care medical center, the New York State (NYS) Department of Health (DOH), and community health centers in NYS. The HepCure platform captures United States Centers for Medicaid and Medicare HCV quality indicators for population health management. National HCV treatment guidance was used to provide decision support algorithms Patient data is de‐identified when cases are submitted by providers for discussion at weekly tele‐education sessions with experts. Results: The HepCure Provider Dashboard (<http://providers.hepcure.org>) was launched in November 2014. Weekly tele‐education sessions have been conducted since February 2015 (n=57) and each session has been archived with open access There have been a total of 322 unique attendees and weekly sessions have been attended by a mean of 22 ± 9 attendees a week. The patient mobile app was launched in November 2015 to increase patient engagement and has had 546 downloads through May 2016. The primary barrier to adoption has been lack of deep integration into existing electronic health records (EHRs). HepCure is currently working with the NYS DOH to integrate HepCure into Epic and EHRs used by over 80% of community health centers in NYS. In addition, the NYS DOH HCV quality indicators (eHepQual) will be integrated into HepCure allowing for direct reporting. Conclusions: The HepCure platform brings HCV infected patients, primary care providers, and expert hepatologists together to increase treatment capacity and patient engagement with the goal of improving health outcomes The initial implementation phase has led to the recommendation for a series of enhancements including EHR integration and creating capacity for local experts to provide case based tele‐education through a hub and spoke model. These upgrades are in process along with research to evaluate the outcomes of providers and patients using HepCure. Implementation of HepCure in resource limited settings without EHRs is also being explored.
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Association of mutations at amino acids 70 and 91 of the HCV core protein with hepatocellular carcinoma risk among HALT‐C trial patients {#hep28798-sec-0138}
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#### *^1^Liver Diseases, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY; ^2^Genetics and Genomic Sciences, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY* {#hep28798-sec-0140}

***Background and aim:*** Amino acid mutations at positions 70 and 91 of HCV core protein are associated with an increased risk of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in Asian patients infected with genotype‐lb HCV. For the first time, in this study, we evaluated the prognostic significance of these mutations in a United States population. ***Methods:*** The HCV quasispecies in baseline serum samples of 90 patients with chronic genotype‐lb HCV infection enrolled in the HALT‐C trial were investigated using MiSeq deep sequencing. The relationship between the percentage of the quasispecies with a mutation at position 70 and/ or 91 and the incidence of HCC was evaluated by receiver operating characteristic (ROC), Kaplan‐Meier and multivariable Cox regression analyses. ***Results:*** In ROC analysis, quasispecies percentage cut‐points ≥42% of non‐arginine at position 70 (non‐R^70^) or ≥98.5% of non‐leucine at position 91 (non‐L^91^) had optimal sensitivity at discerning higher or lower HCC risk. At baseline, the quasispecies of 88.5% (23/26) of the patients who later developed HCC (median follow‐up, 4.4 years; range, 0.4‐8.5) had ≥ 42% non‐R^70^ whereas only 68.8% (44/64) of matched controls who remained HCC‐free (median follow‐up, 7 years; range, 2.7‐8.6) had ≥ 42% non‐R^70^ (P=0.06) (Fisher\'s exact probability test). The baseline quasispecies of 30.8% (8/26) of patients who developed HCC had ≥ 98.5% non‐L^91^ whereas 54.7% (35/64) of matched controls had ≥ 98.5% non‐L^91^ (*P*=0.06). By Kaplan‐Meier analysis, HCC incidence was higher among patients with baseline non‐R^70^ ≥ 42%, but the difference was not significant (*P*=0.08), while it was significantly lower among patients with baseline non‐L^91^ \> 98.5% (*P*=0.01) Additionally, in a Cox regression model, increased HCC risk was associated with the presence of non‐R^70^ \> 42% quasispecies at baseline \[hazzard ratio (HR)=3.83, 95% confidence interval (CI) = 1.02‐14.3; P=0.04\], higher [ast/alt]{.smallcaps} ratio (HR=4.08, 95% CI=1.24‐13.47; P=0.02), and higher alkaline phosphatase (HR=1.01, 95% CI=1.0‐1.02; P=\<0.001). Greater numbers of white blood cells were associated with reduced HCC risk (HR=0.64, 95% CI =0.45‐0.89; *P*=0.01). ***Conclusion:*** This pilot study of United States patients adds to previous evidence that HCV core protein mutations associate with HCC risk and indicates the potential utility of HCV quasispecies analysis as a non‐invasive biomarker of HCC risk.
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[Less Than One Third of High Risk Patients Eligible for Hepatitis C Virus Screening Received Appropriate Testing: A Community‐Based Safety‐Net Hospital Experience]{.ul} {#hep28798-sec-0142}
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[Background:]{.ul} Successful eradication of chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) relies on effective screening programs for early detection and linkage to care. However, awareness of HCV screening guidelines may be lacking, especially among urban safety‐net populations with a high prevalence of socioeconomically disadvantaged non‐English speaking minorities. [Aim:]{.ul} To evaluate rates of HCV screening and HCV awareness among patients at high risk for chronic HCV at a diverse safety‐net hospital [Methods:]{.ul} A prospective cohort study of consecutive adults undergoing outpatient endoscopy from July 2015‐March 2016 evaluated HCV screening rates among high risk patients (based on U.S. Preventative Services Task Force guidelines), with focus on birth cohort (1945‐1965) and risk‐based (history of drug use, incarceration, blood transfusion prior to 1992) factors. Awareness of prior HCV results and rates of accepting HCV testing were evaluated with chi‐square testing and multivariate logistic regression. [Results: A]{.ul}mong 869 patients, 65.5% (n=569) were high risk for chronic HCV (51.3% male, 57.8% 1945‐1965 birth cohort, 4.5% history of drug use, 6.2% history of incarceration, 5.8% blood transfusion, 9.8% HIV). Among this cohort, 30.6% received prior HCV testing, among which 36.0% were aware of test results. HCV positive patients were more likely than HCV negative patients to be aware of results (90.0% vs. 27.7%, p\<0.001). Among high risk patients offered HCV testing, 83.9% accepted. Compared to non‐Hispanic whites (64.0%), blacks (80.6%), Asians (89.6%), and Hispanics (93.7%) were more likely to accept testing, p\<0.001. Non‐English speaking patients were more likely to accept testing (91.0% vs. 77.5%, p\<0.001). Patients born in 1945‐1965 were less likely to accept testing (82.6% vs. 91.9%, p=0.06). On multivariate regression, blacks, Asians, and Hispanics were all significantly more likely to accept HCV testing compared to non‐Hispanic whites (Table). [Conclusion:]{.ul} Among adults presenting for outpatient endoscopy at an urban safety‐net hospital, 65.4% were high risk for HCV, of which only 30.6% received prior testing Of those that received prior testing, only 36% were aware of results. Lower rates of test acceptance among the 1945‐1965 birth cohort is concerning given higher risks among this group.

**Predictors of HCV Testing Acceptance**
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Assessment of risk of acute kidney injury associated with exposure to sofosbuvir‐containing HCV treatment regimens and HCV infection {#hep28798-sec-0146}
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BACKGROUND: The relationship between chronic kidney disease and hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is well described, but less is known about acute kidney injury (AKI) in the HCV‐in‐ fected population. In addition, the direct‐acting antiviral sofos‐ buvir (SOF) is now widely used in the treatment of HCV. The objective of this cohort study was to characterize rates of AKI in HCV‐infected patients versus patients without HCV, and to examine these rates during exposure to SOF‐containing and non‐SOF containing treatment regimens. METHODS: 173,677 adult patients with evidence of HCV infection were identified from a large US administrative medical claims database (claims incurred from January 1,2010 to March 31,2015). Data from these patients were compared with those from a random 1% sample of adult patients without evidence of HCV infection (N=529,265) from the same database. Validated administrative claim codes were used to determine first diagnosis of AKI All included patients had at least 6 months of continuous enrollment in their medical plan prior to cohort entry and no prior AKI‐related claims. Absolute rates and their corresponding exact Poisson 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were determined for each group, and adjusted incidence rate ratios (IRRs) were determined using Poisson regression. RESULTS: Among identified HCV patients, the absolute AKI rate was 2.91 per 100 person‐years (PY; CI: 2.85‐2.98) versus 0.40 per 100 PY (CI: 0.39‐0.41) in the non‐HCV population. AKI rates were higher among patients with concomitant cirrhosis and with concomitant end‐stage liver disease or liver transplant (9.27 and 21.63 per 100 PY, respectively) After adjustment for age, sex, and baseline covariates including renal insufficiency and cirrhosis, HCV infection was found to be associated with an approximate 4‐fold increase in risk of AKI (IRR=3.89, CI: 3. 404.45, p\<0.0001). Among HCV‐infected patients receiving treatment, the absolute AKI rate during exposure to SOF‐con‐ taining regimens was 4.32 per 100 PY (CI: 3.51‐5.25), while the rate during exposure to alternative treatments was 3.62 per 100 PY (CI: 3.15‐4.14). After adjusting for age, sex, and baseline covariates including renal insufficiency and cirrhosis, exposure to a SOF‐containing regimen was associated with a non‐significant reduced risk of treatment‐emergent AKI events (IRR=0.81, CI: 0.63‐1.04). CONCLUSIONS: The results of this real‐world observational study indicate that HCV infection is independently associated with increased risk of AKI, and that there is no independent association between exposure to SOF and risk of treatment‐emergent AKI These results should be confirmed in future investigations.
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Chronological changes in FIB‐4 and hepatocellular carcinoma development in patients with chronic hepatitis C after successful virus eradication {#hep28798-sec-0150}
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**Background and Aims**: Histological hepatic fibrosis is an important predictive factor for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development in patients with chronic hepatitis C (CHC). However, owing to the invasive nature of liver biopsy, several alternative fibrosis markers have been proposed. FIB‐4, an index that combines standard biochemical values and age, is recognized as not only a simple and reliable alternative to liver biopsy for assessing hepatic fibrosis, but also a useful predictive marker for HCC development. Recent advances in antiviral treatment have improved the rate of sustained virological response (SVR) in patients with CHC. However, the risk of HCC development persists even in patients who achieve SVR. Achievement of SVR results in alteration of standard biochemical values in most patients, but changes in FIB‐4 and its association with HCC development after SVR have not been fully clarified. **Methods**: This study included 433 CHC patients who received interferon‐based antiviral therapy and achieved SVR between 2004 and 2014. FIB‐4 was estimated immediately before treatment, at 24 weeks after the end of treatment (SVR24), and at the last laboratory examination during follow‐up (last visit). Multivariate Cox proportional hazard analysis was used to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) of variables for HCC development. Cumulative incidences of HCC development were evaluated using KaplanMeier plot analysis and the log‐rank test. **Results**: During the median follow‐up time of 3.2 years (range: 1.0‐9.8 years), 11 of the 433 patients developed HCC The median FIB‐4 values at pretreatment, SVR24, and the last visit were 1.99, 1.71, and 1.68, respectively; the values at all the time points were significantly different from one another (P \< 0.001). At each time point, patients who developed HCC had significantly higher FIB‐4 than those who did not develop HCC. The areas under the receiver operator characteristic curves indicated that pretreatment FIB‐4 predicted HCC development with high diagnostic accuracy (0.833) and was superior to the predictive value of FIB‐4 at SVR24 (0.747) and at the last visit (0.791). Multivariate Cox proportional hazard analysis demonstrated that only pretreatment FIB‐4 was significantly associated with HCC development (HR 1.58, P \< 0.001). The cutoff value of pretreatment FIB‐4 was identified as 2.90. The 5‐year cumulative incidences of HCC development were 9.0% and 1.1% in patients with pretreatment FIB‐4 \>2.90 and ≤2.90, respectively (P \< 0.001). **Conclusion**: Although FIB‐4 decreased over time, patients with a high pretreatment FIB‐4 remain at high risk of HCC development after achieving SVR.
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Increasing incidence of hepatitis C virus among HIV‐infected men who have sex with men from 2000‐2015 in San Diego: a retrospective cohort analysis {#hep28798-sec-0154}
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**Background:** International reports of a hepatitis C virus (HCV) epidemic among HIV‐positive men who have sex with men (HIV+ MSM) associated with recreational drug use with sex are causing concern. However, little is known about the HCV epidemic among MSM in San Diego. We assess the incidence of HCV among HIV+ MSM in San Diego. **Methods:** We performed a retrospective cohort analysis of HCV incidence among HIV+ MSM attending the largest HIV clinic in San Diego (UCSD Owen Clinic) from 2000‐2015. Incident HCV infection was assessed among HIV+ MSM with a baseline negative anti‐HCV test between 2000 and 2015. Incident infection was defined as any new positive anti‐HCV or HCV‐RNA test after the start of follow‐up Incidence was calculated using survival time methods **Results:** Among 2,091 baseline negative patients, 141 HCV seroconversions occurred over 12,926 person‐years at risk (incidence rate = 1.09/100 person‐years; 95%CI 0.92‐1.29). HCV incidence increased over time from 0.26/100py in 2000‐2003 to 1.42/100py in 2012‐2015 (Figure 1, tr test p=0.027). Individuals were tested a median of 3 ti (interquartile range\[IQR\] 2‐4) with a median testing intervc 1.2 years (IQR 0.6‐2.2). Incident cases were on average years in age, 11.8 years from HIV diagnosis to HCV diagno and 4.9 years from first HCV negative test to HCV diagno 17% (24/141) of MSM reported ever injecting drug use. H incidence was significantly higher (p\<0.001) among M reporting IDU (2.6/100py, 95%CI 1.74‐3.88) comparer not reporting IDU (0.97/100py, 95%CI 0.81‐1.17), with significant differences in testing rates **Conclusions:** HCV i dence among HIV‐positive MSM in San Diego is increas with rates similar to London and other major European cit and double that observed in the US Multicenter AIDS Co Study This study also documented HCV infection among H MSM who do not inject drugs Further work determining epidemic trajectory and prevention required to control the demic is needed.
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Adherence to HCV Birth Cohort Screening Guidelines by Primary Care and Subspecialty Physicians in an Integrated Healthcare System {#hep28798-sec-0158}
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**Purpose:** Despite the 2012 CDC and 2013 USPSTF recommendations that patients born between 1945 and 1965 should receive one‐time HCV antibody testing, the majority of US baby boomers have not been screened to date, indicating gaps in the implementation of the guidelines. The primary aim of this study was to compare HCV screening rates between primary care and subspecialty clinic patients in an integrated healthcare system comprising over 250,000 baby boomers **Methods:** We identified all baby boomers presenting for at least one outpatient visit to internal or family medicine, gynecology, or other subspecialty clinics at NorthShore University HealthSystem in July 2015. Patients\' electronic medical records (EMR) were searched for HCV antibody test results dating back to 2003 The frequency of HCV antibody testing was stratified by age, gender, prior history of HCV infection, and provider specialty. The influence of patient and physician characteristics on the frequency of testing was analyzed using multivariate logistic regression. **Results:** 12,344 patients met the HCV screening criteria during the one‐month sampling period. Of these, 1882 (15%) had undergone HCV antibody testing. Ninety (4.8%) screened patients were HCV antibody‐positive, and 84 of 90 patients (93%) underwent follow up HCV RNA testing. HCV‐ RNA was detectable in 61 of 84 antibody‐positive patients (73%). HCV testing was slightly less common in men (14%) than women (16%), and significantly more common in patients who were younger vs. older than age 65 (16% vs. 12%, respectively). The highest HCV screening rates were observed in gynecology clinic patients (17%), followed by internal medicine (16%), family medicine (13%), and other subspecialties including gastroenterology (10%). In the multivariate analysis all these characteristics, except gender, exerted an independent and statistically significant influence on HCV antibody testing. Among patients with a positive HCV antibody test result, the rates of HCV RNA testing were not affected by physician specialty or patient characteristics **Conclusion:** Overall, we observed a low adherence to HCV birth cohort screening guidelines among different outpatient settings in an integrated healthcare system, as EMR‐documented HCV antibody test results were found in only 15% of all eligible patients. Patients younger than age 65 were more likely to be tested than older patients, and there was significant variability between different specialty clinics, with screening rates varying from 10% to 17%. Our study identifies opportunities for increased HCV antibody screening efforts that could incorporate age‐ and clinic‐specific practice patterns.
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HCV is an independent predictor of hospital readmission in inmates {#hep28798-sec-0162}
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**Background:** Understanding the burden of HCV‐related hospitalizations in inmates is important to making rational policy about HCV treatment in prisons. We compared hospital lengths of stay and readmission by HCV infection status among inmates. **Methods:** Lemuel Shattuck Hospital (LSH) provides inpatient medical services to inmates in MA We used billing records to develop a database of inmate discharges from LSH 2004 to 2014. Data collected included: age, race, gender, date of admission & discharge, length of stay (LOS), all reported ICD‐9 codes, and disposition from hospital (died, back to prison, to another hospital). We identified HCV‐infected individuals by using HCV‐associated ICD‐9 codes (070.41,070.44, 070.51, 070.54, 070.70, 070.71). We compared HCV‐infected to un‐infected individuals The primary outcomes were LOS and odds of readmission to LSH. Logistic regression adjusted for confounding by age, sex, race, LOS of first admission, and co‐morbidities (Elixhauser index). **Results:** 4668 inmates contributed a total of 8397 discharges. 93% of inmates were male, 53% were white, median age at first hospitalization was 44 yrs (IQR 34, 52). HCV ICD‐9 codes were associated with of 20% of hospitalizations. Median LOS was 5 days (IQR 2, 9). Inmates with HCV were older (46 vs. 42, p\<0.001) and had longer mean LOS (6 days vs. 5 days, p\<0.001). In multivariable modeling, HCV remained associated with increased odds of readmission (1.3, CI (1.1‐1.6)). **Conclusion:** In MA, HCV‐infection is associated with 20% of inmate admissions, a 20% increase in LOS, and a 30% increase in the odds of readmission to the hospital Treatment may not avert all of the observed increase in hospitalization, but HCV is associated with many admissions and modest reductions in hospital utilization after SVR could help offset treatment costs.

**Factors Associated with Readmission in Inmates (n = 4,668)**

\*When the Elixhauser Index variable was used in the multivariable model, HIV and Liver Disease were removed from the index.
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Hepatitis Mobile Team: a new concept for benefit toward drugs users and precarious people with hepatitis C in France {#hep28798-sec-0166}
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[Introduction]{.ul}: Although highest european screening rate in France, 44% of patients didn\'t take care of hepatitis C because there were no diagnosed. Drug injection was main contamination route of hepatitis C virus (HCV) in France and western Europe since 1990. French guidelines were to treat all inmates and drug users, even fibrosis level. Access of HCV screening, care and treatment in drugs users, prisoners and homeless was low in France, less of 20%. They were considered as difficult to treat populations.. All these patients need support especially psycho‐educative interventions. Hepatitis Mobile Team (HMT) was created in July 2013 to increase screening care and treatment of hepatitis B and C patients We proposed 15 services: 1 Screening by Dried Blood Spot (DBS) HIV HBV HCV 2. Mobile Fibroscan\* in different sites 3. Social screening and diagnosis (EPICES score) 4 Outreach center with specific health care workers 5 days/7 5. Free blood tests in primary care if no social insurance 6 Advanced on‐site specialist consultation 7. Access to obligatory pre‐treatment commissions. 8. Individual psycho‐educative sessions 9. Collective educative workshops 10. Staff training 11. Drug users prevention 12. Peer to peer program 13. Low cost specific patients mobile phones 14. Specific one day hospitalizations before and after antiviral treatment 15. Green thread: outside DBS and FIBRO‐ SCAN\* in specific converted truck. [Objective]{.ul}: increase screening care treatment access and cure of our target population [Patients and methods]{.ul} Target population was drugs users, prisoners, homeless, precarious people, migrants and psychiatric patients. We proposed part or all of our services to our medical and social partners. They choose only services what they need. [Results]{.ul}: from 2013 July to 2015 December, we did 2056 DBS for 1485 people (944 HCV DBS). Our HCV active file was 244 patients included 18% of new patients screened by DBS ; 83% realized all blood tests and FIBROSCAN; 59% need treatment according to French recommendations; 50% started treatment and 49% have been cured. Quality of program for patient were free access, closeness (outside hospital), speed (of the results) and availability (of nurse and social workers) [Conclusions:]{.ul} Specific screening, follow up and support of these difficult to treat populations are essential for increase medical management and cure of HCV patients. HMT offered complement services and not substitution of existing services. It was new useful tool to screen, diagnosis and treat these patients by outside pathway of care.
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The prediction of hepatocellular carcinoma development and overall survival in chronic hepatitis C using liver stiffness measurement: a long‐term outcome study {#hep28798-sec-0170}
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Background and Aims: To evaluate the utility of liver stiffness measurement for the prediction of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development and survival in chronic hepatitis C patients Method: We enrolled 1,130 patients in whom liver stiffness was measured using FibroScan® at the authors\' hospital from December 2004 to December 2015. We excluded patients who had already achieved sustained virological response (SVR) at the initial liver stiffness measurement We assessed HCC development and overall survival based on liver stiffness using Kaplan‐Meier method. Results: The patients consists of 493 males and 637 females with median age of 64. Liver stiffness at the enrollment was ≤5 kPa in 235, 5.1‐10 kPa in 454, 10.1‐15 kPa in 190, 15.1‐20 kPa in 96, 20.1‐25 kPa in 57, and \>25 kPa in 98, respectively. During the mean follow‐up period of 6.6 years, HCC developed in 191 patients. The cumulative incidence rates of HCC at 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 years were 1.9%, 4.9%, 7.4%, 12.1%, 17.3%, and 23.3%, respectively Cumulative HCC incidence rates at 5 years were 1.7% in those with ≤5 kPa, 3.3% in 5.1‐10 kPa, 16.4% in 10.1‐15 kPa, 25.4% in 15.1‐20 kPa, 38.4% in 20.1‐25 kPa, and 43.2% in \>25 kPa, respectively (*P* \<0.001). During the study period, 101 patients died. The cause of death was liver cancer in 30, liver failure in 17, gastrointestinal bleeding in 7, and others in 47 Overall survival rates at 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 years were 99.9%, 99.5%, 98.8%, 96.8%, 93.0%, and 86.7%, respectively Ten‐year survival rates were 99.3% in those with ≤5 kPa, 95.7% in 5.1‐10 kPa, 81.7% in 10.1‐15 kPa, 80.9% in 15.1‐20 kPa, 64.5% in 20.1‐25 kPa, and 48.3% in \>25 kPa, respectively (P \<0.001). Conclusions: Liver stiffness can predict long‐term outcomes over 5 years in chronic hepatitis C patients.
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**Purpose:** Georgia is the first country in the world to adopt a national HCV elimination goal, set for 2020. This abstract presents results from Georgia\'s first nationally representative hepatitis C virus (HCV) seroprevalence survey, which will be used to monitor progress toward HCV elimination **Methods:** A cross‐sectional, nationally representative seroprevalence survey of 7,000 individuals aged ≥18 years was conducted in Georgia from May‐August 2015 using a stratified, multi‐stage cluster design After giving informed consent, participants provided epidemiologic data including demographics, medical history, knowledge of HCV transmission and prevention methods, and HCV‐related risk factors. Blood specimens were collected from participants and tested for antibodies to HCV, and for HCV RNA. Data were weighted based on probability of selection and calibrated using census data on sex, age, and geography Descriptive statistics were computed. **Results:** Nationally, HCV seroprevalence was 7.7% (95% CI: 6.7‐8.9), and prevalence of chronic HCV infection was 5.4% (95% CI: 4.6‐6.4). Seroprevalence was 9.4% (95% CI: 6.9‐12.6) in the capital city (Tbilisi), 9.5% (95% CI: 8.0‐11.3) in urban areas overall, and 5.4% (95% CI: 4.4‐6.7) in rural areas Seroprevalence was highest among persons aged 40‐49 years (14.0%, 95% CI: 11.1‐17.6), males (12.1%, 95% CI: 10.2‐14.3), and persons reporting a history of injection drug use (IDU) (66.5%, 95% CI: 56.0‐75.6), incarceration (42.0%, 95% CI: 32.8‐51.7), or blood transfusion before and after Georgia began testing donor blood for HCV in 1997 (25.3%, 95% CI: 16.2‐37.3; 17.4%, 95% CI: 10.7‐27.1, respectively). A majority of respondents demonstrated knowledge that HCV can be transmitted through infected blood (56.1%, 95% CI: 53.9‐58.3) or by sharing needles or syringes (52.3%, 95% CI: 50.0‐54.6), and that HCV can be prevented by avoiding needle sharing (54.1%, 95% CI: 51.9‐56.3) and avoiding unsterile/used medical devices (50.0%, 95% CI: 47.4‐51.7). Less than half (38.9%) of seropositive respondents were aware of their infection, and 11.8% reported initiating treatment prior to the availability of all‐oral, direct‐acting antiviral drug regimens in Georgia. **Conclusions:** HCV seroprevalence in Georgia is high overall, exceeding 50% among persons reporting IDU, and is higher in urban than in rural settings. Among those who tested HCV antibody‐positive, awareness of infection was low, and most had not been treated. Knowledge of current nationwide HCV prevalence and associated risk factors will inform implementation of prevention, screening, and treatment strategies and will establish a baseline to track progress toward elimination over time.
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[**Introduction**]{.ul} With the increasing number of licensed direct‐acting antivirals (DAA) for the treatment of chronic HCV infection, choosing the right treatment regimen for the right patient has become paramount. We believe baseline sequencing for the presence of resistance‐associated substitutions (RAS) is an important contributor to this decision‐making process In the present study in an Irish cohort, we performed a retrospective analysis on all HCV samples received for drug resistance testing at the Irish National Virus Reference Laboratory between September 2014 and May 2016. Particular attention was paid to patients who experienced virological failure in an attempt to identify predictors of failure. **[Methods]{.ul}** Sanger sequence data covering the HCV NS3 protease coding region were obtained for 682 samples received during the study period. Sequence data for the NS5A and NS5B regions in some samples were also obtained. The rs12989860 single nucleotide polymorphism site was examined by allelic discrimination real‐time PCR. **[Results]{.ul}** Analysis of the NS3 viral sequences demonstrated that 85.5% (583/682) were HCV subtype 1a, 14.2% (97/682) subtype 1b and 0.3% (2/682) subtype 1c infections. RAS proven to reduce susceptibility to NS3 inhibitor treatment were detected in 45.9% of cases (313/682). Although the vast majority of all RAS detected were found in subtype 1a viruses, 7.2% (7/97) subtype 1b samples also contained one or more RAS. The Q80K polymorphism was found in 313/583 (57.3%) of HCV subtype 1a, and almost exclusively in clade 1 (242/443; 54.6%) versus clade 2 viruses (2/140; 1.4%). Among the cohort of patients who experienced virological failure whilst on treatment, RAS could be detected in 11/17 (64.7%) patients for whom sequence could be generated. These included V36M/L (6/11; 54.5%), Q80K (5/11; 45.5%), R155K/T (3/11; 27.3%) and T54S (1/11; 9.1%). The majority of these patients were found to possess the deleterious "T" single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) at the rs 12989860 site within the interleukin‐28B gene locus. Nine of eleven patients with detected RAS were found to also be either CT or TT at rs12989860, one patient was CC at this SNP Preliminary data from patients experiencing treatment failure on NS5A/B inhibitors also indicate the presence of RAS in 4 of 7 individuals. **[Discussion]{.ul}** The high incidence of RAS within HCV NS3 protease sequences, the detection of RAS in NS5A sequences, and the apparent risk of treatment failure, albeit in a small number of patients, when the RAS are present, highlights the importance of sequencing these viruses prior to commencing treatment with protease inhibitors, and the need to identify additional predictors of failure.
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Spontaneous Clearance of Chronic HCV Infection is More Frequent in HIV/HCV Coinfection and in HCV Genotype 2 and 3 {#hep28798-sec-0182}
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BACKGROUND: In acute hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, 25‐40% of patients clear the infection spontaneously through immunological mechanisms Spontaneous clearance of chronic HCV infection without antiviral therapy has been described only in rare case reports. The frequency of such clearance is unknown as is the influence of HIV coinfection. METHODS: The HCV Clinical Case Registry of a single tertiary care facility was reviewed for all quantitative plasma HCV RNA levels measured from 1997 ‐ 2015 (19 years). Patients with at least one HCV RNA ≥3,000 lU/ml and no evidence of acute infection were included as chronically infected Cases of spontaneous clearance were defined as at least one HCV RNA \<43 lU/ml or undetectable preceded by at least one HCV RNA ≥3,000 lU/mL with no antiviral therapy in the time interval between measures. RESULTS: Among 3,018 chronically HCV‐infected patients, 13 (0.43%; 95% confidence interval, 0.23% ‐ 0.74%) experienced spontaneous clearance. Five of the 13 patients were HIV/HCV‐coinfected, all of them with suppressed HIV RNA \<400 copies/ml on antiretroviral therapy and a median CD4+ cell count of 444/mm3 (range, 198 ‐ 708). No patient was hepatitis B virus /HCV‐coinfected (HBsAg+), three had compensated cirrhosis, and one had a prior liver transplantation with HCV recurrence Among HIV/HCV‐coinfected patients, the frequency of spontaneous clearance was 1.07% (5 of 469; 95% C. I., 0.35% ‐ 2.47%), while in HCV‐monoin‐ fected patients, the rate was 0.31% (8 of 2,549; 95% C.I., 0.14% ‐ 0.62%). The risk ratio for spontaneous HCV clearance in HIV/HCV coinfection over HCV monoinfection was 3.40 (95% C. I., 1.12 ‐ 10.3, p=0.031). The rate of spontaneous clearance in chronic HCV genotype 1 (GT‐1) infection was 0.16% (95% C. I., 0.03% ‐ 0.46%), for GT‐2 it was 1.06% (95% C. I., 0.13% ‐ 3.79%), and for GT‐3 it was 2.74% (95% C. I., 0.33% ‐ 9.6%). The risk ratio for GT‐2 over GT‐1 was 6.8 (95% C. I., 3.0 ‐ 102.5, p=0.002), and for GT‐3 over GT‐1 it was 17.4 (95% C. I., 3.0 ‐ 102.5, p=0.002). CONCLUSION: Spontaneous clearance of chronic HCV infection without antiviral therapy is rare and occurs in about 0.4% of patients. Clearance is significantly more common in HIV/HCV‐coinfected than in HCV‐monoinfected patients and in GT‐2 and GT‐3 patients compared to GT‐1.
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Project ITTREAT (Integrated Community Based Test ‐ Stage‐Treat) HCV Service for People who Inject Drugs (PWID) {#hep28798-sec-0188}
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**Objective/aims:** Majority (90%) of HCV positive individuals in England are people who inject drugs (PWID) with poor engagement with health services. Our on going study assesses feasibility of non‐invasive detection, staging and treatment of HCV. related chronic liver disease in the community. **Methods:** Four‐year prospective study (Dec 2013‐Nov 2017) conducted at a large substance misuse service in SE England. Individuals offered dry blood spot testing (DBST), mobile transient elastography (TE), HCV treatment (including DAA) and qualitative interviews with recent addition of patient reported outcomes (SF‐12v2, SFLDQOL) and health economics (EQ‐5D‐5L). **Results:** To date, 391 individuals recruited, 81% males with mean age of 40.0 yrs. (sd 9.8). There was high prevalence of injecting drug use (IDU) \[274 (70%)\], alcohol use \[336 (86%)\] and psychiatric illness \[174 (45%)\]. Uptake of **[dbst]{.smallcaps}** was 49% (n=190); prior testing being the main reason for declining. Prevalence of positive serological markers/PCR were: HBcAb 20% (n=71), HCV antibody 53% (n=200), HCV PCR 82% (163/200); genotypes 1=71 (44%) and 3= 79 (48%). On logistic regression, independent predictors of a positive HCV serology were if ever injected (OR 8.5, 95% CI 4.2‐17.4); positive HBcAb (OR 3.5 95% CI 1.9‐6.6) and a psychiatric diagnosis (OR 2.1, 95% CI 1.3‐3.5) Of those with a positive HCV PCR (n=163), 132 (81%) underwent TE \[mean LSM kPa 9.9 (sd 10.3), 59 (36%) having LSM ≥ 7.5 kPa, 32 (20%) having cirrhosis (LSM ≥12 kPa). There was a significant association between a positive HCV serology and LSM \>7.5 kPa: 72% of those with LSM\<7.5 were positive compared to 98% with LSM ≥ 7.5 (p\<0.001). None had had prior HCV treatment. Forty‐eight (29%) were not treatment candidates (chaotic lifestyle). Of the remaining (n=115), 50 commenced treatment. Characteristics of treated cohort were: age 45 yrs. (sd 10.2), 92% male, \> 80% having substance/alcohol use, 86% undergoing TE, genotypes (1 = 41%, 3= (55%), treatment received: INF/ RBV 32%, INF+DAA=38% and **[daa]{.smallcaps}** 30% and treatment outcomes were: 35 (70%) SVR/EOTR, nine (18%) on‐going treatment, six (12%) NR (included four RR). Twenty‐ two have had pre‐treatment questionnaires done **Conclusions:** Prevalence of positive HCV serological markers remain high in PWID, which might explain the almost 40% prevalence of significant hepatic fibrosis. Compliance in this difficult to engage cohort was ∼ 90% with HCV treatment outcomes comparable to secondary care Our on going prospective study endorses the success of this novel, easy to replicate "one‐stop" community based HCV treatment model with onsite mobile TE.
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**Background**: T‐cell host immune response against hepatitis C virus (HCV) has been suggested to play important role in determining HCV outcomes which has not been examined in population‐based cohort studies. Concurrent hepatitis B (HBV) infection has been found a significant predictor of spontaneous clearance of HCV in high‐risk population This study examined the effect of these two along with other factors on the spontaneous clearance of HCV in a population‐based cohort in British Columbia, Canada **Methods**: The BC Hepatitis Testers Cohort (BC‐HTC) includes all individual tested for HCV between 1990 and 2013 linked with data on their medical visits, hospitalizations, and prescription drugs HCV positive individuals with at least one valid HCV PCR test on or after HCV diagnosis (n=46,783) were included in this study To examine factors associated with the spontaneous clearance of HCV, we fitted multivariable logistic regression on the full sample, and Cox proportional hazard model on the seroconverters i e HCV negative individuals who subsequently became HCV positive (n=6,238) **Results**: Spontaneous clearance was observed in 25.1% (n=11,737) of those tested for HCV. After adjusting for potential confounders, the odds of spontaneous clearance of HCV was lower in people with pre‐existing primary T‐cell immunodeficiency (adjusted odds ratio \[aOR\]: 0.55, 95% CI: 0.32‐0.94), and higher in females (aOR: 1.61, 95% CI: 1.54‐1.68), in those with pre‐existing HBV (aOR: 2.26, 95% CI: 1.89‐2.71), and in HCV infections with genotype‐3 (aOR: 2.23, 95% CI: 1.74‐2.86, compared to genotype‐1). **Conclusion**: Spontaneous clearance was lower for people with primary T‐cell immunodeficiency while it was higher among females, those with pre‐existing HBV, and HCV infections with genotype‐3.
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**Background:** The Surveillance and Treatment of Prisoners with hepatitis C (SToP‐C) study is evaluating the impact of rapid scale‐up of interferon‐free HCV therapy on HCV transmission in prisons in New South Wales, Australia. This analysis characterises HCV epidemiology and risk behaviours among prisoners in two maximum‐security prisons in SToP‐C study. **Methods:** Data for this analysis includes prisoners enrolled from two maximum‐security prisons between October 2014 and March 2016. All prisoners over the age of 18 were eligible to participate At enrolment, participants received testing for HCV antibodies/RNA and completed a detailed survey, including injecting behaviours. Injecting behaviours by HCV infection/ exposure status were evaluated. **Results:** In March 2016, 393 prisoners were enrolled (Prison A: n=308; Prison B: n=85). The median age was 34 years (Q1‐Q3: 27, 44). The median duration of stay at the current prison at the time of enrolment was 2 years (Q1‐Q3: 0.9, 5). Overall, 54% (n=213) were HCV antibody negative (Ab‐), 18% (n=69) were HCV antibody positive/HCV RNA negative (Ab+/RNA‐; including 19 with self‐reported previous HCV treatment), and 28% (n=111) were HCV RNA positive (RNA+) Injecting illicit drugs during the current imprisonment was reported in 78% (83/111) of those RNA+, and 67% (46/69) of those Ab+/RNA‐, compared with 11% (24/213) of those Ab‐ (P\<0.001). Injecting in the previous month was reported by 49% (54/111) of those RNA+, and 32% (22/69) of those Ab+/RNA‐, compared with 4% (8/213) of those Ab‐ (P\<0.001). Among those injecting in the previous month, 86% (n=72) reported sharing injecting equipment. **Conclusion:** A high proportion of prisoners with HCV infection from maximum‐security prisons reported injecting risk behaviours Among prisoners at risk of HCV, those with previous HCV exposure and clearance were more likely to report high risk injecting than those with no previous exposure, suggesting the risk for re‐infection and the need for increased prevention activities. Surveillance of HCV incidence should focus on detecting both HCV re‐infection and primary infection.
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Background Regression of cirrhosis and portal hypertension (PT) is a major goal in treatment of patients with hepatitis C virus (HCV) associated cirrhosis. Improvement of Child‐Pugh‐ Turcotte (CPT)‐ and model of end stage liver disease (MELD)‐ scores were consistently observed in current trials investigating direct antiviral agents (DAA)‐based treatment in HCV associ‐ated cirrhosis. However, persistence of PT has been reported despite sustained virologic response (SVR) and improvement in CTP/MELD‐score. In the current study, we prospectively evaluated dynamics of liver and spleen stiffness in patients with HCV associated cirrhosis and SVR after DAA‐based antiviral treatment. Methods A total of 54 patients (69% male) with HCV associated cirrhosis and SVR after DAA‐based antiviral treatment were included Liver and spleen stiffness was assessed at baseline (BL), end of treatment (EOT), and 24 weeks after EOT (FU24) by transient elastography of the liver (L‐TE) as well as acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) of the liver (L‐ARFI) and spleen (S‐ARFI) Biochemical, virological and clinical data were obtained in parallel. Results There was a significant reduction of liver stiffness between BL \[median (range), 32.5 (9.1‐75) kPa\] and EOT \[median (range), 21.3 (6.7‐73.5) kPa; p\<0.0001) as well as between BL and FU24 \[median (range), 21.2 (5.4‐70) kPa; p\<0001)\] by L‐TE. Liver stiffness assessed by L‐ARFI significantly decreased between BL \[median (range), 2.7 (1.2‐4.1) m/s\] and FU24 \[median (range), 2.4 (1.2‐3.9) m/s; p=0.002), while spleen stiffness assessed by S‐ARFI did not decrease significantly between B, EOT and FU24. Improvement of liver stiffness was more pronounced between BL and EOT than between EOT and FU24 In addition, a significant improvement of MELD‐score between BL \[median (range), 9 (6‐17)\] and FU24 \[median (range), 8 (6‐18)\] was observed (p=0.01)\]. Conclusion Liver, but not spleen elastography improved significantly in patients with HCV associated cirrhosis and SVR after DAA‐based antiviral therapy As this effect was mainly associated with the first 12‐24 weeks of treatment, it must be discussed to which amount improvement of liver stiffness was associated with decrease of hepatic necroinflammation or regression of fibrosis and portal hypertension Studies investigating only dynamics of CTP‐ and MELD‐score or liver stiffness may overestimate the degree of putative regression of cirrhosis.
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**Background:** Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) infection is a major cause of chronic liver disease and associated with several extra‐hepatic manifestations. Several studies have demonstrated significant associations among HCV infection and insulin resistance, chronic kidney disease (CKD), and cardiovascular diseases (CVD). Conducted in Taiwan, it is unclear whether the results of these studies apply to US population given differences in prevailing genotype, level of comorbidities, and observed differences in the natural history of HCV. **Objective:** To assess the risk of CKD and CVD associated with chronic HCV infection in the U.S. **Methods:** A retrospective cohort analysis of the Truven Health MarketScan Database (2008 ‐ 2014) was conducted. Patients aged \>=18 years with newly diagnosed HCV infection (ICD‐9: 070.44, 070.54, V02.62, 070.70, 070.71) were identified (HCV cohort). Outcomes included the incidence of CKD and CVD (coronary heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, peripheral arterial disease or congestive heart failure). Patients were excluded if they had experienced an outcome during 1 year prior to the first diagnosis of HCV. We matched the HCV cohort 1:3 with patients without HCV infection (non‐HCV cohort) using propensity score matching. Follow‐up continued until each study outcome, end of enrollment, or 31 December 2014, whichever comes first. We used Cox proportional hazards models to compare the risk of developing CKD and CVD between HCV and non‐HCV cohorts. Additional covariates adjusted in the model included alcohol/drug abuse disorders, HIV/AIDS, disease‐modifying medications, hepatitis B virus, cirrhosis, and so on. **Results:** The mean follow‐up time was 1.96 ‐ 2.24 years. The overall incidence rates of CKD were 114 and 43 per 10,000 person‐years in the HCV (72213 patients) and the non‐HCV cohorts (216639 patients), respectively The overall incidence rates of CVD were 55 and 29 per 10,000 person‐years in the HCV (59212 patients) and the non‐HCV cohorts (177637 patients), respectively. In multivariate adjusted models, HCV infection was associated with 2.2 fold higher incidence of CKD (hazard ratio (HR): 2.22; 95% confidence interval (CI): 2.01‐2.38) and an almost two fold higher incidence of CVD (HR:1.91; 95% CI:1.85‐1.97). **Conclusions:** The analysis of a large US administrative claim database suggests that patients with HCV infection are at greater risk of developing CKD and CVD than individuals without HCV infection Future studies are needed to investigate whether sustained virologic response to all‐oral direct‐acting antivirals alters the risk for development and/or progression of renal disease and cardiovascular outcomes.
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**Background:** Hepatitis C and B virus infections are highly prevalent worldwide and the main causes of liver disease both in children and in adults. The vertical transmission of HCV is a major route of HCV infection in children (\>90%) In Spain, there has been a marked increase in the immigrant population in recent years and this may have changed the prevalence of HCV and HBV in pregnancy. The objective is to determine the prevalence and epidemiology of HCV and HBV in pregnant women in Spain **Methods:** A prospective cohort study was conducted at 10 National Spanish Hospitals 25,000 women (18‐42 years old), followed up in these Centers from January till October 2015, were enrolled. Prevalence of HCV (anti‐HCV+) and HBV (HBsAg+) was determined in this cohort and in a sub‐group of pregnant mothers Moreover, we studied the epidemiology of the HBV/HCV infection among pregnant mothers. **Results:** Overall HBV prevalence was 0.57% (0.55‐0.77; 25,289 women) and for HCV was 0.66% (0.55‐0.77; 21,379 women). The prevalence of these viral hepatitis was higher among women over 25 years of age However, the prevalence for HBV and HCV differ significantly between both groups (HBV and HCV prevalence in pregnant women: 0.42% and 0.21% respectively vs the prevalence of these viral hepatitis among women in fertile age: 0.99% and 0.80% respectively; p\<0,05). Co‐infection data were: HBV/HCV: 0.036%, HBV/ HIV: 0.04% and HCV/HIV: 0.08% Caucasian and Chinese population were predominant in HBV prevalence whereas Caucasian, Latin and Gypsy population were in HCV. In relation to the country of origin, the VHB infected women were from: Spain (65%) and Eastern Europe (28%), and the HCV women were form: Spain (36%), Asia (25%, mainly China), Eastern Europe (16%), Africa (12%) and the South America (11%). The main risk factors for HBV infections were: vertical transmission (50%), presence of tattoo (18%) and personal antecedents of surgery (10%). However, for HCV infections were: the use of parenteral drugs, (56%), surgery (25%), tattoo (18%) and personal antecedents of transfusion (15%). **Conclusions:** An important percentage of women infected with these viruses are immigrant population The difference in HBV/HCV prevalence between pregnant and fertile age women may be due to: 1) the fertile age group had a high number of women with high risk to infection and 2) in relation to the HCV prevalence, HCV screening in Spain is not universal during the gestation and therefore it is performance mainly on high‐risk women The women over 25 years of age have an increased risk to viral hepatitis infection due to lack of prophylactic cares for HBV and to lack of HCV blood screening until 1990.
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**Background:** Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is one of the main causes of chronic liver disease worldwide. Metabolic Syndrome (MS) is highly prevalent within the VA patient population and represents a heterogeneous group of patient with the potential for a genetic basis, especially in certain ethnic patient populations The increasing prevalence of this disorder can increase the likelihood for the progression to fibrosis, cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma The risk of progression from chronic HCV infection to cirrhosis is highly variable, and many factors such as components of the MS are believed to accelerate disease progression and impact the likelihood of sustained virological response (SVR) MS has been thought to decrease the efficacy of antiviral therapies for chronic hepatitis C Newer hepatitis C treatment regimens are being used within the VA healthcare system and could affect HCV outcome in patients with MS **Aim:** To evaluate if the presence of meta‐bolic syndrome could overcome HCV treatment resistance in the era of direct‐acting antivirals (DAA). **Methods:** All patients undergoing HCV antiviral therapy with direct‐acting antivirals from 2014‐2016 were pooled for this analysis which was performed at the VA Greater Los Angeles HCS. We analyzed the SVR in a cohort of 1205 veterans with HCV with or without DM2, dyslipidemia, and hypertension as identified by ICD‐9 code or if the patients were currently on therapy. **Results:** SVR results in HCV treated patients with DM2, dyslipidemia and hypertension. Total number of DAA treated patients was 1205. **Conclusion:** These data suggest that the presence of metabolic syndrome does not adversely impact the antiviral treatment responses with the newer anti‐viral drugs. The importance of attaining SVR and reversal of progression of fibrosis remains to be evaluated.
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Background: Hepatitis E virus (HEV) is an endemic, primarily zoonotic infection in the U.S. and Western Europe. Recent data from NHANES suggests that approximately 11% of the population has been exposed as evidenced by serologic testing. Some series have described higher rates of infection in those with HCV and/or HIV. We sought to evaluate the cross‐sectional prevalence of HEV in a large cohort of HCV and HCV/HIV coinfected patients. Methods: Serum samples were obtained from the HCVRES and HEPPRO Cohorts. These longitudinal cohorts were developed from HCV mono‐infected and HCV/ HIV coinfected persons seeking care at clinical facilities in the District of Columbia and surrounding environs Samples collected at or near the baseline enrollment period were evaluated. HEV IgG was evaluated using a sensitive ELISA assay (Wantai, Beijing, China), and the test was performed according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Positives were confirmed by repeat duplicate testing as recommended by the manufacturer Parametric and non‐parametric testing was performed using Statistix 10.0. Results: 355 individuals ‐ including 184 HCV mono‐infected and 171 HCV/HIV co‐infected ‐ were tested for anti‐HEV IgG. The mean age was 56 years (range 21‐82 years), 76% were male, and 78% were black. The median CD4 was 711 cells/mm^3^ (range 62‐2328 cell/mm^3^) and was lower in HIV+ (mean= 595) vs HIV‐ enrollees (mean=983). Overall, anti‐HEV IgG was detected and confirmed in 18.6%. The proportions of confirmed cases were statistically similar regardless of HIV status (21.1% HCV vs 16.4% HCV/HIV, p = n.s.). Anti‐HEV prevalence was not affected by sex, race, or ethnicity in univariate analysis. HEV IgG was significantly more common in older (\>60) vs. younger (≤60) participants (p = 0.0097). There was a modest inverse correlation between CD4 count and HEV IgG OD/Cutoff ratio (r = ‐0.32), and subjects with CD4\<200 (AIDS definition) had HEV IgG OD/ Cutoff ratios significantly lower (mean 5.6) than those with higher CD4 counts (mean=11.9) among anti‐HEV IgG positive persons (p = 0.019). Conclusion: HEV exposure is higher in those with HCV and/or HIV than has been reported in general population surveys. Older HCV mono‐infected and HCV/HIV co‐infected persons are more likely to be exposed However, HCV/HIV co‐infected patients with low CD4 have less robust immune response as evidenced by lower antibody titers We speculate that this may lead to increased proportions of false negative results in this subgroup. Further evaluation of qualitative profiling of antibodies to HEV including determination of binding avidity are indicated.
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**Background:** The incidence of acute hepatitis C (AHC) is declining worldwide. However, almost 30 years after the identification of the hepatitis C virus (HCV), new cases still occur. Since acute HCV infection is generally asymptomatic, it is seldom diagnosed. Thus, the specific mode of transmission, number of patients exposed, source of infection as well as the clinical and laboratory course of a given case can rarely be ascertained in real time. We describe an outbreak of AHC wherein all these parameters are known. **Case reports:** Three patients presented to our medical center with new onset jaundice between April 25th and May 9th 2016 (Table 1). AHC was diagnosed, and a review of the patient\'s histories identified a common potential source of exposure. All had CT scanning with IV contrast in one community imaging center on March 17th 2016. The last patient to undergo a CT at that center on March 16th was a known chronic hepatitis C patient. Health authorities were notified, and patients were summoned for testing. All 12 who had a CT with contrast on that day, were found to be positive for HCV RNA. Seven out of the 12 are treated in our medical center and described here (Table 1). Patients 1‐4 were followed‐up closely and their viral load declined significantly without antiviral treatment Patient number 5 is undergoing workup for a lung mass and deferred treatment. Patients 6 and 7 are treated with DAA because of patient\'s preference, and non declining viral load, respectively. **Conclusions:** Iatrogenic acute hepatitis C still occurs due to a combination of technical \[*e.g*., multi‐dose vials\] and human factors. Given that AHC rarely leads to fulminant hepatic failure, knowing the exact date of infection and close monitoring of the viral load presented a unique opportunity to follow the patients and their viral load closely. In anticipation of spontaneous viral clearance, treatment should be offered only when viral load does not decline. Thus, every effort should be made to ascertain the date of infection and to contact all patients potentially exposed. We aim to quantitate the clinical observation that more severe AHC leads to a greater chance of spontaneous recovery.

**Table 1. Clinical data of the seven AHC patients treated at SZMC**
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*Background/Objectives:* Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a major cause of cirrhosis worldwide. Several studies have linked HCV infection to a higher risk of developing intrahepatic cholestasis of pregnancy (ICP), but the results were inconsistent. This meta‐analysis was conducted with the aim to assess the associations between ICP and HCV infection before and after the diagnosis of ICP. *Methods:* This study consists of two meta‐analyses. A literature search was performed using MEDLINE and EMBASE from inception to January 2016. The first study included observational studies that reported relative risks, odds ratios, or hazard ratios of the associations between HCV infection and risk of ICP. The second analysis included studies comparing the risk of later HCV infection in ICP patients with those without ICP. Pooled risk ratios (RR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated using a random‐effect, generic inverse variance method. *Results:* Three studies were included in the first analysis. The pooled RR of ICP in HCV‐infected pregnant women compared to non‐HCV pregnant women was 20.40 (95% CI, 9.39‐44.33, I^2^ =55%). Two studies were included in the second analysis. The pooled RR of later HCV infection among ICP patients compared to non‐ICP patients was 4.08 (95% CI, 3.13‐5.31, I^2^=0%). *Conclusions**:*** Our study demonstrated an increased risk of ICP among HCV‐infected pregnant women and also increased risk of later HCV infection among ICP patients. Physicians should be aware of this association, and we strongly suggest testing for hepatitis C in women with signs of ICP.

Forest plot of the included studies of the associations between hepatitis C infection and risk of intrahepatic cholestasis of pregnancy (Top).

Forest plot of the included studies of the associations between intrahepatic cholestasis of pregnancy and risk of later hepatitis C infection (Below).
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**Introduction:** Treatment decision making with direct acting antivirals (DAA) in patients with chronic hepatitis C (CHC) is mainly based on baseline HCV RNA concentration, the HCV genotype and the presence or absence of liver cirrhosis. Since estimation of liver fibrosis by histology results has low acceptance, transient elastography (TE) and serum scores are often used in addition to clinical findings. Here, we assessed the diagnostic accuracy of a panel of non‐commercial serum scores in comparison to TE. **Methods:** The DHC‐R (Deutsches Hepatitis C‐Register, German Hepatitis C‐Registry) is a national multicenter real‐world cohort including approx. 9,300 patients. Patients are treated at the discretion of the physician. Data are collected by a web‐based system. Data quality is analyzed by plausibility checks and on site monitoring. This data analysis is based on 6,034 patients who were observed for at least 40 weeks after initiation of antiviral treatment. Valid data on TE were available for 1,742 patients. In those patients, the non‐commercial serum sores APRI score and FORNS index were calculated and the diagnostic accuracy was compared to FS results. **Results:** As estimated by TE, 625 (35.9%) patients had no significant fibrosis (SF) (\<7,1 kPa), 530 (30.4%) patients had SF (\>7.1kPa) and 587 (33.7%) patients had liver cirrhosis (\>12.5kPa). Patients with liver cirrhosis were more frequently men, were older, had a higher BMI, had a longer estimated duration of disease and were more likely treatment‐experienced. SVR rates following different DAA regimens with or without ribavirin for 8 ‐ 24 weeks were 98.2%, 96.8%, and 92.4% for patients with no SF, SF, and cirrhosis, respectively. For discrimination of SF, AUROCS were: 0.79l (APRI score), 0.840 (FORNS index) For discrimination of cirrhosis, AUROC was 0.879 (APRI score). **Conclusions:** In our national multicenter real world cohort, significant fibrosis and cirrhosis were predicted with accuracy between 79‐84% and 87% with non‐commercial serum scores as compared to FS results Our data support the use of serum scores when TE is not available for accurate cirrhosis estimation SVR rates in patients with cirrhosis were numerically lower with current DAA regimens.
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We examined the coevolution of HIV and HCV infections, mental illnesses, substance use and disparities over time in BC during 1990‐2013 using the BC Hepatitis Testers Cohort (BC‐HTC). The BC‐HTC includes ∼1.5 million individuals tested for HCV or HIV, or reported as a case of HCV, HIV, HBV, or tuberculosis linked to administrative healthcare databases. We classified individuals into HIV‐/HCV‐, HIV+/HCV‐, HIV‐/HCV+ seroconverters, HIV‐/HCV+ prevalent, and HIV+/HCV+. Of 1.37 million eligible individuals, 4.1% were prevalent HCV infection, 0.5% HIV‐monoinfected, 0.3% HIV/HCV co‐infected and 0.5% were HCV seroconverters. Overall, HIV monoinfected individuals lived in urban areas (92%), had low injection drug use (IDU, 4%), problem alcohol use (4%) and were materially more privileged than other groups. HIV/HCV co‐infected and HCV seroconverters were materially most deprived (14%, 12%), had higher IDU (34%, 53%), problem alcohol use (15%, 17%) and major mental illnesses (12%, 21%). HIV, HCV and HIV/HCV co‐infection began to increase in rural areas after 2004. Material deprivation, IDU and opioid substitution therapy increased overtime among seroconverters. Multivariable multinomial regression models mirrored descriptive trends Overtime, odds of IDU declined among HCV prevalent and HIV monoinfected individuals but not in seroconverters. Decline in odds of problem alcohol use were observed in seroconverters and coinfected individuals overtime (Figure 1). Results could inform optimal alignment of prevention, care and support services for HIV and HCV infected population within the context of changing epidemiology, disparities and risk profiles of these groups.

**Adjusted log odds ratios of risk factors for HIV/HCV groups by time periods**
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Chronic liver disease and cirrhosis was the 12^th^ leading cause of death in the U.S. in 2014. Viral hepatitis leads to significant morbidity and mortality. We used national databases to update estimates of the viral hepatitis burden in the U.S. **Methods:** The National Ambulatory and Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Surveys, Nationwide Inpatient Sample, and Vital Statistics of the U.S. databases were used to estimate medical care and mortality with a primary or other diagnosis of viral hepatitis B or C. Rates were age‐adjusted and shown per 100,000 population for the most recent year available **Results:** Hepatitis C contributed to 1.8 million ambulatory visits, 606,000 hospital discharges, and 20,000 deaths Ambulatory visit and hospital discharge rates were higher in middle compared with older age, and among men and African Americans compared with women and whites, respectively Both rates increased significantly from 1993 to 2013; however, greater availability of treatment options might have contributed to this rise Mortality rates were higher in middle compared with older age, and among men compared with women (7.2 vs. 2.8) and African Americans compared with whites (7.8 vs. 4.7). The mortality rate increased in the overall population by 6‐fold from 1993 to 2014 (0.8 to 4.9) and in demographic subgroups (Figure). Hepatitis B contributed to 462,000 ambulatory visits, 72,000 hospital discharges, and 2,000 deaths Ambulatory visit and hospital discharge rates were higher in middle compared with older age, and along with mortality rates were higher among men, African Americans, and non‐Hispanics compared with women, whites, and Hispanics, respectively Both medical care rates doubled from 1993 to 2013; in contrast, mortality rates declined by one third. **Conclusions:** The viral hepatitis burden in the U.S. today primarily reflects that of hepatitis C and is greater among men and African Americans.
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Purpose: This population‐based study sought to determine age‐ and region‐specific Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) estimates in Ghana, where lack of available data and assessment has led to uncertainty regarding the burden of disease Methods: The study sample consisted of 2985 individuals currently located in the Ashanti region of Ghana Study participants completed a survey and an Oraquick rapid screen assay for HCV status. Those with positive screening tests underwent confirmatory testing with a CIA HCV antibody assay to confirm seropositivity. Age, gender, and region of origin were identified for each participant. Bayesian logistic regression was used to obtain odds ratios for assessing risk of HCV and age‐ and region‐specific prevalence estimates. Median posterior estimates are reported with 95% highest posterior density (HPD) credible intervals. Results: The average age of participants was 31.3 (range: 3‐103) years, and 70% of subjects were women. Children under the age of 15 comprised 22% of the sample, and 59% of individuals originated from the Ashanti region, 18% from northern regions, and 23% from other regions of Ghana Compared to Ashanti‐born subjects, the age‐adjusted odds of HCV infection were 15.6 (HPD: 2.7‐38.0), 22.9 (HPD: 9.2‐44.8), and 18.6 (HPD: 5.3‐39.4) higher for those originating from the Northern, Upper West, and Upper East regions, respectively These odds corresponded to HCV prevalence estimates of 4.3% (95% HPD: 1.1%‐9.0%), 6.1% (HPD: 3.7%‐9.1%), and 5.0% (HPD: 2.0%‐8.8%) in the Northern, Upper West, and Upper East regions, compared to 0.3% in Ashanti After adjusting for region of origin, the lowest prevalence was in the 0‐14 (0.9%; HPD: 0.4%‐1.5%) and 15‐24 (0.4%; HPD: 0.1%‐1.0%) age groups, respectively. Beginning at age 25, region‐adjusted prevalence increased to 1.9% (HPD: 0.8%‐ 3.3%) and peaked at 3.3% (HPD: 1.0%‐6.5%) among 55‐64 year olds before declining to 1.9% (HPD: 0.3%‐5.1%) in individuals 65 and older. A sub‐analysis involving only subjects originally from the northern regions (Northern, Upper West, Upper East) suggested age‐specific prevalence may be even higher in the North, with prevalence estimates of 6.9% (HPD: 3.0%‐11.6%) among 25‐34 year olds and increasing to 12.6% (HPD: 4.5%‐23.2%) among individuals 55‐64 years old. Conclusion: Significant age and regional differences in HCV prevalence exist in Ghana, with higher prevalence among individuals originating from the northern regions and among individuals ages 25‐64, with very few cases observed among participants less than 25 years of age Such findings suggest either an age cohort effect or transmission exposures that are low in childhood and increase with age.
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Background As optimal management of chronic liver disease depends on the degree of liver fibrosis, accurate, but non‐invasive evaluation of liver fibrosis is of importance Though liver stiffness measurement (LSM) using Fibroscan and serum Wisteria floribunda agglutinin‐positive Mac2 binding protein (M2BPGi) were novel, noninvasive, and reliable technique to assess the degree of liver fibrosis, trans‐etiological comparison between two parameters has not yet been available in the literature. The aims of this study were to assess the correlation between LSM and serum M2BPGi levels among Japanese patients with hepatitis B, C and NAFLD. Methods A total of 1,347 patients who underwent LSM between 2012 and 2015 at our hospital were reviewed. 224 patients whose LSM value were invalid or failure were excluded Among the remaining 1123 patients, 782 patients (282 patients infected with HBV, 450 patients infected with HCV, and 50 patients with NAFLD) were enrolled in this study. Serum WFA(+)M2BP, aspartate transaminase to platelet ratio index (APRI), and fibrosis index to platelet ratio index (FIB4) were simultaneously measured and calculated on the occasion of LCM. Results The baseline characteristics of eligible patients were 393(50.3%) male with a median age of 64.5 years The median value of LSM, M2BPGi, APRI, and FIB4 were 5.6 kPa (2.3‐ 75.0), 0.9 COI (0.1‐21.0), 0.5 (0.1‐ 9.1), and 2.1(0.2‐23.9), respectively. Positive correlations between LSM and M2BPGi level (R2=0.46, p\<0.001), APRI (R2=0.43, p\<0.001), and FIB4 (R2=0.32, p\<0.001) were observed; multiple linear regression analysis revealed M2BPGi level as the most significantly associated factor (effect size=0.46, p\<0.001). Correlation coefficient between LSM and each fibrosis marker were as follows, in ascending order; HBV (R2=0.16, p\<0.01), NAFLD (R2=0.46, p\<0.01), and HCV (R2=0.53, p\<0.001). The diagnostic performance of M2BPGi, APRI and FIB4 were evaluated using receiving operating characteristic curve analysis; AUC of M2BPGi, APRI and FIB4 were 0.83, 0.83, 0.78 in LSM level ≥7, 0.89, 0.88, 0.85 in LSM level ≥10, 0.89, 0.88, 0.85 LSM level ≥13, respectively. The optimal cutoff values of M2BPGi which best predicted LSM level ≥7 and ≥13 were 1.4 and 2.7, respectively. The optimal cutoff values of M2BPGi which best predicted LSM level ≥7 in distinct etiologies (HBV, NAFLD, and HCV) were 0.9, 1.0 and 2.0, respectively. Conclusions LSM values measured by Fibroscan were closely correlated with serum M2BPGi levels, compared to either APRI or FIB4, especially in hepatitis C patients Consideration of the etiology of liver diseases is required with regard to the prediction of LSM by M2BPGi cutoff values.
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**Background.** Host, viral and environmental interactions play a major role in the clinical outcomes of HCV infection. Spontaneous clearance (SC) may be associated with immunological mechanisms, as well as genetic and metabolic factors related with serum lipids. Therefore, Apolipoprotein E *(ApoE)* isoforms interacting with low‐density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL‐c) could alter the course of the disease **Aim.** To analyze the anthropometric, metabolic and lipid alterations of SC patients and the association of *ApoE* alleles and LDL‐c with SC. **Methods.** Totally, 299 treatment‐naïve, anti‐HCV positive patients were included. Patients were classified in chronic hepatitis (CH) (n=206) who had at least two detectable viral loads (VL), and SC (n=93) after two undetectable VL in the last 12 months. A clinical record was elaborated for all participants. Body mass index (BMI) was evaluated by electric bioimpedance (InBody 3.0) Biochemical tests were accessed by dry chemistry assay VL was determined by COBAS® TaqMan 48 HCV test. Liver damage was evaluated by transitional elastography, and *ApoE* genotypes were identified by TaqMan Real‐Time PCR **Results.** No statistical differences were detected in age, gender, and risk factors for HCV infection between groups However, BMI was higher in SC than CH, predominating more CH patients with normal weight than [sc (36.6%]{.smallcaps} vs. 19.5% p=0.007). Total cholesterol (CHol) and hypercholesterolemia (\>200 mg/dl) was higher in [sc]{.smallcaps} than CH patients (184.1 ± 43.3 mg/dL *vs.* 148.1 ± 43.3 mg/dL, p\<0.001 and 32.6% vs. 9.8% p\<0.001, respectively). No significant differences were detected in insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes between SC and CH groups (55.4% *vs* 43.5% p=0.072; 14.1% vs. 7.8% p=0.183, respectively). Liver damage was detected (37.5%, 18/48) in SC patients despite the low levels of ALT and AST (below 50 IU/mL each). The *ApoE* e4 allele frequency was significantly higher in the SC patients compared to CH group (p=0.042) Also, in the *e4* allele subgroup, total CHol and LDL‐c values were higher in patients with SC compared to CH patients (193 ± 42 mg/dL and 125.2 ± 35.9 mg/dL vs. 160.5 ± 45 mg/dL and 101.9 ± 42.4 mg/dL, respectively). LDL‐c, *e4* allele and BMI were associated with SC (OR=0.20, 95% CI 0.10‐0.41, p\<0.001; OR=0.55, 95% Cl 0.313‐0.987, p=0.042; OR=0.37, 95% CI 0.18‐0.76, p=0.007), whereas ALT was associated as a risk factor for CH (OR=5.67, 95% Cl 2.69‐11.97, p\>0.001). **Conclusions.** LDL‐c, *e4* allele, and BMI were independent factors for SC. Cholesterol and LDL‐c levels modulated by genetics or dietary factors may influence the natural history and long‐term outcome of HCV infection.
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Background: New treatments for HCV allow the majority of patients to achieve a sustained virological response (SVR); however, many patients with advanced liver disease continue to have impaired liver function Non‐invasive tests are needed to predict their clinical course Many centers routinely perform CT/MRI imaging on patients with advanced liver disease, providing data that can be used to calculate liver and spleen volumes. Aim: To assess pre‐treatment liver volume as a predictor of post‐SVR liver function Methods: The study group was comprised of cirrhotic patients who achieved an SVR and who had impaired liver function, defined as serum albumin ≤ 3.4 g/dL, prior to the start of treatment. Pre‐treatment liver and spleen volumes were calculated from CT/MRI images obtained within one year of the start of HCV treatment and were adjusted for ideal body weight using Vitrea software Demographic, anthropometric and other medical record data were collected pre‐ and post‐SVR. Logistic regression was used to identify factors associated with recovery of liver function, defined as a post‐SVR albumin level \> 3.4 g/dL. Results: The median pre‐treatment age of the 49 patients was 61 years (IQR: 56 ‐ 65) (n=49); albumin, 3.0 g/dL (2.8 ‐ 3.2); MELD score, 14 (IQR: 11 ‐ 15); liver volume, 1264 mL (1078 ‐ 1555); and spleen volume, 537 mL (366 ‐ 839). Liver function returned to normal in 59% (29/49) of the patients Recovery (albumin normalization) was significantly related to higher liver volume pre‐treatment \[odds ratio (OR): 1.2 per mL/kg, p=0.008\], lower spleen volume (OR: 0.89 for every mL/kg, p=0.032), and lower MELD score (OR=0.56 for every 1‐unit increase in MELD score, p=0.002) In a subgroup‐analysis of 28 patients with a pre‐treatment albumin ≤ 3.0 g/dL, liver function returned to normal in 14 (50%). There was a strong trend toward an association between recovery and higher liver volume (OR: 1.2 per mL/kg, p=0.07) and lower spleen volume (OR: 0.84 per mL/kg, p=0.06). Recovery was significantly related to lower MELD score (OR: 0.62 for every 1‐unit increase in MELD score, p=0.04). Quality control tests performed on liver explants (n=16) and spleen explants (n=8) of known volume revealed that liver and spleen volume computed from CT/MRI accurately estimated liver weight (median error = 6.1%, IQR: 3.5% ‐ 12%) and spleen weight (median error = 15%, IQR: 4.4% ‐ 33%), validating the approach Conclusions: Liver and spleen volumes may be sensitive, non‐invasive prognostic indicators of liver functional status in the growing number of patients with advanced liver disease who achieve an SVR. Acknowledgements: DA 031095, DK 090317.
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Background: Patients with chronic HCV infection have an increased risk of chronic kidney disease (CKD) and kidney failure. Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is also more common in CKD patients than in the general population The purpose of this study was to estimate the prevalence of CKD (stage ≥3) in HCV infected patients and to look for correlation with the liver disease severity. Patients and methods : We analyzed the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) using CKDEPI formula in patients with a positive virus C serology in a multicenter observational prospective national cohort Hepather CO‐22 (n = 20802). Exclusion criteria was kidney transplant recipient. Results : The analysis included 8571 patients (pts) from HCV 12 456 pts. The characteristics were: 56% men;57 ± 20 years;30% hypertensive;HCV since 17 ± 13 years;detect‐ able HCV RNA in 96%;genotype 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5/6/7 in 66%, 6%, 13%, 13% and 2%, respectively;40% of cirrhotic patients (96% Child A and MELD average 8 ± 3);and 59% previously treated with anti‐viral combination C (including an association with interferon and ribavirin 67%) The prevalence of an eGFR≤60 ml/min at inclusion was 6.3%. In univariate analysis, risk factors were sex, age, BMI, duration of infection, HCV treatment, diabetes, hypertension, high cholesterol, level of education, a history of heart disease, liver transplantation, the genotype (without influence of the stage of fibrosis, cirrhosis and Child score) In multivariate analysis, predictors of IRC were \[Table 1\] Conclusion : In ANRS C0‐22 HEPATHER cohort, the CKD prevalence was 7.3% and was associated with age, hypertension, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, and history of cardiac disease but not the severity of the liver disease (cirrhosis, Child and MELD scores) Longitudinal analysis will analyze the effect of anti‐viral combinations on long‐term renal function based on the usual nephropathy risk factors.
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[Background]{.ul} Since the development of direct acting antivirals (DAAs), sustained virologic response (SVR) rates in chronic Hepatitis C patients have increased dramatically with DAAs combination therapies. However, the presence of resistance‐associated substitutions (RAS) with decreased susceptibility to DAAs within the viral quasispecies prior to therapy is considered as the main responsible of treatment failure and viral relapse. Currently, testing for RAS prior to first‐line DAA therapy is only recommended by clinical guidelines, for GT 1a patients (−Q80K) in Simeprevir based regimens and Elbasvir‐based treatment. In the present work we have analyzed the baseline prevalence of NS5A RAS among 1a and 1b treatment naïve patients in our geographic area by massive parallel sequencing using 454/GS‐Junior platform. [Methods]{.ul} A total of 50 samples from treatment naïve chronic HCV patients have been selected, 18 G1a and 32 G1b.A fragment of 437nts of NS5A region have been amplified and sequenced using 454/ GS‐Junior sequencing platform and compared to consensus sequences provided by Los Alamos Sequence Database The cutoff of detection was 1%. The following RAS mutations have been considered in the present study: G1a (M28, L31, H58, E62, Y93) and G1b (L28, R30, L31, P58, Y93). [Results]{.ul} Overall, RAS at NS5A regions have been detected in 50% of G1 patients (44% G1a and 53% G1b). 16.7% G1a and 28.1% G1b patients present RAS with frequency above 15%. The most prevalent RAS in G1a was **[m28v/t]{.smallcaps}** followed by H58R, L31M and Y93H. For subtype 1b the most prevalent substitution was Y93H followed by R30H/Q, L31M and P58S. The frequency of RAS ranged from 0.47% to 99.57% in G1a patients and from 0.44% to 100% in G1 b Interestingly, 11.1 % of G1a and 28.1% of G1b patients have Y93H substitution at baseline, which has been associated with reduced susceptibility to Daclatasvir, Ledipasvir and Ombitasvir. In G1a samples Y93H is observed as a minority mutant while in G1b, 22% of the Y93H carriers showed the mutation in 100% of sequences. [Conclusions]{.ul} High‐resolution HCV‐sequencing technology is a good tool to study RAS. This methodology reveals a high prevalence of RAS in NS5A region in Spain, however, the clinical significance of each variant is dependent of the frequency and the type of RAS, and in this sense, Y93H has shown higher level of DAA resistance than other substitutions. Besides, here we show that the prevalence of each RAS is subtype‐dependent, and for instance Y93H is more prevalent in subtype 1b compared with 1a. It is still unknown which is the minimal frequency at which a minority RAS is clinically relevant.
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**Introduction:** Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is the most common chronic blood borne infection in the United States and accounts for significant morbidity and mortality. There have been increasing efforts to perform birth cohort screening to get this high risk group diagnosed and treated for HCV. It is usually reported that 75‐85% of people exposed to HCV develop chronic infection. Our group conducted a study to determine if the traditionally reported rates of developing chronic HCV are consistent with rates of chronic HCV we see in the era of birth cohort screening. **Methods:** Our health system consists of 15 hospitals and 63 health centers. The electronic medical record, Epic, was integrated into the entire health system by January 2014. Therefore, from January 2014‐ June 2016 we have been able to collect data on all patients within the health system born between 1945‐1965 who have been screened for HCV with HCV antibody (Ab) testing. We then identified those who were tested for HCV RNA. We calculated the percentage of patients HCV Ab+, then calculated the percentage of patients HCV RNA+. **Results:** In 2014, there were 20,171 patients who were screened for HCV, of which 968 (4.8%) tested positive. There were 778 (80.4%) patients with HCV RNA tests, of which 495 (63.6%) tested positive for chronic infection. In 2015, there were 21,053 patients screened for HCV, of which 1,092 (5.2%) tested positive. There were 634 (58.1%) patients with HCV RNA tests, of which 367 (57.9%) tested positive. In the first 6 months of 2016, there were 9,070 patients who were screened for HCV, of which 414 (4.6%) tested positive. There were 174 (42.0%) patients with HCV RNA tests, of which 73 (42.0%) tested positive. **Conclusion:** Based on our large health system 42‐64% of patients born between 1945‐1965 develop chronic HCV infection of those exposed to HCV; therefore, 36‐58% of patients exposed to HCV clear virus without treatment. This percentage of clearance is higher than the typically reported 15‐25% of patients who clear HCV without treatment. It is likely that spontaneous clearance of HCV is more common than previously expected.
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Is cirrhosis reversible in patients with hepatitis C and decompensated liver disease? Explant histology in patients with sustained virologic response {#hep28798-sec-0268}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**Background/Aim:** With the advent of highly effective antiviral therapy against hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, patients with decompensated cirrhosis are able to achieve sustained virologic response (SVR). There is widespread optimism that eradication of HCV would lead to reversal of cirrhosis, thus obviating the need for liver transplantation (LTx). Explants from LTx recipients present an opportunity to accurately assess histological changes of the liver after SVR in patients with already advanced liver disease. **Methods:** Institutional databases and medical records were reviewed to identify adult liver transplant recipients with HCV. Patients were divided into (1) SVR versus (2) non‐SVR groups, the latter being defined as viremia at the time of LTx Patients were stratified by presence of HCC Explant liver specimens were retrieved and reviewed by a single pathologist. Fibrosis stage, grade of inflammation, nodule size, and overall histological description were compared between the two groups. **Results:** Of the 349 adult patients who underwent LTx between 2011 and 2016, 149 had a primary diagnosis of HCV. 30 patients achieved SVR prior to LTx. Of the remaining patients (non‐SVR), 30 were selected and matched by age, MELD categories and year of transplantation. To date, five SVR explants have been reviewed and characterized completely (Table 1). All patients exhibited advanced, stage 4 fibrosis with varying degrees of inflammation (grade 0‐2) and nodule size, regardless of how recently they achieved SVR. The study is ongoing, and complete data in SVR and non‐SVR patients will be available at the time of presentation. **Conclusion:** Although the sample size to date is small, marked regression of cirrhosis was not observed. HCV patients with decompensated liver disease may have cirrhosis that is too far advanced to regress Complete analysis of the study samples may suggest that HCV therapy in LTx candidates should be individualized For some patients, postponement of antiviral therapy until post‐LTx may be advantageous, particularly in regions with a high median MELD score.

**Table 1. Explant characteristics in 5 selected patients with HCV cirrhosis and SVR.**
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Excess risk of extrahepatic cancers among hepatitis C virus infected {#hep28798-sec-0272}
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Background: Approximately 5 million Americans live with hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection. Since 2010, the incidence of acute HCV infection is rising. Therefore, it is expected to observe an increase in HCV‐related morbidity and mortality, including cancer. Excess risk of liver cancer among HCV‐in‐ fected is well documented However, the excess risk of other extrahepatic cancers are less documented Of the extrahepatic cancers, non‐Hodgkin lymphoma, thyroid, pancreatic and multiple myeloma have been observed. Therefore, we examined risk of extrahepatic cancers as well as the possible mediating mechanisms among HCV‐infected subjects compared to non‐ HCV‐infected. Methods: The Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Medicare‐linked (SEER‐Medicare) database was used to assess cancer risk among 65 years and older in the United States. We used HCV ICD‐9 codes to classify subjects as HCV positive if their claims included any of the following: 070.41,070.44, 070.51,070.54, 070.70, 070.71, or V02.62 The study included 1,029,695 cancer cases as well as 100,000 frequency matched controls. We used unconditional logistic regression to calculate adjusted odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) adjusting for the matching variables including age, sex, and calendar year For each cancer, we examined the cancer‐specific mediating mechanisms using structural equation modeling (SEM). Results: In the multivariable model, individuals with HCV infection had higher likelihood of overall cancer \[OR (95% CI); 1.39 (1.23, 1.57)\], lip cancer 2.00 ( 1.05, 3.80), stomach 1.33 ( 1.04, 1.72), anorectal 2.20 ( 1.30, 3.72), intrahepatic cancers 3.21 ( 1.90, 5.44), NHL 1.46 ( 1.22, 1.75), acute myeloid leukemia 1.64 ( 1.15, 2.33), non‐epithelial skin cancer 1.73 ( 1.05, 2.84), and pancreatic cancer 1.36(1.09‐1.69). Diabetes was the main mediator through which HCV infection might operate Other mediators included pancreatitis for pancreatic cancer and peptic ulcer for stomach cancer. Conclusion: HCV is a potential risk factor for several inflammation‐related and immune‐related types of cancer. The associations of HCV infection and cancers are partially mediated by diabetes, and other cancer‐specific factors such as pancreatitis and peptic ulcer. Further studies are needed to identify the mechanisms by which HCV infection may induce extrahepatic cancers.
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Direct Acting Anti‐Viral (DAA) Therapy for Chronic Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) Infection Is Associated with Regression of Liver Fibrosis, Assessed by Serial Transient Elastography (Fibroscan) {#hep28798-sec-0276}
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**Background:** Liver fibrosis stage determines clinical outcomes from chronic HCV infection. Those who achieved sustained virologic response (SVR) with interferon‐based therapies had

regression of fibrosis over time. This study aimed to assess the effect of HCV DAA therapy on changes in liver fibrosis, using transient elastography (Fibroscan). **Methods:** Patients being treated with DAA therapy for chronic HCV were enrolled in this prospective cohort study. We performed pre‐treatment baseline Fibroscans, then repeat scans at end of treatment (EOT) and 12 months post‐treatment. The primary outcome was significant improvement in liver fibrosis (\>30% decrease in Fibroscan score 12 months after treatment), relative to baseline Multivariable logistic regression analysis was used to control for confounding. Signed rank test was used to assess change in liver stiffness measurement (LSM) between time points. **Results:** Of the 47 patients who have completed the protocol, 27 (57.4%) had significant baseline liver fibrosis (LSM \>7.3 kPa), and 27 (57.4%) were treatment‐experienced. SVR rate was 95.7%. The primary outcome of \>30% improvement in LSM was met in 24 (51.1%) patients. The 2 relapsers did not reach this outcome. Of those with baseline Metavir stage ≥F3 (LSM \>8.5 kPa), 9/23 (39.1%) improved to \<F2 (LSM ≤7.3 kPa) (cutoffs from reference 1). Baseline LSM \>7.3 kPa was associated with reaching the primary outcome, and remained significant after controlling for BMI and elevated ALT (OR=8.8; 95% CI 1.9‐37.2). In this subgroup (baseline LSM \>7.3 kPa), median intra‐patient change in LSM between pre‐treatment and 12 months post‐treatment was −4.5 kPa (IQR −7.1, −2.0; P\<0.0001). **Conclusions:** Treatment of chronic HCV with DAAs leads to clinically relevant reduction in liver fibrosis over the first year post‐treatment, measured by Fibroscan, even after controlling for BMI and elevated ALT. This outcome was more likely in those with baseline significant liver fibrosis, with some experiencing improved Metavir fibrosis stage. **Reference:** 1. Tapper EB, Castera L, Afdhal NH. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2015;13:27‐36.
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Direct‐acting antiviral treatment patterns among hepatitis C patients with advanced chronic kidney disease: a retrospective cohort study {#hep28798-sec-0280}
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**Background:** Patients with chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infections and advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) have faced substantial barriers to treatment. There are limited data on current HCV treatment patterns with direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) therapies in patients with HCV and advanced CKD. We examined US administrative claims data to characterize treatment uptake among patients with HCV and advanced CKD in the DAA era. **Methods:** All patients with chronic HCV and a claim for advanced CKD (stages IV or V or end stage renal disease) enrolled between January 2010 and March 2015 were included Differences in the treated and untreated advanced CKD populations at baseline (i.e. prior to or up to one year following first HCV claim) were analyzed by chi‐square tests. The proportion of advanced CKD patients initiating treatment and the distribution of treatment regimens was examined per calendar year for 2012‐2014. **Results:** 179,804 adult patients with chronic HCV were identified, of which 15.2% received any anti‐HCV treatment during the observation period. 3.3% of total HCV patients (N=5857) had a diagnosis of advanced CKD; most were between the ages of 45 and 64 years (75.7%) and male (69.5%), and 41.6% had a claim for dialysis at baseline. 9.3% of advanced CKD patients (N=545) ever received anti‐HCV treatment; of these, 303 had an advanced CKD claim prior to treatment start. Compared to untreated advanced CKD patients, advanced CKD patients treated for HCV were more likely to be under 65 years of age, male, and have a diagnosis of cirrhosis; and were less likely to have diagnoses of anemia or type 2 diabetes or to have received dialysis at baseline Treatment uptake and median duration by year is shown below. In 2012 and 2013, the most common regimens among treated advanced CKD patients were ribavirin (RBV) + interferon (IFN) (2012: 50.0%; 2013: 39.0%) and tel‐ aprevir + RBV + IFN (2012: 25.0%; 2013: 17.1%). In 2014, 92.4% of treated patients received a sofosbuvir (SOF)‐containing regimen, including SOF + simeprevir (35.3%), SOF + RBV (22.9%), and ledipasvir/SOF (18.2%). **Conclusion:** A growing number of patients with chronic HCV and advanced CKD are treated for HCV despite recognized treatment limitations in this population. Treatment uptake has increased with greater availability of DAAs, with the majority of treated patients receiving SOF‐based regimens in 2014.
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Is there any place for non‐invasive markers of fibrosis predicting the development of complications in patients with Child‐Pugh A post hepatitis C cirrhosis (ANRS CO12 CirVir prospective cohort)? {#hep28798-sec-0284}
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There are no specific marker predicting the development of any complication in patients with Child‐Pugh A post hepatitis C cirrhosis, sustained virological response excepted. The aim of the study was to analyze the place of surrogate markers of fibrosis in a french national multicenter prospective cohort of HCV‐infected patients with biopsy‐proven cirrhosis (ANRS CO12 CIRVIR) included in 35 centers in order to predict the development of complications especially HCC This study was a case control study ratio (1/4), the main events were collected on a 36 month period and were HCC, ascites, digestive hemorrage. Actitest‐Fibrotest, Fibrometer 3G, performed independently in one lab, and fibroscan were analysed every 6 months between months 0 to 36. Our multivariate analysis took into account confounding factors, matching and changes in markers with time (conditional logistic regression and mixed‐effects model). We included 136 cases (74/136 had HCC) and 270 controls (cirrhotic patient without any liver related events). In all groups mean age was 58±10 years, 65% were males The 2 groups were comparable for comorbidities (diabetes, kidney failure, HA, dyslipidemia) and all viral factors, except for SVR (66.8% vs 29.1%, p \<0.001), and lab data (bilirubin, gammaGT, platelets, TP). Results were systematically adjusted on SVR. From D0 onwards, a significant difference between cases and controls was systematically found for the mean marker scores and persisted between D0 and M36: Fibrotest: 0.72±0.18 vs 0.84±0.10; Fibrometer 3G (fibrosis: 0.72±0.13 vs 0.94±0.06, 0.85±0.13 vs 0.94±0.06; ); and FibroScan: 17.0±11.2 vs 22.5± 12.8 (p\<0.0001). This significant difference was found in SVR patients except for Fibroscan. The kinetics between D0 and M36 showed few clinically relevant changes, thus multivariate exploration of the predictive value of the tests was carried out for D0 After adjusting for SVR, all markers remained associated with the occurrence of a complication To conclude, all surrogates markers of fibrosis are able to early predict the occurrence of complications especially HCC in patients with post hepatitis C cirrhosis Markers kinetic do not give any additional information We hereby propose to monitor more accurately patients with high initial values, threshold remaining to be determined.
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Flow Mediated Dilation may be an indirect measure of liver stiffness in HCV genotype 1 related chronic hepatitis {#hep28798-sec-0288}
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**Introduction:** Brachial Flow Mediated Dilation (FMD) is a well‐ known non‐invasive method to assess endothelial function. In chronic liver disease, endothelial function was shown impaired suggesting a significant correlation among liver damage, sinusoidal endothelial function and liver stiffness. **Aim and Methods:**To investigate the relationship between endothelial function and liver stiffness we performed a cross‐sectional study including 100 consecutive HCV Genotype 1 patients who underwent a complete clinical and laboratory screening for HCV infection. Liver stiffness was assessed by transient‐elastography (TE). FMD and Carotid Intima‐Media Thickness (c‐IMT) were evaluated by 2‐d ultrasound. Mean age was 62±12,5 years and 41,8% were woman Based on TE score and according to liver fibrosis (Metavir score) patients were grouped as it follows: F0:14%; F1:19%; F2:10%; F3:20%; F4:37%. **Results** show a significant inverse linear correlation between FMD and TE until the value of 20kPa of stiffness (p\<0,001). For TE higher than 20kPa the correlation shown not significant although the tendency of FMD enhancement was of note. In the whole population with Spearman test, FMD was inversely correlated with TE (p\<0.001), age (p=0.002), male sex (p=0.002), GGT (p=0.035), low PLT (p=0.001), APRI (p\<0.001), c‐IMT (p=0.003) and directly with unconjugated bilirubin (p=0.014). At the multivariate regression analysis only TE (p\<0.001), c‐IMT (p=0.003) were inversely, and unconjugated bilirubin (p=0.031) directly, associated with FMD Further sub analysis was conducted in patients with TE\>20kPa (n=30) and \<20kPa (n=70). In patients with TE\>20 kPa at the multivariate analysis only unconjugated bilirubin (p=0.031) and low albumin (p=0.012) were directly correlated with FMD. While in the group with TE \<20 kPa the only independent factors inversely associated with FMD were TE (p=0.017) and c‐IMT (p=0.001). **In conclusion** an impaired FMD is significantly associated to a worst TE in chronic HCV related hepatitis In patients with sickest disease, the liver failure, surprisingly, seems to be associated with a reconstituted endothelial function
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Introduction‐ Evidence indicates that patients with chronic hepatitis C (CHC) have an increased risk of neoplasia. Data from tertiary referral centers suggests that HCV may be an independent risk factor for colonic neoplasia However, the link between colon cancer and CHC in a community setting has not been extensively studied. Goal‐ The goal of this study was to determine if patients with CHC undergoing colonoscopies have an increased risk of colonic neoplasia. Methods‐ Colonoscopy data were retrospectively collected and compared for patients with CHC and controls who underwent screening (N=370) and surveillance (N=126) between 1993 and 2016. Patients were matched for age, sex, and race. Data based on polyp size and histology was collected. Regression analysis was applied. Results‐ The screening data consists of 185 patients with CHC and 185 non‐hepatitis controls. The surveillance data consists of 67 CHC and 59 patients without chronic liver disease. Analysis of screening data indicated that patients with CHC had a greater number of adenomas in comparison to controls (70% vs 45%; p\<0.001, respectively). A trend towards advanced neoplasia was seen in the CHC group (8% vs 4%; p\<0.15). Patients with CHC had a greater number of polyps larger than 0.75 cm in comparison to controls (31% vs 19%; p\< 0.05, respectively) Regression analysis indicated the independent risk factors of CHC and male sex for the development of colonic neoplasia The odds of having polyps in CHC patients was 55% higher than the odds of having polyps for controls (odds ratio 3.55, 95% confidence interval \[CI\]: 2.16, 5.94). For the surveillance data, the total number of patients with polyps was higher in the CHC group than controls (70% vs 47%, p\<0.05) There was a higher proportion of patients with tubular adenomas in the CHC group. (61% vs 46%, p=0.12). There was a trend for patients with CHC having polyps larger than 0.75 cm in comparison to controls (25% vs 19%, p=NS). For surveillance data, regression analysis revealed CHC as an independent risk for the development of colonic neoplasia. The odds of having polyps for CHC patients were 227% higher than the odds for control patients (odds ratio 3.27, 95% CI: 1.37, 8.25). Conclusion‐ This study concludes an association between HCV infection and increased numbers of polyps and more advanced neoplasia in patients undergoing screening colonoscopy. CHC patients undergoing surveillance had a greater odds of polyp formation than controls Further research should determine if this high risk population should undergo screening at an earlier age and/or at decreased intervals.
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**Background:** Recently, a novel glycobiomarker ***Wisteria floribunda*** agglutinin+ ‐ Mac‐2 binding protein (M2BPGi) has been available for evaluation of liver fibrosis The aim of this study was to assess the association between serum M2BPGi level and 1) progression of fibrosis and hepatocarcinogenesis, and 2) cumulative survival rate and carcinogenesis rate in patients with hepatitis C virus (HCV) **Methods:** This study protocol was approved by the appropriate institutional ethics review committees. Serum M2BPGi levels were measured by HISCL M2BPGi (Sysmex Co., Japan) from 128 HCV‐infected patients who were histopathologically diagnosed as F3 or F4 in our hospital from January 1998 to August 2014. All F4 patients were diagnosed as Child‐Pugh Class A. The numbers of F3 or F4 patients were 44 (non‐hepatocellular carcinoma \[HCC\]/ HCC=30/14) and 84 (non‐HCC/HCC=49/35), respectively. The median age was 65 (29‐85) and male was 74 (57.8%). Seventy‐nine patients without HCC at baseline were analyzed for survival and carcinogenesis rates during a median of 51 months (1‐195). For statistical analyses, chi‐square test or Mann‐Whitney U test were used. Both cumulative survival rate and carcinogenesis rate were calculated by the KaplanMeier method. **Results:** 1) Serum M2BPGi levels (C. O. I) were significantly higher in patients with F4 (non‐HCC/HCC=7.2 \[0.9‐19.3\]/7.0 \[0.5‐39.2\]) than F3 (non‐HCC/HCC= 2.0 \[0.5‐14.0\] /3.5 \[1.0‐8.4\]) (p\<0.001). In F3 and F4, serum M2BPGi levels did not differ significantly between patients with HCC and without HCC 2) In F3 or F4 patients without HCC (n=79), five/eight years survival rates of high M2BPGi group (≥4, n=39) were 78%/48%, respectively, whereas those of intermediate M2BPGi (1‐4, n=33) were 100%/82%, respectively. No one died in patients with low M2BPGi (\<1, n=7). The survival rate differed significantly among the three groups (p=0.0041). HCC incidence in patients with high M2BPGi was higher than in those with low M2BPGi (p=0.0019). Cumulative carcinogenesis rates in patients with high M2BPGi were 48.7% after 4 years, contrasted with 16.9% in patients with intermediate M2BPGi and 0% in patients with low M2BPGi. The cumulative carcinogenesis rate differed significantly among the three groups (p = 0.002). All of the 7 patients without HCC who died within 60 months were diagnosed as F4 with high M2BPGi (16.3 \[7.7‐18.9\]), and the period before dying was 29 months (3‐58). **Conclusions:** Serum M2BPGi is useful for diagnosis of F4 despite the existence of HCC, and the patients with high M2BPGi had poor prognosis. Assessing serum M2BPGi would be diagnostic utility for predicting carcinogenesis and survival in patients with advanced fibrosis.
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Viral eradication reduces all‐cause mortality in chronic hepatitis C patients with advanced liver fibrosis: a propensity score analysis {#hep28798-sec-0300}
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**Background & Aims** Eradication of hepatitis C virus (HCV) by interferon (IFN)‐based therapy has been reported to reduce all‐cause mortality rates in patients with chronic HCV (CHC) infection. However, the impact of HCV eradication on nonliver‐related mortality including the causes of death has not been sufficiently investigated in CHC patients with advanced liver fibrosis **Methods** We enrolled 784 CHC patients with advanced liver fibrosis (APRI\>1). Causes of death, incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and all‐cause mortality including non‐liver‐related diseases, were analyzed **Results** Of these 784 patients, 170 achieved sustained virological response (SVR) (eradication of HCV) by IFN‐based therapy (IFN‐SVR) or 614 did not receive IFN‐based therapy (non‐IFN patients) (Cohort 1); of these, 130 were selected from IFN‐ SVR (n=65) and non‐IFN (n=65) groups using propensity score matching (Cohort 2) The median follow‐up duration was 10.3 years In Cohort 1 patients, mortality rates from non‐liver‐related diseases were 63.6% (7/11) in IFN‐SVR patients and 36.3% (95/262) in non‐IFN patients, respectively. In Cohort 2 patients, mortality rates from non‐liver‐related diseases were 66.7% (2/3) in IFN‐SVR patients and 56.0% (14/25) in non‐ IFN patients, respectively. The eradication of HCV reduced all‐cause mortality (hazard ratio (HR), 0.105; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.032‐0.349) including non‐liver‐related mortality (HR, 0.147; 95% CI, 0.034‐0.635), and the incidence of HCC (HR, 0.195; 95% CI, 0.083‐0.454). **Conclusions** Eradication of HCV reduced not only liver‐related mortality but also non‐liver‐related mortality in CHC patients with advanced liver fibrosis.
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Per‐contact infectivity of HCV infection and reinfection in association with receptive needle sharing exposures in a prospective cohort of young injection drug users in San Francisco, CA {#hep28798-sec-0304}
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Sharing needles and ancillary injection drug equipment places people who inject drugs (PWID) at risk for hepatitis C virus (HCV), a highly infectious blood‐borne infection. The availability of data on HCV infectivity in the context of injecting with another person\'s previously used needle is limited. Our goal was to estimate the per‐contact probability of HCV infection and reinfection accompanying injection with previously used needles, classified as receptive needle sharing (RNS). A probabilistic exposure model linking observed HCV infection outcomes to self‐reported RNS exposure was applied to data from the UFO Study, a prospective observational cohort study of 784 active PWID under age 30 who were surveyed and tested quarterly for HCV between 2003‐2008 and 2010‐2014 in San Francisco, California For each participant, the first survey with an HCV‐negative status up through the first survey with an HCV‐positive status was selected, returning 118 participants in the analysis. A maximum likelihood estimate considering RNS yields a per‐contact HCV infectivity ranging between 0.89% and 1.62% among HCV susceptible groups. Table 1 shows the per‐contact probability of HCV (and 95% bootstrap confidence intervals) among the different susceptible groups who became infected or reinfected at least once. The strengths of this study include the ability to assess infectivity specifically from data on *receptive* needle sharing contacts (vs. \'sharing needles\'), as well as the short (3‐month) recall and HCV testing periods to ascertain these exposure and outcome events These factors likely account for the higher infectivity estimates than found by others of 0.57% (95% CI 0.32%, 1.05%) (Boelen et al. 2014). This analysis fills an important gap in information due to its focus on per‐contact probability of HCV in association with RNS, a primary route of HCV transmission among PWID. Results can inform models and research on the impact of prevention scale up and population level impact. Reducing RNS and frequency of RNS will contribute to reducing the spread of HCV.

**Per‐contact probability of HCV acquisition associated with RNS**
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Predicting Hepatocellular Carcinoma in Hepatitis C Patients by Analysis of APRI Score Progression Pattern {#hep28798-sec-0308}
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**Background** Approximately 2‐6% of hepatitis C virus (HCV) patients with cirrhosis will develop hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in their lifetime. The aspartate aminotransferase to platelet ratio index (APRI) score is a non‐invasive measure of fibrosis that can be used to determine the risk of advanced liver disease. While APRI scores can fluctuate over the course of the disease and appear random, we explored the possibility that specific patterns can be used as diagnostic measures in certain groups of HCV patients. **Methods** Using the Veteran Health Administration HCV Clinical Case Registry, we isolated a set of 34,268 HCV patients (17,134 HCV antibody+ and RNA+ cases propensity matched to 17,134 HCV antibody+ and RNA‐). Patients were required to have a minimum of two APRI scores in separate years and no prior existing evidence of cirrhosis or HCC. For each year in the study, we classify each patient using lab data based on their median APRI score in that year or ICD‐9 code into 8 clinical stages including APRI: 0‐1, APRI: 1‐1.77, APRI: \> 1.77, compensated cirrhosis, decompensated cirrhosis, HCC, transplant (post‐transplant care), and death. Data and models are analyzed on a webpage that has the capability of displaying multiple interactive figures of patient subgroups (e g age, race, gender, alcohol abuse, etc ) for side‐by‐side comparisons **Results** Based on the defined stages recorded in each year, we illustrated disease progression for the population as tree ring diagrams spanning a 14 year period, overall and by subgroups For example, we analyzed age groups of 20‐49, 50‐64, and 65‐100 y/o and observed that while many of the older population died early on in the study, the middle population had more distinct pathways (304 paths compared to 218 in the younger and 157 in the older) Based on these stage progression paths, we created Markov chain models that are used to run Monte Carlo simulations to simulate HCV progression to advanced liver disease. We found that the younger population had greater probabilities of fluctuating APRI scores before progression to advance liver disease, and that this can be used as a measure to predict future outcomes. **Conclusions** APRI scores are a powerful diagnostic tool for measuring progression to advanced liver disease, and the patterns that emerge in fluctuating scores are easily viewed as tree ring diagrams. Modeling this progression as a Markov process provides a unique and novel way of predicting future liver disease outcomes in HCV patients. By more accurately predicting these outcomes in specific patient groups, we can ultimately improve HCV patient care and reduce costs associated with unnecessary treatments.
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**BACKGROUD AND AIMS:** Geospatial analysis is a novel epidemiologic approach that can be used to identify and map geographic disease cluster areas and describe demographic characteristics of those areas. There are scant studies on the use of geospatial analysis in hepatitis C (HCV) research. We sought to determine the geographic distribution of HCV‐related cirrhosis cases by Alabama three‐digit zip codes, and determine patient‐level and community‐level factors associated with higher HCV‐related cirrhosis rates **METHODS:** We obtained data from 738 HCV‐infected patients who presented for care at UAB\'s Liver Center from January 2015 through December 2015. We performed three‐geospatial analysis: Empirical Bayes \[EB\], Local Moran\'s I \[LISA\], and Getis Ord Gi\* \[Gi\*\]. We considered three‐digit zip code areas to be "Clustered" if they were identified as high risk or cirrhosis hot spots using two or more of the geospatial metrics (i. e., LISA, Gi\*, or EB rates). All other three‐zip code areas were classified as "Non‐Clustered". **RESULTS:** The prevalence of HCV‐related cirrhosis was 33% (247/738). There were a total of 88 HCV‐related cirrhosis cases within the Clustered areas, and 159 cases within the Non‐Clustered areas The cirrhosis Clustered region had a higher cirrhosis event rate (9.40 per 100,000 persons; 95% CI: 7.60 ‐ 11.50) compared with the Non‐Clustered (4.10 per 100,000 persons; 95% CI: 3.50 ‐ 4.80). The Clustered communities were located in central Alabama with the city of Birmingham at the centroid point of the strong cirrhosis clustering Event rates for the 350 (10.40 per 100,000 persons; 95% CI: 7.80 ‐ 13.90) and 352 (8.50 per 100,000 persons; 95% CI: 6.30 ‐ 11.50) Birmingham zip codes were among the highest between Alabama three‐digit zip codes Patients who lived in cirrhosis Clustered communities were more likely to be of Black race (45.80% vs. 20.45%, p \<0.01), report active drug use (13.99% vs. 10.40%, p = 0.05), and no tobacco use (43.01% vs. 32.96%, p \< 0.01) when compared with patients who lived in the Non‐Clustered communities Clustered communities had higher education (p \< 0.01) Non‐Clustered communities had a larger proportion of individuals living above the poverty threshold (21.85% vs. 19.80% for PIR 1 ‐ 2, 5.83% vs.5.53% for PIR \>2, p \<0.01) when compared with Clustered communities **CONCLUSION:** This study supports the use of geospatial analysis as a tool for identifying geographic distribution of HCV‐related cirrhosis hot spots. Future studies are needed to investigate underlying causes of non‐random cirrhosis clustering in the metropolitan Birmingham area.
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**Background** Fibrosis assessment prior to hepatitis C (HCV) treatment is recommended, however access to elastography is limited by resources in many settings, even in high‐income countries This study aims to assess whether routine blood tests can be used to triage need for non‐invasive fibrosis assessment in a community‐based cohort of people who inject drugs (PWID). **Methods** The HCV Treatment And Prevention (TAP) Study examines the feasibility of community‐based HCV treatment for PWID using oral sofosbuvir/ledipasvir ±ribavirin in Melbourne Haematological, biochemical and fibrosis assessment using transient elastography (FibroScan™) were performed at screening The AST:Platelet Ratio Index (APRI) was calculated and compared with valid FibroScan scores (10 readings \>60% success; \<30% IQR/median) at screening. Cirrhosis (Ishak F4) was defined as FibroScan score ≥12.5 kPa. Negative (NPV) and positive predictive values (PPV) were calculated for predicting cirrhosis at high (2.0) and low (1.0) APRI. **Results** Of participants screened to date, APRI was calculable in 114/118, and valid FibroScan was available among 99/114. Participants were 67% male, median age 37 years (IQR 33---44 years), with median body mass index 23.1 (IQR 20.9---26.4). Median APRI was 0.54 (IQR 0.29---0.98). Median FibroScan score was 5.6kPa (IQR 4.5---6.8kPa); 7% and 12% had liver stiffness ≥12.5kPa and ≥9.5kPa, respectively. Two individuals had discrepant APRI\<1.0 and FibroScan\>12.5kPa score: both were male, aged 32 and 35 years old, with BMI 27.5 and 22.5, and ALT 74U/l and 70U/l, respectively Using an APRI cut off of 1.0, NPV for cirrhosis was 96% (70/73; 95%CI 89---99%), and PPV was 19% (5/26). Using an APRI cut off of 2.0, NPV for cirrhosis was 94% (88/94) and PPV was 40% (2/5). **Conclusions** A low APRI score (\<1.0) may be an acceptable community screening test to exclude cirrhosis where FibroScan is unavailable. Use of APRI may facilitate treatment initiation in such settings APRI threshold \>1.0 should not be used to diagnose cirrhosis.
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**BACKGROUND/AIM:** The distribution of hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotypes varies according to ethnic and geographic differences in the world. HCV genotype 1b (GT‐1b) is the most prevailing type in Japan, while the prevalence of HCV GT‐1a is rare in the mainland of Japan. In contrast, Okinawa island, which is located in the south of Japan, has the history of US military occupation after the World War II. The prevalence of GT‐1a in Okinawa is reported to be higher than that in the mainland, the reasons of which may be influenced by geographical, historical and social backgrounds We aimed to elucidate the route and timescale of transmission of HCV GT‐1a by clarifying genetic features of HCV GT‐1a in Okinawa island using whole genome sequencing of HCV and subsequent phylogenetic analysis. **PATIENTS/METHODS:** In this study, 10 patients with HCV GT‐1a infection determined by serological test were enrolled, who were born and bred in Okinawa island (mean age, 58.4 years; 6 male and 4 female). We performed whole HCV genome sequencing covering the region from Core to NS5B using several pairs of primer. For phylogenetic analyses, the obtained sequence was aligned using MAFFT with a set of global references retrieved from HCV database Phylogenetic trees were constructed with 6‐parameter method and bootstrapped 1,000 times to confirm the reliability of the phylogenetic tree by Neighbor‐Joining method using MEGA v7. **RESULTS:** We successfully obtained full genome sequences of HCV GT‐1a from all of the samples. In phylogenetic analyses, these sequences were clustered into HCV GT‐1a group consisting of US strains but not Asian cluster, suggesting that a possible route of transmission was from US To estimate the epidemic period of HCV GT‐1a in Okinawa, we performed phylodynamic analysis using all samples. The time of spreading of HCV GT‐1a was estimated around the Viet Nam War. Several routes of HCV Gt‐1a infection were observed because a specific cluster consisting of Okinawa samples was not observed in the phylogenetic tree **CONCLUSION:** In Okinawa, HCV GT‐1a was estimated to be introduced from US, spreading of which was accelerated by the increase of intravenous drug users (IVDU) during Viet Nam War. In the present, as HCV infection risk via medical activity was exceedingly zero in Japan, educational activity to take a screening test for HCV infection patients was also needed to reduce chronic hepatitis C patients.
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**Background and Aim** In the era of direct‐acting antivirals (DAAs), sustained virological response (SVR) rates in patients with chronic hepatitis C (CHC) are remarkably increased. However, whether DAAs therapies can improve liver histology is still largely unknown We aim to evaluate the impact of DAA therapies on liver fibrosis and cirrhosis non‐invasively by liver stiffness measurement (LSM). **Methods** One hundred and seventy‐five Chinese patients with genotype 1 CHC were included in this study, which were treated with pan‐oral DAAs for 12 weeks (Group 1), including ledipasvir (90 mg)/sofosbuvir (400 mg) (n=123), daclatasvir (60 mg)/sofosbuvir (400 mg) (n=50) and paritaprevir (150 mg)/ritonavir (100 mg)/ombitasvir (25 mg) plus dasabuvir (250 mg) (n=2). Fifty‐five age and gender matched patients treated with long‐term pegylated interferon (PEG‐IFN) based therapies (median treatment duration: 60 weeks) were enrolled as the control group (Group 2) The median follow‐up duration for Group 1 and 2 were 44 weeks and 46 weeks respectively LSM was measured at baseline, the end‐of‐treatment and the end of follow‐up by transient elastography (TE). Advanced liver fibrosis or cirrhosis (F≥3) is defined by LSM\>9.5 kPa. **Results** One hundred and seventy‐two patients in Group 1 (172/175, 98.3%) achieved SVR at the end of follow‐up, which was significantly higher than that of Group 2 (42/55, 76.4%) (p\<0.001). Median LSM decreased significantly from baseline to the end‐of‐treatment in both groups (Group 1: 12.5 vs. 10.6 kPa, p\<0.001; Group 2: 15.2 vs. 12.1 kPa, p\<0.001). Median LSM also decreased significantly during the follow‐up in Group 1 (10.6 vs. 8.7 kPa, p\<0.001), but not in Group 2 (12.1 vs. 13.2 kPa, p=0.378). The median LSM reduction from the baseline to the end of follow‐up in Group 1 was 1.8 kPa, which was equivalent to the median LSM reduction in Group 2 (2.4 kPa, p=0.08). In Group 1, there were 105 (60.0%) patients had advanced liver fibrosis or cirrhosis (F≥3) at baseline, which significantly reduced to 54.3% (95/175, p\<0.001) at the end‐of‐treatment and further significantly reduced to 46.3% (81/175, p\<0.001) at the end of follow‐up. Similarly, patients with advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis at baseline in Group 2 (41/55, 74.5%) were also significantly reduced to 61.8% (34/55, p\<0.001) after PEG‐IFN treatment, but there is no significant change from the end‐of‐ treatment to the end of follow‐up (65.4%, p=0.378). **Conclusion** Liver fibrosis and cirrhosis significantly regressed during the treatment and follow‐up of DAA therapies in genotype 1 CHC patients The impacts of 12‐week DAAs therapies on liver stiffness were equivalent to long‐term PEG‐IFN treatment.
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New blood test multi‐targeted for liver fibrosis outperforms all other blood tests and even elastography in chronic liver diseases {#hep28798-sec-0328}
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Fibrosis blood test construction is classically limited to a unique diagnostic target: significant fibrosis. Yet, these single‐target tests are commonly used for other diagnostic targets like cirrhosis. Therefore, our aim was to improve the accuracy of non‐invasive fibrosis staging by targeting biomarkers for all diagnostic targets using a new statistical method. **Methods**. 2589 patients were included: 1012 with chronic hepatitis C (CHC) in a derivation population and 1577 in 5 validation populations of different etiologies (CHC, chronic hepatitis B, HIV/CHC, NAFLD, alcoholic liver disease) using Metavir fibrosis stages (F) by liver biopsy as reference. FibroMeter biomarkers were statistically combined against as many fibrosis targets as made possible by Metavir staging. Several statistical functions were successively used to provide a unique score ranging from 0 to 1 as in classical fibrosis scores This new score was called multi‐target FibroMeter^V2G^ (MFM^V2G^). Accuracy was evaluated primarily by the Obuchowski index discriminating all Metavir stages and secondarily by AUROCs for binary diagnostic targets and by correct classification rates in fibrosis classifications (into 6 fibrosis classes from F0/1 to F4). **Results.** In the derivation CHC population, the Obuchowski index (0.853) and AUROC for cirrhosis (0.929) of MFM^V2G^ were significantly superior to those of single‐target (F≥2) FibroMeter^V2G^ (0.843 and 0.907, respectively, p\<0.001). MFM^V2G^ classification was more accurate (92.3%) than FibroMeter^V2G^ classification (87.6%, p\<0.001). In the CHC validation population (641 patients), the Obuchowski index and AUROC for cirrhosis of MFM^V2G^ were significantly superior to those of all other single‐target classical blood tests: FibroMeter^V2G^, CirrhoMeter^V2G^, APRI, Fib4, Fibro‐ test, Hepascore and Zeng score. MFM^V2G^ was also globally superior to untargeted Fibroscan according to the Obuchowski index: 0.797 vs 0.766, respectively, but this was not significant (p=0.178). Similarly, their AUROCs for cirrhosis were not significantly different, MFM^V2G^: 0.880, Fibroscan: 0.897, p=0.090 MFM^V2G^ classification remained more accurate (88.0%) than FibroMeter^V2G^ classification (83.6%, p\<0.001). Most of these results were confirmed in other etiologies. *Conclusion:* Multi‐targeting biomarkers improves the accuracy of non‐invasive fibrosis staging in a highly significant manner compared to classical single‐target blood tests, matching liver elastography even for cirrhosis diagnosis.
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**Background** Accounting for the economic burden of extrahepatic manifestations is essential for a more accurate correct quantification of the benefits of treatment of HCV. HCV infection is the main cause of cryoglobulinemia vasculitis (CryoVas). Evolution in HCV treatment has allowed for changes in the management of CryoVas. **Objective** To estimate the effectiveness and costs of HCV‐CryoVas treatment in the direct acting antiviral (DAA) era and compare to those in the pre‐DAA era, in a tertiary national reference French center. **Methods** A chart review of HCV‐CryoVas patients treated from 1996 to 2015 was performed. Patients were divided in two groups according to the first HCV treatment (group 1: interferon (IFN) ± ribavirin (RBV) or pegIFN+RBV, group 2: HCV treatment with DAA). Main clinic‐biological characteristics were assessed at diagnosis, before and following the first anti‐viral session Effectiveness was evaluated in three dimensions: (1) Clinical response (CR) ‐ improvement of all or some of the organs affected by CryoVas at baseline, and the absence of clinical relapse, (2) Immunological response (IR) ‐ decrease \>50% or the absence of cryoglobulinemia after treatment, (3) Sustained virological response (SVR) ‐ negative viremia post‐treatment. For cost analyses, all resources used for each patient were collected including HCV treatments, non‐viral drugs, dialysis, duration of hospitalizations and rehabilitation care for CryoVas. **Results** 201 patients with CryoVas were treated at the center since 1996. 107 (53%) women, mean age at CryoVas diagnosis 59 ± 13 years, F3/F4 Metavir score in 69 (37%), and main genotypes were 1 (64%), 2 (12%) and 4 (11%). Main CryoVas symptoms were neuropathy (76%), purpura (69%), arthralgia (50%), glomerulonephritis (33%), and sicca syndrome (10%), with a mean of 4.9 extrahepatic CryoVas manifestations per patient. Cryoglobulinemia was positive in 185 (92%), type 2 Ig Mk (72%), and at a mean level of 1.2 g/L. There were no statistically significant differences in baseline characteristics between the groups CR improved from 79% to 96%, IR from 77% to 89% and SVR from 43% to 75% HCV drug cost increased from 11,941 € to 57,669€, the mean total cost increased less (63,433€ to 90,377€) due to a decrease in both hospitalization costs (33,591 € to 21,347€), in non‐antiviral treatments (17,899€ to 11,397€). **Conclusion** In this large cohort of HCV‐CryoVas patients, improved antiviral effectiveness and safety of HCV drugs in the DAA era resulted in higher rates of clinical and immunological responses of CryoVas and a significant reduction in hospitalization and non‐antiviral treatment costs.
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**Background** Hepatic steatosis is the defining feature of non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and has been associated with chronic hepatitis C infection (CHC), particularly genotype 3. Both diseases are associated with liver fibrosis and cirrhosis Previous studies have suggested an association of higher degrees of steatosis in CHC patients with more advanced fibrosis. We aim to investigate how the prevalence of steatosis and non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) have changed as obesity has become more prevalent and how their presence affects fibrosis in CHC. **Methods** We conducted a retrospective review of 857 patients who had native liver biopsy for CHC at a tertiary referral center between 2011‐2015. Repeat biopsies and those without evidence of CHC were excluded. Variables collected include age, sex, Batts‐Ludwig score, degree of steatosis, histologic features, BMI, HCV genotype, LFTs, platelet count, presence of comorbidities and alcohol abuse within 6 months of biopsy. Analysis was performed using STATA version 14 and SPSS version 21. **Results** Overall, 58.95% of patients had steatosis & 10.82% had steatosis \>30%. 3.97% of the overall population had NASH Patients with NASH had a statistically significant higher prevalence of genotype 3 and elevated transaminases compared to those without NASH Additionally, Hispanics had a statistically higher prevalence of NASH(OR=3.50;95% CI=1.39‐8.50), but not steatosis, compared to other races There was no increased prevalence of genotype 3 infection for Hispanics. There was no difference in age, BMI, diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia or CV disease The presence of steatosis was associated with higher rates of advanced fibrosis (OR = 1.98; 95% CI=1.432.76). High percentage of steatosis(\>30%) (OR = 2.76; 95% CI=1.60‐4.77) and presence of SH (OR=2.94; 95% CI = 1.34‐6.64) were associated with higher rates of advanced fibrosis compared to those without steatosis **Conclusions** Steatosis is highly prevalent in those with chronic CHC. Coexistent NASH/ CHC existed in a small number of those undergoing biopsy, but higher rates of NASH/CHC are seen in Hispanics and those with genotype 3 Both steatosis and NASH are associated with advanced fibrosis with a 2 and 3 fold increase in risk, respectively. CHC patients with steatosis/NASH may merit CHC treatment sooner and closer liver monitoring ***post‐CHC treatment*** due to risks of advancing fibrosis from steatosis/NASH.
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Use of an EHR Clinical Decision Support Tool for HCV Birth Cohort Screening: A Single Center Experience {#hep28798-sec-0340}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### *[David N. Fitch,]{.ul} Ajay Dharod, Claudia Campos, Marina Nunez;* {#hep28798-sec-0341}

#### *Internal Medicine, Wake Forest Baptist Health, Winston Salem, NC* {#hep28798-sec-0342}

BACKGROUND: The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommended in June 2013 that all patients born between 1945 and 1965 receive one‐time screening for hep

atitis C. Data evaluating the implementation of birth cohort HCV screening in clinical practice is scarce and interventions to improve it are not yet common practice. We sought to implement an electronic health record (EHR) clinical decision support (CDS) tool for HCV birth cohort screening in the clinic sites at our medical center, and to evaluate its effect. METHODS: The study was conducted at 2 general internal medicine clinics affiliated with Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center. They serve primarily underrepresented minorities (∼46% AA, ∼15% His‐ panic/Other, ∼39% White) with a large uninsured or Medicaid population The Department of Medicine Informatics Team designed a clinical decision support tool to identify individuals in the birth cohort (1945‐1965) without previous anti‐HCV antibody (Ab) in the EHR who were established with a PCP. The CDS consists of a HCV screening reminder and user design for automatic provider ordering for anti‐HCV Ab. Data on anti‐HCV Ab and HCV RNA tests in the eligible population were recorded from EHR implementation date (10/1/2012). Data was analyzed at three different time points: 12/31/14 (end of historical period), 7/1/15 (EHR CDS implementation) and 12/31/15 (CDS period). RESULTS: The population eligible for birth‐cohort screening increased over the three periods as did the proportion of patients tested for anti‐HCV Ab: 854/4,355 (20%) historical, 1220/4,994 (24%) by July 2015, and 1,700/5,578 (30%) by December 2015. There was a statistically significant decline in the proportion tested patients with a positive anti‐HCV Ab result: 59/480 (12%) in CDS period compared to prior, 218/1220 (18%); p=0.005. HCV RNA confirmatory testing tended to increase after CDS implementation (79% compared to 73% prior) The CDS tool was used to order the anti‐HCV Ab in 166/480 (35%) of the patients screened in the CDS period CONCLUSIONS: Within a short period of time and despite partial use, 6 months after CDS implementation there was a modest increase in HCV birth cohort screening. In addition, negative anti‐HCV Ab results increased during the CDS period Given the high prevalence of anti‐HCV positivity in our population we believe continued use of the CDS, with added education reinforcement, will help uncover HCV infections that otherwise may have remained undiagnosed.
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Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Infection and Cancer Risks: A Population‐based Cohort Study {#hep28798-sec-0344}
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**OBJECTIVE:** Chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection has been associated with the incidence of various cancers but few studies were done in the U.S. large healthcare setting. We aim to assess the incidence of common cancer sites among chronic HCV versus non‐HCV and Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) general population. **METHODS:** We conducted a cohort study on 18+ year old Humana commercial insurance and Medicare advantage beneficiaries 2007‐2015. Chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) patients were identified by medical claims of at least 2 ICD‐9‐CM diagnoses within 6 months Patients were required to have a 12‐month baseline of continuous insurance prior to the first HCV diagnosis. Patients with prevalent HCV or cancer diagnoses during this period were excluded. All patients have healthcare utilization during base‐

line to reduce detection bias. We identified cancer outcomes of interest with a validated algorithm: 2+ ICD‐9‐CM diagnoses within 6 months. Incident rates in the HCV cohort were estimated by standardizing for age and sex against 2000 U.S. census population and compared with rates in the non‐HCV cohort and SEER 18 areas 2007‐2013, also standardized against the same population. Non‐HCV cohort includes patients with no HCV diagnoses by the start of follow up, which is one of the healthcare utilization dates. **RESULTS:** HCV patients are younger (mean age 60) compared to non‐HCV patients (mean age 65) and crude incident rates are mostly similar to non‐ HCV rates. After standardizing for age and sex, incident rates increased substantially and the standardized rates are significantly higher for HCV vs. non‐HCV with rate ratios, RR (95% confidence intervals) of 1.81 (1.22, 2.69) for lung, 27.20 (17.80, 41.55) for liver, and 1.71 (0.92, 3.18) for pancreatic cancers. Rates are similar in both cohorts for other cancers with RR (95% CI) of 1.18 (0.72, 1.94) for colorectal cancer, 1.02 (0.49, 2.12) for non‐Hodgkin\'s lymphoma (NHL), 0.85 (0.48, 1.15) for breast, 0.73 (0.46, 1.15) for prostate, 0.79 (0.36, 1.76) for leukemia, 0.72 (0.40, 1.29) for bladder and 1.11 (0.59, 2.07) for renal. There is lower incidence of thyroid cancer for HCV vs. non‐HCV with RR 0.35 (0.14, 0.90). Analyses of SEER rates are also consistent: HCV patients having higher rates of colorectal, lung, liver, renal, pancreatic cancers and NHL vs. SEER general population. **CONCLUSION:** Chronic HCV is associated with higher incidence of common cancer sites versus non‐HCV or SEER general population, adjusted for age and sex. Confounding by comorbidities, social or behavioral risk factors cannot be excluded.
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Versant HCV Genotype 2.0 assay (LiPA) misclassifies the circulating HCV recombinant RF1_2k/1b in genotype 2 patients {#hep28798-sec-0348}
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#### *^1^Gastroenterology and Hepatology, AZ St Jan Brugge Oostende, Brugge, Belgium; ^2^Center for Vaccinology, Ghent University and Hospital, Ghent, Belgium; ^3^Laboratory Medicine, Clinical Microbiology, AAZ Sint Jan Brugge Oostende, Brugge, Belgium; ^4^Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Ghent University and Hospital, Ghent, Belgium; ^5^Clinical Chemistry, Microbiology and Immunology, Ghent University and Hospital, Ghent, Belgium* {#hep28798-sec-0350}

[**Introduction and aims:**]{.ul} The accuracy of the Versant HCV Genotype 2.0 Line Probe Assay (LiPA) to identify the subtype diversity within genotype 2 has been reported to be suboptimal. The aim of the present study was to characterize the HCV subtype diversity of patient samples previously labeled as HCV genotype 2 with the Versant HCV Genotype 2.0 LiPA. **[Methods:]{.ul}** 89 consecutive HCV‐RNA samples stored in the UZ Gent HCV‐ RNA bank with genotype 2 status as determined with the Versant HCV Genotype 2.0 Assay (LiPA) were re‐genotyped with the HCV NS5B sequencing reference method (Murphy et al., 2007). Concordance for genotype group and subtype between both typing methods was calculated. The results of genotypes and subtypes obtained by NS5B sequencing were considered the reference genotypes. **[Results:]{.ul}** The HCV polymerase region (NS5B) was successfully sequenced in 86/89 (97%) genotype 2 samples. The two genotyping methods resulted in concordant genotype and subtype in 10/86 samples (12 %). 55/86 (64%) samples were incompletely genotyped with LiPA (exact genotype result with an unidentified subtype or with an absence of discrimination between two subtypes). Both methods failed to assign a subtype in 8/86 (9 %) samples. 13/86 (15%) samples were misclassified with LiPA (wrong genotype or correct genotype associated with a wrong subtype) The circulating HCV recombinant form RF1_2k/1b was detected with the HCV NS5B sequencing reference method in 11 of these samples (11/86 (13%)). 9/11 (82%) of these had been labeled as "2a or 2c" with the LiPA 2.0 method. **[Conclusions:]{.ul}** Direct sequencing of the HCV NS5B polymerase region revealed the presence of the recombinant form RF1_2k/1b in 13% of samples, the majority of which had been labeled as genotype "2a or c" with Versant HCV Genotype ‐LiPA 2. O. The impact on choice of optimal antiviral treatment regimen and patient care of these findings needs to be evaluated further.
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Regression of Liver Fibrosis Stage in Chronic Hepatitis C Infected Patients After Achieving Sustained Virologie Response Using Direct‐Acting Antivirals as Demonstrated by Elastography {#hep28798-sec-0352}
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#### *^1^Schiff Center for Liver Diseases, Syllvester Comprehensive Cancer Center, Department of Cell Biology, University of Miami Miller School of Medicine, Miami, FL; ^2^Schiff Center for Liver Diseases, University of Miami Miller School of Medicine, Miami, FL; ^3^Department of Hepatology, Yokohama City University, Yokohama, Japan* {#hep28798-sec-0354}

**Background:** Cirrhosis due to HCV infection has been associated with increased risk for hepatocellular carcinoma. The aim of our study was to assess changes in liver transient elastography (TE) and fibrosis‐4 (FIB‐4) score in patients with chronic hepatitis C (CHC) who achieved sustained viral response (SVR) **Methods:** Our retrospective prospective study included 60 patients with CHC and a baseline liver biopsy who achieved SVR after treatment with DAA regimens and had a pretreatment TE study and at least one follow up TE measurement at 24 weeks or later post end of treatment response (EOTR) The estimated stage of liver fibrosis based on TE was categorized as F0‐F2 (≤9.4kpa), or F3 (9.5 ‐ 12.4 Kpa), or F4/cirrhotics (TE ≥12.5 kpa). **Results:** Median age was 62 y/o, 56% were male, and the median BMI was 26.8 kg/m2 The median baseline TE for the entire cohort was 11.9 Kpa (range 3.8 to 65.2) and at follow up, TE decreased to 7.35 Kpa (range 2.9 to 34.8) with a median change in TE of −3.4 Kpa (range −35.3 to + 1, p=7.355e‐11).At baseline, 45% of the entire cohort were cirrhotic (78% Childs‐Pugh A) with median TE of 16.3 Kpa and FIB4 of 4.85. Follow up median TE done in the cirrhotic population after median time of 39 weeks post EOTR decreased to 11.7 Kpa and FIB4 was 2.3. The median change of TE in cirrhotic patients was −6.5 kpa (range ‐35.3 to +1, p=1.043e‐7) and for FIB4 was −1.97 (range −17.47 to −0.33, p=1.49e‐8). Non‐cirrhotic patients (TE≤12.4) comprised 55% of the entire cohort and their median change of TE was −2.4 Kpa (range −6.4 to 0.7, p=1.539e‐6) and FIB4 was −0.68 (range −2.8 to 0.41, p=2.987e‐6). 48% of the entire cohort down‐staged their liver fibrosis as determined by TE In the cirrhotic group, 59% of the patients had a drop in their stage of liver fibrosis {F4 to F0‐2 (11/27 patients), F4 to F3 (5/27 patients)} and there was no correlation in Childs‐Pugh Score and failure to achieve improvement in fibrosis stage. 82% of patients that were baseline F3 had a drop in their stage of liver fibrosis {F3 to F0‐2 (13/16 patients)}. In a multiple logistic regression analysis for factors associated with down‐staging in liver fibrosis, we found that patients who were treatment naïve were more likely to improve their fibrosis stage (OR 5.73, p=0.033). **Conclusion:** Liver fibrosis stage, as determined by TE, improved after achieving SVR with DAA treatments in most patients. The significant drop in TE measurement post SVR was also correlated with a significant drop in FIB4. Although cirrhotic patients had a more significant drop in their median TE when compared to non‐cirrhotic patients, they had a lower probability of improving their fibrosis stage.
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Leveraging the EHR to Eliminate HCV: Automated Birth Cohort Prompting Within a Large Healthcare System {#hep28798-sec-0356}
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Hepatitis C (HCV) is the most common blood‐borne infection in the US. The Birth Cohort (BC) (b. 1945‐1965) accounts for 75% of all US chronic infection. It is estimated that at least 50% of those with HCV are unaware of their condition Improved identification, testing and linkage to care protocols within large health care systems is paramount Thus, an automated MedStar‐wide Electronic Health Record EHR‐based testing protocol for identifying BC HCV infection was implemented METHODOLOGY: In January 2015, a MedStar‐wide HepC Linkage to Care Navigation program was established with Gilead FOCUS funding An automated MedStar‐wide HCV BC EHR‐based testing protocol in Primary Care Clinics was created and went live in Centricity on July 1, 2015. It has six discrete clinical decision support options Providers enter a separate screen and opt‐in for an HCV Ab with reflex test A biostatistician extracted HCV testing data via SQL, compiled it in SAS and then exported it to Excel for analysis A descriptive analysis follows. RESULTS: Between July 1, 2015 and May 1, 2016, testing occurred at approximately 76 primary provider locations and 350 providers Overall, 10% (n=6,462) of the 67,997 BC patients with a visit during the period were tested, with 3.1% (n=202) testing HCV Ab positive (HCV Ab+). Mean age of all patients was 59 ± 5.7 years; 58% (n=3,720) were women, 38% (n=2,440) had public insurance, and 45% (n=2702) were black (b/AA) More men than women (62% (n=125)) were HCV Ab+ (OR 2.3 \[CI~95~ 1.7‐3.0\]). B/ AAs accounted for 55% (n=112) of those HCV Ab+ (7.5% of all b/AA men, 2.3% of all b/AA women), and were more likely to be HCV Ab+ than any other race or ethnicity (OR \[CI~95~ 1.2‐3.2\]). Overall, 90.6% (183/202) of those HCV Ab+ were RNA tested, 32% (n=58/183) were found to be HCV RNA positive, or 1% of overall HCV tests (n=58/6,462) CONCLUSION: The BC testing rate for MedStar Health was less than expected at 10%, though the HCV Ab+ rate of 3.1% is similar to the 3.25% CDC BC estimate. This is perhaps due to low protocol adherence, testing those with possible lower infection risk, and regional testing differences between urban and non‐urban sites. Interestingly, though overall positivity is below the 7.4% previously reported at MedStar Washington Hospital Center, the current rate alone remained high at 6%. Work is underway to increase testing education and implement geocoding analysis to understand variability in the testing and positive rates This protocol has the potential to provide essential intelligence on the magnitude and distribution of HCV within different regions of Washington DC and Maryland and significantly impact the push to eliminate HCV.
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Regression of Liver Fibrosis assessed by non‐invasive methods in Patients with Chronic Hepatitis C who Achieved Sustained Virologic Response after DAAs Treatment {#hep28798-sec-0360}
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**Background**: Interferon‐induced SVR in patient with HCV has been associated with a reduced rate of liver‐related morbidity and mortality. Non‐invasive methods for the assessment of liver fibrosis stage are frequently being used. We propose that cure of HCV following DAAs therapy (defined as SVR of at least 12 weeks) can lead to regression of liver fibrosis (using non‐invasive measures). Prospective assessment of the development of cirrhosis related complications and baseline predictors of liver fibrosis regression were determined. **Methods**: We conducted a retrospective/prospective study of HCV patients who achieved SVR after DAAs treatment (86 % Abbvie 3D regimen) with baseline liver fibrosis stage F1‐4. The fibrosis stage was determined using: elastography (shear wave, Aixplorer SuperSonic Imagine, France) or Fibrotest© (BioPredictive, France) as well as the APRI score, and FIB‐4 at baseline, 6, 12, and 24 months and each year up to 60 months after end of treatment. **Results:** A total of 130 patients were enrolled, 58 (48% female, mean age 60± 10 years, BMI 27.6±4.0, hypertension 41%, DM 17%, Dyslipidemia 12%) are currently eligible for analysis. The median follow up period was 9 months (IQR 7‐10). Of the 33 patients who had cirrhosis (F4) at baseline, 14 (52.4%) demonstrated improvement (defined as a change in fibrosis stage \>1). Of the 17 patients with F3, 12 (70.6%) demonstrated improvement. NO changes in fibrosis score F1‐2 ?? The median (IQR) elastography score decreased significantly from 10.88 (9.4‐16.4) Kpa to 9.7 (6.7‐13.0) Kpa (p\>0.0001). Baseline spleen enlargement (p\> 0.001), BMI (p=0.035), bilirubin level (p=0.012), and hypertension (p=0.05) were negatively associated with improvement in fibrosis stage In multivariate analysis enlarged spleen was the only predictor of fibrosis stages no regression Baseline age, sex, genotype, history of previous antiviral treatment, other comorbidities (DM, Dyslipidemia), ALT, AST, platelets, INR, albumin, creatinine, esophageal varices, APRI, and FIB4 were not predictors of fibrosis regression. **Conclusions:** The majority of our subjects

(44.8%) demonstrated improvement in liver fibrosis stage by non‐invasive methods. Some of the clinical parameters were negative predictors of liver fibrosis regression. Longer follow up period is required to determine the impact of the DAAs treatment in HCV patients.
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Stage 3‐4 Fibrosis does not guarantee access to direct‐acting antivirals in patients with state‐funded insurance: An analysis of a HCV referral program {#hep28798-sec-0366}
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Background: Hepatitis C (HCV) treatment guidelines recommend prioritizing patients with advanced fibrosis. However, strict insurance requirements of abstinence from illicit drug use may limit access to treatment. Objective: We aim to identify socioeconomic barriers to treatment initiation in HCV patients with advanced fibrosis. Methods: 1,048 new patients were evaluated for HCV treatment at the University of Kentucky Liver Clinic from July 1,2014 to June 30, 2015. 103 patients (10%) had a FibroSure™ suggesting stage 3‐4 fibrosis were included in the cohort for analysis Patients who had cirrhosis were compensated. Demographic, clinical and socio‐economic data, such as insurance, proximity of residence to the clinic, drug and alcohol use, history of incarceration were collected and compared between patients who were treated versus those not treated or had delayed treatment (i e treated started beyond 6months after initial visit). Multivariate logistic regression was done to evaluate factors predicting treatment delay and non‐initiation. Results: The mean interval between initial consult to treatment start was 165 days (5 months). Among the 103, 49 (48%) were treated with direct‐acting antivirals (DAAs) within 6 months, and 54 (52%) had delayed (mean of 10 months) initiation of treatment (n=20) or did not receive treatment (n=34). The mean age was 53 (± 9). Seventy five percent were male, 58% were estimated to live within 60 miles from the clinic, 57% had a history of incarceration, 80% a remote history of illicit drug use, and 45% a remote history of alcohol abuse Between the treated and delayed/not‐treated groups, there were no significant differences in these factors The two groups, however, differ in insurance type, with the treated group more likely to have a non‐Medicaid insurance than the delayed/not‐ treated group (67% vs. 32%, p\<0.001). The patients who had delayed or no treatment had higher rates of recent history of illicit drug use (68% vs 32%, p\<0.03) and positive urine drug screen on evaluation (63% vs 38%, p\<0.03). On multivariate analysis, the insurance type was the only significant predictor of treatment initiation, with patients on non‐Medicaid insurance having 4× higher likelihood to start treatment within 6 months vs. those on Medicaid (OR 3.9, 95% CI 1.6‐9.5, p\<0.005). Conclusion: Despite the emergence of highly effective HCV DAAs, there remains barriers to treatment initiation in patients with advanced fibrosis Patients with non‐Medicaid insurance are more likely to receive prompt treatment compared to those with Medicaid.
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Hepatitis C Screening: The Downstream Dissemination of Evolving Guidelines in a Resident Continuity Clinic {#hep28798-sec-0370}
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[Background]{.ul}:In 2012 the CDC published guidelines supporting one‐time screening for hepatitis C (HCV) in all persons born between 1945‐65. It is estimated that 75% of adults infected with HCV fall within this cohort Furthermore, it is projected that this preventative health intervention would lead to the diagnosis of 800,000 unknown cases and the prevention of 120,000 deaths. [Aim]{.ul}:The primary objectives were to measure adherence to HCV screening in a continuity practice staffed by internal medicine residents and to measure the effect of interventions to enhance HCV screening. [Methods]{.ul}:We performed a retrospective chart review of a random sample of patients born between 1945‐1965. In order to meet inclusion criteria, the patients must have had an HCV status that was unknown and must have been seen by a primary care provider ≥ 2 times between January 1 and December 31, 2013. After initial data was extracted, providers were given reminders for HCV screening guidelines through emails, lectures and conferences Chart review of patients was done to measure improvement in HCV screening rate after the intervention Data was analyzed using chi‐squared testing. [Results]{.ul}:Out of 294 patients reviewed before intervention, 200 met inclusion criteria Only 17 (8.5%) patients were offered screening for HCV After intervention, 100 patients met the inclusion criteria. 34 patients were screened for HCV Screening rate increased by 325 percent after the intervention. [Conclusion]{.ul}: Adherence to HCV screening guidelines in a resident continuity practice prior to any educational intervention was low at 8.5 percent Regular reminders through emails, conferences and lectures can increase the awareness and improve screening rate In our resident continuity practice, HCV screening rate improved by 325% by increasing awareness of the HCV screening guidelines through regular reminders and education of house staff.

HCV screening rate, before and after intervention
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*Background/Objectives:* Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is one of the leading causes of cirrhosis. As a result of chronic inflammatory response to the virus, HCV‐infected patients may be at a higher risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE). However, the data on this association is unclear. This systematic review and meta‐analysis was conducted with the aims to summarize all available evidence. *Methods:* A literature search was performed using MEDLINE and EMBASE from inception to April 2016. Studies that reported relative risks, odd ratios, or hazard ratios comparing the risk of VTE among HCV‐infected patients versus subjects without HCV infection were included. Pooled risk ratios (RR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) were calculated using a random‐effect, generic inverse variance method *Results*: Three studies met our eligibility criteria and were included in analysis. The pooled RR of VTE in HCV‐infected patients versus subjects without HCV infection was 1.38 (95% CI, 1.08‐1.77, I^2^ =40%). Subgroup analysis showed that risk was increased for both pulmonary embolism (PE) and deep venous thrombosis (DVT) even though without adequate power to demonstrate statistical significance (Poole RR of 1.34, 95% CI, 0.67‐2.66 for PE and pooled RR 1.45, 95% CI, 0.932.77 for DVT). *Conclusions:* Our study demonstrated a significantly increased risk of VTE among HCV‐infected patients. Further studies are required to clarify how this risk should be addressed in clinical practice

Forest plot of the included studies hepatitis C infection and risk of venous thromboembolism (Top), pulmonary embolism (Middle), and deep venous thrombosis (Bottom)
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To determine the order of influence that patient demographics and clinical conditions have on access to new Direct Acting Antiviral Agents (DAAs) in the EU5 {#hep28798-sec-0378}
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Background and Aims: Over the last two years, The European Medicines Agency has approved highly effective Direct Acting Antiviral (DAA) regimens for the treatment of Hepatitis C. Access to the revolutionary DAAs, sofosbuvir (and/or ledipasvir), daclatasvir, or ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ ritonavir with/ without dasabuvir is not pervasive; there remains country level differences due in some part to variations in national level insurance and country‐manufacturer dealings Apart from these variables, patient level factors also influence access The aim of this study was to analyze and order the influence of residency, demographics and clinical conditions on access to DAAs using recent patient chart audit data and Chi‐squared Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID). Method: Ipsos\' HCV Therapy Monitor, running since 2006 in the EU, reports on ∼240 physicians per quarter across Italy, Spain, France, United Kingdom, and Germany. Physicians provide patient demographic, disease and treatment data on HCV patients seen within each period. The EU Therapy Monitor Q2‐Q4 2015 data and a CHAID analysis were used to create a decision tree. The tree determines the hierarchy of influence that viral load, comorbidities, country, substance abuse, and fibrosis score has on patient access to DAAs Results: The CHAID analysis split the data by fibrosis level, revealing that fibrosis had the strongest impact on DAA access Country and substance abuse status were, in most cases, the next most influential variables on treatment access When focusing on F2 patients in Germany and Spain, those not abusing substances had a ∼80% and ∼60% chance of DAA access, whilst F2 abusers in Germany and Spain had a lower chance at ∼50% and 5%, respectively. A similar trend persisted throughout the individual fibrosis level cohorts apart from cirrhotic patients, where clinical characteristics had a greater influence than residency Conclusion: The decision tree revealed that treatment access is significantly dependent on fibrosis, country and substance abuse, with viral load and comorbidities playing a lesser role All EU5 countries have similar fibrosis level adjudication, but then experience minor divergence in how substance abuse status is integrated in access decisions The difference in treatment rates between abusers and non‐abusers diminishes from F0‐F4 Abusers are commonly denied because of the non‐compliance risk, yet denying access now leaves the potential for future strain on payer systems.
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The new Aptima HCV Quant Dx Real‐time TMA assay accurately quantifies Hepatitis C virus genotype 1‐6 RNA {#hep28798-sec-0382}
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**Background:** Sensitive and accurate hepatitis C virus (HCV) RNA detection and quantification is essential for the management of chronic hepatitis C therapy. Currently available platforms and assays are usually batched and require at least one full day of work to complete the analyses. **Objective:** The aim of this study was to evaluate the ability of the newly developed Aptima HCV Quant Dx assay (Hologic Inc., San Diego, CA), a transcription‐mediated amplification (TMA)‐based assay making use of the fully automated Panther system, that eliminates the need for batch processing and automates all aspects of nucleic acid testing in a single step, to accurately detect and quantify HCV RNA in a large series of patients infected with different HCV genotypes. **Results:** The limit of detection was estimated to be 2.3 IU/mL. The specificity of the assay was 98.6% (95% confidence interval: 96.1%‐99.5%). Intra‐assay and inter‐assay coefficients of variation ranged from 0.09% to 5.61%, and 1.05% to 3.65%, respectively. The study of serum specimens from patients infected with HCV genotypes 1 to 6 showed a satisfactory relationship between HCV RNA levels measured by the Aptima HCV Quant Dx assay, and both realtime PCR comparators \[Abbott RealTime HCV (Abbott Molecular, Des Plaines, IL) and Cobas AmpliPrep/Cobas TaqMan HCV Test, version 2.0 (CAP/CTM HCV v2.0, Roche Molecular Systems, Pleasanton, CA), assays\]. **Conclusion:** The new Aptima HCV Quant Dx assay is sensitive, reasonably specific and reproducible and accurately quantifies HCV RNA in serum samples from patients with chronic HCV infection, including patients on antiviral treatment Quantification is linear over the full dynamic range of quantification, which covers values observed in both untreated and treated patients with chronic HCV infection The Aptima HCV Quant Dx assay can thus be confidently used to detect and quantify HCV RNA in both clinical trials with new anti‐HCV drugs and clinical practice in Europe and the US.
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Minimal Risk of Hepatitis B Virus Reactivation in Hepatitis B Virus Surface Antigen‐Negative Chronic Hepatitis C Patients Receiving Direct Acting Antiviral Agents {#hep28798-sec-0386}
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**Background:** Little is known about the risk of hepatitis B virus (HBV) reactivation in hepatitis C virus (HCV)‐infected patients receiving interferon (IFN)‐free direct acting antiviral agents (DAAs) **Methods:** HCV‐infected patients receiving 12 weeks of IFN‐free DAA therapies were consecutively enrolled The baseline, on‐treatment, and off‐therapy HBV DNA, HBV surface antigen (HBsAg), HBV surface antibody (anti‐HBs), and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) were serially examined HBV reactivation was defined as detectable serum HBV DNA following baseline undetectable HBV DNA, or an increase of ≥ 1 log~10~ IU/mL HBV DNA compared to baseline detectable HBV DNA. Significant HBV‐related ALT flare was defined as ALT ≥ 5 times upper limit of normal (ULN) or ALT ≥ 2 times of the baseline level with concomitant HBV DNA \> 2,000 IU/mL. HBV‐related hepatic decompensation was defined as significant HBV‐related ALT flare combined with jaundice, coagulopathy, hepatic encephalopathy or ascites. **Results:** Of the 103 patients enrolled, 3 (2.9%) had HBV reactivation, but none of them had significant HBV‐related ALT flare or hepatic decompensation. Of 6 HBsAg‐positive patients, 3 (50%) had HBV reactivation. In the remaining 97 HBsAg‐negative patients, none had HBV reactivation after DAA therapy. In patients with baseline HBsAg negativity with/without anti‐HBs positivity, there were no changes of HBV serological markers. **Conclusions:** The risk of HBV reactivation was low in HCV‐infected patients receiving IFN‐free DAA treatment, and HBV reactivation was limited to HBV/HCV‐coinfected patients. Furthermore, the risk of HBV‐related ALT flares or hepatic decompensation is also minimal in those with HBV reactivation.
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High presence of HCV genotype 4d in HIV/HCV co‐infected HIV / HCV patients in Espana.LOST G4 {#hep28798-sec-0390}
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**Introduction** Information about the epidemiology and the impact of HCV genotype 4 (G4) in HCV/HIV patients in Spain is scarce. There is no data available on the number and spread of HCV G4 lineages. **Design and Setting** In order to determine the prevalence and distribution pattern of HCV G4 in HCV/HIV co‐infected individuals, a multicenter, retrospective, observational cohort study was conducted in 21 Spanish hospitals. A descriptive epidemiological analysis on a random sample of cases was performed. A portion of the HCV NS5B region (796 nucleotides) was amplified and sequenced in 207 associated plasma samples. HCV subtyping was performed by using the COMET HCV online tool and compared with our subtyping system based on phylogenetic reconstruction A maximum‐likelihood phylogenetic tree with bootstrap support for branches built with RAxML was used for detection of clusters of sequences. **Results** Within the initial cohort of 24,539 HIV‐infected patients, 6,047 individuals were HIV/ HCV co‐infected and 1,148 of them presented VHC G4 (20%). Characteristics: Average age 50, male (75%), injection drug user with more than 20 years of estimated time of infection and stage of hepatic fibrosis greater than or equal to F2 (55%). In most regions the prevalence of HCV G4 exceeded that of G3 Within HCV G4, average prevalences of subtypes 4d and 4a were 79% and 21%, respectively. A south‐north distribution pattern of HCV G4 subtypes was detected The proportion of patients with HCV 4d is mainly present in the north of Spain while subtype G4a tends to increase from the north to south with a presence greater than or equal or G4d in southern Spain In addition, we have detected a significant cluster of subtype 4d formed by 8 sequences from Madrid and one from Canary Islands that share a recent common ancestor Moreover, these 9 genetically close sequences along with 20 sequences belonging to Dutch HCV/HIV co‐infected individuals from a study published in 2009, also formed a significant cluster This clustering suggests that transnational transmission networks of HCV associated with risk factors can be detected by using this methodology In contrast, no significant clusters were found among subtype 4a sequences **Conclusions** There is a high percentage of HCV/HIV co‐infection (24.64%) in Spanish patients with a high prevalence of HCV G4 (20%). The predominant subtype is 4d (71%), especially in northern Spain. Conversely, subtype 4a has a presence similar or greater than subtype 4d in southern Spain and Canary Islands. Phylogenetic analysis detected a group of closely related subtype 4d sequences that suggests the existence of transmission networks of HCV/HIV associated to risk factors.
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Screening for Hepatitis C in Baby Boomer Population Using EMR Pop‐Up and Targeted Mailing from Primary Care Physicians in a Single Community Teaching Hospital {#hep28798-sec-0394}
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In inner cities, the prevalence rates of HCV are thought to be very high, but diagnosis and linkage to care has been sub‐optimal. CDC estimates those Baby Boomers, born between 1945 and 1965, account for more than 75 percent of Americans with Hepatitis C. However, screening of this population has been dismal despite the recommendations from CDC, USPSTF, and CMS. Our institution provide primary healthcare to 33,736 baby boomers via 41 primary care physicians, but only less than 10% of population at risk was screened, prior to our intervention, 2 years after CDC published the recommendations. **Objectives**: The objective of our study was to improve the HCV screening of baby boom generation **Methods**: We used a 2 pronged approach. We created a 'pop‐up' in EMR prompting primary care physicians to order the screening test when patients visited them We also sent letters to patients explaining the rationale for screening along with an order form for the blood test The letters were sent out only after approval by the primary care physician, and were addressed to the patient and signed by the primary care physician Patients who were found to be positive for HCV were educated and linked to care by dedicated coordinators We collected the numbers of completed orders by 'pop‐up' prompting and through letters using EMR To improve the disease awareness, we also conducted CME events for primary care physicians, and additionally, coordinators met with their office staff and provided education material **Results:** In this ongoing study, we have mailed letters to 10,189 patients of 14 primary care physicians in the first 12 months During this period, the screening rates increased by over 300% compared to previous 12 months. 1,167 patients were screened through the mailed orders, and 26 patients were found to HCV antibody; 25 of these patients have been tested for HCV RNA, and only 10 were positive for HCV RNA (0.86% of total screened). Additionally, 1,404 patients were screened through the EMR pop‐up, identifying another 18 with HCV antibody; all of these positive patients were tested for HCV RNA, and 6 were positive for HCV RNA (0.43% of total screened) Of those screened through the pop‐up, about 28% had also received a letter **Conclusion:** The use of automated processes incorporated into electronic medical record systems, can be an effective way of increasing screening rates for viral infections. This in combination with a targeted mailing campaign can expand the ability of primary care physicians to test their patients, and identify infected individuals The prevalence rate of HCV in baby boom generation at our institution appears to be lower than previously reported.
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The role of community‐based hepatitis C testing in reaching young, at‐risk adults {#hep28798-sec-0398}
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BACKGROUND: While adults born between 1945‐1965 constitute the largest group of people in the United States with chronic hepatitis C infection (HCV), young adults, particularly with a history of injection drug use, are increasingly diagnosed. Unfortunately, young adults are known to have low levels of engagement with the health care system where HCV testing is offered We sought to describe the characteristics of young adults receiving HCV testing through the 'C' a Difference program, an academic‐community partnership that provides free HCV testing in three community organizations METHODS: Participants were recruited through a convenience sample of adults presenting for HCV testing at one of three community health programs in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, between June 2014 and December 2015. Participants completed a survey at the time of HCV testing that included questions on risk factors, primary care and prior HCV testing. Descriptive statistics were performed on survey data, with comparisons made between young adults (ages 18‐35) and older adults. RESULTS: During the study period 2131 adults, of whom 761 (36%) were young adults, presented to one of the community health programs Among the 1511 (71%) adults who consented to the study and completed the survey 534 (35%) were young adults. Compared to older adults, the young adults in our sample were less likely to have been incarcerated (47% vs 60%, p\<0.001) and more likely to have a tattoo from an unregulated setting (36% vs 21%, p\<0.001). Young adults were also more likely than older adults to use prescription drugs (23% vs 14%, p\<0.001), while older adults were more likely to use crack (36% vs 12%, p\<0.001) and cocaine (37% vs 18%, p\<0.001). Despite several risk factors young adults were less likely than older adults to be insured (68% vs 77%, p=0.001) or have primary care (60% vs 69%, p\<0.001). Rates of prior HCV testing were similar between the two groups, with 36% of young adults and 35% of older adults reporting prior testing (p=0.424) Among those who had been previously tested, young adults were more likely to have been tested at a location other than their PCP\'s office (58% vs 43%, p=0.001). Among the 303 young adults who had not been previously tested either in a PCP office or elsewhere 11 (4%) were found to be positive through 'C' a Difference. CONCLUSION: This study suggests that community‐based programs are an important site for engaging and testing young adults who are at risk for HCV and who may not have access to regular health care. With the epidemiology of HCV revealing a rise of cases among young adults, support is warranted to promote testing in locations frequented by this group.
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Effect of Direct Acting Antiviral Hepatitis C Drugs on Fibrosis Stage Over Time Using APRI and FIB‐4 Scores {#hep28798-sec-0402}
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Few studies have evaluated possible regression of liver fibrosis (LF) and cirrhosis (LC) after cure of chronic hepatitis C (HCV). Past limitations included the lack of efficacy of interferon‐based drugs. This study examines effects of sustained virologic response (SVR) from new Direct Acting Antivirals(DAAs) on changes in LF or LC using non‐invasive tests, fibrosis‐4 (FIB‐4) and aspartate amino transferase to platelet ratio index (APRI). Methods: A retrospective cohort study was conducted using clinical data from HCV patients from January 2014 to April 2016 at MedStar Washington Hospital Center comparing FIB‐4/APRI scores in patients during and after DAA therapy who achieved SVR and those not treated Safety labs were collected from treatment group at baseline, 4 weeks, end of treatment and 12 weeks after treatment; and from untreated patients at 4 equivalent time points. Chi‐Square and Wilcoxon Tests were used to assess correlations between covariates Multivariate logistic regression was used to assess correlations between FIB‐4 and APRI. Results: Of the 149 patients treated, mean age was 61.4 ± 6 years, 60% were male, and 89% were black. There were no statistically significant differences between treated and controls regarding sex, and race/ethnicity; age was significantly older in the treated group (p\<0.009). The majority were HCV mono‐infected and previously treatment naive, though the latter had less patients treated (75.2 v 87.5% \[p=0.006\]). Regarding FIB‐4: At baseline, there were more LF/LC patients in the treatment group (79.1 v 62.5% \[p=0.002\]); FIB‐4 scores were significantly higher in controls compared to the treatment group at time 2, 3, and 4 (p=0.04, 0.007, and 0.03 respectively). Regarding APRI: At baseline, there were fewer LF/LC patients in treatment group (30.2 v 38.8% \[p=0.12\]) but this was not statistically significant; APRI scores were significantly higher in controls compared to the treatment group at time 2, 3, and 4 (all p \<0.0001). For APRI staging of LC vs. non‐LC, the odds for developing LC at time 3 were 3.7 times higher for non‐ treated (OR~adj~ 3.7 \[CI~95~H 5‐9.6\]). For FIB‐4 staging of LC vs. non‐LC, odds for developing LC at times 3 and 4 were 2.13 and 3.04 times higher respectively, (ORs~*adj*~ 2.1 \[CI~95~1.1‐4.2\], 3.2 \[CI~95~1.4‐6.7\]). APRI and FIB‐4 scores have been validated as non‐invasive markers of liver disease They have not been examined for those treated with new DAAs and achieved SVR Our study shows that FIB‐4 and APRI scores improved, even in those with advanced disease, compared to those not treated during the same period This is further evidence that achieving SVR may lead to improvement in liver disease
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Hepatitis C Virus infection and Risk of Gallstones: A Systematic Review and Meta‐analysis {#hep28798-sec-0406}
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*Background/Objectives:* Gallstones and its complications are one of the most common hepatobiliary tract diseases Several epidemiologic studies have suggested that patients with hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection might be at an increased risk of gallstones However, the data on this relationship remain inconclusive This meta‐analysis was conducted with the aims to summarize all available evidence *Methods*: A literature search was performed using MEDLINE and EMBASE database from inception to May 2016. Studies that reported relative risks, odd ratios, or hazard ratios comparing the risk of gallstones among HCV‐infected patients versus subjects without HCV infection were included Pooled odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) were calculated using a random‐effect, generic inverse variance method *Results*: Eleven studies met our eligibility criteria and were included in analysis. The pooled OR of gallstones in HCV‐infected patients versus subjects without HCV infection was 1.83 (95% CI, 1.35‐2.48, I^2^ =89%). Subgroup analysis showed that significant risk was increased for both male (Pooled OR of 2.07, 95% CI, 1.14‐3.76) and female (Pooled OR of 3.00, 95% CI, 2.16‐4.17). *Conclusions:* Our study demonstrated a significantly increased risk of gallstones among HCV‐infected patients. Further studies are required to clarify how this risk should be addressed in clinical picture.

**Forest plot of the included studies hepatitis C infection and risk of gallstones**
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Clinical evaluation of a newly developed chemiluminescence enzyme immunoassay for HCV core antigen {#hep28798-sec-0410}
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**Background:** The quantification of hepatitis C virus core antigen (HCV Ag) in serum is useful to estimate viral replication. A newly developed and fully automated chemiluminescence enzyme immunoassay (CLEIA) for HCV Ag will be available in Japan. The aim of this study is to compare the new HCV Ag assay with conventional ones and to evaluate its clinical utility **Methods:** This study protocol was approved by the appropriate institutional ethics review committees The new HCV Ag assay (Lumipulse Presto HCV Ag \[LP‐Presto HCV Ag\] \[Fujirebio, Inc. \]) was compared with two conventional assays (Lumipulse Ortho HCV Ag \[LP‐Ortho HCV Ag\] \[Fujirebio, Inc. \] and Architect HCV Ag \[Abbott Japan\]). 1) A total of 220 frozen sera (83 were positive and 137 were negative by LP Ortho HCV Ag) in our hospital, and a total of 206 fresh sera which were negative by LP‐Ortho HCV Ag obtained on the day when the examination was performed were used in this study. As basic examinations, reproducibility, stability, and quantitation limit were examined. Correlation and concordance rates between LP‐Presto HCV Ag and conventional assays were performed. Specificity test for LP‐Presto HCV Ag were examined 2) A total of 42 frozen sera with hypergammaglobulinemia which were negative by LP‐Ortho HCV Ag were measured by LP‐Presto HCV Ag **Results:** 1) Reproducibility, stability, and quantitation limit of LP‐Presto HCV Ag were all supportive results to efficacy In the 83 cases positive by LP‐Ortho HCV Ag, correlation was found with LP‐Ortho HCV Ag (y=1.023×+131.5, r=0.967), and with Architect HCV Ag (y=1.381×‐56.76, r=0.941). There were 1 discrepancy between Lumipulse Presto and LP‐Ortho HCV Ag, and 2 discrepancies between Lumipulse Presto and Architect HCV Ag. The concordance rates were 98.8% between Lumipulse Presto and LP‐Ortho HCV Ag, and 97.6% between Lumipulse Presto and Architect HCV Ag. In the 133 cases negative by LP‐Ortho HCV Ag, there were no discrepancies. A total of 137 frozen samples and 206 fresh samples negative by LP‐Ortho HCV Ag were negative by LP‐Presto HCV Ag under the cutoff value 20 fmol/L. Meanwhile, there was 1 discrepancy between these assays under the cutoff value 10 fmol/L. 2) Of the 42 frozen samples with hypergammaglobulinemia and negative by LP‐Ortho HCV Ag, 41 samples were negative and one sample (IgG 7,125 mg/dL) showed false‐positive by LP‐Presto HCV Ag. **Conclusions:** The results of basic examinations and specificity test are reliable, and the concordance rates with conventional assays are high The nonspecific reaction caused by hypergammaglobulinemia is found to be reduced The new assay "Lumipulse Presto HCV Ag" can be used with high clinical efficiency.
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**Introduction** Hepatitis C viral infection (HCV) has become a curable disease due to the development of direct acting antivirals (DAA). Therefore, the World Health Organization (WHO) has set a target to eliminate HCV The largest group at risk for HCV at present are people who inject drugs (PWID), especially in the western world Due to various barriers, this risk group is still underserved for HCV Our goal was to study if a case management policy could improve uptake for screening and treatment for HCV in PWID **Methods** We performed a prospective, interventional cohort study, evaluating the effect of case management on screening and treatment for HCV in PWID in an opiate substitution treatment (OST) setting in Limburg (Belgium) The goal was to address the PWID at this setting and to provide all the steps of the continuum of care, proposed by Meyer JP et al. *(Int J Drug Policy,* 2015). The cohort existed of four groups of PWID: firstly, a large group who received methadone at their local pharmacy A second large group received methadone at the OST setting Thirdly a smaller a group who were active users in a needle exchange program And finally a small group who were recruited after referral to the hospital (former PWID) **Results** The results are presented in Figure 1 In all of the groups more than 80% of the cases were screened, except in the pharmacy group: these presented only a few times a year in the OST setting which could explain the lower screening rate However, when addressed, more than 85% of the PWID in the pharmacy group were tested In our PWID cohort, approximately 29% was HCV RNA positive From these chronically infected PWID, 62% were assessed for treatment 95% of them were eligible for antiviral treatment However, treatment could only be started within the Belgian reimbursement criteria (requirement of F3 or F4 Metavir fibrosis score) As such, 51% were ruled out for therapy at present and treatment was started in 43% **Conclusion** Case management is an effective way to screen a well‐defined cohort of high‐risk individuals for HCV and also improves treatment uptake.
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Patients who Fail Treatment in the era of DAAs: Projections from HEP‐SIM Model {#hep28798-sec-0418}
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**Purpose**: The introduction of oral direct‐acting antivirals (DAAs) has dramatically changed the landscape of HCV treatment. Many more patients are eligible for therapy due to the absence of interferon and ribavirin, and real‐world effectiveness mirrors the results of Phase 3 clinical trials. Our objective was to quantify the number of HCV (GT 1‐6) patient population who fail on currently approved oral DAAs (including NS5A vs. non‐NS5A failures) over time in the U.S. **Methods**: We used our Hepatitis C Disease Burden Simulation model (HEP‐SIM), which was previously validated with NHANES and CDC studies and used to project changes in HCV prevalence in the U.S. We simulated the current clinical management of HCV including the birth‐cohort and risk‐based screening Using market research data from IMS and IPSOS, we modeled DAA treatment in different waves starting with the launch of 1^st^‐generation DAAs in 2011, followed by 2^nd^‐generation DAAs including sofosbuvir, simeprevir and ledipasvir in 2014, and multiple NS5A‐inhibitor containing DAAs in 2015. SVR rates were obtained from real‐world TRIO and TARGET datasets Within our model, patients who failed an NS5A were not eligible for NS5A re‐treatment until 2018, unless they were cirrhotic. We projected the number of patients undergoing treatment between 2014 and 2020; and the number of patients who failed DAAs (NS5A and non‐NS5A). **Results**: We estimated that 1.41 million patients would receive treatment with 2^nd^‐generation DAAs from 2014 to 2020. Of these, 117,000 would fail to achieve SVR with DAAs, of which 58% are NS5A inhibitors failures (Figure 1) The characteristics of patients who fail on DAAs were: 51% cirrhosis, 72% GT1, 14% GT2, 9% GT3, and 5% GT4‐6. **Conclusions**: Even in the era of highly efficacious DAAs, a significant number of patients will fail to achieve SVR and will have limited re‐treatment options This population represents a group with significant unmet medical need. Safe and effective therapies are needed for this population to prevent the longterm sequelae of HCV.
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Risk of hepatitis C virus related hepatocellular carcinoma between subjects with spontaneous and treatment‐induced viral clearance {#hep28798-sec-0422}
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**Background/Aims** Both spontaneous hepatitis C virus (HCV) clearance and the achievement of sustained virological response (SVR) by means of anti‐viral therapy greatly reduce the incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development. The current study aimed to compare the risk of HCC between the two patient groups **Methods** A total of 313 subjects with spontaneous HCV clearance (SC) and 564 age‐ and sex‐matched patients in the treatment‐induced SVR group were enrolled for analysis. **Results** Nineteen (2.17%) of the 877 patients developed HCC during 6,963 person‐years of follow‐up. Fourteen (2.48%) SVR patients and 5 (1.6 %) SC patients developed HCC (P=0.004). Cox regression analysis of factors predictive of HCC included SVR (versus SC: hazard ratio \[HR\]/ 95% confidence interval \[CI\]: 5.83/1.27‐26.88), diabetes (HR/ C1: 3.41/1.21‐9.58), and age (HR/CI: 1.07/1.01‐1.14). Of the 564 SVR patients, eleven (5.88 %) of the 187 patients with fibrosis stage 2‐4 (F2‐4) and 2 (0.88 %) of the 226 patients with F01 developed HCC (P=0.01). Compared to SC subjects, only SVR patients with F2‐4 (P\<0.001) but not F0‐1(P=0.60) had a higher risk of HCC development Cox‐regression analysis using liver fibrosis as a variable demonstrated that factors associated with HCC included SVR with F2‐4 (versus SC: HR/ CI: 10.06/2.20‐45.98), diabetes (HR/CI:3.23/1.14‐9.19), and age (HR/CI: 1.08 1.02‐1.15). **Conclusions** Compared to subjects with spontaneous viral clearance, subjects with antiviral treatment‐induced HCV viral clearance remain at high risk for HCC development, especially if they have significant hepatic fibrosis. These results may provide important information for decision‐making regarding the prioritization of current direct antiviral agents in resource‐limited countries.
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Cryoglobulins and autoantibodies clearance in a cohort of HIV/HCV co‐infected subjects treated with different anti‐HCV direct‐acting agents. {#hep28798-sec-0426}
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**Background.** HIV and HCV infections are characterized by chronic immune system activation that leads to immunologic dysregulation and exhaustion. This study assessed the evolution of inflammation parameters in HIV/HCV subjects treated with different anti‐HCV regimens **Methods.** Co‐infected individuals who started an interferon‐free treatment were included in the analysis Data about leukocytes, inflammation markers, cryoglobulins and autoantibodies were collected at baseline and 12 weeks after end of treatment. Descriptive statistics, Chi‐square and Wilcoxon tests were used. **Results.** 64 HIV/ HCV patients (males 76.6%, median age 52 years) achieved SVR12 after a treatment with different regimens, mainly sofosbuvir‐based (21.8% with SOF and ribavirin, 45.3% in combination with daclatasvir, 17.2% with ledipasvir, 9.4% with simeprevir), 6.3% with 3D The majority was infected by genotype 3 (37.5%) and was cirrhotic (68.8%). None had a diagnosis of autoimmune disease, 3 subjects had cryoglobulins‐related kidney damage There is a trend in Neutrophils increase, while no change was observed in Leukocytes, CD4+ and CD4/CD8 ratio. Ferritin and cryoglobulins positivity decrease significantly. Anti‐thyroglobulin, c‐ANCA and p‐ANCA decrease significantly. ANA positivity remains stable, but fluorescence changed: there is a trend in anti ring/ rod (anti‐RR) antibodies increase **Conclusions.** This analysis showed that achieving an SVR partially improves immunologic parameters within a short follow up: immunologic response in terms of cryoglobulins clearance was significant ANA showed a change in fluorescence was registered: anti‐RR antibodies are considered to be interferon‐induced, while in co‐infected subjects they were already present at baseline and increased with virologic clearance even without interferon, thus suggesting a virological clearance‐mediated instead of a drug‐induced effect.

**Table 1. Comparison of immune‐related.**
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Higher Prevalence of Existing Comorbidities and Medication Use in Untreated Patients with Chronic Hepatitis C (CHC) compared to Treated Patients: A Population‐Based Study in Post‐ Oral Direct‐Acting Antivirals (DAAs) Era {#hep28798-sec-0430}
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**Background:** Over 75% of patients living with CHC in the US were born between 1945 and 1965. As this population ages, the increasing rates of medical comorbidities will make CHC management more challenging In addition related medications and drug‐drug interactions may complicate the use of cytochrome P‐450 metabolized DAAs. **Objective:** To measure the prevalence of comorbidities and medications that may be barriers towards initiating DAAs in a large U S cohort with CHC. **Methods:** We identified from Optum Insight\'s insurance claims database CHC patients by ICD‐9 code from 1/1/2011 to 9/30/2015. Our treatment group consisted of patients receiving DAA prescriptions after 11/1/2013. Any patients treated prior to 11/1/2013 were excluded from the study. Medical comorbidities were defined by ICD‐9 codes. **Results:** In total, 12,622 insured CHC patients were included: 6,325 treated and 6,297 untreated patients The majority were male (61%) and had Medicare part‐D (66.8%). By medical comorbidities (Figure), untreated patients were more likely to have end stage renal disease (4% vs. 1.4% treated, OR = 2.9, *p* \<0.001), congestive heart failure (11.4% vs. 4.4% treated, OR = 2.8, *p* \< 0.001), and seizure disorder (5.6% vs 3% treated, OR = 1.9, *p* \< 0.001). Untreated patients were also more likely to have active or prior episodes of psychosis (9.4% vs. 5% treated, OR = 2, *p* \< 0.001) and were more likely to be prescribed a medication with potentially severe drug‐drug interaction to DAAs (24.7% vs. 21.5% treated, *p* \< 0.001) including anticonvulsants (1.7% untreated vs. 0.9% treated, *p* \< 0.001). **Conclusion:** In a largely Medicare U.S. cohort of CHC patients, the prevalence of certain major comorbidities and concomitant medications was higher in untreated CHC patients compared to treated patients The presence of major comorbidities and/ or concomitant medications with major drug‐drug interactions with anti‐HCV medications may be a barrier to anti‐HCV therapy, and treatment prior to development of such comorbidities and related medications may help improve the overall treatment rate for CHC.
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Foundation for a Clinical Intervention on Hepatitis C: A 2015 Survey of New York City Hospitals\' Capacity to Cure {#hep28798-sec-0434}
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**BACKGROUND**: In New York City (NYC), many of the estimated 146,500 residents with chronic hepatitis C (HCV) will likely seek care at one of NYC\'s 34 acute care hospitals\' outpatient clinics Data on the capacity of hospitals to provide HCV screening, diagnosis, and treatment are limited Given the changing landscape of HCV treatment and the complexity of the NYC hospital‐based healthcare system, an understanding of gaps related to HCV care is needed to tailor interventions To that end, the NYC Health Department conducted a needs assessment of hospitals on their capacity for HCV screening, diagnosis, and treatment **METHODS**: The Health Department developed and administered a survey on facility‐level practices related to HCV screening, diagnosis, and treatment capacity to NYC acute care hospitals Clinical representatives from the hospitals were recruited through email and site visits Responses were collected through paper surveys and SurveyMonkey. com from July 8, 2015 ‐ September 30, 2015. Descriptive analysis was conducted using Survey Monkey and Excel. **RESULTS**: Twenty‐seven hospitals completed the survey (79% response rate). *Screening:* Of the 23 hospitals responding to this question, 18 (78%) indicated that most of their patients have risk factors for HCV infection Eighteen (67%) of the 27 sites also reported that their hospital\'s electronic health record system had an age‐based screening alert for high‐risk patients born from 1945‐1965, yet only 10 (37%) reported screening 50% or more of this cohort. *Diagnosis:* Eleven (41%) sites reported no challenges to providing RNA testing in‐house, but only 5 (19%) had implemented HCV antibody‐to‐RNA reflex testing. *Treatment:* With the exception of one facility, all hospitals indicated being able to provide HCV treatment in‐house. However, only 9 (33%) and 6 (22%) respondents indicated that HCV treatment was available in their primary care clinics for mono‐infected and HIV/HCV co‐infected patients, respectively Most patients were cared for in infectious diseases and gastroenterology clinics. Finally, of the 26 hospitals responding to this question, 16 (62%) indicated denial of medication coverage by health insurances was a barrier to HCV treatment. **CONCLUSION**: This survey provided an understanding of practice and gaps in HCV care capacity among acute care hospital clinics in NYC. Low rates of screening, confirmatory testing, along with limited provider capacity in primary care settings and barriers to securing treatment were reported. This information is being used to guide the work of the HCV Clinical Network and develop interventions to address these gaps.
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Performance Evaluation of the new real‐time PCR‐based cobas HCV assay for use on the cobas 6800/8800 systems for the detection and quantification of HCV RNA {#hep28798-sec-0438}
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**Background and Aim:** Quantification of HCV RNA during antiviral therapy is essential for the guidance of treatment duration, to decide on futility and to determine sustained response. The aim of this study was to evaluate the performance of the recently FDA‐approved real‐time PCR HCV RNA assay cobas® HCV for use on the cobas® 6800/8800 systems (cobas HCV; Roche Diagnostics). **Methods:** Analytical sensitivity and linearity at lower concentrations (5‐1000 lU/mL) were assessed by cobas HCV using WHO standard traceable panels representing HCV genotypes (GT) 1‐4 and compared with two established HCV RNA assays, COBAS® AmpliPrep/COBAS® TaqMan® HCV test v2.0 (CAP/CTM) and COBAS® TaqMan® HCV test v2.0 for Use with the High Pure System (HPS/CTM) ln addition, pairwise assay comparisons were performed using clinical serum samples (n=245) representing HCV GT1. Concordance of baseline samples was assessed using the 6 million lU/mL cut‐off which is used to tailor treatment duration in non‐cirrhotic, treatment‐naive GT1 patients receiving ledipasvir/sofosbuvir. **Results:** The analytical sensitivity of cobas HCV was 8.2 lU/ mL (95% Cl: 6.7‐14.4) in samples representing GT 1, and 6.3, 6.1 and 13.7 lU/mL in GT 2, 3 and 4, respectively, cobas HCV was mostly linear at low HCV RNA concentrations with a mean observed log difference of 0.18 in samples containing GT1 (all differences between expected and observed results were \<0.3 log lU/ml). Pairwise comparison of quantifiable GT 1 samples showed excellent agreement between cobas HCV and CAP/CTM (mean difference, 0.085; 95% Cl: 0.06, 0.11), and cobas HCV vs. HPS/CTM (mean difference, −0.095; 95% Cl: −0.119, −0.072). Using the concordance in baseline samples between cobas HCV vs CAP/CTM and cobas HCV vs HPS/CTM was 97% and 96%, respectively, with respect to the 6 million lU/mL cut‐off **Conclusions:** cobas HCV is highly sensitive and linear at the low end of the dynamic range in GTs 1‐4. cobas HCV shows excellent correlation and a high level of concordance at the 6 million cut‐off with CAP/CTM and HPS/ CTM in clinical samples of patients with HCV GT1.
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Hepatitis C virus core antigen: A simplified treatment monitoring tool among those with recent Hepatitis C virus infection, including for post‐treatment relapse {#hep28798-sec-0442}
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**Background:** Simplified, affordable diagnostic tools are essential to facilitate global access to hepatitis C virus (HCV) treatment. This study evaluated the clinical performance of HCV core antigen (HCVcAg) detection as an alternative to RNA testing in plasma to monitor HCV treatment efficacy in recent infection. **Methods:** Participants with recent HCV infection (duration of infection ≤12months) who completed 6 weeks of sofosbuvir+ribavirin in DARE‐C II were assessed at week 1, 2, 3, 4, end of treatment (ETR) and post‐treatment week 4, week 12 and week 24. HCV RNA and HCVcAg were quantified by AmpliPrep/COBAS Taqman assay (Roche) and ARCHITECT HCV Ag (Abbott Diagnostics). The sensitivity and specificity of HCVcAg assay (\>3fmol/L) were calculated for quantifiable HCV RNA (\>15IU/mL). **Results:** 124 longitudinal samples in 18 treated participants were available for HCV RNA and HCVcAg testing, including baseline (n=18), ETR (n=16), post‐treatment week 12 (n=18). Overall, HCVcAg demonstrated a sensitivity of 74.1% (95% CI 60.7‐84.4) and a specificity of 98.5% (95% CI 90.799.9) compared with HCV RNA. At pre‐treatment, HCVcAg was detected in 89% samples, demonstrating a sensitivity of 88.9% (95% CI 63.9‐98.1). Two baseline HCVcAg non‐reactive samples had quantifiable HCV RNA at 33 and 150IU/ mL At ETR, RNA and HCVcAg were detected in 13% and 6% samples, respectively (sensitivity 50%, 95% CI 2.7‐97.3; specificity 100%, 95% CI 73.2‐100%). At post‐treatment week 12, RNA and HCVcAg were detected in 72% and 61% samples, respectively (sensitivity 84.6%, 95% CI 53.7‐97.3; specificity 100%, 95% CI 46.3‐100% CI). Two post‐treatment week 12 non‐reactive HCVcAg results had quantifiable HCV RNA at 50 and 2533IU/mL. **Conclusion:** This study demonstrates core antigen provides high specificity when compared with HCV RNA The potential clinical utility of HCV core antigen requires further evaluation, particularly in the context of low HCV RNA levels.
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**Background:** In 4 Phase 2 studies, the combination of sofosbuvir (SOF), velpatasvir (VEL), and voxilaprevir (VOX) that target distinct HCV proteins, NS5B, NS5A, and NS3/4A, respectively, demonstrated high efficacy in genotype (GT) 1‐6 HCV infected patients who were DAA‐naïve or DAA‐experienced with durations of 8 or 12 weeks. Here, we evaluate the effect of baseline resistance associated substitutions (RASs) on treatment outcome and emergence of RASs in patients who experience virologic failure **Methods**: NS3, NS5A, and NS5B deep sequencing was performed at baseline for all patients (N=262; 145 GT1a, 31 GT1b, 23 GT2, 54 GT3, 7 GT4, 2 GT6) and at the time of virologic failure. Results are reported using a 15% cutoff. **Results**: At baseline, 141/262 (54%) patients had RASs in at least one of the NS3 and/or NS5A viral genes (23% NS3, 18% NS5A, 13% NS3/NS5A). NS5A RASs were observed more commonly in NS5A inhibitor‐experienced patients (40/46, 87%) than DAA‐experienced patients who had not previously received a NS5A inhibitor (18/81,22%). In DAA‐naïve patients treated for 8 weeks, 97% achieved SVR12 with similar SVR12 rates observed in patients without (79/81, 98%) or with (52/54, 96%) RASs. In NS5A inhibitor‐experienced patients, all (46/46, 100%) achieved SVR12 and in non‐NS5A inhibitor DAA‐experienced patients, all but 1 patient (80/81, 99%) with a NS5A RAS achieved SVR12. Overall, 91% of patients with NS5A Y93 RASs at baseline achieved SVR12 (21/23). Thirteen (5%) patients had NS5B nucleoside inhibitor (NI) RASs, including 5 with L159F, all achieved SVR12. Of the 5 patients who relapsed, none had treatment emergent NS5A and NS5B RASs. One patient who relapsed had treatment‐emergent NS3 Q80R (which confers no phenotypic change to VOX). **Conclusions:** Baseline RASs had no impact on the virologic response in DAA‐naïve and DAA‐experienced patients following treatment with SOF, VEL, and VOX for 8 or 12 weeks, respectively. Viral relapse was not associated with emergence of viral resistance.

**SVR12 in Patients With or Without Baseline RASs**
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Six weeks of sofosbuvir/ledipasvir treatment of acute hepatitis C virus genotype 1 monoinfection: Final results of the The German HepNet Acute HCV IV Study {#hep28798-sec-0450}
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[Background:]{.ul} Early treatment of acute hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection with interferon alfa monotherapy is highly effective but is associated with frequent unfavorable side effects. There is no fully published study yet exploring the safety, efficacy and required treatment duration of interferon free treatment of acute hepatitis C virus monoinfection. Preliminary reports suggested that ledipasvir/sofosbuvir therapy is effective in acute hepatitis C but relapses were reported in HIV‐coinfected patients after 6 weeks of treatment. [Methods:]{.ul} The German HepNet Acute HCV IV Study was designed as a single arm, prospective multicenter pilot study to evaluate the efficacy and safety of treatment with sofosbuvir plus ledipasvir (SOF/LDV) for 6 weeks without ribavirin in patients with acute genotype 1 HCV monoinfection. We here report the final 24 weeks post treatment results. [Results:]{.ul} Twenty patients were included by 10 centers (60% male, mean age 46±12 years; 11 patients HCV genotype 1a, 9 patients genotype 1b). The main risk factors for HCV infection were sexual transmission (n=11) and medical procedures/needle stick injuries (n=5). Median alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and median bilirubin levels before start of antiviral treatment were 225 U/l (range 32‐2716) and 13.6 \^mol/l (range 5.13‐111), respectively ALT levels rapidly declined during therapy and values normalized already by treatment weeks 2 in 9 patients and by week 4 in 17 patients. HCV RNA was undetectable by the Roche COBAS® AmpliPrep/COBAS® TaqMan® HCV Test v2.0 by weeks 2, 4 and 6 in 8, 13, and 20 patients, respectively. SVR‐12 was 100% and 18 patients have already completed FU‐week 24 and all remained HCV‐RNA negative. [Conclusion:]{.ul} Treatment for 6 weeks with LDV/SOF was well tolerated and highly effective in HCV genotype 1 monoinfected patients with acute hepatitis C. Virological response was durable after therapy for at least 24 weeks. A rapid improvement in biochemical disease activity was observed during therapy. Short‐duration treatment of acute hepatitis C could prevent the spread of HCV in high risk populations and may be cost‐saving as compared to treatment of chronic hepatitis C.
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Cost Effectiveness Analysis of Pre vs. Post LT Treatment with All Oral Direct Acting Antivirals in Hepatitis C Patients with Decompensated Cirrhosis in the US {#hep28798-sec-0454}
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**Background and Objective:** Selected all‐oral direct acting antivirals (DAAs) have been shown to have high safety and efficacy in treating Hepatitis C (HCV) patients with decompensated cirrhosis (DCC) However, there is limited empirical evidence comparing the health and economic outcomes associated with treating patients pre‐ vs. post‐liver transplant (LT). The objective of this study was to analyze the cost‐effectiveness of pre‐ vs. post LT treatment with an all‐oral DAA regimen among patients with DCC waitlisted (WL) for LT. **Methods:** We constructed a decision‐analytic Markov model of the natural disease progression of HCV in patients with decompensated cirrhosis (DCC) waitlisted (WL) for LT. The model followed a hypothetical cohort of 1,000 patients with a mean age of 50 over a lifetime horizon from a third‐party US payer perspective, and estimated their health and cost outcomes based on pre‐ vs. post‐LT treatment with an oral DAA. Health states and natural history pre‐LT were stratified by MELD score and SVR Transition probabilities and utilities were based on the literature and hepatologist consensus. SVR rates were sourced from ASTRAL‐4 and SOLAR‐1, ‐2. Costs were sourced from RedBook, Medicare fee schedules, and published literature. **Results:** The post‐LT treatment arm had a mean time on WL of 0.94 years and a 27.6% probability of death on the WL, vs. 2.05 years (+117.5%) and 26.2% (−5.1%) in the pre‐LT arm. Over the model time horizon, the post‐LT treatment arm yielded 629 patients with SVRs, 7 patients with HCC, and 679 liver‐related deaths, vs. 902 (+43.4%), 5 (+35.8%) and 607 (−10.7%) in the pre‐LT arm. The pre‐LT treatment strategy resulted in 10.2 per‐patient quality‐adjusted life years (QALYs), 12.0 per patient life years (LYs), and \$262,846 per patient lifetime costs vs. 9.0, 11.3, and \$253,713 in the post‐LT arm. Therefore, pre‐LT treatment was found to be the most cost‐effective, with an ICER of \$7,593. Based on one‐way deterministic sensitivity analysis, our results were most sensitive to the utility of patients post‐LT, treatment SVR rates, and LT costs. **Conclusion:** The timing of antiviral treatment for HCV patients with DCC relative to LT is an important area of clinical and policy research. Our results indicate that pre‐LT treatment with a highly effective, all‐oral DAA regimen is the most cost‐effective strategy for the treatment of HCV patients with DCC waitlisted for LT.
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Analysis of HCV Variants in the MAGELLAN‐1 Part 1 Study: ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 Combination Therapy of Genotype 1‐Infected Patients Who Had Failed Prior Direct Acting Antiviral‐Containing Regimens {#hep28798-sec-0458}
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Background: ABT‐493 (NS3/4A protease inhibitor \[PI\] identified by AbbVie and Enanta) and ABT‐530 (NS5A inhibitor) are next generation HCV direct‐acting antiviral agents (DAAs) Co‐administration of ABT‐493 + ABT‐530 achieved a high sustained virologic response 12 (SVR12) rate in DAA‐naïve patients with HCV genotype (GT) 1‐6 infection, as well as GT1‐infected patients who had previously failed a DAA‐containing regimen. In this report we present the characterization of variants detected in samples from subjects enrolled in Part 1 of the MAGELLAN‐1 study: treatment with ABT‐493 + ABT‐530 ± RBV for 12 weeks in non‐cirrhotic GT1‐infected patients who had previously failed regimens containing a PI and/or NS5A inhibitor, ± an NS5B polymerase inhibitor. Methods: Next generation sequencing (NGS) was performed on HCV NS3/4A and NS5A genes from all baseline samples and the first available sample after virologic failure with HCV RNA ≥1000 IU/ mL. Sequencing results at 1% and 15% detection cutoffs were examined for the presence of resistance‐associated variants (RAVs) in the NS3 and NS5A genes. Results: NGS (with 1% cutoff) of baseline samples from all patients (n=50) identified RAVs in 41 (82%) patients: 15 (30%) in NS3 only, 10 (20%) in NS5A only, and 16 (32%) in both targets. In 90% (37/41) of these samples, the RAVs were also present using an NGS detection cutoff of 15% These DAA‐experienced patient cohorts had broad representation of baseline variants at key resistance‐associated positions, including those at NS3 V36, Q80, R155, and D168, as well as NS5A M28, Q30, L31, and Y93 All patients with baseline variants at position Y93 in NS5A that confer high level of resistance to currently approved NS5A inhibitors achieved SVR12 (n=10). Of the 2 out of 50 (4%) patients who experienced virologic failure, 1 patient had baseline NS3 (Y56H and D168A/T) and NS5A (M28V and Q30L/R) RAVs, and the other patient had baseline RAVs in NS5A (L31M and H58D) only. Conclusions: The combination of ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 demonstrated potent antiviral activity and a high barrier to resistance in non‐cirrhotic HCV GT1‐in‐ fected patients who had previously failed a DAA‐containing regimen, regardless of the diverse profile and high prevalence of baseline NS3 and/or NS5A RAVs among these patients. These promising results support the study of this combination regimen in a larger cohort of DAA‐experienced patients.
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A Decision Analytic Markov Model to Evaluate the Health Outcomes of Sofosbuvir/Velpatasvir for Patients with Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Genotypes 1 to 6 and Decompensated Cirrhosis in the US {#hep28798-sec-0462}
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**BACKGROUND AND AIM:** Chronic hepatitis C virus (CHC) patients with decompensated cirrhosis (DCC) awaiting transplant have limited treatment options and are at high risk for liver‐related comorbidity and increased mortality The new oral single tablet regimen of sofosbuvir/velpatasvir (SOF/VEL) has been shown to have excellent efficacy and safety in this population A decision‐analytic Markov model evaluated the health outcomes of SOF/VEL compared with current treatment options in DCC. **METHODS**: The analysis modeled a cohort of 10,000 CHC DCC genotype (GT) 1‐6 patients with an average age of 52 from a US third‐party payer perspective over a lifetime horizon. Pre‐transplant treatment with SOF/VEL for 12 weeks (W) with ribavirin (R) was compared with ledipasvir/sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) 12W+R and 24W+/‐R, SOF+ daclatasvir (DCV) for 12W+R or 24W, and no treatment (NT). Sustained virologic response (SVR) rates were extrapolated from ASTRAL‐4, SOLAR‐1, ‐2, and ALLY‐1. Transition probabilities and utilities were based on a literature review and consensus by a panel of hepatologists. **RESULTS**: The SOF/VEL regimen resulted in the best health outcomes in terms of the lowest number of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) cases, liver transplants (LT), and liver‐related deaths compared with all comparators in GT 1, 2, 3, and 5/6 (Table 1). In GT4, SOF+DCV was associated with slightly fewer liver‐related complications, particularly for HCC and LT. **CONCLUSIONS**: Compared to currently available options including SOF+DCV, LDV/SOF and NT, SOF/VEL demonstrated better overall health outcomes in DCC patients, leading to fewer cases of liver‐related complications Further, SOF/VEL is the only available pan‐genotypic, all‐oral, once‐ daily single tablet regimen for CHC patients, simplifying treatment across GTs.

**Table 1. Projected health outcomes perl0,000 patientsforSOF/VELvs. comparators**
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Final Results from Phase 3 Portion in Phase 2/3 Study of Elbasvir / Grazoprevir in Hepatitis C Genotype 1 Infected Japanese Patients {#hep28798-sec-0466}
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**Introduction:** This phase 3 portion of a phase 2/3 study assessed an all‐oral, once‐daily regimen of elbasvir (EBR, MK‐8742; HCV NS5A inhibitor) in combination with grazoprevir (GZR, MK‐5172; HCV NS3/4A protease inhibitor) in treatment‐naive or IFN‐experienced Japanese patients with or without compensated cirrhosis with HCV genotype 1 (GT1) infection. **Methods:** HCV GTl‐infected non‐cirrhotic patients were randomized to immediate treatment with EBR/GZR (50mg/100mg) once daily for 12 weeks or deferred treatment (placebo for 12 weeks followed by active dosing for 12 weeks) Compensated cirrhotic patients were assigned to receive open‐label EBR/GZR (50mg/100mg). The primary efficacy endpoint was sustained virologic response (SVR) at follow‐up week (FU) 12 (SVR12; COBAS TaqMan v2. 0 \[lower limit of quantitation \< 1.2 Log IU/mL\]) in the EBR/GZR arm. Safety was evaluated with comparison of adverse events and laboratory abnormalities during treatment through FU4 in the immediate and deferred treatment arms. **Results:** 336 patients randomized (non‐cirrhotics: 227 received EBR/GZR and 74 received placebo, 36% male, mean age 61, and 98% GT1b; cirrhotics: n=35, 51% male, mean age 65, and 97% GT1 b). SVR12 on EBR/GZR was 96% (219/227) among non‐cirrhotics and 97% (34/35) among cirrhotics In the EBR/ GZR non‐cirrhotic arm 4% (8/227) did not achieve SVR12; 3 patients withdrew from the study before FU12 and 5 subjects relapsed. In the cirrhotic arm 3% (1/35) experienced relapse. During the initial treatment period through FU4, at least one AE occurred in 147 (65%) and 50 (68%) patients in the EBR/GZR non‐cirrhotic and placebo arms, respectively, and in 28 (80%) of cirrhotics. Serious AEs occurred in 11 (5%) and in 1 (1%) of the EBR/GZR non‐cirrhotic and placebo patients, respectively, and in no cirrhotic patients. Grade 3 and Grade 4 ALT elevations were observed for 1.3% (3/227) and 0.4% (1/227) in the EBR/GZR arm, but not in the placebo arm Grade 3 ALT elevations were observed for 5.7% (2/35) in the cirrhotic arm, but no patient had a Grade 4 ALT elevation The most common AEs were nasopharyngitis (15%) and ALT increased (5.7%) in EBR/GZR arm, and nasopharyngitis (14%) and ALT/ AST increased (14%) in the cirrhotic arm. SVR12 data from deferred treatment and SVR24 data will be also presented at the meeting. **Conclusions:** Once‐daily EBR/GZR for 12 weeks was highly effective and generally well tolerated in non‐cirrhotic and compensated cirrhotic Japanese patients with HCV G1‐infection.
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**Background:** Administration of the pangenotypic fixed‐dose combination of sofosbuvir (SOF)/velpatasvir (VEL) 400/100 mg once‐daily for 12 weeks resulted in an overall SVR12 rate of 95% (99/104) in HCV/HIV co‐infected subjects (ASTRAL‐5), which included subjects on boosted (cobicistat‐ or ritonavir‐containing) or unboosted antiretroviral (ARV) regimens Pharmacokinetic (PK) data were collected to evaluate the relationship between exposure and extrinsic/intrinsic variables, treatment outcome, and to compare PK in co‐infected and HCV mono‐infected subjects **Methods:** The study population included HCV/ HIV co‐infected subjects (N=106) receiving SOF/VEL 400/100 mg for 12 weeks on a stable ARV regimen including various combinations of: abacavir, atazanavir, cobicistat, darunavir, elvitegravir, emtricitabine, lamivudine, lopinavir, raltegravir, rilpivirine, ritonavir, and tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF). The PK of SOF, GS‐331007, VEL, and tenofovir (TFV) were evaluated in all subjects with measurable plasma concentrations using previously established population PK models. The PK of SOF, GS‐331007, and VEL in HCV/HIV co‐infected subjects was compared across ARV regimen, treatment outcome, and to subjects with HCV monoinfection. The PK of TFV was compared across ARV regimens (boosted vs unboosted) **Results:** Exposures of SOF, GS‐331007, and VEL were similar across ARV regimens, and were similar to exposures observed in the HCV mono‐infected population (90% CI range: 0.76 to 1.10). Mean TFV exposure was similar following administration of SOF/VEL with a boosted (AUC~tau~: 3740 h\*ng/mL; n=56) or unboosted (AUC~tau~: 3590 h\*ng/mL; n=35) regimen, and was similar to mean TFV AUC observed following TDF administration as part of boosted regimens in HIV mono‐infected subjects (mean TFV AUC range: 3110 to 4630 h\*ng/ mL) **Conclusions:** Pharmacokinetic results in addition to safety and efficacy data support the use of SOF/VEL 400/100 mg for 12 weeks in subjects with HCV/HIV co‐infection. Tenofovir exposures (administered as TDF) were consistent with those observed following administration of boosted regimens to HIV mono‐infected subjects.
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Prevalence and Impact of Baseline Resistance‐Associated Variants on the Efficacy of Elbasvir / Grazoprevir in Hepatitis C Genotype 1 Infected Japanese Patients {#hep28798-sec-0474}
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**Introduction:** A Phase 2/3 clinical study was conducted to evaluate efficacy and safety of elbasvir (EBR, MK‐8742; HCV NS5A inhibitor (NS5A I)) and grazoprevir (GZR, MK‐5172; HCV NS3/4A protease inhibitor (NS3/4A PI)) in treatment‐naïve or ‐IFN experienced Japanese patients with or without compensated cirrhosis with HCV genotype 1 (GT1) infection Study results showed that once daily co‐administration of EBR/GZR for 12 weeks is highly effective and well tolerated in HCV GTl‐infected Japanese patients. The prevalence of HCV NS3 or NS5A resistance‐associated variants (RAVs) at baseline (BL) and their impact on SVR were also assessed in the study **Methods:** Population sequencing of NS3/4A and NS5A was performed on BL samples from all patients and on samples (viral load \>3 Log IU/mL) from patients who met the criteria for virologic failure (VF) RAVs of interest that confer resistance to the NS3 protease inhibitor class include those at positions: 36, 54, 55, 56, 80, 107, 122, 132, 155, 156, 158, 168, 170 and 175. RAVs of interest that confer resistance to the NS5A inhibitor class include those at positions: 28, 30, 31, 58 and 93. In addition, selected samples were analyzed by clonal sequencing (≥40 clones, cutoff:5%); baseline samples from all patients and samples from VF patients in the phase 3 program were analyzed by next generation sequencing (NGS, cutoff: 1 %, 15%). The resistance analysis population (RAP) excluded non‐VFs (2 early discontinuations (ED) and 1 lost to follow‐up (LTFU)) as well as all patients in the placebo arm. **Results:** 324 patients received active study drug: 319 (98%) had GT1b and 5 (2%) had GT1a. 61/62 (98%, VF:1) and 253/262 (97%, VF:6, ED:2, LTFU:1) patients achieved SVR12 in the phase 2 and 3 portions of the study, respectively The prevalence of BL NS3 RAVs was 32% (103/321). All 103 patients achieved SVR12 including 5 patients (2%) with the BL D168E RAV. The prevalence of BL NS5A RAVs was 18% (58/321); 4% (13/321) at L31I/M/V and 14% (44/321) at Y93C/H. SVR12 was achieved in 93% (54/58) of patients with BL NS5A RAVs and 99% (260/263) of patients without BL NS5A RAVs. SVR12 was achieved in 92% (12/13) patients with BL L31I/M/V RAVs and 93% (41/44) patients with BL Y93C/H RAVs No treatment‐emergent NS3 RAVs were observed in the 7 VF Treatment‐emergent NS5A RAVs were observed in 6/7 VF including 4 patients who had BL NS5A RAVs that were still present at time of failure **Conclusions:** The prevalence of NS3 and NS5A RAVs that confer potency losses to various NS3/4A PIs and NS5A Is at baseline was 32% and 18%, respectively. The presence of these BL RAVs had no clinically remarkable impact on SVR12 in this Japanese phase 2/3 study.
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**Purpose:** The direct acting antiviral (DAA) combination of ABT‐ 493 (NS3/4A protease inhibitor discovered by AbbVie and Enanta) + ABT‐530 (NS5A inhibitor) achieved high sustained virologic response rates across chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype 1‐6 infection in Phase 2 studies with a favorable safety profile Angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs) are used in the treatment of hypertension and other cardiovascular indications, and are commonly administered in HCV infected subjects with such comorbidities Pharmacokinetics, safety, and tolerability of ABT‐493 + ABT‐530 coadministered with losartan or valsartan were evaluated to assess the drug‐drug interaction potential of these agents. **Methods:** This was an open‐label one‐sequence crossover study. Healthy adult subjects received single doses of losartan 50 mg (n=l2) or valsartan 80 mg (n=12) alone and in combination with ABT‐493 300 mg QD + ABT‐530 120 mg QD. Intensive blood sampling for determination of losartan, losartan carboxylic acid metabolite, valsartan, ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 concentrations was performed and pharmacokinetic parameters (maximum observed concentration \[C~max~\], area under the concentration‐time curve \[AUC~inf~ or AUC~24~\] and/or trough concentration \[C~24~\]) were estimated. The effect of ABT‐493 + ABT‐530 on the pharmacokinetics of losartan or valsartan and vice versa, were assessed by a repeated‐measures analysis using SAS Safety was evaluated by assessment of adverse events, vital signs, ECGs, and clinical laboratory tests. **Results:** Exposures were higher for losartan (↑C~max~ 151% and ↑AUC~inf~ 56%) when administered with multiple doses of ABT‐493 + ABT‐530, relative to losartan alone; losartan active carboxylic metabolite C~max~ was 118% higher, while AUC~inf~ was similar (≤ 14% difference). Exposures of valsartan were slightly higher (↑C~max~ 36% and ↑AUC~inf~ 31%) when administered with ABT‐493 + ABT‐530. Exposures of ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 (C~max~, AUC~24~, and C~24~) were similar with or without losartan or valsartan (≤ 23% difference). No serious adverse events occurred in the study. There was no pattern to the adverse events reported. No clinically significant vital signs, ECGs, or laboratory abnormalities were observed in the study. **Conclusions:** ABT‐493 + ABT‐530 increased losartan and valsartan exposures. ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 exposures were not affected by losartan or valsartan. Consistent with losartan and valsartan label recommendations for similar magnitudes of exposure increases caused by other drugs or in special populations, no dose adjustment is required when ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 are coadministered with losartan or valsartan.
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**Purpose:** The direct acting antiviral (DAA) combination of ABT‐ 493 (NS3/4A protease inhibitor discovered by AbbVie and Enanta) + ABT‐530 (NS5A inhibitor) demonstrated favorable safety profiles and high sustained virologic response rates across chronic hepatitis C (HCV) genotype 1‐6 infection in Phase 2 studies It has been previously demonstrated that no dose adjustment is needed for administration of this combination in subjects with mild, moderate, or severe renal impairment, or with end‐stage renal disease (ESRD) not on dialysis. This study evaluated the pharmacokinetics and safety of ABT‐ 493 and ABT‐530 when administered in ESRD dialysis‐dependent subjects under dialysis and non‐dialysis conditions **Methods:** In this open‐label study, N=8 subjects on hemodialysis for ≥ 1 month received single doses of ABT‐493 300 mg + ABT‐530 120 mg in Period 1 three hours prior to initiating a hemodialysis session and in Period 2 on the day prior to scheduled hemodialysis. A washout of ≥ 7 days separated dosing in each period Intensive blood sampling for determination of ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 concentrations was performed for 24 hours following each dose and pharmacokinetic parameters (maximum observed concentration \[C~max~\], area under the concentration‐time curve \[AUC~t~\], clearance \[CL\], and clearance due to dialysis \[CL~D~\]) were estimated. Additionally, arterial (predialyzer) and venous (postdialyzer) blood samples were collected during dialysis. The effect of dialysis on ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 pharmacokinetics was assessed by a repeated‐measures analysis. Safety was evaluated throughout the study with assessment of adverse events, vital signs, ECGs and clinical laboratory tests. **Results:** Peak plasma concentrations of ABT‐ 493 and ABT‐530 were both reached during dialysis. The mean dialysis duration was 3.95 hours C~max~ and AUC~t~ were similar for ABT‐493 (≤ 7% difference) and ABT‐530 (≤ 18% difference) under dialysis conditions compared to non‐dialysis days. ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 arterial and venous concentration profiles were similar during dialysis CL~D~ represented a minimal portion of total drug clearance for ABT‐493 (\< 1%) and ABT‐530 (\< 0.005%). No serious adverse events occurred in the study. No clinically significant vital signs, ECG or laboratory measurements were observed during the course of the study. **Conclusions:** ABT‐493 and ABT‐530 exposures were not affected by dialysis. No dose‐adjustment is needed when ABT‐ 493 + ABT‐530 are administered in subjects with renal impairment, with or without dialysis.
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A Decision Analytic Markov Model to Evaluate the Health Outcomes of Sofosbuvir/Velpatasvir for Patients with Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Genotype 1 Infection in the US {#hep28798-sec-0486}
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**BACKGROUND AND AIM:** Sofosbuvir / velpatasvir (SOF/ VEL) is an oral single tablet regimen that has been shown in the clinical trial setting to have excellent efficacy and tolerability in treatment‐naive (TN) and treatment‐experienced (TE) patients with chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype 1 (GT1). A decision‐analytic Markov model evaluated the health outcomes of SOF/VEL compared with current treatment options for GT1. **METHODS**: The analysis modeled two cohorts of 10,000 chronic HCV GT1 patients (non‐cirrhotic (NC); cirrhotic (CC)) with an average age of 52 from a US third‐party payer perspective over a lifetime horizon 70% of each cohort was TN SOF/VEL for 12W was compared with LDV/SOF for 8W, 12W +/− ribavirin (RBV), and 24W, elbasvir/grazoprevir (EBR/GRZ) +/− RBV for 12W or 16W, and no treatment (NT). Sustained virologic response (SVR) rates were extrapolated from Phase III clinical trials and stratified by baseline NS5A resistance associated variant for EBR/GRZ. Transition probabilities and utilities were based on a literature review and consensus by a panel of hepatologists. **RESULTS**: Initiation of SOF/VEL in GT1 patients resulted in the best health outcomes in terms of the lowest numbers of patients with liver‐related complications compared with EBR/GRZ, LDV/SOF, and NT (Table 1). Results were consistent across patient subpopulations, including TN, pegintereron+ribavirin (PR)‐TE, PR+protease inhibitor‐TE, NC, and CC. **CONCLUSIONS**: Compared to EBR/GRZ and LDV/ SOF, SOF/VEL demonstrated better overall health outcomes in GT1, with reductions up to 58%, 47% and 54% in cases of decompensated cirrhosis (DCC), hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and liver transplant (LT), respectively. Our results highlight the longer‐term benefits of treating chronic HCV with SOF/VEL versus currently available options.

**Table 1. Projected health outcomes per 10,000 patients for SOF/ VEL vs. comparator regimens in HCV GT1 patients**
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BACKGROUND: Gender differences in both safety and efficacy have been reported for interferon‐based HCV treatments. Data in large cohorts of women with HCV treated with direct acting antivirals are lacking. The aim of this analysis was to evaluate the influence of gender on the efficacy and safety of the RBV‐free regimen of SOF/VEL 400/100 mg in patients with HCV genotypes (GT) 1‐6. METHODS: This secondary analysis included patients enrolled in ASTRAL 1, 2, 3, or 5, all who received SOF/VEL 400/100 mg daily for 12 weeks. Patients with decompensated liver disease (ASTRAL 4) were excluded from this analysis. In ASTRAL 5, the HIV/HCV co‐infected study, 14% of patients enrolled were women and 86% were men. Demographics, sustained virological response at 12 weeks (SVR12) and adverse events (AEs) were assessed by gender using Fisher\'s exact and Chi‐square tests. RESULTS: Overall, 1,141 patients were treated with SOF/VEL in the Phase III ASTRAL 1,2, 3, and 5 trials. The overall SVR12 in women was 99% and the relapse rate was \<1% (3/421). In men, the overall SVR12 was 97% and the relapse rate was 2% (12/721). Demographics, SVR12, and AEs by gender are described in Table 1. Women reported higher rates nausea, headache, and nasopharyngitis than men. Further analysis of AEs in women will be done. However, treatment was generally well tolerated in women and men, and discontinuation rates were very low. CONCLUSIONS: In this pooled analysis, the once daily, single tablet regimen of SOF/VEL 400/l00 mg for 12 weeks was highly efficacious regardless of GT or gender and is a safe, RBV‐free option for women of all ages with HCV.

Table 1.
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**BACKGROUND AND AIM:** The new oral single tablet regimen sofosbuvir / velpatasvir (SOF/VEL) has shown excellent efficacy and safety in patients with hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotypes (GT) 2 and 3. In particular, GT3 patients are considered difficult‐to‐treat populations with limited treatment options. A decision‐analytic Markov model evaluated health outcomes with SOF/VEL in GT2 and 3 compared with current recommended alternatives with high real‐world utilization. **METHODS**: The analysis modeled cohorts of 10,000 chronic HCV GT2 or GT3 patients with a mean age of 52 years from a US third‐party payer perspective over a lifetime horizon. 15% and 21% were cirrhotic (CC) and 10% and 40% were treatment‐experienced (TE) in GT2 and GT3, respectively. In GT2, SOF/VEL was compared to SOF+ribavirin (R) and no treatment (NT); in GT3, SOF/VEL was compared to SOF+daclatasvir (DCV)+/‐R and NT. Sustained virologic response (SVR) rates were based on Phase III clinical trials. Transition probabilities and utilities were based on a literature review and consensus by a panel of hepatologists. **RESULTS**: The SOF/VEL regimen resulted in the best health outcomes in terms of the lowest numbers of decompensated cirrhosis (DCC), hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and liver transplants (LT) when compared with all other comparators (Table 1). Results were consistent across patient subpopulations, including treatment naïve, pegintereron+ribavirin‐TE, SOF+R‐TE, non‐cirrhotics, and cirrhotics. **CONCLUSION** These results demonstrate that SOF/VEL is highly effective in HCV GT2 and GT3 patients, leading to the fewest cases of liver‐related complications vs. SOF+R and SOF+DCV. Furthermore, SOF/VEL provides a RBV‐free option for GT2 and GT3, and is the only available pan‐genotypic, all‐oral, once‐daily single tablet regimen for chronic HCV, simplifying treatment across GTs Although studies report that efficacy and adherence rates for all‐oral single tablet regimens are similar in real‐world and clinical trial settings, additional analyses are necessary to determine the impact of real‐world utilization

**Table 1. Projected health outcomes per 10,000 patients for SOF/ VEL vs. comparator regimens in HCV GT2 and GT3 patients**

^1^ SOF+DCV is substituted where SOF+R is not recommended in TE‐SOF+R; ^2^Average across 12+R, 24W and 24W+R
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**Background:** In the era of direct‐acting antiviral therapy (DAA) for chronic hepatitis C (HCV), the decision to treat HCV liver transplant (LT) waitlist candidates has been controversial. It is thought that by treating these candidates prior to LT, their Model End‐Stage Disease (MELD) score may improve and thereby place them in a "purgatory MELD," which would reduce their likelihood of receiving a LT. No data have been reported to determine if "purgatory MELD" does indeed exist. **Methods:** Using the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) database, we compared HCV LT waitlist candidates 18 months before (pre‐DAA: May 2012 to October 2013) and after (post‐ DAA: January 2014 to June 2015) FDA approval of DAA agents (November to December 2013). We determined rates for transplant and death using removal codes for deceased donor transplant, death, and too sick to transplant. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.4. **Results:** Overall there were a total of 20,411 HCV waitlist LT candidates, 10,606 candidates in pre‐DAA period and 9,805 candidates in post‐DAA period. Compared to pre‐DAA period, HCV waitlist LT candidates during the post‐DAA had a significantly lower rate of removal due to death (11.5 % to 7.4%, p \< 0.01) and too sick to transplant (11.3% to 7.9 %, p \< 0.01) (Table). Post‐DAA HCV waitlist LT candidates did however have a significantly lower rate of liver transplantation (38.7% to 29.9%, p \< 0.01). **Discussion:** Although post‐DAA HCV LT waitlist candidates had a lower likelihood of receiving a transplant, their likelihood of dying on the waitlist was significantly lower Further data needs to be evaluated to determine the role of "purgatory MELD" within this population.

**Table. HCV liver transplant waitlist candidate transplant and death rates, pre‐DAA versus post‐DAA.**
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Hepatocellular carcinoma development in hepatitis C virus patients who achieved sustained viral response by interferon therapy and direct anti‐viral agents therapy {#hep28798-sec-0502}
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*Background* We assessed risk factors for the development of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) following successful eradication of hepatitis C virus (HCV) with interferon therapy and direct anti‐viral agents (DAA) therapy in cohort study. *Methods* We retrospectively evaluated patients who achieved SVR by oral DAA interferon‐free regimens; daclatasvir/asunaprevir (DCV/ASV, n=150) and by pegylated‐interferon plus ribavirin (Peg‐IFN/RBV, n=201). In all patients, the background was chronic hepatitis or cirrhosis caused by HCV genotype 1b, received HCC surveillance by tumor markers (AFP, DCP), ultrasonography and/or dynamic computed tomography at least biannually and with no evidence of HCC development prior to HCV eradication and within a year following eradication. During the observation period (median 46 months: range 12‐160), 10 (3%) of 351 patients developed HCC after HCV eradication. After 29 months from HCV eradication to HCC development, 1 (7%) of DAA‐treated patients developed HCC The 3‐ and 5‐year cumulative HCC development rates were 5% and 0%,respectively, in the DAA group, and 7% and 13 % in the Peg‐IFN/RBV group (p=0.353), treatment regimen was not associated with development of HCC after HCV eradication As independent risk factors for HCC development, multivariate analysis identified male gender (HR, 0.12: 95%CI, 0.015‐927: P=0.047), advanced fibrosis stage (F3/4) (HR, 8.5: 95%CI, 2.0‐35.2: P=0.003) and heavy alcohol intake (HR, 4.6: 95%CI, 1.1‐18.9: P=0.003). Serum AFP level was measured before treatment, 1, and 2 years after anti‐viral treatment. We excluded from this analysis those patients who developed HCC during the follow‐up. The baseline AFP level was 16 (1‐343) ng/ml in the DAA group, which was higher than that of the Peg‐IFN/RBV group \[9 (2‐87) ng/ml\]. The AFP level gradually decreased in both groups after anti‐viral therapy and was similar at 1 and 2 years after the start of anti‐viral therapy (p value not significant). *Conclusions* We demonstrated in the present study that the rate of HCC development was reduced in patients infected with HCV genotype 1b, after achieving SVR with DAA‐based regimen The impact of DAA‐based treatment was similar to that of IFN‐based treatment with regard to HCC risk reduction in patients who achieved SVR.
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**Background**: Although current direct acting antivirals (DAAs) have taken a big step forward in HCV therapy, experience in patients with HCV‐cryoglobulinemic vasculitis (CV) is limited. **Aim:** To evaluate clinical and immunological outcomes in HCV‐CV subjects treated with oral DAAs 12 weeks after the end of therapy. **Methods**: Prospective observational study of HCV‐patients with circulating cryoglobulins who received DAAs therapy Patients were grouped in two cohorts: asymptomatic with cryoglobulins (ACC) and patients with CV (HCV‐CV). Complete immunological response (CIR) was defined by complement normalization and cryoglobulins neg‐ ativization 12 weeks after therapy (FU12). Among those with HCV‐VC, clinical remission was considered complete if BVAS v3 score=0 or all affected organs improved and partial if BVAS v3\<50% of entry score. **Results:** 65 Caucasian patients were included, 36HCV‐CV and 29 ACC. No significant differences were observed between groups regarding age (median 61 years), viral‐genotype (83% G1b), null‐responders (50%) or antiviral therapy \[3D (33%) and LDV/SOF (29%)\]. Female gender was more common in HCV‐CV group (72% vs. 48%), and cirrhosis in ACC group (69%vs 47%). HCV‐CV patients showed significantly elevated rheumatoid factor (RF) (80 vs 20 IU/mL;p=0.01), lower C4 complement fraction (0.02 vs 0.06 g/L;p=0.01) and slightly higher cryoglobulins (3vs2.3 %; p=0.1) Among HCV‐CV, the most common manifestations were asthenia(70%), purpura(66%), polyneuropathy(50%), arthralgia(31%) and renal involvement(22%). Twelve patients received glucocorticoids and 2 rituximab. SVR12 rate was 92% (HCV‐CV:92% and ACC:93%). At FU12, cryoglobulins and C4 improved equally in both groups, but RF decrease was greater in HCV‐CV (‐25 vs. 0 IU, p=0.03). CIR was achieved in 42% without significant differences between groups(36% and 48%). A cryocrit \>2,7%(median)at baseline was associated to non‐CIR (OR=6.7\[2.2‐20.1\];p=0.01). Despite the persistence of cryoglobulins and abnormal C4 in 50% of HCV‐CV patients, 29 (80%) patients achieved clinical remission (complete in 69% and partial in 11%). Median BVAS. v3 score decreased from 6 to 0 (p\<0.01), with a resolution of purpura and arthralgia in 28/32 (90%) plus improvement of renal and neurological symptoms in 6/8 (75%) and 14/18 (77%), respectively. Glucocorticoid dosage could be reduced in 75% of patients **Conclusions**: Despite a short follow‐up, 42% of patients with HCV and circulating cryoglobulins achieved a CIR after SVR. Baseline cryocrit \>2.7% was the only independent factor related to non‐immunological response However, SVR12 was associated with clinical improvement in a significant proportion of HCV‐CV patients (80%).
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Sofosbuvir and Ribavirin is safe and effective therapy in chronic hepatitis C patients with end‐stage renal disease on haemodialysis {#hep28798-sec-0510}
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Chronic hepatitis C virus \[HCV\] infection is more prevalent in patients with advanced chronic kidney disease on Hemodialysis(HD) as compared to the general population. Direct acting antiviral (DAAs) have been very effective in chronic hepatitis C However, treatment of HCV in patients with advanced CKD on HD remains a major challenge due to the lack of reported efficacy and safety data of DAAs in this population We investigated the efficacy and safety of Sofosbuvir (SOF) and Ribavirin (RBV) in chronic HCV infected CKD patients on HD. **Patients and methods:** Patients with CKD on HD having chronic HCV infection, were prospectively enrolled between September 2015 ‐June 2016 to receive SOF with RBV for 24 weeks Prior to starting treatment each patient was informed that the use of sofosbuvir is not commercially approved in individuals with severe renal impairment All patients consented to the off‐label use of SOF, understanding that safety and efficacy under such circumstances is unknown Patients were started on SOF 400 mg daily and RBV at 200 mg once to thrice weekly (as per tolerability of patients and serial Hb values) Treatment‐induced anaemia was managed with erythropoietin (EPO) and iron. Safety and efficacy data were collected; including SVR12 and SVR24 data for all patients after completing therapy. **Results:** 48 patients have been enrolled, with mean age of 42.79 ±10.98 yrs. HCV genotype 1 was present in 28(58.3%) and genotype 3 in 20 (41.7%) patients. 39% patients have completed 24 weeks of therapy The virological cure was achieved in 19/19 (100%) of patients who have completed 24 weeks. Those who have reached 12 weeks & 24 weeks post‐treatment had 100 % SVR at 12 & 24 Wk. Mean drop in haemoglobin was 1.12 g/dl. 34% patients required adjustment in ribavirin dosage and increase in erythropoietin dose 25% patients needed blood transfusion and 3 patients discontinued ribavirin due to persistent low haemoglobin **Conclusions**: Sofosbuvir plus ribavirin therapy, given for 24 weeks appears to be well tolerated in patients with ESRD on HD with 100% SVR at 12 weeks.
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Effect of eradication of hepatitis C virus for liver stiffness measurement using acoustic radiation force impulse elastography in patients with a sustained virological response {#hep28798-sec-0514}
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**Abstract Background :** Acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) elastography is a non‐invasive method for measuring liver stiffness However, there are no reports evaluating the value of ARFI elastography for liver fibrosis in chronic hepatitis C patients with a sustained virological response (SVR) **Aims:** To investigate the diagnostic performance of ARFI elastography and the effect of the duration after eradication of HCV for the liver stiffness using AFRI elastography in hepatitis C virus (HCV) infected patients with an SVR. **Methods:** In this prospective study, we enrolled 336 patients: 121 HCVpatients with an SVR (44.6% women) and 215 patients with HCV (47.9% women). A needle liver biopsy was performed for all patients ARFI elastography measurements of all patients were performed on the same day of liver biopsy The post‐SVR biopsy was performed 5.9 ± 1.8 years after the end of the therapy **Results:** The diagnostic accuracies expressed as areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves for ARFI elastography in HCV patients with an SVR and those in patients with HCV were 0.818 and 0.875 for the diagnosis of significant fibrosis (≥F2), 0.909 and 0.888 for the diagnosis of severe fibrosis (≥F3), and 0.981 and 0.890 for the diagnosis of liver cirrhosis (F4), respectively The respective mean LS values as assessed using ARFI elastography (m/s) for fibrosis stages F0‐1, F2, F3,and F4 were 1.10 ± 0.23, 1.22 ± 0.22, 1.35 ± 0.42, and 2.16 ± 0.64 in patients with SVR, and 1.23 ± 0.26, 1.55 ± 0.50, 1.90 ± 0.70, and 2.27 ± 0.58 in patients with HCV infection The mean LS values as assessed using ARFI elastography were markedly lower in patients with SVR compared with those in patients with HCV infection with regard to the same stage of fibrosis. The mean LS values as assessed using ARFI elastography were compared among patients with HCV, patients with short‐term SVR (observation period after SVR\< 5.9 years), and patients with long‐term SVR (observation period after SVR ≥ 5.9 years) for each fibrosis stage. The respective mean LS values as assessed using ARFI elastography (m/s) for fibrosis stages F0‐1, F2‐3,and F4 were 1.22 ± 0.26, 1.70 ± 0.61, and 2.27 ± 0.58 in patients with HCV, 1.15 ± 0.26, 1.32 ± 0.28, and 2.12 ± 0.53 in patients with short‐term SVR, and 1.06 ± 0.20, 1.06 ± 0.22, and 2.24 ± 0.86 in patients with long‐term SVR. In patients with F0‐1, F2‐3, a significant decrease in LS values was observed according to observation period after SVR. **Conclusions:**The liver stiffness values were lower in patients with SVR compared with those in patients with HCV at the same stage of fibrosis. The liver stiffness values were affected by the duration after SVR.
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[Introduction]{.ul} In the ASTRAL‐4 study, HCV infected patients with Child‐Pugh B cirrhosis achieved an SVR12 of 96% after 12 weeks of sofosbuvir/velpatasvir (SOF/VEL) and ribavirin (RBV). In contrast with other regimens evaluated in patients with decompensated cirrhosis where RBV dosing was 600 mg/day, weight based RBV dosing (1000‐1200 mg/day) was used in the ASTRAL‐4 study. This analysis compares the safety and tolerability of SOF/VEL and weight based ribavirin dosing to the safety and tolerability of ledipasvir/sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) and RBV 600 mg as reported in the SOLAR‐1and ‐2 studies. [Methods:]{.ul} Treatment‐emergent adverse events and laboratory abnormalities were compared between patients with CPT‐B cirrhosis (pretransplant) treated with SOF/VEL with weight‐based RBV for 12 weeks in the ASTRAL‐4 study and patients treated with LDV/SOF with 600 mg RBV for 12 weeks in the SOLAR‐1 and SOLAR‐2 studies. The tolerability of RBV was assessed by review of RBV dose modification, dose reductions and discontinuations. [Results:]{.ul} Patients treated with SOF/VEL and weight‐ based RBV had a lower incidence of adverse events (90.8%) compared with patients treated with LDV/SOF and 600 mg RBV (96.6%). However for both regimens most adverse events were mild or moderate in severity and only one patient treated with SOF/VEL with weight‐based RBV and one patient treated with LDV/SOF with 600mg RBV had a treatment related serious adverse event. Three patients who received SOF/VEL and weight‐based RBV died and one patient who received LDV/SOF with 600mg RBV died; no deaths were assessed as treatment related. Table 1 presents a summary of postbaseline hemoglobin and RBV dose modifications. There was a higher incidence of RBV dose reductions, interruptions and modifications among patients treated with SOF/VEL and weight based RBV compared with patients treated LDV/SOF and 600mg RBV. [Conclusions]{.ul} The higher incidence of hemoglobin reductions in HCV infected patients with CPT‐B cirrhosis treated with SOF/VEL with weight based RBV compared with patients treated with LDV/SOF with 600 mg RBV was managed with more frequent dose modification of RBV without discontinuation of treatment. This group of patients should be treated by providers experienced in the care of patients with advanced liver disease and the management of RBV associated toxicities.
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**Introduction:** In phase 3 trials, the 3 direct‐acting antiviral (3‐DAA) regimen of ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir (parita‐ previr identified by AbbVie and Enanta) and dasabuvir ± ribavirin (RBV) achieved high sustained virologie (SVR) rates with a favorable safety profile in \>2300 HCV patients, including those with compensated cirrhosis. TOPAZ‐I evaluates the impact of SVR12 on long‐term progression of liver disease over 5 years\' post‐treatment (PT) follow‐up in patients with chronic HCV GT1 infection receiving 3‐DAA ± RBV. **Methods:** TOPAZ‐I is an on‐going phase 3b, international, multicenter, open label study which enrolled HCV GTl‐infected treatment‐naive or interferon‐experienced patients without cirrhosis or with compensated cirrhosis across 187 centers in 27 countries. Patients were to receive 3‐DAA ± RBV for 12 or 24 weeks, based on subtype and cirrhosis status, as consistent with the approved local labels. First interim results include SVR12 (HCV RNA \< LLOQ 12 weeks PT), safety and clinical outcomes Change in liver fibrosis from baseline was evaluated by FibroScan®. **Results:** 1564 patients received study drug (50% male; 97% White, 15% compensated cirrhosis). 79% (1228/1564) of patients reached SVR12 time point. ITT SVR12 was achieved in 97% (1190/1228) of patients who reached PTW12; 95% and 97% in patients with and without cirrhosis, respectively In patients who achieved SVR12, mean FibroScan® scores improved over time, with greatest improvements seen in patients with cirrhosis (mean kPa change from baseline to PTW12: F0‐F1 = −0.55, F2 = −1.64, F3 = −2.75, F4 = −6.45). In total, 66% (1024/1564) patients experienced an AE, with fatigue (18%), headache (17%), nausea (11%), pruritus (11%), and insomnia (11%) occurring in \>10% of patients. The majority of AEs were mild/moderate in severity, 37 (2%) patients experienced serious AEs, 6 (0.4%) patients discontinued study drug due to AEs. Grade 3‐4 laboratory abnormalities were rare. Clinical outcomes are reported in the table **Conclusions:** Data from this large study confirm the efficacy and safety results observed in registrational trials of 3‐DAA ± RBV in HCV GT1‐infected patients Preliminary data show a beneficial impact on liver fibrosis; clinical outcomes were infrequent. Updated safety, efficacy and clinical outcomes will be presented.

\*n=l pneumonia leading to hepatic decompensation and multiple organ failure; n=l ischemic heart disease

†includes ascites, variceal bleeding, or hepatic encephalopathy
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**Background:** An HCV regimen containing ombitasvir (NS5A inhibitor) and paritaprevir (NS3 protease inhibitor identified by AbbVie and Enanta) with ritonavir \[OBV/PTV/r\] plus ribavirin (RBV) is highly efficacious for the treatment of HCV genotype (GT) 4 infection. We utilized a large dataset of NS5A sequences containing diverse HCV GT4 subtypes isolated from patients treated with OBV/PTV/r ± RBV to assess genetic diversity by geographic region, analyze patient demographics and baseline sequence variability across GT4 subtypes, and report the development of viral resistance in virologic failure (VF) patients. **Methods:** The full‐length NS5A gene was sequenced by population or next‐generation sequencing (NGS) from the baseline samples of 132 non‐cirrhotic (PEARL‐I) or 118 cirrhotic (AGATE‐1) GT4‐infected patients. NS5A sequences were included in a phylogenetic analysis to assess genetic relationships among and within GT4 subtypes by country. The prevalence of baseline polymorphisms and treatment‐emergent resistance‐associated variants (RAVs) in NS5A were analyzed. **Results:** Sixteen GT4 subtypes were identified in the combined dataset (4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e, 4f, 4h, 4k, 4l, 4n, 4o, 4p, 4q, 4r, 4t, 4). Subtype prevalence varied by country of enrollment, and in study AGATE‐1 the subtype prevalence by country of origin was closely associated with the reported distribution of GT4 subtypes in Africa, Europe, and North America. A phylogenetic analysis of NS5A sequences revealed two sequence clusters within subtype 4a which correlated with the country of origin for each sample; one cluster contained sequences from Egypt and the Middle East, while the second cluster contained sequences originating from Europe. Baseline demographics analyses also revealed that the distribution of patient race was significantly different across GT4 subtypes 4a, 4d, and non‐ 4a/4d. Baseline amino acid variability in NS5A was frequently detected across GT4 subtypes but had no impact on treatment outcome. Overall 5 out of 255 patients experienced VF, of which 1 was infected with GT4a and 4 were infected with GT4d, and the predominant RAVs at the time of failure were D168V in NS3/4A and L28I/S/V or Y93H in NS5A. **Conclusions:** Overall, high response rates were observed among patients infected with 16 HCV GT4 subtypes with no impact of NS5A baseline polymorphisms on treatment outcome. GT4 subtype distribution differed based on patient demographics and geography Two phylogenetic clusters within subtype 4a were found to segregate by country of origin and suggest a genetically distinct strain of 4a circulating in Egypt versus Europe
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Safety of Sofosbuvir‐Based Regimens for the Treatment of Chronic HCV Infection in Patients with Mild or Moderate Renal Impairment {#hep28798-sec-0530}
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**Background:** The major metabolite of sofosbuvir (SOF), GS‐331007, is cleared renally and accumulates in severe renal impairment or end stage renal disease Although these populations were excluded from most Phase 2 and 3 clinical trials, patients with mild and moderate renal impairment were enrolled This retrospective analysis presents the safety profile of SOF‐based therapies in these groups **Methods**: Safety data from patients with or without compensated cirrhosis enrolled in 48 Phase 2 or 3 studies of SOF+RBV, LDV/SOF±RBV, and SOF/VEL±RBV were assessed according to +/‐RBV and degree of renal impairment: normal renal function (estimated glomerular filtration rate \[eGFR; using the Cockcroft‐Gault equation\] \>80 ml/min), mild renal impairment (eGFR 50‐80 mL/min), or moderate renal impairment (eGFR 30‐49 mL/min). **Results:** 11,111 patients were included in this analysis; 2,186 (20%) had mild or moderate renal impairment at baseline Mean eGFR was 119, 69, and 44 mL/min for patients with normal renal function (n=8925), mild (n=2043), or moderate (n=143) renal impairment, respectively. Baseline characteristics were generally similar across groups, except patients with impaired renal function were older. Table 1 provides a summary of adverse events (AEs). Patients receiving RBV had higher rates of Grade 3‐4 AEs, SAEs, and discontinuations as compared to patients not receiving RBV; this difference was more pronounced among those with renal impairment Among patients not receiving RBV, there were similar rates of Grade 3‐4 AEs and discontinuations due to AE across groups. Patients with moderate renal impairment had higher rates of SAEs but most were not treatment‐related. **Conclusions:** Treatment with SOF‐based regimens was well‐tolerated in patients with mild or moderate renal impairment. Differences were seen in RBV tolerability between patients with moderate renal impairment, compared to those with no or mild renal impairment.

Overall Summary of Safety in Patients Treated with a SOF‐con‐ taining Regimen According to Renal Function and the Presence of RBV
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Safety and Tolerability of Direct Acting Antiviral Agents (DAAs) Used in Usual Clinical Practice: HCV‐TARGET International Consortium {#hep28798-sec-0534}
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DAAs have an outstanding safety profile in phase III trials. Post‐marketing surveillance has generated additional safety warnings about drug interactions and restricted use in decompensated cirrhosis. **Aim:** To evaluate detailed safety data across a broad spectrum of patients treated with DAAs in usual clinical practice. **Methods:** Patients enrolled in HCV‐TARGET were treated according to regional standards of care at academic (n=38) and community medical centers (n=13) in North America (n=47) and Europe (n=4). Detailed information on demographics, clinical course, and adverse events (AEs) was abstracted from medical records into a centralized data core. Data monitors systematically reviewed data for accuracy. **Results:** From Jan 2014 to May 2016, 5590 patients (pts) were treated with oral DAAs including 2483 (44%) pts with cirrhosis of whom 1145 (46.1%) had evidence of prior hepatic decompensation. Regimens included SOF+RBV (n=782), SOF+SMV+/‐ RBV (n=1213), LDV/SOF+/‐RBV (n=2542), PrOD+/‐RBV (n=656), PrO+/‐RBV (n=13) and SOF+DCV+/‐RBV (n=384). Therapy was completed in 4971 (89%) Early discontinuation due to AEs occurred in 101 (1.8%), and was higher among RBV‐con‐ taining vs RBV‐free regimens (55/2097, 2.6%) vs (46/3493, 1.3%). Deaths were reported in 39 pts from a variety of causes. An increase in bilirubin of ≥ 3mg/dl over baseline (bilirubin,,) occurred in 110/4678 (2.4%) pts with evaluable data, of whom 25 (22.7%) prematurely discontinued treatment Severe bilirubin~Δ5~ (≥5mg/dl above baseline) occurred in 48 pts, of whom only 3 (6.3%) had concomitant ALT elevation, and 9 (18.8%) died. 32 pts had bilirubin~Δ3~ associated with biliary tract disease, sepsis, or transplantation In multivariable logistic analyses excluding those patients, cirrhosis, prior hepatic decompensation, low albumin, and higher baseline bilirubin were associated with bilirubin~Δ~ during treatment. De novo hepatic decompensation occurred in 41/1338 (3.1%) previously compensated cirrhotic pts whereas secondary decompensating events among those with a prior history of decompensation was higher (198/1145, 17.3%). Ribavirin use was associated with secondary hepatic decompensation in the latter group, (OR 2.82, 95% CI 1.96‐4.12, p\<0.01). **Conclusions:** The event rate for hyperbilirubinemia and decompensation was low, even among patients with advanced cirrhosis, and infrequently led to premature discontinuation of therapy. Features of advanced cirrhosis were associated with increased risk for AEs Of note, ribavirin independently increases risk of hepatic decompensation Severe hyperbilirubinemia and clinical sequelae usually occur in the absence of ALT elevations and deserve further scrutiny
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Concomitant Proton Pump Inhibitor Use Does Not Reduce the Efficacy of Elbasvir/Grazoprevir {#hep28798-sec-0538}
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**Background**: It is estimated that up to one‐third of hepatitis‐C virus (HCV)‐infected patients use proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) and other acid reducing agents. Concomitant PPI use with some NS5A inhibitors impacts the pharmacokinetics (PK) of direct‐acting antiviral agents (DAAs), potentially reducing efficacy Phase I study results demonstrated no effect of PPI use on the PK of the fixed‐dose combination of elbasvir/grazoprevir (EBR/GZR) in healthy volunteers. This *post hoc* analysis of studies in the Phase 3 clinical program of EBR/GZR assessed the 12‐week sustained viral response (SVR12) in subjects with self‐reported PPI use and the PK of EBR/GZR in these patients. **Methods**: Data were derived from six Phase 3 EBR/GZR trials with treatment‐naïve or treatment experienced GT1/4‐infected subjects, with or without cirrhosis Analyses were done in the modified Full Analysis Set population (excludes administrative discontinuations). Self‐reported baseline PPI use was defined as ≥7 consecutive days of use between Day ‐7 and Day 7. Bivariate analyses assessed PPI use and other factors associated with SVR, with gender, age (continuous and dichotomous), cirrhosis status, prior treatment status, baseline HCV RNA (continuous and dichotomous), HCV genotype, and baseline resistance associated variants as variables in the models. **Results**: Overall, 12% (162/1322) of EBR/GZR‐treated subjects reported baseline use of PPIs. Of those, 155/162 (96%) achieved SVR12. In patients without PPI use, 1129/1160 (97%) achieved SVR12. PPI use was not a predictive factor in achieving SVR12 based on a univariate analysis (p = 0.188). In the bivariate models, none of the interaction terms was statistically significant, indicating that any potential effects of PPI were consistent across the factors considered. In addition, PPI usage was not a statistically significant effect, regardless of adjustment for the factors considered. From 3 of the 6 studies for which population PK data were available, the estimated AUC and Cmax values for EBR were comparable among patients with and without reported PPI use (table). **Conclusions**: These results demonstrate that PPIs use with EBR/GZR has no clinically significant effect on SVR12 rates in GT1/4‐infected patients with and without cirrhosis.

AUC=area under the curve; GM=geometric mean

\*Estimated using population PK modeling
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Protease inhibitor resistance remains even after mutant strains become undetectable using ultra‐deep sequencing {#hep28798-sec-0542}
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***Background:*** Although treatment‐emergent NS3/4A protease inhibitor (PI)‐resistant variants typically decrease in frequency after cessation of PI therapy in chronic hepatitis C patients, susceptibility to PIs in patients who have previously failed to respond to PI therapy has not been addressed. *Methods:* A total of 406 genotype 1 chronic hepatitis C patients who had detectable drug resistant‐associated variants (RAVs) in neither HCV NS5A‐L31 nor ‐Y93 prior to the treatment as determined by Invader assay were treated with daclatasvir plus asuna‐ previr. Human hepatocyte chimeric mice were injected with serum samples obtained either from treatment‐naïve patients or daclatasvir plus asunaprevir non‐responders, then treated with simeprevir and sofosbuvir or telaprevir. The nucleotide and amino acid sequences of resistance‐associated regions of NS3 and NS5A were determined by deep sequencing. ***Results:*** Sustained virological response (SVR) was achieved in 95.0% (377 out of 397) of DAA treatment‐naYve patients, whereas in only 33.3% (3 out of 9) of patients who experienced simeprevir plus PEG‐IFN/RBV treatment failure *(P = 0.0001*). Multivariate logistic regression analysis identified history of simeprevir treatment (odds ratio, 56.6 for absence; P\<0.001) as an independent predictor for SVR. After viral breakthrough with daclatasvir and asunaprevir treatment, NS5A‐L31/Y93 RAVs persisted at high frequencies In contrast, deep sequencing analysis showed that the frequency of NS3‐D168 RAVs gradually decreased and were completely replaced by wild‐type after cessation of therapy. Mice injected with serum from a DAA‐naïve patient or the daclatasvir plus asunaprevir non‐responder were treated with simeprevir alone or sofosbuvir in combination with either simeprevir or telaprevir. Both simperevir alone and simperevir plus sofosbuvir treatments resulted in a rapid emergence of the NS3‐D168 mutation at significantly higher frequencies in mice injected with serum from the daclatasvir and asunaprevir non‐responder compared to mice injected with serum from the DAA naïve patient. In contrast to sofosbuvir plus simeprevir treatment, sofosbuvir plus telaprevir treatment reduced serum HCV RNA levels sustainably, and emergence of NS3‐D168 RAVs was suppressed in mice injected with serum from the daclatasvir and asunaprevir non‐responder. ***Conclusions:*** Virological response to daclatasvir plus asunaprevir treatment was low in patients with simeprevir plus PEG‐IFN/RBV treatment failure. PI resistance remains even after disappearance of mutant strains by ultra‐deep sequencing. DAA combination therapy without NS3/4A PIs is recommended for patients who failed NS3/4A PI treatment.
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HCV reinfection and injecting risk behavior following elbasvir/grazoprevir treatment in patients on opioid agonist therapy: Co‐STAR Three Year Follow‐up Study {#hep28798-sec-0546}
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**[Background/Purpose]{.ul}**: High rates of efficacy were observed in Co‐STAR, a Phase 3 trial of 12 weeks of elbasvir/grazoprevir (EBR; HCV NS5A inhibitor) / GZR; HCV NS3/4A protease inhibitor) in patients on opioid agonist therapy (OAT). HCV reinfection was observed in 6/296 (2%) of patients between the end of treatment (EOT) and follow‐up week 24. The aim of the Co‐STAR Three Year Follow‐up Study (3YFU) is to evaluate HCV reinfection and injecting risk behaviors in patients treated with EBR/GZR. **[Methods]{.ul}**: This 3 year observational cohort study enrolled patients who received at least one dose of EBR/ GZR in the Phase 3 trial. Every 6 months, patients are tested for HCV RNA and if detected, viral genotype and sequencing are performed. Patients complete a questionnaire to assess drug use. **[Results]{.ul}**: Of 296 patients treated in Co‐STAR, 185 patients (63%) were enrolled in the 3YFU. Patients who enrolled in the 3YFU were generally representative of the parent trial: average age, 49 years; males, 76%, white race, 79%; GT1a, 73%; GT1b, 19%; GT4, 7%; GT6, 1%. Sixty percent and 58% of patients in the 3YFU study and the Phase 3 trial had a positive urine drug screen (UDS) result at enrollment, respectively. The median time from EOT to the first visit during the 3YFU was 330 days (range: 206‐485). In addition to the 6 reinfections observed between EOT and follow‐up week 24, two viral recurrences were identified at the first visit in the 3YFU. One patient had GT1a at baseline: the patient reported non‐injection drug use (intranasal cocaine, inhaled amphetamines, inhaled cannabinoids) at follow‐up, GT3 was identified, and opiates and cannabinoids were detected by UDS. One patient had GT1b at baseline, had HCV RNA (258 lU/mL) detected at the first visit; however, the genotype was unable to be determined due to low viral load, no drug use was reported by the patient for the previous 6 months, and no drugs besides OAT were detected by UDS; this patient is not considered a reinfection while additional follow‐up is pending. Of the 185 patients in the 3YFU, 108 (58%) reported any drug use (non‐injecting or injecting) in the past 6 months Injecting drug use in the past 6 months was reported by 47 (25%) patients Among those reporting injecting drug use in the past 6 months (n=47 patients), injected drugs included heroin (n=34; 72%), amphetamines (n=8; 17%), cocaine (n=7; 15%), and other opioids (n=7; 15%). **[Conclusion]{.ul}**: HCV reinfection among patients on opioid agonist therapy following elbasvir/grazoprevir treatment is uncommon despite ongoing drug use. Additional follow‐up is ongoing.
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GEODE‐II: Efficacy and Safety of Ombitasvir/Paritaprevir/Ritonavir and Dasabuvir with Low‐Dose Ribavirin QD in Patients with Genotype la Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Infection without Cirrhosis {#hep28798-sec-0550}
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**BACKGROUND:** Ribavirin (RBV) is a component of guide‐ lines‐recommended treatment regimens for certain patient populations with hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, and is known to cause decreases in hemoglobin and/or elevations of indirect bilirubin.RBV is typically administered at a weight‐based daily dosage of 1000‐1200 mg. In this study, we investigated the safety and efficacy of the direct‐acting antiviral agents (DAAs) ombitasvir/paritaprevir (identified by AbbVie and Enanta)/ ritonavir (OBV/PTV/r) plus dasabuvir (DSV) with a fixed low dose of RBV in patients with genotype 1a (GT1a) chronic HCV infection without cirrhosis. **METHODS:** GEODE‐II is a Phase 3, open‐label, multi‐center study designed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of OBV/PTV/r+DSV co‐administered with low‐ dose RBV (600 mg QD) for 12 weeks in GT1a HCV‐infected patients without cirrhosis, who are either HCV treatment‐naïve (TN) or treatment‐experienced (TE) to previous interferon (IFN) or pegylated IFN ± RBV therapy. Efficacy is assessed by sustained virologic response at post‐treatment week 12 (SVR12) compared with historic SVR12 rates for the same regimen coadministered with weight based RBV. Safety is assessed in all patients receiving at least 1 dose of study drugs Results will be presented for the intent‐to‐treat (ITT) and modified (m) ITT (excluding discontinuations due to non‐viral failures and non‐drug related AEs) populations. **RESULTS:** A total of 105 patients (52% female, 86% white) were enrolled in this study, of whom 89% were TN. As of the data cut‐off date (May 11, 2016) 79 patients reached the end of treatment. The SVR4 rate was 94% for the 71 ITT patients who reached post‐treatment week 4 AEs were mostly mild or moderate in severity, with fatigue (25%), headache (13%) and insomnia (11%) the most frequently reported. One patient had a breakthrough, 1 patient relapsed, 3 patients discontinued study drug for non‐viral failures and 1 patient was discontinued due to a drug related AE. No subjects required RBV dose reduction as per protocol Grade 1 hemoglobin‐level abnormalities were reported in 15/104 patients (14%) during the treatment period, while both grade 1 (n=9, 9%) and grade 2 (n=5, 5%) elevated total bilirubin levels were reported. Full safety data and SVR12 rates will be available at the meeting **CONCLUSIONS:** Preliminary data from this ongoing study demonstrate an SVR4 rate of 94% in the ITT population. The regimen was well tolerated and hemoglobin and bilirubin abnormalities were observed infrequently These preliminary results suggest that the use of low‐dose RBV with the 3‐DAA regimen may be sufficient for most patients to achieve SVR while reducing RBV‐related AEs.
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**BACKGROUND:** Previous multinational Phase 3 studies have demonstrated that treatment with the direct‐acting antiviral agents (DAAs) ombitasvir/paritaprevir (identified by AbbVie and Enanta)/ritonavir (OBV/PTV/r) and dasabuvir (DSV) was well tolerated and achieved sustained virologic response at post‐treatment week 12 (SVR12) in 100% of patients infected with genotype 1b (GT1b) hepatitis C virus (HCV) without cirrhosis. Despite these findings, interferon (IFN)/peglated IFN (pegIFN) and ribavirin (RBV) are still the current standard of care in some Asian countries where GT1b HCV infection has high prevalence. The present study evaluated the safety and efficacy of OBV/PTV/r plus DSV in adults with chronic GT1b HCV infection in Mainland China, Taiwan, and South Korea. **METHODS:** In th is Phase 3, randomized, double‐blind, placebo‐controlled study, the safety and efficacy of OBV/PTV/r + DSV administered for 12 weeks were evaluated in treatment‐naïve and treatment‐experienced (IFN/pegIFN and RBV), non‐cirrhotic adults with chronic GT1b HCV infection. Patients in Arm A received the active drugs during the 12 weeks of double‐blind period, while patients in Arm B received the placebo during the same period followed by the active drug treatment during the 12 weeks of open‐label period. Efficacy will be assessed by comparing the Arm A SVR12 rate with the historical SVR rate of telaprevir plus pegIFN and RBV. Safety is assessed in all patients who received at least 1 dose of study drugs. **RESULTS:** A total of 650 patients (Mainland China: 410; South Korea: 120; Taiwan: 120) were randomized 1:1 to Arms A and B. All patients were Asian, 54% were female and 44% were treatment experienced. As of the data cut‐off date (May 5, 2016), all South Korean and Taiwanese Arm A patients reached post‐treatment week 4 achieving an SVR4 rate of 100% Some of the Chinese patients have not yet reached post‐treatment week 4 Most treatment emergent adverse events (AEs) for patients receiving the active drug were mild in severity. The most common AEs (Arm A, B) were upper respiratory tract infection (9%, 9%), headache (5%, 4%) and dizziness (5%, 4%) Nine patients had serious AEs during the double‐blind treatment (7 in Arm A; 2 in Arm B) with only one case (in Arm A) being drug related, resulting in alanine aminotransferase elevation Two patients in Arm B discontinued treatment. **CONCLUSIONS:** Preliminary data from this ongoing study demonstrated a 100% SVR4 rate in HCV GT1b‐infected Korean and Taiwanese patients treated with OBV/PTV/r + DSV for 12 weeks. The regimen was well tolerated with mostly mild AEs reported. SVR12 rates from the entire study will be reported at the conference.
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GT1b is the most common HCV genotype globally, accounting for the largest proportion of infections in Europe, Latin America, Russia, Turkey, and East Asia. We report the efficacy of 12 weeks of once‐daily elbasvir/grazoprevir (50 mg/100 mg) (NS5A inhibitor/NS3/4 protease inhibitor) in HCV GT1b‐in‐ fected patients enrolled in the clinical development program. This analysis of treatment‐naive and treatment‐experienced GT1b‐infected patients used data pooled from 11 trials involving 30 countries and included 1070 patients with/without cirrhosis, chronic kidney disease (CKD), and HIV co‐infection. Cirrhosis (F4, compensated) was confirmed by either liver biopsy or noninvasive tests. Patients with Stage 4 or Stage 5 CKD on hemodialysis were included. HIV/HCV co‐infected patients were required to be on a stable antiretroviral regimen (ARV) (tenofovir or abacavir, emtricitabine or lamivudine, and either raltegrevir, dolutegravir, or rilpivirine) with CD4 \>200/μL and HIV viral load undetectable, or if not on ARVs, have CD4 \>500/μL and viral load \<50,000 lU/mL. The primary endpoint was the proportion of patients with HCV RNA below the lower limit of quantitation 12 weeks after treatment (SVR12). Efficacy data are presented for the full analysis set (FAS), which includes all patients who received at least one dose of study medication, and for the per‐protocol (PP) population, which excludes nonvirologic failures. A total of 1,070 patients were included in the analysis. Mean patient age was 53.7 years (range, 19‐80); 50% were male; 47% were white, 43% were Asian, and 9% were black or African American; 20% were treatment‐experienced; 39% had a baseline viral load \>2,000,000 lU/mL; and 18% had evidence of cirrhosis. SVR12 was 97% (1040/1070) in the FAS; 15 patients (1.4%) were categorized as virologic failures and 15 (1.4%)were categorized as nonvirologic failures (lost‐to‐follow‐up or withdrawal). Excluding the nonvirologic failures, SVR12 was 99% (1040/1055) in the PP analysis. There were no notable differences in subgroup analyses: SVR12 was 97% in both treatment‐naïve and treatment‐experienced patients; 99% in cirrhotics and 97% in noncirrhotics; 98% in patients with a baseline viral load \<2,000,000 lU/mL and 97% in patients with a baseline viral \>2,000,000 lU/mL; 94% in HIV/HCV co‐infected patients; and 100% and 95% in patients with Stage 4 or 5 CKD, respectively. High efficacy was achieved in the GT1b‐infected population treated with elbasvir/grazoprevir for 12 weeks, with comparable efficacy across subgroups, including those with cirrhosis, high baseline viral load, and prior treatment failures.
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**BACKGROUND:** Previous multinational Phase 3 studies have demonstrated that treatment with the direct‐acting antiviral agents (DAAs) ombitasvir/paritaprevir (identified by AbbVie and Enanta)/ritonavir (OBV/PTV/r) and dasabuvir (DSV) ± ribavirin (RBV) was well tolerated and achieved sustained virologic response at post‐treatment week 12 (SVR12) in 100% of patients infected with genotype 1b (GT1 b) hepatitis C virus (HCV) and with compensated cirrhosis. Despite these findings, interferon (IFN)/peglated IFN (pegIFN) and ribavirin (RBV) are still the current standard of care in some Asian countries where GT1b HCV infection has high prevalence. The present study is evaluating the safety and efficacy of OBV/PTV/r plus DSV coadministered with RBV in adults with chronic GT1b HCV infection and compensated cirrhosis in Mainland China, South Korea and Taiwan. **METHODS:** In this phase 3, open‐label, multi‐center study, the safety and efficacy of OBV/PTV/r plus DSV and RBV administered for 12 weeks were evaluated in treatment‐naïve and treatment experienced (IFN/pegIFN and RBV) adults with GT1b HCV Infection and compensated cirrhosis (fibrosis stage = F4). Efficacy was assessed by sustained virologic response at post treatment week 12 (SVR12) compared with the historical SVR rates of telaprevir plus pegIFN and RBV. Safety and efficacy were assessed in all patients receiving at least 1 dose of study drugs. **RESULTS:** A total of 104 patients (62% female, 100% Asian, 58% treatment‐experienced) were enrolled from Mainland China (n=63), South Korea (n=21) and Taiwan (n=20). All patients had chronic GT1 b HCV infection and compensated cirrhosis. As of the data cut‐off date (May 5, 2016), post‐treatment week 4 data were available for 102 patients achieving an SVR4 rate of 100%. Most Treatment Emergent Adverse Events (TEAEs) were mild in severity. The most common TEAEs (\>10%) were increased blood bilirubin levels (23%), pruritus (15%), anemia (12%), asthenia (12%) and dizziness (11%). Four patients had serious TEAEs and all were assessed as not being related to the DAA regimen (one was assessed as being possibly related to RBV) One patient who achieved SVR4 discontinued treatment due to drug‐related TEAEs after 22 days of dosing (due to elevations in alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase and blood bilirubin). **CONCLUSIONS:** High SVR4 rates (100%) were achieved in HCV GT1b‐infected Asian patients with compensated cirrhosis who were treated with OBV/PTV/r plus DSV and RBV for 12 weeks. The regimen was well tolerated with mostly mild TEAEs reported. SVR12 rates from the entire study will be reported at the conference.
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Background: Combinations of daclatasvir (DCV), a pangenotypic NS5A inhibitor, with other antivirals and/or peginter‐ feron/ribavirin (pegIFN/RBV) were assessed in multiple phase 2 and 3 clinical studies Here we report interim long‐term follow‐up analyses of these studies (study AI444‐046), including response durability, safety, and resistance Methods: This ongoing observational study is monitoring patients for 3 years after receiving treatment in parent studies with DCV+sofosbuvir (SOF) ±RBV, DCV+asunaprevir (ASV), DCV+ASV+beclabuvir (BCV) ±RBV, DCV+pegIFN/RBV, or DCV+ASV+pegIFN/RBV. Patients were enrolled within 6 months of parent study completion or protocol availability, and evaluated at annual to semi‐annual visits for HCV RNA levels, hepatic disease progression and decompensation events, and persistence of NS5A and NS3 resistance variants. Results: This analysis includes 893 patients treated with pegIFN‐free DCV regimens and 610 treated with pegIFN‐containing regimens. Patients were 60% male, 18% aged ≥65 years, 87% HCV genotype‐1, and 18% cirrhotic. Overall, 1329/1489 evaluable patients achieved SVR12 in parent studies; 1316/1329 (99%) maintained SVR at their most recent long‐term follow‐up visit Twelve patients relapsed after achieving SVR12 (9 on/before and 3 after posttreatment week 24); 1 patient was reinfected. Relapses after SVR12 were less frequent after treatment with all‐oral regimens (3/842, 0.4%) vs pegIFN‐based regimens (9/487, 2%). 34/1503 patients (2%) reported hepatic disease progression events during long‐term follow‐up; HCC (n=15), cirrhosis (n=8), and HCC+cirrhosis (n=2) were most common. 13 of these 34 patients did not achieve SVR12 in the parent study; 21/34 achieved and maintained SVR12. Among patients with virologic failure being monitored for up to 42 months posttreatment, replacement of NS5A and NS3 variants by wildtype sequences was observed in 27/157 (17%) and 29/41 (71%) patients, respectively. Conclusions: This interim analysis indicates that SVR12 achieved with DCV‐based regimens is durable during long‐term posttreatment follow‐up, with infrequent liver disease progression or HCC development. Further follow‐up of patients treated with DCV‐containing regimens is ongoing.
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Treating non‐cirrhotic Hepatitis C patients in the UK is a cost‐saving intervention. {#hep28798-sec-0570}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**Purpose:** The aim of this study is to assess the cost‐effectiveness of treating chronic hepatitis C (HCV) infected patients at a non‐cirrhotic stage compared to treating these patients when they develop cirrhosis. **Methods:** A Markov model was developed to follow a cohort of 10,000 treatment‐naïve patients for a lifetime (100 years of age). Two strategies were compared: treating all patients independently of their fibrosis stage versus only treating cirrhotic patients The analysis was performed on the general patient population Age, the distribution of patients between the different fibrosis stages and costs were reflective of the UK setting. Patients were treated with ledipasvir/sofos‐ buvir (LDV/SOF) for 8 weeks in the non‐cirrhotic stages (F0 to F3) and with LDV/SOF for 12 weeks in the cirrhotic stage. The model structure is based on the models submitted to the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) for HCV during previous health technology appraisals. Sustained virological response rates, transition probabilities, costs and utilities were obtained from the literature and the clinical trials of LDV/SOF. Costs and outcomes were discounted at 3.5% as recommended by NICE. Re‐infection was included in sensitivity analysis, as well as the proportion of patients re‐treated after re‐infection. Both deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses were conducted, investigating different ranges of the parameters and alternative values collected from the literature. Onward transmission was not considered in the analysis. **Results:** Long‐term costs are lower and quality‐adjusted life years (QALYs) gained are higher if treatment starts at earlier stages of the disease. The results of the analysis therefore show that treating all fibrosis stages is cost‐saving (‐£1,396/QALY). The cost per cure for treating all patients is £34,164 versus £32,568 for F4. Furthermore, treating patients earlier generates fewer cases of decompensated cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma, liver transplants and saves lives All results are robust to sensitivity analysis. **Conclusion:** This analysis demonstrates that treating HCV in early fibrosis stages, including F0 and F1, is cost‐saving in the UK. Therefore, treating patients as soon as they are diagnosed with HCV will not only generates savings, but will also reduce the burden on HCV.
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Pharmacokinetics of Once Daily Sofosbuvir or Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir in HCV‐Infected Pediatrics Aged 6 to \<12 Years Old {#hep28798-sec-0574}
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**Background** Sofosbuvir (SOF) and ledipasvir/sofosbuvir (LDV/ SOF) are approved for treatment of chronic HCV infection in adults. The safety and efficacy of SOF + ribavirin (RBV) and LDV/SOF are being assessed in adolescents receiving the adult dose. The pharmacokinetics (PK) of lower doses of SOF and LDV/SOF were evaluated in HCV‐infected children (6 to \<12 y) to confirm the appropriateness of predicted doses in this population. **Methods** HCV‐infected children (6 to \<12 y, weight ≥17 to \<45 kg at screening) received SOF 200 mg QD +RBV for 7 days (N=10) or LDV/SOF 45 mg/200 mg QD for 10 days (N=10) with intensive PK assessments done on Day 7 or 10, respectively (PK lead‐in); 2 additional patients in each cohort inadvertently received adult doses SOF 400 mg or LDV/ SOF 90 mg/400 mg for 3 to 46 days. Upon completing the PK lead‐in, patients continued SOF+RBV for 12 or 24 weeks (GT‐2 or GT‐3, respectively) or LDV/SOF for 12 wks (GT‐1). SOF, GS‐331007 (major circulating metabolite) and LDV PK parameters were compared via ANOVA to exposures in Phase 2/3 SOF or LDV/SOF adult clinical programs with predefined equivalence bounds of 50‐200%. Safety was assessed throughout the study. **Results** All patients completed PK assessments. At screening, median (range) age (y) for patients (4 male, 8 female) on SOF+RBV was 8.5 (6, 11), weight (kg) was 31 (18, 45). Median (range) age and weight for LDV/SOF patients (8 male, 4 female) were 9 (6, 11) and 33 (20, 41), respectively Study treatments were well tolerated SOF and LDV/ SOF exposures were similar between pediatric and Phase 2/3 populations (Table 1) **Conclusion** Study treatments were well tolerated. SOF 200 mg +RBV or LDV/SOF 45 mg/200 mg provided comparable exposures to those observed in adults, and these data support the ongoing evaluation of these doses in children 6 to \<12 y.
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Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir in Egyptian Patients with Chronic Genotype 4 HCV Infection {#hep28798-sec-0578}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**Background:** Egypt has the highest prevalence of chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection in the world, and more than 90% of patients are infected with genotype (GT) 4 virus. Ledipasvir/sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) for 12 weeks resulted in a SVR12 rate of 93% (41/44) in a phase 2 study conducted in France. The aims of this ongoing study are to evaluate the safety and efficacy of LDV/SOF ± ribavirin (RBV) in treatment‐naïve (TN) and ‐experienced (TE) patients in Egypt with chronic genotype (GT) 4 HCV infection. **Methods:** TN patients were randomized to 8 or 12 weeks of LDV/SOF± RBV and IFN‐experienced patients were randomized to 12 weeks of LDV/SOF±RBV Randomization was stratified by cirrhosis status SOF‐experienced patients receive 12 weeks LDV/SOF+RBV. The primary endpoint is SVR12. Secondary endpoints include SVR4, safety and, tolerability. **Results**: 170 GT4 TN Egyptian patients were enrolled and treated; 54% were male, mean (range) age 42 (21, 74), mean (range) BMI 30.4 (21.0, 50.0) kg/m^2^, 18% had compensated cirrhosis, and 78% had IL28B non‐CC genotype. 74 IFN‐experienced and 10 SOF‐experienced patients have been enrolled to date; 76% were male, mean (range) age 50 (23, 74), mean (range) BMI kg/m^2^ 29.3 (19.1,50.0), 27% had compensated cirrhosis, and 84% had IL28B non‐CC genotype. SVR4 rates are summarized below. In total, 6 TN patients did not achieve SVR4 due to relapse (4), rebound (n=1 ), and early study discontinuation (n=1); all TE patients to date have achieved SVR4. SVR12 data for all groups will be presented. The most common AEs (\>10% of patients in any treatment group) are headache and fatigue Serious AEs have been reported for 4 patients: 3 with injuries (2 road traffic accidents, 1 arm fracture), and 1 with atypical chest pain None of the SAEs was considered related to study drug and 1 (road traffic accident) led to treatment discontinuation. **Conclusions:** These preliminary results support the use of LDV/SOF for 12 weeks in patients with genotype 4 HCV and the potential utility of LDV/SOF for 8 weeks in those who are treatment‐naïve.

Preliminary SVR4 rates (%; n/N) in patients with GT4 HCV who have reached 4 weeks post‐treatment

\*18 IFN‐experienced and 6 SOF‐experienced patients;

NA=not applicable
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Long‐Term Follow‐up of Patients with Chronic HCV Infection and Compensated or Decompensated Cirrhosis Following Treatment with Sofosbuvir‐Based Regimens {#hep28798-sec-0582}
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[Background and Aims]{.ul}: Significant advances in the treatment of chronic hepatitis C have been made with direct acting antiviral (DAA) regimens. While sustained virologic response (SVR) rates may now be achieved in most patients, data on long term virologic and clinical outcomes with these regimens are needed. A recent report suggested HCC incidence may not be reduced after successful DAA therapy. The objective of this ongoing registry study is to evaluate long term outcomes in patients with cirrhosis who achieved SVR following treatment with a sofosbuvir‐ (SOF) based regimen. [Methods]{.ul}: Patients with compensated or decompensated cirrhosis who achieved SVR after receiving a SOF‐based regimen are eligible for enrollment. Patients may enroll within 60 weeks of completing a treatment study or transfer from another SVR registry study, or within 2 years of achieving SVR following treatment in a clinical practice setting. Patients return for visits every 24 weeks for 5 years. Durability of SVR and clinical outcomes (decompensation, HCC, transplantation, and liver‐related death) and laboratory parameters relating to disease progression/regression are followed in all patients. [Results:]{.ul} 859 patients have been enrolled as of 17 May 2016. Mean age (range) is 59 (33, 83), 68% are male, and mean (range) MELD score at baseline was 8 (6, 21) and 12 (6, 24) in those with CPT A and CPT B or C cirrhosis, respectively. Median (range) time since end of treatment for clinical study patients was 373 (15, 1215) days. At baseline, SVR was maintained in 99.9% of patients (838/839); 1% (9/845) had HCC Table 1 shows changes in pretreatment CPT class to start of the registry study for those who had decompensated cirrhosis pre‐treatment Change in laboratory parameters and time to event for clinical signs through Week 72 of the registry study will be presented. [Conclusions:]{.ul} At baseline of this registry study, SVR was maintained in 99.9% of patients with cirrhosis post‐treatment with a SOF‐based regimen. In patients with decompensated cirrhosis pretreatment, CPT class improved at entry into the registry study (from CPT B to A or from CPT C to B or A) in 65% and was unchanged in 35%. This ongoing study will provide information on whether achieving SVR following treatment with an HCV DAA regimen will improve longer term liver function and reduce the rate of liver‐related complications, including HCC.

Table 1. Number (%) of patients with CPT B or C cirrhosis prior to treatment with SOF‐based regimen by CPT class at baseline of registry study
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Variables associated with treatment outcomes for hepatitis C genotype 1 infection with direct acting antivirals (DAA): Data from the German Hepatitis C‐Registry (DHC‐R) {#hep28798-sec-0586}
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**Introduction:** In pivotal studies with modern direct acting antivirals (DAA) SVR rates in HCV genotype 1 (GT1) are \>90%. However these data have to be replicated in less well controlled settings including patients more difficult to treat **Methods:** The German Hepatitis C Registry is a national multicentre real‐world cohort Patients are treated at the discretion of the physician Data are collected by a web‐based system. Data quality is analyzed by plausibility checks and on site monitoring. This data analysis is based on 6,034 patients who were observed for at least 40 weeks after initiation of antiviral treatment. **Results:** Between 2/2014 and 5/2015, 5,110 patients with GT1 have been enrolled. SVR12 data are available for 3,439 patients at the time of analysis Demographics: 56% male, median age 55 years, 98% Caucasian, 52% treatment experienced, 30% liver cirrhosis, 10% HCV‐RNA \>6 Mio lU/mL. Comorbidities were reported for 75% of the patients in the cohort: cardiovascular 27%, psychiatric 15%, drug abuse 13%, diabetes 10%, thyroid dysfunction 10% being the most frequent. Patients treated with one of the approved regimens for GT1 were analysed (table 1). SVR12 overall in GT1a was 91% and in GT1b 93%. In multivariate analysis adjusting for age, sex, platelets, cirrhosis, HCV RNA, GT1a/1b and treatment regime, SVR12 was associated with the choice of antiviral regimen (OR 1.48 (1.37‐1.60); p\<0.001), cirrhosis (OR 0.60 (0.45‐0.80); p\<0.001) and higher age (OR 1.49 (1.08‐2.07); p\<0.05). HIV‐coinfected patients (n=247) had an overall SVR12 of 93% not substantially different from HCV‐monoinfected patients Adverse events were reported by 53% of patients with fatigue (23%), headache (16%), nausea (7%) and insomnia (6%) being the most frequent Serious adverse event were observed in 3% and 16 patients (0.3%) died. **Conclusions:** Data from this real life cohort show SVR 12 rates close to those obtained in clinical studies. Choice of antiviral therapy was associated with treatment outcome. In addition higher age was a positive factor and presence of cirrhosis a negative factor for achieving SVR12. Dropout rates were low confirming good adherence of patients with these regimens.

**Table 1**. Treatment regimens and SVR12 data of patients with HCV GT1 (ITT)
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#### *Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA* {#hep28798-sec-0592}

Chronic HCV is prevalent in the DOC. Although SVR with DAA treatment (tx) is high, feasibility and SVR of patients (pt) in the DOC are unknown. We compared SVR12 in the Virginia DOC with DAAs through telemedicine to HCV pts in our privately‐insured and indigent clinics treated with Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir. **Methods**: DOC pts were evaluated via telemedicine for disease severity and appropriateness for tx following AASLD‐IDSA Guidelines. Those with decompensated cirrhosis, significant co‐morbidities, or those with less than 9 months on their sen‐tence we excluded. Demographic, baseline labs, HIV and prior tx status (naïve (TN) or experienced (TE)), % advanced fibrosis (AF, bridging fibrosis/cirrhosis), duration of tx, use of ribavirin (RBV), and SVR12 (the primary outcome) were recorded. We compared SVR12 in our DOC pts to 2 control groups: our privately‐insured and indigent tx clinics during the same time period by the same providers We excluded those with non‐genotype (GT)1 (n= 45) and those GT1 treated with other DAAs (n=16). **Results:** 255 consecutive pts were included: 50 DOC pts were compared to 161 private and 44 indigent pts who had SVR12 data available. The characteristics of our populations and SVR12 are shown in the table. Those in the DOC were younger, male, TN, had AF, received RBV and 12 weeks of tx. SVR12 was 98% in the DOC and similar to our indigent (98%) compared to our private clinics (89%; p=.02) even when those who were lost to follow up were excluded (SVR12 91%). Multiple logistic regression identified treatment clinic (p=.02) and FIB‐4 (.0002) as predictors of lack of SVR12 with no impact of race, gender, age, duration or prior tx history, RBV use, or HIV. **Conclusions:** Tx of HCV in the DOC by telemedicine with DAA is not only feasible, but has a very high SVR12. The higher SVR12 in the DOC compared to our private clinic may be due to directly observed therapy or differences in pt characteristics (lower FIB‐4, a marker of disease severity). Additional data with longer follow up in the DOC are needed.
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8 weeks treatment under real life conditions with Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir in HIV co‐infected treatment‐naVve HCV genotype 1 patients demonstrates similar results to mono‐infected HCV patients: data from the German Hepatitis C‐Registry (DHC‐R) {#hep28798-sec-0594}
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**Introduction:** Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) for 8‐24 weeks is approved for the treatment of chronic hepatitis C. In the ION‐3 study 8 weeks of LDV/SOF was non‐inferior to 12 wks in previously untreated GT1 patients without cirrhosis. Although the number of patients eligible for 8 weeks according to the summary of product characteristics (SmPC) is high, a large proportion of patients still receives a longer treatment duration. One of the reasons might be the uncertainty whether 8 weeks treatment duration is sufficient in harder to cure populations as HIV co‐infected patients, patients on opioid substitution treatment (OST) or older patients (\> 70 yrs.). Aim of this analysis was to evaluate the virologic response rates of 8 wks treatment under real world conditions in these patients. **Methods:** The German Hepatitis C registry is a national multicenter cohort. Patients are treated at the discretion of the physician Data are collected by a web‐based data system and confirmed by plausibility checks and on site monitoring. In this analysis data of patients with 8 or 12 wks treatment with LDV/SOF and available SVR12 data (data cut 2/2016) were included. Baseline characteristics, prior treatment history, safety and effectiveness were investigated. **Results:** 831 (433 female) pts were treated for 8 weeks. The mean (SD) age was 50.2 (12.9) yrs. In 37% the fibrosis stage was evaluated by elastography (Fibroscan®), the mean (SD) stiffness value was 6.5 kPa (2.4). 674 pts reached the SVR 12 time point and were included in the analysis. Genotype distribution was 99.1% for GT1 and 0.9% for GT4. Baseline viral load was \> 6 Mio IU/mL in 2,7%, 8,6% were treatment experienced and 2.5% had liver cirrhosis and were treated for 8 weeks despite these characteristics. The overall SVR 12 rate was 93% (ITT) and 98% (PP). 59 (8.8%) pts had HIV co‐infection. SVR 12 in this group was 93.2% (ITT) and 96.6% (PP), only 2 viral relapses occurred. 72 pts received OST, only 1 pt developed viral relapse. 5 pts discontinued therapy and 5 were lost to follow up, thus, SVR12 was 84.7% (ITT) and 98.6% (PP) compared to 94.5% (ITT) and 97.9% (PP) without OST. 48 pts were \>70 yrs. with SVR12 rates of 95.8% (ITT) and 97.9% (PP). 65 pts who were pretreated achieved SVR12 rates of 90.8% (ITT) and 95.2% (PP). **Conclusions:** Under real world conditions, 8 wks LDV/SOF achieves very high SVR rates in heterogeneous groups like HIV co‐infected pts and in other so called harder to cure populations
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QUARTZ II‐III: Final Efficacy and Safety Results in Patients with HCV Genotype 2 or 3 Infection Treated With Ombitasvir/Paritaprevir/Ritonavir and Sofosbuvir With or Without Ribavirin {#hep28798-sec-0600}
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**Background** Hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotypes (GT) 2 and 3 account for an estimated 40% of global HCV infections. GT3 is the most difficult to cure with direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) therapy, especially in patients with cirrhosis or prior treatment failure. We previously presented safety and efficacy of ombit‐ asvir (NS5A inhibitor) co‐formulated with the protease inhibitor paritaprevir (identified by Abbvie and Enanta) and ritonavir (OBV/PTV/r; 2D) plus sofosbuvir (SOF) ± ribavirin (RBV) in 20 GT3‐infected patients (QUARTZ‐II/III Arms A and B). Here we investigate the safety and efficacy of 6‐ and 8‐week treatment durations of 2D+SOF+RBV in 18 GT2‐infected patients, and assess 12‐week 2D+SOF± RBV in 20 additional GT3‐infected patients, including those with cirrhosis. **Methods** QUARTZ II‐III (NCT02292719) is an open‐label, multicenter study. GT2‐in‐ fected patients received OBV/PTV/r 50/150/100mg + SOF 400mg ± weight‐based RBV for 8 (Arm C) or 6 (Arm D) weeks. GT3‐infected patients with cirrhosis (Arm E) received 2D+SOF+RBV for 12 weeks; GT3‐infected patients without cirrhosis received 2D+SOF with (Arm B) or without (Arms A+F) RBV for 12 weeks. The primary efficacy endpoint is the percentage of patients achieving SVR12. **Results** The study enrolled 70 patients. Table 1 shows select baseline demographics, efficacy, & safety data for 54 patients. As of post‐treatment week 4 (PTW4), 35/37 (95%) patients with available data had HCV RNA\<LLOQ. Two GT2‐infected patients, one each in Arm C (8 weeks) and Arm D (6 weeks), experienced relapse at PTW4. To date, there have been no virologic failures in patients with GT3 infection, regardless of cirrhosis status The most common AEs were fatigue (42%), headache (36%), nausea (24%), and diarrhea (20%). No serious AEs were related to DAAs and no DAA‐related AEs led to discontinuation of study drug. **Conclusions** 2D+SOF±RBV was well tolerated in patients with GT2 or 3 infection, and most patients achieved SVR4 Complete SVR12, resistance, and safety data will be presented.

**Table 1. Baseline Demographics, Safety and SVR4**
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RUBY‐I: Safety and Efficacy of Ombitasvir/Paritaprevir/ Ritonavir ana Dasabuvir with or without Ribavirin in Adults with Genotype 1 Chronic Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) Infection with Severe Renal Impairment or End‐Stage Renal Disease {#hep28798-sec-0604}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**BACKGROUND:** Combinations of direct acting antiviral agents (DAAs) have demonstrated high rates of sustained virologie response (SVR) in patients with chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection in compensated cirrhotics and non‐cirrhotics. However, clinical data are limited for DAAs in patients with comorbid renal dysfunction. RUBY‐I is a phase 3b, open‐label, multi‐center study assessing the safety and efficacy of OBV/ PTV/r + DSV ± RBV in GT1 HCV‐infected patients with severe renal impairment or end‐stage renal disease, including dialysis Results from the first cohort were previously presented; here we present safety and efficacy data from the second cohort (Arms C‐E), including patients with compensated cirrhosis. **METHODS:** Participants were either treatment naïve (TN) or treatment experienced (TE) with IFN/pegIFN and RBV. Patients with GT1a HCV infection and fibrosis stages \<F4 were assigned to Arm C and received the 3‐DAA regimen with RBV 200 mg QD for 12 weeks, while those with fibrosis stage F4 were assigned to Arm D and treated with the same regimen for 24 weeks. Patients with GT1b HCV infection with fibrosis stages F0‐F4 were assigned to Arm E and treated with the 3‐DAA regimen without RBV for 12 weeks. Efficacy is assessed by SVR at post‐treatment week 12 (SVR12). Safety is assessed in all patients who received at least 1 dose of the study drugs. **RESULTS:** A total of 48 patients with chronic HCV infection (31% with and 69% without cirrhosis) and with severe renal impairment or end stage renal disease were enrolled in this cohort: 28 in Arm C, 9 in Arm D and 11 in Arm E. Among them, 83% were male and 54% were black. All patients had either stage 4 (17%) or 5 chronic kidney disease, including 69% on hemodialysis. As of the data cut‐off date (May 5, 2016), SVR4 was achieved in 29/31 (94%) patients (16/17, 2/3 and 11/11 in Arms C, D and E, respectively) in the intent‐to‐treat population. Both patients not achieving SVR4 prematurely discontinued treatment. Most treatment emergent adverse events (AEs) were mild or moderate in severity, with anemia (27%), decreased hemoglobin (23%) and fatigue (21%) the most frequently reported. Ten patients experienced serious AEs and one patient discontinued treatment in each of Arms C and D. **CONCLUSIONS:** Preliminary data from this ongoing study demonstrated an SVR4 rate of 94% Most AEs were mild or moderate in severity These results support the use of this regimen in patients with advanced renal disease, for whom treatment options are limited.
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Frequency and severity of biochemical abnormalities with paritaprevir/ritonavir/ombitasvir +/‐ ribavirin in a real‐world cohort of HCV Genotype 1 patients ‐ predictors and clinical significance {#hep28798-sec-0608}
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**Background and Aims** In October 2015 the FDA released a warning on the use of ritonavir‐boosted paritaprevir, with ombitasvir and dasabuvir (PrOD) +/‐ ribavirin in patients with cirrhosis. Consequently PrOD is now contraindicated in patients with Child‐Turcotte Pugh class B/C hepatic impairment. Both hyperbilirubinemia and elevated ALT concentrations have been observed during therapy but the severity and clinical significance of these abnormalities in a real‐world setting have not been reported. The aims of this study were to characterize the bilirubin and ALT changes observed during PrOD therapy in a large real‐world population and to determine the impact of these changes on outcome (SVR12 and early discontinuation of therapy). **Methods** Patients who participated in an Australian compassionate access program to treat hepatitis C between October 2014 and July 2015 were included in the analysis if they received at least one dose of PrOD. Elevations in bilirubin were characterized in accordance with the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE v4.0). **Results** There were 461 patients included in this analysis. The majority had cirrhosis (74%). In the 88% of cirrhotic patients with complete response data, the SVR12 was 95.5%. Hyperbilirubinemia on PrOD was very common with elevated values ≥ 2mg/dL (34pmol/L) occurring in 45.1 % of subjects (Table 1). A small proportion of patients had mild elevation (≥2mg/dL in 6.5%) prior to comemncing. In the 9 patients that experienced elevations in bilirubin \>10 mg/dL, all were cirrhotic, 89% developed hyperbilirubinemia within the first 4 weeks of therapy and 78% ceased therapy early (mean 4.79 weeks ± 1.5). In most instances the ALT diminished on PrOD (88%, mean 58 IU/L ±4.4), however in 11 patients (2.4%) there was an increase in ALT of at least 100 IU/L from baseline. This was not associated with hyperbilirubinemia and 73% were cirrhotic with SVR12 of 80%. **Conclusions** In this real‐world study of HCV genotype 1 patients mostly with cirrhosis, SVR12 rates were excellent. Hyperbilirubinemia occurred commonly but in most instances the abnormality was only mild‐moderate and did not lead to discontinuation or significantly impact upon SVR 12.In a small proportion of patients the bilirubin exceeded 10mg/dL and this frequently resulted in early discontinuation.

Maximum bilirubin increase on PrOD
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Reduced ITPase Activity Protects Against Ribavirin‐Induced Anemia, but does not Predict Virologic Response in Interferon‐free, Ribavirin Containing Regimens {#hep28798-sec-0612}
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**Background**: Genetic variants of the inosine triphosphatase (I7PA) gene that confer reduced ITPase activity have been associated with protection against ribavirin‐induced hemolytic anemia in peginterferon (IFN)/ribavirin‐based treatment of hepatitis C virus (HCV). Studies in patients treated with IFN/ ribavirin have shown improved treatment efficacy in patients with reduced ITPase activity. Ribavirin has been an important component of IFN‐containing regimens, and is currently recommended in combination with several IFN‐free regimens for treatment of HCV infections. In the present study, genetic analyses were conducted to interrogate the effect of these *ITPA* variants on anemia, platelet counts, and virologic response in HCV genotype la‐infected subjects treated with the direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) regimen of ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir and dasabuvir with or without ribavirin. **Methods:** DNA samples were obtained from appropriately consented subjects enrolled in the PEARL‐IV study (NCT01833533) and analyzed for *ITPA* variants rs7270101 and rsl 127354 using pyrosequencing. **Results:** Reduction in ITPase activity protected against ribavirin‐induced anemia, an effect that was more significant when gender was added as a covariate in the analyses. Male subjects with lower ITPase activity were protected against ribavirin‐induced anemia (Hb change ‐0.92 g/dL in low ITPase vs. ‐2.65 g/dL in high ITPase; p=0.0013), whereas no such significant association was noted among female subjects (‐0.92 g/dL in low ITPase vs. ‐1.7 g/dL in high ITPase; NS). ITPase activity did not have a significant impact on platelet counts overall; however female subjects with lower ITPase activity had a significantly higher incidence of thrombocytosis (32.63 ×10^9^/L in low ITPase vs 1.46 ×10^9^/L in high ITPase; p=0.016). No association was noted between ITPase activity reduction and Hb levels or platelet counts in patients treated without ribavirin. Reduction in ITPase activity had no impact on virologic response to DAA treatment, viral kinetics, or baseline IP‐10 levels. **Conclusions:** Our study demonstrates that genetic variants in *ITPA* that associate with reduced activity may help predict anemia in chronic hepatitis C patients treated with IFN‐free regimens containing ribavirin. This may be particularly helpful in the contexts of subjects with difficult to treat HCV infection, such as patients with cirrhosis for who ribavirin‐containing regimens are recommended. In contrast to some of the studies that analyzed IFN‐containing regimens, our study showed no impact of ITPase activity reduction on treatment outcome or relapse rates in DAA‐based regimens.
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Elbasvir/Grazoprevir (EBR/GZR) Does Not Worsen Renal Function in Patients With Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) Infection and Pre‐existing Renal Disease {#hep28798-sec-0616}
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Decreased estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) has been reported in patients with HCV infection receiving direct‐acting antiviral agents. EBR/GZR was safe and efficacious in patients with chronic kidney disease stage 4/5 (CKD 4/5) in the C‐SURFER study. The aim of this analysis was to evaluate the impact of EBR/GZR on eGFR in patients with less severe CKD. We analyzed a pooled dataset of 1689 patients who received EBR/GZR (50 mg/100 mg) with or without ribavirin (RBV) for 8 (n=91, 5%), 12 (n=1238, 73%), 16 (n=211, 12%), or 18 (n=149, 9%) weeks (656 patients \[39%\] received RBV). Patients were treatment‐naïve or treatment‐experienced, and included cirrhotics and those with HIV co‐infection. Creatinine values were assessed at baseline and ≥1 post‐baseline timepoint. eGFR was calculated using the Modified Diet in Renal Disease equation at baseline, end of treatment, and 12 weeks post‐therapy. Of the 1689 patients evaluated, 32 had CKD 3 (eGFR \<60 mL/min/1.73 m^2^ to ≥30 mL/min/1.73 m^2^) and 1657 had eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m^2^ (**Table**). Demographics were similar in both groups except for a higher proportion of HIV‐co‐infected patients in the CKD 3 group (41% vs. 17%). Patients with CKD 3 and those with eGFR \>60 mL/ min/1.73 m^2^ at baseline did not show any decrease in eGFR during treatment or follow‐up. EBR/GZR did not affect eGFR in patients with pre‐existing eGFR ≥60 mL/min/1.73 m^2^ or those with CKD3. Treatment duration, RBV co‐administration, cirrhosis, or HIV coinfection did not adversely affect renal outcome.

Patient Demographics and On‐Treatment Change in eGFR
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High Sustained Virological Response Rates using Legally Imported, Generic Direct Acting Antiviral Treatmentfor Hepatitis C {#hep28798-sec-0620}
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**Introduction:** High prices of Direct Acting Antivirals (DAAs) can prevent access to treatment. Generic versions of sofosbuvir, daclatasvir and ledipasvir are being mass produced for prices under 1% of the current US retail price. Patients have the legal right to import 3 months of treatment into Australia, UK, New Zealand and many other countries provided it is for their personal use Worldwide, several thousand patients are being treated with legally imported Direct Acting Antivirals. There are Hepatitis C Buyers Clubs established in Russia, USA, Australia, SE Asia and the UK This analysis assessed the efficacy and safety of generic DAAs accessed via these personal importation rules, through the FixHepC Buyers Club. **Methods:** Sofosbuvir (SOF), ledipasvir (LDV) and daclatasvir (DCV) were imported from generic companies in India, China and Bangladesh Selection of DAAs and treatment duration depended on baseline HCV Genotype and fibrosis stage To provision patient safety, these generic DAAs were evaluated for quality using High Precision Liquid Chromatograhy (HPLC) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). Patients were evaluated pre‐treatment, during treatment and then for SVR 4 and 12. Adverse events were recorded. This analysis includes data from 481 patients from two clinics. Through the FixHepC Buyers Club, patients were treated in the USA, Europe, Australia, New Zealand and SE Asia. Summary SVR rates were compared with equivalent data from the original Phase 3 trials of SOF/LDV and SOF/DCV. **Results:** Of the 481 patients treated, 252 received SOF/LDV, 226 SOF/DCV and 3 SOF/ RBV. Overall, the patients were 55% male with a mean age of 55 years; 30% had cirrhosis; 65% were Genotype 1 and the aseline HCV RNA was 6.48 log10 lU/mL. During

the first four weeks of treatment, the viral decay kinetics of HCV RNA in the first weeks of treatment were similar to results from the original Phase 2 studies of SOF/DCV and SOF/LDV Based on currently available data, the percentage with HCV RNA \<LLOQ was 320/322 (99.4%) at end of treatment (EOT), 141/152 (92.8%) at SVR 4 and 102/112 (91.1%) at SVR12. In Genotype 1 the SVR4 rates were 93.2% (69/74) with SOF/ LDV and 97.5% (39/40) with SOF/DCV. These SVR rates were consistent with results from the original trials of these DAA combinations. **Conclusions:** In this analysis, treatment with legally imported generic DAAs achieved overall SVR12 rates of 91.1% and these rates are comparable to those seen in Phase 3 trials of the branded treatments Mass treatment with the current generic DAAs is a feasible, low‐cost option where high prices prevent access to branded treatment.
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***Purpose:.*** Among patients with chronic HCV, there is little information on the benefit of achieving SVR in terms of liver function in comparison to non‐responders. Here we assess liver function by the recently devised ALBI score^1^. ***Methods:*** 1118 patients were followed‐up for a median 8.9 years (95% CI 8.5 ‐ 9.2) and classified as achieving SVR (59%), relapse (24%) or no response (NR 17%) having received interferon based therapy. ***Results.*** Differences in liver function in each group was evident by the end of treatment improving in all, but falling off rapidly in NR and relapse cohorts (figure). Survival was better in those with SVR (92% for SVR and 76% for non‐SVR respectively at 15 years, p\<0.0001). Fibrosis, as assessed by the FIB‐4 index, progressed significantly in the R and NR groups. HCC was the major cause of death (47%), the great majority (90%) occurring among the non‐SVR group. Overall 5.4% from those who died (or 0.6% overall) were recorded as dying from liver failure. ***Conclusions.*** Within the timeframe of this study SVR is associated with improved liver function and less progression of fibrosis but any improvement in survival appears to be largely as a result of reduction in HCC development. Reference:^1^ Johnson PJ et al., J. Clin. Oncol. 2014.

Changes in ALBI score according to treatment response. Lower scores on the vertical axis indicate better liver function
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BACKGROUND and AIMS: In clinical trials, SOF‐based regimens have performed similarly in patients with HIV/HCV co‐infection and HCV mono‐infection. Recent reports suggest HCV monoinfected patients achieve similar SVR rates with SOF‐ based regimens in real world cohorts (RWC) as those observed in clinical trials, however this has not yet been demonstrated in HIV/HCV co‐infected patients. The aim of this study was to compare the efficacy of the single tablet regimen of ledipasvir/ sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) in HCV genotype 1 patients with HIV/ HCV co‐infection in clinical trials to the effectiveness in RWC. METHODS: In this analysis, data from three clinical trials of LDV/SOF in HIV/HCV co‐infected patients is compared to four RWC. RWC were selected based on willingness to participate and had at least 50 HIV/HCV co‐infected patients. The clinical trials include data from ERADICATE, ION‐4, and ANRS HC31 SOFTRIH study. The RWC include HCV‐TRIO, ASCEND, Portugal, and Veterans Affairs (USC) and represent diverse patient populations from Europe and U S including academic centers, urban primary care settings and the Veterans Health Administration Baseline characteristics and efficacy were analyzed. RESULTS: The clinical trials enrolled 445 patients with the following baseline characteristics: male (79%), black (40%), and cirrhosis (20%). The RWC studies enrolled 733 patients with the following overall baseline characteristics: male (79%), black (41%), and cirrhosis (30%) in those that reported demographics Patients enrolled in the clinical trials were treated with 12 or 24 weeks of LDV/SOF with an overall SVR12 rate of 97%. In the RWC, patients were treated with 8, 12, or 24 weeks of LDV/SOF ± RBV and the overall SVR12 was 95% The individual study results are presented in Table 1. CONCLUSIONS: Real world data in HIV/HCV co‐infected patients correlates closely with data seen in the clinical trials SVR rates were high across all populations including black race and treatment experienced patients with cirrhosis. This analysis demonstrates that SVR rates from RWC are generalizable from clinical trials.

Table 1. Clinical trials and RWC with LDV/SOF ± RBV in HIV/ HCV co‐infection

† 65 patients were evaluable for virological efficacy.

\*Contains patients treated for 8 weeks.
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OBJECTIVES: In Japan, dual oral therapy with daclatasvir (DCV) and asunaprevir (ASV) is the first interferon (IFN) ‐free therapy approved for patients with hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype 1b infection in July 2014. Combination therapy with DCV and ASV has been primarily used in patients without NS5A L31 or Y93 resistance‐associated variants (RAVs) prior to treatment. In this study, we examined the characteristics of patients without baseline L31 or Y93 RAVs who failed to achieve HCV eradication with DCV+ASV therapy and identified new baseline NS5A RAVs that are closely associated with failure of combination therapy. METHODS: A total of 335 patients with HCV genotype 1b infection with no NS5A L31, NS5A Y93, or NS3 D168 RAVs prior to DCV+ASV therapy were enrolled. RAVs were evaluated using the direct sequence method. RESULTS: Patient age ranged from 34 to 86 years (median, 70), 216 patients (65%) were female, and 107 (32%) patients had cirrhosis. One hundred eighty patients (54%) had prior IFN‐based therapy, of whom 101 (56%) received pegylated‐IFN+ribavirin treatment. Sustained virologic response at 12 weeks (SVR12) was achieved in 297 patients (89%). The rate of SVR12 in patients with cirrhosis or HCV RNA ≥6.2 logIU/mL was lower than in patients with chronic hepatitis or HCV RNA \<6.2 logIU/ mL (83% vs 91%, and 86% vs 92%, respectively). Patients with NS5A Q24, L28, and/or R30 RAVs had a significantly lower SVR12 rate compared with patients without these RAVs (67% vs 92%, p\<0.001). The coexistence of NS5A F37 and Q54 RAVs was closely associated with treatment failure (with both RAVs, 80%; without both RAV, 92%, p=0.004). Although 43 patients had adverse events resulting in cessation of DCV+ASV therapy, all patients receiving DCV+ASV for more than six weeks, and those with ALT elevation, achieved SVR12. Multivariate analysis showed that NS5A Q24, L28, and/or R30 RAVs (odds ratios, 8.021; 95% confidence interval, 3.193‐20.150), coexistence of F37 and Q54 (4.429; 1.936--10.132), discontinuation of therapy as a result of adverse events (5.403;1.799--16.227), and grade 2 or higher ALT elevation (0.104; 0.012--0.913) were significantly associated with virologic failure. Pretreatment coexistence of NS5A Q24, L28, R30, F37, or Q54 RAVs was present in 28 of 29 (96.6%) patients with virologic failure. CONCLUSION: In patients without NS5A L31 or Y93 RAVs, the virological effect of DCV+ASV therapy was associated with baseline NS5A Q24, L28, and/or R30 RAVs and coexistence of F37 and Q54 RAVs. These results indicate that coexistence of baseline RAVs other than NS5A L31 and Y93 affects the antiviral effect of DCV+ASV therapy
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**Background** Treatment with direct antiviral agents (DAAs) achieved high sustained virologic response (SVR) rates across a broad range of patients with chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection. Presence of baseline resistance‐associated variants (RAVs) has been associated with reduced SVR rates depending on the DAA regimen There are few data on retreatment after DAA failure. However, AASLD guidelines recommend a switch to another DAA drug class, the addition of ribavirin and treatment extension to 24 weeks In addition, testing for RAVs is recommended prior to initiating retreatment. **Methods** Patients with failure to currently approved DAA combination therapies were drawn from a large resistance database comprising more than 3900 patients. Post failure serum samples were analyzed for the presence of RAVs by direct sequencing of the NS3, NS5A and NS4B genes. Patients with urgent reasons were retreated based on the RAV analysis and guideline recommendations. **Results** In total, 456 patients with failure to different DAA combinations were analyzed All currently approved DAA therapies were affected by treatment failure These include ledipasvir/sofosbuvir ±ribavirin (RBV) (n=178), simeprevir/sofosbuvir ±RBV (n=63), daclatasvir/sofosbuvir ±RBV (n=70), sofosbuvir/RBV (n=93; genotypes 2/3 only), and paritaprevir/ombitasvir and dasabuvir ±RBV (3D; n=52). RAVs were detected in 90% of genotype (GT) 1 failures and 39% of patients with GT3, including 3 patients with the NS5B RAV S282T (GT1b: n=1; GT3: n=2). Retreatment was initiated in 73 (16%) of GT1/3 patients of whom 74% had cirrhosis. The majority of retreated patients had failed simeprevir/sofosbuvir. For retreatment, either ledipasvir/sofosbuvir or the 3D regimen were chosen. So far, 43 of GT1/ GT3 patients have completed follow‐up and 89% of these patients achieved SVR. **Conclusion** Retreatment was started in only a small subgroup of DAA failures, mainly due to the lack of approved regimens By using an individualized treatment approach based on post‐failure RAV analysis and switching to another regimen with a different DAA target, SVR can be achieved in the majority of DAA failures.
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**Introduction:** Antiviral therapy for hepatitis C (HCV) has the potential to improve liver function in patients with decompensated HCV cirrhosis who are candidates for liver transplant However, data on treatment outcomes in this population are limited. **Methods:** We prospectively collected data on all patients who satisfied the current minimum criterion for transplantation in decompensated cirrhosis in Australia (MELD ≥15) who commenced combination therapy with sofosbuvir and daclatasvir (sof/dac) with or without ribavirin (riba) for 24 weeks under the Australian Patient Supply Program (TOSCAR) and analysed outcomes including SVR12, death and transplant. **Results:** The study included 110 patients (M/F, 80/30; mean ± standard deviation (SD) age, 55.9 ± 7.7 years; mean ± SD Child Pugh Score (CPS), 10.0 ± 1.5) whom were followed for at least 36 weeks from commencement of treatment. Genotypes were predominantly 1 and 3.108 patients received sof/dac and two received sof/dac/riba. Forty‐three patients (39%) had failed previous therapy. Seventy‐eight patients completed 24 weeks of therapy, of whom three were transplanted during follow up. SVR12 was achieved in 60 patients (76.9%) (genotype 1 (n=34), SVR12=79.4%; genotype 2 (n=2), SVR12 = 100%; genotype 3 (n=38), SVR12 = 63.2%; genotype 4 (n=4), SVR12 = 100%), while 17 patients relapsed (21.8%) and one patient was lost to follow up Thirty‐two patients failed to complete therapy due to death (n=11, 10%), transplant (n=18, 16%) or adverse events (n=3, 3%). Overall, the mean MELD and CP scores of the 110 patients in the study fell from 17.0 to 15.7 (p=0.03) and 10.0 to 8.5 (p\<0.01), respectively from baseline. In those patients who completed treatment, mean MELD and CPS fell from 16.8 to 14.3 (p\<0.01) and 9.7 to 8.1 (p\<0.01), respectively. In those who died or were transplanted (due to liver failure), mean MELD increased from 18.0 to 21.0 at death or transplant (p=0.045) while mean CPS remained unchanged (10.7 to l0.3, p=0.27). Overall, 59 (76%) patients achieved an improvement in both MELD and CP scores with treatment. In patients with MELD ≥ 20 at entry (n=16), 69% died or required rescue liver transplantation whilst on treatment compared to 16% in patients with MELD \< 20 (p\<0.0001). **Conclusions**: SVR12 rates in HCV positive patients with advanced liver disease treated with sofosbuvir and daclatasvir (with/without ribavirin) are reduced compared to other patient groups. Although treatment improves MELD and CP scores in most patients, a significant proportion will die or require rescue transplantation and in those with MELD ≥ 20 it may be better to delay treatment until the post‐transplant period.
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Does successful viral eradication translate into beneficial long‐term clinical outcome of patients with advanced liver disease due to hepatitis C after DAA therapy? {#hep28798-sec-0644}
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**Background and aims:** Interferon **(**IFN)‐free antiviral treatment with DAAs is very effective to cure HCV infection, but the long‐term outcome of patients is unknown. AURIC (Austrian Ribavirin \[RBV\]/Interferon free Cohort; ClinicalTrials. gov, NCT02628717) is a "real world" study including patients with advanced liver disease (F3/F4) without evidence of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) treated with IFN/RBV free DAA combinations. In this study patients\' outcomes were evaluated after at least 48 weeks of treatment free follow up **Methods:** Of the 484 patients in AURIC 456 (94.2%) had a sustained virological response after 12 weeks (SVR12) of follow up, 20 relapsed (4.1%) and 8 were lost to follow up. At the time of abstract submission, 191 SVR12 patients completed at least 48 weeks of treatment free follow up (m/f=112/79; mean age 57.8± 10.4yrs; genotype \[GT\]‐1:170, GT‐3:7; GT‐4:14; F3:41 F4:150; Child Pugh Score\[CPS\] A:117, B:27, C:6; treatment: sofosbuvir\[SOF\]+daclatasvir\[DCV\]:85, DCV+sime‐ previr\[SMV\]:83, SOF+ledipasvir: 19, SMV+DCV: 1, 3D:3). **Results:** SVR was durable during follow up. CPS improved in 22 patients (CPS‐B to A: 19, C to A:1, C to B: 2) and worsened in 6 (A to B: 3, A to C:1 B to C: 2). Eleven patients (5.5%) had liver related events: 7 ascites, 3 hepatic encephalopathy and one had a variceal hemorrhage. Five patients were transplanted after end of therapy (EoT) due to decompensated liver cirrhosis or occurrence of a de novo HCC, one them died due to thrombotic complications. Three patients were delisted due to clinical improvement. Seven additional patients died: five related to liver disease, three due to nonhepatic diseases. As reported previously, HCC was diagnosed in 13 (6.8%) patients during follow‐up (m/f=9/4, mean age 65.4±6.5yrs, GT‐1:12; GT‐4:1; CPS at baseline:A:7, B:3, C:1, F3:2). Overall, platelet count (plts) and serum albumin (alb) improved from baseline (BL) to EoT, and furthermore from EoT to FUP48 (plts: BL: 133 vs. EoT:142G/L, vs. SVR 48: 152G/L; alb: 39.4 vs. 41.0 g/L, vs. 42.7g/L, all: p\<0.005). **Conclusion**: Clinical condition and laboratory markers of liver function improved in most patients with cirrhosis after successful DAA therapy; however morbidity and mortality rate remains substantial. Furthermore, an unexpectedly high rate of HCC was observed shortly after EoT implicating the need of vigorous surveillance after achieving SVR in patients with cirrhosis.
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**Background** Compassionate‐use programs for direct‐acting antivirals (DAAs) for chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection provide access to DAAs pending approval and provide real‐world data on the effectiveness and safety of these regimens. We collected data from a compassionate‐use nationwide program (promoted by the Italian Medicines Agency) to provide access to the 3‐DAA regimen of ombitasvir, paritaprevir, with the pharmacokinetic enhancer ritonavir, and dasabuvir (OBV/PTV/r + DSV), with ribavirin (RBV) for GT1 infection and the 2‐DAA regimen of OBV/PTV/r + RBV for GT4 infection in patients with cirrhosis at high risk of decompensation. **Methods** HCV GT1‐infected patients with cirrhosis at high risk of decompensation received once‐daily co‐formulated OBV/PTV/r (25/150/100 mg) and twice‐daily dasabuvir (250 mg) for 12 (GT1b) or 24 (GT1a) weeks; GT4‐infected patients received co‐formulated OBV/pTV/r (25/150/100 mg) for 24 weeks. The primary efficacy endpoint was sustained virologic response at week 12 post‐treatment. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression were used to identify baseline characteristics associated with SVR12. Adverse events were recorded throughout the study. **Results** The overall SVR12 rate was 95.5% (728/762) among cirrhotic patients who received OBV/PTV/r ± DSV + RBV therapy for 12 or 24 weeks. Logistic regression analyses identified that bilirubin \<2 mg/d (OR: 4.76; 95% CI: 1.83‐12.3; p=0.001) and marginally albumin ≥3.5 g/dL (OR: 2.36; 95% CI: 0.96‐6.16; p=0.07) were associated with SVR12. 3.4% of patients discontinued treatment due to adverse events. **Conclusions** Our findings suggest that the safety and effectiveness of OBV/PTV/r ± DSV + RBV in real‐life use in patients with HCV genotype 1 or 4 infection and cirrhosis at high risk of decompensation are similar to those reported in clinical trials.
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**Introduction**: Retreatment options in experienced patients to new Direct Acting Antivirals (DAA) are not yet well defined. The aim of this study was to analyze the retreatment of patient who failed to a first course of regimen containing new DDA **Patients & Methods**: Two cohorts of patients treated with new DAA in real life for HCV infection (AVDLIB 1:186 patients and AVDLIB 2: 190 patients) were constituted since January 2014 to September 2015. Overall 376 patients were exposed to sofosbuvir (SOF) containing regimen (SOF+ Ribavirin (RBV), SOF+PE‐ GIFN +RBV, SOF +Simeprevir (SIM) ± RBV, SOF+Daclatasvir (DAC) ± RBV, SOF+ Ledipasvir (LDV) ± RBV) and 20 exposed to Viekirax± Exviera regimen. **Results**: Among these 376 patents, 20 (5%) relapsed (16 in AVDLIB1 and 4 in AVDLIB2 IFN free regimen). There were 18 males; fibrosis stage was F3 in 2 patients and F4 in 18 patients; HCV genotype repartition G1/ G2/G3/G4 was12/3/3/2, respectively. All relapsers but one received a second course of DDA recorded in 18/19 patients. The treatment of relapsers was as follow: one patient received a Viekirax+RBV 12 weeks course after SOF /PEGINF/RBV failure, 12 patients received SOF+DAC+RBV mostly during 24 weeks after SOF+PEGIFN+RBV n=8 and SOF+RBV n=4 failures, 2 patients received SOF+LED during 12 weeks after SOF+RBV and SOF+PEG+RBV failures, 2 patients received SOF+SIM +RBV during 24 weeks after SOF/PEG/RBV and SOF+LED failure and one patient received SOF+Elbasvir+Grazoprevir+RBV during 16 weeks after SOF+LED failure. NS5A RAVs with high level of cross‐resistance among NS5A inhibitors were found at the time of viral failure in two patients. SVR 12 was available in 14/18 patients and all of them achieved SVR 12. The results of the 4 remaining patients will be available at the time of the meeting **Conclusion**: This study showed that retreatment of patients who previously failed to DAA first course therapy is highly efficient: a SVR of 100% was observed in patients retreated with SOF or Viekirax based‐therapy, and for whom a post‐treatment follow‐up of at least 12 weeks is available. Second line DAA therapy, ideally with no cross‐resistance with the DAAs already administered, should be the solution to cure all HCV infected patients.
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**Background**: Normalization of ALT levels coincides with virologic suppression in most HCV‐infected patients treated with DAAs. The aim of this analysis was to characterize baseline (BL) factors of patients with persistently elevated ALT at the end of treatment (EOT). **Methods**: Patients from safety analysis sets of the LDV/SOF±RBV Phase 3 ION 1‐3 trials and SOF/ VEL ASTRAL1‐3 trials (n=3394) were included in this analysis if they were treated for at least 8 weeks and had both BL and EOT data available Elevated ALT was defined as ALT greater than upper limit of normal (ULN) as defined by the central laboratory. **Results:** Overall, 73% (2487/3394) of patients had received at least 8 weeks of treatment and had elevated ALT at BL. The majority had ALT normalization after initiation of LDV/ SOF±RBV or SOF/VEL, but 8% (200/2487) had elevated ALT at EOT. Compared to patients with ALT normalization, patients who continued to have elevated ALT at EOT had higher rates of cirrhosis and the co‐morbid conditions cholelithiasis, hepatic steatosis, diabetes mellitus, or hypertension; were more likely to be taking β blocking agents or diabetes medications; and had higher BMI and hemoglobin A1c values at baseline. A multivariate regression analysis will be presented, as well as analyses using AASLD thresholds for ALT values. Efficacy was similar between groups with nearly all patients with elevated BL ALT reaching HCV RNA \< LLOQ by Week 4 of treatment. SVR12 was achieved in 96% (2193/2287) of patients with ALT normalization and 97% (193/200) for patients with elevated ALT at EOT. **Conclusions** LDV/SOF and SOF/VEL were highly efficacious in patients with elevated ALT at BL, regardless of whether ALT normalized by EOT. Patients with elevated ALT levels prior to HCV treatment, who do not have rapid and sustained normalization of transaminases, should be evaluated for other hepatobiliary or metabolic conditions that may contribute to liver inflammation which does not resolve with viral suppression.

Baseline Characteristics of Patients with Elevated Baseline ALT Treated with LDV/SOF or SOF/VEL
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**BACKGROUND:** HCV genotype 3 is still the challenging genotype. With current standard therapy the relapse rates are still considered high, particularly in patients with cirrhosis. The combination of Daclatasvir and Sofosbuvir with or without Ribavirin for 12 or 16 weeks have shown slightly improved SVR rates and lower relapse rates using weight‐based dosing of Ribavirin. The goal of our study is to explore the efficacy of 16 weeks versus 24 weeks of Daclatasvir/Sofosbuvir/Ribavi‐ rin in cirrhotic patients with HCV genotype 3, and to explore the importance of the initial Ribavirin dosing. **METHODS:** 49 subjects were screened into the study. 39 were randomized into two arms (16 weeks versus 24 weeks) in 1:1 ratio using IVRS. Baseline demographics and viral parameters were similar in both arms. The mean age was 55.4 ± 7 years; 22 males; 21 non‐Hispanics. 28 patients were treatment naive and 11 patients were experienced to Peg/RBV therapy. Cirrhosis was confirmed in all patients by Fibroscan. **RESULTS:** 39 patients were randomized into the study, and 32 patients completed the course of therapy 7 patients are still on treatment 100% of the patients who completed therapy achieved EOT viral negativity. In the 16‐week group, SVR^12^ was 91.6% with only one patient relapse. This patient had over 90% adherence to the medication regimen and was recieving 1200 mg/ day RIbvirian. SVR^12^ in the 24‐week group was 100% in the patients who finished the study (17/17). Ribavirin dose started at 800 mg/day in 25 patients and 1000‐1200 mg/day in 14 patients. Three patients in each group required a decrease in their Ribavirin dose due to anemia The starting dose of Ribavirin did not impact the SVR^12^ **CONCLUSION:** The combination of Daclatasvir/Sofosbuvir/Ribavirin is recommended for HCV genotype 3 patients In cirrhotic patients our study shows 1) 16‐week treatment achieved 91.6% SVR^12^ with only one relapse; 2) 24‐week treatment achieved 100% SVR^12^; 3) there was no significant difference in SVR between the two arms; 4) 800 mg/day of Ribavirin achieved the same viral response as weight‐based Ribavirin; 5) 16‐ and 24‐week treatment was well tolerated in patients with cirrhosis
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***Introduction:*** One quarter of HCV infected patients in the U.S. are not served by mainstream healthcare systems, including Native Americans, the incarcerated, and the homeless. Data on the efficacy of DAA therapies in these vulnerable populations is limited. Our aim was to determine the efficacy of DAA therapies and predictors of treatment response among Native Americans infected with chronic HCV. ***Methods:*** All Native American patients with chronic HCV treated at a specialty clinic or by primary care clinicians through the ECHO (Extension for Community Healthcare Outcomes) (ECHO) model who completed treatment with directly acting antiviral (DAA) therapies from 11/4/2011‐9/30/2015 were identified. Data on demographics, baseline laboratory values, treatment regimen, genotype, and viral load were systematically abstracted into a standardized database. In 191 patients (86%), data on psychiatric disease, HCV risk factors, and concomitant nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) was also collected. ***Results:*** 222 Native American patients were included and eligible for analysis. The majority of patients (n=163, 73%) were infected with HCV genotype 1; genotype 1a was the most common subtype (n=137, 62%), while genotype 2 and 3 represented 16% (n=26) and 10% (n=23) of the cohort 37% (n=83) of patients had cirrhosis Treatment regimens included sofosbuvir (SOF)/ledipasvir (LDV) (n=137), SOF/ribavirin (RBV) (n=63), simeprevir (SIM)/SOF (n=6), SIM/SOF/RBV (n=5), SOF/ pegylated‐interferon (PEG)/RBV (n=5), SOF/LDV/RBV (n=4), and paritaprevir/ritonavir/ombitasvir/dasabuvir ± RBV (n=2). Among patients with data, 35% (n=67) were actively using marijuana, opiates, benzodiazepines, amphetamines, and barbiturates and 26% (n=49) were diagnosed with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Overall, 84% (n=187) of patients achieved SVR12. When all missing patients (n=16) were excluded, SVR12 increased to 91%. Among the missing patients, 46% were active drug users, 69% had psychiatric disease, and 46% had cirrhosis Nineteen patients (9%) relapsed; of whom, 8 (42%) were cirrhotic and 16% (n=3) were previously treated. SVR12 was similar in cirrhotic (83%) vs. non‐cirrhotic patients (85%), active drug users (82%) vs. non/former users (87%), and concomitant NAFLD, HCV (90%) vs. non‐NA‐ FLD, HCV patients (84%). ***Conclusions:*** Overall, there was a high cure rate of HCV in Native Americans being treated with DAA regimens. Patients with cirrhosis, concomitant NAFLD, and even active drug use, all achieved high rates of SVR12. Given the efficacy of DAA treatment in this vulnerable, understudied population, more steps need to be taken to increase treatment availability.
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**Background:** DAA regimens have been associated with hepatic decompensation (HD), especially in patients with pre‐treatment cirrhosis, but large scale studies are not available to quantify the risk. **Methods:** In the ERCHIVES database, we analyzed those treated with a Paritaprevir/ritonavir, Ombitasvir, Dasabuvir (PrOD) regimen for hepatic decompensation (HD), and worsening renal function and compared them with those who received sofosbuvir/simeprevir (SOF/SIM) or sofosbuvir/ ledipasvir (SOF/LDV)regimen. Participants were followed up to 12 weeks post‐treatment. We excluded those with HIV, HBsAg+ and pre‐existing diagnosis of HD and hepatocellular carcinoma **Results:** Of 3,728 persons on PrOD, 1,578 on SOF/SIM and 10,440 on SOF/LDV, cirrhosis was present at baseline in 23%, 45% and 26% respectively. There were 15 HD events in the PrOD, 24 in the SOF/SIM and 52 in the SOF/LDV group. Incidence rates \[95% CI\] of HD/1,000 treatments initiated were 10.6\[5.89,17.36\] for the PrOD group, 32.4\[20.74,48.16\] for the SOF/SIM group and 13.0\[9.74,17.10\] for the SOF/LDV group Among those with baseline cirrhosis, these rates were 36.9\[19.1,64.5\], 61.8\[38.2,94.5\] and 41.1 \[29.9,55.2\] respectively, while among those without cirrhosis at baseline, these rates were 2.7\[0.6,8.0\], 7.5\[1.5,21.8\] and 2.7\[1.2,5.4\] respectively Advanced fibrosis was associated with increased risk of HD in all groups There were no deaths Proportion of persons with eGFR increase \>30ml/min/1.73m^2^ was higher among the PrOD group, but presence of cirrhosis did not appear to affect this. **Conclusions:** The overall incidence of HD in persons treated with PrOD regimen, on treatment and up to 12 weeks after completion of treatment, was comparable to those treated with SOF/LDV regimen, and was lower than among those treated with a SOF/SIM regimen Such risk was predominantly observed in those with cirrhosis at baseline.
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**Introduction:** Treatment of HCV genotype 3 (GT3) is still more challenging compared to HCV genotype 1. Sustained virological response (SVR) rates for GT3 with the first approved IFN free regimen sofosbuvir (SOF)+ribavirin (RBV) are not satisfactory in patients with cirrhosis. Further treatment options include pegylated interferon (PegIFN)+SOF+RBV for 12 weeks, SOF+ledipasvir (LDV) or SOF+daclatasvir (DCV)±RBV for 12‐24 weeks. Data from large cohorts and the real‐world are still limited. **Methods:** The DHC‐R (Deutsches Hepatitis C‐Register, German Hepatitis C‐Registry) is a national multicenter real‐world cohort including \>9,300 patients. Patients are treated at the discretion of the physician. Data are collected by a web‐based system. Data quality is analyzed by plausibility checks and on‐site monitoring. This analysis is based on 6,034 patients observed for at least 40 weeks after initiation of antiviral treatment. **Results:** Between 2/2014 and 5/2015, 1,074 patients with GT3 have been enrolled. Treatment has been initiated in 864 patients (70.3% male, median age 46.5 years, 34.7% treatment experienced, 33.2% with liver cirrhosis, 14.2% with platelets \<90/nl, 11.6% with a HCV‐RNA \>6 Mio IU/mL, 46.5% with a HCV‐RNA \<0.8 Mio IU/mL). In 2/2016 a total of 591 patients reached the SVR12 follow‐up, but SVR12 data were missing from 31 patients and another 38 patients were not included in the per protocol analysis. Treatment regimens and SVR are shown in table 1. **Conclusions:** ITT‐SVR was \<80% for SOF+RBV or SOF+LDV highlighting the need for better options in GT3 patients. PegIFN based therapy was still often used (\>30%) and in combination with SOF+RBV associated with high SVR in compensated disease.However, side effects have to be considered. DCV+SOF±RBV have already been used in about 1/4 of patients with SVR around 90% even in difficult‐to‐treat patients.

**Table 1**. Overview of SVR in different treatment groups
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**Introduction:** Direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) regimens improved the efficacy of chronic HCV treatment. Phase 3 trials suggested lower response rates in patients with liver cirrhosis. However, there is limited information on the efficacy of DAA therapies in interferon‐ineligible patients with advanced cirrhosis. To what extent liver function improves in cirrhotic patients receiving interferon‐free therapies is unknown. **Methods:** The DHC‐R (Deutsches Hepatitis C‐Register, German Hepatitis C‐Registry) is a national multicenter real‐world cohort including approx. 9,300 patients. Patients are treated at the discretion of a physician Data are collected by a web‐based system Data quality is analyzed by plausibility checks and on site monitoring. This data analysis is based on 6,034 patients who were observed for at least 40 weeks after initiation of antiviral treatment Patients with advanced liver cirrhosis, defined by at least one of the following criteria: FibroScan \>20kPa, thrombocytes \<90,000/μl, albumin \<35g/l or signs of liver decompensation, were analyzed. **Results:** 763 patients had advanced liver cirrhosis (median MELD‐Score 9; range 6‐32), 632 patients with FU week 12 were included. The majority of patients was infected with HCV‐genotype 1 (n=592); HCV‐gen‐ otypes 2, 3, 4 and 6 were present in 17, 124, 28 and 1 patient, respectively Patients received different treatment regimens. Overall, SVR was achieved in 88.0% of the patients (ITT). SVR rates according to the regimen ranged from 66 to 100%. DAA therapy lead to SVR rates (ITT) of 91.1%, 80.0%, 72.7% and 82.6% for HCV‐ genotype 1 (n =460), 2 (n =12), 3 (n=64) and 4 (n=19), respectively. Liver function parameters including albumin, bilirubin and prothrombin time improved in the majority of patients during antiviral therapy/follow‐up. The median platelet count, as a clinical marker of portal hypertension, increased from 88,000/\^l at baseline to 111,000/ \^l during follow‐up (p\<0.05). Creatinine levels were stable during antiviral treatment SAEs were reported in 8.1% and 6 patients died during the observation period. **Conclusions:** This real‐world cohort confirms that DAA treatment is feasible in patients with advanced liver cirrhosis leading to a restoration of liver function. A broad spectrum of individual treatment regimens was applied reflecting individualization of treatment in this difficult‐to‐treat cohort.
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**Background** Data on real‐life use of direct acting antivirals (DAAs) in the treatment of chronic hepatitis C are scarce. We report the real‐life results of the ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir (OBV/PTV/r) ± dasabuvir (DSV) combination in HCV genotype‐1 or 4‐infected patients. **Methods** ANRS CO22 HEPATHER « Therapeutic options for hepatitis B and C: a French cohort » is a multicenter observational cohort which aims to include 15 000 HCV‐ and 10 000 HBV‐infected patients (<http://ClinicalTrials.gov>, NCT01953458). We selected all cohort participants (n=277) with a HCV genotype 1 (n=223/80.5%) or genotype 4 (n=54/19.5%) infection who initiated a combination of PTV/r 150/100 mg/d and OBV 25 mg/d with (GT1) or without (GT4) DSV 500 mg/d, with (n= 137) or without (n= 140) ribavirin (RBV) (1‐1.2 g/d) before October 1st, 2015. The mean age was 58 years, cirrhosis F4 and F3 fibrosis was present in 52/94 (18.8/33.9%) patients, respectively and the duration of therapy was mainly 12 weeks. The main endpoint criteria was sustained virological response (SVR12) defined by the undetectability of HCV RNA 12 weeks after the last treatment intake. **Findings:** Population characteristics and SVR4 and SVR12 are presented in the Table A SVR4 and a SVR12 was obtained in 96/101 (95 %) and 88/91 (96.7 %) of patients. **Interpretation:** In real life setting, the OBV/PTV/r+/‐DSV combination is associated with a high rate of SVR12, higher than 92 %, in patients infected by genotype 1 or 4 Results on all patients treated with OBV/PTV/r+/‐DSV and included in the cohort will be presented Failure associated factors will be analyzed.

Population description, SVR4, and SVR12
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[Background:]{.ul} The advent of new direct‐acting antivirals has dramatically increased the SVR rates in Hepatitis C (HCV), with fewer adverse effects. However, the eradication of the virus could not be associated with a better prognosis in all patients. [Aim:]{.ul} To assess the impact of basal comorbidities on the overall benefit of HCV patients treated with IFN‐free therapies. [Methods:]{.ul} Multicenter study including prospectively 1,038 HCV patients (cirrhosis 71%) treated with IFN‐free therapies. Basal comorbidities were evaluated by: a) Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) (Charlson, 1987); b) Modified Charlson Comorbidity Index (mCCI) (Berkman, l992); c) CirCom Index (Jepsen, 2014). Liver and non‐liver related life‐threatening and serious adverse events were collected within the first year of treatment. [Results:]{.ul} Adverse events were found in 14.5% (150/1,038) of overall cohort, with 2% (21/1,038) of deaths, during 7.5±3.1 months of follow‐up. CCI (3.4±1.7 *vs.* 2.2±1.6; p=0.0001), mCCI (0.9±1 vs. 0.4±0.8; p=0.0001) and CirCom (0.7±0.9 *vs.* 0.3±0.6; p=0.0001) were higher in patients suffering from adverse events Age, platelet count, creatinine, albumin and total bilirubin, as well as the presence of cirrhosis were also related to adverse events. An algorithm to predict and identify low‐, moderate‐ and high‐risk groups was constructed using CRT growing method (**Figure**). These groups were subsequently introduced in Kaplan‐Meier curve for adverse events (logRank 135.318; p\<0.0001) and mortality (logRank 72.134; p\<0.0001). [Conclusion:]{.ul} HCV patients showing higher basal comorbidities showed more risk of suffering poor prognosis. A rapid and objective algorithm, including Charlson Comorbidity Index, helps to identify patients with increased rates of mortality and adverse events within first months of antiviral therapy. Thus, we could determine the overall benefit of DAA therapy beyond of the eradication of the virus.
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SVR12 rates under DAA‐based HCV therapy from the National German Cohort Study: Does HIV co‐infection impair the response to DAA combination therapy? {#hep28798-sec-0688}
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**Introduction:** More recently, cohort analyses have claimed that HIV co‐infection independently impairs the response to direct‐acting antiviral (DAA)‐based therapy against chronic hepatitis C (HCV) in real life cohorts (1). The aim of this study was therefore to compare SVR12 rates between HIV/HCV co‐infected and HCV mono‐infected subjects from the National German HCV cohort. **Methods:** The DHC‐R (Deutsches Hepatitis C‐Register, German Hepatitis C‐Registry) is a national multicenter real‐world cohort including approx. 9,300 patients. Patients are treated at the discretion of the physician. Data are collected by a web‐based system. Data quality is analyzed by plausibility checks and on site monitoring. This data analysis is based on 6,034 patients who were observed for at least 40 weeks after initiation of antiviral HCV treatment. **Results:** Overall, 459 HIV/HCV co‐infected and 5,411 HCV mono‐infected subjects were included into this analysis. Baseline characteristics for both groups are shown in Table 1. Overall, SVR12 rates across all genotypes in the ITT analysis were comparable between HCV mono‐ and HIV/HCV co‐infected individuals with 90.9% and 91.9% (SVR12 92.3% vs 92.6% for GT1 and 83.7% vs 88.9% for GT3), respectively. Neither treatment duration nor ribavirin use were different between both groups Also no difference in HCV SVR12 rate was observed between cirrhotic patients with and without HIV co‐infection (89.7% vs 87.9%). Also in the subset of GT1 patients receiving 8 weeks of Ledipasvir/sofosbuvir no difference in SVR12 rates was noted between HIV‐ and HIV+ HCV patients (93,7% (n=478) vs. 95,8% (n=46)). Number of treatment discontinuations was low for both groups with 2.3 and 1.6%, accordingly. **Conclusions:** This analysis from a large national real‐life patient cohort finds no difference in HCV cure rates between HIV/HCV and HCV mono‐infected patients and therefore supports current HCV guidelines which no longer see a need to consider HIV co‐infected individuals as a special patient population. Neukam K et al., HIV coinfection impairs response to DAA‐based HCV therapy. EASL 2016; Abstract: LBP513
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Sofosbuvir + Peginterferon + Ribavirin for 12 Weeks in Genotype 3 HCV Infected Patients and Treatment‐Experienced Cirrhotic Patients with Genotype 2 HCV Who Did Not Achieve SVR after 16 or 24 Weeks of Sofosbuvir + Ribavirin {#hep28798-sec-0692}
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**Background and Aims:** Retreatment options for direct‐acting antiviral (DAA)‐experienced genotype 2 or 3 HCV‐infected patients are limited. Treatment‐experienced (TE) patients with genotype (GT) 2 HCV and cirrhosis, and treatment‐naïve (TN) and TE patientswith GT3 HCV with and without cirrhosis who relapsed following SOF+RBV treatment in the hase 3 Boson study were offered retreatment with SOF+PegIFN+RBV for 12 weeks. **Methods:** Thirty patients received open‐label SOF 400mg+PegIFN+RBV for 12 weeks. PegIFN was administered as 180 mg s.c weekly injection, and RBV was administered orally 1000‐1200 mg in a divided daily dose. The primaryendpoint was SVR12. **Results:** Of these 30 patients, 90% were male, all but one (97%) had GT3 HCV infection, 43% had cirrhosis. All patients completed the treatment period per protocol. Overall, SVR12 was achieved by 80% (24/30). Among patients with GT3 HCV infection, 83% (24/29) achieved SVR12, SVR12 rates were higher among those without cirrhosis (88%) than those with cirrhosis (75%), and among those previously treated for 24 weeks (100%) than 16 weeks (74%) (Table).The single GT2 patient relapsed at post‐treatment Week 4 visit. Prior to retreatment, 4 of the 30 patients had NS5B nucleoside inhibitor RASs (N142T n=1, L159F n=2, V321n=1) and all achieved SVR12 after retreatment.The most common adverse events were fatigue, headache, nausea, myalgia,pyrexia, influenza‐like illness, pruritus, and rash. No patient experienced an AE leading to study drug discontinuation. One patient experienced an SAE of shoulder pain one day after treatment completion that was assessed as not related to study drug by the investigator. **Conclusions:** SOF+PegIFN+RBV provided a high rate of SVR12 in non‐cirrhotic patients with GT3 HCV infection who relapsed following SOF+RBV therapy. However, PegIFN based regimens are not favored by patients and highly effective and well tolerated IFN free regimens for treatment of GT3 HCV are needed.
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Predictors of Improvement in Glomerular Filtration Rate Among Patients Treated with Ombitasvir/Paritaprevir/r and Dasabuvir with or without RBV {#hep28798-sec-0696}
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**Introduction:** HCV infection is associated with an increased risk of chronic kidney disease (CKD), and management of HCV in patients with advanced CKD remains a challenge. We previously reported that treatment of HCV GTl‐infected patients with ombitasvir, paritaprevir (identified by AbbVie and Enanta) with the pharmacokinetic enhancer ritonavir, and dasabuvir (OBV/PTV/r + DSV) ± RBV was not associated with overall changes in renal function However we observed a mean gain in eGFR following treatment in patients with baseline (BL) eGFR 60‐≤ 90 (+1.3 mL) or ≤ 60 mL/min/1.73 m^2^ (+6.0 mL). This analysis investigated BL patient characteristics and laboratory predictors for eGFR improvement with OBV/PTV/r + DSV ± RBV. **Methods:** Renal function was categorized by eGFR using the MDRD equation and patients were grouped according to BL eGFR: \> 90, 60‐90, or \< 60 mL/min/1.73 m^2^. Analysis included patients treated with OBV/PTV/r + DSV ± RBV in 9 trials: SAPPHIRE‐I/II; TURQUOISE‐II/III; TOPAZ‐II; PEARL‐II/III/ IV; and RUBY‐I (excluding patients on dialysis). BL factors associated with a ≥ 10 mL/min/1.73 m^2^ increase in eGFR were examined by stepwise logistic regression The primary model excluded two studies (RUBY‐I and TURQUOISE‐III) that did not include BL urinalysis Additional models included these studies and explored other degrees of change in eGFR. **Results:** BL characteristics are shown in **Table 1**. In the primary model, a \> 10 mL/min/1.73 m^2^ increase in eGFR was associated with BL proteinuria (OR 1.647; 95% CI 1.320‐2.054; p\<0.001), history of diabetes (OR 1.512; 95% CI 1.059‐2.161; p=0.023), BMI (OR 0.948; 95% CI 0.926‐0.971; p\<0.001), and Black race (OR 0.596; 95% CI 0.384‐0.923; p=0.021). **Conclusion:** BL proteinuria, history of diabetes, lower BMI, and nonBlack race were identified as predictors of an eGFR increase of ≥10 mL/min/1.73 m^2^ after OBV/PTV/r + DSV ± RBV treatment. Longer follow‐up is needed to confirm any beneficial effect on renal function or possible clinical outcomes associated with eradication of HCV with this treatment.

Baseline characteristics

\* Excludes RUBY‐I and TURQUOISE‐III.
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**Introduction** Hepatitis C viral infection (HCV) remains one of the main causes of chronic liver disease worldwide. It has now become a curable disease due to the development of direct acting antivirals (DAA). Therefore, the WHO has set a target to eliminate HCV completely. To reach this target, people who inject drugs (PWID) need to be treated as they are the largest risk group for HCV in the Western world. Furthermore, treatment of HCV in PWID is recommended by the treatment guidelines. The aim was to study the uptake and outcome of treatment for HCV in PWID and the general population. **Method** We performed a Belgian, nation‐wide, retrospective cohort study in 12 hospitals. All patients who were treated in these hospitals with simeprevir‐sofosbuvir, daclatasvir‐sofosbuvir, or ombitasvir/paritaprevir ritonavir ‐ dasabuvir between December 2013 and November 2015 were included. These regimens were chosen based on the Belgian reimbursement criteria All centers were experienced in treating HCV infected PWID. In case antiviral treatment was started, data were collected in a central database. PWID were subdivided in active users, defined by drug use during therapy with DAA, and former PWID. A PWID was defined by someone who used intravenous drugs at least once. **Results** The study population consisted of 419 patients: 111 PWID, subdivided in 23 active users and 88 former PWID, and 308 non‐PWID treated with one of the above DAA regimens ± ribavirin. PWID (active and former) were younger (p=0.001), predominantly male (p=0.001), had a lower BMI (p=0.006), abused more alcohol (p=0.001), used more benzodiazepines (p=0.001) and were more infected with genotype 1a, 3 and 4 (p=0.001). Active PWID were less treatment experienced (p=0.05) and used less comedications (p=0.043) There were no differences in fibrosis score (F3, F4) (p=0.454) between all groups. PWID had a similar rate of side‐effects (p=0.961). There was a trend towards more psychological complaints in PWID (p=0.051). Similar rates of treatment completion (p=0.095) and SVR (p=0.372) were achieved irrespective of active substance abuse. **Conclusion** Although DAA are safe and effective also in (active) drug users, PWID are still highly underrepresented in a Belgian treatment cohort, even the era of new DAA therapy. As this risk‐group is at the heart of the HCV epidemic, more efforts are necessary to reach this group
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**Background**: Whether alcohol use negatively impacts hepatitis C virus (HCV) treatment outcomes in the era of direct antiviral agents (DAAs) is unknown. Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test Consumption (AUDIT‐C) questionnaires have been recommended to be administered annually in the VA since 2008 to screen for unhealthy alcohol use. This study examined associations between levels of drinking ascertained by screening AUDIT‐C questionnaires administered within one year prior to DAAs and response to DAAs in the national Veterans Affairs (VA) healthcare system. **Methods**: Out of 17,487 patients who initiated HCV DAAs during the 18‐month period from January 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015, 15,151 (87%) had completed an AUDIT‐C questionnaire within one year prior to initiating therapy and comprised the final study sample DAAs included: sofosbuvir (SOF), ledipasvir/sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) or ombit‐ asvir‐paritaprevir‐ritonavir, and dasabuvir (PrOD) Sustained virologic response (SVR) was defined as a viral load below the limit of quantification performed ≥12 weeks after the end of treatment. AUDIT‐C scores were categorized as 0 (abstinence), 1‐3 (low‐level drinking) and 4‐12 (unhealthy drinking) in men or 0, 1‐2 and 3‐12 in women. Rates of SVR and 95% confidence intervals were calculated and we performed multiple logistic regression models, with and without imputing missing SVR data. **Results**: The sample was mostly male (96.7%), 28.9% were black, 30% had cirrhosis, mean age was 61 ±7 years and the distribution of HCV genotypes was 1 (79.8%), 2 (12.5%), 3 (7.0%) and 4 (0.8%). Alcohol abstinence was reported in 10,387 (68.5%), low‐level drinking in 3422 (22.6%) and unhealthy drinking in 1342 (8.9%). There were no significant differences in SVR rates between abstinent (SVR 91%, 95% CI 91‐92%), low‐level drinking (SVR 93%, 95% CI 92‐94%) or unhealthy drinking (SVR 91%, 95% 89‐92) categories in the entire sample, or among subgroups defined by HCV genotype, cirrhosis, or HIV status AUDIT‐C categories were not significantly associated with SVR after adjustment for most important predictors of SVR in multivariable logistic regres‐sion models. **Conclusions**: A substantial proportion (31.5%) of HCV‐infected patients treated with DAAs in 2014‐15 reported not being abstinent from alcohol based on a screening AUDIT‐C questionnaire performed within a year prior to initiating DAAs. However, rates of SVR were high, even among persons with low‐level and unhealthy alcohol use and AUDIT‐C score was not associated with SVR.
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Impact of Sustained Virological Response to Direct Acting Antivirals on Insulin Resistance in Patients with Chronic HCV {#hep28798-sec-0708}
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**Introduction:** Insulin resistance (IR) is a common complication in patients with chronic HCV. The change in IR after treatment with direct acting antivirals (DAAs) is not known. **Aim:** To assess the impact of response to DAAs on the IR status in patients with chronic HCV. **Methods:** Five hundred and eighteen patients (366 treatment‐naïve and 152 pegylated interferon (PEG) and ribavirin (RBV) experienced) with positive HCV RNA for more than 6 months were enrolled. Patients with uncontrolled diabetes or other comorbidities, hepatic or extrahepatic malignancy, decompensated liver disease, or prior non‐response to DAAs were excluded. The Homeostatic Model Assessment (HOMA) was calculated before and 12 weeks after treatment and IR was defined as HOMA\>1.9. Patients were treated according the treating physician\'s choice, and received one of the following DAAs protocols; 12 weeks of ombitasvir/ritonavir/ paritaprevir/RBV (n=28), sofosbuvir (SOF)/simeprevir (n=37), SOF/ravidasvir (n=101), SOF/PEG/RBV (n=195) or 24 weeks of SOF/RBV (n=157). **Results:** Patients\' age was 50.7±10.4 years. They were mostly males (n=395, 76.3%), non‐diabetics (n=390, 75.3%), non‐F4 fibrosis (n=274, 52.9%) and most with pre‐treatment IR (n=415, 80.4%). Sustained virological response at 12 weeks post‐treatment (SVR12) was achieved in 471 patients (90.9%). There was no significant difference in pre‐treatment HOMA between responders and non‐responders (3.8±2.6 vs.4.5±3.3 respectively, p=0.122). HOMA improved significantly more in patients with SVR than in non‐responders (median decrease (IQR) = ‐1.09 (1.8) vs. ‐0.08 (2.26), p=0.002). The number of patients with IR decreased significantly in patients who achieved SVR (table) much more than in non‐responders (p\<0.0001). All treatment protocols were associated with comparable HOMA improvement (p=0.222). Significant predictors of SVR12 included age \<50 years (p=0.038; OR: 2.1, 95% CI: 1.042‐4.226), serum albumin ≥3.5 g/dL (p=0.035; OR: 2.14, 95% CI: 1.057‐4.338) and liver stiffness \<10 kPa (p=0.017; OR: 2.59, 95% CI: 1.1835.682) but not pre‐treatment IR (p=0.075; 95% CI: 0.838‐1.009) **Conclusion:** Insulin resistance improves significantly in patients who achieve an SVR with different DAA regimens.

Number of Patients with IR Before and After Therapy

IR, insulin resistance; SVR, sustained virological response.

Patients with IR in responders vs. non‐responders: pre treatment: p=0.562, post treatment: p\<0.0001
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Directly observed therapy of chronic hepatitis C with interferon‐free all‐oral regimens at a low‐threshold drug treatment facility is highly effective for treatment of patients with borderline compliance receiving opioid substitution therapy {#hep28798-sec-0712}
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**Background:** An important subgroup of people who inject drugs (PWID) receives opioid substitution therapy (OST) under direct observation of a physician or nurse at a low‐threshold drug treatment facility or pharmacy on a daily basis. Most of these patients suffer from psychiatric comorbidities and are reluctant or unable to go to specialized hepatitis centers. Our hypothesis was that chronic hepatitis C in these difficult‐to‐treat patients could be optimally managed if modern, interferon‐free regimens were applied together with OST under direct observation of a physician or nurse at a low‐threshold drug treatment facility. **Methods:** Fifty‐nine PWID with chronic hepatitis C and borderline compliance (male/female: 47/12; mean age: 39.1 ± 9.8 years; genotype (GT) 1/3/4: 46/12/1) started interferon‐free treatment of chronic hepatitis C at the "Ambulatorium Suchthilfe Wien" ‐ a low‐threshold drug treatment facility in Vienna, Austria Four patients were coinfected with HIV and 15 had liver cirrhosis. Patients received antiviral treatment together with OST under direct observation of a physician or nurse. Treatment‐naïve GT1‐patients without cirrhosis were treated with sofosbuvir/ledipasvir for eight weeks. For the other patients, the individual treatment regimen was selected according to GT, fibrosis stage, pretreatment, HIV‐status and current reimbursement policy of insurances. **Results:** Following this concept of directly observed therapy, adherence to antiviral therapy was excellent: Only two scheduled dates, out of 3.662 dates (0.06%), for ingestion of the antiviral therapy in combination with OST were missed by the 59 patients Till now, 29 patients (male/female: 24/5; mean age: 39.1 ± 7.0 years; GT1/3/4: 23/5/1; liver cirrhosis present in 8 patients) have completed treatment and a 12‐week follow‐up period Virologic healing of hepatitis C infection (sustained virologic response, SVR12) could be confirmed in all 29 patients (SVR12 rate: 100%). **Conclusion:** Directly observed therapy of chronic hepatitis C with interferon‐free all‐oral regimens at a low‐threshold drug treatment facility represents a promising new concept for treatment of patients with borderline compliance receiving OST By this concept chronic hepatitis C can be cured in a group of difficult‐to‐treat patients, who are unable to be treated at hepatologic centers. It should be stressed that successful treatment of these patients is not only beneficial for themselves but also for the general population because further transmission of the virus may be prevented.
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Efficacy and Safety of DAAs therapy in Hepatitis C: A Multicenter Real‐world Cohort of Chronic Hepatitis C Patients. {#hep28798-sec-0716}
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Purpose: In clinical trials, direct‐acting antivirals (DAA) display efficacy rates of 90‐99% against chronic hepatitis C (CHC), but it is unclear whether similar results are seen in routine practice. Our goal is to verify the efficacy and safety of DAAs treatment for CHC in a multicenter real‐world patients cohort from Japan. Methods: We prospectively enrolled 2,192 consecutive CHC patients in whom 24 weeks\' daclatasvir and asunaprevir (DCV/ASV) (n=1,057), 12 weeks\' sofosbuvir and ledipasvir (SOF/LDV) (n=701) for genotype 1 disease, or 12 weeks\' sofosbuvir and ribavirin (SOF/RBV) (n=434) for genotype 2 disease was initiated during the period from September 2014 to April 2016. Results: 960 patients (43.8%) were male, and the patients\' mean age was 66.8 (range: 19‐89) years. In addition, 766 patients (34.9%) had been pretreated with interferon‐based regimens. Liver cirrhosis was observed in 478 patients (21.8%), and 275 patients (12.5%) had a history of hepatocellular carcinoma Among the patients treated with DCV/ASV, the treatment discontinuation rate due to adverse events was 4.8% (40/834). The most common reason for discontinuation was increased alanine transaminase levels The 12‐week sustained viral response (SVR12) rate was 89.0% (738/872) The SVR rates of the patients with and without cirrhosis were 89.0% (235/264) and 90.1% (548/608) (p=0.6), respectively. The absence of NS5A‐Y93 variants and not having been treated with simeprevir were found to be significantly associated with a SVR (p\<0.001). Among the patients treated with SOF/LDV, treatment discontinuation was only necessary in two patients (due to esophagitis and pneumonia, respectively), and the SVR4 or 12 rate was 99.1% (318/321). One patient with cirrhosis and NS5A‐L31 and Y93 variants relapsed after the therapy Among the patients treated with SOF/RBV, the treatment discontinuation rate was 1.7% (5/291), and the SVR4 or 12 rate was 96.2% (280/291). Of the 11 patients who did not achieve a SVR, 8 completed the treatment Of these 8 patients, 4 were cirrhotic, and the RBV dose was reduced in 3 patients Cirrhosis was found to be significantly associated with a non‐SVR (p=0.03). Conclusion: This cohort, which included a substantial proportion of cirrhotic patients, generally exhibited high response rates. HCV variants were associated with a non‐SVR among patients that were treated with DCV/ASV, and cirrhosis was associated with a reduction in the SVR rate among patients that were treated with SOF‐based regimens.
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Decreased health resource utilization by peri‐transplant (PT) HCV patients after successful direct acting antiviral (DAA) therapy {#hep28798-sec-0720}
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**Introduction** DAA therapies in patients with advanced liver disease are effective and safe. However, impact on natural history and health economic benefits of treating this advanced, PT population remain unclear. This study assessed healthcare resource utilization from a clinical and cost perspective during, and 6 months (mths) post, DAA therapy compared to untreated HCV patients accepted onto the UK transplant waiting list. **Methods** The NHS England Expanded Access Program (EAP) enabled provision of 12 weeks therapy with Sofosbuvir (SOF) and an NS5A inhibitor, (Ledipasvir or Daclatasvir at clinicians discretion),+/‐ ribavirin (RBV) to a cohort of HCV positive patients with advanced, decompensated liver disease (Childs Pugh (CP) B7 and above). Of these, 178 patients fulfilled the NHSBT criteria for liver transplantation (LT), with 78 treated atKing\'s College Hospital (KCH) (median CP B7, range B7‐C13). Data collection on clinical interventions, support and ancillary therapies was prospective for the duration of therapy and 6 mths post Additionally, similar data were collected from a comparable retrospective 'control' cohort of 40 untreated HCV KCH patients meeting the NHSBT criteria with CP≥B7 (median B7, range B7‐C10) from inclusion onto the LT waiting list, until LT or death (majority within 9 mths) **Results** During DAA therapy minimal blood product and phone call support were needed (24 phone calls to nurse specialists and 44 to consultants, mean 11.5 and 11.6 mins respectively). Of the KCH EAP patients, 85% achieved SVR, with 27 patients at 6 mths follow‐up having complete resolution of the decompensation present at treatment initiation (ascites and encephalopathy) 13.6% with SVR were transplanted, 2.9% delisted and 3% died (due to overdose or progression) compared to 56% transplanted, 11% delisted and 33% deaths in the control cohort Clinical deterioration and worsening MELD necessitated more control cohort patients to be prioritized whilst on the waiting list This was reflected in the duration of emergency admissions (encephalopathy; sepsis/SBP and variceal bleed) to ITU (mean 0.45 days for patients with SVR vs 2.05 for control cohort) and to wards (mean 1.66 vs 19.82 days respectively). Overall a mean cost savingof £8473 per successfully treated patient was identified. **Discussion** This early analysis of health resource usage by PT patients treated with SOF and NS5A inhibitor +/‐ RBV demonstrates benefits in survival, quality of life and health resource utilization in this challenging cohort Full health resource usage data from 178 PT EAP patients will be presented The longer term impact of successful DAA therapy on natural history is still unclear.
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Thanks to the National Strategy Plan for tackle Hepatitis C in Spain (2015/16), around 50,000 infected patients are to be cured, mainly F3‐F4 and as general population. However, that Plan also considers as a priority the infected patients in prisons. Accordingly we planned a project in a Northern region of Spain (Cantabria) with 600k inhabitants and focused to the regional long‐stay prison of El Dueso. Our objectives were to: 1) Perform a systematic screening and evaluation of infections related to blood‐borne viruses, 2) Evaluate the efficacy and safety of an IFN‐free antiviral regimen, including the impact on the rates of reinfections at short/long term. Methods: The project was planned to start in 1Q 2016 following 3 consecutive phases: 1) viral testing and characterization, 2) treatment of HCV infected inmates, 3) follow‐up of patients for 30 months. All new entries in the prison are to be tested immediately and treatment initiated in the first week if HCV‐positive The list of variables to be analyzed include: 1) Demographics, clinical, and virological variables, including NS5a baseline resistance and deep analysis of nucleotide sequence quasispecies complexity of HVR1 region, 2) Endothelial dysfunction and neurocognitive function tests before treatment and 6 months after, 3) Efficacy, safety and QoL throughout the study, and 4) Rates of persistent HCV infection, reinfection and super‐infection. Results: Up to now 436 inmates have been included being full tested for blood‐borne viruses The majority of inmates were male (98%) with a median age of 59 yrs. Seventy patients were anti‐HCV positive (16%), of these 52 (74%) were HCV RNA positive. HCV genotypes were GT3 (56%), GT1 (36%), and GT4 (8%). Seven patients were HIV‐coinfected (13%), and none HBV‐coinfected Fibrosis distribution was: F0‐1 51.9%; F2 11.5%; F3 13.4% and F4 23%. The mean MELD score was 8. All viremic patients have been treated with LDV/SOF+/‐ RBV 12 wks (49 patients) or 8 wks (3 patients). All patients achieved EOT response No serious AEs were reported and no patients discontinued due to AEs Baseline NS5A RAS were found in 19% of the patients and were more frequent in HCV GT3 (36%). Viral diversity of the HVR1 region was high, irrespective of the HCV genotype. In 4Q 2016 SVR12 will be available for all treated inmates, including the remaining variables of this long‐term study. Conclusions: In this Spanish prison the HCV prevalence is x15 times the described in the general population, showing a different profile of HCV genotypes and a high viral diversity in HVR1. An elimination program of this nature is intended as a pilot experience that could be extended to other prisons.
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Influence of ITPase activity on decreases of hemoglobin during treatment with Interferon‐free DAA‐based and ribavirin in HCV‐related cirrhosis {#hep28798-sec-0728}
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**BACKGROUND:** The aim of the present study was to investigate the association between theinosinetriphosphatase (ITPA) activity and the degree of anemia occurring during DAA/ RBV‐based therapy in patients with cirrhosis. **METHODS:**In a multicentric, prospective study we enrolled 227 patients with HCV‐related cirrhosis treated with DAA and RBV \[median age 66 years (IQR 57‐71), 52.9% male, median BMl 26.4 (IQR 23.9‐28.4), 4.5% withChild B cirrhosis, 6.6% post‐liver transplants, 2.7% HIV\]. HCV genotype 1a was identified in 10.2%,1bin 58.2%, 2 in 23.6%, 3 in 7.1% and 4 in 0.9%. The median of baseline hemoglobin levels were 14.1 g/dl (IQR 12.9‐15.0). Seventy‐two (32%) patients were treated with Sofosbuvir(SOF) plus RBV, 25.4% withOmbitasvir, Paritaprevir, Ritonavirand Dasabuvirplus RBV, 22.2% withSOF+Simepre‐ virplus RBV, 10.2% with SOF+Ledipasvir plus RBV, 8% with SOF+Daclatasvir plus RBV and 2.2% whit Ombitasvir, Paritaprevir, Ritonavir plus RBV. The median dose of RBV/mg/ kg was 12.9 (IQR 11.6‐14.6).All patients were screened for both the rs1127354 and rs7270101 ITPA single nucleotide polymorphisms using a direct sequencing. The predicted ITPA activity was based in according to previous study (Thompson 2010). **RESULT.** One‐hundred fifty (66.1%) patients (Group 1) had a normal (100%)ITPase activity, 48 (21.1%; Group 2) had moderate (60%)activityand 29 (12.8%; Group 3) minimal (≤30%)activity. In the three groups the decline of hemoglobin was evaluated from baseline to day 15 (delta 15) and to day 30 (delta 30) of treatment. In Group 1 the delta 15 and 30 were respectively ‐1.26 (SD ±0.97) and ‐1.9 (±1.2), decays more severe than those observed in group 2(‐0,7±0.99; p=0.006 and ‐1.5±1.4; p=0.10, respectively) and in group3(‐ 0.36±0.53;p=0.000; and ‐0.6±0.74;p=0.000). Also the prevalence ofanemia‐related events (reduction of RBV dose and/ oruse of erythropoietin and/or of blood transfusions)was more frequently observed in group 1 (12.7% at day 15 and 28.7% at day 30) than in group 2 (6.3% and 25%, respectively) and group 3(3.4% and 6.9%,p=0.047).A logistic regression analysis including the ITPA activity, age, sex, dose of Ribavirin andeGFRidentified the the ITPA activity and the dose of ribavirinas the only independent predictors of anemia‐related events (OR:4.66, IC 95%: 1.12‐19.31,p=0.03; OR:1.25, IC 95%: 1.11‐1.89,p\<0.001; respectively) **CONCLUSION.** This study suggests that the polymorphisms in the ITPA gene influences the severity of anemia during the first month of a DAA‐based treatment in HCV‐related cirrhosis. Thus, ITPA polymorphism may drive the use of RBV in difficult‐to‐treat patients, such as cirrhotic and/or non responder patients
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Hepatitis B reactivation after interferon‐based therapy versus pan‐oral direct acting antiviral agents in chronic hepatitis C patients co‐infected with hepatitis B virus: a systematic review and meta‐analysis {#hep28798-sec-0732}
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**Background and Aims:** Hepatitis due to hepatitis B virus (HBV) reactivation has been reported in chronic hepatitis C (CHC) patients coinfected HBV, treated with either interferon‐based therapy or pan‐oral direct acting antivirals (DAAs). We compare the rate of hepatitis due to HBV reactivation and HCV sustained virologic response (SVR) in CHC patients co‐infected with HBV, treated with interferon‐based therapy versus DAAs. **Methods:** A systematic search of English literature from Jan 1^st^ 1990 to Dec 31^st^ 2015 in Pubmed, Embase, Ovid, and Cochrane databases was conducted in March 2016. Two independent reviewers systematically identified studies that examined the efficacy and safety of HCV antiviral therapies in HBV/HCV co‐infected patients A meta‐analysis was conducted using a random effects model to assess the primary outcome (HBV reactivation rate and incidence of hepatitis due to HBV reactivation) and secondary outcomes (HCV SVR rate for 24 weeks in patients treated with interferon and for 12 weeks in patients treated with DAAs) Case reports were included in the systematic review but excluded in the meta‐analysis. Meta‐analysis was done by Stata 13. **Results:** The search yielded 35 studies involving 1121 CHC patients. Majority of the studies (n=30) were using interferon. All studies reported SVR rates, 26 studies reported HBV reactivation, and 22 studies reported occurrence of hepatitis due to HBV reactivation. Excluding results from case reports, the overall SVR rate was 47% in HBV/HCV co‐infected patients, and the SVR rate was lower in patients treated with interferon (43%) than those treated with DAAs (100%, p\<0.001). The overall HBV reactivation rate was 12.3% and no difference in HBV reactivation was observed in patients treated with interferon (12.4%) and those treated with DAAs (12.2%, p=0.90). Overall incidence of hepatitis due to HBV reactivation was 0.3% (0‐1.1% in patients treated with interferon vs. 0.2‐33.2% in those treated with DAAs, p=0.02). Most cases of HBV reactivation occurred during the follow‐up of interferon treatment (3 weeks to 72 months post‐treatment) while all cases were observed during DAAs treatment (4 to 11 weeks during treatment). **Conclusions:** In CHC patients co‐infected with HBV, HCV SVR rate was higher in those treated with DAAs than those treated with interferon Though there was no difference in HBV reactivation rates between DAAs and interferon based therapies, incidence of hepatitis due to HBV reactivation was higher in DAA treatment and HBV reactivation occurred much earlier in patients treated with DAAs than those treated with interferon.
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Improvement of carotid intima‐media thickness and ankle‐brachial index in patients with hepatitis C virus after IFN‐free treatment. {#hep28798-sec-0736}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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[Background:]{.ul} Associations have been found between HCV infection and systemic atherosclerosis, endothelial dysfunction and hypertension The carotid intima‐media thickness (CIMT) is currently one of the most widely used noninvasive measures of atherosclerosis. The ankle brachial index (ABI) is a sensitive tool for peripheral artery disease and can also be used to assess systemic atherosclerosis. [Aim:]{.ul} To analyze the impact of IFN‐ free treatment on the cardiovascular risk in HCV mono‐infected patients. [Methods:]{.ul} We recruited prospectively 82 consecutive patients eligible for direct‐acting antivirals. We measured the cardiovascular risk according to: a) carotid intima‐media thickness (CIMT), \>0.9mm was considered pathological; b) ankle‐brachial index (ABI), \<0.9 was considered pathological We classified patients in two groups accordingly: a) non‐ improvement/worsening CV risk group, showing pathological CIMT or ABI after the treatment; b) improvement/non‐worsening CV risk group, showing normal CIMT or ABI after the treatment. In addition, we obtained biochemical parameters at baseline and at 12 weeks after finishing the treatment. [Results:]{.ul} We obtained 30 patients with paired CV risk assessment, before and after the treatment. At baseline, 45.5% (10/22) of patients showed pathological ABI, decreasing up to 27.3% (6/22) at week 12 (p=ns). We also found an improvement in CIMT; 12% (3/25) at baseline *vs.* 8% (2/25) at week 12 showed a pathological CIMT. Combining both tests, 60% (12/20) of patients showed pathological CIMT or ABI at baseline and this value decreased to 35% (7/20) at week 12 (p=ns) Patients who responded to the treatment, in terms of CV risk, had a worse baseline profile of soluble biomarkers (**Table**). [Conclusion:]{.ul} These preliminary results (ongoing study) showed that patients with basal pro‐atherogenic conditions had a greater improvement in cardiovascular risk assessed by ankle‐brachial index and carotid intima‐media thickness.

Baseline Characteristics

Data are shown as mean ± SD. variables were analyzed with Mann‐Whitney U tests.
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Reduction of liver stiffness by direct‐acting antivirals for chronic hepatitis C {#hep28798-sec-0740}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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#### *Department of Liver, Biliary Tract and Pancreas Diseases, Fujita Health University School of Medicine, Toyoake, Japan* {#hep28798-sec-0742}

**Background and Aim:** Liver stiffness (LS) by transient elastography (TE) and velocity of shear wave (Vs) by acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) have been reported to correlate with fibrosis stages in various liver diseases. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effect of direct‐acting antivirals (DAAs) on LS and Vs in chronic hepatitis C (CHC). **Methods:** LS (kPa) and Vs (m/s) were measured in 582 patients with CHC. The changes of LS and Vs were assessed in 300 patients treated with DAAs. 125 patients were treated with daclatasvir (DCV) and asunaprevir (ASV), 115 with sofosbuvir (SOF) and ledipasvir (LDV) for HCV genotype 1, and 60 with SOF and ribavirin (RBV) for genotype 2. **Results:** DCV/ASV, SOF/LDV, SOF/RBV treatments achieved high rates of sustained virologic response (SVR) (89, 95, 97%, respectively). LS significantly decreased and Vs did not significantly decrease at end of treatment (EOT) (10.0, p=0.0005; 1.76, p=0.11), LS and Vs significantly decreased at 6 months after EOT (10.3, p\<0.0001; 1.69, p\<0.0001) and at 12 months after EOT (12.3, p=0.0034; 1.98, p=0.0062), compared with baseline (12.7, 1.86) in patients with DCV/ASV. LS decreased in tendency (10.2, p=0.081) but Vs did not significantly decrease (1.62) at EOT compared with baseline (12.0, 1.60) in patients with SOF/ LDV. LS significantly decreased (10.0, p=0.0097) but Vs did not significantly decrease (1.75) at 6 months after EOT compared with baseline (11.1, 1.63) in patients with SOF/RBV. Fibrosis stages were deduced from Vs values according to cut‐off values for fibrosis stages in patients with DCV/ASV The cutoff values determined by ROC analysis were 1.28 for F2, 1.44 for F3, and 1.73 for F4 in 108 patients who underwent liver biopsy Two points or greater reduction of deduced stage was observed in 19% of patients with DCV/ASV, whose pretreatment deduced stages were F3‐F4 Higher platelets counts, lower total bilirubin levels, and lower gamma globulin levels were significantly associated with a 2‐point or greater reduction of deduced fibrosis stage. LS and Vs at baseline did not predict SVR in each treatment. **Conclusions:** The reduction of LS was observed in patients with DAAs, and can be attributed to regression of liver fibrosis and inflammation. The reduction of Vs was slower than that of LS. This finding may be attributed to the stronger association of LS with inflammation compared with that of Vs. The significant reduction of deduced fibrosis stage was observed in those with milder fibrosis which was indicated by higher platelets counts, lower total bilirubin levels and gamma globulin levels. TE and ARFI were useful for evaluating the effect of DAAs in CHC.
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Four weeks of sofosbuvir, ledipasvir and ribavirin with or without interferon give high cure rates in drug users with hepatitis C ‐ a randomized controlled trial (4WIDUC) {#hep28798-sec-0744}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Background and aims People who inject drugs (PWID) are the driving force of chronic hepatitis C (CHC) in the western world, but treatment uptake has been low in. Direct acting antivirals (DAA\'s) cures more than 90% of patients. Outreach treatment programs at drug treatment centers (DTC\'s) are feasible but shorter treatment duration is desirable. Four week DAA trials have been disappointing so far. We hypothesise that maintaining ribavirin (RBV) in a 4 week DAA regimen and adding pegylated‐interferon 2 alpha(PEG 2a) could give high cure rates in drug users. Method The study was conducted at one DTC. Thirty two patients were randomized 1:1 to either LDV/SOF+RBV or LDV/SOF/RBV+PEG 2a for 4 weeks. RBV was dosed weight based and PEG 2a at 180 ug weekly. Main inclusion criteria: Treatment naïve patient with CHC (all genotypes), in opium substitution therapy(OST) p, age\< 50 years, weight\<100 kg, viral load\<2mill lU/ml and liver stiffness measure(LSM)\< 8 kPa. Subjects were allowed any kind of concomitant drug or alcohol use but should be compliant to their OST program. Primary endpoint was sustained virological response at week 12 after end of treatment (SVR 12) in the intention to treat (ITT) population. Results Forty seven persons were screened, and 32 initiated treatment. At date of submission SVR 12 in the ITT population was 92 % (12/13) in the interferon arm and 77% (10/13) in the interferon free arm. One virological relaps was detected. The remaining three failures were due to lost to follow‐up or premature withdrawel from therapy. The PP SVR12 is so far 100% in the interferon arm and 91% in the interferon free arm. Full SVR 12 data will be presented at the meeting. Conclusion 4 weeks of sofosbuvir, ledipasvir and ribavirin with or without interferon was highly effective in curing CHC in this hard to reach but easy to treat population of non‐cirrhotic drug users on OST with only one virological relapse detected in a PP patient. Delivering treatment at a DTC concurrently with OST was feasible and the SVR rates suggest this short regiment to be evaluated in larger trials.
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Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir Fixed‐Dose Combination (LDV/SOF FDC) for 8 Weeks for Treatment‐Naïve, Non‐cirrhotic Hepatitis C Genotype 6 (HCV‐6) and for 12 Weeks for Those With Cirrhosis and/or Prior Treatment Failure: An Open‐Labeled Clinical Trial {#hep28798-sec-0748}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**Background:** HCV affects approximately 30 million persons in Southeast Asia where HCV‐6 is one of the most prevalent genotypes. Treatment data is limited for HCV‐6, especially with new direct acting antiviral (DAA) agents. LDV/SOF FDC for 12 weeks has been shown to be effective for multiple HCV genotypes including treatment‐naïve HCV‐6. Our goal is to examine treatment outcomes in a diverse HCV‐6 population. **Methods:** We prospectively enrolled 60 HCV‐6 patients at four medical centers in California and Texas, USA. All patients received LDV 90mg/SOF 400 mg in a single tablet regimen orally once a day for 8 weeks if they were treatment‐naive and did not have cirrhosis or for 12 weeks if they had cirrhosis (treatment‐naive and experienced) or treatment‐experienced (cirrhosis and noncirrhosis) Patients with prior solid organ transplantation were excluded Primary outcome was sustained virological response 12 weeks after therapy (SVR12). Secondary outcomes were adverse events (AE). All patients gave written consent. **Results:** Overall mean age was 58±10 and 58% were male. All patients were Asian and foreign‐born The 8‐week group included 20 patients (33.3%) and the 12‐week included 40 patients (66.7%). There were no statistically significant differences in baseline clinical and laboratory characteristics other than cirrhosis status and prior treatment history between the two groups. Baseline HCV RNA level was 6.43±0.73 log IU/ mL and the distribution of HCV‐6 subtypes were 23% HCV‐ 6a/b, 37% HCV‐6c, and 4% HCV‐6m. Baseline platelet count was 191±67 overall, 208±53 for 8‐week group and 182±73 for the 12‐week group (p=0.16). There were two patients with decompensation (5.0%), 3 patients with liver cancer (7.5%), and 14 with prior treatment (35.0%) in the 12‐week group Currently, SVR12 were available for 59 patients (of 60). SVR12 was 95.0% for the 8‐week group (19/20) and 94.9% for the 12‐week group (37/39). All patients completed the intended treatment duration. There were two treatment‐unrelated SAEs (*H. pylori*‐related bleeding gastric ulcer and leg fracture due to mechanical fall), and both patients achieved SVR12. AEs included fatigue (5%), insomnia (3%), headache (1.7%), and nausea (1.7%). **Conclusion:** In this largest clinical trial of HCV‐6 to date with LDV/SOF FDC orally once daily or with DAAs in general, LDV/SOF FDC for 8 weeks was safe and effective for patients without cirrhosis or prior treatment failure (SVR12=95.0%), and LDV/SOF FDC for 12 weeks was also safe and effective for patients with cirrhosis and/or prior treatment failure, including patients with hepatic decompensation and liver cancer (SVR 12=94.9%).
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Project INSPIRE: a Comprehensive Care Coordination Program for HCV‐Infected Patients {#hep28798-sec-0752}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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#### *Viral Hepatitis Program, New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, Queens, NY* {#hep28798-sec-0754}

**Background** New York City (NYC) Health Department has an established Care Coordination Protocol and Heath Promotion Manual for HIV‐infected persons. Infection with the Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) is a complex disease often occurring in patients with substance abuse, HIV, and mental illness, making treatment in a supported setting critical. Project INSPIRE, a Round II Healthcare Innovation Award from the Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services, was designed by the Health Department to implement and test a comprehensive care coordination protocol and health promotion curriculum adapted from HIV and tailored for HCV **Primary Aim** To demonstrate a model of service delivery and payment that can reduce morbidity and death from chronic illnesses and reduce costs associated with its complications, using chronic HCV infection as a case study. **Methods** Established care coordination protocols and health promotion materials used for HIV/AIDS were adapted for use with patients with HCV infection with the overall goal of improving HCV cure rates and patient self‐sufficiency. The protocol includes: comprehensive assessment, care plan, health promotion, treatment readiness counseling, alcohol and drug counseling and medication adherance support. Health promotion sessions are designed to provide information on HCV infection, treatment for HCV, liver health, alcohol and drug use, and how to avoid re‐infection. A robust monitoring and evaluation framework is being used to evaluate the program including monthly data feedback reports, fidelity analysis, clinical outcomes analysis, comparison with a control group, and cost analysis **Results** INSPIRE was implemented at 12 outpatient clinics, serving high need patients, with a high level of fidelity to the protocol. Among the 1,805 participants enrolled by April 30, 2016, most reached key milestones within 30 days of enrollment including completing a comprehensive assessment (83%), attending their first clinical appointment for HCV care (90%), and receiving a medical evaluation (79%) Over 95% of participants who initiated treatment have received alcohol counseling, health promotion, treatment readiness counseling, and medication coordination Two‐thirds (66%) of participants received their first health promotion session within 15 days of enrollment. The project was implemented at two major medical centers, and starting many on treatment with the expectation that the vast majority will be cured. Over the next year, a plan to disseminate the care coordination protocol and health promotion materials will be developed and the costs of care coordination will be calculated and integrated into a payment model.
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Sofosbuvir/Ledipasvir plus Ribavirin achieves high SVR12 in genotype‐3 patients with compensated cirrhosis and similar to Sofosbuvir plus Daclatasvir. A multicentre real life cohort {#hep28798-sec-0756}
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**Background and aims**: Current antiviral therapy for HCV genotype (GT) 3‐associated cirrhosis achieves suboptimal sustained virological response (SVR) rates. Daclatasvir (DCV) + Sofosbuvir (SOF) ± ribavirin (RBV) is the only all‐oral recommended option due to lower SVR rates of SOF/LDV in patients with cirrhosis. We aimed to evaluate the efficacy and safety of 12 and 24‐week SOF+DCV or SOF/LDV ± RBV in a real‐life cohort of GT3 patients with cirrhosis. **Patients and methods**: Multicenter observational study from two different databases: HepaC‐AEEH and Community of Madrid Regional registry. All HCV‐cirrhotic patients mono‐infected by GT3 and treated with SOF plus a NS5A inhibitor (DCV or LDV) ± RBV between May 2014 and October 2015 were included. **Results**: 282 patients were included: 83% male, age 54 years (26‐82), 124 (44%) treatment‐experienced, 48 (17%) decompensated, 130 (46%) FibroScan \>20 kPa and 65 (23%) MELD score\>10.195 (69%) received SOF+DCV and 87 (31%) SOF/LDV. Over‐all, 88% received RBV. The addition of RBV and extension to 24 weeks were higher in the SOF/LDV group (95% vs. 84%, *p*=0.004; 83% vs. 62%, p\<0.001). A higher percentage of decompensated patients were treated with DCV (21% vs. 10%, p=0.029). 208 patients have reached week 12 of follow‐up. Overall SVR12 was 93.8% (195/208), 94% with SOF+DCV and 93.5% with SOF/LDV. SVR12 rates are summarized in table. 13 failures were observed (9 relapses, 1 virological failure, 3 deaths). Previous treatment did not impact on SVR. Platelet \<75,000/mL was the only factor associated with nonSVR12 (RR: 3.50; 95%CI 1,23‐9,94; p=0.019). In patients with MELD \<10 or albumin \>3.5 mg/dL, type of NS5A inhibitor did not impact on SVR12 (93% vs 97%, RR 0.96, 95%CI 0.89‐1.04; 93% vs 96%, RR 0.97, 95%CI 0.90‐1.05, respectively). Only 16 patients (5.7%) presented serious adverse events (SAE), including 3 deaths (1.1%) and 6 discontinuations (3.2%). Percentage of SAEs and deaths was higher in decompensated patients (18% vs. 3.1%, p\<0.001, 4% vs. 0.4%, p=0.08). SVR12 of all cohort will be presented at the meeting. **Conclusions**: SOF/LDV+RBV achieved high SVR12 rates in GT3 patients with compensated cirrhosis, similar to SOF+DCV, both with low rates of serious adverse events.
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Sofosbuvir and NS5A inhibitors without Ribavirin during 12 weeks are efficient to treat hepatitis C recurrence after liver transplantation only in genotype 1. Results from the CO23 ANRS CUPILT study. {#hep28798-sec-0760}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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\(a\) Sofosbuvir (SOF) with NS5A inhibitors has shown efficacy to treat hepatitis C (HCV) recurrence after liver transplantation (LT). But the duration of treatment and the utility of ribavirin (RBV) are not clear in this population. We aimed to assess which patients can be treated with SOF + NS5A inhibitors‐based regimens without RBV during 12 weeks after LT.

\(b\) From October 2013 to October 2015, 699 liver transplant recipients with HCV recurrence have been enrolled in the prospective multicentric ANRS CO23 CUPILT cohort. In the present study, we selected patients receiving SOF and NS5A inhibitor +/− RBV and followed at least 12 weeks after treatment discontinuation The primary efficacy end point was a sustained virological response 12 weeks after the end of treatment (SVR12). We identified four groups of patients according to treatment\' regimens and duration: SOF+NS5A±RBV during 12 or 24 weeks. Logistic regression with adjustment was used.

\(c\) Among the 699 patients, 386 fulfilled the inclusion criteria. The main characteristics were as follows: 75.1% genotype 1 and 15% genotype 3 (G3), 62.2% treatment‐naïve, and when treated, 43.8% were non‐responders. Fibrosis stage was F3/F4 in 155 patients (40.2%). In the cirrhosis group (23.1%), 56 patients were Child Pugh (CPT) A (73.7%), 18 CPT B (23.7%) and 2 patients CPT C (2.6%). One hundred and fourty‐three patients were treated during 12 weeks (105 (27.2%) without RBV; 38 (9.8%) with RBV) and 243 patients were treated during 24 weeks (176 (45.6%) without RBV; 67 (17.4%) with RBV). The mean RBV dose was 760 ± 254 mg/d. The rate of F3‐F4 fibrosis stage (47.7%, p=0.0006), previously treated (45.3%, p=0.0008) and non‐responders patients (19.3%, p=0.0442) was higher in 24 weeks treatment groups. The SVR12 was 97.1%, 100%, 98.9%, 95.5% in the 12 weeks without RBV group, the 12 weeks with RBV group, the 24 weeks without RBV group and the 24 weeks with RBV group, respectively (p=0.27). Only 8 patients had treatment failure By multivariate analysis, the factors such fibrosis stage, previous treatment, HCV genotype, HCV viral load at baseline did not influence the rate of SVR12 among the four study groups (p=0.38). However the risk of failure was higher in G3 group (OR= 4.92, (1.19 -- 20.20) and others genotype (2, 4, 5) group (5.31, (1.22 -- 23.10)) (p= 0.03). The rate of haematological adverse events was higher in the RBV group: anemia 57% (p\<0.0001), blood transfusion 56% (p0.02). (d) SOF+NS5A inhibitors without RBV regimen during 12 weeks was efficient to treat HCV recurrence after liver transplantation including F3‐F4 and previously treated patients In G3 patients, 24 weeks of treatement is suggested.
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Direct‐Acting Antiviral Therapy Outcomes in Canadian Chronic Hepatitis C Telemedicine Patients {#hep28798-sec-0764}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### *Holly Hatashita, Parmvir Parmar, Daniel J Corsi, [Curtis Cooper]{.ul};* {#hep28798-sec-0765}

#### *Medicine, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON, Canada* {#hep28798-sec-0766}

**Background:** There are approximately 245,000 HCV‐infected Canadians, many of whom live in under‐served and remote areas without access to HCV healthcare specialists. Telemedicine (TM) can provide healthcare to these marginalized patients. We compared patient characteristics and direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) treatment outcomes in HCV TM and non‐TM patients (The Ottawa Hospital Viral Hepatitis Outpatient Clinic) residing in Eastern Ontario. **Methods:** A cohort database analysis was performed on 1258 patients followed at The Ottawa Hospital and Regional Viral Hepatitis Program between January 2012 and May 2016. TM (n=148) and non‐TM (n=1110) patients were compared by examining baseline characteristics and clinical outcomes **Results:** TM patients were younger (49.8 vs 52.4 years), more likely to be Indigenous (7.4% vs 2.5%), to have injection drug (69% vs 55%) and incarceration (46% vs 35%) histories, and more likely to be genotype 3 infected (27% vs 17%). Groups were comparable in gender (65% male) and cirrhotic stage (23%). 62% of TM patients underwent transient elastography assessment during regional outreach Fibroscan blitzes compared to 60% of our non‐TM patients. 24 TM and 214 non‐TM HCV‐infected patients have completed DAA therapy. Ledipasvir‐sofosbuvir+/‐ribavirin was the most frequently prescribed DAA regimen (79% of TM and 57% of non‐TM patients, p=0.15). The SVR rate in the TM group was 95% and 91% in the non‐TM group (p=0.59) **Conclusion**: Our TM program successfully engages and retains a remote population enriched for characteristics associated with barriers to successful HCV treatment TM patients were able to engage in HCV care, achieving high SVR rates comparable to those obtained by traditional models of care.
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Hepatitis C Virus Treatment Response to Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir among patients co‐infected with HIV and HCV: Real World Data in a Black Population {#hep28798-sec-0768}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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#### *^1^Rutgers New Jersey Medical School, Newark, NJ; ^2^Saint Michaels Medical Center, Newark, NJ; ^3^Beth Israel Medical Center, Newark, NJ* {#hep28798-sec-0770}

**Background**: Treatment of Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection with pegylated interferon and ribavirin had poor responses for patients with Human Immunodeficiency virus (HIV) This improved significantly with direct acting antivirals (DAAs) and are comparable to HCV mono‐infected patients However, it has been suggested that treatment outcomes among black persons treated with ledipasvir/sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) may be inferior We assessed treatment responses to LDV/SOF in a cohort of black HIV/HCV co‐infected persons in Newark, New Jersey. **Methodology**: Retrospective chart reviews were conducted for black, genotype 1, HIV/HCV co‐infected patients treated with LDV/SOF in the University Hospital Infectious Diseases Practice between January 2014 and February 2016. Data collected included demographics, HCV treatment history, duration of LDV/SOF regimen, and treatment response **Results**: A total of 52 HIV/HCV co‐infected black patients received treatment with LDV/SOF during the study period Preliminary data are being presented on 46 patients The study population was 63% male, mean age 58 years, and 37% had cirrhosis 46% were null responders to prior HCV treatment (pegylated interferon, ribavirin, boceprevir/telaprevir) and 83% of patients had genotype 1a (GT1a). At baseline, median CD4 count was 679 cells/mm^3^, median HCV viral load was 2974728 lU/mL, median Fibrosure score was 0.66, and median creatinine clearance was 78% of patients changed ART prior to beginning LDV/ SOF treatment due to drug interactions 37 and 9 patients received 12 and 24 weeks of LDV/SOF respectively, 67% on 24 week treatment had cirrhosis. Two patients were prematurely discontinued from treatment due to logistical issues Mean FIB‐4 and APRI scores at baseline were 2.99 and 0.89, respectively. Few patients (\<1%) experienced side effects with no resulting discontinuations Overall, 94% had SVR with 3 relapses (all cirrhotic). SVR rates were 92% for genotype 1a, 95% for prior null responders and 82 % among cirrhotics **Conclusion**: In this real world cohort of black, genotype 1, HIV/ HCV co‐infected patients, LDV/SOF had high SVR12 rate of 94% and was extremely well tolerated This data supports the high efficacy of LDV/SOF in a highly difficult‐to‐treat patient population Additional studies should be performed to assess if ribavirin should be added to LDV/SOF in co‐infected patients with cirrhosis.
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Burden of disease in patients with chronic hepatitis C in the Austrian REAL Study {#hep28798-sec-0772}
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**Background:** The direct‐acting antiviral regimen of ombitasvir (OBV), paritaprevir (identified by AbbVie and Enanta, co‐dosed with ritonavir \[PTV/r\]) ± dasabuvir (DSV) ± ribavirin (RBV) was approved in 2015 in Europe for treatment of patients with chronic hepatitis C genotype 1 (GT1) or 4 (GT4) infection To this date, real‐world data as well as data on patient‐reported outcomes (PROs) on this regimen are limited **Goals:** In this study, we investigated PROs in real‐world for the treatment regimen of OBV/PTV/r ± DSV ± RBV **Methods:** GT1 and GT4‐infected patients, participating in the multi‐center, non‐interventional cohort study REAL (NCT02582658) in Austria, were included in this analysis Patients received the regimen of OBV/PTV/r ± DSV ± RBV according to the local label. Effectiveness was assessed by SVR12. Health‐related quality of life (HRQoL), health/disease awareness and work productivity were assessed by standardized questionnaires (EQ‐5D‐5L; WPAI Hep C V2.0; PAM‐13). **Results:** As of March 31 2016, a total of 151 patients received the regimen of OBV/PTV/r ± DSV ± RBV. Baseline characteristics are shown in the table. Assessment of HRQoL by EQ‐5D‐5L showed no major differences in index scores in the total population at baseline (BL; mean: 0.827; SD: 0.177; n = 117) and end of treatment (EOT; mean: 0.885; SD: 0.121; n = 48). For patients with available data at both time points (n = 42), mean change in index score was 0.006 (SD: 0.135), indicating that there was no reduction of HRQoL due to treatment. Analysis of total activity impairment scores by WPAI revealed no significant differences between BL (mean 24.4; SD: 26.7; n = 115) and EOT (mean 24.5; SD: 28.6; n = 44) as well, suggesting that treatment did not adversely affect total activity of patients Upcoming results (including SVR12 data) will be presented at the meeting. **Conclusions:** In this study, the treatment with OBV/ PTV/r ± DSV ± RBV did not adversely impact HRQoL and total activity of patients in a real‐world setting in Austria, confirming previous results on the tolerability of this regimen.

Baseline Characteristics
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[Community‐Based Real World Outcomes of Sofosbuvir/Ledipasvir Without Ribavirin in the Treatment of Asians with Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Genotype 6 in the United States]{.ul} {#hep28798-sec-0776}
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#### *^1^Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Alameda Health System ‐ Highland Hospital, Oakland, CA; ^2^Silicon Valley Research Institute, San Jose, CA; ^3^San Jose Gastroenterology, San Jose, CA; ^4^Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Stanford University Medical Center, Stanford, CA* {#hep28798-sec-0778}

[**Background:**]{.ul} The highest prevalence of chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype 6 (GT6) is seen among Southeast Asian populations. While previous interferon‐based therapies offered high cure rates, sofosbuvir/ledipasvir (SOF/LDV) is the first all‐oral ribavirin‐free treatment approved for HCV GT6, offering a safe and highly efficacious treatment option. However, large studies evaluating real world outcomes of this regimen are lacking for GT6. **[Aim:]{.ul}** To evaluate real world treatment outcomes for GT6 in a large community‐based gastroenterology practice in the United States. **[Methods:]{.ul}** A retrospective cohort study evaluated 65 adults (age ≥18) with chronic HCV GT6 treated with SOF/LDV without ribavirin at a community gastroenterology clinic in the U.S. from November 2014 to May 2016. Rates of undetectable virus at week 4 on treatment, at end of treatment (EOT), and SVR12 were stratified by presence of cirrhosis and prior treatment (treatment naïve vs. treatment experienced). Multivariate logistic regression models evaluated for predictors of treatment failure or relapse. **[Results:]{.ul}** Among 65 patients with chronic HCV GT6 treated with SOF/LDV without ribavirin, 52.3% were male and the mean age at start of treatment was 66.3 years (SD 9.7). 41.5% (n=27) had cirrhosis and 15.4% (n=10) were treatment experienced, having relapsed after prior treatment with pegylated interferon and ribavirin Overall, 97.3% had undetectable virus at week 4 on treatment, 96.9% had undetectable virus at EOT, and 95.3% achieved SVR12 (Table). One patient had detectable virus at EOT and two patients had viral relapse at week 12 post‐treatment despite achieving undetectable virus at EOT. Resistance testing of these treatment failure patients was attempted but unsuccessful due to lack of conforming primers to define the possible resistance mutations. SVR12 was achieved in 100% in females vs. 91.2% in males, p=0.096. SVR12 in cirrhotics was 92.3% vs. 97.4% in patients without cirrhosis, p=0.347. No significant predictors of treatment failure or relapse were identified on regression modeling. **[Conclusions:]{.ul}** Among a large community‐based real world cohort of Asian chronic HCV GT6 patients in the United States, all oral SOF/LDV without ribavirin is a safe and effective treatment. SVR12 in the real world setting was similar to SVR12 reported in clinical trials.

Treatment Outcomes Among Asian HCV Genotype 6 Patients Treated with Sofosbuvir/Ledipasvir
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Real‐world SVR Rates for Paretaprevir/ritonavir, Ombitasvir, Dasabuvir vs. Sofosbuvir/ledipasvir Regimens With and Without Ribavirin {#hep28798-sec-0780}
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#### *^1^Division of Infectious Diseases, Weill Cornell Medical College, Mars, PA; ^2^VA Pittsburgh Healtcare System, Pittsburgh, PA; ^3^University of Cincinnati, Cincinnatti, OH* {#hep28798-sec-0782}

**Background:** Addition of ribavirin to newer DAA regimens is of unclear benefit. We determined the SVR rates for persons treated with Paritaprevir/ritonavir, Ombitasvir, Dasabuvir (PrOD) regimen with and without ribavirin and compared this with sofosbuvir/ledipasvir (SOF/LDV) regimens in real‐world settings. **Methods:** In the ERCHIVES database, a well‐established national cohort of HCV‐infected Veterans, we identified HCV genotype 1 infected persons initiated on the above regimens. We excluded those with HIV coinfection, positive HBsAg and missing HCV RNA. **Results:** We identified 1,235 persons on PrOD (75.5% ribavirin) and 4,247 on SOF/LDV (23.3% ribavirin). Among HCV genotype 1a infected persons, ribavirin was prescribed to 99.2% on PrOD, and 23.3% on SOF/ LDV. The SVR rates ranged from 92.6% to 100% regardless of the treatment regimen, presence of cirrhosis or HCV subtype, except in HCV genotype 1a without cirrhosis on PrOD without ribavirin, (SVR 83%, N=5/6). There were minor, clinically insignificant differences in SVR rates in those treated with or without ribavirin in each of the treatment groups, regardless of presence of cirrhosis at baseline In multivariable logistic regression analysis, and with the exception of GT1a cirrhotics treated with PrOD, with too small numbers to evaluate, ribavirin use was not associated with achieving SVR in any group. **Conclusion:** PrOD and SOF/LDV regimens are associated with high rates of SVR in actual clinical settings, which are comparable to clinical trials results. No meaningful difference in SVR rates was observed in those prescribed or not prescribed ribavirin with SOF/LDV or PrOD (for genotype 1b).

PrOD, paritaprevir, ritonavir, ombitasvir, dasabuvir.
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Hepatitis C (HCV) Virologic Outcomes in Veterans taking Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir with Concomitant Acid Suppressing Medication {#hep28798-sec-0784}
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#### *^1^Infectious Diseases, Duke University, Durham, NC; ^2^Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Durham, NC; ^3^Gastroenterology, Duke University, Durham, NC; ^4^School of Medicine, Duke University, Durham, NC* {#hep28798-sec-0786}

**Background:** Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) is a directly acting anti‐viral combination therapy that has been approved for treatment of Hepatitis C infection. However, ledipasvir has been noted to have a drug interaction with acid suppressing medications, most notably with the proton pump inhibitor (PPI) drug class, resulting in potential for decreased serum concentrations of ledipasvir Due to the exclusion of acid suppressing medications from registration trials, it is unclear if co‐administration of LDV/SOF with PPI impacts sustained virologic response at 12 weeks (SVR12). **Methods:** Using the Veterans Affairs (VA) Informatics and Computing Infrastructure (VINCI), we were able to query the pharmacy database for all prescriptions of LDV/SOF that were dispensed through the VA system from October 10, 2014 -- December 31, 2015. In addition, we queried the pharmacy database for PPI co‐administration the identified LDV/SOF cohort. PPI usage was defined as any active PPI prescription that overlapped with the treatment period for LDV/SOF including refills. The primary outcome was SVR12, defined as any HCV RNA drawn \>12weeks after completion of therapy. **Results:** Of an initial 30,231 prescriptions of LDV/ SOF, SVR12 data was available for 10,501 veterans. Of the 10,501 veterans who completed a course of LDV/SOF during the study period, 2,004 received co‐administration of a PPI The cohort was predominantly male (96%), average age 62 (26 -- 92) years and 52% Caucasian, 36% African American, and \<1% were Alaskan Native/Pacific Islander, Asian, and Native American There was no difference in demographics based on PPI exposure For those patients who received LDV/ SOF alone, the rate of SVR12 was 94.9% (8066/8497). For those patients who received LDV/SOF concomitant with PPI, the rate of SVR12 was 94% (1885/2004), p = 0.118. Further stratified analysis by stage of liver disease, duration of LDV/ SOF therapy, dose of PPI, only active PPI refill, and genotype will be presented **Conclusion:** In this large real‐world cohort of veterans completing a course of LDV/SOF for the treatment of chronic HCV infection, a concomitant prescription for PPI acid suppressing medications did not result in lower SVR12. Further investigations into dosing per the package insert are needed to confirm that these medications do not result in higher relapse rates.
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**Background and Aims**: Approximately 350,000 adults in Germany are chronically infected with HCV, with an HCV genotype (GT) 3 proportion of approx. 28%. Effectiveness and safety of the direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) regimen containing daclatasvir (DCV) in patients with GT3 is reported from the German Hepatitis C‐Registry (DHC‐R). **Methods**: The DHC‐R is a non‐interventional prospective cohort study that enrolled approx. 9,300 HCV patients receiving DAA‐containing regimens between Feb. 1, 2014 and Feb. 15, 2016. Amongst these 1,074 patients with GT3 were enrolled. Effectiveness was assessed by sustained virologic response at post‐treatment week 12 or 24 (SVR12/24). **Results**: As of Feb. 15, 2016, 1,017 patients were treated with DCV+SOF ± RBV, of these 383 (38%) patients had GT3 with 137 (36%) being treatment experienced and 127 (33%) cirrhotic. 168 patients have reached at least 12 W of post treatment follow up. Treatment duration was 12 or 24 weeks in 98 and 50 patients respectively. 20 patients received divergent treatment durations. Ribavirin was prescribed in 19% of the patients receiving 12 weeks of treatment and in 74% receiving 24 weeks of treatment. SVR rates in subgroups are reported in table 1. To date, from 168 HCV‐GT3 patients with available \>12 week follow‐up data (mITT‐population), 154 patients finished treatment as planned, of these 152 achieved SVR12/24, resulting in a mITT‐SVR rate of 90.5%. In non‐cirrhotic patients (n=66), treatment according to EU‐ or US‐label with 12 weeks of DCV+SOF resulted in 95.5% SVR12/24 (mITT). SVR12/24 in decompensated cirrhosis was close to 80% (n = 15/19). Discontinuation of therapy occurred in 14 patients: 1 virologic breakthrough, 4 due to adverse events, 3 unplanned events, 3 LTFU, 1 lack of adherence and 2 patients died (DCV+SOF+RBV: 1 gastrointestinal bleeding, 1 cause unknown). **Conclusions**: In this large, real‐world cohort of HCV GT3‐infected patients, treatment with DCV+SOF ± RBV achieved high rates of sustained virologic response.

Table 1. mITT SVR12/24 Rates in Subpopulations

No percentage presented if subgroup \<10 patients;

\*including 7 pts. \<12W, 8 pts. \>12W;\<24W, 5 pts. \>24W of treatment
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**Background and aim** Chronic infection by hepatitis C virus (CIHCV) is known to cause some forms of kidney disease. Eradication of HCV may improve the renal disfunction in these patients. **The aim** of our study was to determine the prevalence of renal insufficiency and the effect of treatment with direct acting antivirals (DAA) on the renal dysfunction when it was present, in a cohort of patients with CIHCV. **Method** *Design:* Prospective study. *Patients*: All patients with CIHCV who initiated therapy with DAA between April and Dec/15 were included Prospectively were collected demographic, clinical and laboratory variables Fibrosis was measured by biopsy or Fibroscan (F2: 7,5‐9,4 KPa, F3: 9,5‐12,4 Kpa and cirrhosis \>12,5 KPa). *Treatment:* DAA were given according the EASL guidelines. *Sustained virologic response (SVR12):* undetectable viral load by COBAS Taqman 12 weeks after ending the treatment. *Renal function*. We calculated the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) with the CKD‐EPI equation before and 12 weeks after the end of treatment. The function was defined according to the KDIGO classification. *Primary endpoints*. Proportion of patients with chronic renal insufficiency (CRI), defined as a GFR \< 90 ml/min and changes in the GFR 12 weeks after the end of treatment in those patients with CRI baseline. **Results** 157 individuals were included, with mean age 54 years and 66 % male. 68% were pre‐treated with PR ± IP first generation. 132 (84%) had genotype 1 (1a: 32 %, 1b:64 % and others: 4%), 15 (10%) genotype 3 and 10 (6%) genotype 4. The baseline viral load was \> 800.000 UI/mL in 72% and 17 % were diabetics. Fibrosis stage: 16 (10%) were F0‐F1;37 (24%) F2; 40 (25%) F3 and 64 (41%) had cirrhosis. 154/157(98,1%) had SVR12. 64/157 (41%) had a CRI baseline. Of these, 63 finished the treatment and 12 weeks of follow‐up with 100% SVR12. In this subgroup, the eGFR improved significantly after obtaining SVR12 (Median: 77,81 ml/min vs 82,36 ml/min; p= 0.014). **Conclusions** 1) The prevalence of CRI in patients with CIHCV is high (41%). 2) In patients with CIHCV and CRI, the eGFR improves significantly after SVR12.
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Exposure‐Response Analyses to Demonstrate Similar Efficacy and Better Tolerability for Low Dose Ribavirin Compared to Weight based Ribavirin with the 3D Regimen (Ombitasvir/Paritaprevir/Ritonavir and Dasabuvir) in HCV GT1 Infection {#hep28798-sec-0796}
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**Background & Aims:** The 3D regimen (ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir and dasabuvir) ± weight based ribavirin (RBV) is approved for the treatment of hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype 1 (GT1) infection. With the potent 3D regimen, RBV dose reduction is expected to improve tolerability with minimal impact on efficacy. The objectives of the analyses were to predict the efficacy (percent 12‐week sustained virologic response \[%SVR ~12~\]) and the safety event incidence rates (total bilirubin \[TBIL\] elevation and hemoglobin \[Hgb\] reduction) for the 3D regimen + low dose (600 mg) RBV (3D + LDR) compared to the 3D regimen + weight based (1000 or 1200 mg daily) RBV (3D + WBR). **Methods:** Efficacy and safety data were available from six phase 3 and two phase 2 studies (3D ± WBR) Multiple linear logistic regression (MLR) model was developed (SAS 9.2) to establish the relationship between SVR~12~ and trough concentration (C~trough~) values of DAAs and RBV for the GT1a infected subjects only (N = 1253). GT1b subjects were not included as they achieved \> 99% SVR~12~. Separate MLR models for the relationship between safety incidence rates (by severity) and area under the plasma concentration‐time curve (AUC) values were developed (R 3.0.1) using the data of GT1 infected subjects from six phase 3 studies and one phase 2 study (N = 2346) Relevant covariates were included in the models based on statistical and clinical significance The final models were used to predict the %SVR~12~, grade 3 TBIL elevation and grade 2 Hgb reduction for 3D + LDR compared to 3D + WBR. **Results:** C~trough~ values of DAAs, RBV along with age, sex, cirrhosis (presence vs absence), baseline viral load, and interleukin‐28B (IL28B) genotype (non‐CC vs CC) were associated with SVR\^ • The expected change in SVR~12~ for 3D + LDR compared to 3D + WBR was \< 1% across easy‐to‐treat (non‐cirrhotic, female, IL28B CC) to hard‐to‐treat (cirrhotic, male, IL28B non‐CC) GT1a subpopulations. In safety analyses, paritaprevir and RBV AUC values and baseline TBIL were associated with TBIL elevation; RBV AUC, baseline Hgb, sex, and cirrhosis were associated with Hgb reduction The predicted probability of grade 3 TBIL elevation and grade 2 Hgb reduction with 3D + LDR were 2.3% and 0.7% which were significantly lower than observed 5.1% and 6.9% with 3D + WBR, respectively. **Conclusion:** Exposure‐response analyses demonstrated that lowering the RBV dose (to 600 mg) from weight based dosing with 3D regimen would improve tolerability with minimal or no effect on SVR~12~ (\< 1% change) in HCV GT1 infection.
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RUBY‐II: Efficacy and Safety of a Ribavirin‐free Ombitasvir/Paritaprevir/Ritonavir ± Dasabuvir Regimen in Patients with Severe Renal Impairment or End‐Stage Renal Disease and HCV Genotypes 1a or 4 Infection {#hep28798-sec-0800}
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**BACKGROUND:** Chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is of particular significance for those with end‐stage renal disease (ESRD). In a clinical trial in patients with severe or ESRD, 12 weeks of treatment with ombitasvir (OBV)/paritaprevir (PTV; discovered by AbbVie and Enanta)/ritonavir (r) with dasabuvir (DSV) ± ribavirin (RBV) for HCV genotype (GT) 1 infection led to sustained viral response at post‐treatment week 12 (SVR12) in 90% of patients, with no study drug discontinuation due to adverse events (AEs). However, RBV was commonly associated with hemoglobin declines and dose interruption Here, we assessed the safety and efficacy of RBV‐free treatment with OBV/PTV/r ± DSV in patients with ESRD and chronic HCV GT1 or 4 infection. **METHODS:** RUBY‐II is a phase 3b, open‐label, multi‐center study that enrolled treatment‐naive patients with either GT 1 or GT4 infection without cirrhosis and end‐stage renal disease (eGFR \<30 ml/min), including those on hemodialysis. Patients in Arm 1 (GT1a) received OBV/PTV/r (25/150/100 mg) once daily and DSV (250 mg) twice daily for 12 weeks. Arm 2 (GT4) received OBV/PTV/r (25/150/100 mg) once daily for 12 weeks. The primary endpoint is the percentage of patients with SVR12 (HCV RNA \<15 lU/mL). All patients who received ≥1 dose of study drug are included in the safety and efficacy analyses. **RESULTS:** A total of 18 patients were enrolled; 12 (67%) of patients were male, 13 (72%) had GT1a infection, and 5 (28%) had GT4 infection; all 18 patients were on dialysis. Of the 13 patients with available data post‐treatment, SVR4 was achieved in 12/13 (92%) patients. The patient who did not achieve SVR4 elected to undergo renal transplantation and withdrew consent at treatment week 2 One other patient discontinued study drug but achieved SVR12. Safety is summarized in Table 1. **CONCLUSIONS:** The RBV‐free, direct‐acting antiviral regimen of OBV/PTV/r ± DSV for 12 weeks in treatment naïve patients with severe or end‐stage renal disease and HCV GT1a or 4 infection appears both safe and effective in patients with ESRD including those on hemodialysis. Complete SVR12 data will be available for presentation.

\*Discontinued study drug, still achieved SVR12

†Discontinued study drug due to renal failure and transplant

‡Patients\' ALT returned to normal range within 10 days without dose interruption
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Serum concentration of asunaprevir affects alanine aminotransferase elevation for patients with chronic hepatitis C and the protective effects of ursodeoxycholic acid {#hep28798-sec-0804}
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#### *Hepatology, Sapporo‐Kosei General Hospital, Sapporo, Japan* {#hep28798-sec-0806}

**Background/Aims:** Asunaprevir (ASV) is administrated with daclatasvir (DCV) for genotype Ichronic hepatitis C patients in Japan. Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) elevation is the most frequent adverse event. However, the precise mechanism has not been elucidated. Ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) is used as a hepatoprotective medicine in case of liver dysfunction ln this study, we investigated the significance of serum ASV concentration and the relationship with ALT elevation **Patients and Methods:** 132 patients with genotype 1 chronic hepatitis C were treated with 100mg of ASV twice and 60mg of DCV once daily. Pharmacokinetics (PK) of ASV was investigated in 25 cases. Trough concentrations of ASV (C‐ASV ~trough~) at week 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 were measured. Intensive PK study was performed in 10 cases and C‐ASV of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 hours after ASV administration were measured at day 14. C‐ASV ~trough~ at week 1 or 2 was measured for other 117 cases. C‐ASV was measured by HPLC. 55 cases were administrated UDCA continuously before the start of the combination therapy and 51 cases were not Those who improved ALT\<30 IU/L and maintained during the treatment period were classified as a stable \[Rel(‐)\] group and those who did not as a relapser \[Rel(+)\] group. **Results:** In the intensive PK study, median C max was 951 ng/mL (283‐4500) and t max was 1.97 hours (0.9‐2.1). Mean C‐ASVs ~trough~ between week 2 and 12 were widely distributed from 16.2 to 195.8 ng/mL by individuals, but the differences in the same case was small: mean SD was 41.5% of the mean value. Median C‐ASV ~trough~ of cirrhotic cases with Child‐Pugh (CP) score 6, CP score 5 and non‐cirrhotic cases was 168, 77 and 52 ng/mL (p=0.06). Median C‐ASV ~trough~ was significantly correlated with type 4 collagen‐7S, FIB‐4 index, WFA+‐M2BP, liver stiffness measurement by Fibroscan ^TM^ (r=0.50, 0.40, 0.40, 0.39; p\<0.001). The maximum value and the period of ALT elevation was 97.4 IU/L and 13.7 weeks in UDCA(‐) group and 65.4 IU/L and 15.2 weeks in UDCA(+) group. Median C‐ASV ~trough~ (ng/mL) in Rel(‐) and Rel(+) group was 48.7 and 92.5 in UDCA(‐) cases (p=0.03), 112.5 and 71.1 in UDCA(+) cases (n.s.). In UDCA(‐) cases, the probability of ALT elevation during the treatment was 25.0% for C‐ASV ~trough~ \<50 ng/mL cases and 58.6% for C‐ASV ~trough~ \>50 ng/mL cases. C‐ASV ~trough~ did not affect SVR (72 ng/mL in SVR cases and 62 ng/mL in non‐SVR cases: n.s.). **Conclusions:** ASV concentration correlated with hepatic reserve and the degree of fibrosis. ALT elevation during the combination therapy with ASV and DCV for patients with genotype 1 HCV infection was associated with serum ASV concentration and UDCA reduced ALT elevation.
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In patients with chronic HCV infection, antiviral treatment with DAAs can be managed by specialized nurses. Results of a large real‐life cohort {#hep28798-sec-0808}
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#### *Hepatologie, Hospital Henri Mondor, Creteil, France* {#hep28798-sec-0810}

**Background:** The availability of effective DAAs for the treatment of chronic HCV infection has resulted in a major increase of the number of patients susceptible to benefit from these new therapeutic approaches. Many of these patients have advanced liver disease and require rapid access to antiviral treatment. Therefore, innovative strategies are needed to optimize patient management, cope with large cohorts of patients and accelerate treatment initiation. The objective of this study was to compare the management of selected HCV patients treated with DAAs between hepatologist physicians and specialized nurses in a tertiary care center. **Methods:** 548 patients, candidates for all‐oral DAA regimens, were prospectively allocated to treatment supervised either by a hepatologist physician (n=261, group P) or a specialized nurse (n=287, group N). Key exclusion criteria were Child C cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma, or severe comorbidities. Cirrhosis was defined by FibroScan score\>12.5 kPa, or FibroTest score\>0.75. Patients received all‐oral regimens according to international guidelines, including mainly SOF+DCV±RBV (56.6%), SOF+LDV±RBV (25%) or SOF+SIM±RBV (11.9%). **Results:** 60.6% of patients were male with median age of 59.4 years at DAA treatment initiation. Cirrhosis was present in 47.1%; 30 patients were Child B; median MELD score was 6. 10.8% of patients were organ‐transplanted. 13.9% had renal failure, 17.9% diabetes and 37.8% hypertension; 1.1% had HCV‐HIV co‐infection. HCV genotype 1 was predominant (61.2%), followed by genotypes 4 (17.7%), 3 (13.3%), 2 (5.9%), 5 (1.1%) and 6 (0.7%). 53.6% were treatment‐experienced patients 86.1% were treated for 12 weeks and 13.9% for 24 weeks There were no significant differences in baseline characteristics and treatment duration between both groups (P and N). Overall, SVR12 rate was 92.7% (91.2%, group P vs 94.1%, group N). Premature treatment discontinuations occurred in 1.8% (1.9 %, group P vs 1.7%, group N). Severe adverse events were observed in 3.5% (4.3%, group P vs 2.8%, group N). Death during treatment period was reported in 0.9% (1.5%, group P vs 0.3%, group N). Loss to follow up (1.8% in the overall population) was significantly more frequent in group P (3.4%) than in group N (0.3%) (p=0.008) **Conclusions:** This study in a large real‐life cohort strongly shows that all‐oral DAA regimens can be safely and successfully managed by specialized nurses This strategy may accelerate DAA treatment access for all HCV patients.
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Hepatitis C Treatment with Direct Acting Antiviral Therapy: Report of a Global Survey {#hep28798-sec-0812}
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**Aim:** Direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) therapies have been developed for Hepatitis C (HCV) treatment with increasing efficacy. Our aim was to describe patterns of HCV management in liver and infectious diseases (ID) specialists. **Methods:** An Institutional Review Board approved survey was emailed to members of the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) and Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA). All responses were anonymous. **Results:**801 responses out of 4224 mailings were received; 295 treat HCV patients. More AASLD respondents treat HCV than IDSA respondents (94%vs. 66% P\<0.001). Therapy of choice in treatment naïve patients with genotypes 1, 2, 3 and 4 were Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir (93%),Sofosbuvir/Ribavirin (75%),Daclatasvir/Sofosbuvir (80%) and Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir (78%) respectively. HCV treatment failure was encountered by 61% of participants; more frequently by liver than ID specialists (83% vs. 44% p\<0.001). Liver specialists treat more HCV in decompensated cirrhosis than ID specialists (86% vs 34% p\<0.001) and HCV recurrence after liver transplant (LT) (74% vs. 11.3% p\<0.0001). Years of experience treating HCV did not affect approach to HCV treatment failure or hepatic fibrosis assessment methods before HCV treatment, liver biopsy was obtained by \<10 % of respondents. Insurance coverage was a major limiting factor preventing initiation of DAAs in 86% of practitioners. **Discussion:**To our knowledge, this is the largest survey on the patterns of HCV management in liver and ID specialists. The majority of respondents adhere to the AASLD/IDSA HCV treatment guidelines, liver specialists treat more decompensated cirrhotic and post LT patients. Liver biopsy has been largely replaced by non‐invasive methods for assessment of hepatic fibrosis. ID specialists have been identified as a group that could expand the HCV treatment workforce, but less than 66% of IDSA respondents treat HCV. It is essential to identify barriers for ID specialists to treat HCV and augment HCV care capacity. This survey raises important issues on the need for a consensus amongst insurance programs to improve HCV treatment access on a global scale.

HCV Practice Patterns By Specialty

Values are numbers (%). £ Fisher\'s exact test.
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Are risk factors still relevant for HCV treatment with directly‐acting agents against HCV in HIV‐HCV‐coin‐ fection? Results from the German hepatitis C cohort (GECCO) {#hep28798-sec-0816}
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**Introduction** Directly‐acting agents (DAA) against HCV have improved treatment of chronic hepatitis C due to higher efficacy, better tolerability and substantial reduction of contraindications. Despite this major progress relapses still occur and we assessed the influence of traditional risk factors on treatment outcome in HIV‐HCV‐Coinfection. **Methods** The GECCO cohort is a multicenter cohort from 9 sites in Germany. All patients (n=1643) started on the following DAA regimen were included in the analysis: pegylated interferon (PegIFN) +rib‐ avirin (RBV) +sofosbuvir (SOF); SOF +RBV; SOF +simeprevir (SMV); SOF +daclatasvir (DCV) +/− RBV; SOF/ledipasvir (LDV); paritaprevir/ritonavir (PRT/r)/ombitasvir (OBV) +/− RBV and +/− dasabuvir (DSV). Treatment outcome was measured as sustained virologic response at week 12 after end of therapy (SVR12, ITT). A proportion of patients in GECCO are also part of the German Hepatitis C Registry. **Results** The analysis is based on the 345 HIV/HCV‐coinfected patients in the GECCO cohort. Risk factors associated with lower SVR12 rates were the presence of liver cirrhosis (95% vs. 84%) (p=0.02) and having \<350 CD4 cells/pl (94% vs. 83%) (p=0.02). Although the presence of liver cirrhosis strongly correlated with a CD4 cell count \<350/pl (p\<0.001), having \<350/pl CD4 without cirrhosis was also associated with lower SVR rates (Figure). Age, sex, HCV‐RNA \>6 Mio lU/mL, ALT level, CDC stage, specific antiretroviral therapy and HCV treatment regimen were not associated with statistically lower SVR 12 rates Conclusions Despite considerably improved efficacy of treatment of chronic hepatitis C with DAA in HlV/HCV‐coinfection low CD4 cells \<350/μl and liver cirrhosis remain risk factors for treatment failure The association between the presence of liver cirrhosis and low CD4+ cell counts may be explained by portal hypertension with splenomegaly and consecutive lymphopenia.
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Impact of SVR to interferon‐free antiviral regimens on liver stiffness measurement and liver functionality in HCV infected patients with severe liver disease: a real life study {#hep28798-sec-0820}
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**Background**: New interferon‐free regimens with 2nd generation Direct Antiviral Agents(DAA) demonstrated high efficacy among HCV‐infected patients in registered trials. Nevertheless, little is known about the impact of these therapies on liver stiffness measurement(LSM) and liver functionality in "real‐life" settings. **Aims**: to evaluate the impact of SVR on LSM and clinical and liver parameters indexes of 2^nd^ generation interferon‐free DAA therapy on a real‐life population of HCV infected patients with Metavir F3 and F4 liver fibrosis **Patients and methods**: 282 HCV patients(M/F: 55.6/44.4%, Age:62.84±10.49, BMI: 25.97±3.69) with F3 or F4 liver fibrosis undergoing antiviral therapy with DAA, were consecutively enrolled from April to December 2015 in three tertiary centers of Hepatology of Southern Italy, decompensated cirrhosis were excluded. Genotypes were: 1 b:62. 9%; 1a:4,0%; 2:23,7%; 3:6,8%; 4:2,5%. Patients were treated on the basis of EASL/AISF guidelines with: Sofosbuvir(SOF)+Ribavirin(RBV)(26.0%), SOF+Simeprevir±RBV(28.8%), SOF+Ledipasvir±RBV(14.0%), Ombitasvir+Paritaprevir+Ritonavir+Dasabuvir±RBV(24.8%), Ombitasvir+Paritaprevir+Ritonavir ±RBV (1.4%), SOF+Daclatasvir±RBV(5.0%) Of every patient clinical, biochemical and imaging data(LSM and Ultrasonography), Child‐Pugh and MELD scores were collected at the baseline before therapy starting(T0), at the End of Therapy (EoT) and after 12 weeks, at the Sustained Virological Response (SVR12). **Results**: of the 282 patients 68.6% were Metavir F4(LSM\>=12.5 kPascal) and 31.4% F3. SVR12 was reached in 97,5% of patients. In F3 and F4 patients LSM, and (in F4 patients) Child and MELD score significantly decreased from T0 to EoT(p\<0,00001 each) Interestingly, no significant differences between these variables were found between EoT and SVR12 (p=ns). At an univariate analysis of the clinical and liver functionality parameters, baseline Glucose(p\<0.005),Type 2 Diabetes(p\<0.001), ALT(p\<0.001), PLTs (p\<0.005), were found associated with a significant EoT LSM (\>=2kPascal) improvement. At a multiple regression with Age, Sex, BMI, Glucose, Diabetes, ALT,MELD, Child and Platelets levels(PLT) as independent variables, only ALT and PLTs were directly, and Diabetes inversely, associated with significant LSM reduction **Conclusions**: Virological response to Interferon‐free regimens is associated to fibrosis regression and recovery of liver functionality and this can be detected as early as EoT response is achieved, whereas no differences between EoT and 12 weeks post‐treatment can be found in SVR patients Diabetes seem to negatively influence LSM improvement Further investigations are advised to assess long term effects of SVR.
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Massive Disparity in Insurance Approval; A Comparison Between Ledipasvir/sofosbuvir Based Hepatitis C Therapy and Adalimumab Based IBD Therapy {#hep28798-sec-0824}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Purpose: We evaluated the success rate for insurance approval for a single center setting for hepatitis C therapy involving ledipasvir/sofosbuvir and compared it to IBD therapy involving Adalimumab. Methods: Pharmaceutical records were reviewed for all patients prescribed ledipasvir/sofosbuvir and Adalimumab between July 2014 and November 2015. Data was extracted including type of insurance, insurance approval, fibrosis staging based on fibroscan for the patients who were prescribed ledipasvir/sofosbuvir and data for type of IBD, severity of anemia, location, extraintestinal manifestations and perianal complications was collected for the patients who were prescribed Adalimumab. Results: 783 patients were prescribed therapy with ledipasvir/sofosbuvir based therapy and the overall approval rate was 77.8%. In comparison ammong the 55 patients who were prescribed Adalimumab 52 (94.5%) were approved, 2 patients were denied and 1 was still pending approval. Among the patients who were prescribed ledipasvir/sofosbuvir by insurance companies 296 patients (37.8%) had Medicare, 424 (54.1%) private insurance and (8.2%) had Medicaid. The approval rates were 93% for Medicare patients, 79% for private insurances and 32% for Medicaid patients Amongst private insurances, Private A had approval rate of 87%, Private B had approval rate of 73% and other private insurances had approval of 71%. In the Adalimumab group, 7.3% patients had Medicare and Medicaid each, 14.6% patients had Private A, 69.1% had Private B and 1.8% had other private insurance. All the patients who had Medicaid or Medicare were approved. Of the 2 patients who were denied one had Private B, Crohn\'s disease as the diagnoses and absence of anemia or extraintestinal manifestations Whereas the second patient had insurance other than Private A or B, Ulcerative colitis as the diagnoses, presence of moderate anemia and no extra‐intestinal manifestations Conclusion: We evaluated insurance approval rates of ledipasvir/sofosbuvir based hepatitis C therapy and Adalimumab based IBD therapy The over‐all approval rate of therapy based on ledipasvir/sofosbuvir was 77.8% and Medicaid patients had a very low approval rate of 32% The overall approval rate for Adalimumab based therapy was 94.5% and all the Medicare and Medicaid patients were approved. The only patients who were denied had private insurance.

Table showing approval rates in percentage of ledipasvir/sofosbuvir based on insurance type (p‐value \< 0.001)
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Treatment of elderly HCV patients with severe fibrosis: safety and efficacy data from RESIST‐HCV, a large regional database {#hep28798-sec-0828}
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**Background and Aim:** Phase 3 studies of DAAs in patients with chronic hepatitis C or cirrhosis have included few patients over 70 years. In Italy, restricted prescription of IFN‐free regimens to patients with severe fibrosis or cirrhosis has skewed the usage of DAA toward the more advanced age fascia, which contains patients with frequent co‐morbidities and co‐medications, not candidates to OLT. To evaluate the safety and efficacy of DAA regimens we used the ongoing dataset from our regional database, RESIST‐HCV, which includes all HCV patients presenting for treatment to Liver centres throughout Sicily in order to evaluate appropriateness and priority. **Patients and methods:** Between March 2015 and May 2016, 9,154 patients were registered in RESIST‐HCV, 4,798 (52.4%) met the AIFA criteria for treatment and 4,039 (44,1%) started DAA regimens. Of these 4,039 patients, 1,566 (38.7%) were elderly (age 70 years) Regimen choice and use of ribavirin were based on viral genotype and stage of disease, according to guidelines **Results:** The cohort of 1,566 elderly patients had a higher prevalence of women (50% vs 35%,p\<0.001), P/R naïve patients (54% vs 44%,p\<0.001), genotype 1b (82% vs 63%,p\<0.001), F4 fibrosis (70% vs 59%,p\<0.001), HCC previous treated (6% vs 3%,p\<0.001), diabetes (29% vs 23%,p\<0.001), arterial hypertension (53% vs 30%,p\<0.001), hearth disease (6% vs 3%,p\<0.001), stage‐3 kidney disease (4% vs 2%,p\<0.001) and co‐medications (81% vs 68%,p\<0.001) as compared to 2,473 patients under 70 years. HIV co‐infection (0.06 vs 5%,p\<0.001) and a previous OLT (4.5% vs 6.8%,p\<0.03) were less frequent in the elderly. In May 2016, 1,568 patients (38%) concluded treatment and 732 patients (18%) concluded the 12 weeks of follow‐up. By ITT, the rate of ETR was 99.5% (556/558) in the elderly and 99.3% (1,007/1.010) in the under 70 and the rate of SVR was 94.6% (264/279) in the elderly and 90.6% (395/436) in the under 70. Two patients died (1 elder, liver failure; 1 non‐elder, variceal bleeding). **Conclusions:** Use of IFN‐free DAAs regimens in practice is as safe and effective in elderly patients with cirrhosis or severe fibrosis due to HCV as in a younger population. The lifetime utility of HCV eradication in the elder in terms of reduction of events and overall survival needs evaluation in long‐term observational cohorts.
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Telemedicine‐based Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) Management for Individuals on Opioid Agonist Treatment (OAT) {#hep28798-sec-0832}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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[Background and aims]{.ul}: Despite high HCV prevalence, persons on OAT rarely engage in HCV care as most programs refer patients offsite. Telemedicine (two‐way videoconferencing) permits direct interaction between patients and specialists in distinct locations and might be useful for HCV treatment of OAT patients. [Methods]{.ul}: HCV RNA positive patients undergo an HCV evaluation via telemedicine with an onsite physician assistant and a hepatologist All pretreatment labs and visits are performed onsite Direct acting antivirals (DAA) are procured by a specialty pharmacy and are co‐administered with methadone using directly observed therapy Charges are submitted electronically to third party payers Patient satisfaction is assessed by the telemedicine satisfaction questionnaire (TSQ). [Results]{.ul}: Over 14‐months, 54 HCV RNA‐positive patients (63% male, 70% black/African‐American, 29% Hispanic, 24% HIV‐infected) received an HCV evaluation via telemedicine All patients were well stabilized on methadone and all except 3 have HCV genotype 1 Fibrosis assessment in 44 patients who underwent Fibrosure revealed: mild (stage 0‐1) in 14/44 (32%), moderate (stage 1‐2) in 15/44 (34%), and severe (stage \> 3) in 15/44 (34%) patients. DAAs have begun in 28 and have been completed in 21 patients. HCV RNA is undetectable in all 21 patients at treatment completion (2 pts) or post‐treatment weeks 4 (4 pts) or 12 (15 pts). Sixteen patients are undergoing evaluation or awaiting DAAs, and 10 remain untreated To date, insurance mandated fibrosis or drug use restrictions have not prevented patients from ultimately receiving therapy No auditory or visual communication issues were identified and selected TSQ results are illustrated (Table) Medication adherence has been excellent. [Conclusion]{.ul}: Telemedicine‐based HCV care is a feasible, reimbursable model for HCV treatment delivery in an OAT program with excellent initial patient acceptance that strengthens over time Patient adherence and antiviral efficacy have been excellent Telemedicine can virtually integrate specialty‐based care into the OAT clinic.

Selected TSQ Results
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Successful hepatitis C treatment in advanced cirrhosis with DAA reduces HCC incidence {#hep28798-sec-0836}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**Background**: Directly‐acting antivirals are safe and effective in advanced hepatitis C cirrhosis but the impact of SVR on morbidity and mortality in advanced disease is unknown. We examined 1‐year outcomes and UKELD and ALBI score in 105 HCV patients with advanced cirrhosis treated in the UK HCV Early Access Program with either Sofosbuvir/Ledipasvir or Sofosbuvir/Daclatasvir **Results**: 80% of patients had a Child‐ pugh score \>7 at baseline and the average follow‐up time was 63 weeks post‐treatment SVR was achieved in 90 patients (86%) whilst 15 relapsed SVR did not predict death at 1 year (6/105 overall) nor progression to transplantation (4/105 overall) but was associated with significant improvements in UKELD (49.3 pre‐ versus 47.5 1 year post‐SVR, p=0.005) ALBI score (2.17 pre‐ versus 1.63 1 year post‐SVR) which were not seen in patients who relapsed Strikingly, the cumulative probability of HCC incidence 1 year post‐treatment was signifcantly higher in the relapse group (33.3%) versus the SVR group (4.4%) (p=0.002, Fisher\'s Exact Test). Further, SVR was the only significant predictor of a post‐treatment diagnosis of HCC independently of MELD, UKELD and ALBI on multivariate analysis **Conclusion**: These data suggest rapid benefits from DAA treatment in advanced HCV cirrhosis. Reduction in transplantation rates may only become evident with longer follow‐up but are strongly predicted by falls in UKELD in this group. It is unclear whether the lower incidence of HCC in the SVR group represents an inhibition of tumour initiation or reduced growth of radiologically undetectable lesions pre‐treatment In either scenario, improvement in liver function with SVR should widen treatment options at the time of HCC diagnosis.

Fig 1. Cumulative HCC survival from end of DAA treatment of HCV cirrhosis.
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Community‐based, Individualized, Hepatitis C Therapy in Nepal {#hep28798-sec-0840}
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**Purpose:** With direct acting antiviral therapy (DAA) expansion to resource‐limited settings there is an urgency to validate best practices for population‐based screening and treatment of hepatitis C (HCV). The Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH (German Development Cooperation) implemented a community‐based screening and treatment model for mono‐infected and HIV/HCV co‐infected persons in Nepal where over 150,000 individuals are living with HCV genotype 3 (GT3: 60%) and genotype 1 (GT1: 40%) (Kinkel, H). **Methods:** We "pivoted" HCV screening and treatment within 3 existing opioid substitution treatment (OST) sites screening 600 patients with HCV viral load and GT, AST/Platelet Ratio Index (APRI) and fibroscan; enrolling 150 HCV mono‐infected and 150 HIV‐HCV co‐infected for individualized treatment in an ongoing study Patients with GT3 disease with optimal predictors (baseline HCV viral load \<3,000,000 IU/ ml, HIV‐negative, no cirrhosis, age \<50, body mass index \< 30 kg/m2, favorable IL28B SNP) received 12‐weeks sofosbuvir/peg‐IFN‐RBV (SIR) vs S/daclatasvir (SD) +/− R (cirrhotics). GT1‐regimens included: S/ledipasvir (SL) or SD +/− R (cirrhotics). **Results:** We demonstrated optimal 4‐week complete rapid virologic response (RVR~c~) (94%) without significant toxicity among the first 105 patients treated (n=69 HIV+; 50% with tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF)‐containing antiretroviral regimens) Treatment regimens were: 50% SD and 35% SL (with R for 17 patients with compensated cirrhosis), 15% SIR. An APRI cut‐off of 2 (compared to fibroscan 10) had 51% sensitivity, 95% specificity (89% negative predictive value) for advanced fibrosis. **Conclusions:** Both optimal outcomes and drug tolerability demonstrated the effectiveness of community, OST‐based HCV screening and treatment in a resource‐limited setting with simple individualized DAA‐based therapy. Excellent early outcomes across GT 1 and 3 in this "real‐life" setting encompassing HIV‐infected and injecting drug users supports simple HCV diagnostic/treatment models implemented through OST sites These results will be valuable for extending population‐based HCV treatment to resource‐limited settings. **Reference:** Kinkel H et al. Prevalence of Hepatitis B and C infection and assessment of HCV‐genotype among people who inject drugs in three regions of Nepal (PloS One, 2015)
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Investigation of the prevalence and characteristics of RAVs in DAA‐naive and --experienced European patients {#hep28798-sec-0844}
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**Background:** Treatment of chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection with interferon‐free direct acting antiviral (DAA)‐ based combination therapies leads to high sustained viro‐logic response rates However, resistance‐associated variants (RAVs) are frequently associated with treatment failure. This study analyzed the prevalence and characteristics of RAVs in DAA‐naïve and --experienced patients in a large European resistance database. **Methods:** We collected serum samples of 3990 European patients who were infected with HCV genotypes (GT) 1a (n=1632), 1b (n=1501), 1c/e (n=7), 2 (n=125), 3 (n=558), 4 (n=158), 5 (n=7) and 6 (n=2). RAVs which were shown to be associated with treatment failure or confer a \>2 fold changed drug susceptibility were analyzed within NS3, NS5A and NS5B. Overall, 2214 patients were DAA‐naïve while 538 individuals displayed a virologic failure to sofosbuvir (SOF)/RBV±PEG, SOF/simeprevir (SMV), SOF/daclatasvir (DCV), SOF/ledipasvir (LDV) or 3D (paritaprevir (PTV)/ombitasvir (OMV)/dasabuvir (DSV)). **Results:** In DAA‐ naïve patients the rate of RAVs in GT1 was 20% in NS3, 16% in NS5A and 27% in NS5B. In individuals with GT2 and 4 the prevalence of pre‐existing RAVs was variable due to the frequent natural occurrence of NS5A RAVs. For GT3 the dominant Y93H NS5A RAV was observed in only 2% at baseline. Failure to treatment with SOF/RBV±PEG led to a significant selection of L159F in GT1b and GT3 infected patients. However, currently it is unclear whether this variant has an impact on the efficacy of salvage therapies. After DCV, LDV or OMV containing regimens in GT1, NS5A RAVs occurred frequently (70‐90%). In GT1a dependent on the NS5A inhibitor different pattern of L28, Q30, L31 and Y93 variants were observed while in GT1b Y93 variants were characteristic. Typical RAVs pattern with partial overlap have been observed after failure to NS3 protease inhibitors SMV (Q80K, R155K, D168E/N/V) and PTV (Y56H, R155K, D168E/N/V) • In patients with GT3, Y93H increased from 2% in DAA‐naïve to 73% in individuals with DCV/SOF failure while LDV/SOF selected no RAVs in GT3 Interestingly, we identified 10 patients with virologic failure to at least 2 subsequent DAA‐based antiviral therapies **Conclusions:** Virologic failure is associated with the appearance of characteristic RAVs in the DAA target regions of all genotypes Typical RAVs pattern exist for the different DAAs, drug classes and HCV genotypes/subtypes which may enable selection of effective salvage regimens However, few patients showed failure to at least 2 interferon‐free DAA‐based antiviral drug regimens.
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The Impact of Concomitant Acid Reducing Therapy (ART) on Sustained Virologic Response (SVR‐12) Among Genotype 1 Infected Chronic Hepatitis C (CHC) Patients Treated with Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) With or Without Ribavirin {#hep28798-sec-0848}
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Background: Pharmacokinetic studies have shown that the solubility of the ledipasvir component of the LDV/SOF combination is decreased as intra‐gastric pH increases and hence the prescribing information cautions against the concomitant use of acid reducing therapy (ART) A recent retrospective analysis of a real‐world cohort revealed reduction in SVR‐12 among patients receiving concomitant LDV/SOF therapy and ART However this study was limited as to the dose, duration and frequency of ART use. Aim: Our aim was to evaluate the impact of ART on SVR among patients receiving LDV/SOF with or without ribavirin for genotype 1 CHC. Methods: This retrospective data analysis used data from the VA Corporate Data Warehouse, on a large cohort of Veterans Affairs patients in VISN‐15, with manual chart reviews for data validation Only patients who had completed antiviral therapy and had post treatment week 12 viral load available were included for this analysis Descriptive statistics and a student\'s t‐test were conducted for continuous variables and a chi‐square was utilized for categorical variables Multivariate logistic and linear regressions were used to assess SVR12 rates between groups, controlling for covariates of interest. Results: Of 766 patients undergoing LDV/SOF antiviral therapy for CHC, 219 patients were excluded due to missing baseline laboratory variable. SVR12 was achieved in 92.3% (144/156) of the patients receiving ART and 94.1% (368/391) in those without, p=0.435. Only 10 (6.4%) of 156 patients receiving ART during their treatment were prescribed doses higher than recommended by the package insert (all of whom achieved SVR‐12). The group receiving ART were more likely to have advanced liver disease than the comparator group as defined by FIB4 score of 3.65 vs. 3.06, p=0.033., ICD‐9 codes for cirrhosis 37.2% vs. 27.9%, p=0.033, and ICD‐9 codes for decompensated liver disease, 12.8% vs. 6.6%, p=0.019. A subgroup analysis of patients (n=93) receiving at least 8 weeks of overlap between of PPIs/H2RAs and LDV/SOF had a reduced SVR12 of 87.1% (81/93), p=0.019 on univariate analysis. Controlling for differences in baseline and treatment characteristics, no statistical difference was found between the groups for SVR‐12, OR: 0.593 (95% CI 0.254‐1.384) and no statistical difference in SVR12 rates remained between the subgroup receiving 8 weeks or more of acid suppressive medications and the control group, OR: 0.618 (95% CI 0.257‐1.484). Conclusions: The use of ART within the guideline provided by the prescribing information for LDV/SOF does not impact SVR‐12 among patient chronically infected with genotype 1 HCV.
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Real‐World Retreatment of Sofosbuvir/Ledipasvir (SOF/ LDV) Failures In Hepatitis C Virus Genotype 1 infection {#hep28798-sec-0852}
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**Background:** Direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) therapy virologic failure for hepatitis C virus occurs in fewer than 10% of cases. There is a paucity of data guiding therapeutic decisions for second‐line DAA therapy utilized for first‐line failures. The AASLD and the European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL) have made recommendations that include switching to a different DAA class based on resistance testing/baseline resistance‐associated failures (RAVs) The current study analyzed a real‐world population of HCV therapy non‐responders and the outcome of their second‐line regimens chosen based upon genotypic resistance testing after first‐line regimen failure (SOF/LDV). **Methods:** Data derived from two referral sites, one academic and one community‐based teaching All patients had GT‐1 and 90% adherence to SOF/LDV to which they had virologic failure (cannot have stopped therapy from an adverse event or failed for other reasons) All patients had NS5a, NS3 and NS5b genotypic population‐based sequencing analyses within 30 days of virologic failure. Patients were given second‐line regimens based on RAV‐directed provider choice Population‐based resistance testing utilized **Results:** Results including RAVs detected at failure and salvage regimens (see TABLE). 62% had been treatment‐naive prior to failing SOF/LDV, and 38% were prior PEG/RBV virologic failures \[no PI failures\]. 54% were Black. 62% were cirrhotic and 31% bridging fibrosis (F3). 85% were GT1a. 69% had used PPIs at least once during therapy (all denied using twice‐daily dosing). At SOF/LDV failure, 77% had detectable NS5a RAVs, 15% had detectable NS5a with NS3 RAVs. At interim analysis, 92% (n=12/13) had achieved SVR‐12 (intention‐to‐treat), with one patient lost to follow‐up after achieving end‐of‐treatment response (as treated efficacy, 100%). **Conclusions:** Salvage regimens chosen based on population‐based resistance testing performed after LDV/SOF failures (GT‐1) were successful with a 92% efficacy at interim analysis.
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Limited clinical trial data has shown high efficacy of co‐formulated ledipasvir/sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) in the treatment of patients infected with hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype (GT)‐4 infected patients, although the data is limited in cirrhotic patients This study assessed real‐world safety and efficacy of co‐formulated ledipasvir/sofosbuvir (LDV/SOF) with or without ribavirin (RBV) in GT4 infected patients with compensated and decompensated cirrhosis Methods: In this ongoing, observational cohort, we included HCV GT4 treatment naïve and ‐experienced patients with (n=40) and without (n=118) decompensated cirrhosis for a 12‐24 week treatment regimen with LDV/SOF. RBV (55.7% of patients) was dosed by physician discretion between 600 -- 1200 mg daily. Patients with prior DAA failure were excluded from the analysis Compensated cirrhosis (F4, Metavir) was ascertained by Fibroscan. Decompensated cirrhosis (Child\'s ‐ Pugh score ≥7) was ascertained by established clinical, biochemical and radiological criteria The primary efficacy endpoint was SVR~12~ and drug discontinuation and/or occurrence of grade 3/4 adverse events. Results: A total of 158 adult patients with a mean age of 59.0±29.7 years, and HCV RNA 5.8±0.8 lU/mL were enrolled, 94 (59.5%) were female, and 73 (46.2%) were treatment‐experienced to pegylated interferon ± RBV. All patients have completed \>4 weeks on therapy, with HCV RNA undetectable (\<15 lU/mL) in 84/158 (53.1%) patients, and all 129 had reached end‐of‐therapy with undetectable/below range HCV RNA. No virologic breakthroughs were observed in any of the patients. Overall 81/87 (93.1%) patients who had completed 12 weeks of post treatment follow up achieved SVR,, (compensated cirrhosis, n=57 \[SVR~12~ 91.9%\], decompensated cirrhosis, n=24 \[SVR~12~ 96.0%\]). Of the 6 patients who failed therapy (all relapsed), one had decompensated cirrhosis while the other 5 had compensated cirrhosis, including 5 who were treatment naïve and 1 being treatment experienced Four of the 6 patients who failed therapy received concomitant RBV Adverse events were grade 1 or 2 and there were no drug discontinuations related to side effects. Two patients with decompensated (1 Child\'s B and 1 Child\'s C) cirrhosis died from underlying disease progression while on therapy Conclusion: The interim analysis of this cohort shows that LDV/SOF with or without RBV is highly effective with a favorable safety profile in HCV GT4 patients with underlying cirrhosis. SVR~12~ rates were high in all patient categories regardless of the presence of decompensated cirrhosis or prior treatment experience. Treatment was generally well‐tolerated with few side effects.
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Background: The rate of hepatitis C virus (HCV) positivity is higher in patients on hemodialysis than in the general population Several studies have reported that HCV infection is associated with poor prognosis in hemodialysis patients, with interferon‐based therapy showing a lower sustained virologic response rate (SVR) in hemodialysis patients than in patients not requiring dialysis The combination of orally administered daclatasvir (DCV) plus asunaprevir (ASV), which is effective in patients infected with HCV genotype 1b, is expected to be safe in chronic hemodialysis patients because both drugs are mainly metabolized by the liver This study evaluated the safety and efficacy of DCV plus ASV combination therapy in hemodialysis patients infected with HCV Methods: Nineteen hemodialysis patients infected with HCV genotype 1b infection were treated with DCV plus ASV combination therapy from December 2014 to January 2016. Sixteen patients (nine men and seven women) were followed for more than 12 weeks after the end of treatment. SVR after 12 weeks (SVR12) and discontinuation of therapy or dose reductions owing to adverse events were evaluated. Results: Of the 16 patients, 13 were treatment‐naive, and three had been treated with interferon‐based regimens Median patient age was 65 years (range, 51--81 years), with 11 patients (68.7%) older than age 60 years. Seven patients (43.8%) had compensated liver cirrhosis. Despite two patients having resistance‐associated variants (RAVs) in the HCV NS3 region at baseline, all 16 patients (100%) achieved SVR12. One patient with cirrhosis discontinued treatment at 6 weeks owing to onset of acute pneumonia, and another patient required ASV dose reduction owing to a mild hepatic disorder Both patients recovered after discontinuation or dose reduction, later achieving SVR12. Conclusion: DCV plus ASV combination therapy in hemodialysis patients infected with HCV has high antiviral activity and is tolerated, even in older patients and patients with liver cirrhosis and RAVs.
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**Introduction:** Few pivotal trials reported outcomes of novel direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) therapies in elderly patients. We investigated effectiveness and safety of all‐oral DAA regimen in patients \>70 yrs. of age vs. younger patients (\<70 yrs. ) in the DHC‐R. **Methods:** The DHC‐R (Deutsches Hepatitis C‐Register) is a multicenter real‐world cohort including approximately 9,300 patients. Patients are treated at the discretion of the physician. Data are collected by a web‐based system. Data quality is analyzed by plausibility checks and on site monitoring. The analysis includes patients who initiated treatment between 02/01/2014 and 05/15/2015 (N=5,228) and who were observed for at least 40 weeks after initiation of antiviral treatment Primary effectiveness endpoint was SVR12. **Results:** Of 5,228 patients who initiated treatment, 506 (9.7%) were \> 70 yrs. of age (Table 1). Intent‐to‐treat (IIT) and per‐protocol (PP) SVR12 was 91.7% (3,111/3,392) and 95.9% (3,100/3,231) in patients ≤70 yrs., and 91.6% (340/371) and 95.8% (338/353) in patients ≥70 yrs., respectively. In cirrhotic patients \<70 yrs., ITT and PP SVR12 was 88.7% (885/998) and 92.3% (880/953), compared to 89.7% (157/175) and 94.0% (157/167) in elderly patients \>70 yrs of age Frequency of adverse events (AEs) was 54.3% (275/506) and 52.7% (2488/4722) in patients \>70 yrs. and ≤70 yrs. of age, respectively. Proportion of serious AEs was higher in patients \>70 yrs (6.1%; 31/506), compared to patients ≤70 yrs. (3.2%; 153/4722). Overall, 18 of 5,228 patients died, of whom 4 were \>70 years of age **Conclusions:** Despite a higher proportion of SAEs, all‐oral DAA therapies were generally safe and effective in elderly patients \>70 yrs Overall treatment outcomes were similar to those observed in younger patients.

**Table 1**: Characteristics of N=5,228 patients who initiated DAA therapy
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**Introduction:** AASLD/IDSA guidelines for hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection state that testing for HCV RNA can be considered at the end of antiviral treatment (EOT) with interferon‐free regimens. However, it remains rather unclear how the respective results have to be interpreted. The aim of this study was to analyze the frequency and predictive value of detectable HCV RNA results at the EOT with ledipasvir(SOF)/sofosbuvir(SOF)±ribavrin(RBV) in a large real world cohort of HCV genotype 1 infected patients. **Methods:** The DHC‐R (Deutsches Hepatitis C‐Register, German Hepatitis C‐Registry) is a national multicenter real‐world cohort including approx. 9,300 patients. Patients are treated at the discretion of a physician. Data are collected by a web‐based system Data quality is analyzed by plausibility checks and on site monitoring. This data analysis is based on a subset of patients fulfilling the following inclusion criteria: a) chronic HCV genotype 1 infection; b) completion of a full course of antiviral treatment with LDV/SOF±RBV of either 8, 12 or 24 weeks; c) available SVR12 data; d) HCV RNA measurement with either the Roche COBAS AmpliPrep/COBAS TaqMan (CAP/CTM) or the Abbott RealTime HCV assay (ART). **Results:** A number of 471 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria and had a valid HCV RNA result at the respective EOT with LDV/SOF±RBV. Overall, SVR rate among these patients was 99% (n=464/471), 97% (n=66/68) in patients treated with and 99% (n=398/403) among those treated without RBV. HCV RNA was detectable in 34 patients (7%) at the EOT Almost half of these patients (44%; n=15) even had a viral load above the limit of quantification. However, only two patients with a detectable EOT result failed to achieve SVR12 (SVR rate 94%; n=32/34) One of these patients had a detectable/ not quantifiable HCV RNA result, the other a quantifiable viral load at the EOT Detectable HCV RNA at the EOT was far more frequent if the ART was used. While the CAP/CTM detected HCV RNA in only 2% (n=9/384) of patients, HCV RNA was detectable in 29% of patients (n=25/87) in whom the ART was used at the EOT. **Conclusions:** Almost one out of three HCV genotype 1 patients has a detectable or even a quantifiable HCV RNA result at the end of LDV/SOF±RBV therapy if the ART is used. However, SVR rates remain very high in these patients. Therefore, treatment should not be extended.
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**Aim : Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is one of the most important agents of chronic hepatitis, liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. So far, the interferon‐free DAAs combination therapy is one of the most effective treatment for chronic hepatitis C patients. The effect of these therapies might be involved to the immune responses, that are composed of innate immune responses and adaptive immune responses. The aim of this study was to examine the effect of DAAs combination therapy on innate immune responses (NK cell activity and frequency of CD56 ^dim^ and CD56 ^bright^ NK cell subset in peripheral blood) in chronic hepatitis C patients. Patients and Methods : In twenty‐three chronic hepatitis C patients with HCV of genotype 1b, the combination therapy of DAAs was performed (Asunaprevir + Daclatasvir : fifteen, HARVONI^®^ (Sofosbuvir + Ledipasvir) : five, VIEKIRAX^®^ (Ombitasvir + Paritaprevir / ritonavir) : three). Ten patients were male and thirteen patients were female. Just before and at the end of the therapy (EOT), NK cell activity and the frequency of CD56^dim^ NK cell and CD56^bright^ NK cell in peripheral blood were estimated by Cr release assay (E/T=20) and three‐color flowcytometry. Statistical analysis was performer by one‐way ANOVA. This study was approved by the ethics committee of the institute and written informed consent was obtained from each patient. All procedures in this study were conducted in accordance with Declaration of Helsinki. Results : The analysis by ANOVA showed that NK cell activity significantly improved at EOT compared with just before therapy (p □ 0.001). It also showed that frequency of CD56 ^dim^ NK cell in peripheral blood was significantly increased at EOT compared with just before therapy (p □ 0.05). Conclusion** : **The combination therapy of DAAs in chronic hepatitis C patients has improved NK cell activity by increasing the frequency of CD56^dim^ NK cell in peripheral blood. It was revealed that reduction of HCV load in chronic hepatitis C patients could restore NK cell activity that was reduced by HCV. Therefore, the results of our study implied that DAAs combination therapy might be able to reduce the risk of HCC in chronic hepatitis C patients by restoring the activity of innate immune responses.**
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**Background:** In Egypt, HCV GT4 infection accounts for over 90% of all HCV infections. AGATE‐II is a large Egyptian phase 3 trial that enrolled treatment‐naive or previously treated (pegIFN + RBV) patients infected with HCV GT4, without cirrhosis (Arm A) or with compensated cirrhosis (Arms B/C). Patients received the 2 direct‐acting antiviral agent regimen of ombitasvir (OBV), an NS5A inhibitor, paritaprevir (PTV), an NS3/4A protease inhibitor, and ritonavir (r), a pharmacokinetic enhancer, plus ribavirin (RBV). **Methods:** All patients received OBV/PTV/r (25/150/100 mg) once daily plus weight‐based RBV. Overall, 100 patients without cirrhosis were allocated to 12‐week treatment (Arm A) and 60 patients with compensated cirrhosis were randomized 1:1 to 12‐week treatment (Arm B) or 24‐week treatment (Arm C) All patients were followed for 48 weeks post‐treatment. The primary objectives of AGATE‐II were to assess safety and sustained virologic response 12 weeks post treatment (SVR12). Here, we assess changes in liver biomarkers in cirrhotic patients between baseline (BL) and post‐treatment week (PTW) 24 in Arm B and PTW12 in Arm C. **Results:** Among patients with compensated cirrhosis, SVR12 rates were 97% (30/31) in the 12‐week arm in both the ITT and mITT populations (excluding non‐virologic failures), while in the 24‐week arm, SVR12 rates were 93% (27/29) and 96% (27/28) in the ITT and mITT populations, respectively. Adverse events were mainly mild/moderate in severity with no patient discontinuing due to an adverse event. Most liver biomarkers, including those of fibrosis and liver function, showed improvements from BL to PTW24 (Arm B) and PTW12 (Arm C) (Table). Final data on liver biomarker changes at PTW48 will be presented. **Conclusions:** In HCV GT4‐infected Egyptian patients with compensated cirrhosis, treatment with OBV/PTV/r + RBV for 12 or 24 weeks was well tolerated and resulted in high SVR rates at PTW12 and in an improvement from BL in most liver biomarkers to PTW 12 and 24. Further follow‐up of patients through PTW48 will determine the magnitude and durability of these changes.
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Hepatitis C could now be cured for under US \$100 per person: analysis of mass generic production of Direct Acting Antivirals {#hep28798-sec-0880}
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**Background:** Although novel direct‐acting antivirals (DAAs) achieve high sustained virological response (SVR) rates of \>90% in chronic hepatitis C (HCV), global access to DAAs is limited, due to high prices. Reduced prices offered through voluntary licensing are available in countries that represent only 50% of the worldwide epidemic. The per‐kilogram price of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and steady, high demand volumes are key determinants of the total production cost of any medicine The aim of the study was to calculate currently feasible prices for DAAs, assuming large volume of demand and competitive manufacture. **Methods:** Data on per‐kilogram prices and volumes of API exported from India were analysed from an online database (<http://www.infodriveindia.com>) for Jan‐Jun 2016. Linear regression models were calculated, weighted by shipment size Given the lack of export data on velpatasvir, the API cost was calculated by analysis of chemical synthesis and costs of raw materials. Costs of per‐pill API requirements were combined with estimated costs for formulation and excipients (\$0.04/pill), packaging (\$0.35/month), and a profit margin of 50% was added. **Results:** Export volumes from India in Jan‐Jun 2016 were, sofosbuvir: 10,200 kg, (equivalent to 303,000 12‐week treatment courses), daclatasvir: 5,443 kg (1,080,000 courses), ledipasvir: 240 kg (32,000 courses). API prices decreased throughout the time frame Mean API prices on June 1st 2016 were: sofosbuvir \$1,094/kg, daclatasvir \$998/kg, ledipasvir \$2,441/kg. API cost for velpatasvir was estimated at \$8,900‐11,700/kg. US price was up to 1,355 times higher than the target price for sofosbuvir, 4500 times for daclatasvir, and 984 times higher for sofosbuvir+ledipasvir. **Conclusions:** HCV DAAs production costs are falling rapidly. 12‐week treatments of sofosbuvir can be manufactured for an estimated \$62, daclatasvir \$14, sofosbuvir+ledipasvir \$96, velpatasvir \$119‐154. These target prices all include a 50% profit margin for generic suppliers These prices show the potential for mass treatment of Hepatitis C in access programs similar to those used for people with HIV/AIDS.

Calculated target prices and current prices for 12‐week DAA treatment courses

all prices USD
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High Rates of Medical and Psychiatric Comorbidities in HIV/HCV Coinfected Patients Treated With Sofosbuvir‐Containing Regimens in Registrational Clinical Trials. {#hep28798-sec-0884}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**BACKGROUND:** HIV/HCV coinfected patients have a high prevalence of medical and psychiatric diseases which may limit access to HCV therapy. Recent trials of DAA therapy in HIV/HCV coinfected patients have demonstrated high SVR rates similar to that observed in HCV monoinfection; however the generalizability of these results have been questioned due to the clinical trial setting and the exclusion of certain antiretrovirals The goal of this analysis was to describe the prevalence of medical and psychiatric disease and DDI interactions in HIV/HCV coinfected subjects enrolled in Gilead trials. **METHODS:** An integrated analysis of data from HIV/HCV coinfected patients enrolled in 4 phase 3 registrational trials (PHOTON‐1 and ‐2 \[sofosbuvir \[SOF\] + ribavirin \[RBV\] for 12 or 24 weeks\], ION‐4 \[ledipasvir (LDV)/SOF ± RBV for 12 weeks\] and ASTRAL‐5 \[SOF/velpatasvir (VEL) for 12 weeks\] was performed Patients with severe medical or psychiatric conditions were excluded from these trials. An assessment of demographics, medical history, concomitant medications, safety and efficacy will be presented. **RESULTS:** A total of 940 patients were included in this analysis; a majority (71%) were enrolled in the United States. Across all studies, there was a high prevalence of hypertension (28%), gastro‐esophageal reflux disease (GERD) 16% and hyperlipidemia (14%). A high proportion had psychiatric comorbidities including depression (37%) and anxiety (20%). Prior or ongoing substance abuse was reported in 17% of patients. These rates were similar to that described in a recent analysis of over 18,000 HIV/HCV coinfected patients in the US (Meyer N et al, ICAAC 2015). In the PHOTON‐2 study which was conducted in Europe, a smaller proportion reported both medical and psychiatric comorbidities Overall SVR rates ranged from 79% to 96% based on the treatment regimen, similar to that observed in HCV monoinfected patients. **CONCLUSIONS:** The use of interferon‐free DAA regimens has resulted in the ability to successfully treat HIV/HCV coinfected patients with complex comorbidities in clinical trials which can be generalizable to real world practice.
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Excellent SVR12 rates with Viekira Pak in a real‐world cohort of HCV Genotype 1 patients predominantly with cirrhosis ‐ the Australian *REV1TAL* Study {#hep28798-sec-0888}
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**Background** In phase III registration trials, ritonavir boosted paritaprevir, with ombitasvir and dasabuvir (PrOD) +/− ribavirin was safe, well tolerated and had excellent efficacy with SVR12 rates \>95%. However, real‐world data on the safety and efficacy of PrOD therapy in cirrhotic patients is limited **Methods** Between October 2014 and July 2015, a compassionate access program supported by AbbVie Pty Ltd was conducted in Australia across 47 treatment centers Patients were included if they received at least one dose of PrOD Primary end‐points were SVR12 (HCV viral load \< LLOQ at least 12 weeks post treatment) and drug discontinuation rates due to adverse events. The frequency and nature of serious adverse events with particular focus on death, hepatic decompensation and grade 4 biochemical abnormalities were collected. **Results** In this current analysis of 461 patients (74% cirrhosis, 9.8% CPB) complete treatment outcome data was available in 86% (n=395), with an overall SVR of 95.5%. SVR12 rates were similar for cirrhotic and non‐cirrhotic patients (95.5% and 97.8%, respectively) Most patients were infected with Genotype 1a (64%) and most received ribavirin (90%). Baseline features of the fully characterized patients are shown in Table 1 Similar to previous reports, baseline viral load, MELD score and liver stiffness did not influence SVR. Early cessation of therapy occurred in 6.1% of patients and in these patients SVR12 was lower at 53% Hyperbilirubinaemia on therapy was common with 4.3% of patients developing hyperbilirubinaemia ≥ 100μmol/L. To date no deaths have been reported, 34 patients (7.4%) required hospital admission, 9 patients (2.0%) developed hepatic decompensation, Grade 4 laboratory abnormalities occurred in 10 patients (2.2%). **Conclusion** In a real‐world setting, treatment with PrOD in Genotype 1 HCV infection achieves excellent SVR12 rates including in those with cirrhosis. Hepatic decompensation occurred infrequently.

**Baseline parameters and SVR12**
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Regression of fibrosis in HCV patients treated with direct acting antivirals (DAAs) {#hep28798-sec-0892}
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Introduction: sustained virological response (SVR) due to antiviral therapy is associated with changes in biochemical markers of liver function. So far little is known about the effects of SVR on liver fibrosis. Therefore we investigated the effects of DAA based HCV therapy on fibrosis measured by transient elastography (TE). Methods: over a period of 12 months (03/2014‐03/2015) we treated a total of 154 patients with a DAA based therapy; 121 patients had baseline evaluation including TE and SVR 12; of those, a total of 108 patients were followed up at least 24 weeks post treatment including TE. TE results were classified as very reliable (IQR/M≤10%), reliable (IQR/M ≤30% or ≥30% and \<7,5kPa) and not reliable (IQR/M\>30%). Patients were devided into two groups (cirrhosis and non cirrhosis) according to TE results (cut off F4\>13kPa). Only patients with correct TE results were included. Results: 108 patients in total, 43 (39.8%) female, median age 60, (female: 63 (IQR 55‐73), male: 58 (IQR 54‐63)); distribution of genotypes was as follows: 1a: 27.8%, 1b: 57.4%, 1: 3.7%, 3: 7.4%, 4: 1.9%. 55.6% were considdered cirrhotics.69.4% had previous treatment including PI based regimes. All patients included in this evaluation achieved SVR 12. Baseline (BL) and follow‐up TE results are shown in table 1 In a subgroup of 47 cirrhotic patients with correct TE\>13 kPa, 48.9% showed a regression of fibrosis to F3 according TE evaluation In those with proven regression BL TE measured 17.1kPa (IQR: 14.3‐20.9), FUP TE results showed 8.9kPa (IQR: 8.3‐10.8). Conclusion: SVR in HCV patients due to DAA therapy appears to induce regression of fibrosis in our patients. Moreover in a significant proportion of patients with TE proven cirrhosis we noticed stage migration from F4 to F3 This work underlines that downstaging of fibrosis even in cirrhotic patients could happen, however histological verification is lacking. One might wonder whether in subgroups of cirrhotics with fibrosis regression TE decline can be translated in less liver related endpoints; therefore a longer observation of our patients is planned.

**TE results in different patient populations**

BL (baseline), TE (transient elastography), FUP (follow up)
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Comparison of Health‐Related Quality of Life (HRQL) in Asian Patients with Chronic Hepatitis C Treated with Interferon (IFN)‐free Ribavirin (RBV)‐Containing Regimens vs Interferon‐free and Ribavirin‐free Regimens {#hep28798-sec-0896}
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**BACKGROUND**: Given the potential side effect of RBV, we assessed its impact on HRQL of Asian patients with HCV. **METHODS**: Short Form‐36v2 was administered before, during, and after treatment in 2 clinical trials of sofosbuvir (SOF)‐based regimens: Ledipasvir (LDV)/SOF and SOF+RBV (2014‐2015, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan). HRQL scores were compared between patients receiving LDV/SOF and SOF+RBV. **RESULTS**: 425 patients were enrolled \[247: SOF+RBV (87% HCV genotype 2) and 178: LDV/SOF (all genotype 1)\]. Patients were 13% cirrhotic, 63% treatment‐naive, and 8% reported overt fatigue. The SVR‐12 rates were 98.0% (SOF+RBV) and 98.3% (LDV/SOF). Baseline scores were similar between the two groups However, soon after treatment, a number of HRQL declined in those receiving SOF+RBV (up to ‐2.6 points by wk2, up to ‐4.2 by wk4, up to ‐5.8 by wk8, up to ‐6.1 by the end of treatment) (p\<0.05). In contrast, improvements in HRQL scores in those receiving LDV/SOF were observed starting at wk2 (up to +2.3); these improvements continued throughout treatment (up to +3.3 by wk4, up to +3.8 by wk8, up to +3,5 by the end of treatment) (p\<0.05). Notably, no HRQL decrements were observed in the LDV/SOF. After treatment cessation, in those who received RBV, some decrements (up to ‐3.3) were observed at post‐treatment wk4. These HRQL impairments resolved by post‐treatment wk12 (up to +2.7) (p\<0.05) In contrast, in those who completed LDV/ SOF, HRQL improvements were up to +5.0 by post‐treatment wk4, up to +5.2 by post‐treatment wk12 (p\<0.05). In multivariate analysis, use of RBV was independently associated with mild impairment in HRQL (betas range from ‐1.3 to ‐5.0 points to Physical and Mental Summary scores and SF‐6D utility; all p\<0.05). **CONCLUSION**: The use of RBV is associated with mild impairment in HRQL in Asian patients with HCV LDV/SOF leads to improvement of HRQL during treatment and after acheiving SVR.

**Figure. The average HRQL scores in Asian patients.**
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Efficacy and safety of DAA‐based oral therapy in a large cohort of HCV patients treated in clinical practice in Italy and monitored by the NAVIGATORE web‐platform {#hep28798-sec-0900}
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To assess efficacy, safety and clinical outcomes of DAA‐based therapy in advanced liver disease, we are currently monitoring with a web‐based platform (NAVIGATORE) all HCV patients treated with oral DAAs in a vast geographic area of the NorthEast of Italy. At the time of this analysis, 2595 treated patients have been included (64.8% Males, mean age 57.9+10.8‐range 21‐90yrs, 41.6% HCV‐1b, 20% HCV‐1a, 12.4% HCV‐2, 17,2% HCV‐3,7.7% HCV‐4.75% had cirrhosis (1741 CHILD A and 197 CHILD B, 7 CHILD C), 3,6% extrahepatic disease, 14,3% F3 fibrosis. Diabetes was present in 11.4%, CVD in 14,8% Obesity in 5% Nephropathy in 1,5%. Patients were treated according to guidelines and monitored monthly during therapy and every 3 months thereafter. Efficacy and safety analysis is described in the table Efficacy was excellent in most groups, not being significantly affected by comorbidities. However, it was reduced by around 10% in patients with Child B cirrhosis. Tolerability and safety were excellent in patients with F3 and with Child A cirrhosis, while were reduced in Child B patients, particularly when treated with Ribavirin. Conclusions : these results confirm the excellent efficacy and safety of DAAbased oral HCV treatments in compensated disease, while results in Child B cirrhosis appear somehow compromised by lower tolerability of RBV containing regimens.
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Effectiveness And Safety Of Ombitasvir, Paritaprevir/ Ritonavir And Sofosfuvir/Ledipasvir In Patients With Genotype 4 Chronic Hepatitis C Virus Infection: Results From The Spanish Real World Cohort {#hep28798-sec-0904}
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**Introduction:**Hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotype (GT) 4 represents 15% of total global HCV infection. Clinical trials showed an efficacy over 90% with oral antiviral therapy. This study assessed real‐world effectiveness and safety of sofosfuvir/ledipasvir (SOF/LED) and paritaprevir/ritonavir/ombitasvir (2D) with or without ribavirin in patients with GT4 chronic HCV infection. **Material and Methods:**Retrospective, multicentre,non‐randomized, prospective collected data,national study that included naive and treatment experienced patients with HCV GT 4 infection who were treated with 2D or SOF/LED. Patients with at least SVR 4 post‐treatment were selected for analysis The results for both cohorts are shown separately **Results:**The total cohort includes 301 patients with SVR 4 data in 252.The global SVR4 and SVR12 were 97.2% (245/252) and 95.7% (224/234) respectively. 130 patients were treated with SOF/LED. Most of the patients (83.8%) were male,mean age of 54 years, 57% were F4 (12 patients CHILD B or C); 53.9% of patients were treatment‐naive, 43.1% received ribavirin. The SVR4 and SVR12 week post‐treatment were 96.2% and 95.4% (124/130) respectively. Four patients experienced virological failure (relapse).Approximately 4.6% of patients reported at least one serious adverse events (SAEs). One patient experienced hepatic decompensation (ascites). No patient discontinues therapy. No patient died during the treatment. In this subcohort SOF/LED, bilirubin ≥2 mg/dL is the only baseline factor associated with lack of response None of the baseline factors investigated were significantly associated with SAEs on multivariate analysis. 122 patients were treated with 2D with or without RIBA Most of the patients (75%) were male,mean age of 53 years. 35.2% were F4 (5 CHILD B),36.1% of patients were treatment‐naive,94.3% received ribavirin.The SVR4 and SVR12 week post‐treatment were 98.4% and 96.2% (100/104) respectively. One patient experienced virological failure (relapse). SAEs were reported for 7 patients (5.7%),one patient with hepatic decompensation (encephalopathy) No patient died during the treatment Baseline factors significantly associated with failure to achieve SVR12 after 2D treatment on multivariate analysis were bilirubin ≥2 mg/dL and albumin \<3 g/dL (p\<0.05). Baseline albumin \<3g/dL (p\<0.05),and platelets ≤70,000/ mm3 were significantly associated with development of SAEs **Conclusion:** The two regimen evaluated sofosfuvir/ledipasvir or ombitasvir/paritaprevir/ritonavir with or without RBV achieved a high rate of efficacy (SVR 95.4% and 96.2% respectively) in clinical practice with a good safety profile and was associated with minimum rates of treatment discontinuation
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Preliminary clinical outcome data among patients with hepatitis C virus infection receiving direct‐acting antiviraf therapy in the Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study, 2014‐2015 {#hep28798-sec-0908}
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[Background]{.ul}: Data describing clinical outcomes of direct‐acting antiviral (DAA) therapy among patients infected with hepatitis C virus (HCV) in general healthcare settings are limited. We examined DAA‐associated outcomes among HCV‐infected patients in the Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study (CHeCS), an observational study conducted at 4 US healthcare organizations. [Methods]{.ul}: Patients who began a DAA regimen from January 2014‐August 2015 were included in the analysis. We examined frequency of treatment completion and of sustained viral response (SVR) 12 weeks post‐treatment vs. no SVR by sociodemographic, clinical, and treatment‐related factors, and conducted multivariable analysis to identify factors independently associated with SVR. [Results]{.ul}: Of 613 patients who began an initial DAA regimen during the study period, 212 (48%) were treatment experienced, 210 (54%) had cirrhosis, 81 (18%) were of black race, and 24 (5%) were HIV‐coinfected: 280 (46%) had HCV genotype 1a (G1a); 136 (22%) had G1b; 107 (17%) had G2; 68 (11%) had G3; 5 (1%) had G4‐6; and 17 (3%) had mixed genotype infection. Overall, 401 (65%) patients received a sofosbuvir (SOF) regimen without ledipasvir (LDV) (i. e., SOF ± simeprevir or daclatasvir ± ribavirin \[RBV\]) and 211 (34%) received SOF with LDV ± RBV. No patients received an ombitasvir‐containing regimen. Of 545 (89% of 613) patients with available SVR data, 463 (85%) achieved SVR. Among patients with G1a, frequencies of SVR ranged from 77% (SOF without LDV and no RBV) to 96% (SOF with LDV ± RBV); among those with G1b, 70% (SOF regimen without LDV + RBV) to 98% (SOF with LDV ± RBV) The frequency of SVR was 83%, 80% and 75% among patients with G2, G3, and G4‐6 infection, respectively In multivariable analysis controlling for all variables, the sole factor independently associated with SVR was receipt of SOF with LDV ± RBV (aOR 6.1 vs. SOF regimen without LDV and no RBV). Neither age, sex, race/ethnicity, previous treatment status, presence of cirrhosis, genotype, comorbidity score, body mass index, or HIV coinfection were associated with SVR Of the 613 patients who initiated treatment, 68 (11%) either had completed treatment but did not yet have SVR data available (n=32), were still receiving treatment at the close of the study period (n=22), or stopped treatment early (n=14). [Conclusions]{.ul}: Among patients who received DAAs in these general healthcare settings, half of whom had cirrhosis and previous treatment, the frequency of treatment completion and SVR was high Receipt of a regimen other than SOF with LDV was associated with a lower likelihood of achieving SVR.
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An Open‐Label, Multicenter Study of Ombitasvir/Paritaprevir/Ritonavir and Dasabuvir with or without Ribavirin in US Veterans with Genotype 1 Chronic Hepatitis C Infection: Efficacy and Safety Results of TOPAZ‐VA {#hep28798-sec-0912}
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**Introduction:** Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infections are approximately 2‐3 times more common among US veterans receiving care through Veterans Affairs (VA) Medical Centers than among the general population; 80% of infections are classified as genotype 1 (GT1). Historically, HCV therapies have been less successful in veterans than in the general population; comorbidities such as psychiatric disorders and regular alcohol/tobacco use may account for this difference. Ombitasvir/ paritaprevir/ritonavir and dasabuvir (3‐DAA) ± ribavirin (RBV) is approved in the US for HCV GT1‐infected adults with or without cirrhosis. This study prospectively evaluated safety and efficacy of 3‐DAA in HCV GT1‐infected US veterans, including patients with ongoing psychiatric disorders and current or past alcohol/tobacco use. **Methods:** TOPAZ‐VA was a phase 3b, open‐label trial conducted in HCV GT1, treatment‐naive or --experienced US veterans (N=99) with or without cirrhosis at 11 US VA Medical Centers. Participants received 3‐DAA + RBV, except in non‐cirrhotic GT1 b‐infected individuals, who received 3‐DAA only. Treatment duration was 12 weeks, except for GT1 a‐infected patients with cirrhosis (24 weeks). Sustained virologic response (SVR4, SVR12), drug‐associated resistance variants, and adverse events (AEs) were assessed **Results:** Select baseline demographics are presented (table) Current alcohol consumption and tobacco use were reported at baseline by 21% and 48% of patients, respectively In addition, 39% of patients reported ongoing psychiatric disorders. SVR4 was achieved in 96% of all patients and in 94% of those with ongoing psychiatric disorders (inten t‐to‐treat population; missing data imputed as failures). A total of 78 (79%) patients experienced AEs, most commonly fatigue (28%), headache (20%), and nausea (15%). Serious AEs were observed in 7% of patients and considered 3‐DAA‐related in 1% of cases 9 patients discontinued treatment, 6 due to AEs **Conclusions:** In HCV GT1‐infected US veterans, 3‐DAA ± RBV was associated with high SVR4 rates and was well tolerated. The presence of psychiatric disorders and alcohol consumption did not appear to impact SVR4. All available safety, efficacy, and resistance results will be presented.
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Viral response to hepatitis C direct‐acting antivirals significantly improves diabetes control {#hep28798-sec-0916}
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**Purpose:** Hepatitis C virus (HCV) causes inflammation of hepatocytes that over time can lead to cirrhosis. In addition to the effects on the liver, it can cause extrahepatic complications and insulin resistance. Studies have demonstrated an association between HCV and the progression of insulin resistance to diabetes as well as improved glycemic control upon virologic response. However, the clinical impact of improved glycemic control in diabetic patients who achieve sustained virologic response 12 weeks post‐treatment (SVR~12~) is unknown. **Objectives:** The primary objective of this study was to determine the impact on antihyperglycemic medication needs in patients who achieved SVR12 from HCV direct‐acting antivirals (DAAs). Secondary objectives were to determine the impact on antihyperglycemic medication needs in patients who relapse, and to determine the impact on hemoglobin A1c in patients achieving SVR~12~. **Methodology:** Patients with a diagnosis of diabetes who completed a course of HCV DAAs from February 1, 2014 -- October 1, 2015 were identified using ICD‐9/10 codes and medication dispense history Retrospective patient data was collected from the electronic medical record The co‐primary endpoints were the change of antihyperglycemic medications categorized as de‐escalation, no change, or escalation from baseline to the end of HCV treatment, and from baseline to 3 months post‐treatment in patients achieving SVR12. Secondary endpoints included the change in antihyperglycemic medications in relapsers, and the change in A1c from baseline to 4 months post‐treatment in those achieving SVR~12~. Descriptive statistics were used for all endpoints and a paired t‐test was used for A1c data. **Results:** Of the 209 patients identified,131 patients met inclusion criteria. The majority of patients were male (98%), mean age of 63, and were primarily black (59%). Advanced fibrotic liver disease was present in 53% of patients. Of the 122 patients who achieved SVR~12~ 27% (33/122) had a de‐escalation of their antihyperglycemics from baseline to 3 months post‐treatment compared to 11% (1/9) of the HCV DAA relapsers. There was available A1c data for 49% of patients who achieved SVR~12~, which showed a statistically significant decrease in A1c of 0.63 percentage points (95% CI 0.31% ‐ 0.93%). **Conclusions:** This study found a clinically meaningful de‐escalation of antihyperglycemics as well as a significant decrease in A1 c for diabetic patients who were able to achieve SVR12 from HCV DAAs, demonstrating an additional potential benefit of SVR~12~. Close diabetes follow‐up during and post‐ HCV treatment is warranted. Prospective and larger studies are needed to validate these results.
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The potential impact of drug‐drug interactions (DDIs) in the selection of direct acting antivirals (DDAs) in the current treatment of chronic hepatitis C (CHC) in routine clinical practice {#hep28798-sec-0920}
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**Background/Aim:** DDIs represent the main limitation of the current DAAs against HCV. We determined the prevalence of co‐morbidities and use of co‐medications with DDI potential in CHC patients (pts) in Greece. **Methods:** 500 consecutive CHC pts (age:49±14 yrs, M/F:322/178) seen in 2015 at the outpatient liver clinics of 5 tertiary Greek centers (100 pts from each center) were included. HIV coinfected pts were excluded. Demographics, habits, lab tests, HCV and liver disease characteristics, co‐morbidities and co‐medications were recorded. All co‐medications were classified into those with no/no clear data for DDIs, potential DDIs and contraindication for each DAA according to HEP Drug Interaction Checker (Liverpool Univ. ). **Results:** At least one co‐morbidity was present in 243 (49%) pts, while 174 (35%) pts were on chronic co‐medication(s). Contraindications due to DDIs were present in 30 (6%) pts for paritaprevir/ritonavir/ombitasvir±dasabuvir (3D/2D), 10 (2%) pts for simeprevir (SMV) and 2 pts (0.4%) for sofosbuvir (SOF) or daclatasvir (DCV) or ledipasvir/sofosbuvir (LDV/ SOF) (P\<0.001). Contraindications/potential DDIs were more frequently present for NS3 protease inhibitors (inh. ) containing agents than NS5A inh. ±SOF (P\<0.040) than SOF (P\<0.001 vs NS3 inh.; P\<0.030 vs NS5A inh.) (Table). Contraindications/ Potential DDIs were more frequently present in pts with age \>50 than \<50 yrs (P\<0.034), F3‐4 than F0‐2 or F4 than F0‐3 (P\<0.019) for all DAAS and in genotype (G) 1/4 than 2/3 for all DAAs (P\<0.036) except LDV/SOF and 3D/2D (Table). In multivariate analyses, presence of contraindications/potential DDIs for all agents was independently associated with F3‐4 or F4 fibrosis. **Conclusions:** Contraindications/Potential DDIs for current DAAs are frequently present (∼25%) for NS3 inh., but can be also present for NS5A inh. (17%) or SOF (12%). The probability of DDIs is higher for pts with priority for DAAs therapy (eg with advanced liver disease) and therefore caution and careful selection of the appropriate DAAs regimen is warranted in clinical practice.

**Table. Patients with contraindications due to DDIs or potential DDIs to HCV DAAs**

\*Fibrosis stage was unknown in 50 pts; \#Genotype (G) was unknown in 4 pts
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Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir + Ribavirin (LDV/SOF+RBV) for 12 Weeks in Decompensated HCV Genotype 1 Patients: SOLAR‐1 and ‐2 Studies Compared to a Real‐World Dataset {#hep28798-sec-0924}
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**BACKGROUND:** Patients with decompensated HCV have limited treatment options and a poor prognosis. Recently, the FDA approved treatment with LDV/SOF+RBV in GT 1 decompensated patients based on the SOLAR‐1 and ‐2 studies. Real‐world datasets are important to show generalizability of clinical trial data. Here, real‐world data from the UK expanded access program (EAP) are compared to clinical trial data in decompensated HCV patients. **METHODS:** Data from 2 open‐label phase‐2 trials (SOLAR‐1 and ‐2) are compared to real‐world data from the UK EAP collected through Month 6 in CPT‐B and CPT‐C HCV patients treated with LDV/SOF+RBV. The UK EAP cohort was selected based on its size and availability of comparable data. SVR and relapse rates, MELD improvement, and safety are presented. **RESULTS:** High SVR rates were observed in SOLAR‐1 and ‐2 (87.0%) and the UK EAP (89.7%). MELD improvements ≥3 at Month 6 were similar within CPT class for SOLAR‐1 and ‐2 and the EAP among those achieving SVR (23.8% vs. 17.0% for CPT‐B and 38.2% vs. 33.3% for CPT‐C, respectively). LDV/SOF+RBV was generally safe and well‐tolerated. Death rates were low (2.0‐5.2%), not attributed to treatment, and more frequently observed in CPT‐C patients. See Table 1. **CONCLUSIONS:** HCV GT 1 patients with decompensated cirrhosis achieve high cure rates and comparable MELD improvement with LDV/SOF+RBV in clinical trials and the real‐world. Safety was consistent with known disease progression in this population with advanced liver disease. The impact of SVR and MELD improvement on long‐term clinical outcomes is unknown.
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Changes in cerebral hemodynamics in cirrhotic patients after liver transplantation {#hep28798-sec-0928}
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**Background and aims:** Improvement in cognitive function after liver transplantation (LT) has been related to decreased cerebral white matter lesions induced by microvascular lesions (leukoaraiosis) secondary to low‐grade cerebral edema and systemic inflammation. However most of studies have addressed these changes in the acute setting during and immediately after LT in cirrhosis as well as in acute liver failure and few have evaluated the long‐term changes in cerebral hemodynamics in this population, therefore we aimed to investigate the long‐term changes on cerebral hemodynamics in cirrhotic patients after LT. **Methods:** This was a prospective cohort study. We performed Transcranial Doppler Ultrasonography (TCD) measuring Pulsatility index (PI), Resistance index (RI) and breath‐holding index (BHI) in the middle cerebral artery pre and post‐LT. PI, RI and BHI evaluate cerebrovascular structural integrity and reactivity, respectively. Neuropsychometric tests and West‐Haven criteria were used for hepatic encephalopathy (HE) characterization. To address systemic inflammation, we measured plasma levels of IL‐6 and TNF‐α. Descriptive statistics and Wilcoxon\'s test were used. **Results:** Twenty‐seven patients were included (16 males); median follow up after LT was 6 months, median age pre‐LT was 47(40‐55) years, the main etiology was hepatitis C virus (58%), most of patients were Child‐Pugh B (14/27), MELD score was 16(12‐20), MELD‐Na 18.5, PHES ‐3 and CFF 38.5Hz. Previous to the LT 17/27 patients had HE and 11/27 ascites. A decrease in PI and RI was observed in all patients except 3 after LT, and an increase in BHI in 12/27. The changes on cerebral hemodynamics paralleled those in systemic inflammation (table 1) Clinical improvement in cognition was observed in all patients with overt HE after LT. **Conclusions**: These results show an improvement in cerebral hemodynamics at long‐term after LT in cirrhosis, indicating less arterial cerebral vasoconstriction (decrease in PI/RI) which seems to be influenced by systemic inflammation; this could explain the improvement in cognitive function after LT. TCD could be considered as a useful tool for the assessment of the changes in cerebral hemodynamics pre and post‐LT in cirrhosis.

**Table 1. Changes in cerebral hemodynamics and inflammatory markers before and after LT.**

Results are expressed as mean ± SD or median (IQR)
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Blood and Biopsy mRNA Signatures of Acute Rejection in Liver Transplant Recipients {#hep28798-sec-0932}
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Background: Biomarker profiles diagnostic of acute rejection (AR) could enhance the diagnosis and management of liver transplant (LT) recipients. Our aim was to identify diagnostic genomic (mRNA) signatures of AR that are distinct from patients with other causes of graft dysfunction and normal function. Methods: LT recipients undergoing liver biopsies for cause had blood collected for mRNA expression (Affymetrix® Hu133 Plus Peg microarrays). Two independent pathologists and a hepatologist confirmed the following phenotypes: TX (normal function); AR; HCV‐R (hepatitis C recurrence); mixed AR+HCV‐R. For the blood analysis, a discovery training set generated a locked classification model for each phenotype which was then tested on a second validation set, using both 5‐fold and leaveone out cross‐validations (LOOCV). An additional subset that had biopsy tissue underwent a 3‐way discovery comparison of AR vs. HCV‐R vs. AR+HCV‐R. Results: 162 LT recipients (39 TX, 44 AR, 54 HCV‐R; 25 AR+HCV‐R), age 54.8±8.1 years, 62% male, mean 2.9±1.1 years from LT, were analyzed. The predictive accuracies of these signatures in differentiating AR from TX, HCV‐R, and AR+HCV‐R, as well as HCV‐R from AR+HCV‐R, were high and varied based on the 5‐Fold CV vs. LOOCV models (Table 1). The biopsy tissue mRNA profiling differentiated AR, HCV‐R, and mixed HCV+AR with 83% accuracy. Biological function and canonical pathway mapping of the blood/ graft profiles suggest several immune/inflammatory genes differentially expressed in recipients with AR vs. the other etiologies. Conclusion: We have identified blood and graft mRNA signatures that can distinguish AR from other major causes of graft injury in LT recipients with high accuracy. These biomarkers may be useful in the management of LT recipients, such as non‐invasively diagnosing AR and in immune monitoring guiding immunosuppression modifications. Samples from a recently completed prospective multicenter study (NIAID CTOT14) will be used to externally validate these signatures and test their predictive value prior to AR.

**Predictive Accuracy of Blood mRNA Profiles for Acute Rejection in LT Recipients**
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Outcomes Following Liver Retransplantation in Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis {#hep28798-sec-0936}
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**Background**: Primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC) recurs postliver transplant (LT) in up to 20% of patients. Given the lack of disease altering therapy, recurrent PSC is a common cause of graft loss and need for re‐LT in these patients. **Methods**: Data from the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients database for transplants from 2002‐2015 were utilized to evaluate outcomes in patients with PSC who underwent re‐LT. Patients \<18 years old, with multi‐organ transplants, acute liver failure, or graft survival of \< 30 days were excluded. Predictors of re‐LT in this population as well as predictors of graft loss following re‐LT were evaluated with cox proportional hazards analysis. **Results**: 58,905 patients underwent primary LT in the study period, 3,357 (5.7%) with PSC. Re‐LT was significantly more common in patients with PSC compared to patients without PSC (7% v. 3%, p\<0.01). Among patients with PSC, baseline characteristics were similar between patients with and without re‐LT except those with re‐LT were significantly younger, more likely male, more likely to receive donor after cardiac death organ (DCD) and experience acute rejection. In multivariable analyses, age (HR 0.98, p\<0.01), male sex (HR 1.6 p =0.02), donor risk index (DRI, per 0.1 increase HR 3.4, p\<0.01), deceased donor (HR 2.1, p=0.03), DCD (HR 2.8, p\<0.01) and acute rejection (HR 2.7,p\<0.01), were independent predictors of re‐LT. At re‐LT, mean age was 42 years, mean lab MELD 23 (27 with exception), median time since initial LT was 30 (IQR 9 ‐74) months, and median post‐re‐LT follow‐up was 36 (iQR 9‐73) months. The 1,3, and 5 years post‐re‐LT graft survival were significantly higher in patients with PSC compared to non‐PSC patients (89, 79, and 74% vs. 80, 70 and 63%, respectively, p\<0.01). Age (0.97, p\<0.01), DRI (for 0.1 increase, HR 2.4, p=0.04), and having a deceased donor (1.68, p\<0.01) independently predicted graft loss. The most common cause of death following re‐LT was infection (38%), followed by malignancy (17%) and graft failure (13%). **Conclusions**: LT recipients with PSC require re‐LT more commonly than patients transplanted for other diseases; donor characteristics including DRI and DCD as well as rejection may play important roles in predicting graft loss. Fortunately, graft survival following re‐LT in patients with PSC is significantly higher than in patients without PSC and re‐LT may provide prolonged survival in this population.
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The Braden scale, a standard tool for assessing pressure ulcer risk, predicts ambulatory status and disability after liver transplantation {#hep28798-sec-0940}
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**Aims:** The Braden scale is a validated measure of pressure ulcer risk that is assessed in all hospitalized patients in the United States (US), as required by Center for Medicare and Medicaid services. Prior findings have shown the Braden scale to predict clinical outcomes in cirrhosis. Our aim was to evaluate the association of pressure ulcer risk according to the Braden scale with early disability‐related outcomes and mortality after liver transplantation (LT). **Methods:** We performed a retrospective cohort study of deceased‐donor LT recipients at a single center from 2011‐2014. Patients were categorized by Braden score on admission as low risk for pressure ulcers (\>18), mild to moderate risk (16‐18), or high risk (\<16). We performed logistic regression to evaluate the association of Braden scale category with post‐LT in‐hospital mortality, discharge to rehabilitation facility, non‐ambulatory status at discharge, and 30‐day rehospitalization, and linear regression to evaluate post‐LT length of hospital stay (LOS). **Results:** Of 169 patients studied, mean age was 57, and most patients were male (68%), white (54%) and had hepatitis C (56%). Nearly 52% of patients received Model for End‐Stage Liver Disease (MELD) exceptions for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). After adjusting for differences in age, gender, race, liver disease etiology, diabetes, dialysis, body mass index, HCC, MELD score, albumin, and donor risk index, the high‐risk Braden score category was significantly more likely to be non‐ambulatory at discharge (OR=4.56; p=0.02) and to discharge to a rehabilitation facility (OR=9.04; p\<0.01) **(Table 1).** High‐risk Braden score patients also had a trend for longer LOS (p=0.07). Braden score category was not associated with in‐hospital mortality or 30‐day readmission rate **Conclusion:** A standardized measure of pressure ulcer risk performed on all inpatients in the US predicted early disability after LT. Consideration of the Braden scale during the LT evaluation may facilitate a prognostication of disability and early use of directed interventions to optimize functional status.

**Multiple regression models evaluating the Braden Scale and postliver transplant outcomes\***

\*adjusted for age, gender, race, liver disease etiology, diabetes, dialysis, body mass index, HCC, MELD score, albumin, and donor risk index

\*\*Describes adjusted b‐coeffecient in linear regression
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Unfavorable microbiota changes or dysbiosis is associated with cirrhosis progression. However the impact of liver transplantation (LT) on microbiota is unclear. **Aim**: to define the impact of LT on gut microbiota composition compared to healthy controls (HC) **Methods**: Outpatient cirrhotics listed for LT were enrolled. Study visits were pre/6 mths post‐LT once on stable immunosuppression. At both visits, pts underwent stool collection for microbiota using multi‐tagged pyrosequencing. Analysis was performed for microbial diversity (chao1 higher=more diversity), genus‐level changes (LEFSe) & cirrhosis dysbiosis ratio pre/post LT. Cirrhosis dysbiosis ratio studies relative abundance of beneficial autochthonous to potentially pathogenic bacteria (low score=worse). Pre/Post‐LT patients were compared to an age‐matched cohort of HC **Results**: We enrolled 56 pts (56±7 years, 37 men, 55% HCV, MELD 29±8) who were seen before/after LT and 45 HC (age 54±8 years). 45 pts were on rifaximin, 35 on lactulose & 12 on ciprofloxacin for SBP prophylaxis Patients received LT 8±6 months after enrollment &were seen again 7±2 mths post LT At the time of the post‐LT visit, all were on Bactrim and stable tacrolimus doses None of the patients had recent infections, had their HCV eradicated, were actively rejecting, required re‐LT or had recurrent cirrhosis. *Pre‐ vs. post‐transplant microbiota:* There was a significant increase in diversity (Chao1 pre 137 vs post 183.1, p\<0.05) after LT. There was a significant improvement in the cirrhosis dysbiosis ratio (pre 0.36 to post 1.6, p=0.009). On LEFSe, there was a significant reduction in potentially pathogenic genera *(**Escherichia, Shigella, Salmonella**)* with a significant increase in potentially beneficial taxa i.e. *Ruminococcaceae, Lachnospiraceae* & other Clostridial families. *Comparison with HC:* HC had the highest diversity (Chao1 218.8, p\<0.05) and best dysbiosis ratio (2.1, p=0.002) compared to both pt groups. [Pre‐LT vs HC]{.ul}: As expected, greater dysbiosis was seen in pre LT pts compared to HC with pathogenic genera *(Escherichia, Shigella, Salmonella)* and lower autochthonous taxa. [Post‐LT vs HC]{.ul}: After LT pts had increased *Bacteroidaceae* compared to HC with any increase in pathogenic genera in either group. Despite increasing significantly from pre‐LT levels, beneficial Clostridial families remained significantly lower post LT compared to HC. **Conclusions**: Liver transplant significantly improves gut microbial diversity and dysbiosis but not to the level of healthy controls. Significant increases in autochthonous taxa & suppression of pathogenic ones relative abundance post‐LT indicate restoration of the impaired gut‐liver axis.
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Good glycaemic control pre‐operatively protects against some adverse outcomes associated with diabetes in liver transplant recipients {#hep28798-sec-0948}
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Pre‐existing diabetes is an important risk factor for poor outcomes following liver transplantation. The benefit of improved glycaemic control pre‐transplant on outcomes has not been established. The aim of this study was to assess whether good glycaemic control pre‐operatively protects against the deleterious effects of diabetes on liver transplantation outcomes. We retrospectively analysed data from 235 adult liver transplant recipients, including 69 individuals with pre‐transplant diabetes transplanted at a single tertiary referral centre between January 2013 and September 2015. We divided recipients with diabetes into those with poor (HbAlc ≥8.5%/69.4mmol/mol) and those with acceptable glycaemic control (HbAlc \<8.5%/69.4mmol/mol). Mean follow‐up duration was 21.8 months. Recipients with diabetes were 5.7 ± 0.2 years older (P=0.001), and 3.2 ± 0.1 kg/m^2^ more overweight (P=0.001). All‐cause mortality was unaffected by the presence of diabetes However, recipients with diabetes had increased rates of allcause allograft failure (RR v non‐diabetics (ND) 2.7, 95%CI 6.7, P=0.032). Presence of diabetes was associated with a reduced risk of rejection (RR vs ND 0.6, 95%CI 0.3‐0.9, P=0.039). However, rejection rates were higher in diabetic recipients with HbA1c ≥8.5% compared to those with an HbA1c \<6.5% (40% vs 4.3%, P=0.023). Incidence of infection was increased in recipients with diabetes (RR vs ND 1.36, 95%CI 1.1‐1.7, P=0.013), with the risk of infection greatest in those with an HbA1c ≥8.5% compared to those with an HbA1c \<6.5% (P=0.046) The incidence of acute kidney injury was increased in recipients with diabetes (RR vs ND 1.30.95%CI 1.5 P\<0.001) and acceptable glycaemic control pre‐transplant did not protect against this Diabetic recipients with an HbA1c \>8.5% were more likely to be re‐admitted to ITU within 30 days of transplantation than those with better glycaemic control (P=0.023). Length of stay in intensive care (ITU) and in hospital were not significantly affected by the presence of diabetes. However, recipients with a pre‐transplant HbA1c ≥8.5% had an increased duration of stay in hospital compared to those with an HbA1c \<6.5% (29.0 vs 15.6 days, P=0.048) and a trend towards an increased length of stay in ITU compared to those with better glycaemic control (7.3 vs 3.3 days, P=0.07) In conclusion, pre‐transplant diabetes is associated with increased incidence of allograft failure, infection and AKI following liver transplantation. Good glycaemic control pre‐operatively may protect against the deleterious effect of diabetes on infection and is associated with a reduced risk of readmission to ITU and a reduced length of stay in hospital.
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Everolimus with low‐dose calcineurin inhibitor in pediatric liver transplant recipients: 12‐month results of the H2305 study {#hep28798-sec-0952}
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**Background:** Everolimus (EVR) combined with low‐dose tacrolimus (LTac) provides significant improvement in renal function in adult liver transplant recipients (LTxR), compared with standard‐dose tacrolimus. There are very limited studies on use of EVR in pediatric LTxR (pLTxR). **Methods:** CRAD001H2305 (NCT01598987) is a 24‐month (M) multi‐center, open‐label, single‐arm study evaluating renal function, efficacy, safety and tolerability of EVR combined with low‐dose cyclosporine (LCsA) or LTac in pLTxR. At 1M to 6M post‐LTx, eligible pLTxR (\>1M and \<18 years \[Y\]; n=56) of full‐size or technically‐modified liver grafts received EVR (starting dose 0.8 mg/m^2^ BID, thereafter adjusted to maintain trough level 3‐8 ng/mL) + LTac (C0h M1‐3: 3‐6 ng/mL, after M3: 2‐5 ng/mL) or LCsA (C0h M1‐3: 50‐150 ng/mL, after M3: 25‐100 ng/mL) ± steroids. Primary objective was renal function assessment by eGFR (by Schwartz formula) from baseline (BL) to M12. Analysis of the safety data by the Data Monitoring Committee in February 2015 resulted in stopping of study enrollment and discontinuation of the study medication in \<7Y. **Results:** Baseline mean (SD) age and eGFR were 4.9Y (4.6) and 90.5 mL/min/1.73m^2^ (22.2), respectively At M12, eGFR had increased compared with BL (90.5 vs. 96.7 mL/min/1.73m^2^, respectively). Mean eGFR change was numerically greater in pLTxR \<2Y (7.3 mL/min/1. 73m^2^) vs. those 2--18Y (5.3 mL/min/1.73m^2^). Urinary protein/creatinine ratio and urinary protein excretion had decreased from BL to M12 Incidence of composite efficacy failure (treated biopsy proven acute rejection \[tBPAR\], graft loss or death) was low at 1.9% and due to occurrence of a single tBPAR; no graft loss or death occurred in the study period Serious infections had occurred in 76.0% of pLTxR \<2Y and 48.4%% of 2‐18Y at M12. Further, 32.0% of pLTxR \<2Y and 12.9% of 2‐18Y had serious AEs/infections leading to discontinuation of study drug An increased rate of post‐transplant lymphoproliferative disease was observed in subjects \<2Y (12.0%, n=3) vs. those 2‐18Y (6.5%, n=2). No negative effect on growth and development was observed **Conclusions:** Although the H2305 study demonstrates good efficacy and renal function at M12 with EVR + LTac/LCsA in pLTxR, the safety findings in this population, particularly those \<2Y, remain to be better established.
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Marijuana use does not affect outcomes on the liver transplant waitlist {#hep28798-sec-0956}
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[Background:]{.ul} There is conflicting data on marijuana (MJ) use and progression of liver disease. Liver transplant outcomes research among MJ users is limited. [Aims:]{.ul} Determine the prevalence and factors associated with MJ use. Assess the impact of MJ use on time to waitlist death/delisting and time to transplant. [Methods:]{.ul} Retrospective cohort of adults evaluated for transplant from 1/1/2012 to 12/31/2013 at UCSF. MJ use was defined as self‐report in psychosocial assessment and/ or urine toxicology. Statistics included Poisson regression, Kaplan‐Meier and Cox regression models. [Results:]{.ul} 884 adults were evaluated and 585 (66%) were listed with a median follow up of 1.4 years. Prevalence of MJ use was 48%, with 7% being current users and 41% prior users. In multivariate analysis, statistically significant predictors of MJ use included age 18‐29 years (IRR=2.2), white race (IRR=1.2), tobacco use (IRR=1.4), alcohol use (IRR=9.0), illicit drug use (IRR=2.6), and MELD\<20 (IRR=1.2). Among listed patients, MJ use was not associated with death/delisting in unadjusted survival analysis (Figure) In adjusted analysis among listed patients, MJ use was not a significant predictor of death/delisting whereas age 18‐29 years (HR=5.7, 95% CI 2.1‐15.6), HBV/HCV cirrhosis (HR=1.5, 95% CI 1.1‐2.0), MELD\>20 (HR=3.3, 95% CI 2.4‐4.4), and HCC (HR=1.4, 95% CI 1.1‐2.0) were. Similarly, among listed patients, MJ use was not a predictor of receiving a transplant whereas alcohol use (HR=0.6, 95% CI 0.4‐0.8), prescription opiate/benzodiazepine use (HR=0.7, 95% CI=0.5‐0.9), MELD\>20 (HR=2.9, 95% CI 2.2‐3.8), and HCC (HR=1.6, 95% CI 1.2‐2.1) were. [Conclusions:]{.ul} Almost half of evaluated candidates were current or prior users of MJ. However, MJ use was not associated with worse outcomes on the waitlist MJ use should not be penalized by transplant centers and UCSF no longer considers MJ use to be a contraindication for liver transplant.
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Antiphospholipid antibodies associated vascular events are an underrecognized cause of morbidity and mortality after liver transplantation: Benefit of plasmapheresis and anticoagulation in transplanted patients with high thrombotic risk {#hep28798-sec-0960}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### *[Alejandra Villamil,]{.ul} Juan C. Bandi, Felix Nunez, Eduardo G. Mullen, Leticia Yamamoto, Eduardo De Santibanes, Adrian Gadano;* {#hep28798-sec-0961}

#### *Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires, Los Polvorines, Argentina* {#hep28798-sec-0962}

Antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL‐ab) are frequently present in patients with end‐stage liver disease and associated with morbidity and graft loss post‐transplant as a result of vascular thrombosis. Risk is increased in patients with pre‐OLT aPL‐related thrombotic events or high titer circulating aPL‐ab. Plasmapheresis and immunosuppression have been proposed as adequate therapy post‐development of vascular complications Aim: To evaluate the impact of pre‐OLT plasmapheresis with post‐OLT anticoagulation in patients transplanted for endstage liver disease with high risk for aPL‐ab vascular complications. Patients and Methods: Between 2005 and 2015 321 patients transplanted for end‐stage liver disease were screened for aPL‐ab and lupus anticoagulant activity. 86/321 patients (27%) had increased levels of aPL‐ab (anticardiolipin IgM and/ or IgG isotypes, anti Beta‐2 glycoprotein) and/or lupus anticoagulant activity. 29/86 fulfilled high thrombotic risk criteria and were randomly divided in 2 groups: Group A (n=12): patients with standard low dose aspirin ± low weight heparin post‐OLT. Group B (n=17): patients with 1‐2 hours pre‐OLT plasmapheresis with fresh frozen plasma followed by post OLT anticoagulation for at least 3 months. Clinical and Doppler US evaluations were performed immediately post OLT and at different time‐points for the first 6 months. Etiology, severity of cirrhosis and immunosuppression did not differ between groups. Immunosuppressive regimen included steroids + CyA (n=1.0) or tacrolimus (n=19) ± mycophenolate. Results: 11/12 patients in group A developed aPL‐ab related complications (cerebrovascular ischemia n=3, humeral thrombosis n=2, hepatic artery thrombosis n=1, intestinal ischemia n=1, retinal artery thrombosis n=1, portal vein thrombosis, catastrophic antiphospholipid syndrome(CAPS) n=4) resulting in grafts loss (n=1), irreversible neurologic damage (n=1) and death (n=5). In Group B 3/17 patients developed an aPL‐associated complication: 2 CAPS and 1 hepatic artery thrombosis resulting in 2 deaths Thrombotic complication rate was 37.9 % vs 10.3 %, p\<.0001. No differences were observed in the development of CAPS and renal microangiopathy There was a tendency to higher aPL related deaths among patients with only standard therapy (17.2 % vs 6.9 %, p. 06) Conclusion: aPL‐ab are a significant under‐recognized cause of thrombotic complications and mortality post‐OLT. Pre‐OLT plasmapheresis with post‐OLT anticoagulation post‐OLT may be an effective strategy to prevent aPL‐ab associated vascular complications in high risk patients.
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Risk factor analysis of disease recurrence after liver transplantation for primary biliary chonlangitis {#hep28798-sec-0964}
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#### *^1^Organ Transplantation Unit, Kyoto University Hospital, Kyoto, Japan; ^2^Department of Hepato‐Biliary‐Pancreatic Surgery and Transplantation, Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan; ^3^Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan; ^4^Department of Pathology, Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan* {#hep28798-sec-0966}

Background: Recurrence of primary biliary cholangitis (PBC) is reported in approximately 10% to 30% of recipients after liver transplantation (LT), and can cause late graft dysfunction resulting in re‐transplantation or death. Although several factors such as immunosuppressant or the use of ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) were reported to be associated with recurrence of PBC (rPBC), confirmatory data are still scarce. Methods: Retrospective review of 106 liver transplant recipients (male 6, female 100, age 51 ±8.4 years) with PBC was conducted. Episodic and protocol liver biopsies were performed an average number of 0.5 per year in each recipient.The first appearance of histological rPBC by Scheuer\'s classification was regarded the date of rPBC. Risk factors for survival was analyzed using Cox regression hazard model. Subhazard for rPBC was calculated using Fine and Gray model and death without rPBC was regarded as a competing risk Results: There were 3 deceased donor LT and 103 living‐donor LT (left lobe 44, right lobe 57, posterior lobe 2). Mean age of donors was 40 (19‐66) years, and 67 (63.2%) were blood relatives. Initial immunosuppressant was tacrolimus in 92 and cyclosporine A in 14 Median follow‐up after LT was 7.1 (0.02 ‐ 18.7) years, and 75 were followed at least 1 year; at 1‐year follow‐up, UDCA was continued in 65(86%), corticosteroid in 47 (62%), and antimetabolite in 55 (73%). Overall patient survival at 1,5, 10 years were 72.5%, 70.4%, and 64.6%, respectively rPBC was diagnosed in 33 at the median interval from LT of 4.0 (0.5 ‐ 14.5) years. By univariate analysis, donor age\>40years (HR 2.45 p=0.01) and 4 or more HLA (HLA A, B, DR) mismatch (HR 3.77, p\<0.01) were risk factors for patient survival. Multivariate analysis showed 4 or more HLA mismatch was the only independent factor for patient death (HR 3.36, p=0.02). For rPBC, 4 or more HLA mismatch (HR 0.38, p=0.06), IgM\>500mg/dl (HR 1.93, p=0.06), AMA‐M2 \>180mg/dl (HR 2.04, p=0.07), and use of cyclosporine A (HR 2.74, p=0.02) were considered for risk factors, but the use of cyclosporine A was the only independent factor for rPBC by multivariate analysis (HR 2.75, p=0.02). The use of UDCA, antimetabolite, or continuous corticosteroid were not found to be associated with rPBC. Conclusions: HLA mismatch was associated with poor patient survival and the use of cyclosporine A was associated with rPBC Preemptive use of UDCA was not associated with occurrence of rPBC. Further investigation is needed to evaluate the factors associated with disease progression of rPBC.
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Simultaneous kidney transplantation at time of liver re‐transplantation improves survival {#hep28798-sec-0968}
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### *[Sonali Paul]{.ul}^1^, Joel T. Adler^2^, James F. Markmann^2^, Heidi Yeh^2^;* {#hep28798-sec-0969}

#### *^1^GI / Hepatology, MGH, Cambridge, MA; ^2^Surgery, MGH, Boston, MA* {#hep28798-sec-0970}

Background: Since the development of the Model for End‐Stage Liver Disease (MELD) score, there has been an increase in the number of simultaneous liver‐kidney transplants (SLK) Previous research has suggested that patients with cirrhosis and kidney dysfunction who undergo their first liver transplantation alone (LTA) have decreased patient survival than those receiving SLK transplants However, it is uncertain if this benefit is seen in those requiring a second liver transplant. Methods: Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients who underwent a second liver transplant between 2000 and 2013 were analyzed. Survival was estimated using Kaplan‐Meier analysis by log rank testing Cox proportional hazards regression analysis was performed to determine the relationship between recipient and donor variables and patient survival Results: 3436 patients had a median follow‐up of 28.6 months (range 0‐120). Median age was 52.2 years (18‐75) and the majority were men (n=2311, 67%,) and white (n=2426, 70%) 87% (n=2994) underwent LTA alone and 13% (n=442) received SLK. A total of 1451 (42%) patients died during the study period; 173 (40%) in those receiving SLK and 1278 (43%) with LTA. Patients undergoing SLK were significantly older, more likely to be black, and have higher MELD scores, serum creatinine, and bilirubin, but less likely to be in the ICU and had lower INR In univariate analysis, post‐liver transplant survival was greater in those who underwent SLK (median 36 months; 3 months, 1 year, 3 year, and 5 year survival probability\'s were 85%, 77%, 71%, 64%) compared to those who underwent LTA (median 26 months; 83%, 74%, 66%, 60%) This was not statistically significant (p=0.07) After adjusting for confounders, SLK patients were 21% less likely to die after liver transplant than those who underwent LTA (HR= 0.7985, p = 0.02) Of the 2994 patients that underwent LTA, 888 had a serum creatinine greater than 2.0 mg/dL. In these patients, post‐liver transplant survival was significantly greater in SLK patients compared to LTA at 3 months, 1 year, 3 years, and 5 years (85%, 77%, 71%, 64% versus 80%, 70%, 59%, 52% respectively; p\<0.001). Conclusions: Outcomes following liver re‐transplantation have improved over time, although they continue to be worse than for primary liver transplantation After adjusting for confounders, among all patients who require a second liver transplant, SLK outcomes are better than for LTA This effect is most pronounced in post‐liver transplant patients with impaired renal function Given the implications for organ allocation, future research is needed to determine the factors related to this discrepancy.
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Expression of cholesterol regulatory enzymes SREBP‐2 and HMG‐CoA R predicts the outcome of human liver transplantation {#hep28798-sec-0972}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### *Anna Baulies^1,2^, Juan C. Valdecasas^3,2^, Jose Fuster^3,2^, Antoni Rimola^3,2^, [Jose Fernandez‐Checa]{.ul}^1,2^, Carmen Garcia‐Ruiz^1,2^;* {#hep28798-sec-0973}

#### *^1^Instituto Investigaciones Biomedicas Barcelona, CSIC, Barcelona, Spain; ^2^IDIBAPS and CIBEREHD, Barcelona, Spain; ^3^Liver Unit, Hospital Clinic, Barcelona, Spain* {#hep28798-sec-0974}

Liver transplantation (LT) is an effective therapy for the treatment of chronic liver diseases and hepatic liver failure. However, the unbalance between organ availability and the increasing number of potential candidates undergoing LT seriously limits this therapeutic approach This fact has prompted the need to expand the inclusion criteria of grafts for LT, and some grafts accepted for transplantation present steatosis Liver steatosis is considered a primary factor of graft failure after LT but the mechanisms involved in this process are not fully characterized. Although, macrovesicular steatosis has been considered a key factor determining the outcome of LT, recent findings have shown that cholesterol accumulation controls hepatic ischemia/reperfusion injury through sensitization to inflammatory cytokines and oxidative stress. Hence, our aim was to characterize the levels of cholesterol and expression of regulatory enzymes in order to optimize selection criteria of liver grafts and to predict the outcome of LT. METHODS: Graft biopsies were collected before (donor) and after (recipient) liver transplantation. A total of 182 donor biopsies were analyzed for StARDl, SREBP2, CHOP, PDK and HMG‐CoA R mRNA expression by RT‐PCR. Free cholesterol was analyzed by HPLC. Graft rejection and clinical outcome after LT was followed during the first year in all patients. RESULTS: MELD score of the recipient and StARDl mRNA level of the donor biopsy correlated at 3 and 6 months after LT, while MELD score and SREBP2 and HMG‐CoA R mRNA levels in the donor biopsy correlated at 6 months after LT. StARDl mRNA levels in the donor biopsy correlated with total cholesterol and triglycerides levels in the graft. When clinical data and mRNA profile were statistically related to patient survival following LT, MELD score significantly increased in patients with bad prognosis and those exhibiting higher SREBP2 and HMG‐CoA R mRNA levels in donor liver biopsies. StARDl mRNA levels and free cholesterol content of the donor biopsy showed a trend to increase in patients that died during the first year of LT Moreover, the percentage of patients with enhanced SREBP2 and HMG‐CoA R mRNA levels significantly increased in the third tertile, indicating bad prognosis for patients with SREBP2 and HMG‐CoA R expression beyond a specific threshold Finally, a multivariant analysis confirmed elevated hazard risk for patients with elevated mRNA levels of SREBP2 and HMG‐CoA R in the donor biopsy, while the levels of PDK1 and CHOP had less impact. CONCLUSION: Determination of cholesterol regulatory enzymes SREBP2 and HMGCoA mRNA levels could be a good predictor for the outcome of LT.
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High MELD score does not affect outcome of Living Donor Liver Transplantation: Experience in 1000 recipients {#hep28798-sec-0976}
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### *[Neeraj Saraf,]{.ul} Sanjay K. Yadav, Narendra S. Choudhary, Sanjiv Saigal, Prashant Bhangui, Sanjay Goja, Amit Rastogi, Arvinder Soin;* {#hep28798-sec-0977}

#### *Medanta Liver Institute, Medanta Medicity, Gurgaon, India* {#hep28798-sec-0978}

**Background :** In countries where deceased organ donation is scarce, there is big gap between demand and supply of organs and living donor liver transplantation (LDLT) plays an important role in meeting this unmet need. There are few studies analyzing outcomes of LDLT in patients with high Model for End‐stage Liver Disease (MELD) score. This study was conducted to analyse the effect of pre‐transplant MELD score on outcomes following LDLT. **Methods:** Outcome of 1000 patients who underwent LDLT from July 2010 to March 2015 was analysed retrospectively Recipients of ABO blood group incompatible transplant, acute liver failure and paediatric age group were excluded from the study For HCC patients, the actual disease MELD was considered for analysis The worst MELD score within a month before LDLT was considered. Patients were grouped into low MELD \<25 and high MELD ≥25 scores to compare outcomes at one year Continuous variables were analysed using independent student t test Categorical variables were compared using the Chi square test. Cumulative overall survival rates were calculated using Kaplan‐Meier methods, A two tailed p value \<0.05 was considered significant All statistical data were generated using SPSS 20 (Chicago, Inc USA). **Results:** Out of 1000 LDLT recipients, 849 were in low MELD group (Mean MELD = 16.90±9.2) and 151 were in high MELD group (Mean MELD = 28.77±7.2). There was higher prevalence of hepatitis C virus (HCV) (31.1% vs 19.9%, p=0.00) and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (26% vs 6%, p=0.00) in low MELD group and alcoholic liver disease (29% vs 40.4%, p=0.00) in high MELD group There was no significant difference in the mean length of intensive care unit (6.83±5.02 vs 7.21 ±5.30, p=0.25) and hospital stay (17.28±7.69 vs 17.53±9.26, P=0.52) between low and high MELD groups no significant difference was observed between the operative time, graft weight, GRWR and type of graft harvested between the groups However, patients with high MELD score required significantly more transfusion of fresh frozen plasma (3.19±3.42 vs 4.32±3.82, p= 0.04) Similarly, there were no significant difference in rates of sepsis (11.1% vs 11.3%, p=0.51), hepatic artery thrombosis (4.2% vs 2.6%, p=0.25) or biliary complications (12.4% vs 9.9%, p=0.24) and acute cellular rejection (8.1% vs 10.6%, p=0.19) No significant difference was observed in survival (87.2% vs 84.1%, p=0.18) between the two groups at one year. **Conclusion:**Pre‐transplant high MELD score does not adversely affect outcomes after LDLT. In view of shortage of deceased organs, LDLT can be justified in high MELD recipients.
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Cardiac risk stratification in patients undergoing liver transplantation ‐ results of a three‐tiered assessment approach based on traditional cardiac risk‐factors {#hep28798-sec-0980}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### *[Marcus Robertson]{.ul}^1^, William W. Chung^1^, Tessa V. O\'Halloran^1^, Omar Farouque^2^, Mark Horrigan^2^, Paul Gow^1^, Peter W. Angus^1^;* {#hep28798-sec-0981}

#### *^1^Liver Transplant Unit, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, VIC, Australia; ^2^Department of Cardiology, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, VIC, Australia* {#hep28798-sec-0982}

**Background:** Although screening of liver transplantation (OLT) candidates for coronary artery disease (CAD) is recommended, there is a lack of data on the effectiveness of screening strategies. In 2010, our centre adopted a 3‐tiered cardiac risk assessment protocol which stratifies patients into risk groups based on age and cardiac risk‐factors. **Objectives:** To assess the safety and efficacy of a 3‐tiered cardiac risk stratification protocol in patients undergoing OLT assessment. **Methods:** Consecutive patients ≥18 years undergoing OLT assessment over a 40‐month period from 2010 to 2014 were prospectively included. Patients were stratified into one of 3 cardiac risk groups and received standardised investigations (Table) Primary outcomes were peri‐ or post‐operative cardiac events **Results:** 240 patients were included. Median age was 55 (IQR 48 ‐ 59), 75% were male and median MELD score was 17 (IQR 13 ‐ 22). The most common indications for OLT were hepatitis C, alcohol, hepatocellular carcinoma and NAFLD. Documented cardiac risk factors included: diabetes (25%), smoking (47%), hypertension (17%), hypercholesterolemia (9%), family (26%) or personal (10%) history of ischemic heart disease (IHD), and obesity (21%). 61% (147) patients had \>2 risk factors. 38 patients were identified as low risk (LR), 123 intermediate risk (IR) and 79 high risk (HR). 1 LR patient with severe pulmonary hypertension (PHT) on ECHO and coronary angiogram (CA) was rejected. 9 patients (4 IR and 5 HR) had inducible ischemia at DSE and proceeded to CA, with 2 rejected due to severe CAD 61 HR patients with a normal DSE progressed to CT coronary angiogram (CTCA). 12 patients had significant CAD detected by CTCA of whom 2 were rejected, 4 were listed when no critical stenosis were detected by CA, 4 were listed without CA and 2 were rejected for non‐cardiac indications Overall 7 patients were not listed for OLT due to abnormal cardiac investigations Two cardiac events were recorded (event rate 0.8%), both in the IR group: 1 non‐fatal intra‐operative cardiac arrest and 1 death post‐OLT from cirrhotic cardiomyopathy; neither patient had CAD identified prior to OLT. **Conclusions:** Cardiac risk stratification based on traditional cardiac risk factors with the selective use of DSE, CA and CTCA is a safe and feasible approach that results in a very low peri‐operative cardiac event rate.

\*additional risk‐factors (RF) include hypertension, smoking,first‐degree relative with CAD, hypercholesterolemia
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Increased Graft Loss Among Younger African American Women After Liver Transplantation {#hep28798-sec-0984}
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#### *UCSF, San Francisco, CA* {#hep28798-sec-0986}

[Background:]{.ul} The number of women undergoing liver transplant (LT) is increasing and gender‐specific models of care are needed. Racial/ethnic disparities in post‐LT outcomes have been identified in predominantly male cohorts, but racial/ethnic influences on graft outcomes in women are unknown. [Methods]{.ul}: Using the United States Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR) database, we examined the association of race/ethnicity and graft loss in women (death or retransplant) from 2002‐2012. Covariates included recipient and donor characteristics, socio‐economic factors, and medical co‐morbidities. [Results]{.ul}: The eligible cohort included 11,051 Caucasians, 2,171 Hispanics, 1,876 African Americans (AA), and 762 Asian women with a median follow‐up of 3.1 years. Graft survival at 5 years was lower among AA women (60%) as compared to Caucasians (71%), Hispanics (70%) and Asians 73% (p\< 0.001). Risk of graft loss was higher in AA women aged \< 40 at LT compared to AA women ages 50‐69, while risk increased with increasing age after age 60 years among Caucasian women (Figure) Risk of graft loss from chronic rejection was higher in younger as compared to older AA women (HR 3.3, 95% CI 2.1‐5.1, p\<0.001), with no significant risk differences between older AA and Caucasian women (p=0.31). However, non‐compliance causing graft loss was not significantly different between younger and older AA women, or between younger AA and younger Caucasian women (p values ≥ 0.15). [Conclusions]{.ul}: AA women, especially those age \<40 years, are at higher risk for graft loss compared to older AA women and women of other racial/ethnic groups. Graft loss from chronic rejection is more frequent in these young AA women, which is not explained by medication non‐compliance. Studies of racial differences in drug metabolism are therefore needed to better understand the mechanisms underlying differential rates of rejection and graft loss.
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Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis is the Most Rapidly Increasing Indication for Liver Transplantation in Young Adults in the United States {#hep28798-sec-0988}
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**Background:** Although NASH can progress to cirrhosis during early adulthood, it is thought that NASH is a rare indication for liver transplantation (LT) in young adults. The aims of this study were to estimate the frequency of LT performed for NASH in young adults (18‐40 years) compared to other indications, to assess the changes of frequency over 10 years, and to evaluate post‐LT outcomes. **Methods:** We performed a retrospective cohort analysis of all young adults who received their first LT in the US between 2002 and 2012, using the United Network for Organ Sharing database. Incidence rate ratios (IRR) were calculated for each indication. Kaplan‐Meier analysis was used to assess survival Outcomes of LT for NASH were compared to those transplants done for other metabolic diseases **Results:** A total of 5,157 young adults underwent LT between 2002 and 2012. Mean age at time of LT was 32 ± 7 years and 54% were male. The most common indication for LT was autoimmune/cholestatic disease (25%) followed by acute liver failure (ALF) (18%). The incidence of LT performed for NASH increased from 0.53% in 2002 to 4.46% in 2012. Indication IRR were significantly higher in NASH compared to all other indications for LT in young adults; demonstrating NASH as the most rapidly increasing indication for LTs with a 14% increase per year \[IRR (95% CI) = 1.14 (1.09, 1.20)\] (figure). The 5‐year graft survival rates were lower and the re‐transplantation rates were higher in NASH compared to other metabolic liver diseases (69% vs 79%, respectively; P=0.003 for graft survival and 11% vs 8%, respectively; P=0.046 for re‐transplantation). **Conclusions:** NASH is the most rapidly growing indication for LT among young adults in the US and now accounts for approximately 5% of all transplants LT for NASH in young adults was associated with lower graft survival and higher rates of re‐transplantation compared to other metabolic diseases.
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Sarcopenia accounts for the gender disparity in waitlist mortality in liver transplantation: From the Fitness, Life Enhancement, and Exercise in Liver Transplantation (FLEXIT) Consortium {#hep28798-sec-0992}
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**[Background]{.ul}**. Women awaiting liver transplant (LT) experience higher rates of waitlist mortality (WLM) than men. We hypothesized that sarcopenia contributes to this gender disparity. **[Methods.]{.ul}** Included were all adults newly listed for LT in 2012 at 5 LT centers with an abdominal CT scan within 3 months of listing. Skeletal muscle index (SMI, cm^2^/m^2^) was defined as total abdominal skeletal muscle area at L3 (cm^2^) normalized for height (m^2^) Competing risks regression, with deceased donor LT as the competing risk, evaluated the association between female sex and WLM. We used an SMI cut‐off of 39 cm^2^/m^2^ to define sarcopenia in women. **[Results.]{.ul}** Of 396 LT candidates, 119 (30%) were women. Women vs. men were similar by age and race, but more likely to have NASH (15v.11%) or cholestatic disease (24v.5%) and less likely to have HCC (30v.43%); they were shorter (162v.175cm), lighter (71v.85kg), but had similar BMI (27v.27kg/m^2^) \[p\<0.05 for each\]. Compared to men, women had similar median MELD (15 v.15; p=0.42), but lower creatinine (0.8v.0.9 mg/dL; p\<0.01). Median (IQR) SMI was 42 (36‐47) cm^2^/m^2^ in women and 50 (44‐55) cm^2^/ m^2^ in men By median 9 mo followup, 43(36%) women and 69(25%) men had WLM (p=0.02). In univariable competing risks regression, female, vs male, sex was associated with 55% increased risk of WLM (HR 1.55; 95%CI 1.06‐2.27; p=0.02). Adjustment for SMI completely mitigated this gender disparity (female sex HR 1.11, 95%CI 0.74‐1.67; p=0.60), with no change after adjustment for MELD and Black race Rates of WLM were significantly higher among sarcopenic women (56%) compared to non‐sarcopenic women (26%). **[Conclusion.]{.ul}** Our multi‐center data suggest that the presence of sarcopenia accounts for the gender disparity in LT waitlist mortality. Sarcopenic women are especially at risk for death on the waitlist and should receive targeted interventions to prevent or reverse sarcopenia while awaiting LT.

Figure. Unadjusted survival among men, non‐sarcopenic, and sarcopenic women awaiting LT.
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*Complications of ERCP in Post‐Orthotopic Liver Transplant Patients In the Setting of Rectal Indomethacin Usage* {#hep28798-sec-0996}
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Background Biliary tract complications (anastomotic strictures and leaks) are known to occur after orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT). ERCP is first line therapy for management of these complications. Post‐ERCP pancreatitis (PEP) is the most common complication after ERCP and post‐OLT patients have previously been shown to be at low risk for PEP. Thus, they have been excluded from most trials studying PEP prophylaxis. Rectal indomethacin has been demonstrated to have benefit for PEP reduction in other low‐risk populations. The objective of this study was to determine the incidence of PEP and other procedural complications in post‐OLT patients and examine the effect of rectal indomethacin. Methods We conducted a single‐center retrospective cohort study in 882 post‐transplant patients undergoing ERCP at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania between January 1, 2008 and December 31, 2015. After June 2012, 100 mg rectal indomethacin was routinely administered following ERCP. We examined procedural complications including post‐sphincterotomy bleeding, cholangitis and PEP and moderate to severe PEP, as determined by Cotton et al. criteria. All patients were contacted within 48‐72 hours of their procedure for outcome assessment. After comparison of baseline characteristics, multivariable logistic regression modeling, with adjustment for confounders, was used to determine the association between indomethacin and PEP and moderate to severe PEP. Results 19 cases of PEP, 7 cases of bleeding, 2 cases of cholangitis and no cases of perforation were identified following these procedures The 284 patients who received indomethacin were compared to 598 who were unexposed There were significant differences in the groups with respect to PD cannulation, endotracheal intubation and the type of anesthesia received. PEP occurred in 0.35% of indomethacin patients compared to 3.01% in the unexposed group. After adjustment for PD cannulation and biliary sphincterotomy, rectal indomethacin was associated with a 90% decrease in PEP (OR 0.10, 95% CI 0.01 ‐ 0.76, p\<0.001). 1.83 % of the unexposed group developed moderate to severe PEP compared to no patients in the indomethacin group (p=0.01). No differences in the other complications were seen between two cohorts. Conclusion In conclusion, we demonstrated: 1. Post‐OLT patients have a low risk of post‐ERCP complications including pancreatitis, bleeding and cholangitis 2 Rectal indomethacin significantly decreased rates of post‐ERCP pancreatitis and rates of moderate to severe pancreatitis with no adverse effect on bleeding Post‐OLT patients may benefit from routine usage of rectal indomethacin following ERCP.
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Achieving Sustained Virological Response with Anti‐Viral Therapy to Hepatitis C Decreases Risk of End Stage Renal Disease in Liver Transplant Recipients: A Single Center Retrospective Cohort Study {#hep28798-sec-1000}
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**AIM:** Patients with chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection remain at increased risk for developing chronic kidney disease (CKD) We assessed the effect of Sustained Virological Response (SVR) with anti‐viral therapy (AVT) for Hepatitis C both pre and post liver transplantation (LT) on long‐term renal outcomes. **METHODS:** Medical records of 1126 consecutive liver transplant (LT) recipients (01/2006‐ 08/2015) were reviewed 446 patients with HCV cirrhosis were identified, and after excluding patients with graft loss \< 180 days, prior renal transplantation, simultaneous liver kidney transplant, hepatitis B co‐infection, no prior AVT, or those who had missing data for AVT or documentation of SVR, 257 patients were included for final analysis. Serial estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was calculated using the MDRD study equation post LT Incidence of ESRD was compared over 5 years from LT in patients who received AVT and achieved SVR to patients who failed anti‐viral treatment LT recipients with hepatitis C were categorized based on timing of AVT; treatment pre‐LT, within 1 year of LT and beyond 1 year from LT **RESULTS:** Hepatitis C treated group with SVR (173) and treatment failure group (84) were similar in baseline demographics and clinical characteristics except SVR group had lower viral load and were less likely to be treated with m‐TOR inhibitors. Frequency of ESRD among patients with SVR was significantly lower compared to those who did not achieve SVR \[4 of 173(2.3%) versus 19 of 84(22.6%), P\< 0.0005\]. Among the patients with SVR, the incidence of ESRD in patients treated prior to LT, within 1 year of LT and beyond 1 year from LT was 0 %(n=34), 2.1% (n=48), and 3.3% (n=91) respectively Achieving SVR was the only variable strongly associated with preventing decline in eGFR \< 30ml/min/1.73 m^2^ at end of follow up (HR 0.127; P= 0.000002, Figure 1) Achieving SVR prior to LT led to least frequency of decline of eGFR \< 30ml/min/1.73 m^2^ compared to those treated after LT (Figure 2) over 5 years of follow up **CONCLUSION: Achieving SVR in LT recipients with HCV significantly decreases the risk of developing ESRD. AVT prior to LT should be strongly considered while awaiting liver transplant to preserve renal function.**
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The Impact of HLA Serotyping and HLA Matching for PSC, PSC/AIH, AIH, PBC/AIH, and PBC Patients on PostLiver Transplant Graft Failure: an Analysis of the UNOS Database {#hep28798-sec-1004}
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**Purpose:** To investigate the differences and relative influence of HLA recipient/donor characteristics on post‐liver transplant graft failure (GF) for this immune‐related liver disease spectrum **Methods:** We performed a retrospective analysis of the UNOS database for adult liver transplant recipients (age≥18 years) from 4/1/1994 to 6/30/2015 for PSC, PSC/AIH, AIH, PBC/ AIH, and PBC with complete recipient/donor HLA serotyping. We excluded multiorgan transplants and retransplants Cox proportional hazards regression was used to investigate the influence of HLA recipient/donor serotyping and matching on GF while controlling for age, sex, race/ethnicity, medical condition at transplant (ICU, hospital, neither), total bilirubin, creatinine, albumin, donor age\<60 vs \>60, deceased vs living donor, donor after cardiac death status, and graft type (split/whole). Univariate analyses were adjusted for multiple comparisons, and a p\<0.05 in the multivariate model was considered significant **Results:** During this time period, 2548 PSC, 39 PSC/AIH, 1292 AIH, 75 PBC/AIH, and 1825 PBC patients with complete HLA recipient/donor data were transplanted. GF was noted in 38.3% (2212/5779). 5‐year graft survival was lower in AIH compared to PBC (71.1% vs 75.6%, p=0.028), but the other groups were similar. HLA serotyping and matching characteristics that were significant in the multivariable model (adjusted, p\<0.05) are listed in the Table. No significant findings were noted for PSC/AIH and PBC. **Conclusions:** Certain recipient/donor HLA serotypes and matching status for patients transplanted for immune‐related liver diseases are significantly associated with GF using the large UNOS dataset. Further investigation is needed to elucidate the impact and potential role of HLA serotyping in liver transplantation to further optimize outcomes in recipients with immune‐related liver disease.

**Adjusted Hazard Ratios for Graft Failure by HLA Characteristics**
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Estimation of renal function is poor with creatinine based equations before or after liver transplantation {#hep28798-sec-1008}
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**Introduction:** In patients undergoing liver transplantation (LT), decisions concerning renal function usually rely on calculated GFR (eGFR) using creatinine based equations. We hypothesized that current equations are suboptimal to make clinical decisions **Methods:** We compared calculated to protocol measured GFR (using iothalamate clearance) over 30 years. We compared MDRD‐4, MDRD‐6, CKD‐EPI and examined the difference in calculated and protocol measured GFR (**pre LT:** initial evaluation and **post LT:** d1‐90, mo 6‐12, year 2‐5 and year 6‐25). We further examined performance in stage III CKD (30‐59 ml/min/1.73m^2^), stage IV CKD (\<30 ml/min/1.73m^2^) and among patients at risk for intrinsic renal disease (age\>60, DM, HTN). **Results:** Between 1985 and 2016, there were 13,418 paired measurements in 3,254 patients. The correlation between eGFR and mGFR overall was moderate (MDRD4 r= 0.69; MDRD6 r=0.71; CKD‐EPI r=0.66) but poor in stage III (MDRD4 r= 0.26; MDRD6 r= 0.27;CKD‐EPI r=0.30) or stage IV CKD (MDRD4 r= 0.23; MDRD6 r= 0.22;CKD‐EPI r=0.26) and amongst patients at risk for intrinsic renal disease (MDRD4 r= 0.42; MDRD6 r=0.43; CKD‐EPI r= 0.40). There was \>10% difference in eGFR and mGFR in \>70% of patients at any given time point. In stage IV CKD (n= 1,377), all equations **overestimated** renal function: the overall median difference was (MDRD4 9.4 ml/min; MDRD6 7.1 ml/min; CKD‐EPI 14.1ml/ min). In stage IV CKD, the difference was highest at time of initial evaluation **prior to LT** (MDRD4 14.8 ml/min; MDRD6 10.7 ml/min; CKD‐EPI 19.8 ml/min and within the first **90 days after LT** (MDRD4 16.8 ml/min; MDRD6 12.7 ml/min; CKD‐ EPI 21.7 ml/min); median differences decreased 6‐25 years after LT (Figure) **Conclusion:** Calculated GFR using creatinine based equations substantially overestimate renal function at times when clinically meaningful decisions matter most, either pre LT (e.g. SLKT vs. LT) and immediately after LT (e.g. CNI minimization). Correlation improves after 6 years post LT; however impactful interventions are less helpful at that time.

Median (IQR 25‐75) difference between calculated GFR and measured GFR.
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Preoperative prognostic score predicting survival of intranepatic cnolangiocarcinoma after surgery {#hep28798-sec-1012}
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Background Although surgery is the potentially curative treatment for intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (IHCC), the outcomes were still unsatisfactory. We aim to establish the preoperative prognostic score identifying patients who need further therapeutic option. Methods: A total of 187 patients were collected from a prospectively maintained institutional database. Among them, 134 patients who underwent hepatectomy were enrolled. As preoperatively available predictors, inflammation parameters and tumor markers were evaluated. Remaining 53 inoperable patients were used as a control when performing survival analysis. Results: The overall median survival time (MST) and 3/5‐year survival was 33.3 months and 48/38%. Multivariate analyses using preoperative predictors identified NLR (≥ 5), CRP (≥ 5mg/dl), and CA19‐9 (\> 500 IU/ ml) were independently associated with poorer overall survival. Given these results, preoperative prognostic score was defined as follows: 0 = none of these factors; 1 = presence of each one factor, and 2 = presence of more than 2 factors. MST and 3/5‐year survival of those scoring 0 was 70.3 months and 66 /53% compared with 23.4 months and 37/ 30% for those scoring 1 and 8.8 months and 5/5% for those scoring 2 (0 and 1, P \< 0.004; 1 and 2, P\< 0.001, respectively). Moreover, survival between patients scoring 2 and 53 inoperable control patients was almost the same (MST: 7.4 months and 3/5 year survival: 2/0%, respectively, P=0.53). Conclusions: This preoperative prognostic score of ICC is simple and useful, identifying patients who need further therapeutic option.
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Von Willebrand Factor antigen predicts retransplantation‐free survival after first liver transplantation {#hep28798-sec-1016}
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**Background:** Liver transplantation (LT) is a successful treatment option for end‐stage liver. After LT, liver‐related, infectious and cardiovascular complications contribute to reduced graft and patient survival. These conditions are associated with an increase in von Willebrand factor antigen (VWF‐Ag), which was previously also correlated with survival in cirrhotic patients We evaluated VWF‐Ag as predictive marker after LT **Methods:** We conducted a prospective study in patients after first LT treated at the University Hospital Heidelberg. Patients that were seen for follow‐up after LT in the outpatient clinic of our department between November 2012 and August 2013 were screened. To be included, patients had to be at least 18 years of age at time of inclusion, and only patients after first LT were eligible We measured VWF‐Ag in these patients and followed them prospectively with regard to the primary endpoint, namely retransplantation‐free survival. **Summary:** Six of the 80 patients died or received re‐LT during follow‐up Median VWF‐Ag was 510.6% in these patients and significantly higher (P=0.001) than in the patients alive at the end of follow‐up (median: 186.8%). ROC analysis (AUC: 0.914) revealed an optimal cut‐off of 286.8% for prediction of the primary endpoint (sensitivity: 100%, specificity: 81.1%). Survival was longer in patients with a VWF‐Ag below this cut‐off compared to those with a higher VWF‐Ag (P\<0.001 according to logrank test)**.** VWF‐Ag was associated with retransplantation‐free survival in multivariate analysis as was alkaline phosphatase (ALP), but not MELD score, donor age, or cold ischemia time. A score combining VWF‐Ag and ALP showed impressive capability in ROC analysis (AUC: 0.958) to distinguish between patients with regard to the primary endpoint. **Conclusions:** VWF‐Ag is a non‐invasive marker to predict outcome in patients after LT Its diagnostic performance increased when combined with ALP in a newly developed score.
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The use of calcineurin inhibitors post‐liver transplantation and the donor *SOD2* C47T polymorphism influence recurrent NAFLD after liver transplantation {#hep28798-sec-1020}
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The purpose of our study is to identify the clinical risk factors and the genetic variants associated with recurrent non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) post‐liver transplantation (LT). The prevalence of recurrent NAFLD is high after liver transplantation and can occur up to 70%, making it an important clinical issue. We had a cohort of 155 patients who underwent a liver transplant between April 2006 and August 2015 at the Methodist University Hospital Transplant Institute. They were middle age patients (mean 57.5 +/− 9.35 years old) and mostly non‐Hispanic Whites Among the 155 patients, 70 patients had liver biopsies within 1 year after the transplantation. Histology slides were blindly rescored and 44 patients had recurrent NAFLD. We performed a candidate gene approach using the DNA extracted from donors\' and recipients\' liver tissues that were fixed with formalin and embedded in paraffin using the TaqMan SNP Genotyping Assays. We focused on 43 polymorphisms of 39 genes that were known to associate with pre‐LT NAFLD pathogenesis and combined with the public health information extracted from the patients\' medical records to investigate their association with NAFLD recurrence. In the univariable analysis, we found that higher triglycerides post‐LT (p=0.025), lower creatinine level pre‐LT (p=0.0398), diabetes development post‐LT (p=0.046), and calcineurin inhibitors use post‐LT (p=0.045) were associated with NAFLD recurrence. Multivariable logistic analysis (Table 1) showed that patients were strongly susceptible to the recurrent disease if they received a liver from a donor with *SOD2* (C47T; rs4880) (OR 10.38, 95% CI 2.11‐64.18, p=0.006), had high triglyceride levels (OR 1.01,95% CI 1.002 ‐ 1.021, p=0.025), and were prescribed with calcineurin inhibitors after transplantation (OR 19.59, 95% CI 1.06 ‐ 1577.22, p=0.093). In conclusion, recurrent NAFLD post‐liver transplantation is more likely to develop in a recipient who receives a liver from a donor with *SOD2* C47T polymorphism and uses immunosuppressants such as ca calcineurin inhibitors.

**Predictors that are associated with the recurrent NAFLD post‐liver transplantation**
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Hospital Resource Utilization with Donation after Cardiac Death in Liver Transplantation: A Single Center Experience. {#hep28798-sec-1024}
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**Background:** Donation after cardiac death (DCD) liver allografts have been used to increase the available donor pool and to bridge the gap between the number of donors and recipients Concerns exist regarding primary non‐function and ischemic biliary complications. **Aim:** To compare the direct cost and hospital resource utilization of DCD versus donation after brain death (DBD) liver transplant (LT) recipients. **Study Design:** Retrospective observational study comparing the clinical outcome of patients with DCD‐LT as compared to DBD‐LT. We report 38 recipients of DCD grafts and 38 age, sex and MELD score matched recipients of DBD grafts in our institution from January 2005 to October 2015. The Wilcoxon ranksum test and chi‐square test were used for comparing continuous and categorical variables respectively. Continuous outcomes were compared using Wilcoxon signed‐rank tests, binary outcomes were compared using McNemar\'s test. The patient and graft survival were compared using the clustered log‐rank test. **Results:** Donor characteristics: 33 (86.84%) DCD and 13 (34.21%) DBD were younger than 40 years of age (p \<0.0001). After LT, no significant differences were observed in the total length of stay, ICU length of stay and number of re‐admissions. While comparing the direct cost (LT to discharge), there was no significant difference observed between the two groups (\$202,774 vs. \$245,594; p = 0.08). There was no significant difference found in 1 and 5‐year patient and graft survival in DCD recipients when compared to the DBD recipients (p = 0.92 and 0.08 respectively). **Conclusions:** Unlike the previous reports of increased financial and resource use in the immediate post‐transplant period and decreased patient and graft survival associated with DCD allografts, there is no significant difference with DCD allografts in our matched recipient cohort. Our report supports the use of DCD allografts, as they could help to expand the donor pool for liver transplantation.

**Clinical Outcomes among Use of DBD and DCD Donors in Liver Transplantation**

DBD, donation after brain death; DCD, donation after cardiac death; LT, liver transplantation; ICU, intensive care unit; LOS: length of stay
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Background: Liver transplant (LT) recipients have an increased incidence of non melanoma skin cancer (NMSC). The American Association of the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) recommends that all LT recipients be seen by a dermatologist annually for skin exams. Aim: Determine if a quality improvement (QI) program improves adherence to the AASLD recommendation for skin cancer screening in LT recipients. Methods: A systematic method of provider education, face to face interactions, and a Patient‐Provider Communication tool was used. All LT recipients seen in the clinic filled out a questionnaire to determine if they had been seen by a dermatologist within the past year. LT coordinators reviewed the questionnaire at the visit. For patients not seen by dermatology within 1 year, a referral was placed in the electronic health record. Patients who did not live locally were advised to contact their primary care providers to setup a local dermatology referral. This was documented in the chart. Referral rates were reviewed at the monthly QI Meeting. Rates were compared before and after the implementation of the program in January 2016. Only patients transplanted before January 2015 were included. Charts were retrospectively reviewed for data collection. Data analysis was conducted using SPSS version 24.0. The study was approved by the institutional review board. Results: One hundred and forty‐eight patients were reviewed. The mean age was 59 years old, and 72% of patients were male. Half of the patients had been transplanted for hepatitis C. Twenty three percent of the patients had a history of NMSC. The referral rates after implementation of the QI program increased significantly (table). Of the 18 patients referred to dermatology before initiation of the program, 72% had documented dermatology visits. Three (23%) of those with visits were found to have a new NMSC. All three had a prior history of NMSC. Of the 34 referred to dermatology after the program was started, 71% had a documented dermatology visit. Three (13%) were diagnosed with a new NMSC at their exam, but 67% of those patients did not have a prior history of NMSC. On multivariate analysis, the QI program was the only factor associated with increased skin cancer screening referrals. Conclusion: NMSC is common after LT. A patient centered QI program leads to a significant increase in dermatology referral rates in LT recipients, however further efforts are required to improve rates.

**Skin exam referrals improved after QI program implementation**

pvalue=0.006
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[Background]{.ul}: The impact of severe hypoalbuminemia and concurrent ascites on survival among patients awaiting liver transplantation (LT) may not be accurately captured by Model for End‐Stage Liver Disease (MELD) score. Accurate assessment of prognosis is important for prioritizing need for LT. [Aim]{.ul}: To evaluate the additional predictive value of severe hypoalbuminemia and concurrent ascites on LT waitlist survival among U.S. adults. [Methods]{.ul}: We retrospectively evaluated adults (age \>18) listed for LT from 2003‐2014 using United Network for Organ Sharing registry data. The effect of severe hypoalbuminemia (\<2.5g/dL) and presence of ascites on LT waitlist survival was stratified by liver disease etiology and presence of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and evaluated with Kaplan Meier and multivariate Cox proportional hazards models. [Results]{.ul}: Among 128,450 patients listed for LT, 19.2% had severe hypoalbuminemia, 69.9% had ascites at time of LT listing. Significantly higher rates of severe hypoalbuminemia were seen in men, HCV patients, and patients with diabetes. Overall 6‐month waitlist survival was significantly lower among patients with severe hypoalbuminemia compared to those with normal albumin (94.9% vs. 88.2%, p\<0.01) and lower among those with ascites compared with no ascites (97.0% vs. 76.8%, p\<0.001). When stratified by etiology, the negative impact of severe hypoalbuminemia was most significant among patients with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) (6‐month waitlist survival: NASH, 77.9% vs. HCV, 93.1%, p\<0.01). The lower waitlist survival associated with severe hypoalbuminemia and ascites was seen among patients with and without HCC. On multivariate regression, severe hypoalbuminemia was associated with significantly higher waitlist mortality compared to patients with normal albumin even after correcting for MELD‐Na score and presence of HCC (HR, 3.65; 95% CI, 3.25‐4.09; p\<0.001). Compared to patients without ascites, those with ascites at time of LT listing had significantly higher waitlist mortality (HR, 2.02; 95% CI, 1..87‐2.18; p\<0.001). [Conclusion]{.ul}: Among U.S. adults awaiting LT, severe hypoalbuminemia and presence of ascites at time of LT listing was associated with significantly higher waitlist mortality independent of MELD‐Na score. Higher waitlist mortality was seen with worsening hypoalbuminemia.

**Predictors of Liver Transplant Waitlist Mortality**
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The gut liver axis after liver transplantation: modification of intestinal permeability and correlation with infectious complications and patients prognosis {#hep28798-sec-1036}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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INTRODUCTION Intestinal permeability (IP) is increased in advanced stages of liver disease and is associated with the development of systemic inflammation and complications. However, little is known about the modifications of the gut liver axis after liver transplant (LT). AIM To quantify and compare IP of LT recipients to that of cirrhotic patients and of healthy controls. PATIENTS AND METHODS LT recipients, age‐ matched cirrhotics and healthy subjects underwent IP quantification by (51)Cr‐EDTA test. Subjects with diseases potentially altering IP and with evidence of active alcohol consumption were excluded from the study. RESULTS 35 non‐cirrhotic LT recipients, 35 cirrhotics (CHILD: A=13/B=11/C = 11) and 35 healthy controls were enrolled. Median time from LT was 6.6 (0.3‐127) months. Median (51)Cr‐EDTA excretion was 4.95% (1.39‐11.6), compared to 3.69% (1.78‐14.83) of cirrhotics and to 2.02% of controls (overall p=\<0.0001; LT recipients vs. cirrhotics p=0.445; LT vs. controls p=\<0.0001; Figure 1). IP increased during time in LT recipients but the median values at ≤ 3 months, 3‐12 months, and \> 12 months after LT did not differ significantly (p=0.550) No association between laboratory parameters, immunosuppressive medications (type/ level) and IP was found except for the etiology of the previous liver disease (higher IP in case of non‐viral etiology; p=0.018). The median follow‐up was 72.2 months (95%CI 60.7‐77.3); among the 35 LT recipients 5 developed infectious complications and 10 died No correlation was found with IP values (p\>0.05). CONCLUSIONS LT recipients have an increased IP, probably due to a multifactorial chronic alteration of the gut‐liver axis Further studies are needed to assess the clinical impact of increased IP in these patients.

Figure 1: (51)Cr‐EDTA excretion in liver transplanted patients compared to cirrhotics and healthy controls.
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Prognostic Significance of Hepatic Arterial Collaterals in Liver Transplant Recipients with Biliary Strictures {#hep28798-sec-1040}
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#### *Medical University and University Hospital Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria* {#hep28798-sec-1042}

**Background:** Biliary complications after liver transplantation can be caused by impaired hepatic arterial perfusion and are frequently associated with poor outcome and. The aim of the present study was to determine the prevalence of hepatic artery stenosis and the prognostic implications of hepatic arterial collaterals in liver transplant recipients with biliary strictures. **Patients and Methods:** Of all 732 liver graft recipients transplanted between 2004 and 2015 at our center, 105 had radiologically documented biliary strictures. High quality imaging of the hepatic artery by contrast enhanced arterial phase computed tomography or catheter angiography was available from 66 recipients. Cholangiograms were classified according to the localization of biliary strictures as anastomotic or non‐anastomotic Hepatic artery stenosis with or without collaterals was assessed in hepatic arteriograms Clinical, demographic and biochemical recipient and donor data were retrospectively analyzed and correlated with radiological findings. **Results:** The prevalence of hepatic arterial stenosis was 68% in liver transplant recipients with biliary strictures. Non‐anastomotic biliary strictures were associated with hepatic artery stenosis in 76 % (37/49) of patients. This was significantly higher than in patients with anastomotic stricture, where 47 % (8/17) of patients had a pathological hepatic arteriogram (p = 0.039). Neither location of bile duct strictures nor the presence of hepatic arterial stenosis was predictive for outcome. In contrast, arterial collaterals were associated with significantly better overall and graft survival in transplant recipients with biliary complications. **Conclusion**: Impaired hepatic arterial perfusion is frequently associated with non‐anastomotic strictures, but may also be implicated in the pathogenesis of anastomotic strictures. Despite the negative prognostic impact of biliary strictures and hepatic arterial stenosis on post‐transplant outcomes, hepatic arterial collaterals appear to have a protective effect.
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Outcomes of Liver Transplantation for Hilar Cholangiocarcinoma ‐ An Analysis of the UNOS database {#hep28798-sec-1044}
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**[Background]{.ul}:** Liver transplantation (LT) is an accepted indication for selected patients with hilar cholangiocarcinoma (CCA). Long term outcomes are thought to comparable to patients undergoing LT for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) The aims of our study were to i) compare post‐LT survival between subjects with CCA and those with HCC within Milan Criteria and ii) evaluate factors associated with post‐LT mortality in CCA. **[Methods]{.ul}:** Data was extracted from the UNOS database. Adults transplanted between 2000 and 2014 with CCA or HCC were identified. Propensity score matching was used to match CCA and HCC patients on a 1:1 basis. Univariate analysis was performed to assess differences between CCA and HCC. Multivariate analysis was performed to assess factors associated with post‐LT mortality in patients with CCA. **[Results]{.ul}:** 14710 patients with HCC within Milan criteria and 394 patients with CCA underwent LT from 2000 to 2014. Mean age was 55 ± 10 years (71% male). Post‐LT median follow‐up was 27 months (0, 156) and was significantly shorter in the CCA group (24 vs. 32 months; p=0.028). After adjusting for age, gender, race, previous LT, MELD and propensity score, CCA patients had a higher risk of dying as those with HCC (HR=2.4; p\<0.001). 5 year survival was shorter in patiets with CCA compared to HCC (50% vs 74%, p \< 0.001). On multivariable analysis dialysis, ICU stay, higher MELD, region, longer post‐LT hospital stay and lack of mycofenolate mofetil upon discharge were found to significantly increase the risk of post‐LT mortality in CCA **[Conclusion]{.ul}:** CCA patient survival post‐LT was lower than HCC. Further studies are needed to optimise CCA selection for LT.

Post Liver Transplant Survival
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The Renal Safety of MRI with Gadolinium in Patients Following Liver Transplantation {#hep28798-sec-1048}
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**Introduction:** Intravenous contrast enhanced imaging is invaluable in diagnosing pathology following liver transplantation, including vascular and infectious complications. Given the potential risk of contrast nephropathy associated with intravenous iodinated CT contrast, alternate contrast modalities for abdominal imaging need to be examined, especially in the setting of renal insufficiency. We have recently documented the renal safety of gadolinium enhanced MRI imaging in a pre‐liver transplant cohort, even in the presence of renal insufficiency **Aims:** The purpose of this study was to examine the renal safety of MRI with gadolinium during abdominal imaging in patients following liver transplantation **Methods**: The study involved a retrospective analysis of 549 post liver transplant patients who underwent an abdominal MRI with gadolinium in the absence of renal replacement therapy at a single academic center during 2007 to 2013. For each case, a serum creatinine was noted prior to, and within a week after the MRI. Serum creatinine values before and after the MRI were compared using a paired t‐test In addition, the cases were analyzed for the development of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (NSF), a reported complication of gadolinium in the setting of renal insufficiency **Results:** The mean age was 53 years (SD 11.6) with 62% males. The pre‐MRI serum creatinine values ranged from 0.32 to 6.57 mg/dl (median 1.28, IQR 0.64), with 191 cases (35%) having values \> 1.5 mg/dl (median 1.86, IQR 0.58). The median time of the MRI following transplant was 108 days. A comparison of the pre and post MRI serum creatinine values did not demonstrate a clinically significant difference, with a mean change of ‐0.039 (95% CI = ‐0.065 to ‐0.013) post MRI. Subgroup analysis in those with renal insufficiency, defined as a serum creatinine \> 1.5 mg/dl, also did not show a clinically significant difference, with a mean change ‐0.168mg/dl (95% CI = ‐0.225 to ‐0.111) post MRI. In addition, no cases of NSF were noted **Conclusion:** These observations suggest that MRI with gadolinium is a non‐nephrotoxic imaging modality in patients following liver transplantation Importantly, the renal safety of this modality extends to cases with baseline renal insufficiency (defined as Cr \> 1.5 mg/dl), in which contrast enhanced CT may be contraindicated due to the risk of contrast nephropathy Therefore, gadolinium enhanced IV contrast imaging provides an invaluable imaging modality for the diagnosis of pathology following liver transplantation, especially in the setting of renal insufficiency.
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Hyperdynamic Cirrhotic Cardiomyopathy and Outcomes after Orthotopic Liver Transplant {#hep28798-sec-1052}
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#### *Medicine, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Nottingham, MD* {#hep28798-sec-1054}

A hyperdynamic cardiovascular state is often present in advanced cirrhosis and is thought to be reversed after liver transplant. We wished to examine the extent to which pre‐transplant physiology influenced long term outcomes in patients undergoing this major operation. We retrospectively collected data on patients who underwent liver transplant for any indication and who had their operation during the period of 5/20/2008 to 12/31 /2015. We excluded patients under the age of 18, those who received grafts from live donors, patients receiving other organs simultaneously, and patients who had previously undergone liver transplant. The primary outcome was time to either death or re‐transplant We advanced univariate models to multivariate models using ANOVA testing to compare Cox proportional hazards models in a stepwise fashion. Our survival analysis treated "time at risk" as time from date of transplant to date of outcome with censorship after last known follow up Covariates included demographic data and pre‐operative echocardiogram. We analyzed data from 270 liver transplant patients They were 69.5% white, 68% male,had an average age of 53.8 years (SD 11.2), with an average MELD at transplant of 21.8 (SD 10). Prior to transplant, the average left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was 62% (SD 5.9%) with a median calculated right ventricular systolic pressure by echo of 25 mmHg. Patients had an average of 759 day of follow up with an unadjusted 13% of patients reaching the composite outcome. On univariate analysis, the greatest predictors of death or graft failure were presence of LVEF \>60% (HR 3.08 95% CI \[1.49, 6.38\], p\<0.005 ) and predicted RVSP in the 30‐34mmHg range (HR 3.23 95% CI \[1.30, 7.98\], p\<0.05; reference group: no tricuspid regurgitation jet by echo). These two factors remained highly significant in the full model (LVEF HR 3.14, p\<0.005 ; RVSP 30‐34 mmHg HR 3.09, p\<0.05). Age, race, sex, BMI, presence of HCC, and MELD at transplant did not confer elevated hazard of death or re‐transplant even in univariate models Elevated estimates of LVEF and RVSP on pre‐transplant screening echocardiogram predicted worse outcomes post transplant in this retrospective cohort study of patients who have received organs This result seems to suggest that using current screening methods, there may be a group of patients who could be identified prior to transplant who may be at higher risk. Further study in this area is needed to unravel the physiologic or epidemiologic underpinnings of this finding
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Cardiac CT angiography identifies a high prevalence of significant coronary artery disease in high‐risk liver transplant patients with normal dobutamine stress echography. {#hep28798-sec-1056}
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**Background:** In patients undergoing liver transplantation (OLT), coronary artery disease (CAD) is associated with a high mortality risk and is a relative contraindication to the procedure. Evaluation for CAD is most commonly accomplished by dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) followed by coronary angiography (CA) if ischemia is detected. Cardiac CT angiography (CTCA) allows non‐invasive detection of significant coronary artery stenoses, however its effectiveness as a screening tool is uncertain in the transplant setting. **Aims:** To assess the feasibility and outcome of CTCA in OLT candidates at high risk of CAD. **Methods:** All patients undergoing OLT assessment and considered high‐risk for CAD (age \>60 or diabetic patients \>50) were prospectively included over a 72‐month period from 2010. All patients had DSE followed by CTCA. Patients received beta‐blockers for heart rate control and nitroglycerin as per a standard CTCA protocol. Primary outcomes were peri‐ or post‐operative cardiac events. **Results:** 107 patients were included. Median age was 61 years (IQR 58 ‐ 64) and 84% were male The most common indications for OLT assessment were hepatocellular carcinoma (52%), hepatitis C (41%), alcohol (30%) and NAFLD (16%). Documented cardiac risk factors included diabetes (50%), smoking (56%), hypertension (21%), hypercholesterolemia (8%), family (30%) or personal (8%) history of ischaemic heart disease (IHD), and obesity (26%) 66% patients had ≥2 risk factors. CTCA was completed in 94% of patients and abandoned in 6 patients due to tachycardia 79 (73%) were normal or showed non‐obstructive (\<50% stenosis) plaque. 23 (23%) showed at least one obstructive lesion (\>50% stenosis) All patients with abnormal CTCA results were referred to a high‐risk cardiology clinic: 2 patients were rejected for transplant due to severe CAD; 10 proceeded to CA (9 patients had non‐flow limiting disease and were listed and 1 proceeded to PCI and was listed for combined coronary artery bypass graft surgery and OLT); and 11 patients were listed without further investigation Mean coronary artery calcium score was 499 HU and not significantly different between NAFLD and non‐NAFLD patients. 57 patients underwent OLT. The only cardiac event was a non‐fatal cardiac arrest at reperfusion in a patient with normal DSE and CTCA. **Conclusion:** CTCA is feasible in most patients undergoing assessment for OLT and identifies CAD in a significant proportion of high cardiac risk patients with normal DSE, which in a small number of cases impacts on selection for transplantation These findings suggest that CTCA may play a useful role in the screening of OLT candidates for occult coronary artery disease.
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[Obesity is not associated with worse early outcomes in patients undergoing liver transplantation]{.ul} {#hep28798-sec-1060}
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**Background** The prevalence of obesity in the US has increased over the past decade. NASH is a well‐recognized complication of obesity, and since 2004 the number of adults awaiting liver transplantation (LT) with NASH has almost tripled. Criteria to list obese patients for LT has been variable across LT centers due to concerns of obesity related complications post‐transplant The aim of this study is to evaluate early post‐transplant outcomes in obese patients undergoing liver transplant using a national database **Methods** This retrospective cohort study used the 2013 National Inpatient Sample, the largest publically available inpatient database in the US. All patients with a principal procedural ICD 9‐CM codes for LT were included (50.5, 50.51, 50.59) There were no exclusion criteria The primary outcome was in‐hospital mortality Secondary outcomes were morbidity measured by intensive care unit (ICU) admission, shock and multi‐organ failure; resource utilization measured by length of hospital stay (LOS) and total hospitalization charges Patients were classified as obese and non‐obese using ICD 9‐CM codes On multivariate logistic regression, odds ratios and means were adjusted for age, sex, race, median income in the patient\'s zip code, Charlson Comorbidity Index, hospital region, urban location, size and teaching status **Results** A total of 6,164 patients underwent liver transplant for the studied time frame, of which 755 were obese. Mean age was 52 years and 34% were female. The overall in‐hospital mortality was 4%. (2% obese vs. 4.4% non‐obese). Table 1 shows adjusted odds ratios, adjusted means and p values. On multivariate analysis, in‐hospital mortality of obese and non‐obese patients undergoing liver transplant did not differ In terms morbidity, there was no difference in odds of shock, ICU admission or multi‐organ dysfunction when comparing obese and non‐obese For resource utilization, obese patients displayed total decreased LOS and total hospitalization charges when compared to the non‐obese. These differences were not significant on multivariate analysis. **Conclusion** Obesity in general is not associated with increased risk of mortality, ICU admission, shock, multi‐organ failure or resource utilization in patients undergoing liver transplant.
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Early immunosuppression (IS) is NOT associated with outcome measures post‐liver transplantation (LT) {#hep28798-sec-1064}
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**Background**: a recent study described a strong association between early IS postLT and outcome. We aimed to confirm these findings in a multicenter (La Fe Hospital and Toronto General Hospital) retrospective cohort with long‐term follow up **Methods**: Tac and CsA trough levels obtained during the first 15 postLT days were collected. High IS was defined by median Tac or CsACO or CsAC2\>10 ng/ml, 250 ng/ml or 1200 ng/ml, respectively and/or peak of Tac\>20 ng/ml. Optimal IS was defined by median Tac or CsAC0/C2 levels between 7‐10 ng/ml, 150‐250 ng/ml or 800‐1200 ng/ml, respectively Low IS was defined as below the thresholds of optimal IS. Exclusion criteria were lack of available data, \< 3 IS determinations or early switch to other IS agents. Endpoints included survival, severe HCV recurrence, de novo diabetes mellitus(DM), de novo arterial hypertension(AHT), de novo malignancy(DNM), cardiovascular events(CVE), chronic renal impairment(CRI, defined as established eGFR ≤60 ml/ min/1.73m^2^), recurrence of hepatocellular carcinoma(HCC) and moderate/severe acute rejection(ACR) within 60 days postLT. **Results**: 565 patients (70.6% male) with a median age at LT of 55(18‐70) years and median follow up of 7.73 (0‐9.95) yrs were analyzed. Tac and CsA were used in 333 (58.9%) and 232 (41.1%) patients, respectively. 15‐days Tac, and CsAC0 and CsAC2 median levels were 8 (1‐21.2) ng/ml, 280.5 (43‐573) ng/ml and 620 (103‐1483) ng/ml, respectively At baseline, renal impairment(RI) was more frequent in Low‐IS than in the other groups(32%, 17% and 6%, respectively, p\<.001). Patient survival at 1, 5 and 9 yrs was 93%, 80% and 69%, respectively. Severe HCV recurrence, de novo DM, AHT, DNM, CVE, CRI post‐LT, HCC recurrence and ACR occurred in 25%, 38%, 29%, 9%, 7% 32%, 5% and 7%, respectively. 160 patients died due to: recurrence of primary disease(28%), DNM(18%), HCC recurrence(13%), infections(12%), CVE(6%) and others(24%). IS levels were NOT associated with survival at any time point Adjusting for baseline features, no association were found either between IS levels and outcome‐variables(HCV recurrence, p=.283; DNM p=.871, CVE p=.900, CRI p=.908, HCC recurrence p=.704). The same analysis was also performed according to the calcineurin inhibitor (FK, CsAC1 and CsAC2) and there were no significant differences **Conclusions**: In our series, and in contrast to what has previously been described in one study, no association was found between early post‐operative over‐IS, defined by CNI trough levels during the first 15 postoperative days, and LT outcomes measures (survival and IS‐related LT outcomes). Strategies aimed at reducing these events should likely focus in additional variables.
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Joint modeling of longitudinal tacrolimus exposure in the first year post‐LT and risk of renal failure: a new way to optimize target tacrolimus concentrations in the future {#hep28798-sec-1068}
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**Introduction:** Renal failure during the first year post liver transplantation (LT) is predictive of long‐term kidney disease with an excess risk of mortality. The nephrotoxic effects of the administered calcineurin inhibitors are a major concern. The goal of this proof of concept study was to develop a joint model to investigate the relationships between longitudinal exposure to tacrolimus and the risk of renal failure in the first year post LT **Methods:** 66 patients transplanted between 2004 and 2015 were retrospectively studied. K‐means for longitudinal data was used to investigate the inter‐individual variability of time‐profiles of trough tacrolimus concentrations (C0) during the first month after LT and to identify longitudinal clusters (using 'kml' R package). A joint mixed effects model for longitudinal exposure to tacrolimus (i.e. through concentrations time‐course) over the first year post‐transplant and interval‐censored event was developed in the NONMEM® software. The event targeted which defined acute renal failure was an increase in serum creatinine over 50 % during the first year post‐transplantation according to the first RIFLE criteria, taking as reference the serum creatinine value at M1 (month 1) post‐transplantation. **Results:** A survival without renal failure of 62 % (CI95%= 52‐74%) was observed three months after LT. The longitudinal cluster analysis performed from C0 values measured from transplantation to M1 revealed two patient sub‐groups: patients classified in the lowest cluster corresponding to C0 values lower 10 ng/mL tended to have less events of renal impairment (p=0.12). Additionally, joint modelling approach found that beyond M1, each 1‐ng/ml increase of tacrolimus residual concentration was associated with a 4% higher risk of serum creatinine increase of 50% compared to Ml (HR= 1.04; CI90%: 1,01‐1,08).The visual predictive check (VPC) applied to Kaplan‐Meier curve showed that the time‐to‐event model developped, appropriately described the survival without renal failure over time beyond M1. **Conclusion:** These results obtained with a new modeling approach, provide new arguments to reconsider target tacrolimus concentrations in LT. This joint model will be tested in a larger cohort and be improved by taking into account both renal failure and rejection in order to optimize tacrolimus C0 targets These targets could be time‐dependent.
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Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) exists in two predominant histological subtypes: nonalcoholic fatty liver (NAFL) and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). NAFL is characterized by benign steatosis while NASH is diagnosed when steatosis is accompanied by necroinflammatory activity and fibrosis. NASH is an important cause of cirrhosis and the leading listing diagnosis among new liver transplantation (LT) waitlist registrants. However, little is known regarding disease recurrence and progression after LT in patients transplanted for NAFLD Thus, the aim of the current study was to systematically evaluate disease recurrence and fibrosis progression in patients who had a LT for NASH **Method:** Patients who had a LT for NASH or suspected NASH between 1995 and 2013 at the authors\' institution were included Disease recurrence was evaluated with either histology or FibroScan®. All alive patients had FibroScan® performed to evaluate hepatic steatosis (controlled attenuation parameter or CAP) and fibrosis (liver stiffness measurements or LSM). The previously described cutoffs for CAP and LSM were used (de Ledinghen et al. J Gastroenterol Hepatol 2016, Wong et al. Am J. Gastro 2012). Those who failed FibroScan® were offered a liver biopsy. Charts of deceased patients were reviewed and those having a liver biopsy done \>1 year post‐LT were included. **Results:** Of the 103 patients who met entry criteria, 56 had a FibroScan and 34 had a liver biopsy. Steatosis was detected 42 (75%) of patients who had a FibroScan® and were defined to have recurrent NAFLD. Most patients had LSM measurement consistent with either no fibrosis (42.9%) or F1‐F2 fibrosis (30.4). Advanced fibrosis (≥F3) was noted in 26.8% of the cohort while 5.4% of patients had graft cirrhosis but were clinically compensated In patients with a liver biopsy, 88.2% had recurrent NAFLD, while 46.7% had recurrent NASH. Bridging fibrosis was noted in 23.3% of patients but no patients had cirrhosis on liver biopsy Interestingly, serum ALT and AST levels did not correlate with disease recurrence, NASH or fibrosis stage in LT recipients transplantedfor NAFLD. Three patients (2.9%) developed clinically significant graft cirrhosis and died of complications related to endstage liver disease. **Conclusion:** Recurrent NAFLD is common post‐LT and cannot be diagnosed based on serum aminotransferases. Although, advanced fibrosis can occur in nearly a quarter of patients, mortality related to graft cirrhosis is rare.
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**Background:** The study of intensive care unit (ICU) outcomes in patients who undergo liver transplantation (LT) is important in order to develop systems by which patients at high risk for post‐LT mortality can be more readily identified. The identification of pre‐ and post‐LT predictors of in‐hospital mortality will further help to guide the focus of critical care resources The aim of this study was to identify modifiable factors predictive of mortality and to create a new model by which post‐LT patients can be risk‐stratified. **Patient and Methods:** Consecutive patients admitted to a United States tertiary care center surgical ICU after LT between 2008‐2014 were followed from admission to LT and then to hospital discharge or death. Predictors of mortality were defined. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis was performed to assess the prediction of in‐hospital mortality. Logistic regression analysis was done to develop a novel model using post‐LT characteristics. **Results:** A total of 697 patients underwent LT, of which 640 patients had complete data sets and were included, aged 55.8+/−10.3 years, 69.9% males, mostly with Hepatitis C Virus (38.2%), alcohol (20.9%), and Non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis‐ (17.2%) related cirrhosis, of which 19 (3%) died in the hospital Higher serum creatinine (Cr) and pre‐LT acute renal failure (ARF) were significantly more common in patients who died after LT (p=0.010 and 0.041, respectively) However, in multi‐variate analysis, neither serum Cr nor ARF performed independently as a reliable predictor of mortality, with AUCs of 0.66 and 0.60, respectively. Pre‐transplant Body Mass Index, need for renal replacement therapy, encephalopathy, ascites were not significantly associated with post‐LT mortality Occurrence of post‐LT infection and ARF were significantly more common in subjects who died (p=0.019 and 0.001, respectively). There was a trend toward significance for higher estimated intra‐operative blood loss; however, this variable was not readily identifiable in 14% of subjects, and was excluded from the multivariable model. After adjusting for post‐LT infection, subjects with ARF were 3.8 times more likely to die (95% CI: 1.4, 10.8; p=0.012).The multivariable logistic regression model (z) for prediction of mortality was defined as follows: z=‐4.3908+(0.6697xInfection)+(1.3285 xARF), with excellent performance (AUC 0.71). **Conclusion:** Post‐LT ARF and presence of infection are excellent predictors of in‐hospital mortality following LT. Early identification of these factors should guide targeted critical care resources in hopes of improving immediate post‐LT outcomes.
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**Background**: The performance of early post liver transplant (LT) MELD or even its dynamic changes over time (ΔMELD) in predicting the mortality after LT is still controversial. **Aim**: to assess the ability of absolute and ΔMELD calculated at day 7 and 30 after LT to predict 1‐ and 5‐year mortality. **Methods**: Data of 209 consecutive patients who underwent LT in two centers were reviewed. Patients who received LT for HCC were excluded as well as those who did not survive for at least one month MELD and ΔMELD were calculated for each patient at 7 and 30 days after LT. **Results**: One hundred fifty‐six patients were included, mostly males (n=104, 66.7%) with mean age of 51.9±8.8 years. The main indications for transplantation were decompensated HCV‐related liver cirrhosis (n = 138, 88.5%) and HCV‐HBV co‐infection (n=10, 6.4%). Donors were living in 104 and deceased in 52 patients. Survival at 1 and 5 years was 89.7 and 71.4 % respectively with a mean survival of 52.3±1.5 months In univariate analysis, both absolute and ΔMELD at post‐operative days 7 and 30 significantly predicted 1‐ and 5‐year post‐LT mortality In multivariate analysis, MELD at post‐operative day 30 was significantly associated with 1‐ (OR: 1.24, 95% CI: 1.14‐1.35, P\<0.0001) and 5‐ year mortality (OR: 1.23, 95% CI: 1.14‐1.33, P\<0.0001). The area under the curve for MELD at 30 days post‐LT in the prediction of mortality was 0.823 (P=0.01) at 1 year, and 0.812 (P\<0.001) at 5 years. A cutoff of post‐LT day 30 MELD \<10 could predict mortality with a sensitivity and specificity of 90% and 68.1% at 1 year, and 81.3% and 69.7% at 5 years, respectively **Conclusion**: Failure of the MELD score to decline over the first postoperative month to less than 10 is a significant predictor of both early and late post‐LT mortality.
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**BACKGROUND & AIMS**: Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) is currently the second leading indication for LT and is projected to be the leading indication in the next 10 to 20 years. Given that Hispanic patients are disproportionately affected by NASH, thereby potentially comprising a greater proportion of LT recipients, it is important that further investigation be performed on this population. We aimed to evaluate the relationship of Hispanic ethnicity on post‐LT mortality **METHODS**: We performed a retrospective cohort study of adult LT recipients between 3/1/02‐12/31/11. Hispanic patients were compared to White and Black patients. NASH was defined using diagnostic codes, free text, or cryptogenic cirrhosis plus BMI≥40, pre‐LT diabetes (DM), or pre‐LT hypertension. The association between race/ethnicity and post‐LT survival was evaluated using Cox regression. **RESULTS**: 39,124 LT recipients were included (median follow‐up time 4 years, IQR 2‐7 years). 73% were White, 13% Hispanic, 9% Black, 4% Asian and 1% other. Comparisons were made amongst White, Hispanic and Black LT recipients. HCV was the most common indication for LT across all three groups (45% for Whites, 54% for Hispanics, and 60% for Blacks). NASH was the third leading indication for all three groups with Whites (17%) and Hispanics (16%) having a higher proportion compared to Blacks (7%) Hispanic LT recipients were more likely to have government provided health insurance (Medicare and Medicaid), have higher prevalence of BMI\>30, DM, and HCC, and had longer median wait list times (109 vs 84 days for Whites and 66 for Blacks; p=0.0001). In univariable Cox regression, Hispanic ethnicity was not a significant predictor of post‐LT mortality (HR 0.98) while Black race was associated with increased mortality (HR 1.36). However, when adjusting for other factors known to affect post‐LT mortality, Hispanic ethnicity was associated with decreased post‐LT mortality (HR 0.85, CI 0.80‐0.91) while Black race remained a predictor of post‐LT death (HR 1.25) In the sub‐group of NASH LT recipients, the association between Hispanic ethnicity and post‐LT mortality persisted (HR 0.79, CI 0.65‐0.97); Black race was not associated with any difference in post‐LT mortality in the NASH subgroup (HR 0.99, CI 0.70‐1.43) **CONCLUSIONS**: Hispanic patients have 15% better post‐LT survival than White patients despite having a higher incidence of DM, government funded insurance and longer wait list times Despite having higher risk of NASH than other ethnicities, the proportion of Hispanic LT recipients with NASH is similar to that of White patients, which may indicate decreased access to transplant.
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**Background:** Liver transplant (LT) recipients with autoimmune liver disease (PSC, PBC, AIH) are at increased risk of acute cellular rejection (ACR), and in many cases graft failure due to recurrent disease. We describe our experience with dual immunosuppression in a steroid free transplant protocol and analyze its effect on disease recurrence, ACR, patient and graft survival, and complications such as sepsis and *de novo* malignancy. **Methods:** We conducted a retrospective chart review of all patients who underwent LT for AIH, PSC, or PBC between April 2006 and April 2013 at a single transplant center. We included 70 patients (AIH=28, PSC=19, and PBC=23). Immunosuppression protocol included Rabbit anti‐Thymocyte Globulin 1.5 mg/kg on day of LT and on post‐op day 2, 1 dose of Solumedrol 500 mg IV on day of LT, followed by mycophenolate mofetil 1000 mg bid with tacrolimus or sirolimus/everolimus indefinitely. **Results:** Overall 1‐, 3‐ and 5‐year survival was 98.6%, 91.4% and 84.6%, respectively (Median follow‐up, 5.5 years). Overall patient (p=0.359, Figure 1A) and re‐graft free survival (p=0.685, Figure 1B) were comparable among the disease categories In a multivariate forward conditional stratified Cox Regression model, only steroid use for ACR predicted overall patient and graft survival. Thirty‐three biopsy‐proven ACR (PBC =9, PSC =5, AIH=19) was noted in 21 LT recipients (30%), 16 of 33 episodes required IV Solumderol, 3 episodes required IV thymoglobulin, and the rest were managed with optimization of their immunosuppression Overall recurrent autoimmune liver disease was noted in 13(18.6%) of the LT recipients \[PSC=3(15.8%), PBC=5(21.7%), AIH=5(17.9%)\]. Thirty‐two episodes of sepsis occurred in 17 patients \[24.3%, PSC=9 (47.4%), PBC =4 (17.4%), AIH =4 (14.3%)\]. Risk of malignancy was low with only 5 patients developing a *de novo* cancer **Conclusion: Steroid‐free dual immunosuppression protocol use in LT recipients with autoimmune liver disease had acceptable rates of survival and ACR without predisposing patients to the adverse effects of long‐term steroid therapy.**

Patient (Fig. 1) and graft survival (Fig. 2) in PSC, PBC and AIH compared.
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**Background**: Cardiovascular (CV) events are a major cause of early post‐LT mortality Despite the prevalence of cirrhotic cardiomyopathy in liver transplant recipients, current screening emphasizes evaluation for ischemic heart disease, systolic function, and pulmonary hypertension Mounting evidence suggests that diastolic dysfunction is common in this patient population, and that pre‐LT echocardiographic parameters may be predictive of post‐LT outcomes **Aims:** We evaluated the impact of pre‐LT diastolic dysfunction on post‐LT CV events, mortality, and length of stay (LOS) in the immediate post‐LT period (index hospitalization) **Methods**: Adult LT recipients at UCSF from 1/1/2012‐12/31 /2015 were included if they had transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) and electrocardiogram (EKG) performed within 12 months prior to LT Patients with acute liver failure, HIV infection, and those undergoing re‐LT were excluded Covariables included liver‐related (diagnosis, MELD), metabolic (diabetes/DM, hypertension/HTN), and cardiac (QT interval, TTE parameters). CV event was defined as arrhythmia, myocardial infarction, stroke, or death. Logistic regression was used to assess relationship between diastolic dysfunction and post‐LT CV events. **Results**: 100 patients were included (median age 59, 61% male, 51% white) Chronic viral hepatitis was the most common etiology of liver disease (65%), with NASH/cryptogenic cirrhosis accounting for 17%. Thirty‐five percent of recipients underwent LT for HCC The median calculated MELD was 28 (IQR 15‐37), and the prevalence of diastolic dysfunction was 41%. Median pre‐LT QTc was 457 (IQR 438‐480) Patients with or without diastolic dysfunction were similar with regard to age, gender, race, etiology of liver disease, MELD, or DM, HTN, or history of smoking (all p\>0.05). Thirty‐one percent of patients had an in‐hospital post‐LT CV event, 3% died, and median LOS was 10 days (IQR 7‐16). Diastolic dysfunction was not associated with post‐LT CV event (OR 1.06, 95% CI 0.45‐2.50), mortality, or LOS. **Conclusions**: In this retrospective study of LT recipients at a single high‐volume center, the prevalence of diastolic dysfunction on pre‐transplant TTE was similar to other studies at 41%. Pre‐LT diastolic dysfunction was not associated with post‐LT CV events, mortality, or LOS As existing data is in conflict with our results, it is possible that we were underpowered to detect an effect.
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**Background:** Endogenous peptides in plasma include low‐abundance messengers, hormones, or cytokines involved in physiological and disease processes in the liver. A detailed analysis of the plasma peptidome holds promise as a source of biomarkers that can be used for the diagnosis and staging of diseases, as well as for monitoring postoperative complications, such as liver failure after partial hepatectomy (PHx). Here, we hypothesized that alterations in the plasma peptide profile may reflect liver regeneration following PHx **Methods:** To test this hypothesis, we performed comprehensive plasma peptidomic analyses on partially hepatectomized microminipigs, which are the smallest pigs in the world and were recently established as a model for biomedical research. Five microminipigs underwent 70% PHx under general anesthesia, and plasma samples were collected before, at 0 minutes and at 1, 3, 6, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, and 168 hours after PHx. Using magnetic bead purification and successive mass‐spectrometry (MS) based analysis of plasma samples, as well as liquid chromatography followed by tandem MS, we identified endogenous circulating peptides specific to each phase of the postoperative course after PHx **Results:** Some of the identified peptides might have biological relevance. Notably, peptide fragments of nucleosome components including histones were detected soon after PHx; the presence of these fragments may trigger liver regeneration in the very acute phase after PHx. An endogenous peptide derived from vasodilator‐stimulated phosphoprotein was detected as an acute‐phase‐specific peptide, which was validated at the protein level in both plasma and liver. In addition, different epitopes of the proteins including albumin and hemoglobin subunit a showed different patterns of change after PHx Many biomarker discovery efforts have searched for variations in the total abundance of particular proteins. However, considering our data, different epitopes of the proteins could be sensitive biomarkers for various processes in healthy and/or diseased liver, including liver regeneration after PHx. **Conclusions:** Endogenous plasma peptides clearly reflected postoperative course after PHx in pigs Such molecules could become sensitive biomarkers for monitoring postoperative complications Future studies are needed to validate these findings in the clinical settings.
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**Background:** The employment trajectories of liver transplant recipients who return to work may influence long‐term outcomes, especially when patients experience job loss. We test the association between new unemployment and survival. **Methods:** First‐time liver transplant recipients\' ages 18‐60 years who were transplanted May 2002‐December 2014 and subsequently returned to work were identified in the United Network for Organ Sharing registry. Survival from the time of work resumption was analyzed using Kaplan‐Meier curves and multivariate Cox proportional hazards models. Unemployment after work resumption was classified as temporary, if a patient later returned to work, or continuous, if a patient remained unemployed until death or censoring. **Results:** Of 44,713 liver recipients identified during the study period, 14,395 (32%) had returned to work after a median of 334 days, and were included in the analysis. Further employment trajectories included continuous employment (no unemployment reported after returning to work, 61%); temporary unemployment (9%); and continuous unemployment (30%). A Kaplan‐Meier plot demonstrated worse survival in the continuous unemployment group relative to temporarily unemployed or continuously employed patients (p\<0.001) **(FIGURE)**. Multivariate analysis of unemployment as a time‐varying covariate found that becoming unemployed was associated with greater mortality hazard (HR=1.92; 95% CI: 1.69, 2.17; p\<0.001) after adjustment for patient demographics and clinical characteristics at the time of the transplant and initial return to work **Conclusion:** Although liver transplant recipients who return to work have better post‐transplant outcomes, our study demonstrates that employment discontinuity poses a risk to long‐term survival in this population.
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**Background:** Weight gain and metabolic syndrome occur after liver transplantation (LT), though the mechanism is poorly understood. We hypothesized this may be related to reduced metabolic rates following LT, particularly during exercise. The purpose of this study was to compare energy expenditure at rest and with exercise between LT recipients and controls. **Methods**: Fourteen post‐LT subjects for non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (\>1‐year post) and thirteen non‐LT subjects with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) performed exercise testing. All subjects underwent analysis of body composition, resting energy expenditure (REE), and exercise energy expenditure (VO ~2\ max~). VO~2\ max~ testing was conducted using a ramped‐Bruce protocol and assessed by respiratory exchange ratio and peak heart rate. Subjects were stratified by sex and transplant status, and matched for BMI and age. Males and females were analyzed separately due to inherent sex‐related differences in metabolic rates. **Results**: Baseline demographics were not significantly different between groups (Table 1). Post‐LT females had significantly lower mean REE (Kcal/day/kg) than NAFLD females when adjusted for total body mass (l4.2 vs.18.9, p=0.002) and lean body mass (19.3 vs. 26.5, p=0.001). vO~2\ max~ (mL/ kg/min) was also lower in post‐LT females compared to NAFLD females (14.4 vs. 20.6, p\<0.001). Among males, mean REE was lower in post‐LT patients compared to NAFLD, but these differences were not statistically significant when adjusted for either total body mass (17.7 vs. 18.8, p=0.5) or lean body mass (23.5 vs. 26.9, p=0.09). VO ~2\ max~ was lower in post‐LT males than in NAFLD males, though not statistically significant (20.1 vs 23.9, p=0.2) **Discussion:** LT recipients, particularly females, have lower REE and exercise energy expenditure compared to NAFLD controls, despite similar metabolic risk factors. This may be related to hormonal factors as well as loss of hepatic innervation following LT. Individualized, more aggressive diet and exercise programs accounting for lower calorie expenditure both with rest and exercise should be instituted post‐LT to optimize weight management.

**Table 1. Comparison of Groups**
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**Background:** Stenosis of the portal vein (PV) is a rare complication after liver transplantation (LT) in pediatric patients but it has been shown to adversely affect graft outcomes. With increased lifespan of the pediatric patient after transplant, it is important to take proactive measures to ensure long‐term graft survival. In this study we reviewed the safety and efficacy of percutaneous transhepatic balloon angioplasty (PTBA) as a treatment for portal vein stenosis (PVS) post liver transplant. **Methods:** Between January 2001 and April 2016, 318 pediatric patients received a liver transplant at this tertiary referral transplant center. We reviewed their records and found that 18 children were evaluated for PVS after LT using percutaneous transhepatic portal venography (PTPV). **Results:** Of the 18, 16 patients (6F: 10M) with median age 10.5 years (IQR: 7‐15) were diagnosed with PVS using PTPV and were treated with PTBA. Two patients were excluded from the analysis: one did not have PVS and the other received surgical shunt surgery instead of PTBA. 5/16 patients (31.3%) also underwent intravascular ultrasonography (IVUS). The median time between LT and PTBA was 74 months (IQR: 21‐129). Half the patients were transplanted due to biliary atresia Transhepatic approach was used in all patients The mean pre‐procedural PV pressure gradient was 6.4 mm of Hg (SD: 3.9) for the veins that did not have complete occlusion (n=9); the mean post‐procedural PV pressure gradient was 0.9 mm of Hg (SD: 1.2). The mean percentage improvement in the pressure gradient across the stenotic region of the PV was 82.7% (SD: 16%; p=0.003). The average fluoroscopy time was 22.3 minutes (SD: 18.9). Median platelet, AST, ALT and GGT levels at the time of PTBA were 107 ×10^9^/L (IQR:75‐173), 46U/L (IQR: 27‐152), 50U/L (IQR: 35‐213) and 44U/L (iQR: 24‐178) and those after PTBA at the time of 12 month follow‐up visit were 181 ×10^9^/L (IQR: 168‐255), 24U/L (IQR: 21‐27), 25U/L (IQR: 20‐27) and 35U/L (IQR: 17‐88). At 12 months after PTBA, the mean percentage increase in platelet levels was 73% (SD: 70) and the mean percentage decreases in AST, ALT, GGT and Bilirubin were 18% (SD: 48), 23% (SD: 4), 4% (SD: 72) and 28% (SD: 30). All the patients have required no further intervention or stenting, with portal venous patency being maintained for a median 21.6 months (IQR: 8‐36). **Conclusion:** Percutaneous transhepatic angioplasty of portal vein stenosis after pediatric liver transplantation is a safe and effective treatment with long‐term patency and improved clinical outcomes This leads to increased longevity of the graft and improved quality of life.
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**Background:** Postoperative care fragmentation is defined as a readmission to a hospital other than the hospital where a patient underwent their initial surgical procedure In several surgical populations, postoperative fragmentation is associated with increased risk of short and long‐term adverse outcomes The objective of this study was to evaluate whether care fragmentation was associated with reduced survival after OLT. **Methods:** A retrospective cohort review was performed using the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) State Inpatient Databases for Florida and California. Patients who underwent OLT from 2006 to 2010 were included and followed for 1 year The primary exposure was postoperative care fragmentation, defined by readmission to a non‐index hospital within 90 days of discharge Patients transferred back to the index hospital within 24 hours were considered the non‐fragmented group The primary outcome was 1‐year survival Gamma shared frailty models were used for risk adjustment, with adjustment for patient demographic, clinical, and transplant encounter variables **Results:** A total of 2,257 patients received OLT and were readmitted in the cohort Of these, 269 (13.5%) had fragmented postoperative care. The 1‐year mortality for patients with care fragmentation was 10.8% vs 6.4% (P=0.008). The fragmented care group had more women than the non‐fragmented group (41.6% vs. 33% p = 0.009). There were no differences in Charlson comorbidity index, age, race, or etiology of liver disease between the groups Significant differences were noted in the characteristics of the index inpatient stay between groups At the time of liver transplant, patients who ultimately had fragmented care had longer preoperative length of stay (LOS) (7.4 vs. 4.6 days P \< 0.001), longer postoperative LOS (19.7 vs. 14.9 days, P \< 0.001), and higher cost of index hospitalization (\$144,312.60 vs. \$117,140.50, P \< 0.001). After adjusting for these factors as well as age, gender, Charlson comorbidity index, and reason for transplant, patients with care fragmentation remained at heightened risk for 1‐year mortality compared to those without fragmented care (HR 1.68, 95% C. I.1.10 ‐ 2.56). **Conclusion:** Postoperative care fragmentation following OLT is associated with a significantly increased risk of 1‐year mortality. Given the complexities of post‐discharge care in this patient population, efforts should be made to ensure inpatient care in the first 90 days following transplant occurs at the index transplant center.
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Ultrasound and MRI Have Limited Accuracy in Diagnosing Biliary Strictures in Liver Transplant Recipients {#hep28798-sec-1116}
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Introduction: Biliary strictures are an expected complication after liver transplantation (LT) occurring in 17‐50% of liver transplant recipients (LTR). They are suspected when abnormalities are noted in liver enzymes and additional work up usually entails additional imaging followed by confirmatory endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP). The diagnostic accuracy of liver enzymes and imaging modalities (US and MRI) in detecting biliary strictures in LTR is unknown. The aim of the current study was to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of liver enzymes and imaging modalities in predicting post‐transplant biliary strictures Methods: This was a retrospective study evaluating all adult patients who had a LT and subsequent ERCP for suspected biliary strictures from 2008‐2015. Presence of biliary stricture was confirmed via a blinded review by three expert interventional endoscopists who had to unanimously agree on presence of a biliary stricture as defined previously \[Tabibian et al, Ann Hepatol; 2015\]. The optimal cut‐off for liver enzymes in predicting biliary strictures was determined using the Youden Index Finally, the diagnostic accuracy for US and MRI in predicting biliary strictures post‐LT was evaluated. Results: A total of 82 subjects (58 males, age 56.35± 7.4 years) met inclusion criteria. Mean time to ERCP was 2.4±3.8 years after transplant and 48 subjects (58.5%) had a biliary stricture on blinded review The warm ischemia time was associated with presence of biliary stricture (R=0.23, P\< 05) There was an inverse relationship between biliary strictures and duration between LT and ERCP (R=‐0.24, P\<0.05). No relationship between biliary stricture and type of donation (living donor vs deceased donor) was observed The optimal cut‐off for determining biliary strictures for rise in liver enzymes compared to baseline was as follows: alkaline phos‐ phatase(AP), AST, and ALT was 75 U/L,174 U/L, 225U/L, respectively Using these cut‐offs, ALT elevations were highly sensitive (Se=100%, negative predictive value 100%) but limited by a specificity of only 43%. In contrast, increase in AP \> 225 IU/L had the highest specificity of 76% but had a much lower sensitivity (Se=34%) Imaging modalities demonstrated even lower accuracy for predicting presence of biliary strictures post‐LT, as MRI had a Se=43% and Sp=32% while US had Se=59% and Sp=39% Conclusion: Imaging modalities (US, MRI) do not reliably predict presence of biliary strictures in LTR. Although, imaging modalities and rise in liver enzymes have modest accuracy in predicting biliary strictures, a rise in serum ALT without an alternative explanation offers a high negative predictive value.
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[Background]{.ul}: Since the availability of entecavir in 2005 and tenofovir in 2008, the number of chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) patients with progressive disease leading to liver transplantation (LT) has plateaued, but the proportion of HBV‐related hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) continues to rise. It is unclear if this trend affects both men and women or all race/ethnic groups equally. [Aim]{.ul}: To evaluate sex‐specific and race/ethnicity‐specific trends in HBV‐related LT listing, waitlist survival, probability of receiving LT among adults with chronic HBV in the U.S. [Methods]{.ul}: Using the 2005‐2015 United Network for Organ Sharing registry data, we retrospectively evaluated U.S. adults (age ≥1.8) with chronic HBV (with and without HCC) listed for LT to compare sex‐specific and race/ethnicity‐specific trends in LT listing. Year of LT listing was stratified into 3 time periods: 2005‐2007 (era 1) vs. 2008‐2011 (era 2) vs. 20122015 (era 3). Overall waitlist survival and odds of receiving LT were evaluated with multivariate logistic regression models stratified by presence of HCC and adjusted for sex, race/ ethnicity, age, MELD scores, body mass index, and UNOS region. [Results]{.ul}: Overall, 3046 adults with chronic HBV were listed for LT, the majority of which were Asians and men, and in the most recent era (2012‐2015), men accounted 80.1% and Asians accounted for 53.0% of all HBV‐related LT waitlist registrations. Although the total number of HBV patients listed for LT remained stable, the proportion of HBV patients with HCC increased from 33.3% in era 1 to 43.9% in era 3. Compared to era 1, HBV patients in era 3 were less likely to die while waiting for LT (without HCC: OR 0.60, p=0.01; with HCC: OR 0.28, p=0.005). Asians with HBV also had lower odds of waitlist death compared to non‐Hispanic whites without HCC (OR 0.52, p\<0.001) or with HCC (OR 0.20, p\<0.001). Compared to women with HBV, men with HBV had lower odds of waitlist death, but this was only seen in the non‐HCC cohort (OR 0.68, p=0.03). When evaluating odds of receiving LT, HBV patients in the latter time periods were less likely to receive LT Compared to non‐Hispanic whites with HBV, there was a trend towards higher odds of receiving LT among Asians, but only among the non‐HCC cohort (OR 1.24, p=0.07) Compared to women with HBV, a trend towards higher odds of LT was seen among men only in the HCC cohort (OR 1.33, p=0.09). [Conclusion]{.ul}: In the most recent era, the majority of HBV‐related LT listings were attributed to Asians and men, accounting for 53% and 80% of all HBV‐related LT listings in the U.S., respectively Nearly half of all HBV patients listed for LT had concurrent HCC.
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Malignancy after liver transplant (LT) is a leading cause of mortality, but data is limited by small sample sizes in predominantly single‐center studies. **Aim:** to determine the incidence of and risk factors for all de novo malignancies after LT in a large multi‐centered database. **Methods**: The Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR) database comprising all adult liver transplant recipients across the United States between 2000 and 2011 was analyzed with a median of 4.43 years of follow‐up. **Results**: 108,412 liver transplant recipients were included: mean age 51.9 ± 10.8 years, 64.6% male, 74.5% Caucasian, mean body mass index (BMI) 27.7±5.6kg/ m2, 22.1% with pre‐LT diabetes and 15.8% with previous malignancy. 15 year cancer ‐free survival was 77.2%. Of the malignancies, 3,795 (38.8%) were skin cancers, 1,512 (15.5%) hematologic malignancies, and 4,936 (50.5%) solid malignancies (of which 306 were hepatocellular carcinoma or cholangiocarcinoma recurrence, and further excluded from analysis) On univariate analysis, age, male gender, previous malignancy, multi‐organ transplant, alcoholic liver disease and NASH, obesity, diabetes, donor BMI, donor age and mTOR exposure in year 1 were associated with increased risk. However, on multivariate analysis, age (by decade, HR 1.53; CI 1.49‐1.57, p\<0.001),male gender (HR 1.34; CI 1.27‐1.42, p\<0.001), Caucasian race (HR 1.40; CI 1.07‐1.82, p=0.014), multiorgan transplant (HR 1.19; CI 1.06‐1.34, p=0.005), previous malignancy (HR 1.42; CI 1.33‐1.52, p\<0.001) and PSC pre‐LT (HR 1.14; CI 1.02‐1.27, p=0.02) were independent predictors of post‐LT malignancy African‐American (HR 0.54; CI 0.48‐0.60, p\<0.001), Hispanic (HR 0.47; CI 0.42‐0.52, p\<0.001), and Asian (HR 0.42; CI 0.35‐0.49, p\<0.001) race were associated with fewer malignancies, compared to Caucasians. Pre‐LT BMI\>30kg/m2 (HR 0.93, CI 0.88‐0.98, p=0.0096) and diabetes (HR 0.94; CI 0.88‐0.996;p=0.04) were also associated with fewer malignancies. Donor factors (age, gender, ethnicity and BMI) and recipient creatinine were not predictive of malignancy. Neither calcineurin inhibitor nor mTOR inhibitor exposure within the first year post transplant were associated with malignancy after transplant on MV analysis. **Conclusion**: Liver transplant recipients have a 10 and 15‐year probability of de novo malignancy of 15.3 and 22.8% respectively Increasing age, male gender, Caucasian race, multi‐organ transplant, and PSC were predictive of a higher risk of malignancy after LT Patients with these high‐risk characteristics should be screened more vigilantly for malignancies.
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Shear wave elastography is a useful tool for assessment of preoperative liver function and predictor of postoperative hepatic failure in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma {#hep28798-sec-1128}
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***Purpose*** Shear wave elastography (VTQ: Virtual Touch Quantification) is a novel noninvasive tool for assessing liver fibrosis by measuring liver stiffness. VTQ also has a possibility of evaluation of liver function at hepatectomy. This present study demonstrates the association between shear wave velocity (SWV) and liver function tests, and investigates whether SWV would be available for a predictive factor for postoperative complications. ***Patients and methods*** Clinical courses of 165 patients, who underwent hepatectomy for hepatocellular carcinoma at our department between January 2009 and March 2014, were reviewed. All patients underwent VTQ until undergoing hepatectomy. VTQ was performed five times at a different area of the right hepatic lobe and mean SWV was calculated for each patient. Postoperative hepatic failure was defined according to the International Study Group of Liver Surgery. ***Results*** Based on the hepatic fibrosis stages, SWV in F0‐F4 were 1.42±0.18 m/s, 1.21 ±0.16 m/s, 1.44±0.49 m/s, 1.48±0.49 m/s, and 2.13±0.58 m/s, respectively. SWV in F4 (cirrhosis) was significantly faster than that in F0‐F3 (p\<0.05). SWV showed a correlation with Albumin (r=‐0.364, p\<0.001), Prothrombin time (r=‐0.311, p\<0.001), AST/PLT ratio index (APRI; r=0.336, p\<0.001) and indocyanine green retention15 (lCGR15; r=0.361, p\<0.001). Postoperative hepatic failure was developed in 10 patients (6.1%) and six patients (3.6%) were in‐hospital death. By univariate analysis, SWV, ALT, platelet count, ICGR15, APRI, operation time and intraoperative blood loss were shown significantly as risks for postoperative hepatic failure Multivariate analysis using a logistic regression model involving these seven significant factors determined by univariate analysis confirmed two significant independent variables: APRI and intraoperative blood loss P value of SWV was 0.084, and SWV had a tendency to be a risk for postoperative hepatic failure. ***Conclusion*** Shear wave elastography may be a useful tool for evaluating liver function before hepatectomy and predict the possibility of postoperative hepatic failure.
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**Background and AIM:** We recently reported that a single injection of stem cells derived from human exfoliated deciduous teeth (SHEDs), a population of self‐renewing MSCs, or serum‐free conditioned medium from SHEDs (SHED‐CM) markedly improves the condition of the injured liver in rat model of acute liver failure (ALF) induced by D‐galactosamine (D‐Gal). In another study, we identified a set of M2 macrophage inducers, monocyte chemoattractant protein‐1 (MCP‐1) and the secreted ectodomain of sialic acid‐binding Ig‐like lectin‐9 (sSiglec‐9) in SHED‐CM, and showed that they promote functional recovery after rat spinal cord injury. In this study, we investigated the roles and therapeutic potential of MCP‐1/sSiglec‐9 for treating ALF. **Methods:** Rat ALF was induced by intraperitoneal injection of D‐gal. 24‐hours after D‐Gal injection, MCP‐1, Siglec‐9, MCP‐1/sSiglec‐9 mixture, or an equivalent volume of PBS, was injected into the tail vein. We assessed survival rates, serum transaminase levels, liver histopathology, and gene expression with real time‐PCR. In addition, bone marrow cells of rat were isolated, and differentiated into bone marrow macrophage with macrophage colony‐stimulating factor. They were incubated in DMEM with MCP‐1/sSiglec‐9, IL‐4, or DMEM. After a 48‐hours incubation, the cells\' morphologies and mRNA expression patterns were examined, and the supernatant was used as macrophage CMs Subsequently, apoptosis model of primary hepatocytes was made using D‐Gal and LPS. We evaluated the ability of anti‐apoptosis in hepatocytes with macrophage CMs **Results:** We found that a single intravenous injection of MCP‐1/sSiglec‐9, but not separate MCP‐1 or sSiglec‐9 injections, administered 24 h after D‐Gal injection, markedly decreased the AST and ALT levels and improved survival rates compared with those of the other groups (p\< 0.01). MCP‐1/ sSiglec‐9‐treated rats also exhibited significantly lower numbers of TUNEL^+^ apoptotic cells and higher numbers of Ki‐67^+^/Albumin^+^ proliferating hepatocytes than the PBS‐treated rats. mRNA level of anti‐inflammatory M2 markers, IL‐10,Arginase‐1,Ym‐1 and TGF‐β, was significantly elevated in MCP‐1/sSiglec‐9 group compared with control. In addition, MCP‐1/sSiglec‐9 promoted the M2 differentiation of bone marrow‐derived macrophages *in vitro*. The CM from MCP‐1/sSiglec‐9‐activated M2‐macrophages, but not IL‐4‐activated M2‐macrophages, suppressed D‐Gal/LPS induced primary hepatocyte apoptosis (p \< 0.05). **Conclusion:** The unique combination of MCP‐1/ sSiglec‐9 ameliorates rat ALF through the induction of anti‐inflammatory/tissue‐repairing M2 macrophages.
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NOD‐like receptors, such as NLRP3, and the dsDNA receptor Absent in Melanoma 2 (AIM2) are involved in the assembly of inflammasomes, which trigger the activation of caspase‐1 and the production of inflammatory cytokines IL‐1b and IL‐18. We hypothesize that inflammasome activation during chronic liver injury creates an inflammatory environment that promotes the development of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) **Objectives:** (1) Investigate the function of the inflammasome in HCC initiation and promotion in mice. (2) Explore the inhibition of IL‐1b as a therapeutic tool in a mouse model of HCC. (3) Evaluate the expression of inflammasome components in human HCC patients. **Methods:** We evaluated the development of DEN‐induced HCC in C57Bl6 mice (WT) and mice deficient in caspase‐1 *(Caspl‐/‐), NLRP3 (Nlrp3‐/‐)* and AIM2 *(Aim2‐/‐).* To study the initiation and promotion phase of HCC we used a combination of DEN and carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) administration. The inhibition of IL‐1b in mice was performed using anti‐IL‐lb antibody. Last, we analyzed PBMCs isolated from patients with HCC (n=18) and patients with advanced liver disease but without HCC as controls (n=20). **Results:** 9 months after a single DEN injection, *Caspl‐/‐* and *Aim2‐/‐* mice showed a striking reduction in tumor incidence, number and size when compared to WT mice Liver injury and expression of inflammatory mediators in liver tissue were also reduced in these mice By contrast, tumor development and liver injury in *Nlrp3‐/‐* mice was not significantly different from WT controls. DEN administration augmented the concentration of free dsDNA in serum of both WT and *Aim2‐/‐* mice during HCC initiation (48h post‐DEN), but acute hepatocyte damage and liver inflammation were decreased in *Aim2‐/‐* mice at this time. IL‐1 b blockade ameliorated hepatocyte damage and expression of inflammatory and proliferative markers in liver tissue of DEN‐treated WT mice, highlighting the role of IL‐1b in this model. *Aim2‐/‐* mice also had reduced hepatocyte damage and expression of inflammatory and proliferative markers in liver tissue during HCC promotion (DEN+3xCCl4). In addition, DEN+CCl4 treatment increased the protein expression of AIM2 inflammasome components in the liver of WT mice Last, AIM2 expression was upregulated in PBMCs from patients with HCC and showed a positive association with the severity of liver damage in these patients. **Conclusions:** AIM2 promotes the development of HCC in mice by increasing the injury‐inflammation‐regeneration response during both tumor initiation and promotion The expression of AIM2 in HCC patients suggests that this inflammasome may also play an important role in human HCC.
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Liver fibrosis is the excessive accumulation of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins including collagen that occurs in most types of chronic liver diseases. Enzymes from the lysyl oxidase (LOX) family catalyze the covalent crosslinking of collagen fibers. Specifically, lysyl oxidase like‐2 (LOXL2) has been observed to regulate ECM stiffness and stability in several liver diseases associated with collagen scar formation. Therefore, inhibition of LOXL2 in liver fibrosis was proposed as a potential target for therapeutic intervention Here we show in a mouse model of CCl4‐induced liver fibrosis that treatment with a novel anti‐ LOXL2 antibody (Ab) targeting the catalyticsite of the LOXL2 and inhibiting its extracellular activity, significantly improved liver resolution in comparison with mice treated with an isotype control Ab. Sirius red staining revealed reduced collagen deposits and histopathological score. Monitoring, matrix protease activity by *in situ* zymography further uncovered accelerated and augmented collagen degradation in anti‐LOXL2‐treated mice, which began already during the fibrotic phase. This was accompanied by increased infiltration of monocyte‐derived macrophages localizing specifically to areas of the fibrotic fibers. Their inducible and selective ablation negated the active collagenolytic activity observed in the anti‐LOXL2 treated mice. Furthermore, we provide evidence that specific macrophage‐derived MMPs (i. e., ‐13 and ‐14, most in‐vivo efficient collagenases) are involved in the degradation of the collagen following treatment with the Ab Altogether, these results demonstrate that inhibition of LOXL2‐governed ECM crosslinking reduces the amount of fibrosis in the liver by breaking ground for the arrival of collagenolytic macrophages, and thus constitutes a promising therapeutic strategy.
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Accumulating evidence suggests that offspring of obese mothers have worse obesity and Non‐Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD). The mechanism of Developmental Programming of NAFLD appears to involve the innate immune system Studies have shown that Hedgehog (Hh), a morphogen involved in embryogenesis, regulates immune cell development Additionally, Hh signalling has been shown to play an important role in fat distribution, obesity and NAFLD Here, we investigate the interaction of the Hh signalling pathway with maternal obesity in regulating immune development in offspring with programmed NAFLD. **Methods:** Adult wild‐type and Gli3+/− female mice (shown to have increased Hh signalling *in vivo*) were subjected to either control or high‐fat/high‐sugar diet for 8 weeks, before being time‐mated with Gli3+/− mice. At Embryonic Day 17.5, the foetal livers were analysed. **Results:** Interestingly, the foetal livers from embryos of obese mothers (Ob_Em) had a consistent upregulation of the inflammatory marker ‐ Tumour necrosis factor‐a (TNF‐a), and markers of liver injury ‐ Transforming growth factor‐p (TGFp), a‐Smooth Muscle Actin (ASMA) and Collagen type 1‐a (Col1‐a). Flow cytometry results showed an increased percentage of neutrophils and natural killer (NK) cells in foetal livers of Ob_Em compared to wild‐type embryos from lean mothers (Con_Em) Gli3+/− Con_Em also had an increased percentage of neutrophils and NK cells compared to wild‐type Con_Em; however, Gli3+/− Ob_Em showed no statistical difference comparing to wild‐type Con_Em in neutrophil and NK cell population **In conclusion**, maternal obesity increases liver inflammation and injury, accompanied by an altered hepatic immunity as early as the inter‐uterine stage, and the Hh signalling pathway interacts with the maternal diet in altering foetal liver development.
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**Introduction** The cellular adhesion molecule Carcinoembryonic Antigen‐Related Cell Adhesion Molecule 1 (CEACAM1, CD66a) is a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily expressed on epithelia, endothelia and especially leukocytes. CEACAM1 is an immune‐inhibitory receptor with a long cytoplasmic domain contains an immune receptor tyrosine‐based inhibition motif (ITIM) that is pivotal for negative regulation of leukocyte activation. More specifically, CEACAMl‐long suppresses the activity of NK cells, T cells and myeloid cells and controls inflammation. The role of CEACAMl in immune‐mediated liver damage and models resembling autoimmune hepatitis is unknown, therefore, we study the role of CEACAMl in Concanavalin‐mediated liver inflammation. **Methods** We use Concanavalin A injection to induce immune‐mediated liver damage. Liver‐resident immune cell populations were characterized by flow cytometry; Alanine aminotransferase activities (ALT) were measured in a COBAS analyzer; cytokine levels were determined by ELISA, in flow cytometry and qRT‐PCR. **Results** Upon ConA injection, B6. *Ceacam1^‐/‐^* mice developed a more severe liver injury with increased plasma transaminase activities compared to B6 WT animals This effect was T cell intrinsic and independent on CEACAMl‐expression in the liver, since Rag1^−/−^ mice that received CD4+ T cells from B6. *Ceacam1^‐/‐^* mice were more sensitive towards ConA challenge compared to animals receiving WT CD4+ T cells. Furthermore, B6.*Ceacam1^‐/‐^* mice showed significantly reduced IL‐2 plasma cytokine levels and reduced IL‐2 secretion by CD4+ T cells and NKT cells Moreover, Treg accumulation was blunted in livers of B6.*Ceacam1^‐/‐^* mice upon ConA stimulation, although Tregs from B6.*Ceacam1^‐/‐^* mice were still suppressive in an *in vitro* suppression assay. However, B6.*Ceacam1^‐/‐^* Tregs failed to prevent ConA‐induced liver injury and showed reduced proliferation upon adoptive transfer **Conclusion** Our results disclose a previously undescribed protective role of CEACAMl in a model of Thl‐meditated liver injury resulting in reduction of liver pathology in Concanavalin A‐medaited hepatitis. More specifically, Treg‐mediated protection from immune‐mediated injury relies on CEACAMl expression on CD4+ cells and NKT cells and CEACAMl‐dependent modulation of cytokine production that aids Treg proliferation.
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Globally hepatitis E virus (HEV) may cause as many as 20 million infections annually resulting in 52,l00 deaths mostly due to fulminant liver failure. HEV infection presents a significant public health problem in Asia and Africa where HEV can cause

large waterborne epidemics of acute jaundice. In developing countries, the seroprevalence of anti‐HEV antibody is about 40% and the highest clinical attack rate is among young adults. To better understand the secondary spread of HEV infection, often occurring in the endemic setting in developing countries, rhesus macaques were re‐inoculated with a homologous strain of HEV genotype l to assess host immune responses contributing to protection against subsequent reinfection After recovery from their initial HEV infection, l2 rhesus macaques were re‐inoculated with homologous HEV genotype l (sar‐55) and followed for l l5 days. Three naive monkeys were used as controls. Initial IgG anti‐HEV concentrations in the previously infected monkeys ranged from l.5 to 90.7 WHO U/ml. Nine of the l2 rhesus macaques were re‐inoculated with l00 monkey infectious doses (MID) and 3 animals with l000 MIDs of HEV. Evidence of viral replication was assessed by detection of HEV RNA in stool and serum by real‐time PCR and evidence of hepatitis by measuring serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) activity. IgG anti‐HEV antibody concentration and the IgG anti‐ HEV avidity index were analyzed in serum samples. Seven monkeys (IgG anti‐HEV conc. 2.8 to 90.7 WHO U/ml, initial titers after primary infection) did not develop infection or shed virus in feces after re‐inoculation. Five animals (IgG anti‐HEV conc from l.5 to 42.7 WHO U/ml) had reinfection evidenced by HEV RNA in stool 8 to 22 days post‐re‐inoculation. Five re‐inoculated animals that developed infection had a lower HEV‐IgG avidity index (average of 38.l%) than 7 animals (average avidity index 66.5%) who did not become infected after re‐inoculation None of the re‐inoculated monkeys showed elevation of ALT activity Three control monkeys with primary infection had significantly lower IgG anti‐HEV avidity index (average 29.l%) (P\< 0.000l). Conclusion: Our study indicated that both pre‐existing antibody and the HEV‐IgG avidity index (\>50%) were important factors for protection against reinfection in experimentally infected rhesus macaques This study provides evidence of anti‐HEV antibody‐dependent protection against HEV reinfection.
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AIRE is not required for T regulatory cells to regulate the hepatic autoimmunity of FOXP3 dysfunction {#hep28798-sec-1156}
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**Background and aims:** Mice lacking regulatory T cells (Treg) through mutations in the transcription factor FOXP3 display multi‐system autoimmunity including lymphocytic peri‐portal hepatic infiltrate, biochemical hepatitis and the development of anti‐mitochondrial antibodies (AMA) Analogies have been drawn to primary biliary cholangitis. Mutations in the autoimmune regulator gene (*AIRE*) impair thymic presentation of otherwise tissue‐restricted antigens to developing T cells and have been associated with hepatic autoimmunity in both humans and mice **Methods:** Cells were prepared from the thymuses of 3 to 4‐week‐old FOXP3^mutant^ pups and 5xl0^6^ were transferred into T cell deficient hosts. 5 days later hosts were repleted with peripherally‐derived lymphocytes to provide l00,000 C57Bl/6 Treg (7 mice), or l00,000 AIRE^‐/‐^ Treg (8) or nothing (7). Deficiency in AIRE was confirmed by commercial PCR(Transnetyx®). Animals were sacrificed at onset of systemic disease (as assessed by technicians blinded to treatment) or at 6 weeks. At sacrifice, animals were assessed for serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity, AMA titre by ELISA, spleen weight as a proxy of generalised autoimmunity, leucocyte content of liver and spleen by flow cytometry, and histology and immunohistochemistry **Results:** All animals that were repleted with AIRE^‐/‐^ or C57Bl/6 Treg were alive and well at six weeks whereas all animals that did not receive Treg (controls) demonstrated overt autoimmunity. Transfer of either AIRE^‐/‐^ or C57Bl/6 Treg prevented splenomegaly, reduced serum ALT, and reduced serum TNFa when compared to mice that received FOXP3 deficient T cells without subsequent Treg repletion. When assessed by flow cytometry, numbers of CD4+, CD8+, CD4+IFNγ+ and CD4+CD44+ T cells per gram of liver, but not spleen, were reduced by transfer of either AIRE^‐/‐^ or C57Bl/6 Treg; numbers of B220+ B cells were unchanged. There was a non‐significant trend to a reductions in serum LDH and AMA titre with AIRE^‐/^ or C57Bl/6 transfer. The development of peri‐portal infiltrate containing numerous CD4+, CD45+ and Ki67+ cells was abolished by either AIRE^‐/‐^ or C57Bl/6 Treg. There were no significant differences between AIRE^‐/‐^ or C57Bl/6 Treg recipient groups **Conclusions:** These results suggest that Treg from AIRE deficient animals are sufficient to control the generalised and hepatic autoimmunity of FOXP3 dysfunction. These results contrast with work describing reversal of hepatic autoimmunity in older AIRE\"^/\_^ BALB/c animals by adoptive transfer of wildtype Treg Such differences implicate other host genetic factors including HLA type and environmental influences.
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Blockade of OX40‐OX40L prevents the development of hepatic autoimmunity in a regulatory T‐cell deficient model {#hep28798-sec-1160}
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**Background and aims:** Mice lacking regulatory T cells (Treg) because of a mutation in the transcription factor FOXP3 display multi‐system autoimmunity including lymphocytic peri‐portal hepatic infiltrate, biochemical hepatitis and development of anti‐mitochondrial antibodies (AMA) Analogies have been drawn to human primary biliary cholangitis (PBC) The secondary co‐stimulatory receptor‐ligand pair OX40‐OX40L is implicated in the perpetuation of effector CD4^+^ T cell responses and in maintaining T cell memory. We investigated whether antibody blockade of OX40L would ameliorate liver disease in a Treg deficient mouse model We also assessed human disease for OX40 / OX40L dysregulation. **Methods:** Cells were prepared from the thymuses of 3 to 4‐week‐old FOXP3^mutant^ pups and 5×10^6^ were transferred into T cell deficient hosts. 5 days later hosts were commenced on 0.25mg blocking anti‐OX40L antibody IP twice weekly or control (n=10&10). Animals were sacrificed at the onset of systemic disease or 6 weeks and assessed for serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), TNFα and AMA titre, lymphocytic content of liver by flow cytometry, and histology of liver sections. Human explant liver sections were stained for OX40; serum (s)OX40L was measured in PBC patients and healthy controls by capture ELISA. **Results:** All animals that received aOX40L were alive and well at six weeks whereas all animals that did not receive Treg (controls) demonstrated overt autoimmunity and were culled before the end of the experiment. Administration of αOX40L reduced spleen weight, reduced ALT, reduced LDH and TNFα when compared to controls. When assessed by flow cytometry, numbers of CD4+, CD8+, CD4+IFNy+ and CD4^+^CD44^+^ T cells per gram of liver, but not spleen, were reduced by aOX40L; B220+ B cell numbers were not altered The development of peri‐portal infiltrate containing numerous CD4+, CD45+, OX40+ and Ki67+ cells was abolished by OX40L blockade OX40 staining was present within CD4 positive infiltrates in all cases of human PBC and autoimmune hepatitis, several cases of non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis and absent from almost all normal liver. sOX40L was not significantly different between PBC patients and controls. **Conclusions:** These data suggest that blockade of OX40L in a murine model of Treg deficiency is effective in reducing hepatic autoimmunity. OX40 expression is apparent in human autoimmune liver disease (AIH and PBC) but not normal liver; however, expression is also seen in some non‐autoimmune inflammatory states OX40‐OX40L interactions warrant further exploration in other models of T‐cell mediated disease.
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Hepatic overexpression of oncogenic FoxMl transcription factor promotes hepatocyte death and hepatic inflammation in mice {#hep28798-sec-1164}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**Background and Aims:** The Forkhead Box Ml (FoxMl) is a transcription factor that belongs to the Fox family proteins and shares homology in the winged helix DNA binding domain It has been shown that FoxMl regulates cell cycle progression during liver regeneration and plays an important role in the development of hepatocellular carcinoma However, despite numerous evidence in liver regeneration and carcinogenesis, its role in the liver injury during the development of chronic liver disease is not fully understood In this study, to elucidate this issue, we developed a novel transgenic murine model that enables us to control hepatic FoxMl expression. **Method:** We used the Tet‐on and Cre‐loxP systems to generate transgenic (TG) mice that conditionally express the FoxMl protein in hepatocytes; we crossed TetO7‐FoxMl mice with Rosa26‐ LSL‐rtTA mice and Albumin‐Cre mice (TetO7‐FoxMl/ Rosa26‐ LSL‐rtTA/Albumin‐Cre: designated TG mice). TG and control mice (TetO7‐FoxMl / Rosa26‐LSL‐rtTA: designated WT mice) were treated with doxycycline from the time of birth to induce FoxMl expression in the liver. **Results:** We first demonstrated that FoxMl protein expression was induced in the liver of C57BL/6J mice fed with high fat diet, suggesting the possible involvement of FoxMl in the progression of chronic liver disease. We next confirmed the overexpression of FoxMl protein in the liver of TG mice by Western blot and immunohistochemical analysis. At 8 weeks of age, TG mice had elevated serum ALT levels compared with WT mice \[75.2 U/L in TG (n=8) vs. 15.9 U/L in WT (n=8), p\<0.05\]. TG mice also showed a 9 fold increase in the number of TUNEL positive hepatocytes compared with WT mice (p\<0.05). This enhanced liver injury in TG mice was associated with increased gene expression of TNFa (p\<0.01), F4/80 (p\<0.01), and CCL2 (p\<0.05). Consistent with the data *in vivo,* siRNA‐mediated knockdown of FoxMl in mouse hepatoma cell lines resulted in a significant reduction of CCL2 gene expression, suggesting the possible mechanisms by which FoxMl regulates CCL2 expression in hepatocytes. **Conclusion:** In our current study, we demonstrated that transgenic expression of FoxMl in hepatocytes causes hepatocytes death in mice. Our data further suggest that FoxMl may play a role in the pathogenesis of hepatic inflammation during the development of chronic liver disease.
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Hepatic Stellate Cells are Required for Activation of Kupffer Cells by Necrotic Hepatocytes---A Role for Eico--- sanoids {#hep28798-sec-1168}
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#### *Michigan State University, Haslett, MI* {#hep28798-sec-1170}

When cells in the liver are damaged or killed, macrophages become activated to release cytokines and phagocytose dead cell debris, which facilitates liver repair. The mechanisms by which liver injury stimulates macrophage activation in the liver is not fully understood We demonstrated previously that activation of the transcription factor hypoxia‐inducible factor‐la (HIF‐lα) in hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) is required for macrophages to clear regions of necrotic cells and to produce inflammatory cytokines after liver injury This suggested that communication between HSCs and macrophages is critical for macrophage activation in the liver after injury In support of this, we showed that necrotic hepatocytes do not directly activate liver macrophages in vitro, whereas treatment of hepatic macrophages with conditioned medium from HSCs treated with necrotic hepatocytes activated hepatic macrophages What remains to be identified is the mediator(s) released from HSCs that modulate hepatic macrophage function In the current study, we tested the hypothesis that eicosanoids are required for activation of liver macrophages by HSCs treated with necrotic hepatocytes Treatment of liver macrophages with conditioned medium from HSCs exposed to necrotic hepatocytes activated the macrophages, as measured by an increase in inflammatory cytokines. However, pretreatment of the HSCs with the phospholipase A2 inhibitor, methyl arachidonyl fluorophosphonate, prevented HSC‐mediated macrophage activation Treatment of primary mouse HSCs and LX‐2 cells, a human HSC cell line, with necrotic hepatocytes increased cyclooxygenase‐2, prostaglandin E synthase, and 12‐lipoxygenase mRNA levels. In addition, necrotic hepatocytes stimulated primary mouse HSCs to produce PGE2 In conclusion, our studies expand upon our previous *in vivo* studies by demonstrating that necrotic cells stimulate HSCs to produce an arachidonic acid metabolite that regulates liver macrophage activation. Further characterization of this pathway could provide the groundwork for novel therapies aimed at manipulating macrophage phenotype in order to alleviate liver injury or facilitate liver repair.
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Intracellular HMGB1 mediating neutrophil extracellular trap formation exacerbates liver sterile inflammation {#hep28798-sec-1172}
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High mobility group box‐1 (HMGB1) released as damage associated molecular pattern (DAMP) during liver ischemia/ reperfusion (I/R), exacerbates organ damage and inflammatory responses Neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) has been recently found also exacerbate sterile inflammatory injury during liver I/R However, the role of intracellular HMGB1 in NET formation is not understood We sought to determine the role of intracellular HMGB1 in neutrophils in NET formation during liver I/R Myloid cells specific HMGB1 knockout (LysM‐ HMGB1 KO) and HMGBl‐flox control mice were subjected to a non‐lethal warm liver I/R Liver damage was assessed by ALT levels and histology. Protein, cytokines, mRNA, and innate immune cell population was evaluated. LysM‐HMGBl KO mice have significantly decreased serum transaminases (sALT) (Fig A), less necrosis, inflammatory cytokines (TNF‐α and IL‐6) production compared to controls after I/R, suggesting a less degree of liver injury when HMGB1 in myeloid cells is absent. Significantly less NET formation was identified in the sinusoids of ischemic liver lobes in LysM‐HMGB1 KO mice compared with flox control mice by confocal immunofluorescence imaging This was associated with significantly less NET markers, serum level of myeloperoxidase (MPO)‐DNA complexes, and tissue level of citrullinated histone H3 in LysM‐HMGBl KO mice compared with flox control mice *In vitro,* no NET formation was observed in HMGB1 KO neutrophils harvested from LysM‐HMGBl KO mice under stimulation of PMA (positive control) or DAMPs (HMGB1 or histones) which was confirmed with confocal immunofluorescence imaging Additionally, gene deletion of HMGB1 in neutrophils completely blocked citrullination of histone H3 as a key step of NET formation, compared with control neutrophils in response to various stimulations (Fig B) **Conclusion** Our study demonstrates the dominant role of intracellular HMGB1 in NET formation. Lack of HMGB1 in neutrophils leads to diminished NET formation protect the liver from organ damage and cells death after liver I/R.

\(A\) Serum transaminases (sALT) levels in LysM‐HMGBl KO and control Flox mice after liver I/R. Data represent the mean±SD (n=7‐10 mice per group). \*P\<0.05. (B) citrullination of histone H3 was completed blocked in HMGB1 KO neutrophils in response to PMA and DAMPs, indicating no NET formation.
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Innate immune cell phenotype and function in different compartments of the gut‐liver‐axis in chronic liver diseas {#hep28798-sec-1176}
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The liver is equipped with a unique repertoire of innate and adaptive immune cells responding to viral infections and gut‐derived bacterial products. The relative contribution of microbial products and virus‐induced cytokines to innate immune cell activation, inflammation and severity of liver disease are currently not known. The aim of this study was to analyze innate immune cell activation and function in the three compartments of the gut‐ liver axis: systemic blood, portal vein blood and liver. **Methods:** Isolated lymphocytes and monocytes from liver, portal vein and systemic blood of 29 hepatitis C patients were examined by multicolor flow cytometry In addition, plasma markers for monocyte/macrophage activation (sCD14, sCD163), intestinal barrier integrity (iFABP), and inflammation (IL‐18) were studied by ELISA. **Results:** Monocytes, natural killer (NK) cells and mucosal associated invariant T (MAIT) cells were more activated in the liver than in systemic and portal vein blood as indicated by increased CD69 and HLA‐DR expression. Further, NK and MAIT cells displayed a more cytotoxic phenotype in the liver than in the two other compartments as shown by *ex vivo* expression of the degranulation marker CD107a. Consistent with our findings of innate immune cell activation in the liver, sCD14 and sCD163 levels were higher in systemic than in portal plasma. sCD14 levels in both compartments correlated with activation of intrahepatic monocytes In addition, we observed higher levels of IL‐18 in HCV infected patients compared to healthy controls. IL‐18 levels were similar in systemic and portal plasma and correlated with liver inflammation as assessed by the histologic activity index. Levels of iFABP, a marker of intestinal barrier loss, were increased in HCV‐infected patients compared to healthy controls Moreover, they were higher in portal than in systemic plasma However, innate immune cell activation and degranulation were not different in systemic and portal vein blood Likewise, the *in vitro* functional responses of monocytes to lipopolysaccharide and of MAIT cells to IL‐12 and IL‐18 as well as to riboflavin‐synthesizing microorganisms did not differ between systemic and portal vein blood. Overall, the degree of innate immune cell activation did not correlate with the stage of liver disease as assessed by direct portal vein pressure and Ishak fibrosis score **Conclusions:** Innate immune cell activation and inflammation are compartmentalized to the liver in patients with compensated HCV‐related liver disease. Activated intrahepatic monocytes shed sCD14, resulting in higher levels of these plasma markers in systemic than in portal plasma.
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Gender‐specific development of experimental autoimmune cholangitis induced by double‐stranded RNA {#hep28798-sec-1180}
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**Background**: Primary biliary cholangitis (PBC) is a progressive cholestatic liver disease mostly affected women. Though autoimmunity is postulated in the pathogenesis of PBC, the gender‐specific mechanisms underlying the development of PBC are largely unknown In this study, therefore, we investigated the gender difference in murine cholangitis induced by repeated injections of synthetic double‐stranded RNA, which resembles human PBC. **Methods**: Male and female,8‐week‐old C57Bl/6 mice were given repeated intraperitoneal injections of poly I:C(5pg/g,twice/week) for 24 weeks, and liver histology was assessed Some mice were sacrificed following a single injection of poly I:C. Serum anti‐mitochondria M2 antibody (AMA‐ M2) was detected by ELISA. Hepatic mRNA levels for TNFα, IFNβ, and TLR3 were measured by real‐time RT‐PCR. Hepatic protein levels for TLR3, RIG‐I, and MDA5 were measured by Western blotting. **Results**: Female mice given repeated injections of poly I:C for 16‐24 weeks developed overt inflammatory infiltration surrounding bile ducts in the portal area, whereas male mice showed minimal pathological changes Serum AMA‐ M2 levels were increased following chronic poly I:C treatment only in female, but not in male mice In female mice, hepatic TNFa and IFNp mRNA levels were swiftly elevated following a single injection of poly I:C, with peak levels at 1 hr reaching nearly 300‐fold and 19‐fold over basal levels, respectively In contrast, the peak levels for TNFa and IFNp mRNA in male mice reached only 2/3 and 1/2 of female peaks, respectively Hepatic expression levels of TLR3, the major receptor for double‐stranded RNA, were not different between male and female mice prior to injection of poly I:C. In turn, hepatic TLR3 mRNA levels were elevated transiently in 3 hr following a single poly I:C injection, the values in females reaching almost 1.5 fold higher than those in males. Moreover, hepatic protein levels for RIG‐I, but not MDA5, were significantly higher in female mice as compared to those in male mice before injection of poly I:C. **Conclusions**: These findings clearly indicated that female mice exclusively develop autoimmune cholangiopathy induced by poly I:C. Further, the acute reactions against poly I:C in the liver appear to be potentiated in females, the phenomena being most likely initiated by the female‐predominant expression of hepatic RIG‐I levels, followed by synergistic enhancement of TLR3 It is therefore hypothesized that gender difference in innate immune responses against double‐stranded RNA plays a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of autoimmune cholangiopathies including PBC.
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Jagged‐1/Notch1 Signaling Regulates HMGB1/ TLR4‐Mediated liver Inflammation by Activating PI3K/ AKT/β‐Catenin Pathway in Mouse Drug‐Induced Damage‐Associated Hepatitis {#hep28798-sec-1184}
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**[Background:]{.ul}** The Notch signaling is known to be key in the regulation of cell proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, and immune cell function. Interactions between Notch receptors and ligands are crucial for the regulation of innate and adaptive immunity in liver inflammation. This study was designed to dissect the innate immune network regulated by Notchl and its receptor ligand Jaggedl in acetaminophen‐induced liver injury. **[Methods:]{.ul}** Myeloid specific Notchl knockout (Notchl^M‐KO^) and floxed Notchl (Notchl^FL/FL^) mice (n=6/group) were injected intraperitoneally with PBS or acetaminophen (400 ug/g, i. p. ). In some experiments, Notch l^FL/FL^ mice were injected with recombinant Jaggedl (rJAG‐l, 40pg/kg, i. p. ) or PBS and sacrificed at the indicated time For the in vitro study, bone marrow‐derived macrophages (BMMs) were isolated from Notchl^M‐KO^ and Notchl^FL/FL^ mice and treated with treated with rJAG‐l (l ug/ml) or PBS, and then incubated with LPS (l00 ng/ml). **[Results:]{.ul}** Notchl^FL/FL^ mice received rJAG‐l were resistant to acetaminophen‐induced liver injury, with increased Notchl and its targeting gene Hes‐l expression, Akt and p‐catenin phosphorylation, and significantly decreased serum ALT levels compared to the PBS‐treated controls. Disruption of Notchl in Notchl^M‐KO^ mice diminished Hes‐l, phosphorylated Akt and p‐catenin, and CyclinDl but enhanced HMGBl, TLR4, and pro‐apoptotic caspase‐3 activity, with significantly increased ALT levels and liver damage in acetaminophen challenged mice. Unlike in rJAG‐l treated mice, Notchl^M‐KO^ significantly increased macrophage and neutrophil accumulation and hepatocellular apoptosis. Furthermore, rJAG‐l treatment in LPS‐stimulated BMMs activated Notchl, Hes‐l, phosphorylated Akt and p‐catenin, whereas Notchl knockdown in BMMs resulted in reduced Akt/p‐catenin phosphorylation, augmented HMGBl release, TLR4 and TNFa/IL‐l7A expression, as well as caspase‐3 activity following LPS stimulation. **[Conclusion:]{.ul}** This study demonstrates that Jaggedl/Notchl signaling regulates innate immune response in acetaminophen‐induced liver injury. Notchl activation inhibits HMGBl release and TLR4 activity through activation of PI3K/Akt/p‐catenin pathway. Our novel findings underscore the critical role of Jagged‐l‐mediated Notchl signaling cascade in the regulation of innate immune response in acetaminophen‐induced liver injury This might imply a novel therapeutic potential for the drug‐induced damage‐associated lethal hepatitis.
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Batf3 Dependent Dendritic Cells are Crucial for Development of Primary Biliary Cholangitis {#hep28798-sec-1188}
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[Background]{.ul}: Primary biliary cholangitis (PBC) is a progressive autoimmune cholestatic liver disease considered to be a cell‐mediated immune reaction Previous studies exhibited major contribution for CD8+ T cells and for the cytokine IL‐l2 in the pathogenesis of PBC Dendritic cells (DC) are professional antigen presenting cells composed of distinct subsets with unique functions and phenotypic characteristics that play different roles in eliciting key immune responses DC were identified in liver sections of PBC patients embedded in the damaged bile ducts Batf3 is a transcription factor necessary for the development of CD8a+ dendritic cells. Previous studies have suggested important role for CD8a+ DC in defense against intracellular pathogens via cross‐presentation to CD8+ T cells and secretion of IL‐l2. Our aim was to assess the role of Batf3 dependent DC in PBC development. [Methods]{.ul}: We utilized an inducible murine model of PBC by immunization of mice with the xenobiotic 2‐octynoic acid conjugated to bovine serum albumin (2‐OA BSA). We took advantage of Batf3 KO transgenic mice that lack the transcription factor Batf3 and as a result lack the CDl03+ CDl l b‐ DC subset. Analysis included histology assessment, AMA serum titers, flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry of immune cells in the liver as well as hepatic cytokine profile by RT‐PCR. [Results]{.ul}: Histopathology assessment demonstrated peri‐portal infiltration of lymphocytes and mononuclear cells in WT mice, whereas, in Batf3 KO mice only minor abnormalities were observed; These histological findings where associated with increased levels of alkaline phosphatase and total bile acid in the serum of WT mice as compared to Batf3 KO mice Flow cytometry analysis revealed significantly decreased ratio of hepatic CD8/CD4 T cells in Batf3 mice. Furthermore, quantitative PCR studies revealed a higher expression level of pro‐inflammatory cytokines in WT mice as compared to Batf3 KO mice indicating tissue inflammation process in the liver after induction of autoimmune cholangitis. [Conclusion]{.ul}: Our results indicate a critical role for DC and specifically the CDl03+CDllb‐ DC subset in the pathogenesis and in particularly the break of immune tolerance mechanisms in PBC, and may pave the road to new immune based cell specific targeted therapeutic endeavors.
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15‐deoxy‐Δ^12,14^‐Prostaglandin J2/PPARγ Axis Inhibits Ml Type Macrophage Polarization via miR326/ miR27b/miR181a‐1 in Mouse Liver Injury {#hep28798-sec-1192}
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Macrophages are central players in inflammation, which leads to liver injury. It has been reported that this process is initiated when macrophages polarize toward a pro‐inflammatory Ml phenotype Our previous data had shown that bone marrow (BM)‐derived macrophages (BMMs) are recruited to injured liver and participate in inflammation. l5‐deoxy‐Δ^l2,l4^‐prostaglandin J2 (l5d‐PGJ2), a natural peroxisome proliferator‐activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) ligand, has been implicated as an anti‐inflammatory compound. We have found that 15d‐ PGJ, inhibited BMMs migration and inflammatory cytokine production. But it is still unclear whether 15d‐PGJ2 involves in inflammation by regulating BMMs polarization. Here we evaluate the role of 15d‐PGJ2/PPARγ axis in Ml polarization of BMMs. We also explore whether miRNAs involve in the process, since miRNAs are reported as key regulators of immune cell functions Mice were lethally irradiated and received BM transplants from enhanced green fluorescent protein transgenic mice, then followed by a four weeks\' carbon tetrachloride (CCl~4~) administration after BM reconstruction. Flow‐cytometric analysis was performed to detect the amount of M1 type of BMMs. Expressions of Ml markers (NOS2, MIP‐1β, TNFα) and miRNAs were measured by RT‐qPCR, Western blot and cytometric beads array. High content analysis and PPARγ transcription factor assay kit were used to test the activation of PPARγ. *In vivo,* 15d‐PGJ2 suppressed Ml polarization of BMMs, as 15d‐PGJ2 reduced both population of M1 type of BMMs and NOS2, MIP‐1β;, TNFα expressions in injured livers. *In vitro,* BMMs were challenged upon LPS and polarized to M1 phenotype. 15d‐PGJ2 inhibited this process via PPARγ, since agonist of PPARγ caused a suppression of M1 polarization of BMMs, whereas its specific antagonist or siRNA attenuated the 15d‐PGJ2‐induced down‐regulations of NOS2, MIP‐1β and TNFα. Indeed, 15d‐PGJ2 increased PPARy activation in M1 type of BMMs. Bioinformatics analysis (<http://www.targetscan.org>, <http://www.microrna.org>) showed that miR‐326‐5p, miR‐27b‐3p and miR‐181a‐1‐3p target NOS2, MIP‐1β and TNFα, respectively. Using mimics and inhibitors of the three miRNAs, we confirmed that the three miRNAs regulated corresponding predicted target genes, respectively Meanwhile, the three miRNAs expressions were decreased in damaged livers and in M1 type of BMMs, which were renewed by 15d‐ PGJ2. Furthermore, the results of specific agonist, antagonist or siRNA of PPARγ indicated that 15d‐PGJ2‐induced up‐regulations of miRNAs were depended on PPARγ. In conclusion, these data suggest that 15d‐PGJ2/PPARy axis inhibits polarization of BMMs toward M1 phenotype in a miRNA dependent manner.
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Augmented shedding of the leukocyte migration inhibitor soluble CD18 combined with increased plasma levels in human alcoholic hepatitis {#hep28798-sec-1196}
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*Introduction and aims:* During human alcoholic hepatitis (AH) monocytes are activated directly by ethanol and indirectly via inflammatory factors such as LPS and TNFa, and hence numbers in the liver increase Monocytes, especially the intermediate 'inflammatory' type, express the β2 (CD18) family of integrins, which in its active form elicit binding of monocytes to the endothelial adhesion receptors and bring about extravasation into tissue TNFα is known to induce shedding of CD18 forming the recently discovered soluble CD18 (sCD18), which is thought to inhibit extravasation of leukocytes by concealing endothelial adhesion receptors It is not known whether this tissue inflammation moderating mechanism is intact or what mediates it in AH We, therefore, measured the monocyte expression of active and inactive CD18, the plasma levels of sCD18 and the monocyte\'s ability to shed CD18 in these patients. *Materials and methods:* By flow cytometry, we detected the surface expression of active and inactive CD18 on monocyte subsets from 15 patients with severe AH and 8 healthy controls. We quantified plasma sCD18 and macrophage activation marker sCD163 in 50 patients with severe AH at diagnosis, at day 14 and at day 30 and 20 healthy controls by in‐house immunosorbant assays. Likewise, the *in vitro* shedding of CD18 from PBMC\'s in response to ethanol, LPS and TNFa was measured. *Results:* In patients with AH, all monocyte subsets had higher surface expression of activated CD18 than controls (p\<0.01, all), whereas there was no difference in expression of inactive CD18 The increase in activated CD18 expression was highest in the subset of intermediate 'inflammatory' monocytes (median±IQR; AH 12101 ±3716 vs. controls 7504±2012, p=0.0006). The plasma concentration of sCD18 was increased by 30% in the patients compared with controls (1907.3±1032 vs. 1472.5±646.2, p=0.01) and correlated with monocyte activity as measured by plasma sCD163 (r=0.53 p=0.0001). Plasma sCD18 did not change during the follow‐up period The spontaneous production of sCD18 *in vitro* was elevated more than two fold in AH compared with controls (145± 123 vs. 66±35, p=0.001). Stimulation with either LPS or TNFa, but not ethanol increased the shedding of CD18 and more so in patients with AH than in controls (p\<0.04, all). *Conclusion:* In severe AH, shedding of CD18 is likely the result of monocyte activation. This suggests an anti‐inflammatory mechanism that is operative within the picture of florid hepatic inflammation.
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Digoxin protects from sterile inflammation in the liver by targeting pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2) promoted HIF‐1a transactivation {#hep28798-sec-1200}
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**Background:** Sterile inflammation after tissue damage is a ubiquitous immune response, and occurs with highest amplitude in the liver. This has major clinical consequences for alcoholic and non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (ASH and NASH) with both lacking effective therapies. Key requirements for sustained sterile inflammation are high degree of cellular oxidative stress and the activation of HIF‐1 a pathway. The cardiac glycoside digoxin was identified as potent suppressor of HIF‐1 a, but the mechanism for this, and for hepatic protection is not well defined. **Aim:** To assess whether digoxin has therapeutic effects in NASH and ASH in mice, and investigate the molecular mechanisms in both mouse and human cells **Methods:** C57BL/6J male mice were placed on a 45% high fat diet (HFD) for 11weeks with and without digoxin (ip 1,0.2 and 0.05 mg/ kg twice a week). Digoxin 1mg/kg ip daily in mice results in the therapeutic serum levels achieved in humans (0.5‐2 ng/ml) Plasma ALT, liver histology, leukocytes profiling, mitochondrial ROS, and gene transcriptome microarrays were analyzed. The chronic plus binge model of ASH was performed The identification of digoxin interacting protein(s) in maintaining cellular redox homeostasis and suppressing HIFla activation were investigated by proteomics, RT‐PCR, reporter luciferase and ChIP‐PCR assay. **Results:** Digoxin dose‐dependently reduced histological injury, neutrophilic infiltrate, inflammasome activation and serum ALT values in both co‐treatment (starting digoxin same time with HFD, ALT, 417 +/− 398 U/L in HFD vs 91 +/− 73 U/L in HFD+DIG, P\< 0.001), and post‐treatment (starting digoxin after 4 weeks HFD, neutrophil 24.6% in HFD vs 14.3% in HFD+DIG; monocytes 31.6% in HFD vs 19.1% in HFD+DIG; ALT, 400 +/− 130 U/L in HFD vs 80 +/− 17 U/L in HFD+DIG, P\< 0.001) without a reduction in food intake. A low dose of digoxin (0.05 mg/kg) also shows significant protective effects again injury oxidative stress and sterile inflammation in both NASH and ALD models. The microarray transcriptome analysis revealed that digoxin treatment resulted in the significant down‐regulation of ROS metabolism, antioxidant and HIF1 a signaling pathway gene expression from HFD liver tissues A broad mass spectrometry‐based proteomic screening revealed that digoxin binds pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2), and independent of PKM2 kinase activity results in chromatin remodeling and down‐regulation of HIF‐1 a transactivation. Conclusions: Our data identify PKM2 as a novel mediator and therapeutic target for regulating liver sterile inflammation, and demonstrate the protective role of digoxin from ASH and NASH.
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Glycogen synthase kinase‐3b (GSK3b) sensing metabolism controls NLRP3 inflammasome activation and liver injury through direct binding to ASC protein {#hep28798-sec-1204}
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**Background:** The metabolic syndrome results in sterile inflammation in the liver, and this is dependent on the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome, that is a cytosolic protein complex comprising NLRP3 protein, an adaptor protein ASC (apoptosis‐associated speck‐like protein), and caspase‐1 to activate proIL‐1b into inflammatory IL‐1b. Glycogen synthase kinase‐3 (GSK3) is an important metabolic regulator and is composed of the two isoforms of GSK3a and GSK3b. **Aim:** To identify the role of GSK3 isoform inhibition on inflammasome activation and metabolic liver injury. **Methods:** The NLRP3 inflammasome was activated by LPS/ATP and glucose in primary mouse macrophages. The effect of specific inhibition of GSK3 isoforms on inflammasome activation was assayed by quantifying IL‐1 p in the supernatant, and activated caspase‐1 in cell lysates. Molecular mechanisms were investigated by protein pull‐down assay, confocal imaging using forced gene expression system and endogenous protein tagged mouse macrophages The *in vivo* role of GSK3b inhibition on metabolic liver injury was demonstrated using high fat diet (HFD) induced NASH, and diabetic models in ApoE‐deficient mice. **Results:** Pharmacological inhibition of total GSK3 and GSK3b, but not GSK3a, suppressed NLRP3 inflammasome activation in response to ATP, urate crystal and the microbial alkaloid toxin staurosporine GSK3b inhibition did not inhibit AIM2 inflammasome activation in response to double‐stranded DNA and did not affect non‐canonical caspase‐11 inflammasome activation. GSK3b inhibition suppressed high glucose mediated NLRP3 inflammasome activation. GSK3b inhibition blocked NLRP3 inflammasome by reducing caspase‐1 activation and ASC speck formation. GSK3b inhibition blocked NLRP3 inflammasome activation without affecting the level of reactive oxygen species (ROS) Pull down of endogenous GSK3b showed that it directly binds to ASC GSK3b inhibition reduced the O‐GlcNAcylation of ASC protein, and O‐GlcNAc transferase‐deficient macrophages also resulted in significant reduction of mature IL‐1 b secretion in response to NLRP3 inflammasome activation As predicted GSK3b inhibition attenuated urate crystal‐induced peritonitis, and suppressed IL‐1b secretion serum and ALT, AST levels from both HFD‐NASH and HFD‐diabetes in ApoE‐de‐ ficient mice **Conclusions:** Our results demonstrate a critical role of metabolism‐sensing GSK3b in mediating NLRP3 inflam‐ masome activation and liver injury, thus defining a new therapeutic target for sterile inflammation in the liver
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Macrophages are the gateway to damaging viral replication in Coronavirus infection {#hep28798-sec-1208}
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Severe Coronavirus (CoV) infection has led to global epidemics of respiratory failure and is one cause of fulminant liver failure. In all cases, severe clinical illness is caused by the strong host inflammatory response against the virus; this is particularly true of mouse liver damage following infection by Murine Hepatitis Virus Strain 3 (MHV‐3). Having previously shown that macrophage activation drives much of MHV‐3 host inflammation and that the Ubiquitin Specific Peptidase 18 (USP18) pathway is linked to the type of inflammatory response generated by MHV‐3, we asked whether USP18 modulates liver macrophage (Kupffer cell, KC) inflammatory responses. We found that *usp18^‐/‐^* mice have increased numbers of KCs and that their KCs have an M2‐like (\"regulatory\") phenotype as characterized by increased phagocytic activity, arginase‐1 expression, and anti‐inflammatory cytokine (IL‐10) responses to LPS. The response of *usp18^‐/‐^* KCs to LPS did not induce M1‐like pro‐inflammatory cytokines (TNF‐α, IFN‐γ). This pattern of cytokine expression was replicated *in vivo* following MHV‐3 infection of susceptible C57BL/6 mice: *usp18^‐/‐^* mice had decreased levels of pro‐inflammatory cytokines (TNF‐α, IL‐12 and MIP1‐a) but increased anti‐inflammatory cytokine (IL‐4, IL‐10) expression in the liver compared to *usp18^+/+^* mice. By contrast, *usp18* ^*+/+*^ mice had KCs that were "M1" (pro‐inflammatory) based on the same criteria, with much more expression of TNF‐a and IL‐12 in their livers following MHV‐3 infection Based on these data, we hypothesized that *usp18^+/+^* M1 ‐like KCs are deleterious to the inflammation‐driven pathogenesis of MHV‐3, but that *usp18^‐/‐^* M2‐like KCs might be protective, such that eliminating KCs would be beneficial for *usp18^+/+^* mice but detrimental to *usp18^‐/‐^* mice. Surprisingly, the depletion of KCs with clodronate treatment led to improved survival of both *usp18^+/+^* and *usp18^‐/‐^* mice until 12 days p. i.. As expected, KC depletion eliminated the cytokine storm in *usp18^+/+^* mice; however, in the *usp18^‐/‐^* we did not see evidence of increased inflammation or liver damage In both groups of animals, KC‐depletion decreased early viral replication in the liver by 2 logs, which was not dependent on macrophage number since macrophages constitute a minority of the cells in the liver homogenate and the replication of MHV‐3 in macrophages and hepatocytes was similar. These studies, for the first time, illustrate the macrophage‐permissive effect of MHV‐3 infection of the liver and outline a potential new target for the treatment of severe CoV infection that is independent of the host inflammatory response.
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Cenicriviroc, a dual‐CCR2/5 antagonist, prevents and reverses liver damage, steatosis and inflammation in alcoholic liver disease in mice {#hep28798-sec-1212}
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**Purpose:** Chronic alcohol abuse leads to liver inflammation, fibrosis and cirrhosis. Inflammation contributes to alcoholic liver disease (ALD), particularly to alcoholic steatohepatitis (ASH). Monocyte chemoattractant protein‐1 (MCP‐1/CCL2) and Chemokine (C‐C motif) ligand 5 (RANTES /CCL5), through interaction with their respective receptors, CCR2 and CCR5, drive the inflammatory response in ASH Aim: Here we hypothesized that dual inhibition of CCR2/5 with cenicriviroc (CVC) will attenuate the features of ALD. **Methods:** We used the Lieber‐DeCarli diet model of chronic alcohol feeding (5% v/v alcohol for 6 weeks). In the "prevention" cohort, CVC (15mg/kg) or vehicle (10% Hydroxypropyl‐p‐Cyclodextrin / 5% Solutol HS15 / 85% Sterile Water) were injected s. c. daily for the entire length of alcohol feeding (6 weeks) In the "treatment" cohort, CVC or vehicle were injected for the last 3 weeks of alcohol feeding (weeks 4‐6). Liver injury (Serum ALT and H&E), steatosis (Oil‐Red‐O staining and triglycerides), were assessed Cytokine expression was analyzed by qPCR, ELISA and liver immune cell infiltration by FACS. **Results:** Mice receiving alcohol+CVC in the "prevention" cohort had significantly lower serum ALT levels compared to alcohol+vehicle controls during the entire course of alcohol feeding At sacrifice, the alcohol+CVC group had significantly reduced inflammatory cytokine levels (TNFα, IL‐1β) and steatosis compared to the alcohol+vehicle group. Mice on alcohol diet showed significant induction in serum ALT up to week 4 after which, introduction of CVC "treatment" rapidly normalized ALT levels to baseline Liver inflammatory cytokines TNFα, IL‐1β and IL‐6 were significantly reduced after CVC "treatment" compared to alcohol+vehicle mice. Mice in the CVC "treatment" group showed lower liver triglycerides and lipid accumulation upon alcohol administration Finally, CVC both in the "prevention" and "treatment" cohorts significantly lowered serum CD14 levels compared to those in the alcohol+vehicle groups CVC administration in both, the "prevention" and "treatment" cohorts, significantly prevented macrophage infiltration to the liver and restored alcohol‐related reduction in hepatic NK and B cell counts **Conclusions:** Blocking CCR2/5 with CVC attenuates chronic alcohol‐induced macrophage infiltration to the liver thereby lowering inflammation and alcoholic hepatitis Inhibition of CCR2/5 prevents liver damage, improves histology, and attenuates steatosis and serum CD14 in a mouse model of ALD Our data indicates the therapeutic potential of CVC for human ALD/ASH.
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[Background]{.ul}: Primary Biliary Cholangitis (PBC) is a chronic autoimmune liver disease characterized by the presence of anti‐mitochondrial antibodies (AMA) and hepatic antigen specific T cells, resulting in progressive cholestasis eventually leading to cirrhosis. Monocytes are plastic cells, massively recruited to inflamed tissues and differentiate into antigen presenting cells (APC) CCR2, expressed by monocytes, is crucial for the emigration of these cells from the bone marrow to the circulation. Monocyte isolated from PBC patients were found to be more sensitive to TLR signaling resulting in secretion of pro‐inflammatory cytokines. Interleukin 23 (IL‐23) is a pro‐inflammatory cytokine belongs to the IL‐12 family. IL‐23 positive cells were detected in portal areas of liver tissues in advanced stages of PBC Thus, previous studies suggest involvement of monocyte‐derived cells and IL‐23 in PBC pathogenesis; however, solid data evaluating their importance and function in the in‐vivo context is still missing. [Methods]{.ul}: We utilized an inducible murine model of PBC by immunization of mice with the xenobiotic 2‐octynoic acid conjugated to bovine serum albumin (2‐OA BSA). CCR2 knockout (KO) mice and mice with APC restricted deficiency of IL‐23 (CD11c^cre^P19^flox^) were compared to wild type (WT) and P19^flox^ control mice, respectively. Analysis included histology assessment, AMA serum titers, flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry of immune cells in the liver, fibrosis evaluation and hepatic cytokine profile by RT‐PCR. [Results]{.ul}: Histopathology evaluation revealed hepatic infiltration of lymphocytes and mononuclear cells in WT mice as compared to CCR2KO mice that exhibited no liver abnormalities Immunofluorecent microscopy and flow cytometry analyses showed a massive accumulation of monocyte‐derived macrophages around the portal triads in WT mice but not in CCR2KO. Flow cytometry analysis revealed significantly increased ratio of hepatic CD8/CD4 T cells in WT mice Hepatic expression level of pro‐inflammatory cytokines including TNFα and IFNγ and AMA titers in the serum were elevated in WT mice Sirius red staining of liver sections exhibit peri‐portal collagen deposition only in WT mice, a finding that was supported by a pro‐fibrotic gene‐expression signature in the liver. CD11 c^cre^P19^flox^ mice exhibited significantly milder disease phenotype as assessed by histology, flow cytometry and hepatic cytokine profile, compared to their Cre‐negative littermates. [Conclusions]{.ul}: Our results indicate a major role for CCR2 and for APC derived IL‐23 in the pathogenesis and progression of PBC and may pave the road for the development of new immune‐based therapeutic modalities
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**Background and aims** Injured cells release endogenous molecules called alarmins, which can activate immune response. The most studied alarmin, HMGB1,can translocate from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, activating the innate immune system. In liver failure elevated plasma HMGB1 levels were observed, pointing out HMGB1 as a sensitive marker of hepatotoxicity in Non‐Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD) which is the most common chronic liver disease which goes from steatosis up to hepatocellular carcinoma In the early phases of NAFLD the effect of neutrophil cells in the suppression of T cell‐mediated liver damage remains elusive, hence we aimed to investigate this relationship and the involvement of HMGB1. **Methods** We analyzed the HMGB1 serum levels in 40 early NAFLD patients and 20 healthy donors (HD) by ELISA, and then laboratory and clinical data collected. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was used to show HMGB1 localization in paraffin‐embedded liver biopsies Flow cytometry analysis (FACS) was used to study Neutrophils proliferation by CFSE dilution and phenotype of mitogenically activated T cells. We performed co‐culture of Neutrophils with PBMCs stained with CFSE and activated with plate‐bound anti‐CD3/CD28 antibodies, from both HD and patients **Results and Conclusion** Interestingly NAFLD patients HMGB1 levels were three‐fold higher than HD; in addition serum concentrations of HMGB1 positively correlated with absolute and relative number of circulating neutrophils By IHC, we found that HMGB1 resides in the nuclei of healthy hepatocytes, whereas the cytoplasmic localization in the steatotic hepatocytes suggests a forthcoming release from the damaged tissue We demonstrated that Neutrophils are able to suppress proliferation of T helper (CD4+) and Cytotoxic T cells (CD8+) and to inhibit the expression of their activation markers (CD25, CD39) both in HD and NAFLD patients. Moreover, we found that in HD, but not in NAFLD patients, the pre‐stimulation of the neutrophils with HMGB1 enhance immune‐suppression in particular of CD4+. Results in HD demonstrate that HMGB1 potentiates the suppressive activity of neutrophils on T cells, maybe to establish a protection against inflammatory response In early NAFLD patients, whose HMGB1 levels are three‐fold higher than HD,neutrophils show the same profile of HD\'s neutrophils stimulated *in vitro* with HMGB1. Instead neutrophils of NAFLD patients, stimulated with HMGB1,doesn\'t increase their suppressive activity on T cells, allowing the progression of the liver disease. Our preliminary data lead us to consider HMGB1 as one of the main actor in the suppression of T cells proliferation, already on the early phase of NAFLD.
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Acetaminophen (APAP)‐induced liver injury is the number one cause of acute liver failure in the United States. Although a great deal of research has focused on developing therapies that limit liver injury after APAP overdose, many patients will not benefit from this type of therapy as liver injury is often extensive by the time they reach the clinic These patients would most likely benefit from therapies aimed at stimulating liver repair The mechanisms that regulate liver repair after APAP overdose, however, are not fully understood In particular, the mechanism(s) that regulate macrophage‐dependent clearance of necrotic cells from the liver are not known. A greater understanding of these mechanism(s) could lead to new therapies to stimulate liver repair in patients suffering from acute liver failure. In the present study, we tested the hypothesis that plasmin is critical for macrophage‐dependent clearance of necrotic cells from the liver To test this hypothesis, mice were treated with 300 mg/kg APAP and tranexamic acid, which inhibits conversion of plasminogen to plasmin, or vehicle (sterile saline) Tranexamic acid had no effect on APAP‐induced increases in ALT at 24, 48, and 72 hours after treatment. Similarly, the area of necrosis at 48 hours after treatment was not different between tranexamic acid‐treated and vehicle‐treated mice. In striking contrast, whereas necrosis was largely absent in vehicle‐treated mice given APAP (2.7%), the area of necrosis in mice treated with APAP and tranexamic acid was 31.7%. This indicated that plasmin inhibition prevented macrophage‐dependent removal of necrotic cells from the livers of APAP‐ treated mice Macrophage numbers were not different between the two groups indicating that the defect was not the result of improper recruitment of macrophages Similarly, opsonization of the necrotic cells was not affected as the necrotic cells were similarly coated with complement factor, C3b, between the two groups To determine whether plasmin has direct effects on macrophage function, bone marrow‐derived macrophages were treated with plasmin Plasmin increased phagocytosis and upregulated matrix metalloproteinases 8 and 13 mRNAs Collectively, these studies demonstrate that plasmin is critical for removal of necrotic cells from the liver after APAP treatment and that plasmin may promote clearance of necrotic cells by directly stimulating macrophage phagocytosis A greater understanding of the mechanism by which plasmin promotes macrophage phagocytosis could lead to new treatments that stimulate removal of dead cells from the liver, a process that is essential for liver repair.
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[Background/aims]{.ul}: Altered immunity is a common finding in patients with cirrhosis. The presence of subclinical systemic inflammation may contribute to portal hypertension and the development of acute‐on‐chronic liver failure, and cirrhotic patients are more susceptible to bacterial infections Aim of this study was to compare the response of peripheral blood monocytes (BM) to LPS stimulation, in patients undergoing placement of a TIPS. [Methods]{.ul}: 10 patients (6 males, age 53‐81 years) with cirrhosis and portal hypertension and an indication to TIPS placement (bleeding and/or refractory ascites) were enrolled. Etiology was HCV (n=4), HBV (n=3), alcohol (n=1) or multifactorial (N=2), with a MELD score between 9 and 13. At the time of the TIPS procedure blood was drawn from a peripheral vein and from the portal vein before deployment of prosthesis At 3 weeks after TIPS placement a sample from a peripheral vein was repeated. 12 healthy subjects (HS) served as controls (peripheral blood only) Blood MC were isolated by Ficoll and allowed to adhere on plastic dishes. After transfer to new dishes, cells were incubated with or without LPS Cytokine expression was measured by quantitative real time PCR. [Results]{.ul}: In unstimulated conditions, expression levels of IL‐1beta, IL‐6 were comparable in cirrhotic patients and in HS. In portal BM, expression of IL‐10 was significantly higher than in peripheral BM from cirrhotic patients and from HS. Upon LPS stimulation, a marked increase in all three cytokines was observed, in BM isolated from all the different sites However, LPS‐stimulated mRNA levels for IL‐1 beta were higher in samples collected before TIPS (both peripheral and portal) than in those collected from a peripheral vein after TIPS placement These latter were also significantly lower than those observed in HS Before TIPS, IL‐10 levels after LPS stimulation were significantly higher in cirrhotic patients than in HS. After TIPS, IL‐10 mRNA was reduced, and reached values similar to those of peripheral BM from HS. In contrast, expression of IL‐6 was significantly lower in all samples from cirrhotic patients, regardless of TIPS placement or size of collection, than in HS. Expression of TLR4 was slightly, but significantly higher in all samples from cirrhotic patients. [Conclusions]{.ul}: Cirrhosis and portal hypertension differentially affect cytokine expression in LPS‐stimulated BM. Reduction of portal pressure by TIPS results induce a BM phenotype more similar the one observed in peripheral BM from HS These data suggest that effective management of portal hypertension may have an impact on the immune responses in patients with cirrhosis.
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**Background/Aim:** Myeloid‐derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), which comprise a heterogeneous population of myeloid cells, are recognized as suppressors of T cell functions. In mice, these cells are identified by co‐expression of the surface markers CD11b and Gr‐1. However, an MDSC‐specific marker has not been described because MDSCs and other myeloid cells display same markers. We have recently reported that SSC^low‐^ CD11b^+^Gr1^dim^ cells, but not SSC^low^CD11b^+^Gr1^hi^ cells, represent authentic monocytic MDSCs in the liver In addition, increased number of monocytic MDSCs was observed in the liver of a murine model of non‐alcoholic liver disease (NAFLD). This study was aimed to understand the biology of MDSC accumulation in the NAFLD liver. **Methods:** C57BL/6 mice were fed a normal diet or a high‐fat diet (NAFLD model) for 3 months. Different subtypes of CD11b^+^Gr‐1^+^ cells were sorted from liver non‐parenchymal cells by FACS, and cell surface markers were analyzed by flowcytometry. To observe the effect of steatosis in hepatocytes, Hepa1‐6 cells were exposed to 0.1mM oleic acid or palmitic acid. RNA was extracted from the livers and Hepa1‐6 cells, and gene expression of CCL2 and M‐CSF was examined by real‐time RT‐PCR analysis. The protein levels of CCL2 and M‐CSF were analyzed by immunohistochemistry and ELISA. Migratory capacity of monocytic MDSCs was examined by an *in vitro* migration assay Finally, bone marrow cells from C57BL/6 mice were cultured with M‐CSF for 3 days, and induction of monocytic MDSCs was analyzed by flowcytometry. **Results:** Among the CD11b^+^Gr‐1^+^ cells in the liver, monocytic MDSCs, but not other subsets of cells, express CCR2 and CD115 (CSF‐1‐R) on their surface. The mRNA and protein levels of CCL2 and M‐CSF were higher in the livers of NAFLD mice than in those of control mice These results were confirmed by using Hepa1‐6 cells supplemented with fatty acid. The *in vitro* migration assay showed that monocytic MDSCs migrated in response to CCL2 in a dose‐dependent manner In addition, increasing number of monocytic MDSCs were observed in cultures grown in the presence of M‐CSF in a dose‐dependent manner. **Conclusion:** The CCL2‐CCR2 pathway might contribute to migration of monocytic MDSCs in the steatotic liver In addition, increased M‐CSF levels in the steatotic liver might contribute to the induction of monocytic MDSCs These results suggest that targeting of these key molecules is a rational strategy for regulating the immune environment in NAFLD.
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**Objective:** Single nucleotide polymorphisms of the interleukin 28B (IL28B; interferon \[IFN\] X3) gene are strongly associated with sustained virological response rates when treating patients with chronic hepatitis C with PEGylated interferon and ribavirin combination therapy. Moreover, the IL28B genotype is potentially associated with the outcome of direct antiviral agent treatment in patients with decompensated cirrhosis and liver transplantation. Although IFNλ3 is expressed in BDCA3+ dendritic cells (DCs), its functional relevance in the innate immune response has not been clarified fully. **Methods:** IFNλ3 knockout (KO) mice were generated, and wild‐type (WT) and IFNλ3 KO mice were injected with polyinosinic‐polycytidylic acid (poly\[I:C\]) via the tail vein. At 48 h after injection, immune cells such as DCs, natural killer (NK) cells, and T cells in the liver were evaluated by fluorescence‐activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis For bone marrow‐derived dendritic cell (BMDC) generation, bone marrow cells were cultured in media containing GM‐CSF for 7 days. BMDCs were pretreated with IFNX3 recombinant protein (r‐IFNλ3) or an IFNλ3 neutralizing antibody (Ab‐IFNλ3), and these cells were then stimulated with poly(I:C). **Results:** To determine whether IFNλ3 is associated with immune cell activation *in vivo,* WT and IFNλ3 KO mice were stimulated with poly(I:C) and then the number of immune cells in the liver was analyzed. In IFNλ3 KO mice, the number of DCs, NK, and T cells was significantly decreased under stimulation with poly(I:C) compared with WT mice. To investigate the effects of IFNλ3 on type‐I IFN induction, BMDCs derived from WT mice were stimulated by poly(I:C) in the presence or absence of pretreatment with r‐IFNλ3 or Ab‐IFNλ3. Pretreatment with r‐IFNλ3 significantly enhanced poly(I:C)‐in‐ duced IFNp induction. Inversely, pretreatment with Ab‐IFNλ3 significantly suppressed IFNβ induction. In addition, IFNβ induction by poly(I:C) was significantly reduced in primary mouse hepatocytes derived from IFNλ3 KO mice compared with WT mice. Next, we evaluated the effects of IFNλ3 on DC maturation. Upon stimulation with poly(I:C), BMDCs derived from IFNλ3 KO mice exhibited lower expression levels of activation markers of DCs such as CD86 and MHC class II when compared with WT mice. **Conclusion:** These results suggest that IFNλ3 plays an important role in the DC‐mediated immune response. We expect that IFNλ3 has therapeutic potential not only for hepatitis B/C virus infections but also for cancer immunotherapy in hepatocellular carcinoma.
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**Objective:** Acute‐on‐chronic liver failure (ACLF) is characterized by rapid deterioration of liver function in cirrhosis which often precipitates organ failure. ACLF is associated with severe immunodysfunction where immune activation and paresis often co‐exist This dysregulated immune state leads to severe monocyte dysfunction that may precipitate bacterial infections Although ACLF as disease entity has attracted much attention,little is known about the molecular mechanisms responsible for altered monocyte function in this condition **Design:** We studied 64 patients with biopsy proven alcoholic liver disease (n = 19 decompensated cirrhosis, n=23 alcoholic hepatitis, n=22 ACLF) and 7 controls. Blood was obtained at admission for biochemical tests, gene expression of PBMC\'s, flow cytometry and functional monocyte assays and plasma was used to determine cytokine/chemokine levels In addition we isolated CD14^pos^ monocytes from 4 donors and 5 well‐characterized ACLF patients and determined gene expression by NextGen sequencing to characterize key molecular factors associated with monocyte dysfunction using pathway analysis Additionally functional assays were performed with healthy or ACLF monocytes in the presence or absence of normal or ACLF serum. **Results:** We observed decreased expression of HLA‐DR, TLR2 and TLR4 within the classical monocyte subset and elevated numbers of IL10 producing intermediate monocytes in ACLF. Functional analysis of total PBMC and isolated CD14^pos^ monocytes showed severely impaired phagocytosis and oxidative burst in ACLF. Increased IL10 gene expression by PBMC\'s and elevated IL10 plasma levels in ACLF were associated with decreased survival at 3 and 6 months Pathway analysis revealed significant downregulation of genes associated with immunological processes such as monocyte phagocytosis, cytokine‐cytokine interactions and response to bacterial infection. Importantly, culturing healthy monocytes in ACLF serum induced an ACLF dysfunctional phenotype. Conversely, culturing ACLF‐monocytes in healthy plasma reversed the ACLF phenotype and restored phagocytosis Finally, our data indicated a central role for IL10 in the molecular pathways associated with ACLF. **Conclusion:** ACLF is associated with severe immune dysfunction. Inducing an ACLF signature in healthy monocytes using ACLF serum‐containing media and reversing monocyte dysfunction of ACLF monocytes using normal serum containing medium suggests a circulating factor promotes this syndrome IL10 associates with more severe immune dysfunction and poor survival in ACLF while expression analysis suggests a crucial role for IL10 as driver of this condition.
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**Introduction** Neutrophil dysfunction is closely correlated to the susceptibility to bacterial infection observed in alcohol‐related cirrhosis (ARC). This has primarily thought to be consequent to their defective phagocytosis and reactive oxygen species (ROS) production Emerging evidence suggests that type III interferons, IFN‐λ1, ‐λ2 and ‐λ3, possess anti‐pathogen, anti‐cancer and immuno‐modulatory properties The interplay between IFN‐λ and neutrophils both in health and ARC has not been examined Aims To explore whether neutrophils produce or respond to IFN‐X in health and in ARC. **Methods** Whole blood from healthy controls (HCs)(n=8) and patients with ARC(n=11), median Child Pugh score 10, were cultured with/ without *E. coli.* 2 patients had superimposed alcoholic hepatitis (DF\>32). RNA was then extracted from both isolated neutrophils and total leukocyte fractions and quantitative PCR for IFN‐λ1, ‐λ2/3, IFN‐λ receptor and RPLP0 (endogenous control) performed. Patient whole blood was incubated with IFN‐λ1, ‐λ2, or ‐λ3 and examined for expression of neutrophil CD182, PSGL‐1, CD11b, TLR4, TLR2, CD16, CD14, CD62L. Phagocytosis and ROS production were also assessed by FACS. **Results** The most notable findings were seen in the neutrophil mRNA expression of IFN‐λ1. Amongst the patients 2 groups emerged; those who did not have *E.* coli‐stimulated induction of IFN‐λ1 (Group 1) and those who did (Group 2), although at a lower level than the HCs. *E.* coli‐stimulated neutrophil expression of IFN‐X1 in Group 1 was significantly less than in HC and Group 2 (p\<0.0001). We observed that *E.* coli‐challenged production of IFN‐λ1 in the leukocyte fraction was also compromised in Group 1. Group 1 had significantly higher Child‐Pugh scores and AST compared to Group 2 (p=0.022 and p=0.015, respectively) The profound difference we observed with IFN‐λ1 between the groups was not seen in the neutrophil or leucocyte expression of IFN‐λ2/3 and IFN‐λ receptor expression. The addition of IFN‐λ did not significantly alter neutrophil phagocytosis, burst or cell surface receptor expression. **Conclusion** For the first time we identify neutrophils as producers of innate type III interferons, reveal a previously unknown deficient IFN‐λ production in ARC and confirm an IFN‐λ response in bacterial infection Further elucidation of these mechanisms may have important implications for therapeutic developments in an era of multi‐drug resistance.
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**Background:** Cell intrinsic innate immunity provides a rapid first line of defense to thwart invading viral pathogens through the production of antiviral cytokines and inflammatory chemokines. However, the presence of many of these signaling pathways in the liver and their role in HBV pathogenesis is unknown. Recent identification of intracellular DNA sensing pathways and involvement in numerous diverse disease processes including viral pathogenesis and carcinogenesis suggests a role for these processes in HBV infection that has a DNA genome. **Methods:** In order to characterize HBV intrinsic innate immune responses and the role of DNA and RNA sensing pathways in the liver during recognition of HBV, we utilized *in vivo* and *in vitro* models including analysis of gene expression in liver biopsies from HBV infected patients. In addition, mRNA and protein expression was measured in HBV stimulated and DNA treated hepatoma cell lines (HepG2, HepG2.2.15, HepG2‐ NTCP and HepaRG) and primary human hepatocytes (PHHs). Specific RNA and DNA dependent innate and inflammatory pathways, such as RIG‐I/MDA5 and IFI16/cGAS signaling, were studied as well as additional pathways involving the production of interferon and chemokines such as IP‐10 and CCL5 that may drive subsequent liver disease. siRNA experiments were utilized to determine the signaling pathways involved in HBV recognition. Microarray analyses was used to characterize global transcriptome changes in HBV infected primary human hepatocytes. UV inactivation of HBV was utilized to determine effects observed from viral replication. **Results:** HBV and foreign DNA results in a rapid innate immune responses in hepatocytes characterized by the production of inflammatory chemokines at the mRNA and protein levels. Analysis of liver biopsies from HBV‐infected patients supported a correlation among hepatic expression of specific antiviral genes including IP‐10 and CCL5. In addition, HBV elicits a much broader range of gene expression alterations as demonstrated by microarray analysis. The induction of chemokines, including IP‐10, was mediated predominantly by MDA5 and NF‐kB‐dependent pathways following HBV stimulation. **Conclusion:** HBV stimulated pathways predominantly activate an inflammatory response that would promote the development of hepatitis where as HCV stimulates a much stronger Interferon antiviral response. Understanding the mechanism underlying these inflammatory and antiviral responses may provide new strategies to trigger non‐ cytopathic clearance of cccDNA to ultimately cure patients with HBV infection. In addition, these data offer additional insight into HBV driven hepatocarcinogenesis.
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Background and aims Hypoxia‐inducible factors (HIFs) have recently been identified as important regulators of immunity and inflammation. HIF‐1α plays a role in the pathogenesis of non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) where macrophage activation is a determining event in disease progression. HIF‐1α is upregulated in NASH in hepatocytes where it induces steatosis; HIF‐1α was also found to induce autophagy in fibroblasts. However, the role of HIF‐1α in macrophages under metabolic stress has not been explored In this study, we hypothesized that HIF‐1α modulates macrophage autophagy in response to free fatty acids. Methods THP‐1 macrophages were treated with free fatty acids (FFAs: 400mM oleic acid plus 200mM palmitic acid) for different time periods. RNA levels of HIF‐1 a and its target genes were examined by qPCR. Protein levels of HIF‐1 a and autophagy related molecules (LC3, Beclin‐1, P62, mTOR, Bnip3) were examined by western‐blot and HIF‐1α DNA‐binding tested by EMSA. HIF‐1 a silencing and overexpression were achieved using HIF‐1α siRNA and pcDNA3.0‐HA‐HIF1α P402A, respectively. Cell supernatants were collected and tested by ELISA for pro‐inflammatory (TNFα, IL‐1β, IL‐6) and anti‐inflammatory cytokines (TGF‐β, IL‐10) and chemokines (MCP‐1). Results After FFAs treatment of THP‐1 cells, HIF‐1α mRNA levels showed a rapid increase followed by upregulation of HIF‐1a target genes, Bnip3, PAI‐1 and Glut‐ 1. HIF‐1α protein levels and DNA‐binding activity were also increased upon FFA treatment. FFAs‐induced macrophage autophagy was indicated by increased protein levels of Bnip3, Beclin‐1 and LC3‐II and decrease in P62 and mTOR levels. These events paralleled induction of both pro‐ and anti‐inflammatory cytokines in FFA‐treated THP‐1 cells. Silencing of HIF‐1α by siRNA resulted in downregulation of Bnip3, Beclin‐1 and LC3‐II expression and increased production of pro‐inflammatory cytokines, TNF‐α, IL‐1α and MCP‐1, with a decrease in anti‐inflammatory TGF‐β suggesting that HIF‐1α regulates FFAs‐induced autophagy as well as inflammation in macrophages. Conversely, overexpression of HIF‐1α augmented the expressions of Bnip3, Beclin‐1 and LC3‐II, reduced TNF‐α and MCP‐1 and increased TGF‐β levels in macrophages providing additional evidence for HIF‐1α‐mediated regulation of autophagy and inflammation in macrophages Conclusions Our results indicate that HIF‐1α upregulation plays a protective role in macrophage‐induced inflammation in NASH by regulating autophagy through HIF‐1α ‐Bnip3‐Beclin‐1 pathway in response to free fatty acid stimulation Our findings highlight the complex role of HIF‐1α in macrophage regulation in metabolic stress and NASH.
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The liver contains two distinct populations of macrophages, monocyte‐derived macrophages (MDMs), which are F4/80^low^, CD11b^hi^ and Kupffer cells which are F4/80^hi^, CD11b^low^. MDMs primarily reside within and around pre‐ and post‐sinusoidal vessels, whereas Kupffer cells reside within the sinusoids MDMs are replenished from myeloid progenitors in the bone marrow, whereas Kupffer cells are replenished through local proliferation of mature Kupffer cells. Beyond these observations, there is little information about whether there are functional differences between these macrophage cell types. In the present study, we determined whether these two macrophage populations produce different levels of cytokines when activated with bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) MDMs and Kupffer cells were purified from the livers of mice by using antibody‐labeled magnetic beads After digestion of the liver with collagenase, dendritic cells were removed by negative selection with CD11c‐labeled magnetic beads. Next, MDMs were purified from the liver digest by using magnetic beads labeled with Cx3cr1 antibody Finally, Kupffer cells were purified from the remaining digest by using F4/80‐labeled magnetic beads Analysis of F4/80 and CD11b content by flow cytometry indicated that the MDMs and Kupffer cells were greater than 90% pure. Basal levels of tumor necrosis factor‐1 a (TNF‐α) mRNA were 8.6‐fold higher in MDMs when compared to Kupffer cells After treatment of Kupffer cells with LPS, TNF‐α, Cxcl1, and Cxcl2 were increased 15.9, 1.6, and 2.3‐fold respectively. Treatment of MDMs with LPS increased TNF‐a, Cxcl1, and Cxcl2 by 102.9, 3.2, and 8.2‐fold respectively, indicating that LPS upregulates cytokines to a greater extent in MDMs Lastly, basal levels of inducible nitric oxide synthase were 6‐fold higher in MDMs when compared to Kupffer cells suggesting that MDMs are skewed towards an M1 macrophage phenotype Collectively, these results indicate that MDMs are more pro‐inflammatory than Kupffer cells, and that MDMs may be the main source of cytokines *in vivo* in the liver after exposure to bacterial products, such as LPS
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**BACKGROUND:** NAFLD is one of the most common causes of chronic liver disease. The long term outcomes of NAFLD in the general population setting is not well studied. **OBJECTIVES:** To compare risk of death from all causes as well as from cardiovascular and liver‐specific causes in NAFLD subject according to presence or absence of metabolic syndrome (MS) conditions **METHODS:** We used population‐based survey, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey‐III (NHANES III) and its linkage to the National Death Index (NDI) death certificate records followed through 31 December 2011. We examined the association of components of MS with mortality in adults (aged 20‐74) with NAFLD. MS were defined by NCEP‐ATP‐III guideline and NAFLD was identified by hepatic ultrasound presence of mild, moderate, or severe grade of steatosis in the absence of other causes of liver disease and excessive alcohol use Cox proportional hazards models were used to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) **RESULTS:** The study included 3,613 participants with a median follow up of 19 years (INQ=17‐20 years) from 1988 through 2011. During the follow‐up period, 1,039 subjects died (370 from cardiovascular diseases and 22 from liver diseases). The prevalence of NAFLD without any MS was 13%, while prevalence of NAFLD with one MS was 28%, with two MS was 33%, with three MS was 20%, and with all four MS was 6% In comparison to the absence of any MS conditions, HRs for all‐cause mortality were 1.63 (95% CI: 0.96‐2.79) for having one MS condition, 3.57 (2.32‐5.49) for two MS conditions, 5.87 (3.53‐9.75) for three MS conditions, 13.09 (7.49‐22.87) for all four MS conditions. When age and history of cardiovascular diseases were mutually adjusted in a model, DM was independently associated with increased risk of death from all cause and cardiovascular causes (for all‐cause mortality, 1.78 (1.51‐2.09) and for cardiovascular diseases cause mortality, 1.83 (1.35‐2.47)). In addition, NAFLD with all four MS 2 folds increased risk of death from liver‐specific cause as compared NAFLD without any MS (1.96: 1.22‐3.14). **CONCLUSIONS:** I ncreasing numbers of metabolic conditions are associated with increased risk of mortality in NAFLD DM is the most important predictor of NAFLD.
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Background: NAFLD prevalence is estimated to be as high as 30‐46% in the USA. Large prospective studies are lacking correlating demographic, clinical and novel radiographic data to histopathology. Methods: Adult patients were prospectively enrolled predominantly at the time of referral for routine colon cancer screening. They were screened for evidence of NAFLD with FibroScan ®, LiverMultiScan (LMS), and MR elastography (MRE). A prior history of liver disease or alcohol ingestion greater than the accepted range for NAFLD was considered exclusionary. Patients exceeding pre‐specified cutoff values on any imaging test were offered liver biopsy Liver biopsies were read by an expert pathologist using the Brunt criteria Results: To date, 430 participants have been enrolled, of which 284 had results available for interim analysis. Mean age: 56±6 years; mean BMI: 30±5 kg/m2; 57% male; 14% diabetic. The prevalence of NAFLD (defined by a proton density fat fraction (PDFF) of \>5%) among those who completed all radiographic studies was 35% (N=284) (Fig. 1). PDFF values for NAFLD patients distributed as follows: 5‐10%: 49%; 10.1‐20%: 40%; \>20%: 11% One‐hundred‐seven biopsies have been performed to date: 29 normal, 62 Non‐NASHNAFLD and 16 NASH. Among the NASH patients: 3 stage‐0 (0% diabetic), 5 stage‐1 (40% diabetic), 6 stage‐2 (67% diabetic), and 2 stage‐3 (100% diabetic) Patients with diabetes and NAFLD compared to non‐NAFLD had higher FibroScan^TM^ LSM (p=0.03), FibroScan™ CAP (p=0.0003), steatosis grade (p\<0.0001), and fibrosis stage (p=0.0045) Among those with NASH vs non‐ NASH NAFLD mean: FibroScan^TM^ LSM 10.3±1.4 vs. 5.8±.24 kPa(p=0.005); LIF 2.6±0.16 vs. 2,15±0.08 (p=0.02); MRE 2.98±0.28 vs. 2, 2±0.5 kPa (p=0.02), MRI cT1 889±7 vs. 924±16 (p=0.03) Conclusion: In adult patients without known liver disease interim results from novel radiographic studies and liver biopsy confirm the high prevalence of NAFLD in the USA.
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Background & Aims: There is a paucity of data regarding the incidence of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) in the population We aim to determine time‐trends in NAFLD incidence, mortality and cardiovascular (CV) events in a US community. Methods: Using the Rochester Epidemiology Project database, we constructed a community cohort of subjects diagnosed with NAFLD in Olmsted County, MN from 1996 to 2013. NAFLD was defined using a diagnostic code algorithm. Subjects were followed until April 2016. Mortality and CV outcomes (myocardial infarction, angina, atrial fibrillation and cerebrovascular disease) were compared to an age‐ and sex‐ matched control group (1:4) identified from the general population Multivariable Cox regression analysis was performed to determine the impact NAFLD on mortality and CV events Results: A total of 4,124 subjects with NAFLD (median age 52, 52% female) were identified. Between 1996 and 2013, the incidence rate has increased 6.7‐fold, from 48.6 to 328.1 per 100,000 person‐years without considerable sex‐differences (Figure). Compared to 16,067 age‐ and sex‐matched controls, NAFLD subjects were more likely to have diabetes (40% vs 14%, p\<0.001), hypertension (67% vs 36%, p\<0.001) and hyperlipidemia (78% vs 48%, p\<0.001). NAFLD subjects had higher mortality (8.7% vs 5.0%) and CV events (21.1% vs 10.3%). After adjusting for presence of diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia in addition to age and sex, NAFLD was independently associated with mortality (HR= 2.45, 95% CI 2.222.71 p\<0.001) and CV events (HR= 1.73, 95% CI 1.60‐ 1.86 p\<0.001). Conclusion: In this mostly white population, NAFLD incidence is increasing considerably NAFLD is an independent predictor of overall mortality and CV events.
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*Introduction:* Non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most common liver disease globally. Some patients with NAFLD have inflammation in the liver (non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis; NASH) whereas some only has fatty liver without inflammation (non‐alcoholic fatty liver; NAFL). Only NASH and not NAFL have previously been considered to have potential for progression of fibrosis and development of cirrhosis. *Aims:* To investigate risk factors for progression of fibrosis in patients with NAFLD, and the impact of these on subsequent mortality. *Material and Methods:* We identified all patients who had undergone a liver biopsy with the finding of NAFLD between 1971‐2015 at the Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden Patients who had performed two liver biopsies more than a year a part with a complete data on possible risk factors, including age, sex, presence of co‐morbid diseases, BMI and biochemical parameters were identified The cohort was divided into two groups, one with fibrosis progression and one without fibrosis progression, and then followed until death or the end of the study period All biopsies were centrally read by one expert liver pathologist and were defined as NASH or not based on the FLIP algorithm, and scored for fibrosis using the NASH CRN system Differences between parameters in the two cohorts were analyzed using the Mann‐Whitney u‐test for continuous variables and with Fischer\'s exact test for categorical variables. *Results:* 60 patients had serial biopsies (median interval 8.4 years, range 1‐33 years), with 26 patients (43%) having fibrosis progression. Median age at baseline was 46 years, 62% were male, median BMI was 26.4 kg/m^2^ and 17% had diabetes mellitus type 2 We found no significant risk factors for progression of fibrosis Among patients with fibrosis progression, 54% had NAFL and 46% had NASH at baseline There was no difference in fibrosis progression rate between patients with NAFL and NASH at baseline (0.11 vs. 0.15 stages per year, p=0.91). After the second biopsy, patients were followed for a median of 6.7 years (range 0‐34) Of patients with fibrosis progression, 13 (50%) died during follow up versus 8 (24%) of patients without fibrosis progression (p=0.045). *Conclusions:* Both patients with NAFL and NASH can have progressive fibrosis and patients with progressive fibrosis are at a higher risk for future mortality.
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Introduction: Non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) affects around 25% of the global population and is highly associated with the metabolic syndrome Many of these patients develop type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), and NAFLD patients that do develop T2DM are more likely to progress to non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and liver fibrosis There is a need for diagnostic tools to identify NAFLD patients who are at the highest risk of developing T2DM. The aim of this study was to find predictive factors for the risk of developing T2DM in NAFLD patients Material and methods: A cohort of 510 patients with biopsy‐proven NAFLD diagnosed between 1971 and 2009 was analyzed. Data on development of T2DM were collected from electronic and paper patient charts Biomarkers and clinical parameters at baseline were compared for patients that developed T2DM and patients that did not. Hazard ratios (HR) for T2DM development for a number of baseline variables were calculated using multivariate Cox regression. The final model was adjusted for sex, age, hypertension, BMI, triglycerides and glucose as well as histological scoring for fat (0‐3), lobular inflammation (0‐3), ballooning (0‐2), fibrosis (0‐4) and portal inflammation (0‐1). Results: We excluded 81 patients with T2DM at baseline and 90 patients with no outcome data, leaving 339 patients for final analysis At baseline, patients had a mean age of 43.1 years. There were 121 women (35.7%), and patients were in general overweight with a mean BMI of 27.4. During a mean follow‐up of 17‐5 years (range 0‐41), 121 individuals developed T2DM. Age at time of biopsy (aHR 1.04, 95% CI 1.01‐1.06, p\<0.01), serum triglycerides (aHR 1.29, 95% CI 1.11‐1.49, p\<0.01) and higher stages of fibrosis (aHR 1.44, 95% CI 1.01‐2.05, p=0.045) were associated with increased risk for T2DM development. Conclusions: Age, fibrosis stage and triglycerides are predictive parameters for development of T2DM in NAFLD.
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**Background**: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most common cause of liver disease in the US, affecting up to a third of adults. The prevalence of NAFLD appears to vary by race and ethnicity, but the variation may merely reflect differences in risk factors, such as obesity, dyslipidemia, diabetes and hypertension (i. e. the "metabolic syndrome"). Using data from the NASH CRN cohort study, we assessed variation in common risk factors, clinical features and severity of NAFLD by race and ethnicity.**Methods**: The NIDDK NASH CRN multicenter cohort study is aimed at helping to elucidate the pathogenesis, natural history and therapy of NAFLD For this analysis, 1931 adult subjects were selected who were enrolled in NASH CRN and had a liver biopsy, clinical assessment and laboratory results within 6 months. Based upon self‐reporting, patients were categorized as Non‐Hispanic White (NHW), Hispanic White (HW), Asian, Black, or Other and compared in regards to clinical, laboratory and histological features. Results: Of the 1931 subjects, 74% were NHW, 7.3% HW, 5.5% Asian, 3.4% Black and 10% Other. Patients were more frequently women, ranging from 63% to 75% in all groups except Asians where men slightly outnumbered women (52%). The prevalence of diabetes, hypertension and coronary artery disease (CAD), was the highest in Blacks and lowest in HW Mean weights (in kilograms) by group was lowest in Asians (80), intermediate in HW (89) and Other (92) and highest in NHW (100) and Blacks (102) (p\<0.0001). A normal body mass index (BMI) was most frequent in Asians (15%) and least frequent in Blacks (0%) The NAFLD activity score (NAS) increased with increasing BMI category in NHW, Asians and Blacks while not changing with BMI in HW and Other The frequency of the PNPLA3 GG genotype was highest in Blacks (36%), followed by Asians (31%), NHW (27%) and others (27%) and lowest in Hispanics (6%) (p=0.04). Proportion of patients with definite NASH vs borderline and NAFLD without NASH was not significantly different among the groups Conclusion: There were significant differences in clinical features associated with NAFLD based on race and ethnicity There was a female predominance in all groups except Asians Mean weight of patients with NAFLD was the lowest for Asians and Hispanic Whites, intermediate for Other and Non‐Hispanic Whites and highest for Blacks Although Blacks represented a small percentage in the cohort, they had a high percentages of diabetes, hypertension, CAD and PNPLA3 GG genotype, suggesting a presence of cumulative risk factor burden for development of NAFLD in this group
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**Background**: There is an urgent need to develop a comprehensive and rigorous model of the current and future burden of disease due to NAFLD and its impact on health care resource utilization to guide policy decisions for health care and drug development. **Aim**: To develop a comprehensive model of the burden of disease and its financial impact through 2030 **Methods**: The prevalence of NAFLD and its histological subtypes (NAFL and NASH) were computed from the robust national data on trends for obesity and T2DM separately and then applying the prevalence rates of NAFL and NASH from published literature to these data. The two data sets were integrated to develop a comprehensive model of NAFLD in the US population Transition rates towards cirrhosis, end stage liver disease and cancer corrected were computed from a comprehensive literature search. Competing mortality from other background causes were estimated to assess the impact of NAFLD on excess all cause, liver‐related and cardiovascular deaths. Model results were validated based upon national surveillance data for annual HCC incidence attributable to NASH. The analytical approach was similar to a previously published study on population health burden (JAMA 2013; 310:591606) Results: If current trends continue, total NAFLD cases will increase from 83 million in 2015 to 101 million in 2030, a 20% increase, while total NASH cases will increase from 16.5 million in 2015 to 27.0 million in 2030, a 65% increase. The prevalence of NAFLD in the population aged \>15 years will increase from 30% in 2015 to \>33% over the next 15 years Among total NASH cases, approximately 20% were classified as F3/F4 in 2015, increasing to \>29% by 2030. The number of incident NASH‐related HCC cases is projected at 12 220 in 2030, an increase of nearly 140% as compared to 2015 (5150 cases). The prevalent number of compensated and decompensated cirrhosis cases are projected to increase 180% and 200% from 2015 to 2030 (3 046 200 and 375 600 cases in 2030), respectively. Projected direct healthcare costs for NAFLD‐related end stage liver disease will increase 165% from 9570 M to 25 380 M USD during 2015‐2030. By 2030, liver related mortality is estimated at 78 200 deaths, an increase of 200% from 2015 (26 280 deaths). Conclusions: With the projected increase in T2DM and a flattening of obesity prevalence, there will be a disproportionate increase in NASH over the next 15 years. This will translate in to a substantial increase in the burden of cirrhosis, end stage liver disease and HCC resulting in a commensurate increase in health care costs
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**BACKGROUND & AIMS**: Nonalcoholic fatty liver diseases (NAFLD) include nonalcoholic fatty liver (NAFL) and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). The latter is characterized by the presence of hepatic steatosis and inflammation accompanied by hepatocyte injury with or without fibrosis. Human matrix metalloproteinase‐1 (MMP‐1) has been shown to contribute to the regression of experimental liver fibrosis when ectopically expressed in rodents. Actually, MMP‐1 accelerates tissue fibrosis in human NASH study as we have recently shown significant upregulation of MMP‐1 expression in advanced stages of NASH (J Mod Hum Pathol 2016). This study was conducted to evaluate the significance of MMP‐1 expression as a diagnostic marker of early NASH. **METHODS**: Eleven samples from histologically proven early NASH and NAFL specimens were examined along with five normal liver specimens. To discriminate the cell types expressing MMP‐1, dual immunohistochemical staining was performed using antibodies recognizing MMP‐1 and a specific marker for either Kupffer cells (KCs), capillary endothelial cells, hepatic stellate cells, and hepatic progenitor cells (HPCs). Precise localization of MMP‐1 was examined by immunoelectron microscopy (IEM). Serum MMP‐1 levels were measured by fluorescent beads‐ based immunoassay. MMP‐1 expression was also examined using Western blot analyses. RESULTS: MMP‐1 expression in normal and NAFL liver specimens was observed in a few number of KCs, sinusoidal endothelial cells and blood vessels with extremely weak immunoreactivity. In the early stage of NASH, MMP‐1 was localized predominantly in KCs and monocytes, and was partially localized in HPCs. MMP‐1 immunoreactive products were visualized by IEM on the abluminal portion of cell membranes of Kupffer cells, monocytes, and HPCs. Serum MMP‐1 concentrations in patients with early stages of NASH (1.57±0.50 ng/ml) showed a higher tendency compared with those in healthy persons (0.84±0.16 ng/ml). **CONCLUSIONS**: Increased MMP‐1 expression is associated with disease progression in early stages of NASH. Our results show that HPCs with MMP‐1 expression might contribute to the repair and regeneration of early NASH liver. Serum levels of MMP‐1 are useful as a marker to detect HPCs response in the early stage of NASH MMP‐1 is a promising biomarker and a therapeutic target for NASH
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[Background and Aims]{.ul}: To compare the diagnostic performance of transient elastography (TE), supersonic shear‐wave imaging (SSI), and acoustic radiation force impulse imaging (ARFI) for staging fibrosis and to identify clinical factors which affect liver stiffness measurement (LSM) in a prospective NAFLD cohort [Methods:]{.ul} Ninety‐four subjects with biopsy‐proven NAFLD were included For each subject, liver stiffness was measured using TE, SSI, and ARFI within 1 month of liver biopsy The diagnostic performance for staging liver fibrosis was evaluated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis Anthropometric data using fat‐amount CT and bioelectrical impedance analysis were evaluated as covariates influencing LSM by regression analyses. [Results:]{.ul} All LSM modalities were correlated with fibrosis stages (p\<0.001) and exhibited similar performance for staging fibrosis (p\>0.05); the areas under the ROC curves for TE (kPa), SSI (m/s, kPa), and ARFI (m/s) were 0.757, 0.761,0.759, and 0.657 for significant fibrosis (≥F2), 0.870, 0.816, 0.809, and 0.873 for advanced fibrosis (≥F3), and 0.882, 0.900, 0.906, and 0.920 for cirrhosis (F4) ARFI tended to be more specific and SSI tended to be more sensitive in differentiating each fibrosis stage with their best diagnostic performance. Anthropometric data were correlated with failure or unreliability of LSM, especially in SSI In regression analysis, anthropometric data might be confounders in LSM using SSI, while serum liver injury‐related markers might be confounders in LSM using TE and ARFI. [Conclusions:]{.ul} Diagnostic performances of individual LSM modalities for staging fibrosis in NAFLD were not significantly different TE or ARFI might fit better for suspicion of advanced fibrosis, while TE or SSI might be more advantageous for suspicion of mild fibrosis Pre‐LSM anthropometric evaluation may help predicting LSM reliability, especially in SSI **Keywords** : Steatosis, Fibrosis, Shear‐wave velocity, Elastometry, Non‐alcoholic fatty liver
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Fatty liver disease is common and contributes to premature death. We examined whether the U.S. fatty liver index (USFLI) (Ruhl, Aliment Pharmacol Ther, 2015;41:65) and fatty liver index (FLI), serum markers of steatosis, were associated with increased overall and cause‐specific mortality in a U.S. population‐based prospective survey with up to 23 years of linked‐mortality data. **Methods**: We studied 6,876 fasted viral hepatitis negative adult participants in the third U S National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), 1988‐1994.Intermediate and high steatosis probabilities were defined based on published cut‐offs. Participants were passively followed for mortality, as identified by death certificate underlying or contributing cause diagnoses, by linkage to National Death Index records through 2011. Hazard rate ratios (HR) for mortality were calculated using Cox proportional hazards regression to adjust for common mortality risk factors. **Results**: The prevalence of intermediate and high steatosis probability using the USFLI as a marker was 36.8% and 20.4%, respectively. During follow‐up, there were 1,939 deaths from all causes and 59 with liver disease, including primary liver cancer. A high USFLI was associated with increased liver disease mortality in age‐adjusted analysis (HR, 9.3; 95% CI, 2.9‐30.2). With multivariate adjustment, the risk was further increased (Figure) A high FLI was also associated with increased liver disease mortality (Figure). There was no association of a higher USFLI or FLI with all‐cause, cardiovascular disease, cancer, or diabetes mortality in multivariate‐adjusted analyses (Figure). Conclusions: In the U S population, a higher steatosis probability using the USFLI or FLI was independently associated with increased liver disease mortality, but not with other mortality outcomes Liver health management with steatosis risk stratification merits further study.
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**Background & Aims**: Saturated fatty acids (SFA) are important risk factors for the development of NASH via endoplasmic reticulum stress and oxidative stress. Major sources of hepatic SFA are adipose tissue, hepatic lipogenesis *de novo,* and diet. Reports indicate that amounts of SFA derived from adipose tissue and *de novo* lipogenesis increase in NASH, but changes in dietary SFA absorption are unclear. Thus, we aimed to clarify changes in the absorption of dietary palmitic acid, a common dietary SFA that induces hepatic inflammation. We also assessed their association with the pathogenesis of NASH. Patients and Methods: This study included 33 controls as well as 32 and 41 patients with Brunt stages 1‐2 and 3‐4 defined as early (e‐NASH) and advanced (a‐NASH) NASH, respectively Palmitate labeled with ^13^C was administered directly into the duodenum using gastrointestinal endoscopy to avoid delays resulting from delivery via the stomach. Breath levels of ^13^CO2 were then measured to quantify metabolized SFA before and every 30 min after administration for the next 360 min The expression and locations of SFA transporters were assessed in jejunal biopsy samples by Western blotting and immunohistochemical staining. Associations between breath ^13^CO2 levels and hepatic steatosis, fibrosis, and insulin resistance were evaluated from laboratory tests, elastography, and liver histology. **Results**: Significantly more ^13^CO~2~ was excreted over the 360 minutes in patients with e‐NASH than in controls (P\<0.01) and only during the early phase (0‐120 min) of patients with a‐NASH compared with controls (P\<0.01). Western blotting revealed higher levels of glycosylated CD36 and microsomal triglyceride transfer protein (MTTP) in patients with e‐NASH and a‐NASH than in controls Immunohistochemical staining revealed strong glycosylated CD36 expression in blood vessels The excretion of ^13^CO~2~ by patients with e‐NASH during the early phase (AUC 0‐120 mi laboratory values such as type IV collagen 7s (r=0.626) and correlated with the controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) (r=0.505) and liver stiffness measurements (LSM) (r=0.697) determined by elastography. Additionally, AUC 0‐120 min%o was significantly increased in Brunt stage 2 than in stage 1 (P=0.002). The amount of excreted ^13^CO2 during the late phase (AUC 120‐360 mi with insu lin (r=0.556) and HOMA‐IR (r=0.436). Conclusion: Dietary palmitic acid absorption was upregulated in the jejunum and apparently associated with the clinicopathological features of patients with e‐NASH
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**Background and Aim**: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is associated with an increased risk of coronary artery disease (CAD). The underlying mechanism linking NAFLD to CAD is not entirely clear. Nitrotyrosine has been identified as a marker of inflammation and Nitric Oxide (NO) production. Our aim was to assess the role of nitrotyrosine as a potential link between hepatic steatosis and atherosclerosis **Methods**: We prospectively enrolled 155 patients undergoing elective coronary angiography for suspicion of CAD. After informed consent, each patient underwent hepatic ultrasound (US) Additionally, clinical data and fasting serum was obtained Coronary angiography (CA) results were obtained and US images were read by a central radiologist NAFLD was defined as presence of hepatic steatosis by US in the absence of other causes of liver disease and excessive alcohol use According to CA findings, patients were divided into NAFLD with CAD (n=59), NAFLD with minimal luminal irregularity (MLI) with \<10% stenosis of coronary arteries (n=50), and NAFLD without CAD (n=46). Concentrations of the nitrotyrosine (nM) endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) (pg/mL) were determined in the serum using ELISA assays. **Results**: Nitrotyrosine levels were highly expressed in NAFLD patients with CAD (90%) and those with NAFLD with MLI (92%) as compared to patients with NAFLD without CAD (72%) (p=0.02 and p\<0.01). Multivariate analysis showed that, nitrotyrosine \[OR: 6.03 (95% CI: 1.69‐21.60)\], age \[OR: 1.1 (95% CI: 1.04‐1.17)\],and history of hyperlipidemia \[OR: 9.48 (95% CI: 2.78‐32.30)\] were independently associated with increased risk of CAD in NAFLD patients. Furthermore, nitrotyrosine negatively associated with high density lipoprotein (r=‐0.26; p\<0.01) but positively associated with Triglyceride level (r=0.22; p=0.01). The levels of eNOS were not significantly associated with CAD in NAFLD **Conclusions**: Increased levels of serum nitrotyrosine in NAFLD may be associated with risk of CAD Since eNOS levels did not increase, the source of nitrotyrosine is potentially from pathological production of NO by the inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS)
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**Background**: Overall mortality in patients with NAFLD is not increased except for NAFLD patients with significant fibrosis However, predictors of significant fibrosis in NAFLD have not been widely examined. We conducted a study to determine the predictors of NAFLD and high risk of fibrosis stage 3‐4 in NAFLD patients in the general United States population using the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) conducted from 1999‐2012. **Methods**: NAFLD was defined by the United States Fatty Liver Index (U.S. FLI; inclusive of age, ethnicity, GGT, waist circumference, fasting insulin and glucose). Included were those age ≥18 years who attended a medical examination after fasting. Participants were excluded if they tested positive for viral hepatitis, had significant alcohol use, or had missing data on either of the above or U.S. FLI data We used the NAFLD fibrosis score (NFS) to determine risk of fibrosis stage 3‐4. **Results**: Of the 16,644 fasted persons age \>18 years who attended a medical examination, 6000 persons met our inclusion and exclusion criteria; of which, 30% had NAFLD. Subjects with NAFLD were older (53± 17 vs 47±17; p\<0.001), more likely male (59.2% vs 45.5%;p\<0.001), Mexican American (9.0% vs 4.9%; p\<0.001), and had lower income (37.0% vs 30.9%; p\<0.001). Significant independent predictors of NAFLD were age \>60 years, male sex, Mexican American ethnicity, high BMI, diabetes mellitus (DM; both controlled and uncontrolled), and metabolic syndrome (Table 1). Among the NAFLD population, 10.3% had a high probability of fibrosis stage 3‐4 (NFS\>0.676). Significant independent predictors of high risk of stage 3‐4 fibrosis in subjects with NAFLD were age \>40 years, high BMI, and DM (both controlled and uncontrolled) (Table 1) Conclusions: Older, obese, and diabetic patients with NAFLD are at higher risk of having stage 3‐4 fibrosis and should be targeted for additional intervention.
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**Background**: MicroRNAs (miRs) are small, non‐coding RNA molecules that are involved in post‐transcriptional regulation of gene expression and have been implicated in the pathogenesis of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). Our objective was to determine their utility as noninvasive markers of NASH‐related liver histological lesions **Methods**: Differential miR analysis was performed on plasma samples from 72 subjects with suspected NASH (sNASH) who failed screening for a phase 2 trial evaluating GS‐4997, an inhibitor of apoptosis signal‐regulating kinase 1 (ASK1) (mean age 52 years, 36% male, mean BMI 36 kg/m^2^), and 50 age‐/sex‐matched controls (mean BMI 26 kg/m^2^). miRs were isolated with a spike‐in control using a total RNA isolation kit (Norgen Corp, Canada). Complementary DNA was generated using the QuantiMir kit and 380 miRs were measured by qPCR using miRnome Profiler (System Biosciences, Mountain View). Calculations of differential miR expression were performed using the ‐ΔΔCt method with either U1 spliceosomal RNA or spike‐in *C. elegans* control. Statistical analyses were performed using the Significance Analysis of Microarray (SAM) method. miRs with a minimum 2‐fold difference in expression and P≤0.01 between subjects and controls were selected and correlations between miR expression with fibrosis stage and NAFLD Activity Score (NAS) were determined. Using a random decision forest method, the performance of a miR panel for distinguishing sNASH subjects from controls was determined. Results: Samples from 56 sNASH and 39 controls passed quality‐control standards. Among 30 biopsied sNASH subjects, 57% had NAS ≥5 and 73% had stage 2‐3 fibrosis. Using SAM, 96 miRs were differentially expressed between sNASH subjects and controls; 25 miRs were significantly up‐regulated and 10 were down‐regulated using a minimum 2‐fold change and P≤0.01 as selection criteria (highest fold‐change, 4.99). More than 60% of these miRs have been associated with NASH pathogenesis and several novel miRs were identified. One of the most up‐regulated miRs distinguished sNASH subjects from controls with an area under the ROC curve (AUROC) of 0.891 and was strongly correlated with fibrosis (Spearman ρ=0.66, P=7.9×10^‐10^) and NAS (ρ=0.67, P=3.5×10^‐10^). A panel of 5 up‐regulated and 5 down‐regulated miRs had an AUROC of 0.925 for differentiating sNASH subjects from controls (sensitivity 80%, specificity 100%). **Conclusions**: In this exploratory study, a panel of miRs differentiated sNASH subjects from healthy controls and correlated with fibrosis stage and the NAS Although validation of these findings is necessary, miRs have potential utility for the noninvasive diagnosis of NASH.
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**Background**: Px‐104 is an orally available and non‐steroidal agonist of the farnesoid X receptor (FXR) as key regulator of bile acid, glucose and lipid homeostasis. This was the first clinical study with Px‐104 administered to NAFLD patients. **Aims and Methods**: We performed a single center, proof of concept phase Ila study to evaluate efficacy, safety and tolerability of Px‐104 in non‐diabetic NAFLD patients. 21 patients were enrolled with a diagnosis of NAFLD based on liver biopsy or hepatic steatosis on ultrasound, magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) and continuous attenuation parameter (CAP). Patients were treated with 5 mg of PX‐104 orally once daily for 4 weeks. Serum liver enzymes, insulin sensitivity by clamp‐like index (CLIX) and hepatic fat by proton (^1^H) MRS, MRI‐estimated proton density fat fraction (MRl‐PDFF) and CAP were assessed. To evaluate changes in hepatic energy metabolism and Kupffer cell function we performed phosphorus (^31^P) MRS and superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPlO) magnetic resonance imaging (SPIO‐MRI), respectively. Other readouts included serum lipids and markers of bile acid (BA) metabolism/signaling. **Results**: 12 patients were allocated to treatment A significant decrease in ALT (22%, p=0.027; 1‐tailed) and GGT (50%, p=0.019; 1‐tailed) was observed after 4 weeks of treatment (Table). No changes in serum alkaline phosphatase or HDL/LDL cholesterol and triglycerides were seen. Insulin sensitivity assessed by CLIX improved in 92% of patients (3.99±1.62 vs 4.59±1.79; p=0.02). However, hepatic steatosis measured by PDFF‐MRI, ^1^H‐MRS and CAP as well as extended serum lipid and BA profiles including C4 and FGF‐19 did not change. NADPH/γATP ratios at ^31^P‐MRS significantly decreased in 83% of patients (p=0.022) indicating reduced hepatic inflammatory stress, but SPIO‐MRI showed no differences. No serious adverse events occurred but short intervals of cardiac arrhythmia recorded in 2 patients led to termination of the study. **Conclusion**: The non‐steroidal FXR agonist PX‐104 improved insulin sensitivity and decreased serum GGT and ALT levels after 4 weeks of treatment in non‐diabetic NAFLD patients. Follow‐up compounds show improved FXR efficacy and safety profile appears justified.

**Clinical parameters, liver enzymes and metabolic markers**

\*1‐tailed
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**Backgrounds and Aims**: It is increasingly recognized that nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) may be present in non‐obese individuals. Using individual patient level data from two randomized trials, we compare non‐obese and obese patients with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) with regard to (1) clinical and histological characteristics at baseline, (2) determinants of advanced fibrosis and (3) response to therapy. **Methods**: The two trials combined, there were 523 biopsy‐proven NASH patients who received placebo or active treatment including vitamin E, pioglitazone or obeti‐ cholic acid. Subjects were divided by their body mass index (BMI) into obese (BMI\>30) and non‐obese (BMI\<30). **Results**: Compared to obese patients, non‐obese patients were more likely to be older (mean age: 51.6 versus 48.1, p=0.003) and non‐white (21.9% versus 11.9%, p=0.005) and have less diabetes (20.1% versus 31.2%, p=0.012) and higher level of HDL‐cholesterol (46.4 versus 42.7, p=0.002) and lower level of HOMA‐IR (4.9 versus 7.6, p\<0.001). There was no difference in baseline histology between non‐obese and obese NASH patients except ballooning was less common in nonobese patients (74% versus 85%, p=0.02). In logistic regression analyses, determinants of advanced fibrosis in non‐obese patients included aspartate aminotransferase (AST) (odds ratio \[OR\]: 1.02, 95% confidence interval \[CI\]: 1.01‐1.03), diabetes (OR: 4.14, 95%CI: 1.42‐12.03), platelet count (OR: 0.98, 95%CI: 0.97‐0.99), which were similar to those in obese NASH. Among treated patients with paired biopsies (n=249), the change in severity of lobular inflammation, steatosis, ballooning, and fibrosis did not significantly differ between nonobese and obese NASH patients (Table). NAFLD activity score (OR: 1.91, 95%CI: 1.23‐2.97) and platelet count (OR: 0.99, 95%CI: 0.98‐1.00) at baseline was associated with response in non‐obese NASH patients **Conclusion**: While there were a few phenotype differences from obese patients, NASH in nonobese patients display a similar degree of histological severity and response to therapy. A high index of suspicion for NASH is needed to recognize it in non‐obese patients.

**Change in Histological Features of Patients with Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis Comparing Non‐obese to Obese Patients**
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**Background and aims**: NAFLD is increasingly reported as a cause of HCC worldwide. This study determined temporal trends for prevalence of NAFLD in patients (pts) with HCC undergoing liver resection (LR) over the past 20 years and their clinical characteristics and outcomes. **Patients and methods**: Retrospective analysis of pts undergoing LR between 1995 and 2015 for HCC, by the same surgical team. HCC was confirmed by histology. NAFLD was diagnosed based on past or present exposure to obesity or diabetes without other causes of chronic liver disease. Peri‐tumoral liver was assessed histologically for fibrosis stage (F0‐4 by METAVIR). **Results**: 323 patients were included. Mean age was 60±14 yrs, 79% were males, 60% had cirrhosis. Liver disease etiologies were: HCV 31%, HBV 27%, NAFLD 12%, alcoholic liver disease (ALD) 11%, mixed NAFLD+ALD 7%, and other causes 12%. Pts with NAFLD were older (70+9 yrs vs. 64+10 ALD, 61+11 HCV, 51+14 HBV, p\<0.001) and mainly males (87%). The prevalence of NAFLD steadily increased from 2.6% in 1995‐2000 to 19.5% in 2010‐2015, that of HBV increased from 18% to 32%, while HCV decreased (44% to 19.5%) and ALD remained stable (13% vs 16.5%). HCC developed in the absence of bridging fibrosis/cirrhosis in 63% of pts (F0‐2) with NAFLD vs only 28% in HBV, 16% in ALD, and 7% in HCV (p\<0.001). NAFLD tumors were less well differentiated and larger than ALD and HCV (87±55 mm vs 54±44 mm and 48±31 mm, respectively, p\<0.001) but similar to HBV (99±44 mm). Within the NAFLD group, tumor characteristics were not different between F0‐2 and F3‐4 pts, except for a much higher proportion of single nodules (95% vs 54%, respectively, p\<0.01). 49% of pts with NAFLD underwent major hepatectomy vs. 25% for ALD, 31% for HCV and 48% for HBV (p=0.02). In the whole cohort, 53% patients had tumor recurrence (50% NAFLD, 50% alcohol, 45% HCV and 60% HBV, p=0.29) and 40% died (36% in NAFLD and HBV, 45 and 48% in HCV and ALD). Mean time to recurrence was 1.2±1.3 yrs without significant difference according to etiology Factors associated with HCC recurrence were: tumor size (p=0.02), number of nodules (p=0.03), satellite nodules (p\<0.001), and micro and macrovascular invasion (p\<0.03 and p=0.03, respectively). Satellite nodules, microvascular invasion and male sex but not the etiology of liver disease were independently associated with recurrence Conclusion: Over the past 20 years there was a strong increase in NAFLD among resectable HCCs. NAFLD pts are older, overwhelmingly male, with larger tumors, developed mostly on no/ early fibrosis. Survival and recurrence rates are similar to other etiologies, which justifies curative therapeutic approaches such as LR
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**Background & Aims**: Chronic hepatitis B with comorbid nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (CHB/NAFLD) is common and increasing rapidly in Greater China region. However, the clinical significance of comorbidities in these patients remains elusive We aimed to investigate the prevalence of metabolic syndrome components and disease progression in CHB/ NAFLD compared with CHB and NAFLD. **Methods**: Total 1,015 patients with liver biopsy proved CHB (n=553), NAFLD (n=130) and CHB/NAFLD (n=332) were included in this study. Patients with baseline liver cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), history of alcohol abuse or other liver diseases were excluded. Seven hundreds and thirty‐five patients (72.4%) were followed for a mean of 14.2± 2.9 years. The demographic data, baseline components of metabolic syndrome, liver cirrhosis related complications, HCC and death were noted. Cox proportional hazards model was used to evaluate the risk to development to HCC and all‐cause mortality. Kaplan‐Meier survival curve was produced and the differences among three groups were compared by log‐rank test. Results: Prevalence of hypertension (8.7%, 29/332), obesity (8.7%, 29/332), diabetes mellitus (10.2%, 34/332), and hyperlipidaemia (7.8%, 26/332) in CHB/NAFLD group at baseline were significantly higher than those in CHB group, respectively \[hypertension: 3.1% (17/553); obesity: 0.9% (5/553); diabetes mellitus: 4.2% (23/553); hyperlipidaemia: 2.5% (14/553). P\<0.001 for all comparisons\], but significantly lower than those in NAFLD group, respectively \[hypertension: 20.0% (26/130); obesity: 4.6% (6/130); diabetes mellitus: 26.9% (35/130); hyperlipidaemia: 11.5% (15/130). P\<0.001 for all comparisons\] During the long‐term follow‐up, thirty‐four (9.5%) patients in CHB group, 3 (2.3%) in NAFLD group, and in 40 (16.1%) CHB/NAFLD group developed liver cirrhosis at the end of follow‐up The percentage of patients with progression to liver cirrhosis in CHB/NAFLD group is significantly higher than that in CHB group (P = 0.015) and NAFLD group (P \< 0.001). Thirteen (3.6%) patients in CHB group, 2 (1.5%) in NAFLD group, and 28 (11.3%) in CHB/NAFLD group progressed to HCC. The patients with CHB/NAFLD had significantly higher cumulative hazard of progression to HCC than those in CHB group (hazard ratio=3.99, P = 0.001) and NAFLD group (hazard ratio=16.5, P = 0.007). The overall survivals among the CHB group, NAFLD group, and CHB/NAFLD group were equivalent (P \>0.05). Conclusion: Prevalence of metabolic syndrome in CHB/NAFLD was significantly lower than that in NAFLD. CHB Patients with comorbid NAFLD had higher risk of progression to liver cirrhosis and HCC than patients with CHB or NAFLD
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**Background**: Treatment of diabetic patients with full agonists of peroxisome proliferator‐activated receptor gamma (PPARY) improves insulin sensitivity, but is associated with weight gain, heart failure, peripheral oedema, and bone loss Endotrophin, the C‐terminal fragment of the a3 chain of procollagen type VI (Pro‐C6), is involved in both adipose tissue extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling and metabolic control. We established a serum assay for endotrophin to assess if this novel ECM marker adipokine could identify type 2 diabetes (DM2)/NASH patients who respond optimally to PPARY agonists, improving the risk to benefit ratio. **Methods**: The BALLET trial (NCT00515632) aimed to compare the glucose‐lowering effects and safety of the partial PPARY agonist balaglitazone with those of pioglitazone in DM2 patients on stable insulin therapy over 6 months. Per protocol patients (n=297) were stratified into tertiles of baseline Pro‐C6 levels and for follow‐up on therapy and correlated with achieved glucose control in each tertile at the end of the six‐ month treatment period **Results**: Endotrophin was significantly associated with therapeutic response to balaglitazone and pioglitazone. At study end, only subjects in the two highest tertiles showed significant reductions in HbA1c and fasting serum glucose compared with baseline. The Odds ratios for a 1% and a 0.5% reduction of HbA1c in the two upper tertiles were 3.83 \[1.62;9.04\] p\<0.001, and 3.85 \[1.94;7.61\] p\<0.0001, respectively Endotrophin levels correlated only with adipose tissue mass, insulin resistance, and fatty liver index (composed of triglycerides, BMI, GGT, and waist circumference) Notably, PPARy‐associated adverse events such as moderate to severe lower extremity oedema only occurred in the lower tertile for Pro‐C6. **Conclusion**: Elevated serum levels of endotrophin predict response to two insulin sensitizers and lower side‐effects, identifying those patients with DM2/NASH that profit from PPARγ agonist treatment.
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**Background**: According to a recent report, severe steatosis is likely to affect liver elasticity (E) as measured by transient elastography (TE) in subjects with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). However, little is known about the impact of controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) as assessed by TE on the measurement of liver E in subjects with NAFLD. **Methods**: Two hundred eleven subjects with biopsy‐proven NAFLD were included in this prospective analysis. All patients underwent acoustic radiation force impulse elastography (ARFI) and TE with CAP measurement. Logistic regression analysis and discriminant function analysis were used for calculating two kinds of CAP‐adjusted E. Area under ROC curves (AUROC) were used to determine the optimal cut‐offs, sensitivity, and specificity of CAP‐adjusted E values for detecting advanced fibrosis (\>F3) and cirrhosis. **Results**: For diagnosing advanced fibrosis, the AUROCs for TE (CAP‐adjusted E) were 0.889 (optimal cut‐off, ‐7.739; sensitivity \[se\], 85.37%; and specificity \[sp\], 87.06%) by log odds and 0.883 (optimal cut‐off, 0.263; se, 82.93%; sp, 91.76%) by formula calculated using discriminant function analysis, while, for diagnosing cirrhosis, those for TE (CAP‐adjusted E) were 0.903 (optimal cut‐off, ‐5.177; se, 90.9l%; sp, 88.36%) by log odds and 0.904 (optimal cut‐off, 0.381; se, 90.91%; sp, 88.36%) by formula calculated using discriminant function analysis. The AUROCs (for ≥F3, 0.893 and for F4, 0.915) for TE (E) were not significantly different from those for TE (CAP‐adjusted E). However, specificity (for ≥F3, 52.94%; for F4, 84.66% in TE) was markedly improved after adjustment for CAP without diminishment of sensitivity (for \>F3, 85.37%; for F4, 90.91% in TE) at the optimal cut‐off values Conclusions: There was a significant positive correlation between CAP‐adjusted E and fibrosis stages in subjects with NAFLD. Although CAP‐adjusted E was not superior to E in diagnosing advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis, measurement of CAP‐adjusted E might obviate the need for liver biopsy in those with NAFLD.

**Acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) sonographic, transient sonoelastographic (TE), and controlled attenuation parameter**
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Hepatic macrophage activation is associated with adipose tissue insulin resistance in non‐diabetic patients with Non‐Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease {#hep28798-sec-1340}
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**Background and Aim**. The onset and progression of liver damage in Non‐Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD) is tightly associated with insulin resistance (IR) in a dysfunctional adipose tissue (AT) Macrophage activation is a key step for both the chronic low inflammatory state of IR and for hepatic damage. The aim of this study is to elucidate the pathways linking IR in the AT, circulating and hepatic macrophage activation and liver damage in 40 non‐diabetic patients with biopsy‐proven NAFLD. Material and Methods. \[2H5\]glycerol was infused in all study subjects to evaluate Glycerol‐Ra and lipolysis. Adipose tissue‐IR (AT‐IR) was calculated as FFAs\*insulin(INS) (AT‐IR1) and as Glycerol‐Ra\*INS (AT‐IR2). Soluble CD163 (sCD163), a marker of hepatic macrophage activation, was measured by an enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). CD163 mRNA expression in the liver was evaluated by qPCR using the CFX96 (Bio‐Rad), SSoFast™ EvaGreen® Supermix (BioRad). Histology was scored according to Kleiner Hepatic fat was assessed by liver biopsy. Visceral fat (VF) and subcutaneous fat (SF) were measured with standard nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). **Results**. AT‐IR showed significant associations with features of liver damage at liver biopsy, including hepatic fat (AT‐IR1: r=0.50, p=0.001; AT‐IR2: r=0.44, p=0.004), NAS score (r=0.43, p=0.006 and r=0.31, p=0.05 respectively) and fibrosis (AT‐IR1: r=0.51 and AT‐IR2: r=0.34, p=0.001 for both). Plasma levels of sCD163 were significantly associated with fasting plasma levels of FFAs (r=0.35, p=0.026), with lipolysis (r =0.35, p=0.028) and with AT‐IR (AT‐IR1 r=0.38, p=0.016 and AT‐IR2 r=0.31, p=0.005). Circulating sCD163 increased proportionally to liver fat (r=0.53; p=0.005) but not to visceral or subcutaneous fat (p=NS for both) The hepatic expression of CD163 (n=20) had a linear correlation with plasma levels of sCD163 (r=0.44, p=0.05). NAFLD subjects with more than two‐fold hepatic expression of CD163 had significantly higher hepatic fat content (p=0.028). The hepatic expression of CD163 was higher than two‐fold in 75% of NAFLD patients with moderate (F2) and in 100% of those with severe fibrosis (F3). Conclusions. We speculate that in NAFLD patients hepatic macrophages activation can be directly stimulated by an increased flux of FFA due to AT‐IR, thus directly linking IR, dysfunctional adipose tissue and liver damage.
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**Background & Aims**: Reliable non‐invasive biomarkers are needed for the diagnosis and monitoring of patients with non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). Our study set out to determine the performance of a new score developed by Echosens to differentiate NASH and simple steatosis based on a single Fibroscan examination (liver stiffness and controlled attenuation parameter (CAP)) **Methods**: Patients with suspected NAFLD prospectively underwent FibroScan examination within 2 weeks of a standard of care liver biopsy (LB) between March 2014 and January 2016 at seven UK centers. LB were read in a blinded manner by two expert pathologists. NASH was diagnosed using the FLIP algorithm. NASH severity was graded according to the NAS score. To develop a score to diagnose NASH the cohort was split randomly into training (80%) and validation (20%) sets. Sample splitting was repeated 100 times leading to the selection of the optimum model. This was tested on an external validation cohort that consisted of 47 NAFLD patients from a single liver centre in France. Patients there underwent FibroScan examination within 1 day of LB, read by the same pathologists. **Results**: 174 patients with BMI \<40 kg/ m^2^ were studied. The following patients were excluded for the score development: LB not interpretable/diagnostic of NAFLD (n=18), FibroScan not possible (n=1), FibroScan unreliable according to Boursier\'s criteria (n=10). Patients had a median BMI of 32.9 \[IQR=6.9\] kg/m^2^ and age of 54 \[21\] years. 58% were male, 74% had a NAS score \>3 and 58% had NASH. The external validation cohort had a median BMI of 30.0 \[8.0\] kg/m^2^ and age of 53 \[22\] years. 67% were male, 82% had a NAS score \>3 and 71% had NASH, 91% had a reliable Fibroscan examination. Performance of the scores is shown in the table. Conclusion: A novel score based on measurement of liver stiffness and CAP from a single FibroScan examination was able to correctly classify 79% of patients with/without NASH as well as correctly staging severity in 86%. This has promise as a non‐invasive marker for detecting/staging disease activity in patients with NASH.

**NASH scores performance**

AUC: area under the ROC curve. CC: correctly classified patients, cut‐off maximizing negative + positive predictive values.
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**Background**: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the leading cause of chronic liver disease in the U.S. NAFLD can result in progressive liver fibrosis and cirrhosis. However, risk of fibrosis progression as well as the determinants of this risk in unselected or unreferred patients with NAFLD remains largely unknown. We aimed to examine the proportion of patients with NAFLD who developed advanced fibrosis (defined as FIB‐ 4\>2.67) over time and to identify predictors of progression among patients with low (defined as FIB‐4\<1.3) or intermediate (defined as FIB‐4.1.3‐2.67) fibrosis at baseline. **Methods**: We identified a cohort of patients with NAFLD in national VA databases using a previously validated algorithm based on persistent ALT elevation (≥2 values ≥40 IU/mL ≥6 months apart) in the absence of hepatitis B, hepatitis C or excessive alcohol use. We calculated annual FIB‐4 using laboratory results from AST, ALT and platelet tests performed within 6 months of each other In the event of multiple tests per year in the same patient, we used the median to define annual value For this analysis, we included NAFLD patients with at least 2 annual FIB‐4 values and excluded patients with advanced fibrosis or cirrhosis at baseline (defined on the basis of FIB‐4 \> 2.67 or cirrhosis ICD‐9 codes). We used Kaplan‐Meier (KM) curves and survival function estimates to compare risk of fibrosis progression (FIB‐4\>2.67) among patient sub‐groups, and Cox proportional hazards models to examine risk factors for fibrosis progression. Results: The analysis included a cohort of 449,498 patients with NAFLD with mean follow up of 7.99 (SD, 2.39) years. Most patients were male (95.2%) and non‐Hispanic white (68.7%). Among patients with first (baseline) FIB‐4\<1.3 (68.3%), 1.6% progressed to advanced fibrosis after 5 years; 9.3% progressed after 12 years Among patients with first FIB‐4 in the intermediate range (31.7%), 20.3% and 48.5% progressed to advanced fibrosis after 5 years and 12 years, respectively. In the multivariable model, patients with FIB‐4 between 1.3‐2.67 at baseline had 6‐fold higher risk of fibrosis progression than patients with FIB‐4\<1.3 (Hazard Ratio, 6.01; 95% Confidence Interval, 5.88‐6.13). Age, sex, race, body mass index, diabetes, hypertension, and dyslipidemia were significantly associated with fibrosis progression overall and in analyses stratified by baseline degree of fibrosis Conclusion: In this large national cohort of unselected patients with NAFLD, baseline degree of fibrosis was a strong predictor of the risk of progression Among those with intermediate fibrosis, there was a large fraction of patients who progressed to high risk for fibrosis
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Coronary heart disease (CHD) is the leading cause of mortality in patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). The inter‐relationships between risk factors for CHD and severity of the underlying liver disease are unknown. The aim of current study was to evaluate the relationship between severity of liver histology and Framingham Risk Scores (FRS) in patients with NAFLD in the NIDDK NASH CRN cohort **METHODS**: A cross‐sectional analysis of adult patients enrolled with a liver biopsy and a Framingham Risk Score (FRS) within 18 months of enrollment was performed. Fractional logistic regression models of the FRS outcome (i. e., 10‐year probability of CHD) were used to evaluate the relationship between FRS and diabetes status, coronary artery disease, body mass index, HbA1c, HOMA‐IR, anti‐lipidemic therapy) and histological features. **RESULTS**: A total of 1,875 patients met criteria and were included in the analysis. In unadjusted regression analysis, a strong relationship was observed between FRS and metabolic medical comorbidities including diabetes (OR 1.13, 1.01‐1.28, P=.03), use of anti‐lipidemic therapy (OR 1.34, 1.19‐1.50, P\<.001), waist circumference (OR 1.01, 1.00‐1.01, per cm; P\<.001) and known history of coronary artery disease (OR 1.76‐2.63, P\<.001) in patients with NAFLD. Higher FRS was directly related to histological features including ballooning (OR 1.10, 1.03‐1.18, per score; P=.007), fibrosis (OR 1.11‐1.20, per stage; P\<.001), and portal inflammation (OR 1.20, 1.08‐1.33, per score; P\<.001). Lower FRS was associated with higher steatosis and FRS (OR 0.91,0.85‐0.97, per score; P= 003) Definite NASH was associated with higher FRS with OR 1.12 (1.04‐1.20, per category; P=.001). In a multiple fractional regression model, independent relationships with higher FRS included circumference, use of anti‐lipidemic therapy, known history of CAD, increasing severity of fibrosis, definite NASH and decreasing severity of steatosis remained significant.. **CONCLUSION**: In patients with NAFLD, increasingly higher 10‐year risk of CHD is associated with metabolic co‐morbidities, but also with worsening histology including presence of NASH and more severe fibrosis However, FRS went down with increasing steatosis
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**Background and Aims**: The potent and selective FXR agonist obeticholic acid (OCA) has been shown to significantly improve fibrosis in the FLINT study; a 72 week, multicenter, double‐blind trial in non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) patients. The aim of this post‐hoc analysis was to explore whether there were any specific subgroups who may have responded differently to OCA treatment with respect to fibrosis improvement **Methods**: In the FLINT study, patients with NASH were randomized to 25 mg OCA or placebo (PBO) for 72 weeks of treatment Patients who had both baseline and end of study biopsies were included in this analysis (OCA: n=102, PBO: n=98). Fibrosis improvement was defined as ≥1 stage improvement after 72 weeks of treatment based on NASH CRN scoring criteria evaluated by central pathologists Subgroup categories such as age, sex, body mass index (BMI) at baseline, diabetes status at baseline, and weight loss at Week 24 were evaluated Treatment effect within each subgroup was assessed in both univariate and multivariate analyses In order to determine whether the effect of treatment varied significantly among subgroups, the interaction between treatment and subgroup was assessed. **Results**: In all subgroups evaluated in this analysis, a higher percentage of OCA‐treated patients showed an improvement in fibrosis vs PBO‐treated patients (Table) Critically, the interaction between treatment and subgroup was not significantly different within each subgroup category Similar results were observed for NAS improvement of ≥2 points without worsening of fibrosis (data not shown) Conclusions: Overall, more OCA‐treated patients in all subgroups evaluated in this analysis achieved fibrosis improvement. No specific subgroup responded differently to OCA treatment and no interaction between treatment and subgroups was found Further evaluation with a larger number of patients is warranted
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**Background**:Non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), which is related to insulin resistance and metabolic syndrome,is a disease most commonly found to progress into steatohepatitis and also evidenced as a major cause of cryptogenic cirrhosis. Several recent studies showed that vitamin D plays an important role in the pathogenesis and the treatment of chronic liver disease from many causes,including NAFLD. However,studies specifically involving a role of vitamin D replacement in NAFLD are extremely limited. **Objective**:To demonstrate the effect of vitamin D replacement on liver enzymes and Inflammatory markers in NAFLD patients. **Methods**:A randomized control trial was conducted at Liver clinic at Vajira hospital from January to December 2015. Sixty eligible NAFLD participants, who have ALT elevation with vitamin D insufficiency, were randomly split into two groups (30 patients per group) and assigned to receive either a vitamin D replacement or a placebo for 20 weeks. During this study, the participants were asked to maintain the same lifestyle and medication as before the experiment, as well as to have their serum calcium level monitored every four weeks for any side effects of hypervitaminosis D Serum ALT, inflammatory markers, and homeostasis model assessment (HOMA) including Fibroscan® were compared before and after the 20‐week vitamin D replacement period to evaluate the anti‐inflammatory effect of vitamin D Results:At the beginning of the study,there was no statistical differences between the two groups of patients on the baseline characteristics, including gender,age,BMI,underlying disease(except T2DM),ALT,inflammatory markers,FibroScan® and Inbody®. At the end of the study, ALT (‐27.43 ± 24.61 U/L, p \<0.001), IL‐6 (‐0.45 ± 1.12 pg/mL, p =0.036) and Ferritin (‐52.75 ± 96.34 ng/mL, p =0.006) decreased significantly in the vitamin D group, while CAP (‐4.80 ± 26.15 dB/m), hsCRP (‐0.42 ± 1.65 mg/L) and liver stiffness (0.25 ± 3.48 kPa) tended to decrease In the placebo group, Ferritin (0.69 ± 72.45 ng/mL), hsCRP (0.06 ± 1.45 mg/L), CAP (2.67 ± 30.89 dB/m) and liver stiffness (0.01 ± 2.18 kPa) increased although statistically insignificant In addition, the decrease of serum ALT in the vitamin D group was significantly greater than in the placebo group (‐27.43 ± 24.61 U/L vs ‐12.70 ± 25.49 U/L, respectively, p =0.026). Furthermore, all patients in the vitamin D group did not experience any side effects from hypervitaminosis D. Conclusion:Vitamin D replacement could significantly reduce the liver inflammation as well as contributed to the decrease of steatosis quantification in NAFLD patients with ALT elevation,without evidence of short‐term adverse effects
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**Background**: Growth hormone (GH) deficiency may be related to the metabolic syndrome and associated with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Insulin‐like growth factor‐1 (IGF‐ 1) is produced by hepatocytes and its secretion is stimulated by GH Our aim is to determine the association between IGF‐1 level and severity of NAFLD. **Methods**: Using the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) data, we included 13,856 adults aged 20‐74 years who had gradable ultrasonography (US) images for hepatic steatosis; of those, 1,815 were identified as having NAFLD (presence of moderate to severe hepatic steatosis on US without chronic liver disease: chronic hepatitis B, chronic hepatitis C, iron overload or excessive alcohol consumption) and 5,319 as controls 629 in NAFLD and 2,067 in controls had available serum IGF‐1 data NAFLD and control group were stratified based on body mass index (BMI) as lean (BMI\<25) and obese (BMI≥30). Results: Serum IGF‐1 levels in NAFLD group were significantly lower (mean 230.0±99.3 ng/mL) compared with controls (mean 266.3±106.1 ng/mL, p\<0.0001). IGF‐1 levels in obese NAFLD were significantly lower (mean 215.6±86.6 ng/mL) than obese controls (mean 246.7±103.0 ng/mL, p\<0.0001). IGF‐1 levels were inversely associated with severity of hepatic steatosis on US (Graph 1), and were significantly lower in severe steatosis compared to mild and moderate steatosis in lean NAFLD group (p=0.022 vs. mild, p=0.005 vs. moderate). In multivariate logistic regression analysis, the association of IGF‐1 levels to NAFLD remained significant after adjusting for age, sex, BMI, insulin resistance, C‐reactive protein, triglyceride, low‐density lipoprotein and high‐density lipoprotein (adjusted odds ratio=0.9988, 95% confidence interval=0.9976‐0.9999, p=0.0041). Conclusion: Low level of serum IGF‐1 is associated with NAFLD and correlates with severity of hepatic steatosis especially in lean NAFLD patients.

**Graph 1**. Serum levels of IGF‐1 and severity of hepatic steatosis on US (\*p\<0.0001 vs. normal, p=0.0007 vs. mild)
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C. Stephen Djedjos, Brian Kirby, Andrew Billin, John Gosink, Qinghua Song, Roopali Srihari, Krysia Grycz, Jonna Weston, G. Mani Subramanian, William J. Watkins, Robert P. Myers Gilead Sciences, Inc. Foster City, CA, USA **Background**: GS‐9674 is a non‐steroidal Farnesoid X Receptor (FXR) agonist in development for the treatment of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and cholestatic liver disorders. Oral GS‐9674 increased plasma fibroblast growth factor 19 (FGF19), decreased 7‐a‐hydroxy‐4‐cholesten‐3‐one (C4), and improved liver histology in rodent and primate models of NASH This first‐in‐human study evaluated the safety, pharmacokinetics (PK), and pharmacodynamic (PD) effects of GS‐9674 in healthy volunteers. Data on PD markers (FGF19 and C4), PK/PD and PD/PD relationships, and the effects of GS‐9674 on serum cholesterol are presented herein **Methods**: In this randomized, double‐blind, placebo‐controlled study, subjects received single and multiple doses (QD, 14 days) of GS‐9674 (10, 30, 100, or 300 mg while fasting \[n=12/cohort\]) or matching placebo (n=3/cohort) with a 6‐day washout between the single and multiple dose periods. Plasma FGF19 (by ELISA) and serum C4 (by LC‐MS/MS) were measured over 24 hours pre‐dose (Day ‐1) and after single (Day 1) and multiple dose administration (Day 20). PD parameters for FGF19 and C4 (AUC2~‐8~h~r~ and C~max~ or C~min~) were calculated and normalized to Day ‐1 values. Changes in serum cholesterol were also assessed. Results: PD responses to GS‐9674 observed on Day 1 and Day 20 were comparable. GS‐9674 doses ≥30 mg significantly increased FGF19 and reduced C4 exposure compared to placebo (Table). Changes in FGF19 and C4 AUC~2‐8~h~r~ were inversely correlated (r= ‐0.335 p =0.02). While FGF19 exposure did not show dose‐dependent changes, changes in C4 AUC~2‐8hr~ were inversely associated with GS‐9674 AUCtau (r= ‐0.45 p \<0.01). Effects of GS‐9674 on serum cholesterol at Day 20 were mild and not significantly different from placebo Conclusion: Oral GS‐9674 administration results in increased levels of FGF19 and decreased C4 confirming its biological activity These data support the evaluation of GS‐9674 in patients with NASH and cholestatic liver disorders.

**Changes in PD Markers from Baseline after Multiple Dose GS‐9674 Administration (Day 20)**

Data presented as fold change in geometric mean (%CV) from pre‐treatment (Day 20/Day ‐1).\*p\<0.05 compared to placebo
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The risk of colorectal neoplasia according to the presence and severity of non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease {#hep28798-sec-1372}
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**Background and aim** We investigated whether non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is associated with increased risk of colorectal neoplasia (CRN). **Methods** A cross‐sectional data from a comprehensive health screening program that included 26,540 participants without malignancy, chronic liver disease or heavy drinking, who underwent first‐time screening colonoscopy and abdominal ultrasonography at Samsung Medical Center between April 2003 and December 2011 was analyzed. Advanced CRN was defined as cancer or adenoma that was at least 10 mm in diameter, had high‐grade dysplasia, or had villous or tubulovillous histologic characteristics, or any combination thereof. The presence of NAFLD was diagnosed with abdominal ultrasonography and exclusion of secondary causes. Severity of hepatic fibrosis in patients with NAFLD was determined by the NAFLD fibrosis score (NFS). **Results** NAFLD patients had a higher prevalence of all CRN (38.0% vs. 28.9%, p \< 0.001) and advanced CRN (2.7% vs. 1.9%, p \< 0.001) than individuals without NAFLD. When adjusted for age, sex, smoking, alcohol, body mass index, first‐degree family history of colon cancer, use of aspirin and metabolic factors including fasting blood glucose, use of diabetic medication, total cholesterol, triglyceride, use of dyslipidemic medication, systolic blood pressure and use of antihypertensive medication,, NAFLD patients showed higher risk for all CRN \[odd ratio (OR) (95% confidence interval (CI)): 1.10 (1.03‐1.17), p = 0.002\] and advanced CRN \[OR (95% CI): 1.21 (1.01‐1.18), p = 0.049\] compared to individuals without NAFLD. In addition, NAFLD patients with intermediate to high NFS (\> ‐1.455) had a higher prevalence of all CRN (47.2% vs 34.4%, p \<0.001) and advanced CRN (4.6% vs. 1.9%, p \< 0.001) than patients with low NFS (\<‐1.455) In multivariable‐adjusted models, NAFLD patients with intermediate to high NFS were at higher risk of all CRN \[OR (95% CI): 1.11 (1.01‐1.24), p = 0.047\] and advanced CRN \[OR (95% CI): 1.5 (1.14‐2.10), p= 0.005\] than patients with low NFS. **Conclusions** NAFLD was associated with the increased risk of CRN independent of traditional risk factors Also, NFS was able to further stratify risk of CRN among NAFLD patients. These findings indicate that NAFLD and NFS can be useful to evaluate individual risk for CRN
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Interleukin‐34 as a fibroblast‐derived marker of liver fibrosis in patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease {#hep28798-sec-1376}
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Background/Aim: Non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a common cause of chronic non‐viral liver disease. Activation of macrophages and hepatic stellate cells is a critical step that promotes liver fibrosis Interleukin‐34 (IL‐34) shares homology with macrophage colony‐stimulating factor (M‐CSF) and promotes the differentiation and viability of macrophages through a common receptor, colony‐stimulating factor‐1 receptor (CSF‐1R). We aimed to explore the feasibility of IL‐34 as a fibrosis marker in patients with NAFLD Method: We enrolled 197 liver biopsy‐proven NAFLD patients with various fibrosis stages We comprehensively evaluated the serum levels of macrophage related markers (IL‐34, M‐CSF, soluble CD163), 40 cytokines/chemokines, hyaluronic acid, type IV collagen 7s, and clinically‐approved fibrosis scores such as APRI, FIB‐4 index, NAFLD fibrosis score We performed uni‐ and multivariate‐analyses, receiver operating characteristic (ROC), and multivariate regression analyses for the assessment of diagnostic performance of various markers/indices In order to clarify the source of IL‐34, we performed immunohistochemical and immunofluorescence staining of frozen liver specimens obtained from NAFLD patients. Results: IL‐34 significantly increased with the progression of fibrosis and was an independent marker for liver cirrhosis (odds ratio=1.233, P=0.006). For the diagnosis of liver cirrhosis, the area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity and specificity of IL‐34 (0.87, 83.3%, and 80.2%, respectively) were superior to or comparable with the other serum biomarkers and fibrosis indexes The combination of serum IL‐34, type IV collagen 7s and ages, which are independent factors of liver fibrosis, \[IL‐34 based fibrosis score (IL‐34‐FS) = 0.0387\*IL‐34 (pg/ml) + 0.3623\*type IV collagen 7s (ng/mL) + 0.0184\*age (year) ‐ 1.1850\] was a practical tool for predicting the stages of fibrosis in NAFLD patients The AUC, sensitivity, and specificity of IL‐34‐FS were 0.86, 75.2%, and 85.0% (significant fibrosis : fibrosis stage 2‐4), 0.88, 81.7%, and 79.4% (advanced fibrosis : fibrosis stage 3‐4), and 0.91, 83.3%, and 85.6% (liver cirrhosis), respectively. Immunostaining revealed that almost all of the IL‐34 positive cells in the liver tissue were fibroblasts (a‐SMA positive cells) Conclusion: Serum IL‐34 increased with the progression of liver fibrosis mainly due to the accumulation of its source, liver fibroblasts. A novel IL‐34‐based fibrosis score, consisting of serum IL‐34, type IV collagen 7s and age, is a feasible diagnostic marker of liver fibrosis in NAFLD patients.
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**Background/Aims**:Metabolic syndrome(MS) and its individual components are associated with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease(NAFLD) severity and progression. We sought to evaluate, in NAFLD patients discriminated by age, the effect of all components of the MS and of their combinations on the risk of severe hepatic fibrosis. **Methods**:We considered 863 consecutive biopsy‐proven NAFLD patients, fully evaluated for components of MSvisceral obesity, IFG/diabetes, HDL, triglycerides and arterial hypertension **Results**:At multivariate logistic regression analysis, F3‐F4 was associated with visceral obesity(OR 20.5, 95%CI 2.29‐235.9, p=0.01), IFG/ diabetes(OR 2.66, 95%CI 1.76‐4.04, p\<0.001), and low HDL cholesterol(\<40/\<50 mg/dl; OR 1.73, 95%CI 1.17‐2.56, p=0.006), but not triglycerides \>150 or arterial hypertension. A significant interaction was found between age and visceral obesity(p=0.04). By stratifying patients for age, we confirmed the interaction between third age tertile(\>54years) and visceral obesity(p=0.04). Consistently, in the lower(\<41years) and mid‐ dle(41‐54 years) age tertiles, the risk for F3‐F4 fibrosis was mostly driven by visceral obesity and IFG/diabetes, and was higher in those with all three metabolic risk factors(29% and 36% in lower and middle age tertiles, respectively). Finally, among patients in the higher age tertile(\>54years), obesity did not affect fibrosis severity, and the risk of severe fibrosis was higher in those with low HDL and IFG/Diabetes with/without visceral obesity(from 52%to54%) **Conclusions**:In NAFLD, metabolic profiles at risk for severe fibrosis changed according to age, with low HDL, but mostly obesity and IFG/Diabetes being dominant in patients in lower and middle age tertiles, and HDL and IFG/Diabetes but not visceral obesity in those in the highest age tertile
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Donor *TM6SF2* rs58542926 Genotype is an Independent Risk Factor for Development of Steatosis after Liver Transplantation {#hep28798-sec-1384}
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**Background & Aims**: Polymorphism rs58542926 c 449 C\>T v*TM6SF2* (transmembrane 6 superfamily member 2) is one of genetic factors predisposing to development of non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) We aimed to evaluate the influence of both recipient and donor *TM6SF2* rs58542926 genotypes on development of steatosis in liver transplant (LT) recipients. **Methods**: The study group included 272 adult LT recipients transplanted between 1995 and 2010, in whom occurrence of steatosis was evaluated by liver biopsy during first 5 post‐transplant years. We analyzed *TM6SF2* rs58542926 and *PNPLA3* (patatin‐like phospholipase 3) rs738409 genotypes of recipients and donors, and clinical and laboratory data. Patients with steatosis (\>5%; grade 1‐3) were compared to patients without steatosis (\<5%, grade 0). Results: Steatosis (grade 1‐3) was found in 166 patients (61.0%), 106 patients (39.0%) did not develop any steatosis (grade 0). The distribution of donor *TM6SF2* rs58542926 genotypes differed significantly (p=0.036) between patients with steatosis (CC/CT/TT 80.1/19.3/0.6%) and without steatosis (CC/CT/TT 91.5/8.5/0.0%). The distribution of recipient *TM6SF2* rs58542926 genotypes was similar (p=0.91) in patients with steatosis (CC/CT/TT 77.7/19.9/2.4%) and without steatosis (CC/CT/TT 76.4/21.7/1.9%). On multivariate analysis, donor non‐CC *TM6SF2* genotype (OR 3.22; 95%CI 1.42‐7.99), donor non‐CC *PNPLA3* genotype (OR 1.87; 95%CI 1.08‐3.27) and BMI 1 year after LT (OR 1.14; 95%CI 1.06‐1.24) were independent risk factors of development of post‐transplant steatosis The effect of donor *PNPLA* G allele and donor *TM6SF2* T allele was synergic, with OR 7.61 (95%CI 2.04‐49.45) for presence of both donor risk alleles and OR 1.84 (95%CI 1.11‐3.06) for presence of only one risk allele *(PNPLA3* G allele or *TM6SF2* T allele). **Conclusion**: Donor non‐CC *TM6SF2* rs58542926 genotype is an independent risk factor of steatosis in liver transplant recipients The effect of donor *TM6SF2* genotype is synergic to the effect of donor *PNPLA3* genotype.
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**Background**: Fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21), a non‐mitogenic hormone, is an important regulator of glucose and lipid metabolism. FGF21 analogs improve insulin sensitivity and lipid profiles, which contribute to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) pathogenesis, in preclinical models as well as in obese humans with type 2 diabetes. BMS‐986036 is a pegylated recombinant human FGF21 with an extended elimination half‐life, enabling daily and weekly regimens to be studied. **Methods**: 96 healthy obese (BMI 30‐40 kg/m^2^) subjects were randomized 3:1 to subcutaneous (SC) BMS‐986036 or placebo (PBO) in a 16‐arm single ascending dose (SAD)/ multiple ascending dose (MAD) single‐center study with primary endpoints of safety, tolerability, PK and pharmacodynamics. SAD subjects received doses of 0.3, 1,3, 10, 30, or 60 mg of BMS‐ 986036 or PBO. MAD subjects received BMS‐986036 0.3 mg QD, 1 mg QD, 3 mg QD, 10 mg QD, 30 mg QD, 21 mg QW or PBO for 14 d. Subjects were in‐house from D‐2 until D15 (SAD) or D22 (MAD) and received an identical diet 48 h prior to D1 and D16. RNA expression was analyzed from D‐1 and D16 (MAD) abdominal adipose tissue biopsies, and pathway analysis was conducted. Metabolomic profiling was performed on D1, D8 and D16 (MAD) serum **Results**: Study subjects had a mean age of 41.8 y and mean BMI of 34.1 kg/m^2^; 83% male, 41% Hispanic. There were no deaths, SAEs, discontinuations due to AEs or dose‐related changes in AEs. Among MAD subjects who received BMS‐986036, the most common AE was injection site erythema (22.2%). All treatment‐related AEs were mild. BMS‐986036 showed linear PK; the average elimination T1/2 was 19‐24 h. Accumulation was 2‐3 fold with QD dosing and negligible with QW dosing. 14 days of BMS‐986036 was associated with dose‐dependent improvements in body weight, insulin sensitivity, triglycerides, lipids and adiponectin (Table 1), as well as increased expression of genes involved in mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation and metabolites associated with branched chain amino acid catabolism **Conclusions**: Single and multiple SC doses of BMS‐986036 QD or QW for up to 14 days in healthy subjects were well tolerated and associated with dose‐dependent improvements in body weight, insulin resistance, triglycerides, LDL and adiponectin. Gene expression and metabolomics analyses suggest that BMS‐986036 may improve mitochondrial function and amino acid homeostasis, which may be perturbed in NASH. These beneficial effects on key drivers of NASH pathogenesis support evaluation of BMS‐986036 in Phase 2 studies of NASH.

**D15 Adiponectin‐% change from D1**
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**Background and aims**: Cirrhosis is one of the leading causes of death worldwide. The diagnosis is usually made in late stages after acute decompensation or liver cancer has developed. Ideally, diagnosis should be made in early stages before cirrhosis occurs, but current analytical and imaging methods are inaccurate for early detection of hepatic fibrosis. Aim of the study was to investigate the usefulness of TE for early detection of silent chronic liver disease with hepatic fibrosis in presumed healthy subjects from the general population. **Methods**: Cross‐sectional, descriptive, population‐based study of subjects aged 18‐75 yr randomly identified from people attending 18 primary care centers in Barcelona Metro Area from April 2012 to January 2016. Patients with known liver disease were excluded. Subjects were invited to participate through phone calls and 68% accepted Medical examination, lab tests, and liver stiffness measurement (LSM) with TE were performed the same day by a single experienced operator. According to published data, LSM \> 6.8, 7.6, and 8.0 kPa were used as cutoffs of clinically‐relevant fibrosis. A liver biopsy was suggested in subjects with abnormal LSM. Results: 3,076 subjects, 57% females, 94% caucasians, with mean age 54 ± 12 yr were included. Among them, 28% had metabolic syndrome (MS) and 9% excessive alcohol consumption Less than 1% were found to be HBV and HCV+ and 24% had high aminotransferase levels. The percentages of subjects with increased LSM according to cutoffs used were 9.3%, 7.1% and 6%, respectively. In multivariate analysis, age, sex, high aminotransferases, and presence of MS were associated with increased LSM. Liver biopsy was performed in 51.5% of eligible patients. The histological diagnosis was NAFLD/NASH in 73, alcohol‐related in 7, and normal liver in 4; the degree of fibrosis was F0 to F4 in 46, 13, 20, 2, and 3, respectively. There was a significant relationship between LSM and degree of fibrosis: 8.4±1.9; 7.9±1.5; 10.7±1.6; 15±1.5; and 33.9± 10.8 kPa, from F0 to F4, respectively (p\<0.001). The percentage of patients with significant fibrosis (\>2) was related to the LSM cutoff, being 31%, 38% and 44% for cutoffs of 6.8, 7.6 and 8 kPa, respectively. The cut‐off of LSM with greatest accuracy for diagnosis of significant fibrosis (\>2) was of 9.2 kPa with 92% sensitivity and 80% specificity and AUROC of 0.87. **Conclusions**: A high percentage of presumed healthy adults from the Spanish population, 6% using cutoff of LSM of 8kPa and 2.6% extrapolating biopsy data, have liver fibrosis, in most cases related to NAFLD. TE is a good non‐invasive method for screening of liver fibrosis in the general population
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\[Background and Aim\] CD163 positive (M2 phenotype) macrophage displays anti‐inflammatory properties and implicated in tissue repair This type of macrophage may contribute to the progression of fibrosis stage and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease activity score (NAS) in non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). We measured the levels of the macrophage activation marker, soluble CD163 (sCD163) in NASH, and investigated the relationship between sCD163 and progressive liver histology of NAFLD. To evaluate CD163 positive macrophage plays a role in the pathogenesis of NAFLD, immunohistochemical staining of CD163 were performed in tissues of repeated liver biopsies \[Target and method\] Serum and liver biopsies were obtained from 247 patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). 100 of 247 patients were undergone repeated liver biopsies Patients were divided into five groups based on fibrosis stage and NAS (mean age: 55 years (19‐82) men: 48.1%, Stage: 0/1/2/3/4:21/83/52/65/26, Grade: 0 /1/2/3:23/107/74/43). sCD163 were measured by ELISA(CD163; human ELISA kit Quantikaine). Immunohistochemical staining was done in repeated biopsies from randomly selected patients with NASH The primary antibodies were mouse monoclonal anti human CD163( Leica, UK,10D6) diluted 1:50 \[Results\] sCD163 levels correlated with fibrosis stages (P \< 0.001), and sCD163 level was significantly elevated in the advanced fibrosis of stage 4 group (1086.3 vs. 651.3; P \< 0.001, cut‐off 932; AUC, 0.85). sCD163 levels correlated with NAS (P \< 0.001). However, in spite of low NAS, sCD163 levels were significantly elevated in burned‐out NASH. Among the 100 patients who underwent repeated biopsies, 31 patients improved fibrotic degree and 37 improved NAS. sCD163 levels were significantly reduced in both patients that improved fibrotic degree and NAS. Conversely, sCD168 levels were elevated in patients whose fibrosis or NAS had worsened CD163 positive macrophages are existed in the liver sinusoids There was no relationship between amount of CD163 positive macrophages and progressive liver histology of NAFLD \[Conclusion\] sCD163 level reflects the progression of fibrosis and inflammation in liver tissue, and sCD163 could be useful as a non‐invasive biomarker in NASH or NAFLD
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NAFLD has been usually linked to obesity. However, recent data have shown the presence of NAFLD also in patients with normal BMI defining a new concept of lean‐NAFLD. Lean‐NA‐ FLD shares many metabolic characteristics with overweight NAFLD, although a lower prevalence of Metabolic Syndrome (MetS) and liver damage has been reported. To evaluate liver and cardiovascular damage of lean‐NAFLD we studied 673 consecutive patients with biopsy proven NAFLD from 3 Italian Liver Units. Methods: Biochemical parameters, carotid atherosclerotic lesions by ultrasonography, PNPLA3 and TM6SF2 genotyping and liver histology were recorded. Subjects were divided according to BMI ≤ 25 (defined as lean‐NAFLD) or \>25 kg/m2, and to waist circumference (WC), surrogate marker of visceral obesity (\< or ≥ 88 cm (for female) and \< or ≥102 cm (for male)). Results: lean‐NAFLD (149 patients, 42 female, mean age 46± 13) had significantly lower prevalence of hypertension (20% vs 37%, p=0.001), diabetes (11% vs 26%, p=0.0003), MetS (14% vs 39%, p=0.0002), lower total cholesterol (48± 15 vs 53± 14, p=0.03 and triglycerides (132±40 vs 145±45, p=0.05) than overweight/obese NAFLD (524 patients, 72 female, mean age 49± 13). Carotid intima‐media thickness (0.74±0.1 vs 0.84±0.3, p=0.0001), prevalence of NASH (18% vs 48%, p=0.0001) and of significant fibrosis (F2 or higher) (17% vs 42%,p=0.0001) were significantly lower in lean‐NAFLD while prevalence of carotid plaques was similar. The prevalence of PNPLA3 G allele carriage did not differ in the two groups, while TM6SF2 T allele was more prevalent in lean NAFLD (4%vs 0.3%, p=0.001). Twenty‐seven (18%) of lean NAFLD had steatosis of grade 3, 24 (14%), lobular inflammation ≥ 2, 10 (6%) ballooning score of 2 and 25 (17%) fibrosis ≥2. At multivariate analysis in the overall series WC higher than 88 cm (female) and 102 cm (male) was significantly associated with female gender (p=0.001), MetS (p=0.0001), NASH (p=0.05), fibrosis ≥2 (p=0.03) and diabetes (p=0.06) The logistic regression analyses of mutually adjusted BMI and WC in the overall series of NAFLD indicated that WC predicts better than BMI the presence of NASH (p\<0.0001 vs p=0.001), fibrosis ≥2 (p\<0.001 vs p=0.07), diabetes (p\<0.0001 vs p=0.05), hypertension (p=0.0001 vs p=0.94), and plaques (p\<0.000 vs p=0.9) WC was a stronger risk factor for NASH in lean subjects than in overweight subjects In conclusion our findings indicate that 20% of NAFLD have normal BMI and of these one third have carotid atherosclerosis, and 20% severe liver damage. Evaluation of both BMI and WC allows a better definition of the severity of liver and cardiovascular damage in lean patients with NAFLD
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The impact of alcohol consumption on hepatic fibrosis in non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease {#hep28798-sec-1404}
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**Background**: The impact of alcohol on liver injury in non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is unclear. Alcohol may increase fibrosis progression in other chronic liver diseases such as hepatitis C, yet moderate consumption may be protective against cardiovascular disease, the leading cause of death in NAFLD patients. We aimed to determine the association between quantity and patterns of alcohol consumption and liver fibrosis in patients with NAFLD. **Methods**: Patients with NAFLD consuming ≤210 grams alcohol/week seen at a tertiary hepatology clinic or undergoing bariatric surgery, underwent a detailed evaluation including assessment of the pattern, type and duration of alcohol consumption Liver biopsies were scored according to the NASH CRN scoring system with fibrosis staged 0‐4. Results: 189 patients were included; mean age 51 ±12 years; 118 (62%) female, 161 (85%) obese and 76 (40%) diabetic. Mean fibrosis stage was 2 ±1.4 and 46 (24%) had advanced fibrosis (F3/F4). 74 (39%) patients were life‐long abstainers, 22 (12%) previously drunk alcohol and 93 (49%) currently consumed alcohol with a median consumption of 20 g/week. Median (interquartile range) total lifetime alcohol consumption amongst drinkers was 21.0 (7.1‐95.2) kilograms over a median duration of 21.0 (10‐40) years. Thirty‐one (16%) patients consumed alcohol in a binge pattern during their lifetime Abstinence was associated with a higher mean fibrosis stage (1.6 ±1.6) compared with those who drank \>0‐70 g/week (0.9 ±1.1, p=0.003), and \>70 to ≤210 g/week (0.5 ±0.7, p=0.003). Abstinence was also associated with a higher mean fibrosis stage (1.6 ±1.6) in comparison with non‐binge drinkers (1.0 ±1.3, p=0.04), however the protective effect was lost in binge drinkers (1.1 ±1.3, p=0.2) Alcohol consumption of ≤70 g/ week compared to lifelong abstinence was associated with lower odds of advanced fibrosis (OR 0.38, 95% CI 0.16‐0.90, p=0.028) after adjusting for age, diabetes, BMI, sex and total lifetime consumption. Non‐binge drinkers had a lower odds of advanced fibrosis compared to abstainers (adjusted OR 0.41, 95% CI 0.17‐0.97, p=0.043), whereas no protective association was noted for binge drinkers (p=0.6) Neither average lifetime intake per week, cumulative life‐time intake or smoking status were associated with advanced fibrosis (p\>0.2 for all) Conclusions: Weekly alcohol intake of 70 grams or less in a non‐binge pattern, is associated with lower fibrosis stage in patients with NAFLD. Given the possible protective effects of moderate alcohol consumption for cardiovascular outcomes, patients with NAFLD without cirrhosis may benefit from modest alcohol consumption
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The etiology of non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) is due, in part, to insulin resistance and oxidative stress. Remogliflozin etabonate (Remo) is an SGLT2 inhibitor shown in previous clinical studies to reduce HbA1c and improve glycemic control. In this post hoc analysis, we examined whether these improvements in glycemic control were associated with changes in insulin sensitivity, and to what extent Remo may affect the non‐invasive markers of fibrosis; FIB‐4 and NAFLD Fibrosis scores. **Methods**: A 12‐week, double‐blind, randomized, placebo‐controlled trial was conducted with 336 subjects with type 2 diabetes and an HbA1c of \> 7.0% to \< 9.5%. Subjects were equally randomized to each of the Remo treatments (50, 100, 250, 500, or 1000 mg bid), placebo or pioglitazone (qd) Serum alanine aminotransferases (ALT), homeostatic model assessment (HOMA) for insulin sensitivity (HOMA‐IS) and beta cell function (HOMA ‐BCF) were assessed at Baseline, Week 4, Week 8 and Week 12 Post‐prandial assessments of glucose, insulin, and C‐peptide were performed at Baseline and at Week 12 using a 2‐hour oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) in a subgroup of subjects. FIB‐4 and NAFLD Fibrosis Scores were determined at Baseline and Week 12 **Results**: At Week 12, Remo improved both insulin sensitivity (6‐39%) and beta cell function (23‐43%) in a dose‐dependent manner. A statistically significant decrease from baseline in AUC (0‐2 hour) weighted mean plasma glucose following the OGTT was observed for all Remo treatment groups In subjects with elevated baseline ALT, Remo treatment resulted in a significant reduction (32‐42%) in ALT at Week 12. Baseline FIB‐4 scores were indicative of a broad range of fibrosis stages Remo, at all doses, had an effect of reducing the FIB‐4 scores (5‐17% reduction) compared to placebo After 12‐weeks of treatment with Remo, the FIB‐4 scores were consistent with a predicted improvement in fibrosis stage Similar results were noted for NAFLD‐Fibrosis scores. **[Conclusions:]{.ul}** In previous studies using a mouse model of fatty liver disease, Remo significantly improved steatohepatitis. Compared to other SGLT2 inhibitors, Remo also displayed significant anti‐oxidant activity, in *vitro* and *in vivo*. In this clinical study we show the ability of Remo to reverse insulin resistance is associated with significant lowering of ALT and improvement in both FIB‐4 and NAFLD‐Fibrosis scores. Remo is a safe and potent late stage clinical compound Taken together, the pre‐clinical and clinical data are highly suggestive that Remo may be a useful treatment for NASH
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**Background and Aims**: Diabetes mellitus (DM) is frequently seen in patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and is a risk factor for the development of hepatocellular carcinoma. Ectopic fat deposition in the liver, pancreas, or muscle is a causative factor for DM; however, it remains unclear which ectopic fat deposition is associated with DM in patients with NAFLD. Recently, MRI using proton density fat‐fraction (MRI‐PDFF) has been developed and allow us to quantify accurate fat content in various organs. The aims of this study is to investigate an association of ectopic fat deposition and DM in patients with NAFLD by using MRI‐PDFF. **Material and Methods**: In this study, we enrolled 27 NAFLD patients (57.9 years, female/male 13/14) and 9 non‐NAFLD patients (62.1 years, female/male 5/4; Control group). NAFLD patients were further classified into NAFLD patients with DM (NAFLD‐DM group; n=11) and NAFLD patients without DM (NAFLD‐non DM group; n=16). MRI‐PDFF values were measured in liver (liver‐FF), pancreas (pancreas‐FF), and muscle (muscle‐FF). Difference in MRI‐ PDFF value was evaluated by ANOVA followed by Scheffe\'s post hoc test The usefulness of MRI‐PDFF value to differentiate the NAFLD‐DM group from the NAFLD‐non DM group was evaluated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis In addition, a decision‐tree analysis was employed to identify the most important factor for the NAFLD‐DM group.**Results**: Liver‐FF, pancreas‐FF, and muscle‐FF values were significantly higher in the NAFD‐DM and NAFLD‐non DM groups compared to those in the Control group. There was no significant difference in liver‐FF and pancreas‐FF values between the NAFLD‐DM and NAFLD‐non DM group (liver‐FF 8.7±2.0% vs. 10.0±1.8%, N. S. ; pancreas‐FF 6.4±3.0% vs. 4.8±1.2%, N. S.). However, muscle‐FF value was significantly higher in the NAFLD‐DM group compared to that in the NAFLD‐non DM group (6.5±1.0% vs. 3.0±0.7%, P\<0.01). ROC analysis revealed that muscle‐FF was the most useful marker to differentiate the NAFLD‐DM group from the NAFLD‐non DM group (AUC=0.83, P\< 0.01). With a cutoff‐value of muscle‐FF \> 4%, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values were 0.81, 0.74, 0.69, and 0.85, respectively. In addition, the decision‐tree analysis revealed that \> 5.3% of muscle‐FF value was the initial divergence variable for the presence of diabetes mellitus in NAFLD patients Conclusions: We first showed that ectopic fat deposition in muscle was associated with DM in patients with NAFLD by using MRI‐PDFF. Thus, muscle steatosis may be an important therapeutic target for patients with NAFLD
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**Background**: Although obesity is an important risk factor of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), a significant number of patients with normal body mass index (BMI) also develop NAFLD (lean‐NAFLD). High waist‐to‐hip ratio (WHR), an indicator of central fat distribution, is associated with metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease which in turn may be related to NAFLD Our objective is to determine the association between central body fat distribution and lean NAFLD in the United States population using a large nationally‐representative database **Methods**: We used data from the third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) with gradable hepatic ultrasonography (US) for hepatic steatosis in adults aged 20‐74 years. NAFLD was defined as presence of moderate‐to‐severe hepatic steatosis by US and absence of chronic liver disease (positive hepatitis B surface antigen, positive hepatitis C antibody, iron overload or excessive alcohol consumption) Control group was defined as those with normal serum aminotransferase levels and without moderate‐to‐severe hepatic steatosis and chronic liver disease. Lean groups in NAFLD and controls were defined as BMI less than 25 WHR, bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) resistance (which can predict total body fat mass), homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA‐IR), triglyceride (TG), low‐density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL‐C) and high‐density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL‐C) were recorded. **Results**: Of 13,856 adults aged 20‐74 years who had gradable US images, 1,815 were identified as having NAFLD and 5,319 as controls Of those, 295 were identified as having lean‐NAFLD and 2,161 as lean‐controls. There was no difference in BMI between lean‐NAFLD and lean‐control group (mean 22.2 ± 2.2 vs 22.1 ± 2.0, p=0.4120). WHR was significantly higher in lean‐NAFLD group than lean‐control group (mean 0.894 ± 0.090 vs 0.869 ± 0.078, p\<0.0001) although there was no difference in BIA resistance (mean 588.8 ± 91.9 vs 590.9 ± 86.7, p=0.7113), a predictor of total body fat mass. Multivariate logistic regression showed lean NAFLD was independently associated with higher WHR (adjusted odds ratio=3587.52, confidence interval=46.3‐277754, p\<0.0001) after adjusting for age, sex, BMI, HOMA‐IR, BIA‐resistance, TG, LDL‐C and HDL‐C. **Conclusion**: Increased central fat distribution is associated with risk of NAFLD irrespective of total body fat mass in individuals with normal BMI
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With the epidemic problem of obesity, bariatric surgery has become an increasing treatment option. Its beneficial impact on diabetes or steatohepatitis (NASH) can increase the rate of candidates with severe comorbidities. But, post‐operative morbidity and mortality of these patients with more severe liver disease is poorly known. Preliminary studies have suggested that liver injury could increase post‐operative complications. However, in morbid obese patients liver injuries are frequent and varied, and the true impact of NASH is unknown. Aim: Evaluate the impact of liver histology on the post‐operative morbidity and mortality of bariatric surgery. Methods: Patients operated of bariatric surgery were included and prospectively followed in the "Lille Bariatric" cohort from 1994 to 2015 in CHRU de Lille. Clinical, biological and histological data as well as post‐op morbidity within 30 days were collected. The studied histological data that could impact post‐op morbidity were: significant fibrosis (≥F2 METAVIR), cirrhosis, NASH and severe NAFLD (NAS≥5). If the distribution of the type of surgery was different between groups, complications were studied for each surgical procedure (gastric banding, sleeve gastrectomy, and bypass). Results : 2021 patients were included. Characteristics were: age 41.2± 11.6 y, 75.6% of women, BMI 47.9±8 kg/m^2^, NASH 7.9%, NAS≥5 5,2%, fibrosis≥F2 5,2%, cirrhosis 1,4%, HbA1c 5.9%, AST 25±13 IU/L, ALT 32±21IU/L and GGT 30IU/L (20‐47). The main procedures were bypass (51%) and gastric banding (35%). Rate of complications was 11.5%, most frequent were: infection 21.5%, hemorrhage 10.7% and rhabdomyolysis 10.3% In univariate analysis, histological lesions associated with morbidity were cirrhosis (25 vs 11.4% p=0.04) (whatever procedure) and fibrosis \> F2 (after bypass) (23.3% vs 12.5% p=0.01). NASH (13.6 vs 11.2% p=0.36) and NAS\>5 (13.2 vs 11.3% p=0.53) were not associated with morbidity Infection was the most frequent complication and its incidence increased according to the severity of fibrosis (F0: 1.8%; F1: 3.1%; F2: 8.1; F3‐F4: 11.4%). In multivariate analysis, data associated with morbidity were age 1.02 (1.003‐1.3, p=0.012), BMI 1.04 (1.03‐1.06, p\<0.001), fibrosis \> F2 1.9 (1.16‐3.11, p=0.010) and steatosis\>30% 1.54 (1.15‐2.08, p=0.04) In terms of mortality, during follow‐up 19 patients died, among those, 3 died within the post‐op 30 days The overall 5 year survival was 99.06% Conclusion: Morbidity was associated with higher age, BMI, fibrosis and steatosis Even if morbidity was higher in patient with fibrosis and more severe liver disease, the benefit of such strategy is proved by an excellent survival at 5 years.
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**Background**: We previously showed that the presence of reticuloendothelial system (RES) cell iron staining has been associated with severe histological features of disease including advanced fibrosis, increased apoptosis, increased ballooning and a definitive diagnosis of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) in patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). **Aim**: In this study, we aimed to map the transcriptome in the livers of NASH patients from all 4 hepatic iron phenotypes: No iron, hepatocellular (HC) iron, RES iron and mixed (HC/RES) iron(n=23‐25 each, from the NASH CRN) by utilizing Next‐Gen RNA sequencing, with the goal of identifying specific pathways and gene that are differentially expressed in NASH patients with RES iron. **Methods**: RNA‐sequencing libraries were constructed from liver tissue Such libraries were clustered on a flowcell using the TruSeq Paired‐end Cluster Kit v. 3 using a cBot clustering instrument, followed by paired‐end sequencing on a HiScanSQ for 50 cycles in either direction. After the run was completed, the reads were demultiplexed and FASTQ files were generated using Casava software for each sample output Read quality was analyzed by generating QC plots. The R Bioconductor package edgeR was used to determine differential expression between RES Iron and non RES iron samples.**Results**: Transcriptome analysis revealed that genes belonging to pathways such as extracellular matrix deposition, cellular anchoring, fibrogenesis and liver development and regeneration showed significantly increased expression in the RES livers Gene expression levels of proteins from the aforementioned pathways such as collagen type I, IV and X, versican, lumican, laminin, fibulin, lectin, TGF‐ p, lysyl oxidase like 1, ADAM metallopeptidase with thrombospondin 12 (ADAMTS13), MMP2, MMP9 and WNT4, which have been previously demonstrated to be important for fibrogenesis, were significantly elevated in the RES livers relative to other groups Additionally, we validated the findings of the next‐ gen RNA sequencing using quantitative RT‐PCR analysis and found the expression levels of the above‐mentioned genes to be significantly augmented in RES samples relative to the other groups. **Conclusions**: We have utilized Next‐Gen Sequencing to establish a direct relationship between hepatic RES iron and fibrogenic and extracellular matrix deposition pathways Detailed analysis of these pathways and specific molecular factors therein, by utilizing available or generating tissue‐specific knock‐out mouse models and/or specific inhibitors in mouse models and cell lines *in vitro*, will clarify if the presence of RES iron leads to fibrosis and thereby worsens NASH
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[Background:]{.ul} Young hyperandrogenic women have a high risk of metabolic syndrome, including an increased risk of NAFLD. Whether testosterone (the predominant androgen) is associated with NAFLD risk independent of metabolic co‐factors is not clear. It is also unknown whether normal range testosterone levels in women confer an increased risk of NAFLD. [Methods]{.ul}: Among women followed in the prospective, multicenter Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study we assessed the association of testosterone levels at Year 2 (1987‐1988) with prevalent NAFLD at Year 25 (2010‐2011) (n=1,056). NAFLD was defined by noncontrast CT scan with liver attenuation \< 40 Hounsfield units and exclusion of other causes of hepatic steatosis The primary predictor was free testosterone and secondary predictor was total testosterone with adjustment for sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG). Logistic regression was performed and included a subgroup analysis among non‐hyperandrogenic women (n=989). [Results]{.ul}: Of the 1,056 women, 54% were black, 46% white, with mean age at entry of 26.8 years (±3.7). NAFLD was present in n=92 women (8.7%) at Year 25. Increasing quintiles of free testosterone were associated with a 25% increased odds of prevalent NAFLD on adjusted analyses (Table). Importantly, free testosterone remained strongly associated with prevalent NAFLD, even in women with normal range testosterone levels (OR 1.26, 95% CI 1.06‐1.50, p=0.01). Estimates were similar using total testosterone adjusted for SHBG (AOR in entire cohort 1.18, 95% CI 1.0‐1.37) including in the subgroup of non‐hyperandrogenic women (AOR 1.19, 95% CI 0.99‐1.37). [Conclusion]{.ul}: Increasing levels of free testosterone, *even within normal range*, are independently associated with prevalent NAFLD in middle age Androgens may have an important role in the development of NAFLD in women and provide a potential novel target for NAFLD therapeutics.
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Acute alcoholic hepatitis (AAH) has serious clinical presentation that is associated with high mortality Thus, the acute nature of AAH necessitates reliable and predictable prognostic measures. Pathophysiologic events of AAH lead to increased hepatocytic death that may reflect the prognosis of liver injury In this study, we aimed to identify alterations in CK18 M65 and M30 levels as markers of hepatocyte death and define clinically relevant markers of AAH. Further, we hypothesized that replacing total bilirubin with the necrotic marker (M65) in the MELD score could increase the predictability of relevant clinical and laboratory markers of AAH. Forty‐one male and female patients aged 21‐70 years with AAH were classified by severity as moderate or severe based on MELD score (≤ 19 or \>19). Data for demographics, drinking history (AUDIT), MELD, Maddrey DF and other liver injury markers were collected. Additionally, 18 healthy volunteers were also enrolled as a comparison group. Serum CK18 protein was analyzed using ELISA and APOPTOSENSE kit. CK18 fragment levels between healthy controls and AAH patients (by severity) were compared using ANOVA. CK18 fragments, CK18‐M65, and ‐M30 were assessed within each severity group As expected, 25 severe AAH patients had significantly higher MELD, Maddrey DF, and AST:ALT scores compared to 16 moderate AAH patients Both CK18‐M65 and CK18‐M30 fragments showed clinically relevant levels in AAH patients. The M65:M30 ratios indicated highly increased hepatocyte necrosis in both the moderate and severe AAH patients. In the severe arm patients, CK18‐M65 was significantly higher, p=0.027 compared to the moderate arm patients, whereas CK18‐M30 was not statistically different between the two arms, p=0.076. CK18‐M65 showed a significant association with the AST:ALT ratio in both the moderate and severe arms MELD did not show any association with the AST:ALT ratio in either the moderate or the severe arm. However, when we modified the MELD score by substituting CK18‐M65 for Total Bilirubin (MELD_M65), we found a strong significant association with AST:ALT ratio in the severe arm patients MELD_M65 also showed a trend toward a significant association with AUDIT scores, p=0.064 in the severe AAH patients, which MELD did not. A highly significant effect (adjusted R^2^=0.465, p\<0.0001) was also observed between MELD‐M65 and DF Maddrey in moderate and severe arm patients Our study supports the importance of M65 in assessing liver injury in severe AAH. Further, MELD_M65 provides an alternate benchmark by incorporating mode of hepatocyte death into the assessment of severity, and provides an effective prognostic marker for severe AAH.
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Cause‐specific mortality of Japanese patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus ‐ nationwide study {#hep28798-sec-1436}
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**Background & Aims**: In 2007 Japan Society of Diabetes mellitus (DM) reported that the leading cause of death in DM patients was hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) among malignancies, whereas lung cancer is the leading cause of death in the general population in Japan. We previously reported the result of the cross‐sectional study of causes of liver injuries in 5,642 DM patients (J Gastroenterol 2013; 48:515). Although positive rates of HBsAg (1.7%) and anti‐HCV Ab (5.1%) were high in Japanese DM patients, the majority of liver injuries was considered due to NAFLD/NASH. We aimed to clarify the overall and cause‐specific mortality of these patients. **Patients and Methods**: Of the 5,642 DM patients who had visited the DM clinics in 9 hospitals belonging to the Japan Study Group of NASH in the original study, 4,006 patients (2,330 males, 1,676 females, mean age: 62.9y. o and 64.6y. o. ) were followed. The average duration of follow‐up evaluation was 4.5 years. Mortality of Japanese aged 65 ‐ 69 years shown in the database of the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare was defined as mortality of general population (controls) Cause‐specific mortality calculated by person‐year method was compared between DM patients and general populations. Results: 1) Among 4,006 DM patients, total of 248 patients (151 males:M, 97 females:F) died during the follow‐up period, and mortality (/100,000 person‐year) of DM patients and controls was as follows; total:1,380 vs 953 (p\<0.0001), M:1,476 vs 1,371, and F: 1,253 vs 565.2) Case‐specific mortality caused by malignancies of DM patients and controls was as follows; total: 810 vs 465 (p\<0.0001), M: 811 vs 651, and F: 659 vs 292. Mortality by cardio‐vascular disease was; total: 184 vs 189 (p=0.87), M: 186 vs 281, and F: 181 vs 103. Mortality by pneumonia was; total: 189 vs 43 (p\<0.0001), M: 225 vs 69, and F: 142 vs 18.3) Mortality caused by malignancies in DM patients and controls in males was as follows; lung cancer: 166.2 vs 161.5(p=0.90), gastric cancer: 107.6 vs 95.3(p=0.68), colon cancer: 136.9 vs 79.9(p=0.041), pancreas cancer: 58.7 vs 58.2(p=0.98), and HCC: 156.4 vs 60.7(p=0.0001). Mortality in females was as follows; lung cancer: 38.8 vs 43.6(p=0.83), gastric cancer: 116.3 vs 28.3(p\<0.0001), colon cancer: 90.4 vs 40.1(p=0.027), pancreas cancer: 103.4 vs 33.9(p=0.0009), and HCC: 129.2 vs 15.8(p\<0.0001). Conclusion: 1) Mortality of Japanese DM patients caused by malignancies or pneumonia was higher than that of controls, whereas mortality caused by cardiovascular disease of DM patients was comparable to controls 2) HCC and colon cancer revealed significantly higher mortality in DM patients than controls in both genders
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Risk of Mortality by Fibrosis Stage in NAFLD: A Systematic Review and Meta‐Analysis {#hep28798-sec-1440}
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Background and Aims: Fibrosis is the most important predictor of outcomes in patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Quantitative risk by fibrosis stage has not been systematically assessed. Through a meta‐analysis of published and unpublished data we aimed to quantify the fibrosis stage‐specific risk of all‐cause mortality among well‐characterized NAFLD cohorts Methods: Through a systematic search of multiple databases and author contact, up to February 2016, we identified 4 adult NAFLD cohort studies that reported all‐cause mortality according to fibrosis stage (0‐4). All studies used Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis Clinical Research Network (NASH CRN) histologic scoring system graded by blinded liver pathologists. Using fibrosis stage 0 as a reference population, fibrosis stage‐specific risk ratios (RR) for mortality were estimated To account for variability in follow‐up among cohorts, fibrosis stage‐specific mortality rate ratios (MRR) were also calculated Results: 1200 NAFLD patients (mean age 48.6 years, 48.1% men) were included and the distribution of fibrosis stage 0, 1, 3, and 4 at baseline was 41.3%, 27.0%, 14.3%, 12.0%, and 5.4%, respectively Compared to NAFLD patients with no fibrosis (stage 0), those with fibrosis were at an increased risk for mortality and this risk was incremental according to fibrosis stage (Fig 1) A similar trend was seen with an incremental increase in the incidence of mortality: stage 1, MRR 1.60 (95% CI 1.19‐2.14); stage 2, MRR 2.33 (95% CI 1.61‐3.38); stage MRR 3.31 (95% CI 2.43‐4.52), and stage 4, MRR 5.74 (95% CI 3.01‐10.95). **Conclusion**: NAFLD patients with fibrosis are at an increased risk for all‐cause mortality and this risk is incremental according to fibrosis stage Furthermore, NAFLD patients are at an increased risk for mortality at early stages of fibrosis and early treatment interventions may be considered in this population.
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Protein Pathway Activation Mapping of Non‐alcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH): The Role Phosphorylation of Proteins Involved in Apoptosis and Collagen Deposition {#hep28798-sec-1444}
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**Purpose**: Hepatic fibrosis in NASH is the consequence of chronic injury potentially leading to cirrhosis. Patients with NASH and hepatic fibrosis are at increased risk for liver‐related mortality. Our aim was to use Reverse Phase Protein Microarray (RPPA) based pathway activation mapping of hepatic tissue to uncover potential mechanisms that may be involved in hepatic fibrosis in NASH. **Methods**: Snap frozen hepatic tissue was used from 66 biopsy‐proven Non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) patients \[64% NASH, 36% with non‐NASH NAFLD, and 61% with stage \>2 fibrosis\]. Proteins were extracted from hepatic tissue as previously described. Quantitative analysis of the activation/phosphorylation state of ∼150 key signaling proteins was performed by RPPA. Liver biopsies (H&E and Trichrome Stains) were read by a single hepatopathologist according to NASH protocol. An Image Analysis algorithm was used to quantify the percentage of collagen deposition (% collagen) using Computer Assisted Morphometry (CAM). Phosphoproteins independently associated with fibrosis and NASH were assessed using multiple logistic regression (bi‐directional stepwise selection). A p‐value of \<0.05 was considered significant. Pathway analysis was performed using KEGG Pathway mapping.**Results**: Multivariate analysis showed that phosphorylation of growth factor receptor‐bound protein2 (GRb2) (p=0.032) and activation of Ephrin intracellular signaling pathway (Ephrin A3) (p=0.008) were independently associated with histologic NASH. The phosphorylated death receptor FAAD S194 (p=0.011) and pro‐apoptotic protein BIM posporylation (p=0.013) were negatively associated with both histologic NASH and presence of stage\>2 fibrosis In addition, phosphorylation of Ser‐3 of the actin‐modulating protein, Cofilin was positively associated with stage\>2 fibrosis (p=0.006), while total levels of chromatin regulator, c‐Myc (p=0.026) was negatively associated. Additionally, phosphorylation of MEK 1/2 (involved in the focal adhesion, gap junction and regulation of actin cytoskeleton pathways) was negatively associated with presence of any hepatic fibrosis (p=0.0432) Focal adhesion and adherence junction pathways (ErbB2/HER2) were positively associated with collagen quantitation (p=0.01). Finally, phosphorylation of total IL‐10 (p=0.0003) activating p38 mitogen activated protein kinases (p38 MAPK T180/Y182) (p\<0.0001) were also independently associated with % collagen deposition by CAM. Conclusion: There is a strong association of signaling pathways involved in apoptosis and quantitative collagen deposition in histologic NASH These data may suggest potential mechanistic pathways and treatment targets in NASH
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Identification of early transformations and biochemical changes in patients with NASH by Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopic imaging {#hep28798-sec-1448}
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***Background:*** Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease is associated with excessive fat accumulation in the liver and can progress to non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) defined by histologic hallmarks such as inflammation, cell death and fibrosis Histologically, NASH is rather similar to alcohol‐induced steatohepatitis Liver biopsy is considered necessary to diagnose NASH and the presence of fibrosis typically predicts patient outcome In the US, more than 12% of the population has NASH and approximately 2.7% has advanced liver fibrosis due to the disease. Thus, early diagnosis is crucial. ***Methods & Results:*** The liver microenvironment is chemically and morphologically modified during disease progression depending on disease etiology Biochemical changes within the liver milieu and in cells due to liver injury during NASH progression are relatively poorly defined Fourier Transform Infrared (FT‐IR) spectroscopic imaging is an emerging approach to obtain detailed images that have associated biochemical information. FT‐IR imaging of tissue is based on the principle that different regions of the mid‐IR are absorbed by different chemical bonds (e. g., C=O, C‐H, N‐H) within cells or tissue that can then be related to the presence and composition of biomolecules (e.g., lipids, DNA, glycogen, proteins, collagen). In an FT‐IR image, every pixel within the image comprises an entire IR spectrum that can give information on the biochemical status of the cells that can then be exploited for cell‐type or disease‐type classification In this study, we used FT‐IR spectroscopic imaging to examine early transformations as well as biochemical changes in 70 patients with NASH during progression from stages I to IV Our findings indicate that the biochemistry of stages I and II were distinctly different and could be classified perfectly based on their IR signature using multivariate analysis Samples from patients with stages III or IV were also found to be biochemically different from patients with stages I or II. Currently, we are focusing on refining the classification to extract biochemistry from the regions of fibrosis, steatosis and inflammation to improve the classification among the four stages and determine the precise biomolecular changes that occur or could occur. ***Conclusion:*** FT‐IR imaging holds exciting applications as a novel way to obtain biochemical information from cells and tissue in an entirely label‐free non‐perturbing route towards giving new insight into biomolecular changes that take place as part of NASH progression. This biochemical information can potentially allow for objective and automated analysis of certain aspects of NASH diagnosis and prognosis
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Effects of dapagliflozin, a sodium‐glucose co‐transporter 2 inhibitor, ana free omega‐3 carboxylic acids on liver steatosis and hepatocyte damage biomarkers in Type 2 diabetes patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease {#hep28798-sec-1452}
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[Study purpose]{.ul}: The primary aim of the study was to investigate the effects of dapagliflozin (DAPA) and free omega‐3 fatty acid carboxylic acids (OM‐3 CA) alone and in combination on liver fat content in overweight type 2 diabetes (T2D) patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). [Methods]{.ul}: T2D patients with BMI \>25 kg/m^2^, liver fat \>5.5 % on stable metformin and/or sulfonylurea treatment were randomized to placebo (n=21), 10 mg DAPA OD (n=21), 4 g OM‐3 CA OD (n=20) or the combination of DAPA and OM‐3 CA (n=22) in a 12 week parallel group, double blind study 75 patients completed the study Investigations at baseline and week 12 included abdominal MRI for liver and adipose tissue fat content assessment and a 75 g oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) The full analysis set was used for statistics and all relative changes were calculated as geometric mean ratio. [Results]{.ul}: The full analysis set, n=84, had a mean(SD) age of 65.5(5.9) years, BMI of 31.2(3.5) kg/m^2^ and 59% were males. Mean liver fat% was 18(9.3)%. All active treatments significantly reduced liver fat% from baseline. The relative reduction in liver fat% for the combination (DAPA+OM‐3 CA) was significant (‐21%, adjusted p=0.046), but not significant for DAPA (‐13%) or OM‐3 CA (‐15%) alone, as compared to placebo (‐3%). Total liver fat volume (L) changed similarly to liver fat% suggesting that the change in liver fat% was not secondary to changed hepatic water volume. Both DAPA and DAPA+OM‐3 CA significantly reduced body weight and abdominal subcutaneous and visceral fat volume as well as improved glucose control, including fasting glucose and 2h glucose during OGTT Hepatocyte damage biomarkers (AST, ALT, CK‐18 (M30 and M65) and gGT) were reduced by DAPA, but not by OM‐3 CA or DAPA+OM‐3 CA All adverse events were mild or moderate in intensity and as expected from previous studies with these treatments. Two patients (one in the DAPA group and one in the placebo group) experienced a severe adverse event, which were assessed by the investigators as unlikely to be caused by the investigated drugs. [Conclusions]{.ul}: The combination of DAPA and OM‐3 CA resulted in a significant reduction in percentage and total liver fat, while the monotherapies resulted in numerically smaller and non‐significant reductions. DAPA had unique effects on measures of hepatocyte injury, which was not evident in the combination group indicating that effects on liver fat reduction and hepatocyte damage biomarkers are not necessarily associated. This study suggests beneficial effects of SGLT2 inhibition alone or in combination with OM‐3 CA on NAFLD in type 2 diabetes
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Advanced fibrosis is independently associated with impaired kidney function in biopsy‐proven NAFLD. Results of a multicenter cross‐sectional study {#hep28798-sec-1456}
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**Background**: Although there is growing evidence that patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) or steatohepatitis (NASH) have an increased prevalence/incidence of chronic kidney disease (CKD), the relationship between reduced kidney function and histological features of patients with biopsy‐proven NAFLD has not been fully elucidated. **Methods**: A total 1459 adult patients with biopsy‐proven NAFLD from 33 centers in 3 countries \[Spain (821 patients), Australia (245 patients) and Cuba (393 patients)\] were consecutively enrolled. Biopsies were reviewed by local pathologists and scored using the NASH‐CRN scoring system and fibrosis (F) stages (0‐4) and subsequently classified as NAFL or NASH (combined presence of steatosis, ballooning and lobular inflammation). This study did not include patients with decompensated cirrhosis Kidney function was assessed through CKD‐EPI estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) formula and CKD was defined as eGFR less than 60 ml/min/1.73 m^2^. **Results**: Kidney function assessed by eGFR (ml/min/1.73 m^2^) was not significantly different among patients with NAFL (n=536) (95.1 ± 17.9 ml), NASH‐F0 (n=338) (95.5 ± 16.7), NASH‐F1 (n=178) (95.8 ± 16.6) and NASH‐F2 (n=190) (94.3 ± 16.7). However, eGFR was lower in NASH patients with advanced fibrosis (n=150 for F3, 84.5 ± 22.1; n=67 for F4, 84.9 ± 20.9), P\<0.001 for ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustments. Likewise, a higher proportion of subjects with advanced fibrosis (27/217, 12%) had an eGFR of \<60 ml/min/1.73 m^2^ as compared with patients without advanced fibrosis (36/1242, 3%), P\<0.01. After adjusting for confounding factors (BMI, diabetes, smoking, age, gender, insulin resistance, components of the metabolic syndrome and concomitant medications for comorbidities), the presence of advanced fibrosis remained as an independent predictor of decreased eGFR (\|3= ‐0.21, P\<0.01) or eGFR \<60 (OR: 3.6, 95% CI: 2.1‐6.3, P\<0.01). Non‐invasive biomarkers of fibrosis including NAFLD fibrosis score (NFS, r= ‐0.27, P\<0.01) and FIB‐4 score (r= ‐0.22, P\<0.01) were strongly related to eGFR. Patients with a NFS of \>0.675 (n=229) had lower eGFR (87.2 ± 18.9 ml) as compared to those with NFS of \<‐1.455 (n=632) (97.9 ± 17.8 ml), P\<0.01. Similarly, eGFR was decreased in patients with a FIB‐4 of \>2.67 (n=91) (83.1 ± 19.5 ml) as compared to those with a FIB‐4 \<1.30 (n=1023) (96.5 ± 18.1 ml), P\<0.01. Conclusions: In biopsy‐proven NAFLD patients, only advanced fibrosis was strongly associated with either decreasing eGFR or presence of CKD determined by an eGFR \<60 ml/ min/1.73 m^2^, irrespective of well‐known risk factors as obesity, diabetes and components of metabolic syndrome.
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Transient Elastography in combination with clinical markers (BARD Score, FIB‐4, NFS) can be useful in predicting the presence or absence of advanced fibrosis in patients with Non Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease {#hep28798-sec-1460}
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[Background:]{.ul} Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is increasing in prevalence and may soon be the major cause of end stage liver disease. Nonivasive strategies to define fibrosis stage will be important for disease management. The aim of our study was to determine the utility of transient elastography (TE) either alone or in combination with clinical markers to assess fibrosis stage. [Methods:]{.ul} The electronic medical records of all patients with a diagnosis of NAFLD/NASH undergoing TE from May 2014 to December 2015 at a single institution were reviewed. Patients were included if they had reliable liver stiffness measurements (LSMs) and an adequate liver biopsy sample (\> 2.5cm) within 3 years of TE. LSMs were used to divide patients into two groups: advanced fibrosis (≥F3) and absence of advanced fibrosis (≤F3). Clinical markers: BARD score, FIB‐4 and NFS were calculated in this sub‐population and combined with LSM and compared to liver biopsy to determine fibrosis stage. [Results:]{.ul} 49 patients with the diagnosis of NASH/NAFLD had reliable LSMs and a liver biopsy were included in our study. LSMs were consistent with \<F3 fibrosis in 25/49 and ≥F3 in 24/49. Fibroscan when used alone accurately predictive fibrosis stage in 86% (42/49) of patients, 20/25 with \<F3 and 22/24 ≥F3. There was no difference in the predictive value of any of the individual non‐invasive markers of fibrosis and no marker had increased positive predictive value or negative predictive value. LSM and all three clinical markers correlated for fibrosis stage in 33% (16/49), liver fibrosis was accurately predicted in all cases, \<F3 (9/9), \>F3 (7/7). The presence of 2/3 markers correlating with TE led to accurate predicition in those with \<F3 (11/13), (1 patient lost \>50lbs before liver biopsy). For ≥F3 fibrosis the addition of 1 or 2 clinical markers did not improve accurately of TE. [Conclusions:]{.ul} TE is a valuable tool to detect or exclude the presence of advanced fibrosis in NAFLD/NASH patients. Addition of calculated clinical markers further increases the accuracy of TE. When there is discrepancy between TE and \>2 clinical markers in \<F3 fibrosis, liver biopsy should be considered. Prospective, larger studies utilizing TE, clinical markers and liver biopsy are required to confirm these results.
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Free triiodothyronine as determinant of non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease in euthyroid subjects: the LifeLines Cohort Study {#hep28798-sec-1464}
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**Background**: Non‐alcoholic fatty live disease (NAFLD) is becoming the leading cause of chronic liver disease in de Western world. The liver plays a crucial role in the metabolism of cholesterol and triglycerides and thyroid hormones interact on hepatic lipid homeostasis. Given the importance of variations in thyroid function within the euthyroid range for a considerable number of health issues, including (subclinical) atherosclerosis and biochemical markers of increased cardiovascular risk, it is relevant to examine the relationship of NAFLD with thyroid function parameters in an euthyroid population. **Methods**: The study was conducted in the LifeLines Cohort Study (N = 167,729), a population‐based cohort study examining the health and health‐related behaviors of participants living in the North of The Netherlands. Only euthyroid subjects (TSH 0.5‐4.0 mU/L, FT4 11‐19.5 pmol/L and FT3 4.4‐6.7 pmol/L) older than 18 years were included. Exclusion criteria were participants with missing data, excessive alcohol use, known hepatitis or cirrhosis, liver functions \> three times the upper limit, current cancer, non‐white ancestry, previous or current use of thyroid medication and current use of lipid and glucose lowering medication. A priori defined liver biochemistry, thyroid function parameters and metabolic syndrome (MetS) were studied NAFLD was defined by using the validated Fatty Liver Index (FLI); FLI \>60 was categorized as NAFLD. A p\<0.01 was considered significant. **Results**: Out of 20,289 participants, a FLI \>60 was found in 4,274 (21.1%) individuals (62.1% men, median age 46 years). Participants with FLI \>60 had higher ALT, AST, ALP, GGT values and higher prevalence of MetS (46.7% vs. 4.2%, p\<10^‐50^). In age‐ and sex‐adjusted analysis FLI \>60 was independently predicted by a higher FT3 (OR 1.34, 95% CI 1.29‐1.39, per SD increment, p\<10^‐48^) and a lower FT4 (OR 0.73, 95% CI 0.70‐0.75, p\<10‐^63^) but not by TSH. The strongest association was found for the FT3/FT4 ratio (OR 1.41, 95% CI 1.39‐1.49, p\<10^−92^). These associations remained similar after additional adjustment for the presence of MetS (OR 17.9, 95%CI 16.2‐19.8, p\<10^400^). In subjects with enlarged waist circumference TSH and FT4 were lower but FT3 was higher, resulting in a higher FT3/FT4 ratio (p\<10^‐46^). Conclusion: In this large cross‐sectional study of 20,289 participants, we discovered that euthyroid people with suspected NAFLD are characterized by a higher FT3/FT4 ratio, probably secondary to central obesity
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Non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease related cirrhosis is frequently an incidental diagnosis. {#hep28798-sec-1468}
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**Background /Aim**: Determination of the presence of cirrhosis in non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is important as it alters prognosis and mandates screening for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) We sought to determine in a cohort of patients with NAFLD related cirrhosis, whether cirrhosis had been discovered incidentally or had been diagnosed by intent and whether patients had been screened for HCC **Methods**: Patients with NAFLD cirrhosis seen at a tertiary academic centre had medical records reviewed to determine; mode of cirrhosis diagnosis (incidental or by intent), specialty of diagnostician, and evidence of previous clinical, imaging or laboratory features of unrecognized cirrhosis. **Results**: Of 100 NAFLD related cirrhosis patients (mean age 66 years, 62% male), the majority (n=66) were discovered incidentally and the majority of these (74%) had their NAFLD diagnosed at the same time of cirrhosis diagnosis. Incidental diagnosis was most commonly made on imaging performed for reasons unrelated to liver disease (n=21, 32%), following liver tests performed for reasons unrelated to NAFLD or liver disease (n=17, 26%), following incidental finding of varices on endoscopy (n=14, 21%), unexpected finding at surgery (n=9, 14%) or other (n=5, 8%). By intent diagnosis were predominantly made by gastroenterologists/hepatologists (27/34 patients) whereas general practitioners, surgeons and physicians were more likely to diagnose cirrhosis incidentally (p\<0.001). A high proportion of patients who were diagnosed incidentally (n=48/66, 73 %) had previous evidence of cirrhosis (unexplained thrombocytopenia or splenomegaly) during previous outpatient clinic review or hospitalization, although no patient had undergone non‐invasive fibrosis testing When calculated retrospectively, the majority had high non‐invasive scores prior to the diagnosis (81% had Hepascore \>0.84 and NAFLD Fibrosis Score \>0.676, 80% had FIB‐4 \>1.5. ) Thirty‐nine of the total cohort were diagnosed with HCC, half of whom had not received previous screening Patients not in a HCC screening program were more likely to have a higher BCLC stage than those in a screening program (Stage C, 52% vs. 20%, p=0.01) **Conclusions**: The majority of NAFLD cirrhosis patients are diagnosed incidentally despite prior clinical and biochemical evidence Screening with non‐invasive fibrosis markers is not done outside specialty clinics but would detect 80% of these patients Screening of HCC in NAFLD cirrhotics is associated with a lower BCLC stage at time of diagnosis Increased awareness of screening for cirrhosis and HCC is needed in patients with NAFLD
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Progression of liver fibrosis in NAFLD relates to arteriosclerosis and chronic kidney disease {#hep28798-sec-1472}
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Background and aims: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) are manifestations of the metabolic syndrome, associated with arteriosclerosis (AS) and increased risk of vascular disease such as stroke, cardiovascular disease and chronic kidney disease (CKD); however, impact of liver fibrosis on AS and CKD in NAFLD/NASH is not wholly understood. We aimed to clarify the relationship between the progression of liver fibrosis, AS and CKD in NAFLD. Methods: A total of 105 NAFLD patients (male; n = 53, 23‐81 years: female; n = 52, 24‐73 years) diagnosed by ultrasonography were enrolled in the cross‐sectional study. AS and CKD was evaluated by baPWV (brachial‐ankle Pulse Wave Velocity) and eGFR (estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate). Liver fibrosis was estimated by Fib‐4 index (low cut‐off index = 1.30) and categolized as group L (Fib‐4 \< 1.3; NAFL but non‐NASH) or group H (1.3 \< Fib‐4; NASH with a possible progressed fibrosis) accordingly. Effect of liver fibrosis on baPWV and eGFR was examined by multiple logistic regression analysis. Result: Fib‐4 index is positively correlated to baPWV (r = 0.43, p \< 0.001) and negatively correlated to eGFR (r = ‐0.43, p \< 0.001). baPWV of group H (n = 39) was significantly higher and eGFR was significantly lower than group L (n = 66) (baPWV; 1557 cm/sec and 1308 cm/sec, p \< 0.001: eGFR; 67.9 ml/min/1.73m^2^ and 88.5 ml/min/1.73m^2^, p \<0.001). Multivariate analysis indicated that group H was a significant risk for increasing baPWV and decreasing eGFR independent from age, diabetes (DM) and obesity (baPWV; odds ratio = 4.07, p \< 0.05 and eGFR; odds ratio = 8.85, p \< 0.01). Furthermore, DM and liver fibrosis additively increased the risk for AS (group L/DM+; odds ratio = 22.8, p \< 0.01: group H/DM‐; odds ratio = 26.6, p \< 0.01: group H/DM+; odds ratio = 33.0, p \< 0.01). Conclusion: The progression of liver fibrosis in NAFLD is a significant risk for AS and CKD, and affects a severity of AS and CKD. AS and CKD should be carefully monitored in NAFLD regardless of comorbid diabetes
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High risk populations: Attitudes to NAFLD among Diabetologists {#hep28798-sec-1476}
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**INTRODUCTION** Non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and type 2 diabetes (T2DM) are common conditions that regularly coexist and can act synergistically to drive adverse outcomes. The prevalence of NAFLD in T2DM is 70%, with 16% having evidence of advanced hepatic fibrosis There is accumulating evidence for a role of screening for NAFLD +/− fibrosis in diabetic populations. **AIMS** Our study therefore had 3 aims:Firstly, to define the attitudes and current clinical practice of diabetes specialists towards NAFLD across the UK. Secondly, to implement an evidenced‐based pathway for the assessment of NAFLD in patients attending diabetes outpatient clinics and finally, to assess the impact of a multidisciplinary approach (with combined hepatology and diabetes input) to their clinical management. **MATERIALS AND METHODS** An online survey was disseminated to diabetologists across the UK. Based on findings from this survey, all diabetic patients attending outpatient clinics at Oxford University Hospitals were screened for advanced fibrosis using a Fib‐4 score. Those with elevated scores may then benefit from referral to the multidisciplinary metabolic hepatology clinic. **RESULTS** 116 diabetes specialists responded to the survey Only 4.5% of responders correctly judged the prevalence of NAFLD in diabetic patients to be \>50%. Even fewer (1.5%) correctly judged the prevalence of advanced fibrotic disease to be \>15%. Whilst most diabetologists performed liver function tests, the vast majority (68%) had not used any non‐invasive scoring system to assess risk of advanced disease within the last 12 months For 20% of responders, a diagnosis of NAFLD did not affect their approach to management. In light of these findings, a local 'think NAFLD' campaign was launched to educate diabetologists on the assessment, risk and impact of NAFLD in patients with diabetes. In the subsequent 3 months 188 patients attending diabetic clinics were screened for advanced fibrosis using Fib‐4.16% of those screened had an elevated Fib‐4. Data has been analyzed from \>90 patients attending the multidisciplinary clinic. After 6 months follow up weight reduced by 3% (p=0.0003), ALT by 29% (p=0.0008) and HbA1c by 6.5mmol/mol (p=0.0006). **CONCLUSIONS** Amongst diabetologists, there remains limited awareness of the prevalence and severity of NAFLD in the patients they treat. Fib‐4 score can easily be used in clinical practice to identify patients at risk of advanced fibrosis who are likely to benefit from a dedicated multidisciplinary approach to their management.
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Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), the most common cause of chronic liver disease in Western countries, may progress to cirrhosis, liver failure, and complicated hepatocellular carcinoma. Recently, a nonsurgical bariatric technique, the Endobarrier (GI Dynamics), an endoscopically‐delivered device that mimics gastric bypass surgery by shielding the duodenum and upper jejunum from contact with chyme was reported to lead to significant weight loss and to rapid improvement of type 2 diabetes, both conditions are important risk factors for NAFLD We therefore investigated the effect of Endobarrier treatment on non‐invasive hepatic parameters in obese uncontrolled T2DM patients with NAFLD. The Endobarrier device was implanted for 12 months in the duodenum via an endoscopic procedure in 46 uncontrolled diabetic, obese, NAFLD subjects (age 52±9y, 52.17% male, BMI 37.6±9.2 m^2^/kg). BMI, waist circumference, serum liver enzyme levels, glucose, HBAlc and lipid profile were performed as well as shear wave elastography (SWE) (Aixplorer SuperSonic Imagine, France) and Fibromax (FibroTest, ActiTest, SteatoTest, and NashTest) (BioPredictive, France) for the noninvasive evaluation of hepatic injury By 3, 6 and 12 months following the Endobarrier implantation, the BMI, waist circumference, serum liver enzyme levels, glucose, HBAlc, lipid profile and the fibrosis stage (SWE and Fibromax) decreased significantly from baseline In addition, the ActivityTest, SteatoTest (fat liver content), and NashTest (steatohepatitis score) (Fibromax) improved significantly from baseline by 6 month after the Endobarrier removal. In 10 subjects (22%) the Endobarrier was endoscopically explanted earlier due to side effects. Conclusion: Endobarrier, a minimally invasive bariatric technique, achieved significant improvement in hepatic fat liver content, steatohepatitis score and fibrosis stage in uncontrolled obese, diabetic, NAFLD patients This device may be suitable for the treatment of morbid obesity and its related comorbidities including NAFLD
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Fibrosis in adipose tissue is associated with liver damage and fibrosis in NAFLD {#hep28798-sec-1484}
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**Background and Aims**: Fibrosis occurs in different organs and is associated with damage In non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), liver fibrosis is also a sign for progression Adipose tissue seems to play an important role in the progression of NAFLD, but the contribution of adipose tissue fibrosis is unclear The aim of our study was: (i) to check if adipose tissue in obesity exhibits fibrosis, (ii) if fibrosis in adipose tissue correlates with liver damage and fibrosis and (iii) autophagy in adipose tissue is associated with fibrosis in adipose tissue. **Methods**: Blood, visceral adipose and liver tissue samples were obtained from 62 (mean age: 43+/−10 y. w:45 / m:17) morbidly obese patients undergoing bariatric surgery Fibrosis was assessed by Sirius Red staining in adipose and liver tissue. mRNA expression of genes related to fibrosis (collagen) and autophagy (ATG5, LC3, Beclin) were measured in adipose and liver tissue by qrt‐PCR ATG 5 staining in adipose tissue was performed by immunohistochemistry and quantitatively analyzed. Blood samples were analyzed for routine parameters and surrogate markers of apoptosis and cell death (M30, M65) by ELISA. **Results**: Increased fibrosis was observed by Sirius red and collagen expression was significantly upregulated (p \< 0.0001) in adipose tissue of morbidly obese patients compared to controls. mRNA levels of LC3 and Beclin were significantly increased in adipose tissue of obese patients compared to controls (LC3 p \< 0.02; Beclin p \< 0.05). In addition the amount of ATG5‐positive cells in adipose tissue was significantly correlated with fibrosis in adipose tissue Significant correlations were also found between adipose tissue fibrosis and serum M30 as well as expression of autophagy related genes in adipose tissue Autophagy related gene expression in liver and adipose tissue was also correlated. **Conclusions**: Morbid obesity leads to fibrosis in adipose tissue, which is associated to elevated expression of autophagy related genes Moreover, autophagy in adipose tissue and liver tissue are correlated, implicating a possible common signalling axis leading to increased autophagic processes in different tissues The underlying mechanisms need further characterization
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A non‐bile acid intestine‐selective FXR agonist reduces liver steatosis in mice {#hep28798-sec-1488}
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The Farnesoid X Receptor (FXR) is a nuclear receptor activated directly by bile acids. FXR is expressed at high levels in liver and intestine and plays a central role in the regulation of bile and lipid homeostasis Obeticholic acid (OCA), a systemic, semi‐synthetic bile acid FXR agonist, has recently been approved by the FDA for the treatment of primary biliary cirrhosis and has demonstrated beneficial effects in patients with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH); however, treatment was associated with adverse effects particularly pruritus and elevated LDL‐cholesterol Intestine‐selective FXR agonists potentially offer therapeutic efficacy with improved safety profiles. To test this we recently discovered a novel, orally active, non‐bile acid and intestine‐selective FXR agonist, NTX023‐1 Pharmacokinetic studies of NTX023‐1 in peripheral circulation, portal vein, bile, gut tissue and feces supported its intestine‐selective profile NTX023‐1 activated FXR target gene expression in the intestine, including FGF15, but had minimal effect on FXR target gene expression in the liver, including OSTbeta In contrast, systemic FXR agonists OCA and Px102 globally activated FXR target genes including those in the intestine and liver. To evaluate the effects of NTX023‐1 on hepatic steatosis, mice (n=10 per group) fed a western diet (WD) for 8 weeks were treated with vehicle, Px102 (30 mg/kg QD) or NTX023‐1 (30 mg/kg QD or BID) for 6 weeks. WD feeding significantly increased serum and liver cholesterol (2‐fold, p\<0.0001) and liver triglycerides (4‐fold, p\<0.0001) compared with mice fed standard chow. NTX023‐1 (QD or BID) and Px‐102 (QD) normalized serum cholesterol, liver triglycerides and liver cholesterol content to levels comparable with those observed in mice fed standard chow Consistent with these biochemical changes, histopathological analysis showed improvement in the macrovesicular steatosis score from 4.0 with vehicle treatment down to 1.4 (p\<0.0001) with NTX023‐1 (BID) and 2.1 (p\<0.01) with Px‐102 (QD). The efficacy of NTX023‐1 appeared to be mediated primarily by the intestine as indicated by minimal increases in serum ALP, an FXR target gene product, whereas Px102 markedly increased serum ALP levels. All treatments with NTX023‐1 (QD and BID) and Px‐102 (QD) lowered serum bile acid levels These results suggest that an intestine‐selective FXR agonist could be useful in the treatment of hepatosteatosis in NASH patients
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A non‐invasive lipidomic test accurately discriminates NASH from steatosis and tracks evolution of the disease {#hep28798-sec-1492}
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BACKGROUND: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) includes a spectrum of histological phenotypes including steatosis, steatohepatitis (NASH) and fibrosis. While liver biopsy is the reference for diagnosis, it is invasive and associated with procedural risks and sampling variability Thus, there is urgent need for a noninvasive and robust diagnostic procedure. Recently, we have described a serum‐based lipidomic signature associated with NAFLD able to fulfill these unmet clinical diagnostic needs by: (1) differentiating NAFLD from healthy cohort, (2) discriminating between steatosis and NASH. AIMS: To validate this non‐invasive assay in NAFLD diagnosis using blind‐histology as a reference standard and then apply these test in the follow‐up of the patients METHODS: Thirty patients were enrolled as a blind, biopsy‐proven NAFLD cohort, collecting the serum samples at the time of liver biopsy. Metabolic syndrome was assessed based on the presence of at least three of the conditions listed by the NCEP ATPIII. Patients were prescribed a hypocaloric diet (1500kcal/day) and aerobic exercise (30‐60min/day), monitored for 2 to 5 years, at which point a new serum sample was collected The lipidomic test was established on the basis of 467 biopsy‐proven patients (controls=90; steatosis=246; NASH=131) and two BMI‐dependent logistic regression algorithms: 1) discriminating between NAFLD and healthy liver (assay name: OWLiver Care) and 2) between NASH and steatosis (OWLiver). The diagnostic performances of both assays were assessed by area under the ROC curve, positive and negative predictive values: 1) 0.90±0.02, 0.89 and 0.88, respectively; 2) 0.95±0.01, 0.89 and 0.90. RESULTS: Applied to the independent biopsy‐proven cohort (46±12years, 33%female, weigh=86±15kg; BMI=32±5kg/ m^2^), the test diagnosed correctly 28 out of 30 patients, mis‐ classifying one patient having NASH with NAS score=2, but presenting metabolic syndrome; and one patient as having steatosis with NAS score=5, although without ballooning Once validated, the test was applied to the follow‐up of the patients (weigh=84±14kg; BMI=31±4kg/m^2^). 31% of the patients lose at least 5% of baseline body weight Among those responders, 50% of them improved their diagnosis presenting positive post‐interventional shifts from NASH to steatosis or steatosis to healthy liver Interestingly, the original diagnosis remained unchanged for the 95% of the non‐responder patients CONCLUSIONS: The results obtained in the independent cohort support the feasibility of these lipidomic tests as a noninvasive tool for NAFLD diagnosis and to monitor the disease progression/ regression while circumventing the need for repeat liver biopsy.
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**Background**: Change in liver histology is the current standard for NAFLD treatment response, but liver histology has limitations including risk, high cost and imprecision ALT is a commonly used surrogate marker but relationship of ALT to histologic change is not adequately defined, particularly in children We hypothesized that combining ALT measurement *with* time duration of the ALT change would predict histologic change better than the reduction ratios currently used **Methods**: This was a retrospective analysis of the 2‐year, randomized, controlled TONIC trial published in 2011 by the NASH Clinical Research Network comparing placebo to metformin or vitamin E, along with lifestyle advice Participants with a liver biopsy at screening (S) and 96 weeks were included in the analysis (N=147). ALT standardized time average (ALT STA), combining level of ALT and time duration at the level, was calculated using the area under the curve of the percent change in ALT plotted against time for each patient Three methods of assessing ALT were compared (1) ALT reduction ratio (baseline compared to final), 2) mean ALT and 3) ALT STA. **Results**: Average fibrosis score was 1.25 ± 0.98 at baseline and NAS was 4.6 ± 1.4 (out of 8 possible). ALT was significantly different between improvement and progression of fibrosis with separation greatest after 36 weeks (Figure 1) Improvement in NAS was also associated with a significantly improved ALT however the separation was seen after 48 weeks ALT STA was superior to ALT reduction ratio and mean ALT in predicting both fibrosis and NAS improvement (AUC 0.56, 0.66, 0.67 for fibrosis and 0.72, 0.65, 0.75 for NAS respectively, p\<.05 for all except ALT reduction ratio for fibrosis) Conclusions: ALT STA was the best predictor of histologic improvement Short term ALT (less than 36 weeks for fibrosis and 48 weeks for NAS) did not differentiate well between those who improved versus progression ALT STA may be a useful surrogate marker of fibrosis change and NAS improvement in clinical trials for pediatric NAFLD.

ALT trend for fibrosis progression versus improvement.
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Background: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a global health concern that is increasing in prevalence. NAFLD has been associated with increased cardiovascular disease, but the relationship has been evaluated in limited observational studies Prospective data on the association between NAFLD and coronary artery disease (CAD) are lacking The purpose of this ongoing study is to define the prevalence and severity of CAD among patients with biopsy‐proven nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and non‐NASH NAFLD Methods: Adult patients were prospectively enrolled predominantly at the time of referral for routine colon cancer screening They were screened for evidence of NAFLD with FibroScan ®, LiverMulti‐ Scan (LMS), and MR elastography (MRE). A prior history of liver disease or alcohol ingestion greater than the accepted range for NAFLD was considered exclusionary Patients exceeding pre‐specified cutoff values on any imaging test were offered liver biopsy and coronary CT angiography/coronary artery calcium (CCTA/CAC) to screen for the presence and severity of CAD. CAD was determined on a per‐patient and per‐vessel basis using a 16 segment model and severity was defined as obstructive (\>50% stenosis), non‐obstructive (1‐49% stenosis), or no CAD (vessels free of any plaque). Segment involved score (SIS) was defined as any atherosclerotic plaque in a coronary segment with diffuse CAD defined as a SIS \> 3. CAC was quantified according to the Agatston method. Results: To date, 400 participants have been enrolled, of which 91 have completed biopsy and 61 patients have completed both CCTA and liver biopsy Among all patients with evidence of NAFLD on biopsy, CAD was found in 31 (50.8%). Of these patients, diffuse CAD was present in 17 (54.8%) patients and obstructive CAD in 7 (22.6%) patients. Median coronary artery calcium (CAC) score was 111 (IQR 29, 373). In the 52 patients with non‐NASH NAFLD, CAD was detected in 27 (51.9%) patients. Of these, diffuse CAD was present in 14 (51.9%) and no patients were found to have obstructive CAD Median CAC score was 58 (28, 358). In the 9 patients with biopsy‐proven NASH, CAD was present in 4 (44.4%) with diffuse CAD present in 3 (75%). Median CAC score was 338 (IQR 171,503). There was no difference found between the rates of CAD, diffuse CAD, or median CAC scores in patients with non‐NASH NAFLD compared with NASH patients. Conclusions: The prevalence of CAD, particularly diffuse CAD, is high among patients with both non‐NASH NAFLD and NASH Median CAC score \> 300 observed in the biopsy‐proven NASH patients may portend increased risk for cardiovascular events
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Background & Aims: With obesity becoming a widespread national epidemic, the prevalence of non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and NASH‐related liver transplantation (NASH‐LT) have risen substantially. Our aim is to evaluate temporal trends in NASH‐LT within the 11 United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) Regions. Methods: We conducted a cohort study utilizing the UNOS 2003‐2014 data stratified into 11 UNOS Regions to evaluate the frequency of NASH‐LT in adults within the United States (US) To determine etiology, we queried primary and secondary diagnosis codes for NASH along with alcoholic liver disease (ALD) and chronic hepatitis C (HCV) Results: There were 8,266 (10.9%) NASH‐LT with an annual percentage change (APC) of +0.68%. Compared to HCV and ALD, NASH group had lower male and Hispanic ethnicity distribution. However, NASH group had a higher mean age, BMI, Caucasian distribution and co‐morbid diabetes The highest number of NASH‐LT were within UNOS Region 3 (n=1581), Region 11 (n=1110), Region 10 (n=942), Region 2 (n=924) and Region 5 (n=912), and constituted over 63% of all NASH‐LT The annual number of NASH‐LT in Region 3 and Region 11 increased +13.7% and +11.9%, respectively. Region 11 (15.5%), Region 10 (13.8%) and Region 3 (12.9%) had the highest percent of NASH‐LT performed. Region 11 (APC = 1.6%) and Region 3 (APC = 1.0%) had the highest annual rise in proportion of NASH‐LT (Figure). By 2014, the percentage of NASH‐LT reached 23.6% in Region 11, 18.8% in Region 10 and 18.2 % in Region 3 Conclusion: The Southeast (Region 3, Region 11) and portions of Midwest (Region 10), where obesity is prevalent, accounted for the majority of the rise in NASH‐LT Further studies are needed to clearly establish a relationship between geographic trends in the prevalence of obesity and NASH‐LT.
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**Background**: Cenicriviroc (CVC) is an oral, once‐daily CCR2/5 antagonist currently evaluated in a Phase 2b study in 289 adults with non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and liver fibrosis (CENTAUR; NCT02217475). CVC is a substrate for CYP3A4, CYP2C8, and P‐glycoprotein (P‐gp). CVC is a weak inhibitor of CYP3A4; its ***in vivo*** effects on breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP), P‐gp and CYP1A2 substrates are unknown. Statins are widely used to treat dyslipidemia in patients with NASH, type 2 diabetes and metabolic syndrome. Atorvastatin and simvastatin are substrates for CYP3A4, rosuvastatin for BCRP, digoxin for P‐gp and caffeine for CYP1A2. **Methods**: Phase 1,3‐period, fixed‐sequence study in 36 healthy subjects evaluating the effect of CVC at steady‐state (150 mg QD for 10 days) on the PK, safety and tolerability of test drugs: single‐dose atorvastatin (20 mg), simvastatin (20 mg), rosuvastatin (20 mg; administered with caffeine 200 mg and digoxin 0.25 mg). Three groups of 12 subjects each received the test drug alone on Day 1, CVC alone for 10 days (starting on Day 2 or 3 depending on the half‐life of the test drug) and CVC with the test drug on the last study day. Plasma samples were collected over 24‐48 hours post‐dose for atorvastatin, simvastatin, and rosuvastatin, with and without CVC administration. C~max~, C~min~ and AUC0\_ ~tau~ were determined using non‐compartmental methods. Least square geometric means, geometric mean ratios (GMRs) and confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated. Results: With CVC co‐administration: atorvastatin C~max~ and AUC~0‐ta~ ~u~ increased by 1.2‐fold and 1.4‐fold, respectively; simvastatin C~max~ and AUCo~‐ta~ ~u~ increased by 2.6‐fold and 2.5‐fold, respectively; rosuvastatin C~max~ and AUCo~‐ta~ ~u~ increased by 4.0‐fold and 3.5‐fold, respectively. CVC effects on caffeine and digoxin PKs were not clinically significant (\<1.2‐fold increase for C~max~ and AUCo~‐ta~ ~u~). Co‐administration was well tolerated; all AEs were mild, with no serious AEs or AEs leading to discontinuation. Conclusions: Co‐administration of CVC with atorvastatin resulted in a modest interaction, not considered clinically significant. The interaction of CVC with simvastatin or rosuvastatin suggests that a dose adjustment may be warranted when co‐administered. No meaningful effects of CVC on P‐gp and CYP1A2 substrates were observed.
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***Background & Aims:*** Peripheral blood levels of aspartate aminotransferase \[AST/GOT (glutamate‐oxalacetate transaminase)\] and alanine transaminase \[ALT/GPT (glutamate‐pyruvate transaminase)\] are most frequently reliable biomarker of liver injury. Although AST and ALT play central roles in glutamate production as transaminases, peripheral blood levels of AST and ALT have been regarded only as liver injury biomarkers. AST and ALT catalyze transamination from aspartate or alanine to glutamate and are important positive regulators of tissue glutamate levels. Glutamate is a principal excitatory neurotransmitter, which affects memory functions in the brain. Blood glutamate levels have been reported to be altered in many cognitive function disorders. In this study, we investigated the impact of blood transaminase levels on blood glutamate concentration and memory. ***Methods:*** Psychiatrically, medically, and neurologically healthy subjects (n=514, female/ male: 268/246) were enrolled in this study through local advertisements. Plasma AST and ALT levels were measured with a conventional automated analyzer. Plasma amino acids (glutamate, glutamine, glycine, D‐serine, and L‐serine) were measured using a high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system. The five indices, verbal memory, visual memory, general memory, attention/concentration, and delayed recall of the Wechsler memory Scale‐Revised (WMS‐R) were used to measure memory functions. ***Results:*** Both plasma AST and ALT had a significant positive correlation with plasma glutamate levels (AST: R=0.19, P=1.1×10^‐5^; ALT: R=0.30, P=5.0×10^‐12^). Plasma AST and ALT levels were significantly negatively correlated with four of five memory functions \[verbal memory: R=‐0.11, P=0.014 (AST), R=‐0.13, P=4.0x10^‐3^ (ALT); visual memory: R=‐0.11, P=0.012 (AST), R=‐0.11, P=0.014 (ALT); general memory: R=‐0.13, P=0.0044 (AST), R=‐0.14, P=0.0013 (ALT); and delayed recall: R=‐0.13, P=0.0033 (AST), R=‐0.15, P=4.0×10^‐4^ (ALT)\], but were not correlated with attention/concentration (R=‐0.022, P=0.61). Plasma glutamate was significantly negatively correlated with three of five memory functions Multivariate analyses demonstrated that plasma AST, ALT, and glutamate levels were significantly correlated with memory functions even after adjustment for gender and education. ***Conclusions:*** As far as we know, this is the first report which could demonstrate the impact of blood transaminase levels on blood glutamate concentration and memory functions in human. These findings are important for the interpretation of obesity‐induced metabolic syndrome with elevated transaminases and cognitive dysfunction.
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**Background and Aims:** Current knowledge on the genetic basis of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) demonstrates that variants not just contributing to the disease susceptibility but severity are located in genes that regulate lipid metabolism Specifically, the rs738409 in ***PNPLA3*** has been consistently associated with NAFLD severity and fibrosis stage across different populations in adults and children. However, associations with further discovered variants located in lipid‐related loci, including the recently identified rs641738 (p. Gly17Glu) in ***MBOAT7*** (Membrane Bound O‐Acyltransferase Domain Containing 7) were not consistently replicated across ethnic groups; MBOAT7 encodes for a member of the membrane‐bound O‐acyltransferases family that has specificity for arachidonoyl‐CoA as an acyl donor. Notably, reported results showed genotype frequencies deviated from Hardy‐Weinberg equilibrium (HWE). Here, we explored whether the MBOAT7‐rs641738 is associated with the genetic risk of NAFLD and the disease severity in a case‐control study of patients with NAFLD proven by liver biopsy **Methods**: Our study included 634 individuals (372 patients with NAFLD and 262 healthy controls); genotyping was performed by a Taqman assay Our sample had 96% power for the additive genetic model. To account for possible population stratification, we used a collection of 13 SNPs at different loci that were analyzed with the Structure program and which showed similar clustering for cases and controls **Results:** In our population, genotype frequencies in controls (n= CC: 84, CT: 137, TT: 41) and patients (CC: 134, CT: 178, TT: 60) were in HWE; minor allele frequency was 40.8 % The rs641738 variant was neither associated with increased susceptibility to NAFLD (Cochran‐Armitage test for trend chi‐sq. = 0.397, P = 0.529) or the disease severity (p = 0.61) However, in univariate analysis we observed a significant association with circulating triglycerides (TG) (***p***=0.004) The rs641738 was not associated either with glucose metabolism, HOMA‐index, total, HDL, LDL‐cholesterol or other MetS components. **Conclusion:** While the role of rs641738 in NAFLD seems not to be conclusive, the variant may be associated with TG levels and so, it might indirectly regulate intermediate steps of fatty acid (polyunsaturated fatty acids‐PUFA and PUFA‐containing TG) biosynthesis. Still unexplored gene‐diet interactions may explain disproportionately impact of variants on NAFLD among different ethnic groups. Not replicated observations among different populations indeed may result from disparities in the dietary composition.
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Chronic liver disease and cirrhosis was the 12^th^ leading cause of death in the U.S. in 2014. We used national databases to update estimates of the liver disease burden in the U S **Methods:** The National Ambulatory and Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Surveys, Nationwide Inpatient Sample, and Vital Statistics of the U.S. databases were used to estimate medical care and mortality with a primary or other diagnosis of liver disease, excluding viral hepatitis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Rates were age‐adjusted and shown per 100,000 population for the most recent year available **Results:** Liver disease contributed to 2.7 million ambulatory visits, 1.3 million hospital discharges, and 94,000 deaths Ambulatory visit rates with a liver disease diagnosis were higher among women compared with men (874 vs. 724), whites compared with African Americans (772 vs 509) and Hispanics compared with non‐Hispanics (1064 vs. 766). Hospital discharge rates were also increased among Hispanics compared with non‐Hispanics (438 vs. 354), but were higher among men compared with women (417 vs. 302) and similar among whites and African Americans (361 vs. 369). From 1993 to 2013, the ambulatory visit rate rose by 12‐fold (65 to 804) and the hospital discharge rate doubled (183 to 357). Mortality rates were higher among men compared with women (33 vs. 18) and Hispanics compared with non‐Hispanics (30 vs. 25), and slightly higher among whites compared with African Americans (26 vs. 23). The mortality rate declined slowly from 1993 through 2007 and then increased slowly through 2014. The decline was steepest among African Americans with a recent reversal among other subgroups (Figure) **Conclusions:** The burden of liver disease in the U.S. is substantial and increasing. The reversal of a declining mortality trend is concerning and deserves further population monitoring of liver‐related outcomes.
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**Background and Aims**: It remains unknown how inflammation promotes liver fibrosis in the early stage of non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). We previously found using immuno‐electron microscopy (IEM) that expression of APJ, an angiotensin receptor‐like 1 receptor, was up‐regulated in relation with angiogenesis in human liver cirrhosis Apelin, a selective endogenous ligand of APJ receptor, has recently been reported as a liver fibrosis marker In the present study, we examined the serum apelin levels and the hepatic expression of APJ in both early and advanced stages of NASH patients. Materials and **Methods**: This study enrolled 25 histologically proven NASH patients and 22 healthy controls. Serum apelin‐36 levels were measured by ELISA and compared with the histopathological findings estimated by Brunt\'s fibrosis staging. Localization of APJ receptor was examined by IHC and IEM using 8 liver samples from NASH patients and 3 normal liver specimens. Expression of APJ receptor was also examined by Western blot analysis. **Results**: Serum apelin‐36 levels in the early stage (1462 ± 359 pg/mL) and advanced stage of NASH (2165 ± 815 pg/mL) were significantly higher than those in controls (957 ± 190 pg/ mL) (p = 0.048 and p \< 0.001, respectively). Serum apelin‐36 levels were increased in parallel to the fibrosis stages Western blot analysis confirmed the increased expression of APJ receptor in early NASH livers compared with control livers (p = 0.01). Interestingly, the advanced stage of NASH livers exhibited lower expression of APJ receptor compared with the early NASH livers (p = 0.01). IHC revealed that APJ receptor was localized mainly in the arterial capillaries and, to the lesser extent, in the sinusoids of control livers In the early stage of NASH, APJ receptor showed strong positive staining in hepatic sinusoidal lining cells and inflammatory cells in the pericentral areas, and weakly in hepatic sinusoidal lining cells in the periportal area. In the advanced NASH, APJ was observed mainly in sinusoidal lining cells in the regions of portal fibrosis and arterial capillaries in fibrotic septum. However APJ expression was weaker than in early NASH livers IEM examination revealed aberrant expression of APJ receptor in the proliferated arterial capillaries opening into the sinusoid. APJ receptor was also found on the caveolae of proliferated capillary endothelial cells and pericytes. **Conclusions**: The localization of APJ receptor shown by IEM suggested the association with angiogenesis even in the early stage of NASH. Apelin and APJ receptor are closely related with fibrosis and angiogenesis in NASH.
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**Background** GS‐4997 is a selective and potent small molecule inhibitor of ASK1 in clinical development for the treatment of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and severe alcoholic hepatitis. This study evaluated the short‐term safety and PK of GS‐4997 in subjects with mild, moderate, or severe hepatic impairment (HI) and subjects with normal hepatic function to support development of GS‐4997 dosing recommendations in patients with cirrhosis. **Methods** Subjects with stable mild, moderate, or severe HI (Child‐Pugh‐Turcotte A, B, or C, respectively \[n=10 per group\]) and healthy controls with normal hepatic function, matched for age (±10 years), gender, and BMI (±20%) (n=10 per HI group) received a single, 6 mg oral dose of GS‐4997 followed by intensive PK sampling over 120 hours. Safety was monitored and a parametric analysis of variance using a mixed effects model was used to fit logarithmically‐transformed PK parameters (AUC and C ). The 90% confidence intervals (CIs) were constructed for the geometric mean ratios (GMR) of these parameters between each HI group and matched control subjects. Since HI may alter protein binding, the free fraction of GS‐4997 in plasma was also determined and summarized by hepatic function. **Results** All subjects completed the study; all treatment‐emergent adverse events (AEs) were mild (Grade 1) or moderate (Grade 2). Only one AE (Grade 1 headache) occurred in more than one subject (n=4). Total plasma exposures (C~max~ and AUC) were similar in subjects with mild or moderate HI compared to healthy controls (Table 1). There was a modest increase in AUC in subjects with severe HI versus control subjects. Compared with control subjects, the free fraction of GS‐4997 was increased in subjects with severe HI, but not with mild or moderate HI as compared to controls (7.0% unbound vs 5.3% unbound). **Conclusions** The safety results from this study were consistent with the overall safety profile for GS‐4997. GS‐4997 exposures were similar in subjects with mild or moderate HI as compared to those with normal hepatic function and subjects with severe HI had modestly higher exposures. The results of this study support continued clinical development of GS‐4997 in patients with liver dysfunction due to NASH or alcoholic hepatitis without dose adjustment regardless of presence of HI.

**Table 1. Summary of PK results in subjects with hepatic impairment vs. normal hepatic function (control)**
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**Background**: Fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21), a non‐mitogenic hormone, is an important regulator of glucose and lipid metabolism FGF21 analogs improve insulin sensitivity and lipid profiles, which contribute to NASH pathogenesis, in preclinical models as well as in obese humans with type 2 diabetes. BMS‐986036, a first generation pegylated human FGF21 variant, has an extended elimination half‐life compared to endogenous human FGF21, enabling daily and weekly regimens to be studied. BMS‐986171 is a pegylated FGF21 variant that has been modified to decrease proteolysis and further extend half‐life to support at least once‐weekly dosing. **Methods**: A randomized, placebo‐controlled single ascending dose study in obese (BMI 30‐40 kg/m^2^) healthy subjects was conducted. There were 5 cohorts of 8 subjects randomized 3:1 to subcutaneous (SC) BMS‐986171 0.6 mg, 2 mg, 6 mg, 20 mg, or 60 mg vs placebo. Serum BMS‐986171 concentration vs time data were used to derive T1/2, Cmax, Tmax, AUC(INF) and total clearance (CLT/F). A compartmental PK model was developed for the simulation of concentration vs time profiles of weekly dosing regimens **Results**: At baseline, mean age was 39.8 y, male 68%, Hispanic 40%. There were no deaths, SAEs or discontinuations due to AEs. Most (95%) treatment‐related AEs were of mild intensity. PK results are in Table **1**. The average terminal T1/2 of BMS‐986171 was 83‐96 h. Cmax was observed at 72 h after dosing. Dose‐normalized Cmax and AUC(INF) were consistent across doses, indicating that PK was linear and dose‐proportional. Steady‐state PK was projected to be achieved within 3‐4 wks, with an accumulation index of 1.4‐1.8‐fold after weekly dosing. **Conclusions**: BMS‐986171 was well‐tolerated in single doses up to 60 mg Compared to BMS‐986036, BMS‐986171 showed improved PK exposure due to a prolonged terminal T1 /2 PK and safety data are supportive of continued clinical development of weekly dosing of BMS‐986171 in NASH.

Table 1.

\* mean (standard deviation)

\*\* median (range)
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What is the optimal exercise regimen for patients with NAFLD: Aerobic or resistance exercise? {#hep28798-sec-1536}
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**Background & aims**: Exercise is a first‐line therapy for patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Both aerobic and resistance exercise improve NAFLD, however, the most effective exercise protocol remains unclear Moreover, given the high prevalence of cardiovascular diseases in NAFLD, the choice of exercise type in relation to exercise energy consumption has not been compared We sought to assess the required frequency, intensity, and duration of aerobic and resistance exercise required for improvement of hepatic steatosis and to compare the exercise regimens with regard to energy consumption in patients with NAFLD **Methods**: A literature search was performed using PubMed, Web of Science, and Scopas to January 28, 2016 for articles assessing the effect of aerobic or resistance on hepatic steatosis. From a total of 95 articles, 24 studies including 25 aerobic and 7 resistance exercise protocols were selected for systematic review. **Results**: For aerobic exercise, a decrease in hepatic steatosis was seen in 92.0% (23/25) of protocols (n = 1695). The median effective protocol was 4.8 metabolic equivalents (METs) for 40 min/session, 3 times/week for 12 weeks For resistance exercise, a reduction of hepatic steatosis was seen in 85.7% (6/7) of protocols (n = 116). The median effective protocol was 3.5 METs for 45 min/ session, 3 times/week for 12 weeks. Aerobic and resistance exercise reduced 2.4% \[0‐21%\] and 12% \[2‐13%\] of intrahepatic lipid, respectively No significant difference was seen in the duration, frequency, or period of exercise between the two exercise regimens. Energy consumption was significantly lower in the resistance than in the aerobic exercise group (11,064 \[6,394‐21,087\] vs. 6,470 \[4,104‐12,310\] kcal/total period, P = 0.0475). **Conclusions**: Resistance exercise improves NAFLD with less energy consumption Resistance exercise may be more feasible and beneficial than aerobic regimens for NAFLD patients with poor cardiorespiratory fitness or for those who cannot tolerate or participate in aerobic exercise These data also suggest a possible link between mode of exercise and hepatic lipid metabolism
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Effects of *Lactobacillus reuteri* associated with guar gum and inulin in the gut permeability in nonalcoholic steatohepatitis {#hep28798-sec-1540}
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The probable role of the gut in nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) progression is still not elucidated, although evidence from animal and human studies suggest that increased gut permeability could allow the passage of gut‐derived endotoxin to the liver enhancing inflammation. We aimed to investigate the prevalence of increased intestinal permeability in subjects with NASH, and if synbiotic supplementation containing 10^8^ colony forming units (CFU) of *L.reuteri* plus 4g of partially hydrolyzed guar gum and inulin (twice daily) could improve this parameter. We included 50 biopsy‐proven NASH patients in a randomized, controlled clinical trial. Twenty‐seven subjects received synbiotic supplementation and healthy nutritional counseling for three months, and 23 individuals received only healthy nutritional counseling for the same period of time Clinical appointments were scheduled every month to provide synbiotic. The gut permeability was evaluated at baseline and after the intervention by lactulose/mannitol urinary excretion. For the test, urine samples were taken after the patients have drunk 120ml of isosolar solution containing lactulose and mannitol. The measurements were performed by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The results were reported as the percentage of urinary excretion of each probe in relation to the amount ingested; and the final result of the test, as the ratio between the excreted percentages of lactulose and mannitol The results of the test were compared to the reference values established in a healthy population At baseline the median age was 57 ys and 76% patients were female. Most patients (98%) were obese, 76% hypertensive, 76% dyslipidemic, 70% sedentary, 80% presented alterations in the glucose metabolism and 98% were classified as having metabolic syndrome There were no diferences in clinical and histological parameters between groups. The patients with NASH presented a high prevalence (51.1%) of increased gut permeability. At baseline, there was no difference in the frequency of increased gut permeability between the groups: 55.6% in the study group and 44.4% in control group (p=0.465). After three months of synbiotic supplementation, there were no differences in the percentage of lactulose and mannitol excretion neither in the lactulose/mannitol excretion ratio in the intervention group (p=0.492; p=0.459; p=0.737, respectively) as well as in the control group (p=0.248; p=0.950; p=0.374), respectively. Patients with NASH presented a high frequency of increased gut permeability, which was not improved with*L. reuteri* plus partially hydrolyzed guar gum and inulin supplementation
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Circulating, hepatocyte‐derived extracellular vesicles correlate with fibrosis stage and portal pressure in patients with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis {#hep28798-sec-1544}
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**Background**: Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are membrane‐bound particles released from dying or activated cells. In experimental models, EVs released by hepatocytes during lipotoxicity are internalized by neighboring cells and contribute to liver fibrosis and angiogenesis. The objectives of this study were to quantify and characterize EVs in serum of patients with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). **Methods**: EVs were isolated using a sequential centrifugation process from serum of healthy controls and NASH patients with advanced fibrosis (Ishak 3‐6). Dynamic light scattering analysis (Zetasizer; Malvern, Worcestershire, UK) and electron microscopy determined the size and morphology of EVs and flow cytometry quantified the total number of EVs (calcein‐FITC+) and hepatocyte‐derived EVs (asialoglycoprotein receptor 1 \[ASGPR1 \]‐Cy3+). EV number was compared between NASH patients and controls, and associations between EV number and NASH characteristics including liver biochemistry, NAFLD Activity Score and its components, fibrosis stage, hepatic collagen content and a‐smooth muscle actin expression by morphometry, serum fibrosis markers, and hepatic venous pressure gradient (HVPG; in cirrhotic subjects) were determined. **Results**: 50 NASH patients (median age, 55 yrs; 68% female; 50% cirrhotic) and 11 controls (54 yrs; 73% female) were included; EVs were detected in all subjects with both exosomes and microparticles identified Compared with controls, NASH patients had greater median (IQR) numbers of total EVs (1399 \[1019‐2001\] vs. 1004 \[510‐1174\] per \^L serum; P=0.007) and hepatocyte‐derived EVs (646 \[498‐855\] vs. 372 \[333‐402\] per \^L; P\<0.001). The number of total EVs did not correlate with demographics, liver biochemistry, histology, fibrosis markers, HVPG, or MELD However, the number of hepatocyte‐derived EVs correlated with fibrosis stage (p=0.28; P=0.048), Fibrotest (p=0.31; P=0.037), ELF test (p=0.28; P=0.056), NAFLD Fibrosis Score (p=0.29; P=0.047), bilirubin (p=0.26; P=0.066), platelets (p=‐0.38; P=0.006), and HVPG (p=0.40; P=0.047). Moreover, patients with clinically significant portal hypertension (HVPG \>10 mmHg) had more hepatocyte‐derived EVs than patients with HVPG \<10 mmHg (median, 830 vs. 568 per \^L; P=0.014). **Conclusions**: In patients with NASH, the number of circulating, hepatocyte‐derived EVs correlates with fibrosis stage, serum fibrosis markers, and HVPG Characterization of the content of these EVs may help elucidate the pathogenesis or fibrosis and portal hypertension
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**BACKGROUND AND AIMS**: Patients with cirrhosis due to non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) are at risk of liver and cardiac related morbidity and mortality Lifestyle change, incorporating exercise, is recommended and may improve cardio‐respiratory fitness (VO2 peak), which predicts mortality in cirrhosis patients. The efficacy and safety in this patient population is not well established Our aim was to determine the impact of exercise training on aerobic fitness with secondary outcomes including hepatic steatosis, liver injury, insulin resistance, body composition, muscle strength, safety, and quality of life measures. **METHODS**: Patients with histologically confirmed NAFLD cirrhosis and low baseline physical actively levels underwent 12 weeks of progressive aerobic and resistance exercise (45 mins, thrice weekly) supervised by an exercise physiologist Aerobic capacity was assessed using a graded cardiopulmonary exercise test, strength via 1 repetition maximum (1RM) test; liver steatosis by magnetic resonance spectroscopy, body composition by DEXA and quality of life using validated questionnaires (SF‐36, CLDQ) **RESULTS**: Eight of 25 (32%) patients approached consented to the study, with lack of interest or availability the main reason for refusal. Subjects were 75% female, mean age 62±8 years, BMI 36.2±9, 87% Childs A with portal hypertension From baseline to week 12, the exercise intervention produced a significant improvement in Peak Vo2 (16.7±0.8 ml/kg/min to 20.1±7.3 ml/kg/min respectively, p=0.043) and maximal 1RM strength (leg press; 101 ±52 kg to 148±53 kg p=0.012, seated row; 61 ±16 kg to 69±18 kg p=0.012). Functional capacity improvement occurred with improved six minute walk test distances (482±60m to 509±64m p=0.028) and timed up and go (6.8±0.9sec to 6.0±1.1sec, p=0.025). Lean muscle mass increased (53.9±9.7kg to 55±9.1kg p=0.05) and overall fat mass fell (40.4±7.1kg to 39.4±7.6kg p=0.035) Trends towards significance were seen with reductions in waist circumference (p=0.068) and total fat mass (p= 0.069) No significant effects were noted on hepatic steatosis, liver enzymes, insulin resistance or lipid profiles Quality of Life improved with changes in the Chronic Liver Disease Questionnaire score (5.40 to 5.63 p=0.012) and the Physical Domain of the SF‐36 (63.7 to 84.4 p=0.035). No adverse events were noted **Conclusions**: Uptake of exercise is poor among NAFLD cirrhotic patients, however appropriate exercise leads to clinically significant improvements in aerobic fitness, strength and functional capacity with associated reduction in fat mass and improvement in quality of life Strategies to increase patient participation are required
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Probiotics do not improve hepatic outcomes after Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy surgery: a randomized clinical trial {#hep28798-sec-1552}
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Background &Aims: Probiotics are commonly used after bariatric surgery; however uncertainty remains regarding their efficacy. Our aim was to compare the effect of probiotics vs. placebo on hepatic, inflammatory and clinical outcomes post laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG). Methods: This randomized, double‐blind placebo‐controlled trial of 6‐months treatment with probiotics (Bio‐25;Supherb) vs. placebo and 6‐months of additional follow‐up was conducted among 100 morbidly obese non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) patients who underwent LSG surgery The primary outcome was a reduction in liver fat content, measured by abdominal‐ultrasound, and secondary outcomes were improvement of fibrosis, measured by shear‐wave elastography, metabolic and inflammatory parameters, anthropometrics and quality of life (QOL). Fecal samples were collected and analyzed for microbial composition. Results: One hundred patients (60% women, mean age of 41.9±9.8 years and BMI of 42.3±4.7kg/m2) were randomized, 80% attended the 6‐month visit and 77% completed the 12‐month follow‐up. The Hepato‐Renal Index (HRI) and NAFLD remission rate were similarly reduced in the probiotics and placebo groups at 6‐months post‐surgery (‐0.9±0.5 vs. ‐0.7±0.4 score, P=0.059 and 52.5% vs. 40%, P=0.262, respectively) and at 12‐months post‐surgery. Fibrosis, ALT, C‐Reactive Protein (CRP), leptin, Caspase‐generated cytokeratin‐18 (CK‐18) levels were significantly reduced and QOL significantly improved within‐groups (P≤0.014 for all), but no between‐group differences were noted at 6‐months post‐surgery (P\>0.173 for all) and at 12‐months post‐surgery. The relative abundances of 4 main phyla increased (Firmicutes, Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria and Verrucomicrobia) and of one main phylum decreased (Bacteroidetes) to a similar extent in both arms at 6‐months post‐surgery Conclusions: Probiotics administration does not improve hepatic, inflammatory and clinical outcomes 6 and 12‐months post LSG
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**Background and aim**: Exercise therapy is effective and recommended for non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), but no reports have examined whether significant reductions in serum levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT) are achieved with exercise therapy in patients with NAFLD The aim of this study is to assess the effects of simple resistance exercise for 24 weeks in NAFLD. **Methods**: Fifty nine patients with NAFLD were assigned to a resistance exercise group (n = 28) or a control group (n = 31). The resistance exercise group performed 2 exercises (push‐ups and squats) 3 times a week on nonconsecutive days for a trial periods of 24 weeks Patients in the control group proceeded with regular physical activities under a restricted diet throughout the study The effects of exercise were compared between groups after 24 weeks Biochemical blood parameters, hepatic steatosis and body composition were assessed Hepatic steatosis and body composition were evaluated by ultrasound and bioelectrical impedance analysis, respectively **Results**: A significant time‐by‐treatment interaction was seen between ALT levels and HOMA‐IR ALT levels (76.9 ± 63.4 vs. 59.3 ± 49.2 IU/L,*p* = 0.003) and HOMA‐IR (4.0 ± 2.9 vs 3.1 ± 1.6, *p* = 0.025) were significantly decreased with exercise, but not in the control group We also found a significant time‐by‐treatment interaction in hepatic steatosis grade (p = 0.021). Moreover, hepatic steatosis grade (2.00 ± 0.82 vs. 1.55 ± 0.71, *p* = 0.001) was significantly decreased with exercise, but not in the control group Changes in ALT levels correlated negatively with changes in muscle:body weight ratio in the exercise group **Conclusion**: These data demonstrate that 24 weeks of simple resistance exercise comprising squats and push‐ups represents an effective treatment for NAFLD.
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**Background & Aims** The incidence of NAFLD continues to parallel the rising obesity rates. While bariatric surgery provides an effective tool for weight loss, it is not a feasible option for all Endobariatric devices, including intra‐gastric balloons (IGBs), may provide an alternative option for weight control We report on the outcomes with the IGB in the treatment of obesity and NAFLD in a single centre **Methods** The outcomes following IGB placement in obese patients with insulin resis‐tance from 2005 till 2015 at a tertiary hospital in central London, United Kingdom were retrospectively examined. Clinical, anthropometric and biochemical data were routinely recorded and examined at baseline, and after IGB removal at 6 months.**Results** Data from 135 patients were available for analysis. Most were women (96/135, 71%) of Caucasian background (66%), with a mean age of 47 ± 12 years. Diabetes was present in 39/135 (29%) at baseline, and other features of metabolic syndrome also apparent in 45/135 (45%) of patients. Mean baseline weight was 117.9 ± 22 kg, with BMI 41.7 ± 6.6 kg/m^2^, and waist circumference 124.2 ± 13.6 cm. Median baseline HOMA‐IR was 3.6 (2.1‐5.9). Following 6 months of IGB placement, significant changes were seen with weight (mean loss of 11.3kg), and BMI (mean reduction by 4.1 kg/m^2^); p\<0.01. Significant improvements were also seen with ALT, GGT, and HOMA‐IR, all changes corresponding with weight loss (p \<0.05 for all) Commonly reported side effects included nausea, vomiting, and abdominal discomfort, with premature IGB removal required in 14 cases (10.4%). Conclusions IGB provides an effective, alternative non‐surgical means of inducing weight loss for the management of obesity and obesity‐associated liver dysfunction over the short term Improvements in insulin resistance and hepatic transaminases correlated with greater degrees of weight change
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***Background and purpose:*** Protease activated receptor‐2 (PAR2) is a cell surface G‐protein coupled receptor (GPCR) highly expressed in multiple cell types in the liver including hepatocytes, stellate cells and inflammatory macrophages PAR2 is activated by proteolytic cleavage of its N‐terminal exodomain by serine proteases Recently, PAR2 has been proposed to be an important regulator of obesity and metabolic syndrome, however, the connection between PAR2 signaling and metabolism in the liver is not understood The aim of this study was to evaluate the role of PAR2 signaling in liver metabolism leading to the pathogenesis of fatty liver disease and NASH ***Methods:*** We used the methionine choline deficient (MCD) diet‐induced mouse model for NASH over 3‐8 week time periods and analyzed both systemic and hepatic metabolites by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Liver metabolites were extracted from snap‐frozen liver by a chloroform‐methanol extraction method and quantified by enhanced NMR metabolomics to compare individual metabolites in wild type versus PAR2‐deficient mice and mice treated with the PAR2‐inhibitory pepducin PZ‐235. Systemic metabolites were extracted from plasma by a methanol denaturation method. The expression of the regulatory enzymes of critical metabolic pathways was also measured. ***Results:*** We found that PAR2 deficiency or inhibition with PZ‐235 provides striking protection against diet‐induced hepatic steatosis and inflammation PAR2 deficiency as well as treatment with PZ‐235 significantly decreased hepatic triglycerides (*p\<0.0001),* plasma levels of liver enzymes (ALT*p\< 0.0001* and AST *p=0.0072)* and reduced NAFLD activity score (NAS) by 40‐60 % in the NASH models. Metabolomics and gene expression experiments show that PAR2 inhibition enhances beta‐oxidation of fatty acids and suppresses the metabolic pathways leading to reactive‐oxygen species (ROS) production. ***Conclusions:*** PAR2 signaling plays a critical role in regulating hepatic steatosis, inflammation and ROS generation in NASH, a condition that can lead to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma, for which there is currently no approved means of pharmacological intervention Development of novel PAR2 inhibitors as exemplified by the PAR2 pepducin PZ‐235 may provide a blueprint for the development of efficacious agents to suppress NASH
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**Background**: Abnormal liver function tests (LFTs) are frequently observed in Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) monoinfected individuals in the absence of alcohol excess and evidence has emerged that non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) may be an important cause However, the aetiology of NAFLD in HIV infection remains unclear **Aims**: To identify the prevalence of and risk factors for NAFLD in patients with HIV and abnormal LFTs **Methods**: A retrospective case‐control study was conducted. HIV outpatients with persistently abnormal liver function (Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) ≥ 60iu/l (1.5x upper limit of normal) on ≥ 2 occasions ≥ 6 months apart) were identified. Clinical records were examined to assess demographic, clinical, biochemical and HIV characteristics NAFLD cases were defined as patients with radiological evidence of hepatic steatosis in the absence of viral hepatitis B and C, excess alcohol intake or other causes of secondary steatosis Controls were defined as patients who had no evidence of hepatic steatosis on ultrasound and no identifiable cause of liver disease **Results**: Among an HIV cohort of 9500 patients, 348 patients with persistently elevated ALT were identified Causes of elevated ALT were hepatitis C virus co‐infection (24%), hepatitis B virus co‐infection (2%), alcohol excess (16%), NAFLD (15%), drug induced hepatitis (9%), and other liver disease (9%) There was no identifiable cause in 26% of patients. Most cases had early stage disease; median (interquartile range) FIB‐4 score of 1.35 (0.83‐2.41). After exclusion criteria were applied 52 NAFLD cases were compared to 48 controls using binary logistic regression Body mass index (BMI) \[Odds ratio (OR) 1.27; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.106‐1.498;*p=0*.001\], a history of hyperlipidaemia \[OR, 3.434; 95% CI, 1.504‐7.840;*p=0*.003\], high‐density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol \[OR, 0.094; 95% CI, 0.017‐0.523; *p=0*.007\] and HDL: Cholesterol ratio \[OR, 1.460; 95% CI 1.072‐1.989; *p=0*.016\] were significantly associated with NAFLD in univariate analysis In multivariable analysis, BMI \[adjusted OR, 1.236; 95% CI, 1.050‐1.455;*p=0*.011\] and hyperlipidaemia \[adjusted OR, 4.098; 95% CI 1.284‐13.083;*p=0*.017\] were independently associated with NAFLD. HIV‐related factors were not significantly associated with NAFLD in univariate or multivariable analysis. **Conclusion**: NAFLD was an important cause of persistently raised ALT in a large cohort of HIV‐infected patients and was associated with metabolic rather than HIV‐related factors. Management of metabolic risk factors is a priority in this patient group.
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Validation of guidelines on blood‐elastography combination for non‐invasive fibrosis staging in NAFLD {#hep28798-sec-1572}
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Recent EASL international guidelines have suggested combining a blood test and liver stiffness measurement (LSM) to stage liver fibrosis in NAFLD. However, whether such a combination provides a gain in accuracy compared to its two constitutive tests has not been demonstrated statistically. Therefore, we sought firstly to compare the accuracies of these three test categories in NAFLD, and secondly to compare the accuracies of tests between NAFLD and the reference etiology, chronic hepatitis C (CHC), where most tests have been developed and validated. **Methods**. Populations included 225 patients with NAFLD and 698 with CHC (total: 923). Sixteen tests (13 blood tests, LSM with Fibroscan, and 2 combining LSM and 5 blood markers into unique scores: FibroMeters^VCTE^) were evaluated in NAFLD and 13 in CHC. References were Metavir fibrosis staging by liver biopsy and CHC etiology Accuracy was evaluated mainly by the Obuchowski index (OI) targeting all fibrosis stages and secondarily by AUROCs for binary diagnostic targets. **Results**. ***1/NAFLDpopulation:*** the combined FibroMeters^VCTE^ had significantly higher OIs and AUROCs for significant and severe fibrosis than their two constitutive tests. Thus, OIs were: FibroMeter^VCTE2G^: 0.846 vs FibroMeter^V2G^: 0.773 (p=0.002) or vs LSM: 0.808 (p=0.014). NAFLD‐specific tests were less accurate than CHC‐specific tests: e g OIs: FibroMeter^V2G^: 0.773 vs FibroMeter^NAFLD^: 0.716 (p=0.027) or vs NAFLD fibrosis score: 0.674 (p=0.005). ***2/ NAFLD vs CHC population:*** OIs were (respectively NAFLD vs CHC in decreasing order of accuracy in NAFLD): FibroMeter^VCTE2G^: 0.846 vs 0.812 (p=0.124), LSM: 0.808 vs 0.754 (p=0.054), FibroMeter^ALD^: 0.802 vs 0.750 (p=0.039), Zeng score: 0.785 vs 0.734 (p=0.030), Hepascore: 0.778 vs 0.752 (p=0.300), FibroMeter^V2G^: 0.773 vs 0.797 (p=0.422), Fib‐4: 0.693 vs 0.741 (p=0.174), APRI: 0.676 vs 0.742 (p=0.081), Fibrotest: 0.670 vs 0.762 (p=0.006). ***Conclusion:*** In NAFLD, single accurate tests developed in CHC performed better than tests developed specifically for NAFLD A test combining blood markers and LSM outperformed its constitutive tests, validating the recent EASL guidelines in NAFLD Non‐invasive fibrosis evaluation can thus be simplified in NAFLD by using a single test: LSM (or one of the best‐performing blood tests developed in CHC), either alone or, preferably, combined to blood markers, i e a blood‐elastography test, as developed in CHC
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Staging fibrosis and excluding advanced fibrosis in patients with NAFLD: comparison of non‐invasive markers in an interim analysis from a prospective multicentre study {#hep28798-sec-1576}
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**Background & Aims**: Hepatic fibrosis is a major determinant of clinical outcomes in non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and there remains a clear need to establish the accuracy of non‐invasive markers of fibrosis This study aims to prospectively compare the diagnostic performance and ability to exclude advanced fibrosis of the following non‐invasive tests in NAFLD: FibroScan, FibroMeter V, FibroMeter NAFLD, FibroMeter VCTE, NAFLD Fibrosis score (NFS), Fib4, APRI, BARD and AST/ALT ratio. **Methods**: Patients with suspected NAFLD prospectively underwent FibroScan examination and blood sampling within 2 weeks of a standard of care liver biopsy (LB) between March 2014 and January 2016 at seven UK centres. LB were staged in a blinded manner by two expert pathologists according to the NASH CRN system Diagnostic performance was assessed in terms of area under the ROC curves (AUC) Ability to exclude advanced fibrosis was assessed using published cut‐offs except for FibroMeter (FM), for which cut‐offs have not yet been published Cut‐offs for FM were determined that maximized the Youden index. **Results**: 155 patients (57% male, median age 54 \[IQR 20\] years, median BMI 33.2 \[8.1\] kg/m^2^) had a complete dataset for analysis. Fibrosis distribution was: F0: 23%, F1: 25%, F2: 21%, F3: 25%, F4: 6%. 43% of the patients had a NAS score \>5. Performance summary of the tests is presented below in the table. **Conclusion**: FibroMeter VCTE, which combines biochemical parameters with liver stiffness measured by FibroScan, has the highest performance characteristics with positive and negative predictive values of 67 and 93% respectively at confirming or excluding \>F3 fibrosis.

**Performance of non‐invasive fibrosis scores**

\* AUC significantly inferior from FM VCTE (Delong test). Cutoffs were either as published (\|) or established by maximizing Youden index (f).
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Lower socioeconomic status has been associated with worse outcomes in many chronic medical diseases like diabetes and hypertension. However, there is no data describing the impact of socioeconomic status in patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and associated metabolic diseases. Therefore, the aim of the current study is to evaluate disease severity and prevalence of metabolic syndrome and its component in patients with NAFLD based on combined household income. **METHODS**: This was a retrospective analysis of the Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis Clinical Research Network (NASH CRN) database, which included adult patients (age\>18 years) with histologically confirmed NAFLD. Baseline combined household income was collected and the cohort was divided into those with household income of \<\$50,000 (low household income or LHI) or \>\$50,000 (high household income or HHI). Histological parameters, disease severity and medical co‐morbidities were compared across the two groups RESULTS: A total of 1,691 patients (N=663 for LHI and N=1,028 for HHI) were included in the current analysis. Female gender (63% vs. 58%; P\<.0001) and non‐Caucasian race (23% vs. 16%, P=.0001) were over‐represented in the LHI group. LHI cohort had higher BMI (35.6±6.6 vs. 33.5±6.1 kg/m^2^; P\<0.0001) and were more likely to have diabetes (50% vs. 33%; P\<.0001) and metabolic syndrome (69% vs. 60%; P\<.0001) compared to HHI group Serum alanine aminotransferase levels of 56 U/L (IQR 36‐85 U/L) in the HHI was significantly higher than 50 U/L (IQR 32‐75 U/L, P=0.03) observed in LHI cohort. No differences in distribution of steatosis grade and lobular inflammation were observed between the two cohorts However, the LHI cohort was more likely to have hepatocellular ballooning (68% vs. 61%; P\<.01). A higher percentage of the LHI (31% vs. 23%; P=.002) had more than mild portal inflammation, a histological marker of disease progression in NAFLD. Finally,subjects in the LHI cohort were more likely to have NASH (59% vs. 52%, P=.01) and advanced fibrosis (36% vs. 29%, P\<.01) than the HHI cohort. **CONCLUSION**: In patients with NAFLD, lower household income is associated with histologically more advanced disease and higher prevalence of metabolic syndrome
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Factors driving progression of liver disease in NASH versus in simple hepatic steatosis are not well understood. Rapidly rising rates in NASH of serious complications, e. g., cirrhosis or HCC, require that further pathophysiological mechanisms are identified, such that at‐risk people may be segregated early for suitable interventions. As DNA damage response (DDR) associated with persistent oxidative stress serves major roles in hepatotoxicity and cancer, we examined ATM and related pathway‐specific perturbations in human livers with NASH. **Methods and Results**: Tissue samples from human liver explants were categorized histologically as normal (Group 1), fatty liver (Group 2) and NASH (Group 3) (n=6 ea). Total RNA was extracted from multiple samples per group and probed with an array of 84 genes for pathways in DDR. Normalized gene expression levels were compared by 2‐ΔΔCt method with annotations of 2‐fold up‐ or down‐regulated genes in various groups by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. We noted most significant differences in comparisons of Group 1 (healthy) and Group 3 (NASH) samples with over representation of DDR pathways, including ATM, BRCA and multiple other regulators of cell cycle, checkpoint controls and DNA damage/repair mechanisms. These pathways included key downstream regulators of ATM/ATR‐related DDR, i. e., Chek2 and Chek1, as well as other genes Pathways related to cancer were highly prominent in Group 3 indicating disease progression in tissue samples studied. To substantiate RNA level findings in tissues, we immunostained liver sections for γH2AX ‐ an early marker of DNA double‐strand breaks ‐ and found 30‐40% hepatocytes expressed yH2AX in Group 3 (NASH), whereas only rare hepatocytes in Groups 1 or 2 were γH2AX‐positive, p\<0.05. Next, to verify whether ATM‐related gene expression changes were also present at protein level, we studied tissue lysates with spotted arrays for 1300 phosphoproteins representing most major signaling pathways to identify 2‐fold or greater differences in expression. This analysis confirmed prevalence in Group 3 samples of numerous activated phosphoprotein members with up to 100‐fold greater expression in ATM, BRCA,and other related DNA damage/repair pathways, along with pathways of cancer, oxidative stress, inflammation, cell cycling and checkpoint controls, etc. Conclusions: DDR related to ATM pathways separated NASH from fatty liver or normal liver. Substantial increases in this ATM‐related DDR will likely be of pathophysiological and prognostic significance for liver injury, remodeling and oncogenesis in NASH. This should be appropriate for developing markers to identify and characterize NASH at early stages
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Background & Aims Role of the Internet is ever increasing in the present era as the first source of medical information Imprecise, partial comprehension of textual information limits its efficacy in communicating the disease process to the patient. Initially applied by the Military, readability tests have since been utilized in a variety of fields to adjudge comprehension level of documents. Here, we report a comparative readability analysis of online patient‐centered text pertaining to Alcoholic hepatitis (AH) & Non‐Alcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH). Methods Patient‐centered information from websites of ACG, American Liver Foundation (ALF), Healthline. com, Institute of Human Virology (IHV), Mayo Clinic, Medline, Medicinenet. com, National Institutes of Health (NIH), Patient. info, Uptodate & WebMD were downloaded & processed in Microsoft Word. All data were formatted & categorized into subsections Propriety information & medical terms were expunged to limit bias Text was then analyzed for their specific level of readability using six validated readability metrics. Results Modified documents for NASH had a mean grade 1 lower than their original counterparts & 0.24 lower for AH. The highest mean readability grade level for AH was recorded by IHV (14.15±0.6 grade levels) & for NASH by ACG (14±0.6grade levels). The least reading grade level for AH was recorded by NIH (7.89±1.1) & by WebMD (7.1 ±0.61) for NASH. Treatment subsection had the highest mean grade level both for AH (11.72±1.19) & NASH (11.9±0.61). ANOVA analysis showed significant differences in reading grade level depending on the source website(p\<0.05), & subsection when compared with all readability tests The treatment section was usually the most difficult section written when compared to other subsections(p\<0.05) Conclusions Patient education material, with the exception of WebMD, is above the recommended 6th grade level. Treatment section is often the most difficult section to comprehend Greater emphasis on clear & simple language is warranted to increase quality & comprehension of online patient education resources.
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**Introduction & Aim**: Vitamin E (VitE) is an effective treatment for non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). VitE has been associated with hemorrhagic stroke and platelet dysfunction, but similar events were not reported in studies of VitE in NASH After encountering a patient with gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding on VitE therapy, we aimed to determine the risk of iron (Fe) deficiency in non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) patients treated with VitE. **Methods**: Hemoglobin (Hb), MCV, RDW and ferritin were monitored prospectively and frequently in 20 patients with biopsy‐proven NAFLD in an ongoing randomized trial (NCT01792115) of different doses of natural VitE (200, 400 or 800 IU/d) with mean treatment duration of 24 weeks (4‐144). Subjects with decompensated cirrhosis, coagulopathy or thrombocytopenia were excluded To determine specificity to VitE treatment, we compared rates of Fe deficiency to historic data from a similar trial at our center with 48 weeks of metformin (Loomba, AP&T, 2009), as well as to available data from the PIVENS trial (Sanyal, NEJM, 2010) **Results**: 10 subjects (50%) exhibited new‐onset (8) or worsening of preexisting (2) Fe deficiency after a median VitE treatment of 7.5 weeks (4‐12). Anemia (Hb 9.1‐11.2 g/dL) was seen in 5 patients (25%) after a median of 24 weeks (20‐36), while 5 subjects had Fe deficiency without anemia Of 7 patients with complete workup, a GI source was found in 6 (86%), including colonic diverticulosis, gastric ulcer, gastric hyperplastic polyp and hemorrhoids One subject was on aspirin, and 6 (60%) had a past history of Fe deficiency Notably, Fe deficiency spontaneously resolved without VitE cessation in 4 subjects No bleeding or anemia occurred after a week 4 on‐treatment liver biopsy. Fe deficiency occurred in all 3 diabetics (100%) compared to 7/17 (41%) non‐diabetics (p\<0.01, Mantel‐Cox). Age, sex, NASH activity score, cirrhosis and VitE dose were not associated with Fe loss. In comparison, only 3/17 (18%) of metformin‐treated patients developed mild Fe deficiency (without anemia), a significantly lower rate than with VitE (p=0.02, Mantel‐Cox). In the PIVENS trial (which excluded diabetics), anemia or Hb decline did not differ between the VitE and placebo arms at weeks 24, 48 or 96, but red cell indices were not available **Conclusion**: Occult GI bleeding and Fe deficiency are common during VitE treatment for NAFLD, likely reflecting its effect on platelet function, which in turn may increase the risk for bleeding from preexisting GI lesions. Close monitoring of iron status is warranted during the first 3 months of treatment, especially in diabetics and subjects with past history of Fe deficiency
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***Background&Aims:*** The clinical determinants of fibrosis progression in nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) are still under definition. Aim of this study was to assess the clinical determinants of fibrosis progression rate (FPR) in NAFLD patients with baseline and follow‐up histological evaluation, with a special focus on the impact of pharmacological therapy. ***Methods:*** In an observational cohort of 118 Italian patients from tertiary referral centers, liver histology was evaluated according to Kleiner. Independent predictors of FPR were selected by a stepwise regression approach. ***Results:*** Median follow‐up was 36 months (IQR 24‐77). Twenty‐five patients (18%) showed some amelioration, 63 (53%) had stability, 30 (25%) had progression of fibrosis. Patients with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) had similar demographic and anthropometric features, but a higher prevalence of type 2 diabetes (T2D; p=0.010), and use of renin‐angiotensin axis system (RAS) inhibitors (p=0.005). Fibrosis progression was dependent of the length of follow‐up, and was associated with, but did not require, the presence of NASH (p\<0.05). Both fibrosis progression and faster FPR were independently associated with higher APRI score at follow‐up, absence of treatment with RAS inhibitors, and T2D diagnosis at baseline. There was a significant interaction between use of RAS inhibitors and T2D on FPR (p=0.002). RAS inhibitors were associated with slower FPR in patients with (p=0.011), but not in those without (p=NS) T2D. ***Conclusions:*** NASH is not required for fibrosis progression in NAFLD, whereas T2D seems to drive fibrogenesis independently of hepatic inflammation. Use of RAS inhibitors may contrast fibrosis progression especially in high‐risk patients affected by T2D.
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Background Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH) is currently the second leading indication for liver transplantation (LT) in the United States Several studies have predicted NASH to become the leading indication for liver transplantation. How‐ever, none have focused on whether this increase trend of NASH will continue during the coming decade. The aim of the study is to predict the future trend of NASH among adults awaiting liver transplantation in the United States using data from Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) as well as National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES). Methods We extracted data from available NHANES rounds on prevalence and secular trend of metabolic risk factors from 1988 through 2014, namely BMI, fasting plasma glucose, DM, systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol, and triglyceride We also extracted data from OPTN datasets on frequency and secular trend of primary diagnoses at the time of liver transplantation between 2001 and 2012. Using a 10‐year lag time we used the prevalence of metabolic risk factors to predict the future prevalence of NASH as the main diagnosis at the time of liver transplantation. Results Between 2001 and 2012 NASH shows a significant increasing trend as the main diagnosis at the time of liver transplantation, going from less than 1% to more than 8% (p\<0.001). In univariate analysis population prevalence of metabolic risk factors, namely BMI ((p\<0.001), fasting plasma glucose (p=0.031), systolic blood pressure (p\<0.001), and total cholesterol (p=0.010) show a statistically significant association with frequency of NASH as the main diagnosis at the time of liver transplantation Assuming the observed trend between 2001 and 2012 will continue, a univariate model based on calendar year predicts that at 2024 NASH will be the main diagnosis for 20.4 % of the liver transplantations (95% CI 17.5‐23.4). The best multivariate model including BMI and systolic blood pressure in addition to calendar year decreases this prediction to 16.0% (95% CI 6. 125.9). Conclusions During the previous decade, prevalence of NASH as the main cause of liver disease has been increasing among transplant patients. The observed slowing in the increasing trends of obesity and hypertension predicts a subsequent slowing in the increasing trend of NASH over the next decade.
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[Aims]{.ul} Measurement of hepatic T1 with multi‐parametric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been shown to correlate with fibrosis, steatosis and inflammation. This study aims to prospectively evaluate multi‐parametric MRI in patients undergoing

investigation for Non‐Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD) in secondary care. [Methods]{.ul} 50 consecutive patients from 2 centres underwent non‐contrast MRI, blood sampling and Fibro‐ Scan in the 2 weeks prior to a standard of care liver biopsy (LB). MRI sequences generated fat fraction (PDFF), T1 and T2\* maps. Hepatic iron excess shortens T1 independently of fibrosis so iron corrected T1 (cT1) was calculated from measured T1 and T2\* using *Liver Multiscan* software (Perspectum Diagnostics, Oxford, UK). Histological features of NAFLD were scored according to the NASH‐CRN system by pathologists blinded to the MRI findings. [Results]{.ul} 38 patients had non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and 12 simple steatosis (SS), with similar patient demographics in the two groups Overall the median age was 54 (range 18‐73) years. Mean (±SD) BMI was 33.6 (±5.1) Kg/m^2^ with 28 (56%) males and 43 (86%) Caucasians Multi‐parametric MRI had high accuracy for assessing the severity of steatosis Mean PDFF for grades 1, 2 and 3 steatosis were 7.6, 15.7 and 21.5% respectively (Spearman Rho(ρ)=0.77 p\<0.0001). Overall disease activity as defined by the NAFLD activity score (NAS) showed significant correlation with cT1 (ρ=0.51 p\<0.0001), enhanced liver fibrosis (ELF) test (ρ=0.46 ρ=0.001) and liver stiffness (LS) (ρ=0.42 ρ=0.003). To separate NASH and SS, AUROC (95% CI) for ELF, LS and cT1 were 0.87 (0.77‐0.79), 0.82 (0.70‐0.94) and 69 (0.50‐0.88) respectively. cT1 was not significantly associated with Kleiner fibrosis stage (ρ=0.25 p=0.08) although LS (ρ=0.72 p\<0.0001) and ELF (ρ=0.60 p\<0.0001) were. To exclude those without clinically significant disease (NASH or \>F1 fibrosis) cT1 showed a greater negative predictive value (NPV) than either ELF or LS. AUROC (95%) CI, positive predictive value, NPV, sensitivity and specificity for published cut‐offs for the exclusion of significant disease are outlined in table 1. [Conclusion]{.ul} In NAFLD, multi‐parametric MRI can accurately assess steatosis grade and disease activity as defined by NAS. This suggests a role in disease monitoring. The high NPV of cT1 to exclude significant disease also suggests a role in the initial assessment of patients suspected of having NAFLD thus potentially avoiding liver biopsy.

Table 1.
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Acculturation and NAFLD Risk among Hispanics of Mexican‐Origin: findings from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. {#hep28798-sec-1608}
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**Background**: Acculturation is associated with increased risk of obesity and possibly diabetes among Hispanic‐Americans. Its association with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is unknown. We evaluated the association between acculturation and NAFLD risk among Mexican‐Americans using cross‐sectional data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES). **Methods**: We used two separate aggregated datasets: (i) NHANES III (1988‐1994) and (ii) pooled data from three continuous cycles of NHANES (years 1999‐2000, 2001‐2002, and 2003‐2004; "NHANES 19992004"). Two NAFLD definitions were used in NHANES III (one based on ultrasound and the second, on elevated aminotransferases) and one NAFLD definition was used in NHANES 1999‐2004 (elevated aminotransferases). Acculturation was defined in three ways: by place of birth (U S vs Mexico), language preference, and generational status We calculated adjusted odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) using multivariate logistic regression **Results**: Compared to Mexican‐born, U.S.‐born Mexican‐Americans had a higher prevalence of obesity, hypertension, and hypercholesterolemia, had higher income, and had more high school education, health insurance, and access to medical care. In NHANES III, birthplace was not associated with risk of NAFLD defined by ultrasound (unadjusted OR=0.85, 95% CI 0.70‐1.02; adjusted OR = 0.96, 95% CI 0.72‐1.27) or elevated aminotransferases (unadjusted OR=1.19, 95% CI 0.92‐1.54; adjusted OR = 1.04, 95% CI 0.77‐1.40). Likewise, there was no association between acculturation ‐ defined by birthplace, language preference, or generational status ‐ and risk of NAFLD by elevated aminotransferases in NHANES 1999‐2004. **Conclusions**: Despite the greater prevalence of NAFLD risk factors among highly acculturated Mexican‐Americans, there was no association between acculturation and risk of NAFLD in NHANES.
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Risk factors of liver steatosis or non‐alcholic steatohepatitis after living liver donor transplantation {#hep28798-sec-1612}
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Posttransplant liver steatosis occurs frequently and could affect patient\'s outcome. In this study, we aimed to clarify the risk factors of steatosis or non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) after living liver donor transplantation. We retrospectively examined 81 living liver transplant recipients and donors and identified risk factor of steatosis and NASH. Patients underwent liver biopsies 1 year after liver transplantation and yearly thereafter, or when abnormal liver enzyme levels were detected. Liver steatosis (\>10%) was found in 20 cases (25%). NASH was diagnosed in 7 patients (8.6%). The average time to steatosis after liver transplantation was 2.74±1.55 years. Patients with liver steatosis group was younger than that without liver steatosis (steatosis: no‐steatosis=50.3± 10.9: 58.4±8.4, p=0008). The prevalence of steatosis was significantly higher in donors with steatosis than that without steatosis (steatosis: no‐steatosis=52% :16%, p\<0.01). Likewise, donor steatosis was found to be significantly associated with NASH (NASH: NAFL: no steatosis=85%:35%:16%) On multivariate analysis also showed recipient age (p\<0.001) and donor steatosis (p\<0.001) as risk factors of liver steatosis Forty ‐three of 81 recipient and donor were examined the single‐nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of the patatin‐like phospholipase 3 gene (PNPLA3), which have been identified as predictors of severity of non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease. There was no significant difference of the prevalence of liver steatosis among recipients SNPs. On the other hand, liver steatosis was seen in a significantly higher number of donors with PNPLA3 GG alleles than in those with CC and CG (CC: CG: GG=7%:26%:60%, p\<0.05). All Patients (3cases) with NASH showed PNPLA3 GG alleles. In conclusions, donor factors (donor steatosis, genotype) affect the risk of liver steatosis and NASH after living liver transplantation
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Volixibat, a minimally absorbed, oral, apical sodium‐dependent bile acid transporter (ASBT) inhibitor, increases bile acid excretion, reduces serum lipids, is safe and tolerable in overweight and obese subjects, a population characteristic of NASH {#hep28798-sec-1616}
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**Background**: Abnormal cholesterol metabolism and accumulation of toxic free cholesterol in hepatocytes may result in hepatic inflammation and fibrosis, and is a potential factor contributing to the pathogenesis of NASH. Accordingly, removal of cholesterol from the liver is a treatment approach that could decrease and possibly reverse damage. Volixibat (SHP626, formerly LUM002) blocks bile acid (BA) reabsorption by inhibiting the ASBT in the terminal ileum. Consequently, BAs are excreted in the feces forcing the liver to synthesize new BA from cholesterol in the liver and serum It is hypothesized that inhibition of BA reuptake could lead to therapeutically beneficial metabolic, anti‐inflammatory, anti‐steatotic, and anti‐fibrotic effects in NASH. **Aim**: To assess the safety, tolerability, pharmacodynamics (PD) and pharmacokinetics (PK) of volixibat administered for 12 days Methods: Double‐blind, randomized, placebo (PBO)‐controlled, dose‐finding, Phase 1 study, of overweight or obese men and non‐childbearing women (18‐65 years old) randomized to 7 cohorts of varying volixibat dose (2‐80mg) and regimen (once daily (QD), twice daily (BID) or titration). Evaluations included PD assessments (fecal BA and serum 7a‐hydroxy‐4‐cholesten‐3‐one \[C4\] concentration ‐ a marker of synthesis of BA from cholesterol), PK, stool hardness (Bristol Stool Chart \[BSC\]), safety and tolerability **Results**: 84 subjects were randomized to volixibat (n=63) or PBO (n=21). Consistent with the minimal absorption of volixibat, PK could not be calculated. Mean (±SD) daily fecal BA excretion was higher in subjects receiving volixibat (930.61 ± 468.965 pmol) than in those receiving PBO (224.75 ± 195.403 pmol). Maximal inhibition of BA reabsorption occurred at volixibat doses \>20mg QD; 10 mg QD was about two thirds of maximal effect, and 5 mg BID was about one third greater than 10 mg QD and comparable to 20 mg QD On the final day of dosing (Day 12), mean serum C4 concentration was higher with volixibat than PBO. Median (range) reduction of 0.70 (‐2.8 to 0.4) mmol/L in total cholesterol and of 0.6990 (‐3.341 to 0.570) mmol/L in LDL cholesterol was observed with volixibat. While, overall, volixibat was considered to be safe and well‐tolerated, frequency of bowel movements increased from an overall median of 1 daily evacuation (range: 0‐4) predose to 2 evacuations (range: 0‐8) during treatment, and was not dose‐dependent Proportionately more stool samples were rated Type 6 or 7 (BSC) with volixibat than PBO There were no serious adverse events; all subjects completed the trial **Conclusions**: This dose‐finding study supports further investigation of volixibat in patients with NASH.
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Evaluation of the Safety and Pharmacokinetic Effects of the Oral, Non‐Steroidal Farnesoid X Receptor Agonist GS‐9674 in Healthy Volunteers {#hep28798-sec-1620}
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Brian Kirby, C. Stephen Djedjos, Joanne Birkebak, Qinghua Song, Krysia Grycz, Jonna Weston, G. Mani Subramanian, William Watkins, Robert P. Myers, Anita Mathias Gilead Sciences, Inc., Foster City, CA, USA **Background**: GS‐9674 is a selective, non‐steroidal agonist of the Farnesoid X Receptor (FXR) in development for the treatment of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and cholestatic liver disorders GS‐9674 is highly selective for FXR over drug metabolism and transport regulating nuclear hormone receptors (e. g. PXR, CAR or AhR), highly protein bound, has a low potential for systemic inhibitory based drug‐drug interactions, and undergoes oxidative metabolism This first‐in‐human study evaluated the s afety, pharmacokinetics (PK), and pharmacodynamic (PD) effects of GS‐9674 in healthy volunteers. Safety and PK data are presented herein **Methods**: In this randomized, double‐blind, placebo‐controlled study, subjects received single and multiple doses (QD, 14 days) of GS‐9674 (10, 30, 100, or 300 mg while fasting \[n=12/cohort\]) or matching placebo (n=3/ cohort) with a 6‐day washout between the single and multiple dose periods. Safety and PK parameters of GS‐9674 and GS‐716070 (major circulating metabolite of GS‐9674, ∼40‐ fold less potency against FXR compared to GS‐9674) were summarized by treatment group. Data on the pharmacodynamic effects of GS‐9674 are presented elsewhere. **Results**: All enrolled subjects (N=60) completed the study. The rate of adverse events was similar between placebo (33%) and actively treated subjects (33%, 25%, 33%, and 25%, in the 10, 30, 100, and 300 mg cohorts, respectively). All adverse events were non‐serious, grade 1 or 2 in severity, and were considered unrelated to GS‐9674. GS‐9674 was rapidly absorbed with maximum plasma concentrations (C~max~) occurring 1.25 to 3.25 hours post‐dose Across the doses tested, GS‐9674 exhibited a median steady‐state half‐life (T,\^) of 6 to 16 hours. In general, GS‐9674 AUC and C~max~ increased less than dose‐proportionally upon single and multiple dosing. As expected due to the short T,\^ of GS‐9674 and once daily dosing, minimal to no accumulation was observed for AUC, C~max~ or C~24~ from single to multiple dose administration. The T1/2 of GS‐716070 was similar to that of GS‐9674. At the 100 mg dose of GS‐9674, the AUC and C of GS‐716070 were ∼60% and ∼35%, respectively of values observed for GS‐9674 Conclusion: Single and multiple daily doses of the non‐steroidal FXR agonist GS‐9674 were well tolerated in healthy subjects. The safety, PK profile, and biological activity of GS‐9674 support its evaluation in subjects with NASH and cholestatic liver disorders
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Background: Multi‐echo modified Dixon (mDixon) sequence (MR‐PDFF) is a safe and non‐invasive alternative for the quantification of hepatic fat content. And it has accepted reasonable method to assess the change of hepatic fat amount in phase II study. Recently controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) has been showed good correlation with intrahepatic fat amount compare to liver biopsy as well as MRS data in large cross sectional cohort However there is little known whether change of CAP scores can be used in clinical trial We investigated the correlation with CAP and MRS by serial examination in clinical trial setting. Methods: Sixty‐five NAFLD patients were evaluated with MRS and transient elastography including CAP in clinical study Both MRS and CAP were evaluated after three month probiotic clinical trial in patients with NAFLD Results: Baseline CAP and MR‐PDFF showed good correlation assessing hepatic steatosis (r=0.60, p\<0.001). Also, changes of CAP value was also correlated with changes of intra‐hepatic fat % using MR‐PDFF (r=0.35, p=0.008) in clinical trial setting. Concordance rate of improvement or aggravation was comparable in both two methods However, the less change amount was small in CAP value, the less concordance rate showed more weak with MR‐PDFF When the change of CAP value after treatment was less than 20, concordance rate with MR‐PDFF was decreased to 15/25 (60%) Conclusion: CAP and MRS have a comparable diagnostic value for the hepatic steatosis quantification as well as assessing changes of hepatic fat amount in clinical trial. However, a careful interpretation of the steatosis change using CAP score should be given when the absolute change value was less than 20 in clinical trial setting
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**Background/Aims**:The worldwide spread of obesity and diabetes is leading to a drastic increase in nonalcoholic fatty liver disease(NAFLD) and its complications We aimed to assess prevalence of NAFLD and of its severity among a general Mediterranean population **Methods**:We considered 886 consecutive individuals included in the ABCD study(IS‐ RCTN15840340), a longitudinal observational single‐centre study of a cohort representative of the general population of Sicily. All patients were negative for HCV, HBV and HIV infection, had alcohol intake \<20 g/day for females and \<30 g/day for males. Hepatic ultrasound(US) was used to diagnose steatosis and FibroScan(M and XL probe) to measure liver stiffness and controlled attenuation parameter(CAP). Liver stiffness\>6.9 KPa was considered suggestive of significant liver fibrosis(Petta S et al, Hepatology 2015), and CAP\>310 dB was considered suggestive of moderate‐severe steatosis(de Ledinghen V et al, JHEP 2014). **Results**:Steatosis by US was diagnosed in 396 individuals(44.6%) and was significantly associated with male gender, type 2 diabetes, low HDL, and visceral obesity. When splitting the analysis according to gender, steatosis was independently linked to visceral obesity(OR 2.63,95%CI1.62‐4.27,p\<0.001) and low HDL(OR 2.06,95%CI1.10‐3.85,p=0.02) in males, and to visceral obesity(OR 2.75,95%CI1.80‐4 d9,p\<0.001) and type 2 diabetes(OR 2,19,95%CI1.00‐4.87,p=0.05) in females The rate of US steatosis, stiffness \> 6.9 kPa and CAP\>310 progressively increased from males without obesity and low HDL(35.1% steatosis;among theme 18.6% CAP\>310, and 13.5% stiffness \>6.9), to those with one risk factor(from 57.7% to 62.1% steatosis;among them 42.8% CAP\>310, and from 21.4% to 23.2% stiffness \>6.9), and further to those with both risk factors(74.2% steatosis;among them 35% CAP\>310, and 30% stiffness \>6.9) Similarly, in females the rate of US steatosis, stiffness\> 6.9 kPa and CAP\>310 progressively increased from patients without obesity and diabetes(23.7% steatosis;among them 6.1% CAP\>310, and 6.1% stiffness \>6.9), to those with only one risk factor(from 33.3% to 50.8% steatosis;among them CAP\>310 from 30.5% to 54.5%, and stiffness \>6.9 from 11.1% to 27.2%), and further to those with both risk factors(74.2% steatosis;among them 47.1% CAP\>310, and 26.4% stiffness \>6.9). **Conclusions**:NAFLD is present in more than 40% of general population and its prevalence, as well as the prevalence of liver damage, increases according to the presence of obesity and low HDL in males, and obesity and diabetes in females The impact of variants of PNPLA3 and TM6SF2 genes on steatosis and liver damage in this population is under investigation
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**[Purpose:]{.ul}** The prevalence of non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) may correlate with a deficiency of omega‐3‐fatty acids (ro3FA), excess of omega‐6 fatty acids and refined carbohydrates in Western diets, and can be associated with coronary artery disease and metabolic syndrome This meta‐analysis collates the effect of ro3FA supplementation on hepatic steatosis. **[Methods:]{.ul}** We searched Medline, Embase, and Ovid Databases from 1996‐2016. Review of titles/abstracts, full text, and data extraction were performed. Studies were included if hepatic steatosis was present, defined by MRI, ultrasound, or histology Data was pooled, and meta‐analysis conducted using random effects model. Data was presented in standardized mean difference (SMD) and mean difference (MD). **[Results:]{.ul}** A total of 715 studies were identified with 10 studies included for final analysis. A total of 524 patients were in the pooled cohort, with 286 (54.5%) administered ro3FA. The dose of ro3FA ranged between 2‐4 grams/day and duration of treatment from 8 weeks to 18 months. A decrease in hepatic fat was observed in the ro3FA arm (SMD ‐0.81 95% CI ‐1.35 to ‐0.28 Chi^2^ 66.33%). Pooled analysis also revealed a decrease in ALT in the omega‐3 arm (MD ‐7.64 95% CI ‐14.27 to ‐1.00 Chi^2^ 14.05%) and improved HOMA‐IR (MD ‐0.55 95% CI ‐1.31 to 0.20 I^2^ 12%) and triglycerides (MD ‐45.97 95% CI ‐58.29 to ‐33.65 I^2^ 0 %). Sensitivity analysis after excluding observational studies also demonstrated reduction in liver fat (SMD ‐0.31 95% CI ‐0.75 to 0.13 Chi^2^ 9.35). **[Discussion]{.ul}** ro3FA treatment is associated with a reduction in liver fat in patients with hepatic steatosis. There is conflicting data regarding reduction in hepatic fibrosis, inflammation, and ballooning degeneration, possibly because of variance in dosage levels and duration of treatment Subgroup analyses demonstrate a reduction in ALT and decreased triglycerides and insulin resistance. With their known safety profile, ro3FA supplementation may be beneficial for reducing hepatic steatosis and ALT, improving dyslipidemia and insulin resistance, and decreasing cardiovascular risk.

Forest Plot showing association of omega‐3‐fatty acids with liver fat
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**Background**: Endogenous sex hormones are associated with the risk of diabetes and metabolic syndrome Recent studies suggested the role of these hormones in nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) We conducted a systematic review and meta‐analysis of observational studies investigating the association between sex hormones and NAFLD **Methods**: A comprehensive search of the databases of the MEDLINE and EMBASE was performed from inception through April 2016. The inclusion criterion was the observational studies that assessed the association of serum total testosterone (TT) and sex‐hormone binding globulin (SHBG) and NAFLD. We calculated pooled mena difference (MD) and odds ratio (OR) of TT and SHBG with 95% confidence intervals (CI) comparing between subjects with and without NAFLD by using random‐effects model. Results: Sixteen trials comprising 13,721 men and 5,840 women met the inclusion criteria TT levels were lower in men with NAFLD (MD = ‐2.78 nmol/l, 95%CI ‐3.40 to ‐2.15) than in those without Men with higher TT levels had lower odds of NAFLD (OR=0.56, 95%CI 0.39 to 0.80), whereas higher TT levels increased the odds of NAFLD in women (OR=1.40, 95%CI 1.11 to 1.77) In both sexes, SHBG levels were lower in patients with NAFLD than controls (men: MD = ‐8.72 nmol/l, 95%CI ‐16.70 to ‐0.75; women: MD = ‐17.05, ‐23.58 to ‐10.53) and higher SHBG levels were associated with reduced odds of NAFLD (men: OR=0.35, 95%CI 0.25 to 0.45; women: OR=0.77, 95%CI 0.67 to 0.89). **Conclusion**: Our meta‐analysis demonstrated a sex‐dependent association between TT and NAFLD Lower TT levels are associated with men with NAFLD and inversely associated with women with NAFLD, whereas higher SHBG levels are associated with lower NAFLD odds in both men and women.

Random effects pooled mean difference of TT in subjects with and without NAFLD in men and women
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**Background** Recently, a 64 gene expression (GEx) profile differentiated mild and severe nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) fibrosis independent of clinical factors. We evaluated whether GEx profiling was associated with clinical decompensation and death, aiming to identify molecular pathways linked to morbidity and mortality in NAFLD. **Methods** We performed a retrospective analysis of patients with biopsy‐proven NAFLD whose liver tissue was previously evaluated for GEx via microarray. Patients were assessed from liver biopsy (2007‐2009) until death, liver transplantation, or study end. Outcomes included decompensation (ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, hepatocellular carcinoma, or variceal bleeding) and a composite incorporating stroke, myocardial infarction, and death. Associations between the composite outcome and GEx were quantified using generalized linear models controlling for age, body mass index, diabetes mellitus and fibrosis stage. **Results** Of the 86 patients included, most (67%, n=58) were female and white (89%, n=77). Median age at study entry was 53 years (range, 27 to 81). Median follow up was1986 days (range, 0 to 2997). Four patients, all white women, experienced clinical outcomes (two with hepatic decompensation, two with strokes) Fibrosis at study entry ranged from stage 1 to 4. Forty‐two genes showed significant differential expression (p\<0.05) and a two‐fold change in expression between patients with and without the composite outcome. Two probes on branched chain amino‐acid transaminase 1*(BCAT1)* were upregulated (p=0.02; fold change 2.1, 2.2). Principal Components Analysis and hierarchical clustering confirmed that GEx aided in differentiating patients with outcomes from those without. **Conclusions** *BCAT1* initiates the catabolism of essential branched chain amino acids and here we found it to be upregulated in NAFLD patients with clinical decompensation. Its upregulation has previously been associated with high liver fat content and poor prognosis in hepatocellular carcinoma. Our results suggest that perturbations in hepatic metabolism are associated with poor outcomes in NAFLD patients, and points toward the need for further investigation of such targets.

**Table 1. Selected differentially expressed genes (p \< 0.05) in patients with and without outcomes**
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**Introduction**: Vitamin D (VD) deficiency has been associated with obesity and insulin resistance; however, the role of VD deficiency in NAFLD is not well understood. **Aim**: To determine the relationship of serum 25‐hydroxyvitamin D levels and hepatic expression of VD metabolizing genes with clinical and histologic features of NAFLD. **Methods**: 283 adults in the Duke NAFLD Clinical database with a VD level within 3 months of liver biopsy were included. 244 had NAFLD histologic features and 39 (controls) had no pathologic diagnosis. Clinical characteristics, VD level and NAFLD histologic features were summarized and compared between groups. Generalized linear models were used to analyze the association of VD levels and metabolizing genes including VD receptor (VDR), VD binding protein encoded by group specific component (GC), cytochrome P450 complexes CYP27A1, CYP2R1, CYP3A4, CYP27B1 and CYP24A1, parathyroid hormone receptor (PTH1R), retinoic X receptor (RXR), nuclear receptor coactivator (NCOA), SMAD and peroxisome proliferator‐activated receptor (PPAR) with NAFLD histologic severity while adjusting for confounders and correcting for multiple comparisons **Results**: No differences in age, gender, BMI, hypertension (HTN), hyperlipidemia (HLD), hypercholesterolemia (HCL), hypertriglyceridemia (HTG) or VD level (27.6± 11.8 ng/ml vs 27.9± 12.8 ng/ml; p=0.87) were noted between groups. NAFLD patients were more likely to have higher HBA1c (6.5±1.2 vs 5.9±1.0; p=0.009) and light skin (83.6% vs 64.1%, p=0.005). VD level was not associated with severity of steatosis, lobular inflammation, ballooned hepatocyte or fibrosis. In univariate analysis, of 33 candidate genes (with 98 gene probes) in mild (n=40, stage 0‐1) vs advanced (n=32, stage 3‐4) fibrosis, only 5 genes (with 6 gene probes) were significant after multiple comparisons After controlling for confounders, the association decreased (Table). **Conclusions**: In our pilot study, VD levels or hepatic expression of candidate genes involved in VD metabolism are not associated with NAFLD histologic severity. Few genes of interest (SMAD2, PTH1R, NCOA7 and SMAD9) warrant further investigation in larger studies.

**Hepatic Gene Expression of VD Pathway Genes**

All P‐Values adjusted for multiple comparisons. \*Adjusted = Age, Gender, BMI, Race, HBAlc, Diabetes Mellitus, HTN, HLD, HCL, HTG.
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Usefulness of the Controlled Attenuation Parameter (CAP) for detecting liver steatosis and metabolic syndrome in health check‐up {#hep28798-sec-1648}
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Background & Aims: Currently more than three million people undergo a comprehensive health check‐up for preventive medicine, called Ningen Dock, annually in Japan. Controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) evaluated with transient elastography (FibroScan) is a recent method for non‐invasive assessment of steatosis. Its usefulness in clinical practice is unknown. Especially the relationship between CAP and the metabolic syndrome is not revealed. In the health check‐up, we introduced CAP for the first time and prospectively investigated the relationships between CAP and clinical or biological parameters. Patients and Methods: All CAP examinations performed in 1120 participants without suspected chronic liver disease from self‐report. Liver stiffness and CAP measurements were performed by FibroScan 502 touch with 3.5 MHz standard M probe by experienced operators. The following factors were analyzed for their influence on CAP value and the relationships between CAP and clinical‐biological parameters: age, gender, body mass index (BMI), waist circumference, hypertension, diabetes, metabolic syndrome, alcohol use, liver stiffness measurement, and different biological parameters. Results: Characteristics of participants were as follows: males 62.6%, median age 56 (21‐87) years, mean BMI 23.1 ± 3.6 kg/m2, 25.2% of participants overweight (BMI \>25 kg/m2), and waist circumference 84.6 ± 8.5 cm. CAP measurement was unreliable in 98 cases (8.8%). CAP measurement failure was independently associated with FBS. Steatosis was detected in 41.4% by US (liver/kidney contrast) and 21.5% by CT (liver/ Spleen ratio, \<1.1) whereas it was detected in 49.6% by the CAP (\>238 dB/m). The numbers of subjects with S0 (\>238 dB/m): S1 (238 to \<260 dB/m): S2 (260 to \<293 dB/m): S3 (\<293 dB/m) steatosis according to the CAP value were 515: 150: 174: 183, respectively Simple regression analyses indicated that CAP values were significantly correlated with BMI (r=0.556), waist circumference (r=0.515), visceral fat area (r=0.423), L/S ratio (r=‐0.395), ALT (r=0.395), Triglyceride (r=0.347), and high density lipoprotein (r=‐0.336; p\<0.001, 95%CI). By multivariate analysis, factors associated with CAP were BMI, ALT, and Triglyceride. Conclusion: The CAP seems to be useful for immediately detecting hepatic steatosis in the comprehensive health check‐up The association of CAP with the metabolic syndrome could be of interest for preventive medicine
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The combination of Index of NASH score and liver stiffness improves the noninvasive diagnostic accuracy for severe liver fibrosis in patients with Non‐Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease {#hep28798-sec-1652}
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**Background and Aim**: The screening for Non‐Alcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH) in subjects with Non‐Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD) is hampered by uncertainties around the non‐invasive tools of liver damage. This study is aimed at: 1. validating the recently developed ION (Index of NASH) and 2. assessing the diagnostic performance of single and combined noninvasive tools of liver damage in a large cohort of patients with biopsy‐proven NAFLD. **Material and Methods**. We analysed data from 254 Italian patients (136 from southern Italy and 118 from northern Italy) consecutively enrolled and biopsied The following non‐invasive scores of liver fibrosis were calculated according to published algorithms: ION, NFS, FIB‐4. The apoptotic fragments of CK‐18 (M30) were measured by ELISA immunoassorbent assay and Liver Stiffness (LS) was evaluated by FibroScan. Liver histology was scored according to Kleiner. NASH was diagnosed by the local pathologist according to joined presence of steatosis, inflammation and ballooning (with or without fibrosis) Severe fibrosis was defined as fibrosis \> F3. Cut‐off points to rule‐in or rule‐out F3‐F4 fibrosis were calculated by the Youden index. **Results**: In the whole cohort, the AUCs of ION and CK‐18 for the diagnosis of NASH were 0.622 (NPV 44, PPV 81) and 0.599 (NPV 41, PPV 81), respectively, confirming the poor performance of the tests for the noninvasive diagnosis of NASH Both tests performed better for the diagnosis of severe fibrosis: the AUCs of ION and CK‐18 were 0.724 (NPV 86, PPV 41) and 0.693 (NPV 84, PPV 46). In the same population the AUCs of NFS, FIB‐4 and LS for the diagnosis of severe fibrosis were 0.694 (NPV 86, PPV 45), 0.677 (NPV 82, PPV 45) and 0.816 NPV 88, PPV 57), respectively. Next we tested several combinations of all noninvasive tools in order to improve their diagnostic performance for the risk of severe fibrosis. The combination of ION plus LS, NFS plus LS and FIB‐4 plus LS similarly improved the performance of each single test, providing a correct classification in 80%, 81% and 79% of cases, respectively. **Conclusions**: The combination of LS with either ION, NFS or FIB‐4 is better than each single noninvasive test to accurately exclude severe liver fibrosis
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The Effect of 12‐Months of Intensive Lifestyle Intervention on Serum Biomarkers of Hepatic Steatosis, Inflammation and Fibrosis in Adults with Type 2 Diabetes {#hep28798-sec-1656}
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**Objective**: Weight loss through diet and exercise is currently recommended as the treatment for NAFLD, however the efficacy of this treatment in improving NAFLD, other than reducing steatosis, in patients with type 2 diabetes is unproven. **Methods**: We evaluated participants enrolled in the Fatty Liver Ancillary Study to the Look AHEAD (Action for Health in Diabetes) trial, a multi‐center clinical trial designed to assess the long‐term effects of an intensive lifestyle intervention (ILI) compared to diabetes support and education (DSE) on serious cardiovascular events in overweight or obese adults with type 2 diabetes. Participants with known chronic viral hepatitis or cirrhosis, use of systemic corticosteroids, or habitual consumption of \>14 alcoholic drinks per week were excluded from this ancillary study. Using stored serum samples, we measured FibroMax (FibroTest, SteatoTest and NashTest) and Cytokeratin‐18 (CK‐ 18) at baseline and after 1 year of the study. We used recommended lab cutoffs for steatosis, NASH, and fibrosis in our analyses. We analyzed the outcomes by treatment arm, and by amount of weight loss across treatment arms. **Results**: 123 participants randomized to ILI (n=62) or DSE (n=61) had stored specimens and were included in the analyses At baseline, 54% were women, mean age was 61 years, mean BMI 36 kg/m^2^ Based on recommended cutoffs, 53% had significant steatosis (SteatoTest\>S2), 18% had NASH (NashTest =N2), 9% had significant fibrosis (FibroTest\>F3). The median \[25^th^ and 75^th^ percentile\] CK‐18 was 211 \[173.0, 309.0\] (U/L). After 12 months, participants assigned to ILI, as compared to DSE, lost more weight (‐8.2% vs. ‐0.10%; p\<0.01) and had a greater decline in CK‐18 (‐38.0 vs. ‐14.00; p=0.03). At 12 months, the percentage with significant steatosis decreased more among the ILI than the DSE (‐13.6 vs. ‐5.3; p=0.06). Similarly, the percentage of participants with NASH decreased more among the ILI as compared to the DSE (‐10.1 vs ‐3.5; p=0.04) Compared to those with little or no weight change, those with a 5% weight loss had a significantly greater decline in CK‐18 and improvement in SteatoTest. There were no significant 12‐month changes in FibroTest, by intervention group, or by degree of weight loss. **Conclusions**: Intensive lifestyle intervention in patients with T2DM may be beneficial in reducing hepatic steatosis and inflammation These serum biomarkers of NAFLD‐steatosis and NASH appear to be sensitive to change and may be useful to monitor treatment responses.
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Ample Sleep May Protect Against Steatosis and Steatohepatitis {#hep28798-sec-1660}
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**Introduction** Studies suggest that circadian rhythm disruptions result in a liver milieu that promotes steatosis and steatohepatitis. Since the sleep‐wake cycle is arguably the body\'s most important circadian rhythm, sleep patterns may affect the natural history of non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). The study aims to determine if sleep duration in particular is associated with NAFLD. **Methodology** Data was obtained from combined National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) from 2005‐2012. Subjects with incomplete data, hepatitis B or C infection, significant alcohol intake, and hepatotoxic medication use were excluded. Subjects were divided a priori into 3 groups based on sleep duration: \<6 hours, 6‐9 hours and \>9 hours. Multivariate regression was used to estimate the effect of sleep duration on NAFLD fibrosis score (NFS), fatty liver index (FLI) and ALT after adjusting for age, sex, ethnicity, smoking, alcohol use and caloric intake. High ALT is defined as \>29 U/L in men and \>22 U/L in women based on previous NHANES analyses. **Results** A total of 10,125 adults (4,585 with fasting labs) were included. Mean sleep duration was 6.92 + 0.02 hours. A total of 1,415 had \<6 hours of sleep, 8,121 had 6‐9 hours, and 588 had \>9 hours. People who slept \<6 hours were younger, non‐Hispanic Black, obese and have higher triglycerides, while those who slept \>9 hours were older, female and Mexican or non‐Hispanic White People who slept 6‐9 hours smoked less and were less likely to be diabetic, hypertensive and non‐alcohol drinkers In multivariate regression, sleeping \<6 hours increased the odds of high probability FLI and high ALT by 41% and 26%, respectively, while sleeping \>9 hours decreased the odds of high probability FLI and high ALT by 36% and 40%, respectively Although the difference is statistically significant (p=0.01), the mean ALT of the \<6 hours group is only 2.7 U/L higher than the \>9 hours group The odds of high probability NFS was increased by sleeping \>9 hours in univariate (p=0.045), but not multivariate, analysis. **Conclusion** Sleeping at least 6 hours per night may protect against steatosis and steatohepatitis. Sleep duration, however, does not appear to affect fibrosis risk The study suggests that sleep may be a modifiable risk factor for NAFLD. Further research is warranted, using biopsies to define NAFLD phenotypes and liver‐related morbidity and mortality as endpoints.

**Multivariate Odds Ratios of Fatty Liver, Fibrosis and High ALT**
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Baseline patient characteristics and non‐invasive image analysis in a Phase 2 therapeutic trial of GR‐MD‐02 in NASH patients with stage 3 fibrosis {#hep28798-sec-1664}
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Introduction: Non‐invasive approaches to the assessment of non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) with various degrees of fibrosis in the context of clinical trials is an important goal for drug development. Three leading candidates for non‐invasive monitoring include multi‐parametric magnetic resonance imaging (LiverMultiScan, LMS), liver stiffness measurement using vibration controlled transient elastography (Fibroscan, FS), and liver stiffness measurement using magnetic resonance elastography (MRE). Aim: To examine the baseline patient characteristics and the relationship between LMS, FS, and MRE in an ongoing single site trial of the antifibrotic GR‐MD‐02 in NASH patients with stage three fibrosis. ( [https://clinicaltrials]{.ul}. gov/ ct2/show/NCT02421094?term=GR‐MD‐02&rank=6 ) Methods: 30 patients, all with biopsy confirmed NASH and stage 3 fibrosis, were enrolled in a double‐blind, placebo‐controlled clinical trial comparing placebo (15 patients) with 8 mg/kg GR‐MD‐02 (15 patients). All enrolled patients had baseline non‐invasive assessment within one month of randomization with LMS (Perspectum Diagnostics), MRE (Siemens), and FS (Echosens). Results: The mean age and BMI of the enrolled patients were 58.2 years and 35.6 kg/m2, respectively The cohort included 16 men and 14 women, 29 of whom were white with 12 Hispanic and one Asian and 6 had diabetes Median (IQR, 25th‐75th percentile) values for LMS, FS, and MRE were a cT1 value of 974 (950‐1009) milliseconds, 14.6 (11.2‐23.9) kPa, and 4.2 (3.3‐5.4) kPa, respectively. There was significant correlation between FS and MRE measures of liver stiffness (r = 0.6, P\<0.0005), and when two FS outliers were removed the correlation improved (r = 0.81, P\<0.0005). In contrast, there was no significant correlation between LMS cT1 and either liver stiffness measurement, FS (p=0.11) or MRE (p=0.12).Conclusion: Liver stiffness measured by FS and MRE, both of which have been shown to relate with the degree of liver fibrosis, are well correlated in this cohort of NASH patients with biopsy proven stage 3 fibrosis LMS cT1 and LIF, which is a composite if steatosis, inflammation and fibrosis is not well correlated to either measure of liver stiffness, possibly because it evaluates a combination of fibrosis and necroinflammation
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Waist Circumference is a Stronger Anthropometric Predictor of NAFLD than Bioimpedence Analysis‐Measured Body Fat {#hep28798-sec-1668}
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**Aim**: Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is a safe, inexpensive, simple, and reproducible method used in the clinical setting for assessing body composition, including total body fat In this study we sought to determine whether there is an association between total body fat measured by BIA and the risk of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), and whether there is added benefit of BIA over conventional body fat measures (body mass index \[BMI\] and waist circumference \[WC\]) in determining NAFLD risk. **Methods**: We conducted a cross sectional study among 123 subjects who underwent BIA, measurement of BMI, WC, and liver imaging. We defined NAFLD as the presence of hepatic steatosis on abdominal imaging (ultrasound, CT scan, or MRI) in the absence self‐reported viral hepatitis or excessive alcohol intake The distribution of conventional measures and BIA measures of body fat were compared between cases with NAFLD and controls without NAFLD using logistic regression models adjusted for age, sex and race/ ethnicity We additionally adjusted the models including BIA measure by conventional measures of BMI and WC to examine whether associations with BIA derived total fat and NAFLD risk was independent of BMI and WC **Results**: There were 48 cases and 75 controls. There were no between group differences in age, sex and race/ethnicity In the models adjusted for age, sex and race/ethnicity, BMI, higher total body fat weight and trunk fat weight, and larger weight circumference were each statistically significantly associated with increased risk of NAFLD With each 5kg increase in total body fat and trunk fat weight there was a statistically increased risk of NAFLD (total body fat weight OR=1.27, 95% CI 1.04‐1.54; fat trunk weight, OR=1.45, 95% CI 1.05‐2.01). With each 5cm increase of waist circumference there was 34% increase in the risk of the risk of NAFLD (OR=1.34, 95% CI 1.11‐1.62). However, in the multivariate models for total body fat weight and trunk fat weight adjusted for BMI and WC in a stepwise manner, the associations were attenuated and they were no long statistically significantly associated with risk of NAFLD. WC was the strongest predictor of NAFLD risk, even in the presence of the BIA measures (highest vs. lowest tertile, OR adjusted for total body fat percent =8.48, 95% CI 1.68‐42.8, p‐trend=0.02) **Conclusion**: BIA provides reliable measurements of body fat that are associated strongly with increased risk of NAFLD. However, there does not seem to be additional predictive value for BIA measures over BMI and WC in clinical practice
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The cannabinoid (CB) 1 receptor, a G protein‐coupled receptor (GPCR), is the most abundantly expressed GPCR in the central nervous system (CNS) with low expression levels in peripheral tissues. However, CB1 is upregulated in adipose tissue, liver and kidney in disease. CB1 has been implicated in human diseases including obesity, NASH, diabetes and diabetic nephropathy, and fibrosis. CB1 has been previously targeted with small molecule antagonists for the treatment of obesity as well as non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). While efficacious in clinical trials, all drugs were ultimately discontinued due to undesired central nervous system (CNS) side effects. We hypothesize that a monoclonal antibody will have similar efficacy in NASH and other metabolic diseases, but is devoid of CNS liabilities due to restricted access of antibody to the CNS. Importance of CB1 in peripheral tissues driving disease has been demonstrated, including CB1 on adipocytes, macrophages, hepatocytes and hepatic stellate cells playing an important role in lipid synthesis, fatty acid oxidation, adiponectin production, insulin sensitivity and production of pro‐fibrotic factors Conditional knock‐out data in macrophages or hepatocytes in mouse models of metabolic disease demonstrated a role of peripheral CB1 further strengthened by data from a new generation of small molecule CB1 antagonists that remain potent in animal models despite limited CNS penetration However, the CNS drug levels of the more peripherally restricted molecules might still be a concern while monoclonal antibodies might be the most suitable therapeutic modality to avoid CNS effects We utilized our iCAPS technology that stabilizes GPCRs in their native conformation for the selection of monoclonal antibodies to the CB1 receptor We identified a panel of highly selective CB1 binders, with RYI‐018 as the lead We demonstrated in vitro using cell lines and human hepatic stellate cells that similar to rimonabant, RYI‐018 is an inverse agonist and antagonizes the receptor with comparable potency Studies in rhesus and cynomolgus monkey showed less than 0.01% of RYI‐018 is found in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and labeled PET imaging demonstrated lack of CNS penetration We confirmed increased expression of CB1 with increased disease severity in NASH, and demonstrated activity in a NASH model (STAM model) using a surrogate molecule. Hence we believe RYI‐018 is an exciting potential therapeutic for the treatment of NASH and other metabolic diseases with the benefits previously observed with small molecules but lacking the CNS liabilities. RYI‐018 will commence clinical trials in Q4_2016.
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ALT as a non‐invasive biomarker of histological response to pharmacotherapy in NASH patients: insights from the elafibranor GOLDEN505 trial {#hep28798-sec-1676}
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**Background and aims**: While ALT imperfectly predicts histological severity, a relation between ALT changes and histological response (HR) in treated NASH patients (pts) has been suggested. If confirmed, this will help predict treatment efficacy without the need for a control liver biopsy We assessed ALT and histological changes in the 1‐year GOLDEN505 randomized trial of elafibranor (ELA). **Methods**: Pts treated with placebo (PBO, N=77) or ELA 120mg (N=77) were included. HR was defined as resolution of NASH without fibrosis worsening All completers (N = 154) and NAS\>4 (NAFLD activity score) completers (N = 129), both with high baseline ALT (N=75, ALT~hh~: ALT\>1.5 ULN) and low baseline ALT (N=79, ALT~low~: ALT\<1.5 ULN) were analyzed for effects on ALT and HR. HR was also assessed in pts with ALT decrease (N=99) or with stable or increased ALT (N=53) at end‐of‐treatment. Results: At baseline, median ALT was higher with increasing NAS: 41 IU/ ml in NAS=3 to 63 lU/ml in NAS=6 (p\<0.001). ALT~high~ had more severe histological lesions than ALTl~low~ (NAS=5.4±1.2 vs 4.6±1.2, p\<0.001). When considering baseline ALT, the HR rate was higher with ELA than with PBO in ALTh~high~ pts (22% vs 11%, respectively, OR=11.6, p\<0.001) while in ALT~low~ pts the difference was lower: 22% vs 18%, OR=1.54, p=0.5. This was confirmed in NAS\>4 pts (ALT~high~: 22% ELA vs 8% PBO, OR = 16.8, p\<0.001; ALT~low~: 19% ELA vs 15% PBO, OR=1.97, p=0.4). Compared to PBO, ELA reduced ALT both in ALTh~high~h and in ALT~low~ (LSmean±SE was ‐9.9± 10.1 % and ‐13.9± 12.3 % respectively) When considering ALT changes on treatment, the HR rate was higher in pts with an ALT decline than in those with stable or increasing ALT (26% (26/99) vs 4% (2/53), p\<0,001). Also, ALT changes were larger in HR (N=28) than in non responders (N=126):‐29±23% vs +1 ±57%; p\<0.001. In both ELA and PBO, a progressive decrease in ALT was observed in HR but not in non‐responders. In ELA, ALT reduction was higher in HR (N=17) than in non‐responders (N=60):‐ 34±23% vs ‐3±67, p\<0.05 Similarly, in PBO, ALT reduction was higher in HR than in non‐responders (N=66):‐20±21% vs +5±47%, p\<0.05. In pts with declining ALT, ELA had higher HR rates than PBO (30% vs 22%, OR = 2.05, p\<0.145) with a stronger difference for NAS≥4: 30% vs 16%, OR = 3.21, p\<0.05). **Conclusion**: A decline in ALT is associated with histological improvement, particularly on active pharmacotherapy. Pts who resolve NASH have the strongest time‐dependent reduction in ALT A higher baseline ALT is associated with more active disease and better response of HR to ELA over PBO. Although ALT reduction is not an absolute predictor of HR it may provide important insight on treatment effect
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Utility of *PNPLA3* genotype and circulating miR‐122 for histological features and hepatocellular carcinoma of biopsy‐proven nonalcoholic fatty liver disease {#hep28798-sec-1680}
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**BACKGROUND**: It is still unknown whether genetic and epigenetic factors might affect the pathogenesis of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Especially, clinical utility of ***PNPLA3*** genotype and circulating microRNA‐122 (miR‐122) for histological features of NAFLD is still unclear **METHODS**: The rates of survival and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development after up to 35 years of follow‐up, were investigated in 314 Japanese patients with biopsy‐proven NAFLD. 23 patients were with HCC at the time of diagnosis of NAFLD, and 4 patients developed HCC during the follow‐up The impact of ***PNPLA3*** rs738409 and serum miR‐122 levels for histological features and HCC was evaluated. The relative expression of serum miR‐ 122 was calculated using the comparative cycle threshold (CT) method (2^AACT^) with spiked cel‐miR‐39 as normalized internal control **RESULTS**: The cumulative survival rates were 92, 92, and 92% at the end of 10, 20, and 30 years, respectively. The cumulative HCC rates were 3, 3, and 20% at the end of 10, 20, and 30 years, respectively The cumulative survival and HCC rates varied significantly according to severity of fibrosis stage, but not by ***PNPLA3*** genotype Fibrosis stage of ***PNPLA3*** GG type was significantly more progressive than that of CG type by multiple comparisons Multivariate analysis identified ***PNPLA3*** genotype as the predictors of fibrosis stage 2 or more, but the impact tended to decrease on fibrosis stage 3 or more Serum miR‐122 levels partly affected to severity of steatosis, ballooning, lobular inflammation, and fibrosis stage, but those tended to decrease on fibrosis stage 4 compared with fibrosis stage 3. Multivariate analysis identified HCC and/or histological components of NASH, as morphological factors that independently influenced serum miR‐122 levels at the diagnosis of NAFLD. In cross‐sectional evaluation, serum miR‐122 levels of patients without HCC were significantly higher than those with HCC in patients of fibrosis stage 3 but not fibrosis stage 4. In longitudinal evaluation of one patient with the follow‐up time of 25 years, from the diagnosis of NAFLD until HCC, serum miR‐122 levels had already tended to decrease before the progression of fibrosis stage. **CONCLUSIONS**: ***PNPLA3*** genotype partly affected to histological features including fibrosis

stage. HCC and/or histological components of NASH affected to serum miR‐122 levels, independently. Impact of ***PNPLA3*** genotype, and levels of serum miR‐122 tended to decrease on fibrosis stage 4. Further prospective studies are needed to investigate the impact of ***PNPLA3*** genotype and serum miR‐122 for histological features and hepatocarcinogenesis of NAFLD.
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SGLT‐2 inhibitors improved liver inflammation and fibrosis of NAFLD patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus with a favorable effect of weight reduction {#hep28798-sec-1684}
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**Background**: Sodium‐glucose co‐transporter 2 (SGLT‐2) inhibitors are the newest class of oral diabetes agents available on the market An important advantage of SGLT‐2 inhibitors is their favorable effect on the reduction of body weight Aims: The aim of this study is to elucidate the effectiveness of SGLT‐2 inhibitors as a treatment for NAFLD patients with T2DM. **Methods**: We retrospectively enrolled consecutive 50 Japanese NAFLD patients with T2DM who were treated with SGLT‐2 inhibitors We compared the changes of liver inflammation, fibrosis, and body weight at the end of follow‐up We also assessed the factors which contributed to the normalization of ALT level. **Results**: The mean age was 52.6 years old and 40 (80.0%) patients were male gender. The mean BMI was 29.9 kg/m^2^. All patients were administered 50 mg ipragliflozin once daily and the mean dosing period was 451 days. At the end of follow‐up, body weight significantly decreased (85.1 kg to 81.9 kg, P \< 0.01) with amelioration of HbA1c level (8.1% to 7.6%, P \< 0.01). Serum ALT level also significantly decreased (70 IU/l to 53 IU/l, P \< 0.01) with improvement of FIB‐4 index (1.53 to 1.26, P = 0.01). Finally, 30 patients (60.0%) achieved normal ALT level The mean reduction weight in patients who achieved normal ALT level was 3.94 kg and 1.98 kg in patients who did not achieved normal ALT level (P = 0.01). Univariate logistic regression analysis indicated that reduction of body weight (OR: 1.37 per 1 kg P = 0.02), and improvement of HbA1c level (OR: 3.369 per 1.0%, P = 0.02) as factors which contributed to normalization of ALT level **Conclusions**: Administration of SGLT‐2 inhibitors led not only good glycaemic control but also normalization of ALT level and alteration of FIB‐4 index with a favorable effect of body weigh reduction
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How Healthy are "Healthy Volunteers\"? Prevalence and Potential Impact of Fatty Liver Disease in Volunteers to Clinical Trials {#hep28798-sec-1688}
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**Introduction**: Healthy volunteer subjects are crucial for biomedical research; inadvertent inclusion of subjects with chronic liver disease as healthy controls can compromise study validity and subject safety. NAFLD is often overlooked as a chronic liver disease, despite its increasing prevalence. **Aim**: To identify the prevalence and potential impact of NAFLD in presumably healthy volunteers for clinical trials at the NIH Clinical Center. **Methods**: Cross‐sectional study of all subjects with a diagnosis of "Healthy Volunteer" between 2011‐2015. De‐identified subject and study data were retrieved from electronic database Subjects with viral hepatitis or alcohol abuse were excluded and analysis was limited to subjects with concomitant ALT and weight measurements. Subjects were divided into 3 groups: healthy non‐NAFLD (ALT\<20 for women or \<31 for men and BMI\<25), presumed NAFLD (elevated ALT and BMI\>25), and indeterminate (elevated ALT or increased BMI). Between‐group comparisons were limited to the presumed NAFLD and healthy subjects All reported comparisons are significant at p\<0.01 Study level data included trial type, inclusion/exclusion criteria and potential impact of recruiting NAFLD subjects on study validity as assessed from protocol précis. Results: 3241 subjects participated as healthy volunteers in 161 clinical trials, (1‐29 trials per subject). Median BMI was 26.9 kg/m^2^ and median ALT ‐ 27 u/l. Abnormal ALT was present in 1431 (44%) and 1787 (55%) had an abnormal weight. 919 subjects (28.4%) had presumed NAFLD, 942 (29.1%) were healthy and 1380 (42.6%) were indeterminate. NAFLD subjects were older (37.2 vs. 29.6 years), and had higher triglycerides (117±77 vs. 78±38 mg/dL), LDL‐C (108±34 vs. 89±27 mg/ dL), and HbA1c (5.6±0.9% vs. 5.2±0.4%) and lower HDL‐C (52±16 vs. 63±17 mg/dL). The 161 trials included 106 non‐interventional, 40 interventional and 15 vaccine studies, and 31%, 24%, and 25% of their subjects, respectively, had NAFLD Impact of NAFLD on study validity was assessed to be high, low or none in 5, 31 and 125 studies. The proportion of NAFLD subjects was not different between impact levels Liver enzymes or BMI were used for screening in only 38% and 25% of studies, respectively, only 16% used both and this did not differ by impact **Conclusion**: NAFLD is common, and often overlooked in subjects enrolling as healthy volunteers for clinical trials, despite its potential impact on subject safety and validity of study findings
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Advanced Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH) Associated with Activated, Proinflammatory Phenotypes of Circulating Neutrophils {#hep28798-sec-1692}
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**[Background]{.ul}**: Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) represents one of the most common causes of chronic liver disease. Associated with an increased risk of cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma, NASH is now one of the leading indications for liver transplantation in the US. Several observations suggest a role for neutrophil activation and expansion in the pathogenesis of NASH. The aim of the present study was to characterize peripheral neutrophil populations in subjects with biopsy‐proven NASH. [Methods]{.ul}: Flow cytometric analysis of whole blood was used to identify and phenotype conventional and low density neutrophil populations (LDGs) in freshly isolated cells. Intracellular staining assessed the levels of Neutrophil elastase (NE) and myeloperoxidase (MPO). Neutrophils (\>97% purity) were isolated from whole blood using the MACSxpress™ platform (Miltenyi Biotec). To examine the direct cross‐talk between neutrophils and hepatic stellate cells (HSCs), the LX2 HSC line was cultured with supernatants from isolated neutrophils (\>98% purity) cultured for 4 hours in the absence of exogenous stimulation Serum ELISAs for neutrophil activation markers (MPO/NE) were also performed. **[Results]{.ul}**: Thirteen NASH subjects (10 female, 3 male) were recruited the majority (85%) of whom had advanced disease (NAS\>5). Non‐obese subjects served as controls LDG levels were increased in NASH subjects (0.60%, CD45^+^CD14^−^CD15^+^ % of low forward and side scatter \[fsc:ssc\] leukocytes) compared to controls 0.18%, p\<0.05, Wilcoxin signed rank). LDG populations displayed several phenotypic differences when compared to conventional neutrophils including, decreased CD15, CD16 and CD62L expression (p\<0.005 in all cases) In addition, we observed differences in the expression of chemokine/cytokine receptors involved in mobilization and activation of neutrophils on LDGs. CXCR4 was increased (p\<0.0001) and G‐CSF receptor (CD114) was decreased (p=0.0002). A significant decrease for G‐CSF receptor expression between NASH subjects and controls was also noted (p\<0.05) An increased intensity for intracellular MPO was observed in conventional neutrophils from NASH subjects (MFI 29133) compared to controls (MFI 15029, p\<0.05). Circulating MPO levels were increased in NASH subjects (1,601 vs 6,433pg/ml, p\<0.005). No difference was seen for circulating NE levels. Supernatants from isolated neutrophils enhanced MMP9 and inhibited IL‐8 expression in LX2 HSCs stimulated with LPS/TGF‐b. **[Conclusions]{.ul}**: Taken together, these findings support previously unidentified roles for neutrophils in the pathogenesis of NASH and suggest that neutrophils may represent a potential therapeutic target to ameliorate this disease
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Diagnosing of NASH and Assessing NASH Disease Severity by a Global Measure of Liver Function, the HepQuant® (HQ)‐SHUNT Test {#hep28798-sec-1696}
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**Background and Aims**: NASH is very difficult to diagnose and stage and the only accepted method is liver biopsy. The patchy nature of NASH fibrosis causes biopsy sampling error and 40% variability in staging (Ratziu, et al, 2005). The HepQuant® (HQ)‐SHUNT test generates a disease severity index (DSI) which is a global measure of liver function. The goal of this pilot study was to determine if DSI could diagnose NASH and assess NASH disease severity. **Methods**: Healthy controls (N=50) included 30 of normal weight (BMI 18.5‐25), 16 overweight (BMI 25‐30), and 4 obese (BMI\>30). Patients were from 2 centers, University of Colorado Denver (N=16) and Baylor University Medical Center Dallas (N=15), and 27 had biopsy‐diagnosed NASH and 4 had cryptogenic cirrhosis, concurrent obesity, and presumed late stage NASH There were 4 patients with Brunt‐Kleiner fibrosis stage F1,4 with F2, 5 with F3, and 18 with F4 (cirrhosis). Clinical manifestations of NASH disease severity were captured from patient histories and included medium/large varices and any decompensation events (ascites, encephalopathy, variceal bleed, or jaundice). The HQ‐SHUNT test involves serum sampling prior to, and at 5, 20, 45, 60, and 90 minutes after simultaneous administration of IV ^13^C‐cholic acid (CA) and oral 4D‐CA. Clearances of ^13^C‐ CA and 4D‐CA were measured and DSI calculated from the clearances. The ability of DSI to diagnose NASH and to assess NASH disease severity was evaluated by AUROC analyses (c‐statistic) and by the diagnostic performance (sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV) at the optimum cutoffs which were defined by the maximum Youden Index (J). Results: The HQ‐SHUNT DSI could differentiate NASH patients from healthy control subjects, even overweight and obese controls, with high c‐statistic, specificity, PPV, and Youden Index (J) (Table section A). A biopsy diagnosis of cirrhosis could identify NASH patients at risk of medium/large varices or those at risk of decompensation, but HQ‐SHUNT DSI could identify both groups with a higher c‐statistic, and much better specificity, PPV, and Youden Index (J) (Table sections B & C). **Conclusions**: The HQ‐SHUNT test could be a minimally‐invasive alternative to biopsy for the diagnosis of NASH. The HQ‐SHUNT test DSI could outperform fibrosis stage in assessing NASH disease severity

**Diagnostic Performance of HQ‐SHUNT and Biopsy**
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Natural killer T cells and mucosal associated invariant T cells share phenotypic and functional alterations in patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease {#hep28798-sec-1700}
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#### *Liver Diseases Branch, NIDDK, National Institutes of Health, DHHS, Bethesda, MD* {#hep28798-sec-1702}

Natural killer T (NKT) cells and mucosal‐associated invariant T (MAIT) cells are innate‐like T cells with evolutionarily conserved semi‐invariant T cell receptors. They are enriched in the liver, and respond not just to inflammatory cytokines but NKT cells also recognize lipid antigens and MAIT cells also recognize riboflavin metabolites that are produced by bacteria. We aimed to examine the role of NKT and MAIT cells in nonalcolholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Methods: Multicolor flow cytometry was performed on paired blood and liver samples of 20 clinically well characterized NAFLD patients. For comparison, we used blood samples from healthy volunteers and paired blood and liver biopsies from patients with chronic hepatitis C before and after viral clearance. Results were correlated to BMI, liver fat by MRI spectroscopy, and ALT. Results: NAFLD patients had a lower frequency of MAIT cells in the blood than in healthy controls (p=0.0049). Both NKT and MAIT cells were more activated than those of healthy controls and HCV patients, as evidenced by increased expression of CD38, Tim‐1 and FasL on NKT cells, and increased CD38 and HLA‐DR expression for MAIT cells. NKT and MAIT cells of NAFLD patients expressed increased levels of the degranulation/ cytotoxicity marker CD107a, but IFNy and TNFa production by NKT cells was impaired upon in vitro stimulation with cytokines (IL‐12/IL‐18) or T cell receptor ligand (aGalCer). In NAFLD patients, NKT and MAIT cells were more frequent and more activated (CD38+) in the liver than in peripheral blood. NKT cell CD38 expression correlated with ALT levels and liver fat content (r=0.557, p=0.013 and r=0.572, p=0.085 respectively). Similarly, liver MAIT cell frequency correlated with liver fat (r=0.767, p=0.002), and the expression of the co‐stimulatory molecule Tim‐1 on MAIT cells correlated with ALT levels and BMI (r=0.605, p=0.016 and r=0.486, p=0.033 respectively). Pro‐inflammatory cytokines were within normal limits in the plasma of NAFLD patients, except for increased levels of IL‐8 and IL‐18. Both cytokines are produced by activated monocytes/macrophages and IL‐18 is known to activate both NKT and MAIT cells. Increased monocyte activation was confirmed by HLA‐DR expression, and increased macrophage activation by sCD163 levels in the plasma. Conclusions: NKT and MAIT cells share an activated and cytotoxic phenotype in NAFLD patients, which may be driven by IL‐18 from activated monocytes/macrophages. Frequency and activation status of liver NKT and MAIT cells correlate with clinical disease parameters of NASH, suggesting a role of these cells in disease pathogenesis.
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Improved Noninvasive prediction of Liver Fibrosis by Liver Stiffness Measurement in Patients with Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease Accounting for Controlled Attenuation Parameter Values {#hep28798-sec-1704}
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Background and aims: Liver stiffness measurement (LSM) frequently overestimates the severity of liver fibrosis In Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD). Controlled Attenuation Parameter (CAP) is a new parameter provided by the same machine used for LSM, and associated with both steatosis and BMI, the two factors mostly affecting LSM peformance in NAFLD. We aimed to determine wheter prediction of liver fibrosis by LSM in NAFLD patients is affected by CAP values Methods: Patients (n=324) were assessed by clinical and histological (Kleiner score) features. LSM and CAP were performed using the M probe. CAP values were grouped by tertiles (lower from 132 to 298, middle from 299 to 338, higher form 339 to 400 dB/m). Results: Among patients with F0‐F2 fibrosis, mean LSM values‐ expressed in kPa‐ increased according to CAP tertiles (6.8 vs. 8.6 vs. 9.4; p=0.001), and along this line the AUC of LSM for the diagnosis of F3‐F4 fibrosis was progressively reduced from lower to middle and further to higher CAP tertiles (0.915, 0.848‐0.982; 0.830, 0.753‐0.908; 0.806, 0.723‐0.890). As a consequence, in subjects with F0‐F2 fibrosis, the rates of false‐positive LSM results for F3‐F4 fibrosis increased according to CAP tertiles (7.2% in lower vs. 16.6% in middle vs. 18.1% in higher). Consistent with this, a decisional flow‐chart for prediciting fibrosis was suggested by combining both LSM and CAP values Conclusions: In patients with NAFLD, CAP values should always be taken into account in order to avoid overestimations of liver fibrosis assessed by TE.
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Diagnostic performance of FibroTest, SteatoTest, and ActiTest in patients with NAFLD using the SAF‐score as histological reference {#hep28798-sec-1708}
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Background: Blood tests of liver injury are less well validated in NAFLD than in patients with chronic viral hepatitis. We aimed to improve the validation of three blood tests used in NAFLD patients, FibroTest for fibrosis staging, SteatoTest for steatosis grading and ActiTest for inflammation activity grading. Methods: We pre‐included new NAFLD patients with biopsy and blood tests from a single‐center cohort (FibroFrance) and from the multicenter FLIP consortium. Contemporaneous biopsies were blindly assessed using the new SAF score, which provides a reliable and reproducible diagnosis and grading/ staging of the three elementary features of NAFLD (steatosis, inflammatory activity) and fibrosis with reduced interobserver variability. We used non‐binary‐ROC (NonBinROC) as the main endpoint to prevent spectrum effect and multiple testing Results: A total of 600 patients with reliable tests and biopsies were included, 27% with steatosis \>67%, 43.2% with severe or very severe activity and 27.5% with bridging or cirrhosis. The median NonBinROCs (95% CI) of tests were all significant (P\<0.0001): 0.572 (0.542‐0.602) for FibroTest and fibrosis stages, 0.551 (0.521‐0.581) for ActiTest and activity grades, and 0.556 (0.512‐0.600) for SteatoTest and steatosis grades. These significant results persisted in sensitivity analyses stratified by cohort population, gender, biopsy length, time interval biopsy‐tests, diabetes and severe obesity. The median FibroTest values increased (P\<0001) steadily with fibrosis stages after F1, ranging from 0.18 in F0, 0.21 in F1, 0.28 in F2, 0.41 in F3 and 0.71 in cirrhosis; none of the other fibrosis tests (NAFLD Fibrosis Score, BARD score and FIB4 score) had such significant increase between each fibrosis stages The ActiTest median values increased (P\<0001) for the two features of the SAF activity score, ballooning and lobular inflammation For ballooning, the value was 0.22 if absence (n=116), 0.36 if moderate (n=253) and 0.39 if severe (n=231), with a significant difference between grades 0 and 1 For lobular inflammation, the value was 0.23 if absence (n=118), 0.35 if moderate (n=331), and 0.43 if severe (n=151), all with significant differences between adjacent stages (P\<0.05). Conclusion: In patients with NAFLD, SteatoTest, ActiTest and FibroTest are non‐invasive tests that, with some limitations, may offer an alternative to biopsy and correlate with the simple grading/staging of the SAF scoring system across the three elementary features of NAFLD: steatosis, inflammatory activity, and fibrosis.
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HIV‐infected and Uninfected Adults with Non‐Genotype 3 Hepatitis C Virus Have Less Hepatic Steatosis than Adults with Neither Infection {#hep28798-sec-1712}
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[Background:]{.ul} Hepatic steatosis (HS) is common in persons with hepatitis C virus (HCV) and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infections, but the independent contributions of HCV and HIV to HS is unclear. [Methods:]{.ul} Magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy were used to measure visceral adipose tissue (VAT) and HS in 356 adults: 57 HCV‐monoinfected, 70 HIV/ HCV‐coinfected, 122 HIV‐monoinfected, and 107 uninfected controls. Subjects with genotype 3 HCV were excluded due to the genotype\'s reported steatogenic effects. For prevalence estimates, HS was defined as MRS triglyceride content \[total lipids/(total lipids + water)\]≥ 0.05. Multivariable linear regression models were used to determine the association of HIV and HCV status with HS levels. [Results:]{.ul} The prevalence of HS was highest in the controls (33%) and HIV‐monoinfected (28%), followed by the HCV‐monoinfected (19%) and HIV/HCV‐coin‐ fected (11%) (p=0.003 across groups). Compared to controls, after adjusting for demographic, lifestyle, and metabolic factors, HCV monoinfection and HIV/HCV coinfection were associated with 38% (95%CI:‐55%,‐12%) and 42% (95%CI:‐ 59%,‐18%) [less]{.ul} HS, respectively, while HIV monoinfection was not significantly different Further adjusting for APRI, HCV monoinfection and HIV/HCV coinfection remained associated with 48% (95%CI:‐64%,‐26%) and 54% (95%CI:‐69%,‐32%) [less]{.ul} HS, respectively. Excluding subjects with suspected cirrhosis did not change results Hispanic ethnicity, male sex, VAT, and HOMA‐IR were independently associated with greater HS. [Conclusions]{.ul}: Contrary to expectations, HIV/HCV‐coinfected and HCV‐monoinfected adults had [less]{.ul} HS than controls even after adjusting for demographic, lifestyle, metabolic factors, and fibrosis and excluding cirrhotics Our findings suggest that non‐genotype 3 HCV infection may be protective against HS The mechanisms by which this occurs and impact of HCV treatment on HS need investigation.
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Noninvasive Fibrosis Markers are Associated with Coronary Artery Calcification in Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease {#hep28798-sec-1716}
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#### *Department of Internal Medicine, College of Medicine, The Catholic University of Korea, Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)* {#hep28798-sec-1718}

**Background/Aim** Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is associated with increased risk of coronary artery disease. In addition, the advanced fibrosis in NAFLD patients is associated with cardiovascular disease and overall mortality Therefore, we investigated the association between coronary atherosclerosis and noninvasive fibrosis markers to detect the high risk population for coronary artery disease **Methods** Between January 2011 and December 2015, a total 665 subjects with NAFLD were analyzed NAFLD was diagnosed by ultrasonography in St Vincent\'s Hospital Heath Promotion Center Coronary atherosclerosis, represented as coronary artery calcification score (CACS), was assessed by cardiac computed tomography NAFLD fibrosis score (NFS), Fibrosis‐4 (FIB‐4) score, aspartate aminotransferase (AST) to Platelet Ratio Index (APRI) score, and Forns index were used as noninvasive fibrosis markers. **Results** The mean age of the study population was 51.5±9.3 years, and 486 subjects (73.5%) were male On univariate analysis, high CACS (≥ 100) was significantly associated with old age (≥ 55 years), diabetes mellitus, serum glucose (≥100mg/dL), and estimated glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (all Ps \< 0.05), and seemed to be associated with hypertension and body mass index (≥ 25kg/m^2^) (all Ps \< 0.10). On multivariate analysis, old age and male gender were only significant risk factors (***P*** \< 0.001 and ***P*** = 0.024). NFS, FIB‐4 and Forns index were significantly associated with high CACS (all Ps \< 0.001) and NFS and FIB‐4 score were significantly factors even after adjustment for traditional risk factors (***P*** = 0.043 and ***P*** = 0.009) AUROCs of NFS and FIB‐4 were 0.689 and 0.683 for predicting the high CACS, and the cut‐off values were ‐1.774 and 0.85, respectively. **Conclusion** Hepatic fibrosis assessed by noninvasive fibrosis markers, such as NFS and FIB‐4, was independently associated with high CACS Therefore, noninvasive fibrosis markers are helpful to detect the high risk population of coronary artery disease.
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A possible contribution of occult hepatitis B virus infection to hepatocarcinogenesis in Japanese patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease {#hep28798-sec-1720}
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**Background and Aims:** Augmentation of patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has become a big public‐health problem in most industrialized countries. At present hepatocarcinogenesis related to NAFLD is an additional critical issue that should be solved urgently. Despite many energetic investigations, detailed pathologic mechanisms of hepatocarcinogenesis in patients with NAFLD are obscure. Of course hepatocellular carcinomas (HCCs) developed in livers (even though steatotic) of patients positive for serum hepatitis viruses are not recognized to be NAFLD‐related ones. On the other hand, occult hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is considered one of potential factors in hepatocarcinogenesis, especially in HBV‐endemic areas. We hypothesized that occult HBV may be contributing to NAFLD‐related hepatocarcinogenesis, and carried out the following molecular pathologic study **Methods:** Nine NAFLD patients (7 men and 2 women; 61‐81 yr) diagnosed pathologically as having HCC were subjects of this study Besides their clinical and laboratory data, we analyzed their liver tissue specimens (non‐tumorous portions) histologically and with polymerase chain reaction (PCR)‐based HBV genomic study. DNA was extracted from five 10‐μm‐thick sections of each formalin‐fixed paraffin‐embedded tissue. The PCR was performed using HBV X gene‐specific primers, and samples having shown a positive result were further examined by direct sequencing. **Results:** Most of the patients (8 of 9 cases) had 2 or more metabolic factors (diabetes, dyslipidemia, obesity, hypertension), but 1 had no such factors. No one was positive for hepatitis B surface antigen, but 3 patients were positive for hepatitis B core antibody (anti‐HBc). Collectively every patient had either diabetes or anti‐HBc positivity. Histologically, non‐tumorous portions showed cirrhosis in 5 cases, and no or only mild (perivenular) fibrosis in 4 cases. From the DNA samples of 2 of 3 anti‐HBc‐positive cases, PCR amplicons of an expected size (161‐bp) were generated, and one of them was proved as the targeted HBV X gene segment by direct sequencing This case was of simple steatosis without fibrosis and had no metabolic factors **Conclusions:** The present study revealed that in Japan NAFLD‐related hepatocarcinogenesis was at least in part associated with occult HBV infection. In addition, the results suggested that diabetes and anti‐HBc, not liver histology, might be useful predictors of NAFLD‐related hepatocarcinogenesis
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Validation of non‐invasive scoring systems for the prediction of overall mortality and liver related events in non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease {#hep28798-sec-1724}
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**Background/Aims:** Predictors of mortality and liver decompensation help determine prognosis and thus influence management of patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). We examined the accuracy of four clinical models in the prediction of mortality and liver related events in NAFLD. **Methods:** Hepascore, NAFLD fibrosis score (NFS), APRI and FIB 4 scores were calculated at time of biopsy in 249 patients with NAFLD between 2006 to 2014 from a tertiary centre. Patients were followed for outcomes of overall mortality/liver transplantation and occurrence of first event of hepatic decompensation. Analysis included multivariate Cox proportional hazards modelling, C statistics and Homer‐Lemershow test (H‐L) for model calibration. **Results:** A total of 249 patients (mean age 54 ±13 years, 56% women, BMI, 37 ±9.0 kg/m^2^, 52% with type 2 diabetes) were followed for a mean of 3.2 years, (range 1‐9). 9.6 % of patients died or underwent liver transplant and 14.5 % developed a liver related event. Hepascore \[hazard ratio (HR) 4.6, 95 % confidence intervals (CI) 2.27‐9.34\], NFS (HR 3.1, CI: 1.82‐5.27), APRI (HR 2.3, CI: 1.33‐4.0) and FIB4 (HR 2.8, CI: 1.63‐5.13) were associated with overall mortality. The HRs for liver related events were 5.0 (95 % CI: 2.78‐9.0), 4.0 (95% CI: 2.53 ‐6.43), 2.87 (95% CI: 1.8‐4.5) and 4.1 (95 % CI: 2.4‐7.2) for Hepascore, NFS, APRI and FIB 4 respectively. NFS, Hepascore and FIB‐4 had similar predictive accuracy, for both overall mortality/liver transplant and liver related events outcomes (Table 1). Each model calibrated well with no differences between observed and predicted risk for overall mortality/liver transplantation. **Conclusions:** Non‐invasive scoring systems are useful tools to predict overall mortality and liver related events in NAFLD patients according to predefined risk groups.

**C index of four non‐invasive scoring systems to predict outcomes**

Values represents C statistics ± Standard Error (95% CI )
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Recent studies indicate an increasing prevalence of hepatic steatosis and non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) in several alimentary tract diseases, including inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD). We and others have shown that NASH in IBD patients is associated with an increased susceptibility for acute‐on‐chronic liver failure. To date, little is known about the mechanisms leading to hepatic steatosis in IBD With this study, we aimed to analyze and compare non‐invasive predictors of liver injury in patients with NASH and individuals with Crohn\'s disease (CD). Therefore we included patients with established NASH and patients with established CD without a history of liver disease and analyzed serum markers of liver injury, a breath test for small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO) and transient elastography as well as controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) to assess hepatic steatosis. As expected, patients with NASH had a significantly higher BMI compared to CD. Accordingly ALT and AST levels were significantly higher in NASH vs. CD. SIBO occurred in only two individuals and was not associated with steatosis. Interestingly, while transient elastography revealed increased liver stiffness in NASH vs. CD, there was no significant difference in CAP as a measure for hepatic steatosis between the groups. In fact, 43.8% of CD patients had a CAP \>283dB/m, a previously established cutoff value for significant hepatic steatosis with a maximum CAP of 400dB/m in one patient Although most patients remained within normal limits, AST and ALT were significantly higher in CD patients with CAP \>283dB/m compared to CD patients with lower CAP results. In order to identify conditions associated with higher CAP results, we reviewed the patients\' drug regimens. To our surprise steroid therapy was not associated with CAP in this cohort However, individuals with CAP below 283dB/m were more likely to be treated with biologicals In fact, CAP was significantly lower in patients on biologicals as compared to other treatment strategies (237.3 ± 11.7 vs. 306.2 ± 20.6 dB/m; p\<0.05). Thus, in this cohort, NASH was associated with higher BMI, transaminase levels and liver stiffness, while hepatic steatosis as assessed by CAP was not pronounced compared to CD. In CD patients with significant steatosis, higher transaminase levels indicate subliminal hepatic inflammation, despite being within normal levels Treatment with biologicals seems to protect CD patients from hepatic steatosis In conlusion, we identified a high rate of hepatic steatosis in CD with alterations in transaminase levels and a potential association with biologicals
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A prospective study to evaluate the efficacy of a standardized low calorie diet according to PNPLA3 genotype in patients with Non Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD) ‐ week 2 data interim analysis {#hep28798-sec-1732}
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**Background.** Approximately 30% of the Western population suffers from NAFLD, rising up to 90% in obese people. Complications of NAFLD include Non Alcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH), liver cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma as well as aggravation of diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. PNPLA3 is an important genetic factor associated with NAFLD. Aim of the study is to analyze the efficacy of a standardized low calorie liver diet (HEPAFAST, Bodymed, Kirkel, Germany) especially compounded for NAFLD patients (pts) and the influence of PNPLA3 genotypes on treatment outcome. **Methods.** In this study 81 non cirrhotic patients are stratified according to PNPLA3 genotypes (27 patients per group; CC,CG,GG). All patients receive a protein shake therapy (HEPAFAST) for 2 weeks and instructions to follow a low glycemic and insulinemic (LOGI) diet for another 6 weeks (EOT). All patients are seen longitudinally for four time points (baseline, week 2, 2 months and 6 months‐follow up). At each time point liver fat content is assessed by an independent/blinded investigator with Fibroscan CAP. Additionally Fatty Liver Index (FLI), waist circumference (WC), BMI, HbAlc, triglycerides (TG) and GGT are analyzed. **Results.** To date 31 patients were included in this study, 26 pts \[age 43±9.6 (mean±SD; m:19, f:7; PNPLA3 genotypes: CC:15, CG:8, GG:3\] finished the HEPAFAST Shake therapy from baseline to week 2 All outcome variables decreased till week 2 (second time point): (1) Fibroscan CAP 322.9±31.6 dB/m2 to 270.7±36.0 (A52. 2±32.0; p\<0.001), (2) FLI 79.4±16.1 to 60.0±22.0 (p\<0.001), (3) WC 109.7±8.5cm to 106.2±9.0 (p\<0.001), (4) BMI 32.4±3.7 to 30.8±3.0 (p\<0.001), (5) HbA1c 5.4±0.3% to 5.3±0.0 (p=0.092), (6) TG 128.7±77.6mg/dl to 86.7±73.0 (p\<0.001) and (7) GGT 44.7±31.1U/l to 30.8±18.0 (p\<0.001). Evaluation according to PNPLA3 genotype revealed a higher Fibroscan CAP drop for PNPLA3 G‐allele carriers \[CC: 316.4±35.1 to 271.5±43.6 (δ44.9±35.5) vs G‐allele carriers 331.7±25.0 to 269.6±23.8 (δ62.2±31.0); p=0.12\]. 16 patients finished 2 month treatment period including LOGI diet. Fibroscan CAP further decreased from baseline to 2 months \[328.9±27.8 to 248.6±31.9 (δ80.3±28.0); p\<0.001\]. **Conclusion.** A low calorie diet with HEPAFAST shakes is a very effective strategy to significantly lower liver fat in NAFLD patients This effect seems to be more pronounced in patients carrying the PNPLA3 G‐allele.
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**Background:** Liver biopsy (LB) is the gold standard tool to evaluate fibrosis in NAFLD patients. Five simple noninvasive serum tests using routine evaluation and laboratory values have been used to evaluate fibrosis in NAFLD: Fibrosis‐4 score (FIB‐ 4), NAFLD fibrosis score (NFS), aspartate aminotransferase (AST) to platelet ratio index (APRI), AST to alanine transaminase (AST/ALT) ratio and BARD (BMI, AST/ALT ratio, diabetes) score Data on comparing the accuracy of these scores are scanty. We aimed to compare the diagnostic utility of these scores among NAFLD patients seen at a tertiary university‐based academic center. **Methods:** Medical charts of well defined NAFLD patients on LB were reviewed to collect data on demographics, laboratory values needed to compute the five scores to be compared, and fibrosis stage on LB. Patients with concomitant hepatitis C, alcohol use \>20 g/d, and any other liver disease were excluded. Fibrosis stage on liver biopsy was staged F0‐F4 and stratified to F0‐2 (no to minimal fibrosis) and F3‐F4 (advanced fibrosis to cirrhosis). Accuracy of each score for F0‐2 or F3‐4 and area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curve was derived for each scoring system. **Results:** Of 141 (83 F3‐F4)NAFLD patients (mean age 56 years; 65% male; 81% white; 48% diabetic; 58% hypertension; 37% dyslipidemia; 16% gastric bypass). Cut off values used to predict F0‐2 were: \<1.45 for FIB (n=46), \<‐1.455 (n=59) for NFS, \<0.5 (n=56) for APRI, \<1 (n=66) for AST/ ALT ratio, and \<2 for BARD score. Respectively, cut‐off values for predicting F3‐4 were \>3.25 (n=47), \>0.675 (n=33), \>1.5 (n=46), \>1 (n=75), and 2‐4 (n=117). The accuracy and AUROC for each score are depicted in Table 1. Overall, combined use of all the five simple scores (in order of their AUROC) accurately predicted fibrosis stage, with potentially avoiding LB in 74% (104 of 141) NAFLD patients. **Conclusion:** Of all the available non‐invasive fibrosis scores in NAFLD patients, FIB‐4 was the most accurate Combined use of these fibrosis scores is a simple, noninvasive tool to accurately predict fibrosis and reduce the need for LBs. Well‐designed prospective studies are needed to incorporate liver stiffness measurements into the serum fibrosis scores to further improve the accuracy of non‐invasive assessment of fibrosis in NAFLD patients.

**Table 1. Predictive Accuracy of Fibrosis scores in NAFLD**
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Background Nonalcoholic fatty liver (NAFLD) is usually diagnosed in the context of the metabolic syndrome. However, there are other uncommon causes of NAFLD such as Lysosomal Acid lipase (LAL) deficiency. LAL is a rare, autosomal recessive disorder caused by a decrease or absence of the LAL enzyme, which is responsible for breaking down fats in the lysosomes. Two major phenotypes of LAL deficiency identified are:i) Early onset (also known as Wolman disease) which occurs in infants. ii)Late onset (also known as Cholesteryl Ester Storage Disease \[CESD\]) which occurs in children and adults. The aim of this study is to evaluate the possibility of CESD as a cause of NAFLD in adult patients who lack the typical predisposing features of NAFLD in a Hepatology practice. Methods: 200 Consecutive patients diagnosed with NAFLD at the Liver Associates of Texas hepatology clinics from June 2015‐ March 2016 were screened for risk factors of NAFLD. Screening criteria that favored the possibility of LAL deficiency in "atypical NAFLD patients" used in patient selection for LDL deficiency testing was: dyslipidemia with low HDL‐cholesterol levels (\<40mg/ dL in males; \<50mg/dL in females and/or low triglyceride levels ( \<150mg/dL) and/or persistent elevation of LDL‐c \> 160mg/dL despite statin therapy. Eleven patients NAFLD who met these criteria were identified in our study These patients were offered and consented to participate in LAL deficiency diagnostic testing which is based on LAL enzyme activity testing ‐Lysosomal acid lipase blood spot. Statistical analysis: all analyses were performed using SPSS v19. Results: The study group included six males and five females, mean age of patients was 48.7 years (SD 13.6), mean body mass index (BMI) 29 kg/m2 (SD 7.11). Mean ALT 56 U/L (SD 32.5), mean AST 39 U/L (SD 19.5) and mean of NAFLD fibrosis score 0.817 (SD 1.199). 27.2 % of patients had liver cirrhosis. Mean LAL blood spot for the patients was 356.8 pmole/hr/spt (SD 120.8), this mean is within normal reference range of LAL enzyme (40‐600 pmole/ hr/spt). Conclusion: Our study suggests that LAL deficiency is not a common cause of "atypical NAFLD\". This subset of NAFLD patients will need further studies to clarify risk factors and better define this phenotype.
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Insulin resistance is associated with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and lactation lowers blood glucose and triglycerides and increases insulin sensitivity. We hypothesized that longer duration of lactation would be associated with lower prevalence of NAFLD. Participants from the multicenter Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) prospective cohort study who delivered ≥ 1 post‐baseline (Y0: 1985‐1986) birth(s), and underwent CT quantification of hepatic steatosis 25 years following cohort entry (Y25: 20102011) were included (n = 844). Duration of lactation was defined by self‐report for post‐baseline births, and NAFLD at Y25 was assessed by central review of CT images and defined by liver attenuation \< 40 Hounsfield Units after exclusion of other causes of hepatic steatosis Unadjusted and multivariable logistic regression analyses were performed using an *a priori* set of confounding variables; age, race, education, body mass index (BMI), and post‐baseline births (1 vs. 2+). Confounding variables with P‐value \< 0.05 during backward stepwise elimination were included in the final multivariable model. Of 844 parous women (48% black, 52% white, mean age 49 years at Y25 exam), 203 (24%) reported no lactation, 282 (33%) reported up to 6 months, 197 (23%) reported \> 6 to \< 12 months, and 162 (19%) reported \> 12 months and 54 (6%) had NAFLD. Longer lactation duration was associated with white race and lower BMI, at the baseline visit (P\<0.05). Longer lactation duration was inversely associated with NAFLD in unadjusted logistic regression (OR per 3‐month increase: 0.87, 95% CI: 0.75‐1.00, p=0.056), and this association was strengthened (aOR per 3‐month increase: 0.85, 95% CI: 0.72‐0.99, p=0.04) after adjustment for potential confounders (Table) **Conclusion:** Longer duration of lactation is associated with lower odds of NAFLD in mid‐life after adjustment for confounders. Lactation is a modifiable risk factor that may reduce NAFLD in parous women.

Association between Characteristics of Women and NAFLD at 25 Years

\*Multivariable model determined by backward stepwise elimination with race, BMI and lactation duration in final model
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**Background:** Elevated liver chemistries and ultrasound diagnosed fatty liver are associated with atrial fibrillation (AF) independent of traditional AF risk factors. AF is a potent risk factor for stroke and is associated with poor outcomes in after transplantation for nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) cirrhosis. The prevalence of AF in patients with NASH or NASH cirrhosis is unknown **Purpose:** To assess the prevalence and impact of AF on healthcare utilization in patients with NASH or NASH cirrhosis. **Methods:** Patients with biopsy‐proven NASH or NASH cirrhosis were identified using ICD9 billing codes from a tertiary care center Electronic Database from 2002‐2015. NASH/cirrhosis was confirmed through independent review of liver biopsy reports at our center ICD9 codes identified the presence of comorbidities and AF prevalence. T‐test, Chi‐ square or Fisher exact tests were used to compare medication usage and comorbidities, as well as hospitalization and length of stay between patients with NASH and AF versus patients with NASH without AF. **Results:** Of 9108 patients with an ICD9 diagnosis of NASH/cirrhosis, 514 (5.6%) patients had a coexisting diagnosis of AF and 220 (2.4%) had biopsy‐proven NASH/cirrhosis. Mean age of biopsy‐proven NASH/cirrhosis patients was 53.7 ± 12.8 years and 38.1% were male. The prevalence of AF was 3.6% in biopsy‐proven NASH and 3.2% in NASH cirrhosis patients. Patients with NASH/cirrhosis and AF were older (62.7 vs 53.1 years) and had a higher prevalence of hypertension (80% vs. 46%m p=0.015), heart failure (40% vs. 9%, p=0.002) and cerebrovascular (20% vs. 2%, p=0.002), or vascular disease (47% vs. 13%, p=0.003), compared to those without AF. Among biopsy‐proven NASH/ cirrhosis patients, 12 (80%) had a CHA2DS2VASc score 2 indicating high stroke risk and need for anticoagulation. No patients were on anticoagulation and only 1 patient was on an anti‐platelet agent. No patients received cardioversion or ablation. Patients with NASH and AF had more hospital visits (4.3 vs. 2.0, p=0.006) and longer hospital stays compared to those without AF (11.1 vs. 4.5 days, p=0.002). **Conclusion:** AF prevalence is higher in patients with NASH and NASH cirrhosis compared to general population estimates of 1.7%. Patients with concurrent NASH/cirrhosis and AF have a high burden of stroke, heart failure and healthcare utilization. However, NASH/AF patients do not receive anticoagulation despite it\'s indication based on the CHA2DS2VASc score. Future studies are needed to identify at risk NASH patients with AF and encourage guideline‐based management. This may improve AF outcomes and impact cardiovascular outcomes in the burgeoning NASH population.
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Coffee Consumption and Risk of Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease: A Systematic Review and Meta‐analysis {#hep28798-sec-1752}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### *[Karn Wiiarnpreecha]{.ul}^1^, Charat Thongprayoon^1^, Patompong Ungprasert^2,3^;* {#hep28798-sec-1753}

#### *^1^Internal Medicine, Bassett Medical Center and Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons, Cooperstown, NY; ^2^Internal Medicine, Division of Rheumatology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN; ^3^Medicine, Division of Rheumatology, Faculty of Medicine Siriraj hospital, Mahildol University, Bangkok, Thailand* {#hep28798-sec-1754}

**Background/Objectives:** Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a worldwide public health concern. Coffee might have protective effect against NAFLD. However, results of previous reports are conflicting. Therefore, we conducted this meta‐analysis to summarize all available data. **Methods:** This study consisted of two meta‐analyses. The first meta‐analysis included observational studies comparing risk of NAFLD who did and did not drink coffee. The second analysis included studies comparing the risk of liver fibrosis between NAFLD patients who did and did not drink coffee. Pooled odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) were calculated. **Results:** Out of 355 articles, five studies met our eligibility criteria and were included in the analysis. The risk of NAFLD in subjects who drank coffee was significantly lower than subjects who did not (pooled OR 0.71; 95% CI, 0.60‐0.85). We also found a significantly decreased risk of liver fibrosis among NAFLD patients who drank coffee compared to those who did not with the pooled OR of 0.70 (95% CI, 0.60‐0.82). **Conclusions:** Our study demonstrated a significantly decreased risk of NAFLD among coffee drinkers and significantly decreased risk of liver fibrosis among patients with NAFLD who drank coffee on a regular basis Whether consumption of coffee could be considered as a preventative measure against NAFLD needs further investigations.

Forest plot of the included studies the impact of coffee and presence of NAFLD and liver fibrosis in NAFLD
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Global Trends in the Management of Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH): Treatment Patterns and Outcomes {#hep28798-sec-1756}
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#### *^1^Evidera, Lexington, MA; ^2^Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA; ^3^AstraZeneca Gothenburg, Mölndal, Sweden; ^4^Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; ^5^The Digestive Disease Center Bispebjerg Hospital, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark; ^6^Zealand Pharma, Glostrup, Denmark* {#hep28798-sec-1758}

PURPOSE: NASH is a liver inflammation and ballooning degeneration condition caused by accumulation of fat deposits in the liver that lead to fibrosis. Symptoms typically do not emerge until later in the disease and no approved therapies exist. Current guidelines recommend lifestyle changes and treating associated conditions; advanced stages may require liver transplantation. A systematic literature review was performed to define the knowledge base related to treatment of NASH. METHODS: Literature databases were searched from 2000‐2015 and supplemented with conference abstracts from 2013‐2015 to identify studies reporting treatment patterns, guidelines, or outcomes in NASH RESULTS: In the last 15 years, 74 articles examined treatments in NASH. The majority (63%) were trials assessing pharmacological treatments or supplements, and most observational studies evaluated surgical interventions (18/28), mainly liver transplants (13/18). NASH therapy options differ around the world. Diet and lifestyle changes have been studied worldwide and have shown improvements in both liver enzyme and histological measures Alternative therapies have demonstrated benefits, but these are not widely studied Pioglitazone, studied in Europe, the US, and India, consistently reduced liver enzymes It also significantly improved histological measures for steatosis, and lobular inflammation The effect on ballooning and fibrosis varied between the US and India. Rosiglitazone significantly improved liver enzymes compared with baseline levels, as well as scores for all evaluated histological measures in a US‐based study However, when compared with placebo in a European trial, it showed no effect on histological measures. Vitamin E has demonstrated benefits in both US and European studies. Vitamin E statistically improved NAS scores and liver enzyme levels relative to baseline values or placebo, but did not significantly improve fibrosis score When combined with ursodeoxycholic acid, it significantly decreased hepatic steatosis Evidence on treatment patterns for NASH is limited Vitamin E and pioglitazone are prescribed to NASH patients by 70% of gastroenterologists surveyed and 14% of hepatologists. CONCLUSIONS: Pharmacological treatments with glitazones and vitamin E demonstrated variable performance in trials but commonly led to histologic improvement and reductions in liver enzymes in NASH patients Whether these treatments have an effect on halting disease progression to cirrhosis is unknown. More real‐ world studies with larger sample sizes are needed to document treatment use and outcomes in clinical practice. Approved treatments remain an unmet need in managing NASH
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Ethnic diversity at presentation in patients with NASH: Data from a tertiary referral center {#hep28798-sec-1760}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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**Background:** Non alcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH) presentation shows significant ethnic diversity in the US population. Our aim was to understand these differences in an area of high endemicity of obesity and metabolic syndrome using the database at a tertiary referral center. **Methods:** We conducted a retrospective analysis of patients who were seen and followed at the Liver Institute or one of our satellite clinics with a diagnosis of NASH based on ICD‐10(K75.81) and ICD ‐9(571.8) codes from January 2011 to Jan 2016. We excluded patients with incomplete data and those lost of follow up. Data from liver biopsy, imaging, labs, demographics and comorbidities linked to metabolic syndrome were collected. An IRB exemption was obtained for retrospective analysis of de‐identified data.. **Results:** We analyzed the charts of 650 patients with complete information. 451 patients presented with abnormal LFTs ( ALT\>ULN) and 437 patients presented with fatty liver on imaging. 62% of the entire cohort was female. The self reported race distribution was: Caucasian ‐ 51%, Hispanic‐ 29.5% African‐American 11.25%, Asian‐ 4.9%, Others 1%, Unknown‐2.8%. The median age at presentation in the cohort was 57.6 years and varied in different ethnic groups with hispanics and Asians presenting at a younger age than others. Differences in BMI at presentation were minor in most racial groups except in Asians. 185 of the 650 patients had cirrhosis on presentation either on biopsy or imaging characteristics or signs of portal hypertension on imaging or endoscopy In terms of metabolic syndrome comorbidities,291 patients had Diabetes, 296 patients had hypertension and 326 patients had hyperlipidemia ‐ all 3 were present in 151(23%) patients. The ethnic distribution of bridging fibrosis or cirrhosis at presentation was Caucasian ‐46% Hispanic ‐31%, AA‐ 22%, Asians‐9%. The differences in characteristics and disease severity are presented in Table 1. **Conclusions:** We present our analysis of a large single center tertiary referral center database of patients with NASH. This is a very representative cohort in the Southwest region of the US in terms of ethnic mix. Both Asians and Hispanic Americans tend to present at a younger age. 29% of patients at presentation had cirrhosis highlighting the need for early referral and fibrosis assessment in these patients.

**Ethnic Diversity in NASH at presentation**
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Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) or high probability of fibrosis based on noninvasive marker panels (APRI, FIB‐4, NFS) at disease presentation is associated with increased all‐cause mortality in patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) {#hep28798-sec-1764}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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#### *^1^Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA; ^2^School of Medicine, University of California, Davis, Sacramento, CA; ^3^Department of Internal Medicine, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA* {#hep28798-sec-1766}

**Purpose:** NAFLD is associated with higher risk of liver‐related complications and mortality, but ethnicity‐related natural history data remains limited. We aim to examine disease presentation and natural history of NAFLD in an ethnically diverse cohort. **Methods:** We analysed a retrospective cohort of 872 consecutive NAFLD patients (246 Asians, 436 Caucasians, and 190 Hispanics) seen at a medical center from 1999‐2009 by ethnicity. NAFLD was diagnosed by imaging/histological evaluation. Exclusion criteria: viral/drug‐induced hepatitis, heavy alcohol use, or inflammatory/genetic liver disease. Study endpoints: development of NASH, cirrhosis, decompensation, liver cancer, and death **Results:** Asians were more likely male with a lower mean BMI (28.2±5.2 vs 33.6±8.2,p\<0.001). Majority of Hispanics were female (69%) and presented at a younger age (42±14 vs. 48±14 years,p\<0.001). More Asians had hyperlipidemia (55% vs 40‐51%,p=0.01) and hypercholesterolemia (29% vs 18‐25%,p=0.03); however, all three groups had similar rates of hypertension (54‐60%), diabetes (30‐40%), and coronary artery disease (11‐14%). All three groups had similar low/intermediate/high probability of fibrosis per AST to Platelet Ratio and Fibrosis‐4 score. Asians were less likely to have high probability of fibrosis per NAFLD Fibrosis Score (5% vs 12‐19%,p\<0.001). Multivariate analysis demonstrated that older age (OR=1.04,95%CI=1.02‐1.05), higher BMI (OR= 1.06,95%Cl=0.53‐1.60), diabetes (OR=2.73,95%Cl=1.81‐4.14) and Hispanic ethnicity (OR=1.75,95%CI=1.05‐2.91) were significantly associated with NASH/high probability of fibrosis at baseline. Median follow‐up was 85(6‐274) months. All three groups had similar 12‐year cumulative incidence rates of NASH (5‐8%,p=0.11), cirrhosis (3‐8%,p=0.99), decompensation (3‐7%,p=0.41), and all‐cause mortality (4‐9%,p=0.39). In multivariate Cox proportional hazard models also inclusive of age, sex, BMI, diabetes, and ethnicity, NASH/high probability of fibrosis at baseline was significantly associated with development of cirrhosis (HR=4.27,95%CI=1.35‐13.51,p=0.01) and all‐cause mortality (HR=2.72,95%CI= 1.19‐6.22,p=0.02). All‐cause mortality among patients with NASH/high probability of fibrosis was estimated to be 13.7/1000 person‐years compared to patients with NAFLD/low probability of fibrosis (4.5/1000 person‐years,p=0.004). **Conclusion:** Despite differences in disease presentation, disease sequelae from NAFLD to NASH, cirrhosis, decompensation, and all‐cause mortality was similar among Asians, Caucasians, and Hispanics. Patients with NASH/high probability of fibrosis at disease presentation may benefit from closer disease monitoring to reduce mortality.
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Evaluation of non‐invasive markers for the diagnosis of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis {#hep28798-sec-1768}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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#### *Ogaki Municipal Hospital, Oogaki, Japan* {#hep28798-sec-1770}

Background and aim Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is one of the common liver diseases in both Western and Asian countries. Liver biopsy is the gold standard for definitive diagnosis of non‐alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). However liver biopsy is painful, costly, and has a risk of bleeding. Several laboratory markers including C‐reactive protein (CRP), adi‐ ponectin, cytokeratin 18 (CK18), and hyaluronic acid (HA) are reportedly useful for differentiating NASH from non‐alcoholic fatty liver (NAFL) However, few reports compared these markers in the identical patients We investigated the utility of non‐invasive markers for the diagnosis of NASH. Methods A total of 229 NAFLD patients who underwent liver biopsy were investigated. The NASH or NAFL was diagnosed by the Matteoni classification (type 1 and 2 were classified as NAFL and type 3 and 4 were classified as NASH). We measured following markers in addition to routine laboratory examination in these patients; HA, type IV collagen7s, total CK 18 and fragmented CK18 (fCK18), adiponectin, human tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase‐1 (hTIMP‐1), matrix metallopeptidase 2 (MMP2), branched chain amino acid/tyrosine molar ratio (BTR), AST/ALT, APRI, FIB‐4index, Forns index, and NAFLD fibrosis score We investigated the ability of these markers to predict NASH from NAFLD. Results 140 patients were diagnosed as NASH histologically 72 NASH patients had degree 0‐2 fibrosis (F0‐2), and 68 patients had degree 3‐4 fibrosis (F3‐ 4) according to Brunt classification Multiple logistic regression analysis identified HA (Odds ratio \[OR\]: 1.014 95%CI: 1.0021.026 P=0.024), FIB‐4index (OR: 2.097 95%CI: 1.177‐3.735 P=0.012), and fCK 18 (OR: 1.002 95%CI: 1.001‐1.002 P\<0.001) as factors independently associated with diagnosis of NASH. AUROCs of HA, FIB‐4index, and fCK18 for the diagnosis of NASH were 0.77 (95%CI: 0.71‐0.83), 0.76 (95%CI: 0.69‐0.82), and 0.72 (95%CI: 0.65‐0.78), respectively. FIB‐4index (OR: 1.907 95%CI: 1.063‐3.419 P=0.03) and fCK18 (OR: 1.002 95%CI: 1.001‐1.002 P\<0.001) could differentiate NASH and NAFL even excluding patients with NASH with advanced fibrosis (F3‐4) AUROCs of FIB‐4index and fCK18 for diagnosis of NASH with mild fibrosis (F0‐2) from NAFLD were 0.703 (95%CI: 0.63‐0.77) and 0.704 (95%CI: 0.63‐0.77), respectively. Conclusions Several laboratory markers are useful to predict NASH from patients with NAFLD. FIB‐4index and fCK18 have an ability to predict the NASH even focusing on NASH with mild fibrosis
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Cytokeratin 18 and Transient Elastography with Controlled Attenuation Parameter as Screening Tools for Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis in HIV Mono‐Infected Patients {#hep28798-sec-1772}
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**Background:** Persons living with HIV are at high risk of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). However, data on NASH in HIV mono‐infection are scarce **Methods:** We conducted a prospective screening study of prevalence and predictors of NASH in unselected HIV mono‐infected patients by the serum biomarker cytokeratin 18 (CK‐18) and transient elastography (TE) with associated controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) Patients with significant alcohol intake or coinfection with hepatitis B or C were excluded NASH was defined as presence of fatty liver (CAP ≥238 dB/m) and CK‐18 ≥246 U/L. Those cases defined as NASH were offered a liver biopsy. Significant liver fibrosis and cirrhosis (stage 2 and 4 out of 4, respectively) were defined as TE measurement ≥7.1 and ≥13 kPa, respectively. Predictors of NASH were determined using multivariable logistic regression analysis. **Results:** 159 consecutive HIV mono‐infected patients (median age 52.7, IQR 46‐58.8 years; 81.5% men; median CD4 count 605, IQR 451‐798 cell/uL; 90% on antiretrovirals) were included. Fatty liver and NASH were diagnosed in 49.7% and 9.4% of cases, respectively Significant liver fibrosis and cirrhosis were more frequent in patients with NASH than those without NASH (see Figure; p\<0.001). After adjusting for age and BMI, elevated ALT (OR=12.4, 95% CI 2.9‐54.1; p=0.001) and TE measurement ≥7.1 (OR=7.8, 95% CI 1.9‐31.8; p=0.004) were independent predictors of NASH. 13 out of 15 patients with a non‐invasive diagnosis of NASH agreed to undergo a liver biopsy and histology confirmed NASH in all cases. **Conclusion:** NASH diagnosed by CK‐18 and TE with CAP is very frequent in HIV mono‐infected persons, particularly in case of elevated ALT and TE measurement A non‐invasive diagnostic strategy employing these non‐invasive tools can help early identification of NASH and initiation of interventions by reducing the need for liver biopsy in persons living with HIV.
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Controlling HIV using cART contributes to metabolic disorder and hepatic steatosis {#hep28798-sec-1776}
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**Objectives:** Available data on the prevalence of hepatic steatosis (HS) in a real‐life HIV‐infected population are scarce and discrepant. Controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) determination is accurate in identifying significant hepatic steatosis (fat accumulation in \>10% of hepatocytes). The aim of this study was to assess the prevalence and factors associated with significant hepatic steatosis in HIV‐infected patients. **Methods:** 364 HIV‐infected patients were included in this prospective, cross‐sectional study. All patients underwent controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) determination. Steatosis was classified as S1,(significant steatosis) in CAP\>238 dB/m, S2 in CAP\>260 dB/m, S3 in CAP\>292 dB/m. Logistic regression and cox‐regression uni‐ and multivariate analyses were performed to analyze the associations between HS and demographics, metabolic data, virologic factors and antiretroviral therapy. **Results:** 287 (79%) were HIV mono‐infected, 20 (6%) were HBsAg‐positive, 57 (16%) were anti‐HCV‐positive, of which 31 (54%) had achieved sustained virologic response (SVR). Significant hepatic steatosis was detected in 149 (41%) patients (S1:29%, S2:34%, S3:37%). Interestingly, less severe steatosis was observed in patients with a longer duration of known HIV‐infection \[10 (0‐29) vs. 12 (0‐29) yrs; p = 0.031\] and longer cART naive periods \[2 (0‐20) vs. 3 (0‐21) yrs; p = 0.037\]. As expected, patients with significant steatosis showed higher mean HbA1c levels \[5.3 (2.7‐8.1) vs. 5.5 (3.6‐11.4) %; p = 0.015\], higher mean BMI \[23 (15‐41) vs. 26 (19‐38) kg/m2; p \< 0.001\], higher triglycerides \[153 (28‐1549) vs. 228 (43‐1193) mg/dl; p \< 0.001\] and lower HDL cholesterol \[50 (8‐127) vs. 45 (18‐100) mg/dl; p = 0.002\] compared to patients without steatosis Interestingly, multivariate analysis revealed that while BMI was independently associated with steatosis \[OR, 1.24; 95% CI, 1.12‐1.37; p \< 0.001\], longer cART‐naive periods \[HR, 0.90; 95% CI, 0.83‐0.94; p \< 0.001\] were associated with less hepatic steatosis development. No impact on severity of steatosis was identified for any antiretroviral drug class. **Conclusions:** Hepatic steatosis is highly prevalent among HIV‐infected patients Obesity is an independent predictor of steatosis development, while suppression of viral replication might contribute to hepatic steatosis, which however was not related to antiretroviral drugs known to cause metabolic changes
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*Utility of the NAFLD Fibrosis Score in Predicting Advanced Fibrosis in a Predominantly Latino Population* {#hep28798-sec-1780}
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**Background:** Among ethnic groups in the United States, the highest estimated prevalence of non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (20‐25%) is observed among Latinos. The NAFLD fibrosis score (NFS) is a widely used tool for prediction of fibrosis among patients with NAFLD However the NFS was validated in predominantly Caucasian study populations and its accuracy for prediction of advanced fibrosis among Latinos is uncertain Therefore we undertook this study to determine the diagnostic accuracy of NFS for advanced fibrosis among a population comprised predominantly of Latino adults with NAFLD. **Methods:** This was a retrospective cross‐sectional study among 137 adults with NAFLD who underwent liver biopsies between 2010‐2014 in Ben Taub General Hospital (Houston, TX). Exclusion criteria were: evidence of heavy alcohol use (\>30 g/day in men; \>20 g/day in women), secondary liver disease, drug induced liver injury, or HIV infection. The NFS was calculated from labs obtained within three months of liver biopsy and compared to histologic stage of fibrosis Statistical Analysis Software (SAS®) and Microsoft Excel used to calculate descriptive statistics, area under the receiver‐operating curve (AUROC), sensitivity, specificity, negative predictive value (NPV), and positive predictive value (PPV). **Results:** The overall mean age and BMI were 47± 11.9 years and 32 ± 6.7kg/m2 respectively; 77% (n=105) were Latino and 78% (n=107) women; 50% were diabetic (n=69). Forty percent had advanced fibrosis (n=55). Patients with advanced fibrosis were older (p=0.026), had lower platelets (p\< 0.001) and albumin (p\< 0.001) and higher NFS (p\<0.001) compared to patients with mild fibrosis. Using a low NFS cutoff of ‐1.455, the NPV and PPV were 69 % and 77 % in Latinos vs 85% and 60% in overall group. Using a high NFS cutoff of 0.676, the NPV and PPV were 85 and 59 % in Latinos vs 70% and 81% in overall group. The diagnostic accuracy of the NFS for advanced fibrosis was AUROC=.0.77 \[95% CI =0.6819,0.8757\] in Latinos vs AUROC 0.80 \[95% CI=0.7278, 0.8788\] in overall group. Using the NFS, liver biopsy could have been avoided in 63% of patients overall and 64% in the Latino subgroup **Conclusion:** NAFLD fibrosis score can reliably exclude advanced fibrosis in high proportion of Latino patients with NAFLD, allowing liver biopsy to be used in more directed manner
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Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease is Associated with Coronary Artery Calcification: a Systematic Review and Meta‐Analysis {#hep28798-sec-1784}
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**Background:** Whether nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is related to subclinical artherosclerosis is unclear. Coronary artery calcium scanning (CAC) is the robust predictor of coronary events in the asymptomatic individuals. Several recent studies have investigated the association between NAFLD and this surrogate marker Thus, we conducted a systematic review and meta‐analysis to better characterize the association between NAFLD and CAC. **Methods:** A comprehensive search of the databases of the MEDLINE and EMBASE was performed from inception through May 2016. The inclusion criterion was the observational studies\' assessment of the association between NAFLD and CAC in adult subjects. Pooled odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) from multivariate model with confounder adjustment were calculated using a random‐effect, generic inverse variance method The between‐ study heterogeneity of effect‐size was quantified using the *Q* statistic and *I^2^* **Results:** Data were extracted from 15 studies (all cross‐sectional studies) involving 35,409 subjects NAFLD is significantly associated with CAC \> 0 (Figure 1) and CAC \> 100 with pooled OR of 1.41 (95% CI 1.24‐1.61, P^heterogeneity^= 0.01,*I^2^*=57%) and 1.24(95% CI 1.02‐1.52,p^hetrogeneity^ =0.09, *I^2^*=42%) The association between NAFLD and CAC \> 0was stronger in women than men (P ^between\ sex^ = 0.017). **Conclusions:** NAFLD is also associated with coronary calcification independent of traditional risk factors, obesity and metabolic syndrome in asymptomatic individuals and this association was appeared to be stronger in women.

Meta‐analysis of NAFLD and coronary artery calcium \>0
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Exercise training mediates lipid infiltration of skeletal muscle and contributes to improve pathogenesis of NAFLD {#hep28798-sec-1788}
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**[Background and aim]{.ul}** Physical exercise has beneficial effects on metabolic homeostasis. Exercise training increases the skeletal muscle mass, decreases lipid infiltration in skeletal muscle and contributes to improve insulin resistance and NAFLD. We aimed to analyze the actual impact of changes of the skeletal muscle after exercise training on NAFLD. **[Method]{.ul}** Longitudinal study was performed in 60 patients (30 males) who were diagnosed as fatty liver disease by abdominal ultrasound at Saga University Hospital and affiliate facilities. Patients with a drinking history (≥ 20 g/day of alcohol), viral hepatitis, autoimmune liver diseases or malignant disease were excluded. Patients performed exercise as 27 metabolic equivalent tasks (METs)/ week for 6 months. Food intake was adjusted as 25 kcal/kg bodyweight. We evaluated the abdominal lumbar muscle area by CT imaging and obtained skeletal muscle area index (SAI; lumbar muscle area (cm^2^)/ height (cm)^2^). Lipid infiltration of the skeletal muscle (intramuscular adipose tissue content, IMAC) and of liver (liver‐spleen ratio, L/S ratio) was also measured by CT imaging‐based technique Factors which contributed to improve L/S ratio and ALT were identified by multiple regression model. **[Result]{.ul}** Exercise training decreased IMAC in 46 patients (76.7%) with decreased BMI, decreased fasting plasma glucose, decreased ALT and improved L/S ratio (p \< 0.001, respectively) while 14 patients without decrease of IMAC failed to improve these parameters Exercise training increased SAI in 16 patients with decreased BMI, decreased ALT and improved L/S ratio; however, interestingly, 46 non‐responders of SAI also showed significant improvement of these parameters. Decrease of IMAC (t value: 3.92, p \< 0.001) and increase of SAI (t value: 2.52, p = 0.014) significantly correlated to improvement of ALT level Decrease of IMAC was independent factor to improve L/S ratio (t value: 4.83, p \< 0.001) while there was no significant correlation between increase of SAI and improvement of L/S ratio. **[Conclusion]{.ul}** Although increased skeletal muscle mass was not a factor to improve liver steatosis in NAFLD, decreased lipid infiltration in skeletal muscle contributes to improve liver steatosis as well as ALT level in our exercise training program for NAFLD. Lipid infiltration of skeletal muscle could be an indicator of the exercise training effect on NAFLD and possible therapeutic target of NAFLD
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Elevated hepatic SPARC levels are associated with increased risk of hepatocellular injury in severely obese patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease. {#hep28798-sec-1792}
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*Background and aims:* Mechanisms that control progression from simple steatosis to steato‐hepatitis and fibrosis in patients with non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) are still matter of investigation. SPARC, a secreted matricellular protein, is over‐expressed in the liver under chronic injury. Contribution of SPARC accumulation to disease severity, and mechanisms involved, are largely unknown in NAFLD. We assessed the hypothesis that SPARC is increased in livers with more necrosis and inflammation and therefore at high risk of fibrosis *Methods:* qrt‐PCR, immunohistochemistry, and ELISA were employed to localize and quantify changes in SPARC in 62 morbidly obese patients with NAFLD and in a mouse model of diet‐ induced‐NASH Results were correlated with the severity of liver disease and progression from simple steatosis to NASH *Results:* In obese patients 2 subgroups were identified with either high SPARC expression (n=20) or low SPARC expression (n=42) in liver tissue. High expression of SPARC paralleled more extensive hepatocellular necrosis, necroptosis, and increased pro‐fibrogenic factors In line with these findings, in the NASH animal model SPARC knockout mice were protected from inflammatory injury, and showed less inflammation and fibrosis *Conclusions:* SPARC accumulation is associated with more severe liver injury and fibrogenic processes in NAFLD SPARC may be a promising diagnostic and therapeutic target to monitor progression in NAFLD patients
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**Background/Aims:** Patients with normal body mass index (BMI) present non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and designated as lean NAFLD. The aims of the present study were to investigate the role of genetic variability of the patatin‐like phospholipase domain‐containing 3 (PNPLA3) on predisposition to NAFLD and disease severity in lean NAFLD patients **Material and Methods:** A total of 219 consecutive NAFLD patients and 151 healthy controls were assessed. DNA was extracted from peripheral blood, and a single nucleotide polymorphism was assessed by PCR‐DNA sequencing. **Results:** At the time of the diagnosis, the median BMI was 29.3 kg/ m^2^ (36% were obese, 11% were lean). The median NAS of the available 174 liver biopsies was 5.0, and a histological diagnosis of NASH was obtained in 60%. The frequency distribution of the GG genotype of the PNPLA3 was significantly higher in NAFLD patients than in healthy controls (p=0.01). In patients with NAFLD, the GG genotype was associated with lower platelets counts (p\<0.05), the presence of steatohepatitis (p\<0.05) and hepatic fibrosis (p\<0.05) compared to the CC and CG genotypes. In subgroup analysis of NAFLD patients, 23 patients (11%) were lean‐NAFLD. The presence of diabetes mellitus, insulin resistance, hypertension and hyperlipidemia were slightly higher in obese patients compare to lean patients (p\>0.05). However, serum aminotransferases levels were slightly higher in lean patients Median serum AST and GGT levels were 32.5 U/L (range: 19‐102 U/L) vs 30.0 U/L (range: 4‐133 U/L) (p=0.575), and 38 U/L (range: 13‐111 U/L) vs 35 U/L (range: 10‐442 U/L) (p=0.51), respectively. The presence of liver fibrosis was slightly more common in lean NAFLD than that of in obese NAFLD patients (59% vs 49%, p=0.441). The GG genotype was slightly more prevalent in lean NAFLD patients compared to obese NAFLD patients (57.0% vs 46.0%, p=0.610). When compare to lean (n=13) and obese NAFLD patients (n=89) with GG genotype, serum aminotransferases levels were slightly higher in lean patients with GG genotype compared to obese patients with GG genotype Median serum AST and GGT levels were 37.0 U/L (range: 21‐102 U/L) vs 30.0 U/L (range: 13‐111 U/L) (p=0.543), and 44 U/L (range: 15‐111 U/L) vs 34 U/L (range: 10‐442 U/L) (p=0.216), respectively Lean NAFLD patients with GG genotype had slightly more fibrotic liver than that of obese NAFLD patients (67% vs 54%, p=0.723). **Conclusion:** Patients with GG genotype of rs738409 polymorphism in PNPLA3 are more likely to develop NAFLD in lean patients as well as in obese patients The GG genotype was associated with more severe liver disease both in obese and also in lean NAFLD patients
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Probiotic VSL\#3 improves liver histology in patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease ‐ A proof of concept study. {#hep28798-sec-1800}
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**Introduction ‐** Pharmacological treatment of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is still evolving. There is no randomised human study with histological end point in adults with the use of probiotic VSL\#3 (De Simone Formulation; Mix of Lactic acid bacteria and Bifidobacteria) in patients with NAFLD. Aim of the present study was to evaluate the efficacy of probiotic VSL\#3 in adult patients with NAFLD. **Methodology ‐** In a two‐centre, prospective, double blind, placebo controlled, randomised, proof of concept study, 39 patients with liver biopsy proven NAFLD were randomized into two groups (Clinical Trials Registry India ‐ CTRI/2008/091/000074). All patients gave a written informed consent and study had the approval of the respective institutes\' ethics committee. Group 1 (n=19, M=13, mean age=38 ±10 yrs) received standard medical treatment (SMT) with life style modifications and oral probiotic VSL\#3 (2 caps t. i. d; 675 Billion CFU/day) for one year; group 2 (n=20, M=15, mean age‐33±6 yrs) received SMT + identical placebo (2 caps t. i. d) for one year. Primary objective of the study was the histological improvement in NAFLD activity score (NAS), its components or hepatic fibrosis and secondary objectives were improvement in serum ALT and cytokine profile. **Results ‐** Ten out of 19 patients (52.6%) in VSL\#3 group and 5 out of 20 (25%) in placebo group underwent a repeat liver biopsy at one year In comparison to baseline, even though there was no significant improvement in hepatic steatosis; hepatocyte ballooning (p=0.036), lobular inflammation (p=0.003) and NAS score (p=0.007) improved significantly at 1 year in VSL\#3 group. When compared to placebo, the improvement in NAS score was significantly higher in the VSL\#3 group (4.3±1.6 to 2.7±0.9 vs 4.2±1.9 to 3.2±2.1, p=0.004) with significant difference in improvements in individual components of hepatocye ballooning (p=0.05) and hepatic fibrosis (p=0.018). In addition to histological improvement, there was significant improvement in serum ALT (45.0±29.6 vs 68.0±40.6 IU/L; p=0.046), leptin (3.9±1.3 vs 5.7±2.3ng/ml, p=0.006) and TNF‐a (107.7±94.3 vs 243.1±167.1pg/ml, p=0.016) in VSL\#3 group in comparison to placebo at 1 year. **Conclusions ‐** In this proof of concept study, patients with NAFLD managed with lifestyle modifications + probiotic VSL\#3 showed significant improvement in liver histology VSL\#3 also improved serum ALT and cytokine profile in patients with NAFLD
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**Background/aims:** The prevalence of non‐alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is increasing worldwide. We investigated whether liver stiffness (LS) and controlled attenuation parameter (CAP), assessed using transient elastography (TE), could assess liver steatosis and fibrosis accurately. **Methods:** A total of 214 patients who underwent liver biopsy and concomitant TE were recruited from a tertiary hospital in Korea and analyzed between November 2011 and December 2014. Liver fibrosis was assessed using AST to Platelet Ratio Index (APRI), NAFLD fibrosis score, and Fibrosis‐4 (FIB‐4). **Results:** The study population were separated into a control group (n = 103) and a NAFLD group (n = 111) based on liver biopsy results. Patients with NAFLD had a mean age of 39.7 years and there was a male predominance (n = 85, 76.6%). The accuracy of CAP for detecting steatosis grade, assessed by the area under the receiver operating curve (AUROC), was 0.882, 0.906, and 0.870 for ≥S1, ≥S2, and ≥S3, respectively. The optimal cut‐off values for steatosis were 248 dB/m for S1,281 dB/m for S2, and 315 dB/m for S3. Moreover, the AUROC for LS for detecting fibrosis grade were 0.887, 0.958, and 0.986 for ≥F2, ≥F3, and ≥F4, respectively. The optimal cut‐off values for fibrosis in patients with NAFLD were 7.65 dB/m for F2, 8.75 dB/m for F3, and 14.45 dB/m for F4. The sensitivity and specificity of the optimal cut‐off values for detecting ≥ F3 and ≥ F4 were good (F3: 100% and 72%, respectively, and F4: 80.0 and 98.0%, respectively), and were better than other noninvasive markers, including APRI, NAFLD fibrosis score, and FIB‐4. Approximately 24 (21.6%) patients with NAFLD showed discordance between TE and histology The predictive factors for discordance were age, body mass index (BMI), and the grade of steatosis **Conclusion:** TE resulted in the accurate detection of not only steatosis but also fibrosis in patients with NAFLD In addition, TE had better sensitivity and specificity for detecting advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis than other noninvasive markers
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**Background:** The treatment of extra‐hepatic bile duct disorders such as biliary atresia, primary sclerosing cholangitis and biliary strictures is limited to liver transplantation or hepatojejunostomy due to the lack of healthy tissue suitable for biliary reconstruction. **Objectives:** 1. Development of a platform for large‐scale in vitro expansion of native cholangiocytes 2 Use of these cells for the generation of bioengineered biliary tissue and performance of a biliary reconstruction in vivo **Methods:** Primary human cholangiocytes were isolated from deceased organ donors (n=8) 3D culture of the cells was based on our established protocol for the maturation and maintenance of stem cell derived cholangiocytes Extrahepatic Cholangiocyte Organoids (ECOs) were seeded on bioengineered Polyglycolic Acid (PGA) scaffolds to generate a bio‐artificial biliary tissue. A model of extrahepatic biliary injury (EHBI) was generated by compromising the integrity of the biliary tree in immunodeficient NSG mice through a longitudinal incision in the gallbladder wall ECO‐populated PGA scaffolds (n=8) were sutured in place to repair the wall defect Acellular scaffolds (n=2) and fibroblast populated scaffolds (n=5) were used as negative controls. **Results:** ECOs express key biliary markers such as CK7, CK19, GGT, CFTR and maintain their functional properties in vitro, including ALP, GGT, CFTR activity Transcriptomic analyses revealed close correlation between ECOs and primary cholangiocytes (r:0.92). ECOs seeded on PGA scaffolds formed structures resembling biliary tissue maintaining their functional properties and marker expression All animals undergoing biliary reconstruction with ECO‐populated scaffolds (n=8) survived for up to 3 months, with integration of the cells in the biliary epithelium, while all animals transplanted with acellular PGA scaffolds (n=2) died within 24 h (***P***=0.0027, log‐rank test) 3 of 5 animals receiving fibroblast‐populated scaffolds survived but none of the transplanted gallbladders were successfully reconstructed and the biliary epithelium was replaced by fibrotictissue. The patency of the reconstructed biliary tree was confirmed using magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP). **Conclusion:** Biliary epithelial cells derived from the extrahepatic biliary tree can be effectively propagated in vitro, while maintaining their transcriptional and functional identity The regenerative potential of ECOs is further illustrated by their capacity to organize into a bioengineered functional biliary epithelium and rescue an EHBI murine model. To our knowledge, this is the first report of an organ reconstruction using human primary cells expanded in vitro
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***Background & Aims.*** The liver is well known to possess high regenerative capacity. However, its regeneration is often impaired in patients with liver cirrhosis Although progenitor cell recruitment has been implicated in the regeneration of fibrotic liver, the origin and nature of such hepatic progenitor cells (HPC) are not fully understood On the other hand, recent studies using genetic lineage tracing analysis indicate that dedifferentiation of mature hepatocyte plays an important role in injured/fibrotic liver regeneration. In the present study, we show that Jaggedl/Notch signaling accelerates this dedifferentiation process and contributes to the regeneration of fibrotic liver ***Materials & Methods.*** Liver fibrosis was induced in wild type and Jaggedl conditional knockout (Jagl cKO) mice by repeated carbon tetrachloride (CCl~4~) injections. Excised liver specimens were subjected to immunohistochemical staining and quantitative gene expression analyses of fibrosis‐related molecules and HPC markers. The survival rates and the extent of cell proliferation were compared between the wild type and Jagl cKO mice during the regenerative process alter partial hepatectomy of fibrotic liver. Primary mature hepatocytes were co‐cultured with quiescent or activated hepatic stellate cells (HSC), and their dedifferentiation to alpha‐fetoprotein (AFP)‐ex‐ pressing HPC were evaluated using a Notch inhibitor or HSC obtained from Jagl cKO mice. ***Results.*** A significant number of AFP‐positive cells with features of HPC and high proliferative ability were detected along the fibrous septa after repeated CCl~4~ injections to wild type mice. The septal myofibroblasts highly expressed a Notch ligand, Jaggedl, and the Notch signal was activated in adjacent AFP‐expressing HPC. Studies with Jagl cKO mice demonstrated that Jaggedl deletion suppressed the mobilization and proliferation of AFP‐positive HPC in fibrotic liver tissue and decreased the survival rate of CCl~4~‐ treated fibrotic mice, but not untreated normal animals, after partial hepatectomy Consistent with these *in vivo* results, cell culture experiments indicated that increased Jaggedl expression in activated HSC up‐regulated AFP expression in the co‐cultured hepatocytes. This dedifferentiation of hepatocytes was suppressed by adding a Notch inhibitor to the culture media or using HSC obtained from Jagl cKO mice. ***Conclusion.*** These results indicate that Jaggedl/Notch signaling contributes to the regeneration of fibrotic liver through possible dedifferentiation of mature hepatocytes. They provide insight into a novel important role of Jaggedl/Notch signaling in liver pathophysiology.
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**Aims:** To deal with the liver failure at the end stage, liver transplantation is ultimately the only treatment at the terminal stages of disease. However, the demand for liver transplantation is more than number of provision cadaveric livers or liver tissues from living donors. Hence, developing the way of acquiring hepatocytes has been considered as an important researching issue for decades In recent, direct conversion technology has been developed for generating induced hepatocyte‐like cells (iHeps) through ectopically expressing liver‐specific transcription factors On the other hands, tissue‐engineering including \'3‐dimensional (3D) bioprinting technology\' has been advanced for organ‐like structures and thereby capturing the complexity of *in vivo* environments Therefore, we herein report the reconstruction of 3D bioprinted hepatic architecture for recapitulating the microenvironment in liver by using the iHeps as a source of hepatocytes **Methods:** To generate iHeps, mouse embryonic fibroblasts (5 × l0^4^ cells) were transduced with pMX retroviruses expressing individual hepatic transcription factors, *Hnf4a* and *Foxa3*. After 48 h, the cells were further cultured in hepatocyte culture medium (HCM) on Type I collagen‐coated dish for inducing lineage transition toward iHeps. For 3D bioprinting, the iHeps encapsulated with 3% alginate hydrogel, and then extruded through nozzle pressure After crosslinking with calcium chloride, hepatic structure was formed with 25 mm x25 mm. **Results:** After 8 ∼ l0 days of transduction, we observed epithelial iHep colonies with high proliferation rate Upon several passaging, the number of the fibroblasts was reduced, while the iHeps grew dominant on the dish. Both qPCR and immunofluorescence analyses revealed that iHeps shared typical hepatic gene and protein expression profiles with liver tissue Moreover, iHeps also had functional characteristics as hepatocytes such as glycogen storages and xenobiotic activity Through 3D bioprinting method, we can efficiently construct multiple layered‐3D hepatic structures. Interestingly, we found that mimicking the 3D hepatic structure not only assists the iHeps to stably repopulate, but also enhanced hepatic gene expression profiles of iHeps. **Conclusions:** Combining 3D bioprinting technology with iHep generation protocol may be a realistic option for overcoming the problems including donor shortage and surgical complications of liver transplantation, and thereby offers a new paradigm in the field of liver regenerative medicine.
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Introduction: Intraperitoneal transplantation of encapsulated primary human hepatocytes is an emerging therapy for children with acute liver failure. However, sustaining the function of cryopreserved hepatocytes isolated from marginal grafts remains a challenge. Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) enhance hepatocyte viability and metabolism, through mechanisms not yet fully understood MSC have been reported to rescue different types of injured cells by transfer of functional mitochondria through actin‐based nanostructures called tunneling nanotubes (TNT). Therefore, we hypothesized that MSC rescue hepatocyte function via TNT‐based mitochondria transfer. Objectives: to (i) assess if a TNT‐based transfer of mitochondria occurs between MSC and hepatocytes; (ii) to study TNT composition, and (iii) to determine if TNT inhibition stops mitochondria transfer and affects MSC trophic effects on hepatocytes. Materials and Methods: Mitochondrial transfer from MSC to hepatocytes was followed over 24h of co‐culture using FACS as well as live‐ and fixed‐cell microscopy, after staining of MSC mitochondria with a mitochondria‐targeted red fluorescent die (MitoTracker Red). TNT presence in the co‐cultures was studied by fluorescent microscopy Characterization of TNT was performed by immunofluorescence to detect actin and tubulin expression TNT‐disruption was tested by dosing actin polymerization inhibitors: Latrunculin A (LatA) and Cytochalasin D (CytD). MTT and Annexin V/PI assays were used to assess LatA/CytD cytotoxicity. Mitochondrial transfer after TNT inhibition was quantified by FACS. Results: Hepatocytes containing red fluorescent mitochondria were detected as early as 2h after co‐culture onset, using live microscopy (n=3) and confirmed by FACS (n=3), with statistical significance at 4 and 6h of co‐culture (21 ±6 and 27.6±10%, p\<0.05 vs monocultures). TNT containing MSC mitochondria were observed between co‐cultured MSC and hepatocytes (Fig.1). Actin was identified as the main TNT structural component. 0.5μM LatA achieved TNT inhibition without cytotoxic effect on the cells, leading to a decrease in the number of hepatocytes with MSC mitochondria Conclusion: Our preliminary studies show that MSC are able to transfer mitochondria to primary hepatocytes through actin‐based TNT, which might be the responsible mechanism for the beneficial effects of MSC on hepatocyte function. This data is helpful to further advance our knowledge to use co‐transplantation of MSC and hepatocytes in the treatment of liver disease. Transfection of MSC with a mitochondria‐targeted red fluorescent protein (DsRed) is currently being performed to further confirm/ infirm these results
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**Background:** Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) can proliferate and differentiate into hepatocytes as potential cell sources for cirrhosis treatment Studies showed that platelet rich plasma (PRP) may enhance liver regeneration We test the hypothesis that PRP co‐administration enhances MSC treatment for mouse cirrhosis. **Method:** Male Swiss mice were treated orally with olive oil or CCl4 for 11 weeks PRP were obtained from healthy mice Mouse adipose‐derived stem cells (mADSCs) from 3 weeks CCl4 mice were cultured for 3 passages (P3‐mADSCs) prior to transfer by tail vein injection with or without PRP into 11 weeks CCl4 mice Liver and serum were harvested at 7 and 21 days after transplantation Hepatocyte‐enriched markers and ECM gene expression were characterized using q‐RT‐PCR. MSC markers, hepatocyte‐enriched proteins and fibrosis were evaluated by flow cytometry and/or immunohistochemistry. Mice were divided into 6 groups (n=10 each group). 1) normal, 2) cirrhotic, 3) cirrhotic /PBS; 4) cirrhotic/PRP (0.2 ml/ mice with PRP from healthy mice), 5) cirrhotic/mADSCs (5 x 10^5^ cells/mice), and 6) cirrhotic/mADSC‐PRP. **Result:** mAD‐ SCs were highly positive with CD44, CD90 and CD105. Relative to normal liver cells, P3‐mADSCs highly expressed *Alb, Ck18, Ck19, Tnf, c‐met, Cyp1a1, Afp, Muc1, Ldl receptor;* and are strongly positive for Cyp1a1 (98.21 ±1.57%) and Hgf (95.55±3.11%); moderately positive for alfa‐fetoprotein, Aat and Alb After transplantation, transplanted cells into CCl4‐ treated mice were found in the 21 days liver Compared to mADSCs, mADSCs and PRP cotreatment most effectively improved serum AST/ALT/bilirubin and albumin levels in day 7 cirrhotic mice (p\<0.05); and significantly down‐regulated *procollagen* (104‐fold less) and *TGF‐beta 1* (10‐fold less) in day 21 cirrhotic liver Histology index and collagen deposition were improved in 100% of mADSC/PRP‐ and mADSCs‐ cirrhotic mice compared to 33.3% of PBS‐ or PRP‐ cirrhotic liver (p\<0.05). **Conclusion:** Cultured mADSCs express hepatocyte markers Injected mADSCs home to the cirrhotic liver PRP coadministration enhances mADSC effects to further improve liver function, and further reduce fibrosis.
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Background and Aim: By label retaining cell assay in an acetaminophen injury model, we previously identified the most proximal portions of the biliary tree (canals of Hering: CoH) and, in addition, peribiliary hepatocytes (PbH) which were neighboring to CoH as locations of potential functional stem cell niche (Kuwahara et al, Hepatology 2008). The aim of this study is to investigate the possible role of CoH and PbH in normal liver development, in the absence of injury. Methods: For the labeling of dividing cells in the fetal liver, BrdU was injected intraperitoneally to pregnant mice at 3 time points (E12, E15, and E19). Postnatal mice received intraperitoneal injection of BrdU at the age of 6, 13, 20, 27, 34, 41,48 and 55 days. To confirm the BrdU labeling in the fetal and postnatal liver, some mice were sacrificed 24 hours after each labeling The other pregnant mice were allowed to give birth, and newborn mice were raised to 8 weeks old, growth and maturation of the liver providing the "chase" for BrdU label washout following the BrdU labeling and then sacrificed. Likewise, the other postnatally labeled mice were sacrificed at the age of 8 weeks PbH and biliary cell in CoH were analyzed by double immunohisto‐ chemistry (IHC) of biliary keratins (PanK)/BrdU (cell division), PanK/Ki‐67 (proliferation). The ratio of liver weight to body weight (LW/BW‐R) was analyzed at every week old of mice. Results: The stability of BrdU labeling in the liver was confirmed by IHC of BrdU. The Ki67 index of postnatal mice liver showed that frequencies of cell proliferation of hepatocytes and biliary cells in CoH were highest at the age of 7 days and then diminished steadily. The peaks of LW/BW‐R were 5.88% and 5.64% at the age of 5 weeks in both male and female mice, respectively. At 8 weeks post "chase", distributions of BrdU‐re‐ taining PbH and biliary cells in CoH to total BrdU positive cells (lobular and peribiliary hepatocytes + biliary cells in CoH) were significantly higher in prenatally labeled liver than those in postnatally labeled liver In postnatally labeled liver, these distributions were significantly higher in the liver with labeling at the age of 13 days than those in the liver with labeling at the age of 6, 20 and 27 days, respectively Conclusion: These data support that PbH and CoH cells serve resident stem cell functions including contributing to parenchymal mass during organogenesis and early postnatal development and also suggest that while these stem cell niches in adults may be quiescent, only activated in some kinds of injury, they are continually activated and contributing to cell lineages in the developing fetal and postnatal periods
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Human embryonic stem cells‐derived hepatocytes (hEH) could provide a powerful tool for enabling cell‐based therapies in the clinic, and studying the mechanisms underlying human liver development and disease, testing the efficacy and safety of pharmaceuticals However, current in vitro protocols yield hEH with low levels of liver functions relative to adult primary human hepatocytes. Here, we investigated the potential of Salvianolic acid B (Sal B), an active pharmaceutical compound present in Salvia miltiorrhiza, exerting an antifibrotic effect in previous researchs, to enhance hepatocyte differentiation from human embryonic stem cells (hESCs). hESCs line, H9 was used in our standard differentiate protocol After treatment with Sal B, albumin expression was consistently increased, as determined by qPCR, ELISA and Westen‐blot, indicating that Sal B might promote hepatocyte differentiation process. Expression of a large number of important phase I and II metabolizing enzymes and phase III transporters, were also increased in treated cells, indicating that biotransformation function would likely be increased In addition, we found that expression of cholangiocyte marker, CK7 was significantly reduced by treatment with Sal B This suggests that one possible mechanism by which Sal B may promote hepatocyte differentiation is through inhibiting the formation of cholangiocytes. Our investigations further revealed the activation of Wnt pathway in Sal B‐treated cells, as determined by up‐regulation of Wnts which resulted in the increase of the amount of nuclear p‐catenin, leading to the increase of TCF1, and its downstream targets, cyclin D1 and c‐myc. Notch receptors (Notch1, Notch4), Notch ligands (Jagged 1 and Jagged2), Notch receptor targets (Hes1, 5), were down‐regulated in treated cells, suggesting that Notch pathway was inhibited Numb, a direct transcriptional target of the Wnt signalling pathway and a negative regulator of Notch pathway, was up‐regulated, indicating that its up‐regulation is consistent with activation of Wnt signaling and suppression of Notch signaling Thus, our study demonstrated that the enhancement of hepatocyte differentiation is mediated through activation of Wnt signaling pathway and inhibition of Notch pathway by Sal B. In conclusion, Sal B can promote hepatocyte differentiation from hESCs This demonstrates that Sal B treatment appears to enhance our efforts to generate mature hepatocytes for cell‐based therapeutics and for pharmacological and toxicological studies
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Adipose tissue is enriched with mesenchymal stromal/stem cells. We conducted the clinical study for liver regenerative therapy of cirrhosis by intrahepatic arterial administration of freshly isolated autologous adipose tissue derived stromal/stem (regenerative) cells (ADRCs) (UMIN000009122, NCT01062750). We also characterized the obtained fresh cells (ADRCs) as well as the cultured expanded stromal cells (ADSCs). **\[Methods\]** The objectives were cirrhosis patients who provided the written informed consent The patients underwent liposuction of their subcutaneous adipose tissues in their abdomen or buttock. The obtained adipose tissues were immediately processed using the adipose‐tissue dissociation equipment (Celution®, Cytori Therapeutics Inc. ) to obtain autologous ADRCs. The designated number of cells (3.3×10\^5/Kg (n=2), 6.6×10×5/Kg (n=2)) were infused through the catheter positioned at the hepatic artery Safety evaluation was assessed 1 month after the treatment Surface antigen of ADRCs and cultured cells (ADSCs) were assessed by FACS. Serum cytokine/chemokine concentration was measured by Bio‐Plex®. We also analyzed gene expression of the freshly isolated ADRCs compared to the cultured ADSCs by DNA microarray **\[Result\]** Four liver cirrhosis patients were enrolled, (HI‐01(type C), HI‐03 (type C), HI‐04 (NASH), HI‐05(type B)). The number of infused ADRCs were 2.2×10\^7 ∼ 4.4×10\^7. Among ADRCs and ADSCs, 10.3 ∼45.8 % and 80.998.9% of cells, respectively, expressed the mesenchymal stem cell surface marker CD44 No severe adverse events occurred Three among 4 treated patients improved serum albumin concentration during 36 months after treatment Serum HGF, M‐CSF, MIF, IL18, and IL‐6 were elevated in all 4 patients one day after treatment. The surplus ADRCs after treatment were successfully expanded and the spindle‐like shape of mesenchymal stem cell was observed. Gene expression profile analysis using clusters analysis showed the two distinct clusters discerning ADRCs from ADSCs, completely, regardless of the patient\'s etiologies of cirrhosis. The freshly isolated ADRCs were shown to involve inflammatory features, suggesting that they were related to immunomodulatory biological effects. **\[Conclusion\]** Intrahepatic arterial administration of autologous freshly isolated ADRCs with immunomodulatory biological effects were confirmed to be safely conducted without serious adverse events
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